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PREFACE 

n but bt'aucoup de philosophie pour savoir observer une fois ca qu'aD 
VOlt tollS lee jours.-ROUSSEAU. 

Tms book has taken long in making, and like other pet children, 
it has borne many names. VVhen I gave the first crude sketch of 
it as a series of lectures at Columbia University in Ip09-10, I called 
it an Introduction to English Grammar; in t~ -preface of the 
second volume of my Modern English (hammar (1914) I was rash 
enough to refer to " a forthcoming book on The Basis of Grammar" ; 
in Lant)uage (1922) I spoke of it again as "a future work, to be: 
called, probably, The Logic of Grammar," and now at last I venture 
to present it under the perhaps too ambitious title of ,. The Philo
sophy of Grammar." It is an attempt at a connected presentation 
of my views of the general principles of grammar, views at whioh I 
have arrived after long years in which I have studied various 
languages and have been preparing an extensive work on English 
Grammar, of which I have so far been able to bring out only two 
volumes. 

I am firmly convinced that Illany of the shortcomings of current 
grammatical theory are due to the faot that grammar has been 
chiefly studied in connenon with ancient languages known only 
through the medium of writing, and that a. correct apprehension 
of the essential nature of language can only be obtained when 
the study is based in the first place on direct observation of living 
speech and only secondarily on written and printed documents. 
In more than one sense a. modern grammarian should he novarum 
rerum studio8U8. 

Though my concern bas been primarily with linguistio study, 
I have ventured here and there to encroach on the territory of 
logio and hope that some parts of my work may contain things 
of interest to logicians ; for instance, the definition of proper names 
(Ch. IV), the discussion of the relation between subl:!ta.ntive and 
adieetlve (Chs. V and VII), the definition OL ' abstracts • as nexus
words (Ch. X), the rela.tion of subject and predicate (Ch. XI), and 
the tripartitions in the chapter on Nega.tion (Ch. XXIV). 

9 



10 THE PHILOSOPHY OF GRAMMAR 

I have had many difficulties to contend with in writing this 
book; one of tht>se is the proper arrangement of my chapters, 
inasmuch as the subjects theS deal with interlock and overlap in 
the most bewildering v. ay. My endeavour has been to avoid as 
far as possible re.ierenceJ to subsequent sections, hut it is to be 
feared that the order in which different topics are presented may 
here and there appear rather arbitrary. I must also ask the reader's 
indulgence for my inconsistency in sometimes indicating and 
somet,jmes not indicating the exact place where I have found_a 
passage which I quote as an example of some grammatical pheno
menon. TWs ha'! not been found as necessary here as in my 
Grammar, where it is my principle to give exact references to all 
passages quoted; but many of the phenomena mentioned in this 
volume are such that examples may be easuy found in almost any 
book written in the language concerned. 

U:NtvE:RSITY O~' COl'ENRAt:EN, 
January 1924 

OTTO JESPERSEN. 

Since this bOOK was lirst puots:,ed \:...:. 11;,24) I nave carried out 
and further developed '3ome of the iders It contains in volumes 
3 and 4 of my Modern English Grammar and in Essentials of English 
Grammar to which the reader may therefore be referred. 

LUNDERAVE, 
Rru:.smGOR IEr,srNo~n;lt 

NOflem"6er 1934 

O.J. 
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF GRAMMAR 

ClIAPTER I 

LIVING GRAMMAR 

Speaker a.nd Hea.rer. FOl'Illulas and Free ExpreSlllOnlI. 
Building up of Sentenoes. 

Gr&mmatical Typ6fl. 

Speaker and Bearer. 
THE essence of language is human activity-activity on the part of 
one individual to make himself understood by another, and activity 
on the part of that other to understand what was in the mind of 
the first. These two individuals, the producer and the recipient 
of language, or as we may more conveniently caU them, the speaker 
a.nd the heareJ;', a.nd their relations to one another, should never 
be lost sight of if we want to understand the nature of language 
and of that part of language which is dealt with in grammar. But in 
former times this was often overlooked, and words and forms we1'e 
often treatetl as if they were things 01' natur301 objects with an 
existence of their own-a conception which may have been to a great 
extent fostered through a too exclusive preoccupation with written 
01' printed words, but which is fundamentally false, as will easily 
be seen with a little reflexion. 

If the two individuals, the producer and the recipient of language. 
are here spoken of as the speaker and the hearer res;pectively, 
this is in consideration of the fact that the spoken and heard word 
is the primary form for language, and of far greater importance 
than the secondary form used in writing (printing) and reading. 
This is evidently true for the countless ages in which mankind ha.d 
not yet invented the art of writing or made only a sparing use of 
it; but even in our modom newspaper-ridden communities, the 
vast majority of us speak infinitely more than we write. At any 
rate we shall never be able to understand what language is and 
hoW'it develops if we do not continually take into conl:lideration 
first and foremost the activity of speakiag and hearing, and if we 
forget for a. moment that writing is only a substitute for speaking. 

2 u 



18 LIVING GRAMMAR 

A written word is mummified until someone imparts life to it by 
transposing :t mentally intO thtl corresponding spoken word. 

The grammarian must be ever on his guard to avoid the pitfalls 
into which the ordinary spelling is apt to lead him. Let me give 
a. few very elementary instances. The ending for the plural of 
Bubatantives and for the third person singular of the present tense 
of verbs is in writing the same -s in such words as ends, lock8, rises, 
but in reality we have three different endings, as seen when we 
transcribe them phonetically [endz, loks, raiziz]. Similarly the 
written ending -ed covers three different spoken endings in 8ailed, 
locked, !mdd, phonetically [seUd, lokt, endid]. In the written 
language it looks as if the preterits pa·id and 8aid were formed 
in the same way, but differently from IJtayeit, but in reality paid and 
IJtayeit a.re formed regularly [paid, steid], whereas 8aid is irregular as 
having its vowel shortened [sed]. Where the written language 
recognizes only Qne word there, the spoken language distinguishes 
two both as to sound and signification (a.nd grammatical import), 
as seen in the sentence" There [iS~] were ma.ny people there [like]." 
Quantity, stress, and intonation, which are very inadequateJy, if 
at all, indicated in the usual spelling, play important parts in the 
grammar of the spoken language. and thus we are in many ways 
reminded of the important truth that grammar should deal in the 
first instance with sounds and only secondarily with letters. 

Formulas and. Free Expressions. 
If after these preliminary remarks we turn our attention to the 

psychological side of linguistic activity, it will be well at once to 
mention the important distinction between formulas or formular 
units and free expressions. Some things in language-in any 
language-are of the formula character; that is to say, no one can 
change anything in them. A phl'aSe like «How do you do ¥ " is 
entirely different from such a. phrase as " I gave the boy a lump of 
sugar." In the former everything is fixed: you cannot even change 
the stress, saying "How do you do? " or make a pause between 
the words, and it is not usual nowadays as in former times to sa.y 
"How does your father do? ., or "How did you do ~" Even 
though it may still be possible. after saying " How do you dO' 1 "in 
the usual way to some of the people present, to alter the stress 
and say " And how db you dO', little l\:Ia,ry ~ " the phrase is for all 
practical purposes one unchanged and unchangeable formula. 
It is the same with " Good morning! ". "Thank you," " Beg ycu:r 
pardon," and other similar expressions. One may indeed anaJyze 
such a formula. and shQW that it consists of several words, but it is 
felt and handled as a unit, which may often mean something quite 
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different from the meaning of the component words taken separ
ately; "beg your pardon," for instance, often meana "please 
repeat what you said, I did not catch it es:actly "; "how do you 
do t .. is no longer a question requiring an answer, etc. 

It is easy to see that" I gave the boy a lump of sugar" is of a 
totally different order. Here it is possible to stress any of the 
essential words and to make a pa.use, for instance, after" boy," or to 
substitute .. he ,. or .. she" for " I." " lent" for " gave," " Tom ,. 
for" the boy," eta. One ma.y insert" never" and make other 
alterations. While in handling formulas memory, or the repetition 
of what one has once learned, is everything, free expressions involve 
another kind of mental aetivity; they have to be created in each 
case anew by the speaker, who inserts the words that :fit the 
part~cular situation. The sentence he thus creates may, or may 
not, be different in some one or more respects from anything he 
has ever heard or uttered before; that is of no importance for our 
inquiry. What is t>..seential is that in pronounoing it he conforms 
to a. certa.in .pattern. No ma.tter wha.t words he inserts, he builds 
up the sentenoe in the same way, and c-ven without a.ny special 
grammatical training we feel that the two sentences 

John gave Mary the apple, 
My uncle lent the joiner five shillings, 

are analogous, that is, they are made after the same pattern. In 
both we have the same type. The words that make up the sentences 
are -variable, but the type is-fixed. 

Now, how do such types oome into es:istenoe in the mind of 
a speaker 1 An infant is not taught the grammatical rule that the 
subject is to be placed first, or that the indirect object regularly 
precedes the direct objeot; and yet, without any gramma.tical 
instruction, from innumerable sentences heard and understood he 
will abliltract some notion of their struoture whioh is definite enough 
to guide him in framing sentences of his own, though it is difficult 
or impossible to state wha.t that notion is except by means of teoh
nical terms like subject, verb, etc. l\nd when the child is heard 
to use a sentence correctly construoted according to some definite 
type, neither he nor his hearers are able to tell whether it is some
thing new he has created himself Of simply a sentence whioh he has 
heard before in exactly the same shape. The only thing that 
matters is that he is understood, and this he will be if his sentence 
s in_ accordance with the spee.!Jh habits of the community in which 
he happens to be living, Had he been a French ohild, he would 
have heard an infinite number of sentences like 

Pierre donne une pomme a Jean, 
Louise a. donne sa. poupee a sa. seaur, etc., 
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and he would thus have be0n prepared to say, when occasion 
arose, something like 

JI vs. donner un sou a ce pau\ITe enfant. 

And had he been a. German boy, he would have constructed. the 
corresponding sen'bences according to another type still, with dem 
and de" instead of the French a, etc. (ef. .Language, Ch. VII.) 

If, then, free expressions are defined as expressions created on 
the spur of the moment after a certain type which has come into 
existence in the speaker's subconsciousness as a .result of his having 
heard many sentences possessing some trait or traits in common, 
it follows that the distinction between them and formulas cannot 
always be discovered except through a fairly close analysis; to 
the hearer the two stand at first on the ~ame footing, and accordingly 
formulas can a11d do play a great part in the formation of types 
in the minds of speakers, the more so as many of them are of very 
frequent occurrence. Let us take a few more ex::.mples. 

" Long live the King !" Is this a formula or So free expression 1 
It is impossible to frame an indefinite number of other sentences on 
the same pattern. Combinations such as "Late die the King! " 
or " Soon come the train! " are not used nowadays to e.:rpress a. 
wish. On the other hand, we may say" Long live the Queen" 
or" the President" or "Mr. Johnson." In other words, the type, 
in which an adverb is placed first, then a. subjunctive, and lastly a 
subject, the whole being the expression of a. wish, has totally gone 
out of the language as a living force. But those phrases which can 
still be used are a survival of that type, and the sentence" Long 
live the King" must therefore be analyzed as consisting of a. 
formula "Long live," Which is nving though the type is dead, + a 
subject which is variable. We accordingly have a. sentence type 
whose use is much more restricted in our own days than it was in 
older Engllsh. 

In a paper on ethics by J. Royce I find the principle laid down 
"Loyal is that loyally does." This is at once felt as unnatural, 
as the a.uthor has taken as a. pattern the proverb" Handsome is 
that handsome does" without any regard to the fact that 
whatever it was at the time when the sentence was first framed, 
it is now to a.Il iutents and pUlpOses nothing but a. formula, as 
shown by the use of that without any antecedent and by the word
order. 

The distinction between formulas and free expressions perva.des 
all parts of grammar. Take morphology or accidence! here we 
have the same distinction with regard to fiexionaI forms. The 
plural eyen was going out of use in the sixteenth century; now 
the form is dead, but once not only tha.t word, but the type according 
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to which it was formed, were living elements of the English language. 
The only surviving instance of a plural formed through the addition 
of -en to the singuIa.r is oxen, which is living as a formula, though its 
type js extinct. Meanwhile, skoen, fone, eyen, kine have been sup
planted by shoes, fOe8, eyes, cows; that is, the plur~l of these words 
has been reshaped in accordance with the living type found in 
king8, lines, 8tones, etc. This type is now so universal that all new 
words have to conform to it: bicycles, photo8, koiJaks, aeroplanes, 
hooligans, ions, stuntB, etc. When eyes was firsh uttered in'3tea.d of 
eyen, it was an analogica.l formation on the type of the numerous 
words which already had -s in the plural. But now when a child 
says eye8 for the first time, it is impossible to decide whether he is 
reproducing a plura.l form already hea.rd, or whether he has learned 
only the singular eye and then has himself added -8 (phonetically 
[z]) in accordance with the type he has deduced from numl..rous 
similar words. The result in either case would be the same. If it 
were not the fact that the result of the individual's free combination 
of existing elements is in the vast majority of instances identical 
with the traditional form, the life of any language would be ham
pered; a language would be a difficult thing to handle if its speakers 
ha.d. the burden imposed on them of remembering every little item 
separately. 

It will be seen that in morphology what was above called a 
" type" is the same thing as the principle of wha.t are generally 
called regular formations, while irregular forms are " for! mlas." 

In the theory of word-formation it is customary to distinguish 
between productive and unproductive suffixes. .An example of a 
productive suffix is -ne88, because it is.possible to form new words 
like weariness, olosene8s, perversene8s, etc. On the contrary -look 
in wedlock is unproductive, and so is -th in width, breadth, heaUk, for 
Ruskin's attempt to construct a word illth on the analogy of wealth 
has met with no success, and no other word with this ending seems 
to have come into existence for several hundred yea.rs. This is a 
further application of wha.t we said above: the type adjective 
+ -ne8S is still living, while wedlock and the words mentioned in -th 
&re now formula.s of a type now extinct. But when the word width 
origina.ted, the type was alive. At that far-off time it was pOSSIble 
to add the ending, which was then something like -ipu, to any 
oo.jective. In course of time, however, th'e ending dwindled down 
to the simple sound P(th), while the vowel of the first syllable was 
modified, with the consequence that the suffix ceased t-o be produc
tive, because it was impossible for an ordinary man, who was not 
trained in historical grammar, to see that the pairs long: length, 
broad: breadth, wide: width, deep: depth, whole: health, dear: dearth, 
represented one and the same type of formation. These words 
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were, accordmgly, handed down traditionally from generation to 
generation as units, that is, formulas, and when the want was felt 
for a new ' abstract noun' (I use here provislI ,nally the ordinary 
term for such words), it was no longer uua ending -th that was 
resorted to, but -nes8, because that offered no difficulty, the adjective 
entering unchanged into the combination. 

With regard to compounds, similar considerations hold good. 
'I'ake three old compounds of hUs . house,' hUsbOnde, hUcPing, 
hftswij. These were formed according to the usual type found in 
innumerable old compounds; the first framers of them conformed 
to the usual rules, and thus they were at first fr~ expressions. 
But they were handed down as whole, indivisible. words from 
generation to generation, and accordingJy und€'rwent the usual 
sound changes; the long vowel u was shortlm€'d, (sJ became voiced 
[z] before voiced sounds, [p] became (t] after [sJ, (w] and [f] dis
appeared, and the vowels of the latter element were obbcured, the 
result being our present forms husband, husting(8), lms8'!j, phonetically 
[hAzband, hAsth]z, hAziJ. The tie, which at first was strong between 
these words and hU8, was graduaJJy loosened, the more so because 
the long 'U had here become a diphthong, house. And if there was 
a divergence in form, there was as great a divergence in meaning, 
the result being that no one except the student of etymology would 
ever dream of connecting husband, hustings, or hussy with house. 
From the sta.ndpoint of the liVltlg speech of our own days the three 
words are not compound words; they have, in the terminology here 
employed, become formulas and are on a par wItl, other disyllabiC 
words of obscure or forgotten origin, such as sopha or cousin. 

With regard to huswif there llore, however, dJfferent degrees 
of isolation from house "and wife. Hussy [hAzi) in the sense 
'bad woman' has lost all connexion with both; but for the 
obsolete sense 'needle-case' old dictionaries record various forms 
showing conflicting tendencies: huswife [hAZ'Waif}, hussif [hAzif], 
hUt~8ive; and then we have, in the sense of 'manager of a. house,' 
M1/,Sewife, in which the form of both components is intact, but this 
appears to be a comparatively rec€'nt re-formation, not recognized, 
for instance, by Elphinston in 1765. Thus the tendency to make 
the old compound into a formula was ccunteracted more or less 
by the act~al speech-instinct, which in some applications treated 
it as a. free expression: in other words, people would go on com
bining the two elements without regard to the existence of the 
formular compounds. which had become more or less petrified in 
sOlmd and in meaning. This phenomenon is far from rare: 
grindstone as a formula had become [grinst.)n J with the usual 
shortening of the vowel in both elements. but the result of a. free 
combination has prevailed in the current pronuncia.tion [graind~ 
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stoun]; in 'Waistcoat the new (weistkoutJ is beginning to be used 
instead of the formular [wesket]; fearful is given as sounding 
• ferlul' by eighteenth-cent~y orthoepis$, but is now a.lways 
[fief(u)l]. For other examples see MEG I, 4. 34 if. 

Something similar is seen in words that are not compounds. 
In Middle. Euglish we :find short vowels in many comparatives : 
deppre, grettre as against deep, greaJ, (greet). Some of these compara.
tives became formulas and were handed down as such to new 
generations, the only surviving instanoes being latter and utter, 
which have preserved the short vowels because they were isolated 
from the positives 'kr,te and out and acquired a. somewhat modified 
meaning. But other comparativE's were re-formed as free combina
tions, thus deeper, greater, and in the same way we ha.ve now later 
and outer, which are more intimately connected with late and out 
than latter and utter are. 

Stress presents analogous phenomena. Children, of course, 
learn the accentuation as well as the sounds of each word: the 
whole of the pronunciation of a word is in so far a formular unit. 
But in some words there may be a conflict between two modes of 
accentuation, because words may in some instances be formed as 
free expressions by the speaker at the moment he wants them. 
Adjectives in -able, -ible as a rule have the stress on the fourth 
syllable from the ending in consequence of the rhythmic prinC'iple 
that the vowel which is sepa:rated by one (weak) syllable from the 
original stress ,is now stressed, thus 'despicable 1 (originally as in 
French ,despi'cable), 'comparable, 'lamentable; lpreferable, etc. In 
some of these the rhythmic principle places the stress on the same 
syllable as in the corresponding verb: oon'siderable, 'violable. 
But in others this is not so, and a free formation, in which the 
speaker was thinking of the verb and then would add -ab.le, would 
lead to a different a.coentuation: the adjective oonesponding to 
aclcept was lacoeptable in Shakespeare and some other poets, and 
this formula still survives in the reading of the Prayer Book, but 
otherwise it now is reshaped as ac'ceptable; refutable was [lrefjuwbl]. 
but now it is more usual to say [ri'fju·tdbl); 'respectable has given 
way to rel8pectable; Shakespeare's and Spencer's ldetestable has 
been supplanted by deftestable, which is Milton's forIn; in admirable 
the new [ed1mairgblJ has been less successful in supplantmg 
['~bl], but in a great many adjectives ana.iogy, i.e. free forma
tion, has prevailed entirely: a'greeable, de!plorable, re1markaole 
irre'8i8tible. In words with other endings we have the same con: 
flict: lconfessor and con'fe88or, ca,ipitali8t and fcapitalist, de1monstra-

1 Full streSJ! is he~ indicated by a short vertical strol!:e above, and half. 
8~r6BS by a short vertIca.1 stroke below-these marks placed before the begin
nmg of the stre~sed sylla.ble in a.ccordance with the practIce now followed 
by most phonetICIans. 
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tive and Ide'rnonstrative, etc., sometimE's with changes of meaning, 
the free formation following not only the accent, but also the 
signification of the word from which it is derived, while the formula 
has been more or less isolated. (Examples see MEG Ch. V.) The 
British advertisement [~dlv;,.tizmg:nt] ",hows the traditional formula, 
the American pronunciation [Iredveitaizmant] or [iredvG1taizment] 
is a free formation on the basis of the verb. 

The distinction between a formula and a free combination 
also affects word-order. One example may suffice: so IOHg a,~ 
some +th~ng is a free combination of two elements felt as such, arlother 
adjective may be inserted in the usual way: some good thing. 
But as soon as something has become a fixed formula, it is'insepar
able, and the adjective has to follow: something good. Compare 
also the difl'erence between the old "They turned each to other" 
and the modern " they turned. to each other." 

The coalescence of originally separate elements into a. formula 
is not always equally complete: in breakfast it is shown not dnly 
by the pronunciation [brekfest] a.s against [breik, fa.·st], but also 
by forms like he breakfasts, breakfasted (formerly breaks fast, broke 
fast), but in take place the coalescence is not carried through to the 
same extent, and yet this must be recognized a.s a formula. in the 
sense' come to happen,' as it is impossible to trea.t it in the same 
way as take with another object, which in aome combinations can 
be placed first (a book he took) and which can be made the subject in 
the passive (the book was taken';. neither of which is possible in the 
case of take place. 

Though it must be admitted that there are doubtful instances 
in which it is hard to tell whether we have a formula or not. the 
distinction here established between formulas and free combina
tions has been shown to pervade the whole domain of Iingui&tic 
activity. .A formula may be a whole sentence or a group of words, 
or it may be one word, or it may be only part of a word,-that is not 
important, but it must always be something which to the actual 
speech-instinct is It unit which cannot be further analyzed or 
decomposed in the way a free combination can. The type or 
pattern according to which a formula. has been constructed, ma.y 
be either an extinct one or a living one; but the type or pattern 
aooording to which a free expression is framed must as a matter of 
course be a living one; hence formulas may be regUlar or irregular, 
but free expressions always snow a. regular formation. 

Grammatical Types. 

The way in which grammatical types or patterns are creatf'd 
in the minds of speaking children is really very' wonderful, and 
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in many oases we Se.:l curious effeots on the history of langu3.ges. 
In German the prefix ge-, which at first could be added to any form 
of the verb to express oompleted action, has ooml' to be speC'ially 
a.ssociated with the past participle. In the verb essen there was, 
however, a. natural fusion of the vowel of the prefix and the initial 
vowel of the verb itself. thus gessen; this was handed down as a 
formular unit and was no longer felt to contain the same prefix 
as getrunlcen, gegangen, flesehn and others; in a oombination like 
ieh lwhe getrunken urul gessen it was then felt as if the latter form 
was incomplete, and ge- was added: ieh We getrunken und gegessen, 
which restored parallelism. 

Grammatical habits may thus lead to what from one point of 
view may be termed redundancy. We see something similar with 
regard to the use of it in many oases. It became an invariable 
custom to have a. subject before the verb, and therefore a sentence 
which did not contain a. subjeot was felt to be incomplete. In 
former times no pronoun was felt to be necessa.ry with verbs like 
Latin pluit, ningit • it rains, it snows,' etc.; thus Italian still has 
piove. nevica, but on the analogy of innumerable such expressions 
as I come, he t:Ome8, etc., the pronoun it was added in E. it ,.aiM 
it 8nOWS, a.nd correspondingly in French, German, Danish and 
other languages: il pleut, es "egnet, aet regner. It has been well 
remarked tha.t the need for this pronoun was especially felt when it 
became the custom to express the difference between affirmation 
and question by means of word-order (er kommt, kommt er 1). for 
now it would be possible in the same w~y to mark the difference 
between es regnet a.nd regnet es 1 

Verbs like rain, sno1l) had originally no subject, a.nd as it. would 
be hard even now to define logically what the subject it stands for 
and wha.t it means, ma.ny scholars ~ look upon it as simply a gram
matioal device to make the sentence conform to the type most 
generally found. In other cases there is a real subject. yet we are 
led for some reason or other to inse-rt the pronoun it. It is possible 
to say. for instance. "To find one's way in London is not easy," 
but more often we find it convenient not to introduce the infinitive 
at once; in which cases, however, we do not begin with the verb and 
say" Is not easy to find one's way ill London," because we are 
accustomed to look upon sentences beginning with a verb as inter
rogative; so we sa.y " It is not easy," etc. In the same wtty it 
is possible to say "That Newton was a great genius cannot be 
denied," but if we do not want to place the clause with that first 
we have to say "It oannot be denied that Newton was a great 
genius." In these sentences it represents the following infinitive 
construction or clause, very much as in "He is a great scoundrel, 

Brugma.n.n among others. See also below under Gender. 
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that husband of hers" he represents the words that husband oJ hers. 
Cf. the colloquial: "It is perfeotly wonderful the way in which 
he remembers things." It would be awkward to say" She made 
that he had committed many offences appear clearly" with the 
various grammaticaJ elements arranged as in the usual construction 
o£ make appear (" She made his guilt appear clearly"): this 
awkwardness is evaded by using the representative it before the 
infinitive: She made it appear clearly that he lw.i1 committed many 
ofJence8. In thilll way many of the rul~s concerning the use of it 
are seen to be due on the one hand to the speaker's wish to conform 
to certain patterns of sent;ence construction found in innumerable 
sentences with other subjects or objects, and on the other hand 
to his wish to avoid clumsy combinations which might even some
times lead to misunderstandings. 

The rules for the use of the auxiliary do in interrogative sentences 
are to be explained ID a similar way. The universal tendency is 
towa:r.ds having the word-order Subject Verb, but there is a con
flicting tendency to express a question by means of the inverted 
order Verb Subject, as in the obRolete " writes he' " (cf. German 
"Schreibt er 1 " and French" Ecrjt-il f). Now many interroga
tive sentences had the word-order Auxiliary Subject Verb (" Can 
be write ~ .. "Will he write 1 " "Has he ~itten," etc.), in which 
the really significant verb eame after the subject just as in ordinary 
affirmatiVe sentences: through the creation of the compromise 
form" Do"'s he write t .. the two conflicting tendencies were recon
ciled: from a. formal point of view the verb, though an empty one, 
preceded the subject to indioate the qu",stion, and from another 
point of view the subject preceded the ft'a} verb. But no auxiliary 
is required when the sentence has an interrogative pronoun as 
subject (" Who writes 1 ") because the interrogatory pronoun is 
naturally put first, and so the sentence without any dou conforms 
a.lrea.dy to the universal pattern.1 

Building up of Sentences. 
Apart from fixed formulas a. sentence does not spring into a. 

speaker'S mind all at once, but is framed gradually as he goes on 
speaking. This is not always so conspicuous as lD the following 
instance. I wa.nt to tell someone whom I met on a certain occasion, 
and I start by saying; "There I saw Tom Brown and Mrs. Hart 
and Miss Johnstone and Colonel Dutton .•• :' When I begin 

1 Cf. Language, 357 f. The use of do h:I negative sentences is due to s. 
simil8ol' COII1Pron:utw;! between the universa..l wish to ha.ve the nega.tive placed 
before the verb and the spema..l rule wliich places not after a verb: in I do 
Mt aay it is placed after the verb which indicates tense, number, and pel'SQ:tl.t 
buli before the really important verb; cf. N f!gat~cm. p. 10 f. 
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my enumeration I have not yet made up my mind how many j ,Hr. 

going to mention or in what order, so I have to use and in e'.1t'h C ise 
If, on 1 he other hand, before beginning my story I know exa UJ 
whom I am going to mention, I leave out the ands except before the 
last name. There is another charaoteristic difference 'hetween thE 
two modes of expression: 

(I) There I saw Tom Brown, and Mm. Hart, and Miss Johnstone, 
and Colonel Dutton. 

(2) T'nere I saw Tom Brown, Mrs. Hart. ]>'hSB Jobnstone, and 
Colonel Dutton,-

namely that in the former I pronounce each name with 11 

falling tone, as if I were going to finish the sentence t,here, while 
in the latter an the names except the last have a rIsmg tone, 
It is clear that the latter construction, which requires a compre· 
hensive conception of the sentence as a whole. is more appropriate 
in the written language, and the former in ordinary speech. But 
writers may occasionally resort to conversational style in this as 
well as in other respects. Defoe is one of the great examples of 
colloquial diction in English literatu:ro, and in him I find (Robinson 
Or'U8oe, 2. 178) "our God made the whole world, and you, and r, 
and all things,"-where again the form" I" instead of me IS charac
teristic of this style, in which sentences come mto existence only 
step by step. 

Many irregularities in syntax can be explaL'1ed on the same 
principle, e.g. sentences Ilke " Hee that rewards me, heaven rewa.rd 
him" (Sh.). When a writer uses the pronoun thou, he wlll have 
no difficulty in adding the propel' en~ling -st to the verb if 
it follows immediately upon the proPolln; but if it does not 
he will be apt to forget it and use t1"Je form tha.t is smtable 
to the 110'/1. which may be at the back of hIs mind. 'rhus in 
Shakespe3.1"e (Tp. I. 2. 333) "Thou 8troak..Qt me, and made much 
of me." Byron a.postrophizes Sulla. (Cll H. IV. 83): "Thou, 
who didst subdue Thy country's foeG ere thou wouldat pn.UB6 
to feel The "W'rath of thy own wro~g<;, or reap the due Of 
hoarded vengeance ... thou who 'Iubh thy frown Annihlated 
senates ... thou didst lay down," etc. In Byron suoh transition>; 
!l.j:e not uncommon. 

In a similar way the power of if to r~quire a subjunctive is often 
exhausted when a second verb comes at some distance from the 
conjunction, a.s in Shakespeare (HmI V, 2 245) If Ha.mlet from 
himselfe be tane away, And when he'= not himselie, do'a wrong 
Laertes, Then Hamlet does it not I iMeas. lIT. 2. 37) if he be a 
whoremonger, and comes before him, he we13 as good go a. mile on 
his errand I Ruskin: But if the mass of good things be inexhausli
ible, and there are horses for everybody,-why is not every beggar 
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on horseback 1 I Mrs. Ward: A woman may chat with whomsoever 
she likes, provided it be a time of hohday, and she is not bett'd.ying 
her art.1 

Anyone who ,viII listen oarefully to ol\Unary Conversation 
will oome across 8 bundant ovidence of the way in which sentenoes 
are bUllt up gradually by tho sptmker. who will often in the oourse of 
the same sentence OJ,' period modity his original plan of presenting 
his ideas. hesitate, break o1f. and shunt on to a different track. In 
written and printed language this phenomenon. a.nak:oluthia, is of 
0011\'8e m.uoh rarer than in speech. though instanoes are well known 
to sohoM. As an illustration I may be aIlowoo. to mention a 
passage in Shakespeare's King Lear (IV. 3. 191f.), which has baffled 
all commentators. It is given thus m the earlIest quarto-the 
whole soene is omitt.ed in the Folio-

PAtience and BOrro\V strove, 
Who should elq)reaae her goodhest[ J You have seene, 
Sun shine and ratne at once, her smiles and teares, 
Were Itke a better way those happie smllete, 
That playd on her npe lip se8roe(d] not to know, 
Wha.t guests were in her eyes whlch pa.rted thence, 
As pearles from diamond, dropt[.] In bnefe. 
Sorow would be a raritle mOllt beloued, 
If all could so become it.B 

Some editors give up every attempt to make sense of lines 20-1, 
while others think the words UJ'e a better way corrupt, and try to 
emend in various ways (Cl Were link'd a. better way," "Were like 
a. better day," "Werelikea better Ma.y," "WerelikeawetterMay," 
.. Were like an April day," "Were like a. bridal day," Cl Were like a 
bettering day," etc.-see the much fuller list in the Cambridge 
edition). But no emendation is necessary if we notice that the 
8ptIB.ker here is a courtier fond of an a.ttectedly refined style of 
expression. It is impossible for him to speak plainly and na.turally 
in the two small soenes where we meet v.ith him (Aot lII, so. i.. 
and here); he is oonsta.ntly on the look-out for new similes and 
delighting in unexpected words and plu:ases. This. then, is the 
way in which I should read the passage in question. changing only 
the punctuation : 

You have seen 
Sunshine IIoIld rain at once; har smiles and tears 
Were ILk.e-

[pronounced in 8. rising tone, and with a sxna.U pause after Uhe ; 
he is trying to find a beau~o~r~.but does not succeed to 

1 Other eumples of thi, have beeD. collected by C. Alphouo Smith, 
"The Shon Cirt'uit," in Btudiu ,~ lIngl. Bynta:c. p. 39. 

• I have changed .dI'eme intQ. thEl oltvious BjIrotIe. and 8eetM into ~, 
besldes puttAng full.tops after gfJOdZim and dropt. On these points there ia 
• general CODSellSUB among oditonl. 
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his own satisfaction, a.nd therefore says to hlm..seU, No, I will put 
it differently.' J 

-eo better WIf,Y: 

[1 he-ve now found the best way ueantifuIly to pa.int in words 
wh saw m COl'delia',s face:] 

those happy IJlmieus 
That pla:y'd on her npe lip seem'd not t,o know 
Wha.t quests well€) In her eyes "--

My chief obJect in writing this chapter has been to make the 
reader rea.1ize that Janguage is not exactly what a. one-sided occupa
tion with dictionariel!! and the usua.J granunal'8 might lead us to thmk, 
but a set of habits, of ha.bitual a.otious, and tha.t each word a.nd each 
li'entence spoken is a complex a.ction on the part of the speaker. 
The greater part. of these aetiollB .are determined by what he has 
done previously in simHa.r situatIOns, and tha.t a.gam was deter
mined chiefly by what he had ha.bitually heard Irom others. But 
1n ea-ch indiVldual inst..a.nce, a.part ffOlD. mere formulas, the speaker 
has to turn these habits to aocount to meet 8. new situation, to 
express what has not been expressed previoualy in. every minute 
detail j therefore he cannot be a. mere slave to habits) but has to 
vary them to suit va.rying needs-and tlris in oourse of time may 
lead to new turns and new ha.bits; in other word:., to new gram
maticaJ forms and usages. GralnlD.fiir thus becomes 8. pm of 
linguistic psyahology or psychologicaJ ~cs; this, however, 
is not the only way in which the study of gra..m1il8l' stands in need 
of resha.ping and supplementing if it; is to avoid the besetting sins 
of so raany grammariallB, pedantry a.nd dogmatism-but th&t will 
form the 8ubject-matt.er of the following chapr 

1 Abridged from mv article in .&. Book of Homage to Sh.alwlp"". 1916, 
p. 481 ft. 
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Desoriptive and Historical Linguistics. Grammar and Dictionary. Sounds. 
Usual Division of Grammar, New System. Morphology. 

Descriptive and Historical Linguistics. 

THERE are two ways of treating linguistic phenomena which may be 
called the descriptive and the historical. They correspond to what 
in physics are {JaIled statics a.nd dyna.mics (or kinetics) and differ 
in that the one views phenomena as being in equilibrium, and the 
other views them as being in motion. It is the pride of the linguistic 
science of the last hundred years or so that it has superseded older 
methods by historical grammar, in which phenomena are not only 
described, but explained, and it cannot be denied that the new 
point of view, by showing the inter-connexion of gramma.tical 
phenomena previously isolated, has obtained many new and impor
tant results. Where formerly we saw only arbitrary rules and 
inexplicable exceptions, we now in very many cases see the reasons, 
The plural feet from foot was formeriy only mentioned as one of 
a few exceptions to the rule that plurals in English substantives 
were formed in -8: now we know that the long [i'] of the plural is 
the regular development of Proto-EnglIsh [ee'J, and that this 
[ce'], wherever it was found, through [e'J (still represented in the 
E spelling) became [i'] in Present English (cp. feed, green, sweet, etc.). 
Further, the [ee'] of fre·t has been shown to be a. mutation of the 
original vowel [o'J, which was preserved in the singular fo't, where 
it has now through a regular raising become [ul .Ill the spoken 
language, though the spelling still keeps 00. The mu'tation in 
-question was caused by an i in the foHowing syllable; now the 
ending in a number of plurals was -u in Proto-Gothonic (urgerman
isoh). Finally this eD4ling, which was dropped after leaving a. 
trace in the mutated vowel, is seen to be the regular development 
of tbe plural ending :fo~c:4 fOf instance, in Latin -es. Accordingly 
what'from the one-sided (static) Modern English point of view is 
an'isolated fa.ov, • seen to be (dynamioaJJy) rela.ted. to a great 
number of ~ther fa.ots in the older stages of the same language 
and in other languages of the stmle family. Irregularities it! one 
stage are in many instances recognized as survivals of regularities 

so 
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in older stages, and a flood of light has been thrown over very much 
that had hitherto been veiled in obsourity. This is true not only 
of historioallinguistios in the strioter sense, but also of comparative 
linguistios, whioh is only another branoh. of the sa:ne soie~oe, 
supplementing by analogous methods the eVIdenoe that 18 acc6sSlble 
to us in historical sources, by connecting languages whose common 
" ancestor " is lost to tradition. 

But, great as have been the triumphs of these new methods, 
it should not be forgotten that everything is not said when the 
facts of a language are interpreted in the terms of linguistic history. 
Even when many irregularities have been traced back to former 
regularities, others still remain irregular, however far we dive into 
the past; in any case, the earliest accessible stage remains unex
plained and must be taken as it is, for we have now shaken off 
the superstition of the first genera.tion of oompa.rative linguists who 
imagined that the .Aryan (Indo-Germamo) langua.ge whioh is the 
basis of our family of languages (grundsprache) was a fair represen
tative of the primeval language of our earliest ancestors (Ul'sprache). 
We can explain many irregularities, but we cannot explain them 
away: to the speakers of our modern language they are just as 
irregular as if their origin had not been made clear to us. The 
distinction between regular a.nd irregular always must be unportant 
to the psychological life of language, for regular forms are thol:le 
which speakers use as the basis of new formations, xnd irregular 
forms are those which they will often tend to replace by new forms 
created on the principle of analogy. 

At any rate, descriptive linguistics can never be rendered 
superfluous by historical linguistics, which must always be based 
on the description of those stages of the development of a. language 
which are cfuectly accessible to us. And in the case of a great 
many la.nguages only one definite stage is known &Dd Can be made 
the subjeot of scientifio treatment. On the other hand, in treating 
such languages the student will do well never to lose sight of the 
lesson taught by those languages which can be investigated his· 
torically, namely that languages are a.lways in a state of fiux, that 
they are never fixed in every detail, but that in each of them. there 
are necessarily pointe that 8ol'e liable to ohange even in the course 
of ,a single generation. This is a.n ineViitable consequence of the 
very essenoe of language and of the way in which it is handed down 
from one genera.tion to the next. 

Grammar and Dictionary. 
When we come to consider the best wa.y in which to arrange 

linguistic facts, we are a.t onCe oonfronted with the very important 
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dhision between grammar and dictionary (lexicology). Grammar 
deals with the general facts of language, and lexicology with special 
facts (cf. Sweet, CP 31).1 That cat denotes that partICular animal 
is a specia~ fact which concerns that word alone, but the formn.tion 
of the plural by adding the sound -8 is a general fact because it 
concerns a great many other words as well: rats, hats, work8, book8, 
caps, chiefs, etc. . 

It might be objected that if this be the proper distillction between 
grammar and dictionary, the formation of the plural oxen from ox 
should form no part of English grammar and should be mentioned 
in dictionaries only. This is partly true a.s shown by the fact that 
all dictionaries mention such irregularities under the word con
cerned, while they do not trouble to indicate the plural of such 
words as cat and the others just mentioned. Similarly with irregular 
and regular verbs. Yet such irregularities should not be excluded 
from the grammar of a language, as they a.re necessary to indicate 
the limits within which the " general facts" or rules hold good: 
if we did not mention oxen, a. student might think that OXe8 was the 
real plural of ox. Grammar and dictionary thus in some respects 
OVel'1.1p and deal with the same facts. 

We see now that the usual enumeration in grammars of numerals 
is really out of place there, but that, on the other hand, such facts 
as the formation of ordinals by means of the enrung -th and of 
20, 30, etc., by means of -ty unquestionably belong to the province 
of grammar. 

With regard to prepositions, it is quite right that dictionaries 
should account for the various uses of at, for, in, etc., jUllt as they 
deal fully with the various meanings of the verbs put and set. But 
on the other ha.nd prepositions find their proper place in grammars 
in so far as there are" general facts" to be mentioned in connexion 
with them. I shall mention a few: while prepositions may some
times govern dependent interrogatory clauses (" they disagree C£.8 to 
how he works," "that depends an what a.nswer she will give "), 
they cannot generally govern a clause introduced by that (as they 
can in Danish: "der er ingen tvivl om at han er drrebt," literally: 
there is no doubt of that he has been killed); the chief exoeption 
is in that (" they differ in that he is generous and she is miserly"). 
Therefore sure is treated. in two ways in Goldsmith's" Are you sure 
of all this, are you sure that nothing ill has befallen my boy t .. 
Other general facts concern the combination of two prepositions 
as in "from behind the bush" (note that to behind is impossible), 
the relations between preposition and adverb (as in "climb up a 

1 I do not understand how SchuchB.rdt can Bay (Br. 127): Ea gibt nur 
~ine grammatik, und dIe heisst bedeutungslehre oder wohl richtiger bozeich
o.ungslehre. . • • Das worterbuch atellt keinen anderen stofi dar ala die 
gra.mmatik; ea liefert die alphabetiselul inhlloltsangabe EU fur. 
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tree" " he is in," cf. "in his study," .. he steps in," cf. " he steps 
into' his study"). Grammar also has to deal with general facts 
concerning the ways in which prepositions express rest at a place 
and movement to or from a place, as also the relation between the 
local and temporal significations of the same preposition; even 
more strictly within the province of grammar are those uses of some 
!>rt'positions in which they lose their local or temporal signification 
and descend into the category of empty or colourless (C< pale ") 
words or auxiliaries; this is the case with oJ in " the father of the 
boy" (cf. the genitive case in "the boy's father "), "all of them," 
" the City of London," "that scoundrel of a servant," ete., and 
similarly with to before an infinitive and when it is what many 
grammars term a dative equivalent (" I gave a shilling to the boy" 
= " I gave the boy a shilling "). But in some cases it may remain 
doubtful and to "Some extent arbitrary what to include in the 
grammar and what to reserve for exclusive treatment in the 
dictionary. 

Now any linguistic phenomenon may be rega.rded either from 
without or from within, either from the outward form or from 
the inner rr..eaning. In the first case we take the sound (of a. word 
or of some other part of a, linguistic expression) a.nd then inquire 
into the meaning attached to it; in the second case we start from 
the signification and ask ourselves what formal expression it has 
found in the particular language we are dealing with. If we denote 
the outward form by the letter 0, and the inner meaning by the 
letter I, we may represent the two ways as 0 ~ I and I --?;o> 0 
respectively. 

In the dictionary we may thus in the first place (0 ~ I) take a 
word, say English cat, and then explain what it means, either by a 
paraphrase or definition in English, as in a one-language dictionary, 
or else by the French translation < chat,' as in a two-language 
dictionary. The various meanings of the same word are given, 
and in some instances these may in course of time have become so 
far differentiated as to constitute practically two or more words, 
thus cheer (1) face, (2) food, (3) good humour, (4) applause. In 
this part we have to place together words that have the same 
sound (homophones or homonyms), e.g. sound (1) what may be 
heard, (2) examine, probe, (3) healthy, sane (4) part of the sea.! 

In the second place, by starting from within (I ~ 0) we shall 
have a totally different arrangement. We may here try to arrange 
all the things and relations signified in a systematio or logical order. 
This is easy enough in some few cases, thus in that of the numerals, 

1 In our ordina.ry dictionaries are aJso placed together homographs or 
words of identiceJ. spelling, but different sounds "'.g. bow (1) [bou] wea.pon; 
(2) [bau] bend forward, fore-end of a boat. 

S 
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whose place, as We have seen above, is m the diotionary rather 
than in the grammar: one, two, three , • . But wha.t would be 
the best logical arrangement of the words image, picture, plwto, 
portra~t, painting, drau';,ng, 8ketch t On account of the utter com~ 
plexity of the world around us a.nd of the things and thoughts 
which language has to express, it is an extremely diIIlcult thing to 
make a satisfactory arrangement of the whole vocabul.a.ry on a 
logical basis; a well-known attempt is made in Roget's TheaaAJ,rus 
0/ English Words and Phrases; Bally's arrangement in Traite 
de 8tyZi8tigue francaise Vol. II seems an improvement on Roget'e 
801T8.ngement, but is far less oomplete. If in the 0 ~ I part aJl 
homophones were placed together, here on the other hand we have 
to place synonyms together; thus dog will go with hound, pup, 
wheltp, mw, 1'ila8tilf, spaniel, terrier, etc.; way in one signification 
with road, path, trail, pas8age, etc., in another with manner, method, 
mode. So again, cheer will be lound in one place with repast, food, 
provi8ion, meal, etc., in another with OIpp1'()'I)(J!, 8anction, atppla'U8e, 
acclamation, etc. These remarks apply to a one-language dictionary 
of the olass 1--31> 0 ; in a two-language dictionary we simply start 
from some word in the foreign language and give the corresponding 
word or words in our own. 

As a. natural consequence of the difficulty of a. systematio arrange
ment of all these special facts most diotionaries content themselves 
with an arra.ngement in alphabetioal order whioh is oompletely, 
ur.scientific, but practically convenient. If our alpha'bet had been 
like the Sanskrit alphabet, in which sounds formed by the same 
organ are placed together, the result would, of course, have been 
better than with the purely accidental arrangement of the Latin 
alphabet, which separates b and p, d and , and throws together 
sounds which ha.ve no phonetic similarity a.t all, consonants and 
vowels in complete disorder. It would also be possible to imagine 
other arrangements, by which words were placed together if their 
sounds were so similar tha.t they might easily be mishea.rd for one 
another, thus bag &D.d beg in one pla.ce. bag and btulk in another. 
But on the whole no thoroughly satisfactory system is conceivable 
in the dictionary part of language. 

.Anyone acoepting, as I have done here, Sweet's dictum that 
grammar deals with the general, and the dictionary with the special 
facts of language will res.dily admit that the two fields may some~ 
times overlap, and tha.t there are certa.in things which it will be 
necessary or convenient to trea.t both in the gra.mmar &D.d in the 
dictionary. But there exists a. Whole domain for whioh it is difficult 
to Bnd a place in the twofold system esta.blished by tha.t dictum; 
namely the theory of the signifioa.tions of words. No generally 
aooepted name has been invented for this branoh of linguistio 
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science: Breal, one of the pionet'rs in this field, uses the word 
" semantics" (scmantique) from Gr. semaino, while others sp('<\k 
of "semasiology," and others again (Sayee, J. A. H. Murray) of 
"sematology"; Noreen says .. semology," which is rather a 
barbarous formation from Or. a6ma. sematoa, which, by the way, 
does not mean 'signification,' but' sign'; and finally Lady Welby 
has an equally objectionable name" signifies." I shall use Breal's 
word se:manticB for this study, which has of late years attracted So 

good deal of atteution. It is a natural oonsequence of the historical 
trend of modern linguistics that much less has been written on 
tatic than on dynamic semantics, i.e. on the way in whioh the 

meanings of words ha.ve cha.n~ed in course of time, but that statio 
semantics also may present oonsiderable interest, is seen, for 
instance, in K. O. Erdma.nn's book Die bedeutung au wortu. 
In spite of the fact that the subject-ma.tter of semantics is the wa.y 
in which meanings and changes of meanings may be classified and 
brought into a general sy&tem, and that this branoh of linguistic 
sciE'noe thus deals with "genera.l " and not with .. special " facts, 
it is not customary to include semantics in grammar (though 
this is done in Nyrop's great Gramrnaire historique), and I may 
therefore be excused if I leave semantics out of consideration in 
this volume. 

Sounds. 
If next we proceed to gra.mmar, the first part of nearly all 

soientific treatises oonsists of a theory of sounds without regard to 
the meanings that may be attached to them. It is a simple conse
quence of the na.ture of the ,poken language that it is possible 
to have a ~ry of human speech-sounds in general, the way in 
which they are produced by the organs of speech, and the way 
in which they are combined to form syllabJes and higher units. 
By the side of this we have the theory of what is peculiar to the 
one particular language with which the grammarian is concerned. 
For the general theory of sounds the wOI'd p1wnetics is in oommon 
use, though the same term. is often used of the theory of the sounds 
of a partioular language, as when we speak of cc English Phonetics," 
etc. It would, perhaps, be advisable to restrict the word "pho
netics" to universal or general phonetics and to use the word 
phonology of the phenomena peculiar to a particular language 
(e.g. "English Phonology "). but this question of i;ernU:nology is 
not very important. Some writers would discriminate between 
the two words by lUing cc phonet.ios" of deeG!iptive (statio), and 
cc phonology" of hiatorieal (dynamio) "lautlehre," but this termi
nology is reversed by some (de Saussure. Seehehaye). 

It lies outside the 8COp8 of this work to say muol). a.bout phonetics 
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or phonology; a. few remarks may, however, find their place here. 
The a.rrangement followed in mObt books on this subjeot seems to 
me very- unsystematic; the learner is bewildered at the outset by a 
variety of details from many different spheres. In contrast to 
this, in my own Fonetik (Danish edition, 1897-99, German edition 
Lehrbw;h de" Phonetik, an English edition in preparation) I 
have tried to build up the whole theory more systematically, 
thereby also making the subject easier for learners, as I find from 
many years' practice in teaching phonetics. My method is to 
start first with the smallest units, the elements of sounds, iss 
what is produced in one organ of speech, beginning from the lips 
and proceeding gradually to the interior speech-organs, and in 
each organ taking first the closed position a.nd afterwards the more 
open ones; when all the organs have thus been dealt with. I proceed 
to the sounds themselvea as built up by the simultaneous action 
of a.ll the speech-organs, a.nd finally deal with the oombination 
of sounds. 

In treating the phonology of one of our oivilized languages it is 
necessary to say something about the way in which sounds a.re 
represented in the traditional spelling; especially in historicaJ 
phonology sounds and spellings cannot be separately treated, 
however important it is never to confound the two things. The 
subject may, of course, be viewed from two opposite points of 
view: we may start from the spelling and ask wha.t sound is 
connected with such and such a spelling, or, inversely, wc may 
take the sound and ask how it is represented. The former is the 
point of view of the reader, the latter that of the writer. 

The definition of Phonetics given above, "the theory of sounds 
without rega.rd to meaning" is not striotly oorrect, for in dealing 
with the sounds of any language it is impossible to disregard mem1ing 
altogether. It is important to observe what sounds are used in a. 
la.nguage to distinguish words, i.e. meanings. Two Bounds which 
are discrimina.ted. in one langua.ge, beoause otherwise words denoting 
different things would be confounded together, in another language 
ma.y not play that rOle, with the result that speakers of that language 
are quite indifferent to distinctions whioh in the first language wale 
very important. Much of wha.t is usua.lly treated in phonology 
might just as well, or even better, find its pla.oe in some other part 
of the gra.mmar. Gra.mma.rians a.re very seldom quite consistent 
in this respect, and I must myself plead guilty to inconsistency. 
having in VoL I of my'MEG given some pages to the differenoe 
in stress between substantives and verbs, as in present, object, ete. 
But it must be admitted tha.t there are many things in grammar 
which ma.y equaJIy well or nearly 80 be placed a.t different places 
in the system. 
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Usual Division 01 Grammar • 
.After thus limiting our field we come to what is by common 

consent reckoned as the central part of grammar, by some even as 
the whole of th('province of grammar. The main diVIsion of the 
subject, as given in grammars with little or no deviation. is mto 
the three parts: 

1. Accidence or Morphology. 
2. Word-formation. 
3. Syntax. 
This division with its subdivisions a.s commonly treated offers 

many points for attack. The following survey of the tradItional 
scheme will show that a. (lone.is-ront system of gra.mmar cannot be 
built up on that basis. 

In the traditional scheme Morphology is generally divided 
into chapters, each dealing with one of the usually recognized 
"parts of speech." Substantives, as the most noble class, are 
placed first, then adjectives, etc., prepositions and conjunctions 
last. The grammarian has something to say about each of these 
classes. In the case of substantives, we get their fiexion (inflexion), 
i.e. the changes undergone by these words, but nothing is said about 
the significance of these changes or the functions of any given form 
except what is implied in such names as genitive, plural, etc. The 
arrangement is paradigmatic, all the forms of some single word 
being placed together; thus there is no attempt to bring together 
the same ending if it is found in various paradigms; in OE, for 
instance, the dative plural is given separatE-Iy in each of the several 
clase.es in spite of the fact that it ends in -um in all words. 

Next we come to adjcctives, where the arrangement is the 
same, apart from the fact that (in languages of the same type as 
Latin, OE, etc.) many adjectives have separate forms for the three 
genders and the paradigms are therefore fun er than those of the 
sl'bstantives. As the endings, on the other hand, are generally 
the same as in the corresponding classes of substantives, much of 
what is said in this chapter is necessarily a. repetition of what the 
reader knows from the first chapter. 

If we next proceed to the chapter dealing with numerals, we 
shall find a similar treatment of their fle:x:ion in so far as numerals 
are subject to changes, as is oiten the case with the early ones. 
Irregula.r fl~:rion ill given in full, otherwise we are referred to the 
chapter on adjectives. Besides this, however, the grammarian 
in this chapter on numerals does what he never dreamed of doing 
in the two previous chapters, he gives a complete and orderly 
enumeration 01 all the words belonging to this class. The next 
chapter deals with pronouns; these are treated in very much the 
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same way as substantives, only wIth the signifioa.nt modification 
tha.t as in the case of the numerals all pronouns are enumerated, 
even if there is nothing peouliar to be told about their forms. More
over, thesE' words are classified not aocording to the method of their 
fiexion (different co stems," etc.), as substantives are, but aocording 
to their signification: perstnal, possessive, demonstrative pro
nouns, etc. In many grammars, a. list of pronominal adverbs 
is given in this ohapter, though they have nothing to do with 
" morphology" proper, as they are not subjeot t.o flexional changes. 

Verbs, again, are treated in the same manner as substantives, 
with no regard either to the signifioation of the verbs themselves 
01' to that of the fiexional forms, apart from what is implied in the 
simple mention of such and 6uoh a form as bemg the first person 
singular, or in such names as indicative, subjunctive, etc. 

In the adverbs we have only one kind of fiexion, comparrison. 
This, of course, is given, but besides that many grammars here 
include a division according to signification, adverbs of time, of 
place, of degree, of manner, etc., very much as if in the first chapter 
we had had a division of substantives into nouns of time (year, 
month, week ••• ), nouns of place (country, town, village .•. ), 
etc. Often, too, we have here a division into immediate adverbs 
and derived adverbs with rules for the manner in which adverbs 
a.re formed from adjectives, but this evidently belongs to part 2, 
Word-formation. 

The next class comprises preposition!!: as they are unchanged, 
and as many grammarians want, nevertheless. to say something 
about this class of words, they will in tlus place give lists of those 
prepositions whioh govern one case and those that govern a.nother, 
though it would seem obvious that this should really form part of 
one subdivision of the syntax of cases. Finally we have conjunctions 
and interjections, and in order to have something to say a.bout theee 
f1exionless words xnany writers here too will enumerate all of them, 
and sometimes a.r.range them in classes like those of the adV'erbs. 

Next comes the section dealing with word-formation (G. wort
bildung, Fr. derivation). Here it is well worth noticing that in 
this section the meaning of each derivative element (prefix, su:ffix) 
is generally given with its form. As for the arrangE'ment, va.riouil 
systems prevo.il, 60me based on the form (first prefixes, then suffixes, 
each -of these tre&ted separately), some on the significa.tion (fo1'l'Jl&
tian of abstract nouns, of agent-nouns, causative verbs, ete.), and 
BOme jumbling together both points of view in. the most perplexing 
manner. The usual division according to the parts of speech is not 
alwa.ys beneficial: thus in one very good book 011 English grammar 
I find under the substantives the ending -ies (politics, etc.) totally 
separated from the adjectives in -ic; while in a, third place comes 80 
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discussion on the substantivizing of adjectives (shown by a plu.!"aJ 
in -8) the three things being consequently treated as if they had 
nothing to do with one another. 

The third part, Syntax, to a very great extent is taken up 'With 
detailing the signification (i.e. function) of those flexionaI forms 
which were dealt with from another point of view in the mst part 
(cases of nouns, tenses, and moods of verbs, etc), but not of 
those treated in the section Word-formation. In some chapters 
on syntax, on the other hand, we find that the formal and functional 
sides of each phenomenon are treated in one and the same place 
(the construction of sentences, word-order). 

It needs no more than this short synopsis of the various chapters 
of ordinary grammars to show how inconsistent and confused they 
really are; the whole system, if system it oan be called, is a 8urvi ,ral 
from the days when grammatical science was in its infancy, and only 
the fact that we have all of us been accustomed to it from our 
childhood can account for the vogue it stiH enjoys. Many gram
marians have modified the system here and there, improving the 
arrangemcnt in many details, but as a whole it has not yet been 
superseded by a more scientific one. Nor is the task an easy one, 
as seen perhR.ps best by the failure of the two best thought-out 
attempts at establishing a consistent syst,em of arrangement of 
grammatioal facts, those by John Ries (Was ist syntax' Marburg, 
1894) and Molt Noreon (Van 8prak, Stockholm, 1903 ff., not 
yet finished). Both books oontain many highly ingenious remarks 
and much sound criticism of earlier grammarians, but their systems 
do not appear to me satisfactory or natural. Instea.d, however, of 
critioizing them. I prefer here to give my own ideas of the subject 
and to leave it to others to find out where I agree and where I 
disagree with my predeoessors.! 

New System. 
A consistent system can be arrived at if we take as 011t' main 

division what we have already 'found to constitute the two parts 
of the lexicology of a. language. In grammar, too, we may start 
either from without or from within; I in the first part (0 ~ I) we 

_ 1.1 have criticized Ries (indirectly) in my review of HolthaUlllen's Alti~. 
zancl~sches elementarbuch {Nord. ticlsskrift /. fllologi. tredie rrekke, IV, 17l}, 
and Noreen in Da'TWJke studier, 1908, 208 £i. 

S This division ia found already in my Studie1' ooe1' tmgelske lcCl8U8, Copen. 
hagen, 1891, p. 60, repea.ted in Progress in Language, 1894. p. 141 (now 
~hapters on EngZ., p. 4), proba.bly under the influence of v. d. Gabelentz. 
tn whose Chinesische Grammat~k there is a similar division; in Chinese 
however, with its tota.l la.ck of flexion, ever:)<"thing is 80 different from o~ 
European languages. rules for word.order and for the employment of ' empty' 
w?rds forming the whole of grammar, that hlS system cannot be traneferred 
WIthout chauge to our languagell. 
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take.a. form as given and then inquire into its meaning or funotion ; 
in the second part (1 ~ 0) we invert the process and take the mean
ing or function and ask how that is expressed in form. The facts 
of grammar are the same in the two parts, only the point of view 
being different: the treatment is different, and the two parts 
supplement each other and together give a. complete and pet
spicuous survey of the general facts of a language. 

Morphology. 
In the first part, then, (0 ~ I) we proceed from the form to the 

meaning; this part I propose to call Morphology, though the 
word thus acquires a somewhat different sense from that usually 
given to it. Here things are treated together that are expressed 
externally by the same means; in one place we have, for instance, 
the ending -8, in another the ending -ed., in a third, mutation, etc. 
But it is very important to notice that this does not mean that we 
leave the meaning out of account; at each point we have also to 
investigate the function or use of suoh and such an ending or 
whatever it ma.y be, which, of course, amounts to the same thing 
as answering the question "Wha.t does it signify 1" In p1any 
instances this can be done simply by giving the name: under -8 

in cats we say tha.t it turns the singular cat into a plura.!; in dealing 
with the ending .ed. we say that in added., etc., it denotes the second 
(passive) participle and the preterit, etc. These may be called 
syntactio definitions, and in very simple instances everything 
necessary can be said under this head in a few words, while generally 
a. more detailed analysis must be reserved for the second part of 
our grammar. Though Sweet makes practioally the same distinc
tion as I do between the two parts of gra.mma.r. l oa.nnot agree 
with him when he says (NEG I. 204) that it is co not only possible, 
but desirable. to treat form and meaning separately-a.t least, to 
some extent. That part of grammar whioh concerns itself specially 
with forms, and ignores their meaning as much as possible, is called 
accidence. That part of grammar which ignores distinction of 
form as much as possible, a.nd concentrates itself on their meaning, 
is called syntax." Here I must take exception to the words" ignore 
..• as much as possible." It should be the grammarian's task 
always to keep the two things in his mind. for sound and significa
tion, form and funotion, are insepara.ble in the life of language, and 
it has been the detriment of linguistio scienoe that it has ignored 
one side while speaking of the other, and so lost sight of the COIl$ta.nt 
interplay of sound and sense (see Language. passim). 

In an ideal languap. combining the greatest expressiveness 
with perfect ease and complete freedom from exceptions and 
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ll'regularibies a.s well as from ambiguity, the arrangement of the 
grammar woulcf be an easy thing, because the same sound or the 
same modification of sounds would always have the same meaning, 
and the same signification or function would always be expressed 
in the same formal way. This is the case already to a great extent 
in the grammar of such artificial languages. as 1do, where it is only 
necessary once and for an to state the rule that plurality in sub
stantives is expressed by the ending -i (I ---70),01 that the ending 
-i denotes the plural in substantives (0-:;;. I) : there is thus perfect 
harmony between the morphological and the S}'ll"!;actic way of 
expressing the same fact. But our natural languages are otherwise 
constructed, they cannot be mapped out by means 01 straight 
lines intersecting one another at right angles like most of the United 
States, but are more like Europe with its irregularly curved and 
crooked boundaries. Even that comparison does not do justice 
to the phenomena of speech, because we have here innumerable 
overlappings as if one district belonged at the same time to two or 
three different states. We must never lose sight of the fact that one 
form may have two or more signifioations, or no signification at 
all, and that one and the same signification or function may be 
denoted now by this and now by that formal means, and sometimes 
by no form a.t all. In both parts of the system. t.herefore, we are 
obliged to class together things whioh are really different, and 
to separate things which would seem to belong naturally to 
the same class. But it must be our endeavour to frame 
our divisions and subdivisions in the most natural manner 
possible and to a.void unnecessary repetitions by means of cr08S
references. 

Let me attempt to give a short synopsis of the various sub
divisions of Morphology as I have worked them out in one of the 
parts of my Modem English Grammar which have not yet been 
printed. Just as in my phonetic books I take first sound elements, 
then sounds, and finally sound combinations, I here propose to take 
first word elements, then words, and finally word combinations. 
It must, however, be conceded that the boundaries between these 
divisions are not always clear and indisputable: not in could not 
is a. separate word, and Americans print can not as two woriis, but 
in England cannot is written in one word; now wo cannot, of COlU'se, 
accept typographica.l custom as decisive, but the l)honetio fusion 
with consequent vowel change in ca.n't, acn't. won't shows that nt 
in these combina.tioru; ha.s to be reckoned as a. word element a,nd 
no longer as a. ·separate word. Inversely the genitive 8 tends to 
become more and more independent of the preceding word, as 
shown in the "group genitive" (the King of England'8 power, 
somebody else's hat, Bill Stumps M8 Itlark, see CbE Ch. Ill). 
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In the part headed Word Elements we have to spea.k of ea.ch 

affix (whether prefix, suffix, or infix) separately, state its form or 
forms and define its function or functions. We do not take the 
several word classes (parts of speech) and finish one before passing 
on to the next, but in speaking of the ending -8, for instanoe (with 
its three phonetically distinct forms [s, Z, iz]), we mention first its 
function as a sign of the pluraJ in substantives, then a.s a. genitive 
sign, then as a mark of the third person singular in the present 
tense of verbs, then in the ntln-adjunct form of possessive pronouns, 
e.g. in ours. The ending -n (-en) in a similar way serves to fdrm a 
plural in oxen, a non-adjunct possessive in mine, a participle in 
beaten, a derived adjective in silken, a derived verb in weaken, etc. 
In separate chapters we have to deal with such less conspicuous 
word elements as are shown by modifications of the kernel of the 
word, thus the voicing of the finaJ consonant to form verbs (halve, 
breathe, uee from half, breatl~, uee), the mutation (umlaut) to form 
the plural (feet from/oot) and a. verb (feed from Jood), the apophon, 
(ablaut) to form the preterIt sang and the participle BUfqJ from 8ing, 
the change of ~tress which distinguishes the verb object from the 
substantive object; here we may also speak of the change from the 
full word that [~let] to the empty or pale word spelt in the same W&y 
but pronounced [~9t]. 

It will probably be objected that by this a.J.'T8rIlgement we mix 
together things from the two distinct provinces of a.ccidence a.nd 
word-formation. But on closer inspection it will be seen tha.t it 
is hard, not to say impossible, to tell exaotly where the boundary 
has to be dra.wn between Bexion and word-formation: the forma.
tion of feminine nouns in English (shepherdess) is aJways taken to 
belong to the latter, thus a.lso to some extent in Frenoh (mattres.se), 
but wh.a.t are we to say of paysanne from paysan ?-is tha.t to be 
tom away frobl bon, bot!1?'e, which is counted as Bexion and placed 
under Accidence t The arrangement here advocated has the 
advantage that it brings together what to the naive speech instinot 
is identica.1 or similar, and that it opens the ~yes of the grammarian 
to things which he would otherwise have probably overlooked. 
Take. for instance, the various -e1J-endings, in a.djectives, in verbal 
derivatives, and in participles'. in aJl these ca.ses -en is found 
(whether this means that it is historically preserved or is a la.ter 
addition) alter the sa.me consona.nts, while after other cOllsonants 
it is not fonnd (i.e. it is in some ea.ses dropped, in others it has 
never been added). Note also the parallelism between the adjunct 
form in -en a.nd another form without -en : a drunlcen boy : he i8 
drunk I ill-gotten wealth : I've got I silkm tUU'liance : cla4 in silk I in. 
olden 00,1/8 : (he man is oliJ, I hilUen trea8UfU : it Wf.t8 hid (the original 
form. now aJso hidtlew.) 1 (he maiden ~ : an old maid. Nowa.ll 
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this can be shown to have a. curious conne:rion with the erieubion 
of a great many verbs by means of -en which took place from about 
1400 and gave rjse not only to the forms 'kappen, listen, frighten, 
but also to verbs like broaden, ola.cken, moi.sten, which now are 
apprehended as formed from adjectives, while originally they were 
simply phonetio expansions of existing verbs that had the same 
form as the adjectives. {I have not yet published the account 
of these phenomena. whioh I promised in MEG I, p. 34.) The new 
arrangement brings into focus things which had previously escaped 
our attention. 

Speaking of word-formation it may not be superfluous here 
to enter a. protest against the practice prevalent in English grammars 
of treating the forma-tivea of Latin words adopted into English as 
if they were English formatives. Thus the prefix pre- is given 
with such examples as precept, prefer, present, and re- with such 
examples as repeat, resist, redeem, redOlent, etc., aIt,hough the part 
of the words which remains when we take off the prefix has no 
existence as such in English (cept, fer, etc.). This shows that all 
these words (although originally formed with the prefixes pree, re) 
are in English indivisible" formulas." Note that in such the first 
syllable is pronounced with the short [i] or re] vowel (cf. prepare, 
preparation, repair, reparation), but by the side of such words we 
have others with the same written beginning, but pronounced in a 
dillerent way, with long [iol, and here we have a genuine English 
prefix with a signification of its own: presuppose, predetermine, 
re-enter, 'fe-open. Only this pre- and this re- deserve a place in 
English grammars: the other words belong to the dictionary. 
Similar considerations hold good with regard to suffi:x:es: although 
there is really an English suffix -ty, we should not include among the 
examples of it suoh a word as beauty [bju·ti], because there is no 
such thing as [bju') in English (beau [bau] has now nothing to do 
with beauty). That beauty is a unit, a form.ula., is seen by the fact 
that the corresponding adjective is beautiful; we ma.y establish the 
proportion beautiful : beauty = Fr. beau : beauti (for in the ,french 
word -te is a living suffix). An English grammar would have to 
mention the suffix -ty in safety, certainty, etc., and the change in the 
kernel wrought in such instances as reality from real, liability froIll 
liabZe, etc. 

The nen part deals with w~rds. mainly the so-caJIed grammatical 
words or auxiliaries, whether pronouns, auxiliary verbs, preposi. 
tions, or conjunctions, but only in so far as they are really parts of 
grammar, that is "geneJ1al e:x:pressions." Under will (and the 
shorter form 'Zl in he'll, etc.) we shall thus mention its use to express 
(1) volition, (2) futurity, (3) habit. But, as stated above, there 
can be here no hard and fast line between gram.mar and dictionary 
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Finally, in the part devoted to Combination of Words 'We 
shaJI have to describe ea.ch type of word-order and indicate the 
rale it plays in speeoh. Thus the oombination substantive + sub
stantive, apart from suoh oollocations as Oaptain. Ball, is us~ in 
various kinds of compound substantives, such as mankind, uinegla.ss, 
8tone wall, cotion areas, bosom friend, womanhater, woman autlwr; 
the relations between the two oomponents will have to be specified 
both as regards form (stress, also seoondarily orthography) and as 
regards meaning. Adjective + substantive is chiefly used in suoh 
adjunot groups as red coat, whenoe oompounds of the type blackbird; 
but a special kind of comvounds is seen in redcoat ' one who wears 
a. red ooat.' The combination substantive +.verb forms a. finite 
sentence in father came, where father is the subject. In the inverse 
order the substantive ma.y according to circumstances be the 
subject (as in the inserted "said Tom" or in the question "Did 
Tom! " or after certain a.dverbs "and so did Tom" or in a. con
ditional clause without a conjunction " had Tom said that, I should 
have believed it "); or the substantive may be the objeot (as in 
" I saw Tom "), etc. .All, of course, tha.t I can do here is to sketch 
out the bare outlines of the system, leaving the details to be 'Worked 
out in future insta.Iments of my Gra.mmar. 

Many people probably win wonder at the inclusion of euch 
things in Morphology, but I venture to think that this is the only 
oonsistent wa.y of dealing with grammatical facts, for word-order 
is certainly as much a. formal element in building up sentences as 
the forms of the words themselves. And with these remarks I 
shall leave the first main division of grammar, in which things were 
to be looked a.t from without, from the sound or form. It will be 
seen that in our soheme there is no room for the usual paradigms 
giving in one place all the forms of the same word, like La.tin serVtt8 
seroe 8ervum servo 8n, amo amaa amat wmamus, eto. Suoh para
digms may be useful for lea.rners,l and in my system ma.y be given 
in an appendix to lforphology, but it should not be overlooked 
that from a. purely soientific point of view the para.digmatic arrange
ment is not one of grammatical form, as it brings together, not the 
same forms, but di1lerent forms of. the same word, whioh only 
belong to one another from a. lwca.l po~t of view. The a.rra.nge
ment here advooated is purely grammatical, treating together, in 
its first part what may be oalled grammatioal homophones (homo
morphs) a.nd in its seclOnd pa.rt grammatical synonyms. It will be 
remembered that we had the corresponding two classes in the two 
divisions of the dietionary. 

1 Though it is impossible to lee the tIS8 of BWlh paradigme aa are found 
in many English grammars for foreigners; 1 gol, llOU got. lie gf4. _ got. flou 
got, they got.-I whaij gel. you wiU get. he wm gel." B1Iall gel, you UIiB gtJe.1AI1I 
will get, atc-. 



CHAPTER III 

SYSTEMA TIC GRAMMAR-continued 

Syntax. Universal Grammar? Differences of Le.nguagee. Wha.t Categories 
to Recognize. Syntactic Categories. Syntax and Logic. NotlOnal 
Categories. 

Syntax. 
THE second main division of grammar, a.s we have said, is occupied 
with the same phenomena as the first, but from a different point 
of view. from the interior or meaning (I --;:. 0). We call this 
syntax. The subdivisions will be according to the grammatical 
categories, whose role and employment in speech is here defined. 

One chapter of syntax will deal with Number; it will have 
first to recoUllt the several methods of forming the plural (dogs, 
o;'!:en, feet, we, those, etc.); this will be done most easily and sum
marily by a. reference to those paragraphs in our Morphology in 
which each ending or other formative is dealt· with. Next will 
follow an account of everything that is common to all singulars 
a.nd to all plurals, no matter how these latter happen to be formed; 
thus the plural in "a thousand and one nights" (where Danish 
and German have the singular on account of one), the singular in 
.. more than one man" (= more men than one), cases of attraction. 
the ' generic' use of singular and plural to denote the whole class 
(a cat is a four-footed animal, cats are four-footed animals), 
and many other things that could not find their pla.ce in the 
morphological part. 

Under the heading of Case we .must deal, a.mong other things, 
with the genitive and its synonym the oJ-phrase (which is oIten 
wrongly caned a genitive): Queen Victoria's death = tke death 
oJ Queen Victoria. Those cases must be specified in which it is 
not possible to substitute one of these forms for the other (" I 
bought it at tke butcher' 8 " on the one hand, and "the date of her 
death" on the other). In the chapter on Comparison we shall 
bring together such forms as sweetest, best, and mo8t evident, which 
in our Morphology are dealt with under difierent heads, a.n.d shall 
examine the use of the comparative and superlative in speaking 
of two persons or things. Another chapter will be given to the 
different ways of expressing Futurity (I &tart to-mor:tuw; I ahaU 
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start to-morrow; he will start to-morrow; I am to start to-morrow; 
I may start to-morrow; 1 am going to start to-morrow}. These 
indications may suffice to show the nature of the syntactic treat
ment of grammatical phenomena. The same things that were 
desoribed in the morphological part are here considered from a. 
different point of view, and we are faced with new problems of a 
more comprehensive character. Our double method of approach 
will leave us with a clearer picture of the intricate grammatioal 
network of such a language as English than was possible to those 
who approached it by the old path. To make this more obvious, 
we will try to tabulate one part of this network with its manifold 
cross-strands of form and function: 

FORM 

1. kernel. • ...,.--------------'"'7 

3. -en. • • ~::::::=_7:::.----~'<I':__=~"'_ 

FUNCTION 

a. pI. subst. 

c. 3rd pers. sg. 
pres. verb. 

d. particIple. 

4. mutation '-___________ -..;;==-. e. verb from 
noun. 

Examples. la. sheep.-le oan.-ld p~d.-le hand.-2a cata.-2b John's. 
-20 eatB.-3a cxen.-3d eaten.-3e frigl!ten.-4a feet.-4e feed 

If we compare these two parts of grammar and remember what 
was said a.bove of the two parts of a dictionary, we disoover that 
the two points of view &re really those of the hearer and of the 
speaker respectively. In So duologue the hearer encounters certain 
BOunds and forms, and has to find out their meaning-he moves 
from without to within (O ~ I). The speaker, on the other hand, 
starts from certain ideas which he tries to communicate; to him 
the meaning is the given thing, and he has to find out how to 
express it: he moves from within to without (1 -? 0). 

Universal Grammar P 
With regard to the categories we have to establish in the 

syntactio part of our grammatical system, we luust first raise an 
extremely important questio~ namely, are these categories purely 
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logical categories, or are they merely linguistio categories 1 If 
the former, then it is evident that they are universal, i.e. belong 
to aJllanguages in common; if the latter, then they, or at any rate 
some of therq., are peculiar to one or more languages as distinct 
from the rest. Oux question thus is the old one: Can there be 
such a thing as a. universal (or general) grammar? 

The attitude of grammarians with regard to this question has 
varied a good deal at different timf's. Some centuries ago it was 
the common belief that grammar was but applied logic, and that 
it would therefore be possible to find out the principles underlying 
all the various grammars of existing languages; people conse~ 
quently tried to eliminate from a language everything that was 
not strictly conformable to the rules of logic, and to measuxe every
thing by the canon of their so-called general or philosophical 
gramma.r. Unfortunately they were too often under the delusion 
that Latin grammar was the perfect model of logical oonsistency. 
and they therefore labouxed to find in every language the distinctions 
recognized in Latin. Not unfrequently a priori speoulation and 
pure logic led them to find in a Janguage what they would never 
have dreamt of if it had not been for the Latin grammar in which 
they had been steeped from their earliest SChool-days. This 
confusion of logic and Latin grammar with its consequence, a 
Procrustean method of dealing with aJl languages, has been the 
most fruitful souxoe of mistakes in the prorince of grammar. What 
Sayce wrote long ago in the artiole " Grammar" in the ninth edition 
of the Encyolopaulia Britannioa, "The endeavour to find the dis
tinctions of Latin grammar in that of .English has only resulted in 
grotesque errors, a.nd a total misapprehension of the usage of the 
English language "-these wordS are still worth taking to heart, 
and should never be forgotten by any grammarian, no matter what 
language he is studying. 

In the nineteenth centuxYI with the rise of comparative and 
historical linguistics, a.nd with the wider outlook that came from 
an increased interest in various exotic languages, the earlier attempts 
at a philosophical grammar were discountenanced, and it is rare 
to find utterances like this of Stuart Mill : 

"Consider for a moment what Grammar is. It is the most 
elementary part of Logic. It is the beginning of the analysis of 
the thinking prooess. The principles and rules of grammar are 
the means by which the forms of language are made to correspond 
with the universal forms of thought. The distinctions between 
the various parts of speech, between the cases of nouns, the mood:: 
and tenses of verbs, the functions of particles, are distinctions in 
thought, not merely in words. . . . The structure of every sentenoe 
is a lesson in logic" (Rectorial Address at St. Andrews. 1867). 
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Such ideas are least to be expected from philologists and linguists; 
the latest occurrence I have come across is in Bally (St 156): "la. 
grammaire qui n'est que la logique appliquee au la.ngage." 

Much more frequently found a,re such views as the following: cc A 
universal grammar is no more conceivable than a universal form 
of political Constitution or of religion, or than a. universal plant 
or animal form; the only'thing, therefore, that we have to do is 
to notice what categories the actually existing languages offer 
us, without starting from a ready-made system of categories" 
(Steinthal,Oharaktetristik, 104 f.). Similarly, Benfey says that after 
the. results achieved by modern linguistics universal and philo
sophioal grammars have suddenly disappeared so completely that 
their methods and views are now only to be traced in such books 
as are unaffected by real science (Gesch. d. SP'l'alihWi88. 306). And 
according to Madvig (1856, p. 20, Kl p. 121), grammatical cate
gories have nothing to do with the real relations of things ID 

themselves. 
In spite of the aversion thus felt by most modern linguists to 

the idea of a grammar arrived at by a process of deductive reason
ing and apphca.ble to all languages, the belief that there are gram
matical notions or categories of a universal character will crop up 
here and there in linguistic literature. Thus C . .Alphonso Smith, 
in his interesting Studies in English Syntax, says (p. 10) that there 
is a kind of uniformity of linguistic processes which is not in indi
vidual words, or sounds, or inflexions, but in word relations; that 
is, in syntax. " Polynesian words, for example, are not our words, 
but the Polynesians have their subjunctive mood, their passive 
voice. their array of tenses and cases, because the principles of 
syntax are psychical and therefore universal." And on p. 20: 
" One comes almost to believe that the norms of syntax are in
destructible, so persistently do they reappear in unexpected places." 

I am afraid that what is here said about Polynesians is not the 
:result of a comprehensive study of their languages, but is rather 
based on the a priori supposition that no one can dispense with 
the syntactic devices mentioned, exactly as the Danish philosopher 
Kromall, after establishing a system of nine tenses on a logical basis, 
says that" as a matter of course the language of every thinking 
nation must have expressions" for all these tenses. A survey 
of actually existing languages will show that these ha.ve in SOIne 
cases much less, in other cases much more, than we should expect, 
and that what in one language is expressed in every sentence 
with painstaking precision, is in another language left unexpressed 
86 if it were of no importance whatever. This is espeoially true 
if we come to speak of such things as "the subjunotive mood"
those langua.ges whioh have a. separate form for it by no means 
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apply it to the same purposes, so that even if this mood. is known 
by the same name in English, Gerlllan, Danish, French, and Latin. 
it is not strictly speaking one and the same thing; it would be 
perfectly impossible to give such a definition of the subjunctive 
in any of these languages as would assist us. in deciding where to 
use it and where to use the indicative, still less such a definition 
as would at the same time cover its employment in all the languages 
mentioned. No wonder, therefore, that there are a great many 
languages which have nothing that could be termed a subjunctive 
mood, however widely the sense of the word should be stretched. 
As a matter of fact, the history of English and Danish shows how 
the once flourishing subjunctive has withered more and more, 
until it oan now be compared only with those rudimentary organs 
whose use is problema.tio or very subordinate indeed. 

DUferences 01 Languages. 
In oomparative le.ricology we constantly see how the things 

to be represented by words are grouped differently according to 
the whims of different languages, what is fused together in one 
being separated in another: where English distinguishes between 
clock and watch, and French between horZoge, pendule, and montre, 
German has only one word. ukr (but compensates through being 
able by means of compounds to express many more shades: 
turmuhr, sch'W,guhr, wQ:nduhr, stube:nuhr, standuhr. stutzuhr, mscken,
uhr); where English has prince, German distinguishes between 
prinz and furld,; French has £afe for coffee and cafe; French 
temps corresponds to E. time and weather, and E. time to Fr. temps 
and foie-to take only a. few obvious examples. It is the same in 
grammar, where no two languages have the same groupings and 
make the same distinctions. In dealing with the grammar of a. 
particular language it is therefore important to inquire as carefully 
as possible into the distinotions actually made by that language, 
without establishing any single category that is not shown by 
actual linguistio facts to be recognized by the speech-instinot of 
that community or nation. However muoh the logician may insist 
that the superlative is a necessary category which evf!ry thinking 
nation must be able to express in its language, Frenoh has no super
lative, for though le plus pur, le plus fin, Ze meilleur serve to render 
the genuine English. superlative the purest, the finest, the best, these 
forms are nothing but the comparative made definite by the addition 
of the article, and we cannot even say that French has a superlative 
consisting of the comparative with the definite artiole preposed, for 
very o~n we have no definite article, but ~other determining 
'Word which then has the same effect: man medleur ami. etc. 

" 
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On the other hand, while French has a real future tense (jt 
donnerai, etc.), it would be wrong to include a separate future 
in the tense system of the English language. Futnrity is often 
either not expressed at all in the verb (1 start to-morrow at om;; 
cf. also" If he comes "). or it is expressed by mea.ns of phrases 
whioh do not signify mere futUl'lty. but 80methmg else besides ; 
in wiU (he will start at six) there is an element of volition, in 
Gm to (the congress is to be held next year) an element of destiny. 
in may (he ma.y come yet) an element of uncertainty, and in shall 
(1 shall write to him to-morrow) an element of obligation. It is 
true that the original meanings are often nearly obliterated, though 
not to the extent to which the original meaning of infinitive + en 
(have to •.• ) is totally forgotten in Frenoh futures. The oblitera
tion lS especially strong in 8hall, a.s there is no sense of obhgation 
in " I shall be glad if you can come," a.nd as shall is hardly ever 
used now in the original sense (oompare the biblical" thou shalt 
not kill" with the modern .. you mustn't walk there "), sktdl 
forms the nearest approach in English to a real a.uxiliary of the 
future, and if it were used in all persons, we should have no hesi
tation in saying that English had a future tense. But.:If we were 
to recognize "he will come" a.s a. future tense, we might just as 
well recognize aa future tenses" he may come," "he is coming," 
.. he is going to come," and other combinations. Thus the objectilon 
is not that tm'U is a. separate "word" and that to recognize a. 
"tense It we must always ha.ve a fotm. of a verb in which the kernel 
and the fiexional ending make up one inseparable unit; nothing 
would hinder us from saying tha.t a langua.ge had a. future tense 
if it had. an auxiliary {verb or adverb} that reaUy served to indicate 
future time, only this would be placed in that part of Morphology 
whlCh treats of words, and not, as the French future, in the part 
that treats of word elements,-in the Syntax as viewed in this book 
that wo\lld make no d:i1ference. 

What Categories to Recognize. 
The prinoiple here advocated. is tha.t we should recognize in 

the syntax of any language only such categories as have found in 
tha.t la.ngua.ge formal expression,. but it will be remembered that 
" form .. is taken in a, very wide sense, including form-words and 
word-position. In thus making for.ti1 the supreme criterion one 
should beware, however, of a mistaken notion whioh might appear 
to be the natural outcome of the same principle. We say one 
8hef!1p, many sheep: are we then to say tha.t Metp is not a. singular 
in the first phrase, and not a plural in the second.. beca.use it has 
the same form, and that this form. is ra.ther to be caJIed ' common 
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number' or • no-number' or something equivalent? It might 
be .. aid that cut in " I cut my finger every day" is not in the present 
tense, and cut in " I cut my finger yesterday" is not in the past 
tcn'3e (or preterit), because the form in both sente'nces is identical. 
Further, if we compare "our lctng's lov.e for his subjects" and 
" our lct11lJs love their subjects," we see that the two forms are the 
same (apart from the purely conventional distinction ma.de in 
wnting, but not in speaking, by means of the apf)strophe), and a 
strict formalist thus would not be entitled to state anything with 
regard to the case and number of km-gs. And what .about love? 
There is nothing in the form to show US that it is a substantive in 
the singula.r in one phrase and. a verb in the plural in the other, and 
we should have to invent a separate name for the strange category 
thus created. The true mors,l to be drawn from such examples 
is, however, I think, tha.t it is wrong to treat each separa.te linguistic 
item on its own merits; we should rather look at the language as 
a whole. Sheep in many sheep is a plural, because in many lambs 
and hundreds of other similar cases the English language recognIzes 
a plural in its substantives; cut in one sentence is in the present 
and in the other in the past tense, because a difference at once 
arises if we substitute he for 1 (he cuts, he cut), or another verb for 
cut (1 tear, 1 tore); Icing, in one instance is a genitive singular 
and in the other a nominative plural, as seen in "the man's love 
for his subjects .. and " the men love their subjects," and finally 
love is a substantive and a verb respectively as shown by the form 
in such collocations as "our king's ad1",iraticm for his subjects " 
and " our kings admi.re their subjects:' In other words, while we 
should be careful to keep out of the grammar of any la.nguage 
such distinctions or categories as are found in other languages, 
but are not formally expressed in the language in question. we should 
be no less a. verse to deny in a. particular case the existenC'e of dis
tinctions elsewhere made in the same Ia.nguage, because they happen 
t1:).ere to have no outward sign. '1'he question, how many and what 
grammatical categories a language distingw.shes, must be settled 
for the wh.ole of that 1a.ngua.ge, or a.t any rate for whole classes 
of words, by con'lidering what grammatical functions find expression 
in form, even iI they do not find such expression in all a.nd every 
case where it might be expected: the categories thus established 
are then to be applied to the more 01' leas exceptional cases 
where there is no external form to guide us. In English, for 
mstance, we shaJl have to reoognize a. phll'al in substantives, 
pronouns, and verbs, but not in adjectives any more than in 
adverbs; in Danish, on the other hand. a. plural in substantives, 
adjectives, and pronouns, but no longer in verbs. There will 
be a special reason to remember this principle when we come 
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to conside!' the question how many cases we are to admit :in 
English, 

The principle laid down in the last few paragraphs is not unfre
quently ~inned against in gramma.ticalllterature. Many writers will 
cilscourse on the faClility with which English can turn substantivea 
into verbs, and vice versa-but English never confounds the two 
classes of words, even if it uses the same form ROW as a substantive, 
and now as a verb: a finger and a find are substantives, and finger 
and find in you finger this and find that are verba, in fle:rion !lond in 
function and everything. An annotator on the passage in Hamlet, 
where the ghost is said to go " slow and stately" says with regard 
to 8low; "Adjectives are often used for adverbs "-no, slow 
really is an adverb, just i1s long in "he stayed long" is an adverb, 
even if the form is the same as in "a long stay," where it is an 
adjective. The substantive in five snipe or a few antelope or nce(1,ty 
sail is often called a singular (sometimes a "collective singular "), 
although it is no more a singular than sheep in five sheep: a form 
which is always recognized as a. plural, probably because gram
marians know that this word has had an unchanged plural from 
Old English times. But history really has nothing to do with 
our question, Snipe is now one form of, the plural of that word 
(" the unchanged plural "), and the :fact tha.t there exists another 
form, snipes, should not make us blind to the real value of the form 
snipe. 

Syntactic Oategorles. 
We are now in a position to return to the problem of the 

possibility of a Universal GraJ:D.nllU'. No one eVer dreamed of a uni
versal morphology, for it is clear that all actually found formatives, 
as well as their functions and importance, vary from language 
to langua.ge to such an extent that everything about them must 
be reserved for special grammars, with the possible exception of 
a blw generalitiES on the r~le of sentence-stress and intonation. 
It is only with regard to syntax tha.t people ha.ve been inclined to 
think tha.t there must be something in (lQmmOll to a.n huma.n speeoh, 
something jmmediately based on the na.ture of human thought, 
in other words on logio. and therefore exalted above the aocidental 
forms of expression found in this or that particular language. We 
have already seen tha.t tb.i8 logiool basis is at any rate not 
coextensi-re with the whole province of a.Qtual syntax, for many 
languages do without a subjunctive mood. or a dative case, some 
even without at plural number in their substantives. How far, 
then, does this basio logic extend, and what does it mean exaotly ~ 

In the system sketched a.bove we found, corresponding. to 
eaeh separate form, an indication of its syntactic value or function, 
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thus for the ending E. -8 on the one hand" plural ol substantive," 
on the other hand "third person singular present of verb," etc. 
Each of these indicaMons comprised two or more elements, one of 
which concerned the" part of speech" or word-class, one denoted 
singula.r or plural number, one the third person, and finally one 
the present tense. In English these indica.tions contained com
paratively few elements, but if we take Latin, we shall find that 
ma.tters are often more complicated: the ending of bonarum, 
for instance, denotes plural, feminine gender, and genitive case, 
tha.t of tegerentur plural, third person, imperfect tense, subjunctive 
mood, passive voice, and so with other forms. Now it is clelL! 
that though it is impossible, or not always possible, to isolate 
these elements from a formal point of view (in animalium, where 
is the sign of the plural, and where of the genitive ~ in Jeci, where 
the indication of the person, of the perfect, of the indica.tive mood. 
of the active voice, etc. 1), on the other hantl from the syntactic 
point of view it is DOt only possible, but also na.tural to isolate 
them, and to bring together all substantives, a.11 verbs, a.ll singula.rs, 
all genitives, a.11 subjunctives, all first persons, etc. We thus get a 
series of isolated syntactic idea.s, and we must even go one step :further, 
for some of these isolated syntactio ideas naturally go together, 
forming higher groups or more comprehensive syntaotio ola.sses. 

In this way substantives, adjectives, verbs,pronouns,etc., together 
constitute the division of words into parts of speech or word-olasses. 

The singular and plural (with the dual) form the oategory of 
number. 

The nominative. acousative, dative, genitive, etc., form the 
category of oases. 

The present, preterit (imperfeot, perfeot), future, etc., form the 
category of tenses. 

The indica.tive, Bubjunotive, optative, impera.tive, etc., form the 
category of moods. 

The aotive, passive~ and middle voice (medium) form the oa.tegory 
of • voices' or 'turns.' 

The first, second, and third persons form, as the name indioates, 
the category of persons. 

The masculine. feminine, a.nd neuter form the category of 
genders. 

Syntax and Logic. 

We are able to establish all these syntactio ideas and oategories 
without for one moment stepping outside the provinoe of gramr.tlar, 
but a.s soon as we ask the question, what do they stand for, we 
a.t once pass from the sphere of langua.ge to the outside world 1 

1 Of course, ",. this 'outside world' is min-ored in the human mind. 
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or to the sp:lere of thought Now, some of the categories enumerated 
above bec1r e"ldent relatlOns to somethmg that is found in the 
sphere of thmgs: thus the grammatIcal category of number evi
dently corresponds to the rustmctlOn found ID the outr,ide world 
between " one" and " more than one"; to account for the varlOUS 
grammatIcal tenses, present, imperfect, etc., one must refer to 
the outl>lde notion of "time"; the difference between the three 
gramma.tical persons corresponds to the natural distinction between 
the speaker, the person spoken to, and something out.."dde of both. 
In some of the other categories the correspondence with something 
out,>ide the sphere of speech is not so obvious, and it may be tha.t 
those wnters who want to establish such correspondence. \\'ho 
trunk, for instance, that the grammatical w!:jtin('tion between 
substantive and adjective corresponds to an external distinction 
between substance and quality, or who try to establIsh a " logical " 
system of cases or moods, are under a fundamental delusion. This 
will be ~xamined in some of the following cha.pters, where we shall 
see that such questions in.olve some very intricate problems. 

The outside world, as reflected ill the human 1 lind, is extremely 
oomplIcated, and it is not to be exp<'cted that men should always 
have stumbled upon the simplest or tbe most precise way of denotillg 
the myriads of phenomena and the manifold relations between 
them that oall for oommunicatIOn. The oorrespondence between 
external and grammatical categories is therefore never complete, 
and we find the most curious and unexpected overlappings and 
inter&ections everywhere. From a. sphere which would seem to 
be comparatively simple I shall here give one concrete illustration 
which appears to me highly characteristlC of th~ way in which 
actual language may sometimes fall short of 10glcal exigencies 
a.nd yet be understood. Ta.ke a. commonplaoe truth and one of 
Shakespeare's bits of proverbial wisdom: 

(1) :M:an is mortal. 
(2) Men were deceivers ever. 
II we analyze these grammatically, we see that (a.part from the 

diiferent predicatives) they differ in that one is in the Singular, 
and the other in the plural number, and that one is in the present 
tense, the other in the preterit or pa.st tense. Yet both sentences 
predicate something about a. whole class, only the cla.ss is diiferent 
in the two sentences: in the former it is r,nankind without rega.rd 
to sex, in the latter the ma.le part of mankind only, a scx-rustinction 
being thus implied in wha.t is gram.ma.tically a. numerical distinotioJ}. 
And though the tenses are different, no real distinction of time is 
meant, for the former truth is not meant to be confined to the 
present moment, nor the second to some time in the past. What 
is intended in both is a. statement tha.t pays no 'regard to the 
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distinction between now and then, something meant to be true for all 
time, A logician would have preferred a. construction of languu,ge 
in whioh both sentences were in the same universal number 
(" omniai," as Breal calls it) and in the same universal or generic 
tense, but the subject of the former in the common gender and that 
of the latter in the masculine gender, for then the meaning would 
have been unmistakable: "all human beings have been, are, 
and always will be mortal," and" an male human beings bave been, 
are, and always will be deceitful." But as a matter of fa-ct, this 
is not the way of the English language, and grammar has to state 
faots, not desires. 

Notional Categories. 
'V\,Te are thus led to recognize that beside, or above, or behind, 

the syntactio categories which depend on the structure of each 
language as it is actually found, there are some extralingual cate
gories whioh M'e independent of the more or less accidental facts 
of existing languages; they are universal in so far as they are 
applicable to all languages, though rarely expressed in them. in a 
clear and unmistakable way. Some of them relate to such facts 
of the world without as sex, others to mental states or to logic, 
but for want of a better common name for these extralmgual 
categories I shall use the adjective notional and the substantIve 
notion. It will be the grammarian's task in each case to investi
gate the relation between the notional and the syntactic categories. 

This is by no means an easy ta.sk, and one of the great 
difficulties that stand in the way of performing it satisfactorily is 
the want of adequate terms, for very often the same words are 
used for things belonging to the two spheres that we wish to dis
tinguish. How a separate set of terms serves to faoilitate the 
comprehension of a difficult subjeot may be shown by one illus
tration, in whioh we briefly anticipate the oontents of a subsequent 
sec'tion of this book. Gender is a syntactic category in suoh languages 
as Latin, French, and German; the corresponding natural or 
notional category is sex: sex exists in the world of reality, but is 
not always expressed in language, not even in those languages 
which, like Latin, French, 01' German, have a system of grammatical 
gf'nders which agrees in many ways with the natural distinction of 
sexes. Hence we may distinguish: 

GRAMMA.lt. NATURE. 

Gender Sex 
(SyntactIC) : (notlOnal) : 

(1) masculine} 
(2) feminine words 
(3) neuter 

(1) male '\ , 
(2) female! bemgs 
(3) sexless things 
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Let us iiake a, few French and German examples. Der 8olilat, 
le eoldat: male beings, masculine gender; die tochter, la tilte: 
female beings, feminine gender; der sperling, le chevul.. beings 
of both sexes, masculine gender; die 11!aUS, la 8ouris: beings of 
'Ooth sexes, femin.ine gender; das pferdo' both sexes, neuter 
gender; die 8childwache, la sentinelle: male sex, feminine gender; 
das weib: female sex, neuter gender; der ti.sck, le Jr~£it: non
sexual, masculino gender; die/rucht, la table: non-sexual, feminine 
gender; dos buck: non-sexual, neuter gender. l In other depart
ments it is not pvssible as here to formulate two sets of terms, 
one for the world of reality or universal logic, and one for the world 
of grammar, but it should he our endeavour always 00 keep the 
two worlds apart. 

Our examples of gender and sex will make it clear that the rela
tions between the syntactic and notional categories will often 
present a similar kind of network to that noticed between formal 
and syntactic categories (above. p. 46). We have thus in reality 
arrived at a threefold division, three stages of grammatical treat
ment of the same phenomena, or three points of view from which 
grammatical facts may be considered, which may briefly be 
described as (A) form, (B) function, (C) notion. Let us take one 
functional (syntactic) class and see its relation on the one hand 
to form, on the other hand to notion. The English preterit is 
formed in various ways, and though it is one definite syntactic 
category, it has not always the same logical purport, as seen in 
the following scheme: 

A. FORM: 

-ed (handed) 

-t (jil1Jed) 

·d (9howed) 

., with in,nel' chao,ge (Zeft) 

kernel unchanged (pm) 

inner change (drank) 

different kem.el (1008) 

B. FUNOTION: C. NOTION; 

preterit 

past time 

unreality in present time (if we 
knew; I wish we knllw) 

futul'e time (it is time you went 
to bed) 

shifted present time (how did you 
know I was a Dane 1) 

a.ll times (men were deoeivers ever) 

Syntactic categories thus, Janus-like, face both ways, towards 
form, and towards notion. They stand midway and form the 

1 'Ibis terminology is clearer than Sweet's (NEG § 146). He speaks of 
natural gender when gender agrees with sex, and of grammatical gender 
when gender diverges from sex; thus OEwifmann is a.gramma.ticalmasculine, 
while OE mann is a natural masculine. In my terminology both words are 
masculines, while wifmann 'woman' denotea. a female being and mann 
denotes either a. male being or, in ma.ny instances, 8. human being irrespeotivl' 
of sex. 
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connecting link between the world of sounds and the world of 
ideas. In speaking (or writing) we start from tha right side (0) 
of this scheme, and move through syntax (B) to the formal expres
sion (A): in hearing (or reading) the movement is in the opposite 
direction, from A through B to O. 

The movement thus is the following: 
o B A El C 

Speaker: Notion --?> Function -7 Form 
Bearer: Form -?- P'unction ~ Notion 

In finding out what categories to recognize in the third division 
(0) it is impottant alw5>ys to remember that these are to have a 
linguistic significance; We want to understand linguistic (gram
matical) phenomena, and consequently it would not do to set 
to work as if language did not exist, classifying thlngs or ideas 
without regard to their linguistic expression. On the contrary, we 
should rather do, mutatis mutandis, what we did above when 
establishing our syntactic categories: there we paid the strictest 
attention to what had found expression in the forms of the language 
examined, and here we must again pay the strictest attention to 
the a.lready discovered syntactic categories. It will be the task 
of the greater part of this work to attempt a systematic review 
of the c!rlef notional categories in so far as they find grammatioal 
expression, and to investigate the mutual relation of these two 
" worlds" in various languages. Often enough we shall find 
that gramm,atical categories are at best symptoms, foreshadowings 
of notional categories, and sometimes the' notion' behind a gram
matical phenomenon is as elusive as Kant's ding an sick; and on 
the whole we mnst not expeot to arrive at a " universal grammar .. 
in the sense of the old philosophical grammarians. What we obtain 
is the nearest a.pproach to it that modem linguistic soience will allow. 

POSTSCRIPT TO CHAPTER HI. 
The eminent historian of the French language, Ferdinand Brunot. pro

peses to' revoluticnize the teacbing of (French) gremunar by starting from 
within, from the thoughts to' be expressed. instead of from the forxns. Hi@ 
great bock, La Penaee et Za. Langue. extremely fertile in new observa.tioll£ 
and methodical remarks, was published (Peris, Masson et Cie, 1922) wheJ;l 
more than two-thirds of th.iB volume was written either in its final shape 
er in nearly the same Jilhape in which it appears ncw. It is pOSBible, 
though I o&nnot at present feel it, that my book would have taken a. flifferenl 
shape, had M. Brunot's work a.ppeared befcre my own conviotions h$.C 
become settled.; as it is now, though I hail him as a powerful ally, I disagreE 
with him cn a.t least two important pointie. First, what he advcca.tes B.I 

the proper method (starting from within, from' la. pensee') should acQordin~ 
to my view be one of two ways cf apprclLChing the flLCts of language, Opt 
from without to wIthin, and another from within to without. And seconnIy 
gramma.r should be kept distinct from dictiona.ry. while M. Brunot in hil 
lists of synonymous terms too often mixes up the two domains. Nor can : 
share his utter contempt for the old theory Qf "parts of speech," howeve 
wrong it is in ~nY details. 



CHAPTER IV 

PARTS OE SPEECH 

Old Systems Definitions. The Basis of Classifica.t.ion. Language and 
Real Lilt> Proper Na.me<>. Aotual Meaning of Propel' Na.mes. 

Old Systems. 
IT is customary to begin the teaching of grammar by qividing 
words into certain classes, generally called ., parts of speech" 
-substantives, adjectives, verbs, etc.-a.nd by giving definitions 
of these cla.sses. The division in the main goes hack to the Greek 
and Latin gr!l-mmarians with a few additions and modifications, 
but the definitions are very far from having attained the degree 
of exactitude found in Euclidean geometry. Most of the de:fin.itions 
given even in recent books are little better than sham definitions 
in which it is extremely easy to pick holes; nor has it been possible 
to come to a general arrangement as ·to what the distinction is to 
be based on-whether on form (and form-changes) or on meaning 
er on function ih the sentence, ot on all or these combined. 

The most ingenious system in this respect 1.$ certainly that of 
Varro, who distinguishes four parts of speech, one which has cases 
(nouns, nomina), one which, has tenses (verbs)~ one which ha.s both 
cases and tenses (participles), and one which has neither (particles). 
If this scheme is now generally abandoned, the reason evidently 
is that it is so manifestly made to fit Latin (and Greek) only and 
that it is not suitable either to modern langu~es evolved out of 
a. linguistio structure similar to Latin (English, for instance) or to 
languages of a totally different type, such as Eskimo. 

A mathetnatioal regularity similar to that in Varro's soheme 
is found in the following system: some nouns distinguish tense 
like verbs and distinguish gender like ordinary notmB (participles), 
others distinguish n,either gender nor tense (personal pronouns). 
Verbs are the only words combining tense distinction with lack 
of genders. Thus we b8,ve: 

{
ordinary: witb gender, without tense 

nouns personal· pronouns: without gender, without tense 
participles : with gender and with tense 

verbs: without gender, with tense. 1 

1 Schroeder, 1)ie Jormel.U W'lterscheidung tk1- redetheile im griech. u. tat. 
Leipzig, 1874. . 

1!8 
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This system, a.gain, fits only the ancient languages of our family, 
and differs ma.inly from Varro's scheme in being based on gender 
instead of case distinction. Both are equally arbitrary. In 
both tense is made the really distinctive feature of verbs, a. con
ception whioh has found expression in the German rendering of 
verb by zeitworl: but on that showing Chinese has no verbs, while 
on the other hand 19'e shall see la,ter that nouns sometimes distinguish 
tenses. Other grammarians think ~,h .• t the di~inotive feature of 
verbs is the personal endings (Stemthal, etc.). But this oriterion 
would aJso exclude the Chinese verb from that denomination; 
in Danish, aga.in, verbs do not distirW1.ll11h persons, and it is no help 
out of the diffioulty to say, as Bohltlll::nt,r does (NV 509) that" verbs 
are words whioh have or have had personaA endings," for it should 
not be necessary to know linguistio history to determine what 
part of speech a word belongs to. 

DefinitiOlll>. 
Let us now cast a glance at some of the definitions found in 

J. Hall and E. A. Sonnenschein's Grammar (London. 1902). "Nouns 
naIl1e. Pronouns identify without na.ming." I oannot see that 
who in Who kiUed. Oock Robin 1 identifies; it rather asks some one 
else to identify. And M'IU in Then none UNU far a party-whose 
identity is established by tha.t pronoun' U Adjeotives are used 
with Noup.s, to describe. identify or enumerate. ,. 1 But cannot 
adjectives be used without nouns t (the absent are always at fault. 
He was angry). On the other hand, is poet in B1'01.O'fI.ing the poet an 
adjective 1 "By means of Verbs something is said about some
thing or somebody": You scoundrel-here something is said 
about "you" just as muoh as in You are a scoundrel, and in the 
l&tter sentence it is not the ,.e.rb are, Dut the predica.tive that says 
something. "Conjunotion! oon:n.ect groups of 'Words or single 
words "-but so does of in a man of honour without being on that 
account a conjunction. Not a single one of these definitions is 
either exhaustive or cogent. a 

1 .. Enum.ere,te " &ee:tIll$ to be used here in a sense unknown to dictionaries. 
H we take it in the usua.l signiiication, then. according to *e dEifl.nition coat, 
etc., would be adjectiVlOlS in Cl All his garments, ooat, wa.istcoat, shirt and 
t.ro~rs. were wet." 

II Long after this was writtea in tb& firlJt draft. of 'my book, I beoame 
aoquainte4 with Son.tlen8chein's New JiJngZish 6t'amm<W (Oxford, 1921-in 
many ways an .excellent book. though I shall SQmetirnes have occasion to 
~e exception to it). Here some of the defimtions 114ve beeQ. Improved 
.. A pronoun is a word used in place of a noun, to indicate or enumerate 
~rsons or things, with\)1,l1i ne.tm!/-g them." lndieate is :lnuch better than 
ldtJn.tiJu, but the diffiewty about ftQn6 and who persittts. .. A co-ordmating 
coujunction is a word ~ to connect pa.rts of s. sentence which are of equal 
rack. A. IIl1bordiuating O(mj~ction is a word used to oonnect an adverb· 
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The Basis of Classification. 
Some grammarians, feeling the failure of such definitions as 

those just ~ven have been led to despair of solving the difficulty 
by the method of examining the meaning of words belonging to 
the various classer:.: and therefore ma.intain that the only criterion 
should be the form of words. This is the line taken, for instance, 
by J. Zeitlin (H On the Parts of Speech. The Noun," in The 
English Journal, March 1914). though unfortunatt'ly he deals only 
with nouns. He takes "form" in rather a wide sense, and sa.ys 
that "in English the noun does still possess certain formal charac
teristics which attach to no other class of words. These are the 
prefixing of an article or demonstrative, the use of an inflexional 
sign to denote possession and plurality, and union with prepositions 
to mark relations originally indicated by inflexional endings." 
He is careful to add that the absence of all the features enumerated 
should not exclude a word from being a. noun. for this should be 
described" as a word which has, or in any given usage may have" 
those formal signs. 

If form in the strictest sense were taken as the sole test, we 
should arrive at the absurd result that must in English, being 
indeclinable, belonged to the same el.a.ss as the, then, Jor, as, enough, 
etc. Our only justification for classing m1.t8t as a. verb is that we 
recognize its use in combinations like 1 fMl8t (go), fiiust we (go) 1 &8 

parallel to that of 1 shall (go), 8hall we (go) !-in other words. that 
we take into considera.tion its meaning and function in the sen
tence. And if Zeitlin were to sa.y that the use of trJ'IIBt with a 
nominative like 1 is "formal" (in the same way as "union with 
prepositions " was one of the "formal " tests by which he recog
nized a noun), I should not quarrel with him for taking such things 
into account, but perhaps for ca.lling them formal considerations. 

In my opinion everything should be kept in view. form, function. 
a.nd meaning. but it should be particularly emphasized tha.t form. 
which is the most obvious test, may lead to our recognizing sOn\e 
word-classes in one language which are not distinot classes in 
other la.ngua.ges, and that meaning, though very important, is 
most difficult to deal with, and especially thll,t it is not possible 
to base a classification on short and easily applicable definitions. 

We may imagine two extreme types of language structure, 
one in which there is always one definite formal eriterlon in each 
word-class, and one in which there are no such outward signs in 

clause or a noun~la.uae with the rest of a complex sentence." A co-ordinating 
conjunction mat also be used to connect whole sentences (Sonnenschein, 
§ 59). The defi:ilition is ratlt.er complicated, and pre supposes :tntmyother 
grammatical tel'.lXl8; it really gives no &1l8wer to the question. what is a 
conjunction t Wha~ is oommon to the two classes ! 
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a.ny class. The nearest approaoh to the former state is found, not 
in any of our natural languages, but in an artificial language such 
as Esperanto or, still better, Ido, where every common substantive 
ends in -0 (in the plural in -i), every adjective in -a, every (derived) 
adverb in -e, every verb in or, ~8, or -z according to its mood. The 
opposite state in which there are no formal signs to show word
classes is found in Chinese, in which some words can only be used. 
in certain applications, while others without any outward change 
may function now as substantives, now as verbs, now -as adverbs, 
etc., the value in each case being shown by syntactic rules and the 
contcxt. 

English here steers a middle course though inclining more 
and more to the Chinese system. Take the form rouM: this 
is a substantive in "a round or a ladder," "he took his daily 
round," an adjective in "a round table," a verb in " he failed to 
round the lamp-post," an adverb in "come round to-morrow," 
and a. preposition in "he walked round the house." While simi
larly may be a, substantive (he stayed here for a. while), a. verb 
(to while away tIme), and a. conjunction (while he was away). 
Move may be a substantive or a verb, after a preposition, an adverb, 
or a conjunction, l etc. 

On the other hand, we have a great many words which can 
belong to one word-class only; admiration, 8ociety, life can only 
be substantives, polite only an adjective, was, comprehena only 
verbs, at only a preposition. 

To find out what particular class a. given word belongs to, 
it is generaHy of little avail to look at one isolated form. Nor 
is there a.ny fiexional ending that is the exclusive property of any 
single part of speech. The ending -ed (-d) is chiefly found in verbs 
(ended, opened, etc.), but it may be also added to substantives to 
form adjectives (blue-eyed, moneyed, talented, etc.). SOllj.6 endings 
may be used as tests if we take the meaning of the ending also into 
a.ccount; thus if an added -8 chan~es the word into a plural, the 
word is a substantive, and if it is found in the third person singular. 
the word is a verb: this, then, is one of the tests for keeping the 
aubstantive and the verb round apart (many rounds of the ladder; 
he rounds the lamp-post). In other cases t,he use of certain words 
in combinations is decisive, th1ll3 my and the in " my 1()v6 for her ., 
and "the love I bear her," as against "I love her,'" show that 
'love is a substantive and not a verb as in the last oombination (cf. 
my admiration, the admiration as aga.inst I admire, where admiration 
and admire are unambiguous).\!! 

1 We shall discuss later whether these Il.re really. different parts of speech. 
t See the detailed di.scussion in MEG II, Ohs. VIII and IX, on the question 

Whether we have real substantives in combina.tions like "Motion requires 
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It is, however, ve ... y important to remark that even if round 
and leve and a great many other Er~lish words belong to more 
than one word-class, this is true of the isolated form only: in 
each separate case in which the word is used in aotual speech it 
belongs definitely to one class and to no other. But this is often 
overlooked by wrlters who WIll say that in the .sentence" we tead 
at the vicarage" we have a case of a substantive used as So verb. 
The truth is that we have a real verb, just as real as dine or eat, 
though derived from the substantive tea-and derived without any 
distmctive ending in the infimtIve (cf. above, p. 52). To form a 
verb from another word is not the same thmg as using a substantive 
a.s a verb, which is impossible. Dictionaries therefore must recog
nize love sb. and love v. as two words, and in the same way tea sb. 
and tea v. In such a case as wire they &hould even recognize 
three words, (1) sb. 'metallic thread,' (2) 'to send a. message by 
WIre, to telegraph '-a verb formed from the first word without 
any derivatlve ending, (3) 'message, telegram '-a sb. formed 
from the verb without any ending. 

In teaching elementary grammar I should not begin with 
defining the several parts of speech, least of an by means of the 
ordinary definitions, which say so little though seeming to say so 
much, but in a more practical way. As a matter of fact the trained 
grammarian knows whether a given word is an adjective or a. verb 
not by referring to such definitions, but in practically the same 
way in which w-:, an on seeing an animal know whether it is a cow 
or a caJr, and duldren can learn it much all they learn to distinguish 
familiar animals, by practice, being shown a sufficient number of 
specimens and having their attentIOn drawn successively nQW to 
this and now to that distinguishing feature. I should take a. 
piece of connected text_ a. short story for insta.nce, and first give 
it with all the substantives printeiI in italics. After these have 
been pomted. out and briefly diacll~aed the pupil will probably 
have little drfficulty in recognizing a certain number of substantives 
of si.milar meaning and lorm. in another piece in which they are 
not marked. as such, and may now turn his attention to adjectives, 
using the same text as before, this time with the adjectives italicised. 
By proceeding in this way through the various classes he will 
gradually acquire enough of the "graliunatical instinct '. to be 

a here and a tlwre," "a he," "a. piac.poc7cet," "my Spaniah is not very 
good," etc, .A specially interesting cese in which one may be in doubt 
as to the elUil of words is dealt with in MEG n. Ch. XIII; have first·words 
ill English compounds beeome adjectives 1 (See there inatance8 like: 
intimate and bosom friends I the London and .Amel'lcan publIshers I a B08Um 
young lady! his own umbrella-the cotton one I much pnrely cla88 legisla
tion I the mpat we11lday occurrencel I the roads which are all QJ.mpike I her 
c.hiejut friend I ~.oJ-.fadlll. mat,ter-oJ.Jaetnu8.) 
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able to understand further lessons in a.ccidence a.nd syntax in his 
own and foreign languages. 

It is not, however, my purpose here to give advice on elementary 
gra.mma.tIcal teaching, but to try to arrive at some soientific under
standing of the IOgIoal basls of grammar. This will be best attained, 
I think, if we consider what It IS that really happens when we talk 
of something, a.nd if we eXJ.mme the relation between the real 
world and the wa.y in which we a.re a.ble to express its phenomena 
in la.nguage. 

Language and Real Life. 

Real life everywhere offers us only concretis8ima: you see 
this definite apple, definitely red in one part and yellowish in that 
other part, of this definite size and shape and weight and degree 
of ripeness, with these definite spots and ruggednesses, in one definite 
light and place at this definite moment of this partacular day, etc. 
As la.nguage is totally unable to express all this in corresponding 
oonoreteness, we are obliged for the PUl'Pose of oommunica.tion 
to ignore many of these individual a.nd oonorete characteristios : 
the word" apple" is not only applied to the same apple under 
other oircumstancE's, at a.nother time and in another light, but 
to a great many other objects as well, whioh it is oonvenient to 
oomprise undE'r the same name because otherwise we should ha.ve 
an infinite number of individual names and should have to invent 
particular names for new objects at every moment of the day. 
The world is in constant flux around us and in us, but in order to 
grapple with the fleeting reality we oreate in our thought, or at 
any rate in our language, certain more or less fixed points, certain 
averages. Reality never presents us with an average object, 
but language does, for instead of denoting one actually given thing 
a word like apple represents the average of a. great many objects 
tha.t have something, but of course not everything, in common. 
It is, in other words, absolutely necessary for us, if we wa.nt to 
communicate our impressions and ide&8, to have more or less 
a.bstract 1 denominations for olas.s-concepts: apple is abstract 
in compa.rison with any individual .apple that comes within our 
ken, and so is fruit to an e'" en higher degree, and the same is still 
more true of such words as red or yellow and so on: language 
everywhere moves in abstract words, only the degree of abstraction 
va.ries infinitely. 

Now, if yO"l1 want to call up a. very 4efinite idea. in the mind 
of your interloc:'1ltor you will find that the id-ea. is in itself very 
complex, and consists of a great many traits, really more tha.n you 

1 .. Abstract.. is used nere iD a more popular 8eDS8 than iD the IOgIco
grammatical terrnlDology to be considered below in Ch. X. 
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would be able to enumerate, even if you were to continue to the 
end of time. You have to make a selection, and you naturaUy 
select those traits that according to the best of your belief will be 
best fitted to ca.ll up exactly the same idea in the other man's 
mind. More than that, you select also those that will do it in 
the easiest way to yourself and to your hearer, and will spare both 
of you the trouble of long circuitous expressions. Therefore 
instead of a timid gregarious woolly ruminan' mammal you say 
sheep, instead of male ruler of independent state you say king, etc. 
Thus wherever you can, you use single special terms instead of 
composite ones. But as special terms are not available for all 
composite ideas, you often have to piece together expressions by 
meap.s of words each of which renders one of the component traits 
of the idea in your mind. Even so, the designation is never ex
haustive. Hence the same man may under various circumstances 
be spoken of in totally different ways, and yet the speaker is in 
each case understood to refer to the same individual: as "James 
Armitage" or simply " Arroitage" or "James," or else as "the 
little man in a suit of grey whom we met on the bridge," or as 
cc the principal physician at the hospital for women's diseases," as 
.. the old Doctor," as" the Doctor," as" Her husband," as "Uncle 
James/' as "Uncle," or simply as "he." In each case the hearer 
supplies from the situa.tion (or context), i.e. from his previous 
knowledge, a great many distinotive traits tha.t find no linguistio 
expression-most of all in the last-mentioned case, where the 
pronoun "he" is the only designation • 

.Among these designations for the same individual there are 
some which are easily seen to ha.ve a. characier of their own, a.nd 
we at once single out Jam'/II!JJ end Amtitage (and, of course, the com
bina.tion Jamu Annitage) as proper namu, while we call such 
words as man, physician, doctor, hUllooma, uncle, which enter into 
some of the other designations, common names, because they are 
common to many individuals. or a.t least to many more, than axe 
the proper names. Let us nolV try to consider more olosely wha.t 
is the essence of proper names. 

Proper Names. 
A. proper name would natu:rally seem to be a na.me tha.t can 

only be used in spE',s,king of one individual. It is no objection to 
this definition that the P'!J!ent!U or tAt U niteil States are proper names, 
for in spite of the plural form by which they are designated this range 
of mountains and this politioal body are looked upon as units. as 
individuals: it is not possible to speak of one Pyrenee or of or.e 
United Sf4te, but only of om of the P1Jftmee8. one of the United Statu. 
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.A more serious difficulty encounters us when we reflect that 
John and Smith by common consent are reckoned among proper 
names, and yet it lS indubitable that there are many individuals 
that are called John, and md.ny that are called Smi(h, and even a. 
considerable number that are caned John Smith. Rome similarly 
is It proper name, yet there are at least five towns of that name in 
North Amerlca besides the original Rome in Italy. Row then a.l·e 
we to keep up the distinctwn between proper and common names 1 

A well-known attempt at a solutIOn is that of John Stual't 
Mill (System of Logic, I. Ch. II). According to him proper names are 
not connotatwe; they denote the individuals who are called by 
them; but they do not indicate or imply any attributes as bplong
iug to those individuals, they answer the purpose of showing what 
thing it is we are talking about, but not of telling anythmg about 
it. On the other hand, such a name as man, besides denotiTl{! 
Peter, James, John, and an indefinite number of other individuals, 
(Jonnote.s certain attributes, corporeity, animal life, rationality, 
and a certain external form, which for distinctIOn we call the human. 
Whenever, therefore, the names given to objeots convey any 
information, that is, whenever they have any meaning, the meaning 
resides not in what whey denote, but in what they connote. The 
only names of objects which connote nothing are proper names; 
and these have, strictly speaking, no signification. 

Similarly a reoent Danish writer (H. Bertelsen, Frellesoovne 
O(J egenna'IJne, 1911) says that John is a proper name, because there 
is nothing else besides the name that is common to all John's in 
contradistinction to Helll'Y's and Riohard's, and that while a common 
name indicates by singling out something that is peculiar to the 
individual persons or things to whom the name is applied, the oppo
site is true of a propel' name. Accordingly, the. distinction has 
nothing to do with, or at any rate has no definite relation to, the 
number of individua.ls to whom a name is given. I do not think, 
however, that this view gets to the bottom of the problem. 

Actual Meaning of Proper Names. 
What in my view is of prime importance is the way in which 

names are actually employed by speakers and understood by 
hearers. Now, every time a proper name is used in actual spepch 
its value to both speaker and hearer is that of denoting one indi
vidual only, and being rest rioted to that one definite being. To-day, 
in talking to one group of my friends, I may use the name John 
about a particular man of that name, but that does not prevent 
me from using it to-morrow in different company of a totally 
different individua.l; in both cases, however, the name fulfils its 

5 
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purpose of caJling up in the mind of the hearer the exact meaning 
which I intend. Mill and his followers lay too much stress on 
what might be called the dictionary value of the name, and too 
little on its contexual value in the particular situation in which 
it is spoken or written. It is true tha.t it is quite impossible to 
tell the meaning of John when nothing but the name is before us, 
but much the same thing may be said of a great many" common 
names." If I am asked to give the meaning of jar or 8O'ItM or 
palm or . tract, the only honest answer is, Show me the context., 
and I will tell you the meaning. In one eonne:xion pipe is under
stood to mean a tobacco-pipe, in another a water-pipe, in a third 
a boatswain's whistle, in another one of the tubes of an organ, and 
in the same way John, in each separate sentence in which it is 
used, has one distinct meaning, which is shown by the context 
and situa.tion; and if this meaning is more special in each case 
than that of pipe or the other words mentioned, this is only another 
side of the important fact th&t the number of characteristic traits 
is greater in the case of a. proper name than in the case of a common 
name. In Mill'. terminology, but in absolute contrast to his view, 
1 should ventwe to say that proper names (as actually used) 
" Gonnote" the greatest number of attributes. 

The first time you hear of a person or read his name in a news
paper, he is "a mere name .. to you, but the more you hear and 
see of him the rn.on will the name mean to you. Observe also the 
'Way in which Y01H' famiJ.iarity with a person in a novel grows the 
~ you read. But exactly the same thing happens with a 
" eonunon name .. ~t is new to you, say ichneumon: here again, 
the m~g or connotation grows along with the growth of your 
knowledge. 'Ibis can only be denied on the assumption that the 
connotation of a. name is something inherent in the name, something 
with an existenoe independent of any human ..aind knowing and 
using the name: but that is surely absurd and contrary to a.ll right 
ideas of the essence of la.ngua.ge and human psychology. 

If proper names as a.etually understood did not connote many 
attributes, we should be at a loss to understand or explain the 
everyday phenomenon of a proper name becoming a common 
IUl.me •. A young Danish girl was asked by a Frenchman what her 
father 'W88, and in her ignorance of the French word for' sculptor • 
got out of the di:tJ:iculty by saying: "n est un Pborvaldaen en 
miniature." Oscar Wilde writes: "Every great man nowadays 
has his disciples, and it is always JtJil,aa who writes the biography" 
(l1rtenti0n8, 81)-a transition to speaking of a JtJil,aa. WaIter 
Pater says that France was about to become an Italy more Italian 
than Italy itself (Renai8sance, 133). In this way OC88C£f' became 
the genera.! name for Roman emperors, German Kaisers and 
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Russian tsars (in Shakespeare's tragedy HI. 2. 55, the rabble 
shouts: "Line Brutus, liue, liue. • •• Let him be Oresar ")-to 
mention only a few examples.1 

Logicians, of course, see this, but they dismiss it with some remark 
like this (Keynes FL 45): "PropE'r names, of course, become conno
)~ative when they are used to dE'signate a certain type of person; 
for example, a Diogenes, a Thomas, a Don Quixote, a Paul Pry, 
a Benedick, a Socrates. But, when so usecl, such names have really 
ceased to be proper names at all; they have come to POSSE'SS all 
the charactE'ristics of general names." The logician as such with 
his predilection for water-tight compartments in the realm 01 
ideas, is not concerned with what to me as a linguist seems a most 
important question, viz. how is it to be explained that .:J. sequence 
of sounds with no meaning at all f ll<ldenly from non-connotative 
becomes connotative, and that thl. :lew full meaning is at once 
accepted by the whole speaking community 1 

If we take the view sugge'ltcd above, this difficulty vanishes at 
once. For what has happened is simply this, that out of the 
complex of qualities characteristic of the bearer of the name con
cerned (aJ:'d, as I should say, really connoted by the name) one 
quality is selected as the best known, and used to characterize some 
other being or thing possessed of the same quality. But this is 
exactly the same process that we see so very often in common 
names, as when a bell-shaped flower is called a bell, however differe-nt 
it is in other res~cts from a real bell, or when some politician is 
cl'}lJed an old fox, or when we say that pearl, or jewel, of a woman. 
The transference in the case of original proper names is due to the 
same cause as in the case of common names, viz. their connotative
ness, and the difference between the two classes is thus seen to be 
one of degree only. 

The difference between OrCE8u8 as applied to the one individual 
and as used for a very rich man may be compared to that between 
human (connoting everything belonging to man) and humane 
(selecting one particular quality). 

With our modern European system of composite personal 
names we have a transference of names of a somewhat different 
kind, when a child through the mere fact of his birth acquires his 
father's family name. Here it would be rash to assert that Tym
perleys, for instance, of the same family have nothing in common 
but their name; they may sometimes be recognized by their 
nose or by their gait, but their common inheritance, physical and 
psychical, may be much more exten.ai\re, and so the name Tymperley 
may get a sense not el1scntially different from tha.t of such " common 

1 The Lithuanian word for 'king,' karaUU/I, is derived from OarolU4) 
(Charlemagne); so also RWlS. koroZ, Pol. kr6l. Magy. kWly. 
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names as York8i~ire.m(Jn, or Frenchman, or lIegro, or dog. In 
some of tbe 1.,,\ tel' cases it is difhcult to define exactly what the 
name ( .. connotes" or by what characterlstics we are able to tell 
'ibe,t If pe:r&on belongs to this or the other class, yet logicians agree 
that all -vhese names ale connotative. Then why !l.ot Tympel'ley ~ 

It is difieren-b, of course, witb Christian na,mes, \';hich are given 
ID a mucll more arbitrary way. One Maud may have been so 
cl'illed " after" a rich aunt, and another simply because her parents 
thought the namc pretty, and the two thus have nothing but the 
name in common. The temple of worship and the tem_l'lZe of the 
head are in mucb the same case. (The two Mauds have really 
more in common than the two temples, for they are both female 
human beings.1) But that does not affect the main point in my 
argument, which i:;. that whenever the name lI:faud is naturally 
used it makes the healer think of a whole oomplex of distinctive 
qualiti€'s or charal'teristics. 

Now it will be said against this 'View that" the connotation 
of a. name is not the quality or qualities by which I '01' anyone 
else may happen to recognize the class which it denotes. For 
example, I may recognize an Englishman abroad by the cut of 
his clothes, or a Frenchman by his pronunciation, 01' a proctor 
by his band." or a barrister by his wig; but I do not mean any 
of these things by these names, nor do they (in Mill's sense) form 
any part of the connotation of the names" (Keynes FL 43). This 
seems to establish a distinction between essential characteristics 
comprised in the ., connotation" 2 and unessential or accidental 
qualities. But surely no sharp line can be drawn. If I want to 
know what is connoted by the names salt and 8U(Jar respectively, 
is it necessary to apply chemical tests and give the chemical formula. 
of these two substances, or am I permitted to apply the popular 
criterion of tasting them ~ What qualities are connoted by the 
word " dog "~ In this and in a. great many other cases we apply 
class-names without heSitation, though very often we should be 
embarrassed if asked what we " mean" by this or that name or 
why we apply it in particular instances. Sometimes we recognize 
a dog by this, and sometimes by that characteristic, or group of 
characteristics, and if we apply the name " dog " to a particular 
animal, it means that we feel confident that it possesses the rest 
of that complex of traits which together make up dog-natura.s 

1 A further method of transference of proper names ie seen in the case of 
marrled women, when. Mary Brown by marrying Henry Taylor becomes 
Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. Mary Ta.ylor, 01.' even Mrs. Henry Taylor. 

* Cf. ib. 24, "we include in the connota.tion of So cla.aa-name only those 
attdbutes U1Jon which the classification is based." 

• The beat definItion of a. dog probably is the humorous one tha.t a dog 
js that BIUmal which e.nothel.' dog will instinctively recognize iII'I such. 
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The 1'se of proper names in the .plural (c!. MEG n, 4. 4) i& 
made intelligible by the theory we have here defended. In the 
strictest se-nse no proper name can have a plural, it is jUl!1t as unthink
able as a plural of the pronoun " I ": there is only one "I" in 
existence, and there is only one ".r o11n" and one "Rome," if 
by these namE'S we understand the ind.lvidual person or city that 
we are speaking of at the moment. But in the above-mentlOned 
modified senses it is possible for proper names to form a plural 
in the usual way. Take the following classes: 

(1) individuals which have more or less arbitrarily been desig
nated by the same name: in the party there were three J ohns 
and four Marysl I have not visited any of the Romes in America; 

(2) members of the same family: all the TymperZeys have 
long noses I in the days of the Btuarts r the Henry Spinlcers (cf. 
Oh. XIV. plural of approximation) ; 

(3) people or things like the individual denoted by the name: 
Edis0n8 and Marconis may thrill the world "With astounding 
novelties I Jwia8e81 King-Henrys, Queen-Elizabetlts go their 
way (Ca.rlyle) I the Canadian Rockies are advertised as ., fifty 
Bwitzerlands in one" ; 

(4) by metonymy, a proper name may stand for a work of 
the individual denoted by the name: there are two Rembrandf4 
in this gallery. 

It should also be remembered that what we designate by an 
individual name is, if we look very closely into it, merely an abstrac
tion. Each individual is constantly changing from moment to 
moment, and the name serves to comprehend and fix the permanent 
elements of the fleeting apparitions, or a.s it were, reduce them 
to a common denomin.ator. Thus we understand sentences like 
the following, which are very hard to account for under the assump
tion that pt'oper names are strictly non-connotative: he felt 
oonvinced that Jonas was again the Jonaa he ha.d known a week 
ago. and not the Jonas of the intervening time (Dickens) I there 
were days ~hen Sopbia was the old Sophia-the forbidding, difficult 
Sophia (Benuett) I Anua was astounded by the contrast between. 
the Titus of Sunday and the Titus of Monda.y (id.) I The Grasmere 
before and after this outrage were two different vales (de Quincey). 
In this way, too, we may ha.ve a. plural of a proper name: Darius 
had known EngIa.n.d before and after the repeal of the Corn Laws, 
and the differenoe between the two Jj]nglandB was so strikingly 
dramatic . • • (Bennett). 

Linguistioa.lly it is utterly impossible to draw a sharp line of 
demarcation between proper names and common names. We have 
seen transitions from the former to the latter, but the opposite 
transition is equally freq\lent. Only very few proper names have 
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always been such (e.g. Ras8elas), most of them have origmated, 
totally or partially, in common names specialized. Is" the Union" 
as applied to one particular students' union at Oxford or Cambridge 
a proper name ~ Or the "British Acftdemy" or the "Royal 
Insurance Company," or-from another sphere-" Men and 
Women" or "Outspoken Essays" or "Essays and Reviews" 
as book-titles 1 The more arbitrary the name is, the more inclined 
we are to recognize it at once as a proper name, but it is no indis
pensa bIe condition. The Dover road (meaning 'the road that 
leads to Dover ') is not originally a proper name, while Dover Street 
which has no connexion with Dover and might just as well have 
been baptized Lincoln Street, is a proper name from the first. But 
the Dover Road may in course of time become a proper name, if 
the original reason for the name is forgotten and the road has 
become an ordinary street; and the transition may to some extent 
be marked linguistically by the dropping of the definite article. 
One of the London parks is still by many caned" the Green Park," 
but others omit the article, and then Green Park is frankly a pi'oper 
name; compare also Oentral Park in New York, New Oollege, 
Newcastle. Thus, the absence of the article in English (though not 
in Italian or German) becomes one of the exterior marks by which 
we may know propel' from common names. 

In the familiar use of such words as father, mother, cook, nurse 
without the article we I1ccordingly have an approximation to 
proper names; no doubt they are felt as such by children up to a 
certain age, and this is justified if the mother or an aunt in speaking 
to the child says father not of her 0,,'11, but of the child's father. 

The specialization which takes place when a common name 
becomes a proper name is not different in kind, but only in degree, 
from specializations to be observed within the world of common 
names. Thus when the Black Forest (or. still more distinctly, the 
German name 8chwar4wald) has become the name of a particular 
mountain range, the relation between this name and the combination 
" the black iorest " which might be applied as a common name to 
some other forest is similar to that between the blackbird and the 
black bird.l 

Our inquiry. therefore, has reached thi" conclusion, that no 
sharp line can be drawn between proper and common names, the 

1 One final example may be given to illustra.te the continual oscillations 
betweeI:\ common .. nd proper names. When musicians speak of the NInth 
Symphony they always mean Beethoven's famous wOl'k. It thua becomes 
a proper name; but Romain Rollaud makes that again into a common name 
by using it in the pluxaJ (marked by the article, while the singular form of 
the noun apd the capital letters show it to be a.pprehended as a. proper name) 
when writing a.bo1,lt some French composers: lis £aisaient des Neuvteme 
Sym1,honie et des Quatuor de Franck. mais beaucoup plus difficiles (Jea.n 
Oht'. 5. 83). 
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difference being one of degree rather than of kind. A name always 
connotes the quality or qualities by which the bearer or bearers 
of the name are known, i.e. distinguished from other beings or 
things. The more special or specific the thing denoted is, the more 
probable is it that the name is chosen arbitrarily, and SQ muoh 
the more does it approach to, or become, a. proper name. If a 
spf'.aker wants to call up the idea of some pe!'Son or thing, he has 
at his command in some cases a name specially applied to the indi
vidual concerned, that is, a name which in this particular situation 
will be understood as refeITing to it, or else he has to piece together 
by means of other words a composite denomination which is suffi
Clently precise for his purpose. The way in which this is done 
will be the subjeot of our oonsideration in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER V 

SUBSTANTIVES AND ADJECTIVES 

Su.rvey or Forms. Substance and Que.hty. SpeclalizatlOn. Interchange of 
the Two Classes. Other CombinatIOns. 

Slll:V'ey of ForMl. 
AMONG the designations'lor the same individual which we found 
a.bove, p. 64, there were some which con tamed two elements 
that evidently stood in the same relation to each othtlr, viz. little 
man, p1'incipal phys£ctan, oU Doctor. Here we ca.n the words 
little, princtpal, and old adjectives, and man, physician, and Doctor 
substantives. Adjectives and substantives have much in common, 
and there are cases in which it is difficult to teU whether a word 
belongs to one or the other class; therefore it is convenient to 
have a name that comprises both, and ill accordance with the old 
Latin terminology which is frequently found also in recent con
tinental works oh grammar, I shall use the word noun (Lat. nomen) 
for the larger class of which substantives and adjectives ate sub
divisions. English scholars generally use the word noun for what 
is here called substantive; but the terminology here adopted 
gives us on the one hand the adjective nominal for both classes, 
and on the other hand the verb 8ubstantivize when we speak, for 
instance, of a substantivized adjective. 

\\1riJ.e in some languages, e.g. Finni.sh, it seems impossible to 
find any criteria in fiexion that distinguish substantives from 
adjectives, a word like 8uomalainen being thus simply a noun, 
whether we translate it in some connexiolls as a substantive (Finn. 
Finlander) or in others a,s adjective (Finnish), om own family of 
languages distinguishes the two classes of nouns, though with 
different degrees of explicitness. In the older languages, Greek, 
Latin, etc., the chief formal difference has referenoe to gender 
and is shown by the concord of adjectives with their substantives. 
While every substantive is of one definite gender, the adjective 
varies, and it is the fact that we say bonus dominus, bona mensa, 
bonum templum, that obliges us to recognize substantives and 
adjectives as two distinct classes of nouns. Now it is interesting 
to note that adjectives are as it were more "orthodox" in their 
gender fiexions than sub8t~ntives: we have mll.Sculine substantives 
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in -a and feminine substantives in -U8, but only bonus in the mas
culine and bona in the feminine (bonus poeta, bona fagua). On the 
whole substantives present many more irregularities in their ilexion 
(indtclinable or defective words, words in which one stem supple
ments another) than adjectives. The same characteristic difierence 
is still found in German grammar: substantives are more indivi· 
dualistiC' and conservative, while adjectives are more subject to 
the influence of analogy. 

In the Romaruc languages, apart from the disappearance of 
the neuter gender, the same relations obtain between the two 
classes as in Latin, though in spoken French the distinctions 
between the masculine and feminine forms have largely been 
obliterated-donne and donnee, poli and polie, men'u and menue, 
grec and grecque being pronounced the same. It is also noteworthy 
that there is no invariable rule for the position of adjectives, which 
are ill some cases placed before, and in others after their substan
tives. As a consequence of this, one may here and there be in 
doubt which of two collocated words is the substantive and which 
the adjeotive, thus in un savant aveugle, un philosophe grec (see 
below); such combinations as un peuple ami, une nation amie 
(also une mattresse femme) may be taken either as a. substantive 
(peuple, nation, femme) with an adjective, or else as two substan
tives joined very much like English boy mts8e:nger, woman writer. 

In the Gothonio (Germanic) languages similar doubts oannot, 
as a rule, exist. At a very early date, adjeotives took over some 
endings from the pronouns, and then they developed the peculiar 
distinction between a strong and a weak declension. the latter 
originally an -n-flexion transferred from one class of substantives 
and gradually extended to all adjeotives and chiefly used after 
a. defining word, suoh as the definite article. This state of things 
is preserved with some degree of fidelity in German, where we 
still have such distinctly adjectival forms as ein aUer mann, der 
alte mann. alte manner, die alten manner, etc. Icelandio still keeps 
the old complicated system of adjective flexion, but the other 
Scandinavian languages have greatly simplified it, though retain
ing the distinction between strong and weak forms, e.g. Dan. en 
gammel mand, den gamle mand 'an old man, the old man.' 

In Old English things were pretty much the same as in German. 
But in course of time, phonetic and othe. developments have 
brought about a system that is radically different from the older 
one. Some endings, such as those oontaining r, have oompletely 
disappeared; this has also happened to the endings -e and -en, 
which formerly played a very important rOle in both substantives 
and adjeotIves. While -s was formerly used in the genitive of 
adjectives in the sg. (m. and n.), it has now been completely 
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discarded from the adjectives, which consequently have now only 
one form for all cases in both numbers, no matter whether they 
are preceded or not by th~ definite article. On the other hand, 
the simplification of substantive fienons, though very radical, has 
not been quite so thorough as that of the adjectives. Here the 
os-endings have been especially vigorous, and now form the chief 
distinctive feature of substantives, while every trace of the old 
Aryan concord has disappeared. Thus we must say that in the 
old boy's (gen.) and the old bOY8" (pl.), we see that old is an adjective, 
from its having no ending, and that bOy8 is a substantive, from 
the ending -8. When we have the blacks used of the negro race, 
the adjective black has become completely substantivized; 
si.m.ilarly the heathen8 is a substantive, while the heathen continues 
to be an adjective, even if it stands alone without any following 
substantive, employed in what many grammarians call a "sub
stantival function." Accordingly, in Shakespeare, H5 Ill. 5. 10 
"Normans, but bastard Normans, Norman bastards" we have 
first the adj. bastard and the subst. Norman8, and then the adj. 
Norman and the subst. bastards. 

Substance and Quality. 
This brief survey has shown us that though the formal distino

tion bet\veen substantive and adjective is not marked with equal 
clearnesss in all the languages considered, there is still a tendency 
to make such a distinction. It is also easy to show that where 
the two ola&ses are distinguished, the distribution of the words is 
always essentially the same: words denoting such ideas as 8tone, 
tree, knife, woman are evetyWhere substantives, and words for 
big, o7ii, bright, grey are everywhere adjE'ctives. This agreement 
makes it highly probable that the distinction cannot be purely 
accidental: it must have some intrinsic reason, some logical or 
psychological (C< notional ") foundation, and we shall now proceed 
to examine what that foundation is . 

.An answer very often given is that substantives denote sub
stances (persons and things), and adjectives qualities found in these 
things. This definition is evidently at the root of the name sub
stantive, but it cannot be said to be completely satisfactory. The 
names of many" substances" are so patently derived from some 
one quality that the two ideas cannot possibly be sepa.rated: the 
blacks, eatables, desert, a plain must be called sub.'!tantives and 
are in every respect treated as such in the language. And no 
doubt a. great many other substantives the origin of which is now 
forgotten were $.t :first names of one quality singled out among 
others by the spea.kers. So, linguistically the distinction between 
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" substance" and" quality" cannot have any great value. And 
from a philosophical point of view it may be said that we know 
substances only through their qualities; the essence of any sub
stance is the sum of all those qualities that we are able to perceive 
(01" conceive) as in some way connected. While formerly sub
stances were thought or as realities per 8e and qualities were 
considered as having no existence in themselves, there is perhaps 
now a strong tendency in the opposite direction, to look upon the 
substance or "substratum" of various qualities as a 'fiction, ren
dered more or'less necessary by our habits of thought, and to say 
that it is the " qualities" that ultimately constitute the real world, 
i.e. everything that can be perceived by us and is of value to us.1 

Whether the reader may be inclined to attach much or little 
importance to the arguments just presented, he must acknowledge 
that the old definition is powerless to solve the riddle of the 
so-called " abstracts" like wisdom, kindness, for though these words 
are to all intents and purposes substantIves and are treated as 
such in all languages, yet they evidently denote the same qualities 
as the adjectives wise and bnd, and there is nothing substantial 
about them. Whatever notional defulition one gives of a sub
stantive, these words make difficulties, and it will be best at the 
present moment to leave them out of consideration altogether
we shall return to them in a following chapter (X). 

Specialization. 
Apart from cc abstracts," then, I find the solution of our pro

blem in the view that on the whole substantives are more special 
than adjectives, they are applicable to fewer objects than adjec
tives, in the parlance of logicians, the extension of a substantive 
is less, and its intension is greater than that of an adjective. The 
a.djective indicates and singles out one quality, one distinguishing 
mark, but each substantive suggests, to whoever understands it, 
many distinguishing features by which he recognizes the person 
or thing in question. What these features are, is not as a rule 
indicated in the name itself; even in the case of a desc.l.'iptlve 
name one or two salient features only are selected, and the others 
are understood: a botanist easily recognizes a bluebell or a black
berry bush even at a season when the one has no blue flowers and 
the others no black berries. S 

1 The three words BUb8tanee (with 8ubawntifle). 8ubstratum, and aubject 
are differentia.tions of the Aristotelian to hupokeimenon 'the underlying.' 

• lfy definition is similar to that given by Paul (P $ 251 : )" Dae sdj. 
bezeichnet eine einfsche oder alB einfa.ch vorgestellte eigenschaft, dae subst. 
sehliesat eineD. komplex von eigenschaften in sich "-but in the lines imme
diately following Paul Beems to disavow his own definition. It may not be 
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The difference between the two classes is seen very clearly 
when the same word may be used in both capacities. We have 
a. great many substantivized adjectives, but their meaning is 
always more special than that of the corresponding adj€,,ctives, 
compare e.g. a cathedral (une catMdrale, Sp. un catedral), the blacks 
(= negroes), native8 (both = 'inhabitants' and' oysters '), sweets, 
evergreem, etc, The $ame is true of those cases where the adjec
tival use has disappeared., as in tithe (orig. a numeral, 'tenth '), 
friend (an old participle of a verb' to love \ and of such old Latin 
or Greek participles as fact, 8ecret, serpent, Orient, horizon. 

Inversely, when a substantive is made into an adjective, we 
find that its meaning has become less special. Thus the French 
rose, mauve, puce, etc., are more general when they stand as colour
indicating adjectives than as substantives: they can be applied 
to more different things, as they now " connote" only one of the 
characteristics that go to make up the things they stand for in 
their original signification.! English examples of the transition 
are chief, choice, dainty (orig. 'a delicacy'), level, kindred (orig. 
, relationship '). 

The Latin adjective ridioulus according to Breal (MSL 6. 171) 
is evolved from a. neuter substantive ridiculttm 'objet de risee,' 
formed m the same way as cur'l'ic'ulum, cubiculum, vehiculum. 
When applied to persons it took masculine and feminme endings, 
ridiculus, 'l'idicula, and it is this formal trait which me-de it into 
an adjective; but at the same time its signification became slightly 
more general and eliminated the element of 'thing.' 

A gradual transition from substantive to adjective is seen in 
the so-called weak adjectives m Gothonic. As Osthoff has pointed 
out, these go back to an old substantive-formation parallel to that 
found m Gr. atrabOn 'the squint-eyed man' corresponding to the 
adj. 8trab08 'squinting,' or Lat. aato Oatonis 'the sly one,' cp. 
adj. eat'U8, Macro cp. adj. macer. In Gothonic this was gradually 
extended, but at first these forms, like the (j-reek and Latin words 
mentioned, were nicknames or distinguishing names, thus indivi
dual'm their application. As OsthofI says, Ll;I.tm M. Porci'U8 Gata, 
Abudi1lAJ Rufo, transferred into German, meant something like 
M. Poroi'U8 der Kluge, Abudius der Rote, just as in OHG we have 

tmliss expressly to state what will appear from the following disquisitions 
and e:x:emplifications, that I do not mean to say that the "extension" of 
a;n,y substa.ntive is always and under all circUlDBtances leas than that of anIJ 
adJective: ver:y often a. numerioal comparison of the instances in which 
two words a.re applicable is excluded by the ver:y nature of the case. 

1 "Elle avait un visage pIU!! rose que lee roses" (Andoux, Marie Claire. 
234). The difference made in writing between dea doigts roaea and dea gantll 
paille is artificial. Note the recent adjective peuple 'plebeian' as in .. Ses 
manlerell affa.bles • • • un peu trop expansives. un peu peuple" (Rolland 
JChr 6. 7) and" Cluistophe, beaucoup plus peuple que lui" (ib. 9. 48). 
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with the same ending Ludowig tker sneUo, and as we stilI in German 
have the weak form of the adjective in KarZ der Gro8se, Friederiok 
der Weise, August der Starke. The definite article was not at first 
required, cf. ON Brage Gamle (' the old one ') and only later Are 
enn (kinn) gamle. Thus also in Beowulf beahsele beorkta, originally 
to be interpreted as two substantives in apposition, 'ringhall-the 
bright one'; hrefen blaoa "raven, the black being.' A combina
tion like "}IreI' se goda soot I Beowulf " is at first like" there the 
good one sat, (namely) Beowulf," parallel to "}IreI' se cyning srot, 
Beowulf," but later se goda was connected more directly with 
Beowulf or some other substantive; this formation was extended 
to neuters (not yet in the oldest Eng1i&h epic) and finally became 
the regular way of making an adjective definite before its sub
stantive. The number of words that require the weak form of 
an adjective has been constantly growing, especially in German. 
By this gradual development, which has made these forms just 
as much real adjectives as the old "strong" forms, the old indi~ 
vidualizing force has been lost, and the words have become more 
general in their meaning than they were once, though it may be said 
still that (der) gute (mann) is more special than (ein) fluter (mann,). 

Bally (Traite de stylistique francaise, 305) calls attention to 
another effect of substantivizing an adjective: ,. Vous ~tes un 
impertinent" est plus familier et plus energique que " Vous ~te3 
impertinent." Here the substantivizing is efieoted simply by 
adding the indefinite article. The same effect is observed in other 
languages, C'ompare .. He is a bore" with " He is tedious"; "Er 
ist ein prahlhans " with" Er ist prahlerisch," etc. It is the same 
with terms of endearment: "You are a dear" is more affectionate 
than" You are dear," which is hardly ever said. The explanation 
is obvious: these substantives are more vigorous because they 
are more special than the adjectives, though seemingly embodying 
the same idea. 

It is a simple corollary of our definition that the most special 
of substantives, proper names, cannot be turned into adjectives 
(or adjuncts, see below) witho;}t really losing their character of 
proper names and becoming more general. vVe see this in such 
a combination as the Gladstone ministry, which means the ministry 
headed bY' Gladstone, and stands in t.he same relation to the real 
proper name Gladstone as Roman to Rome or English to England. 
The general signification is seen ~ven more clearly in such examples 
as Brussels sprouts (which may be grown anywhere) or a Japan 
table (which means a table lacquered in the way invented in..Japan).l 

1 The 1ll!e of capital letters in words derived from propel' names varies 
from language to language, e.g. E. FreMh in all cases, Frenchi/y. Fr. Jrt!.W;"" 
as an adj, and of the language, Fratl9a.i8 • Frenchlllrul.,' Jranci8er. 
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Interchange o! the Two Classes. 
Let us now turn to those cases in which an adjectival and a 

substantival element of the same group can more or less naturally 
be made to exchange places. Couturat, who is on the whole 
inclined. to make light of the difference between the two classes 
of words, possibly on account of the slight formal difference found 
in his own mother-tongue, adduces such examples a.s : "un sage 
sceptique est un sceptique sage, un philosophe grec est un Grec ph~lo
sophe," and says that the difference is only a nuance, according 
as one of the qualIties is looked upon as more essential or simply 
as more important or interestmg under the circumstances: for it 
is evident that one is a Greek before being a philosopher, "et 
nt~anmoins nous parlons plutot des philosophes gres que des Grecs 
phiJosophes" (Revue de M&aphysique et de Morale, 1912, 9). 

Now it may be dlfficult to say which of these two ideas is the 
more important or intere .. tmg, but if we apply the above-men
tioned criterion we shall easily see why in choosing between the 
two ways of designating the Greeks who are philosophers (= the 
philosophers who are Greeks), we naturally make philosopher 
(the more special idE'a) 1,he substantive and Greek (the more general 
one) the adjective and say the Greek philosophers (les philo8ophes 
gnu) rather than lea Grecs philosophea (in English the conversion 
is not so complete and the ph·ilosophical Greeks does not exactly 
cover the French expression). A famous German book is called 
" Griechische denker.·' ,. Denkende griechen" would be a much 
weaker title, because the adjective denkend is much more vague 
in its application than the subotantive denker, which at ouce singles 
out those who think more deeply and more professionally than 
ordinary" thinking" people. 

Another example: Mr. Galsworthy somewhere writes: "Having 
been a. Conservative LiberaPin politics till well past sixty, it was 
not until DisraeH's time that he became a. LiberarOonservative." 
The words conservative and liberal are made into substantives (and 
then take -s in the plural) when they mean members of two political 
parties; evidently this is a. more special idea than that which is 
attached to the same words as general adjectives.1 

If we compare the two expressions a poor Russian and a Russian 
'fK11Uper, we see :first that the substantive Russian is more special 
than the corresponding adjective in that it implies the idea. 
'man or woman,' and that on the other hand pauper is more 
S'pooial than poor, which may be applied to many things besides 
human beings: pauper is even more specialized than 'a. poor 

1 Further examples (such 88 Cheaterton's "most official Liberals wisi 
io beaome Liberal officials") in MEG n, S. 14. 
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person' as implying one that is entitled to or receives publio 
oharity,l 

Other Oombinations. 
The rule of the greater complexity and specialization of sub

stantives thus holds good wherever we are able directly to compare 
two words of closely similar signification; but can it be applied 
to other cases--can we say that in any collocatlOn of an adjective 
and a substantive the former is always less special than the latter 1 
In a great many cases we can undoubtedly apply the criterion, 
even in its most arithmetical form, by counting how many indi
viduals each word may be applied to. Napoleon the third: there 
are only few Napoleons, but many persons and things that are 
third in a series. A new book: there are more new things than 
books in existence. An Icelandic peasant: it is true that there 
are more peasants in the world than Icelanders, but then the 
adjective Icelandic can be applied to a great many things as well 
as to persons: Icelandic mountains and waterfalls and sheep and 
horses and sweaters, etc., etc. Some of my critics objected to my 
example a poor widow, saying that if we substitute rich it was 
unfortunately very doubtful whether there were more rich persons 
in existenoe than widows-thus overlooking the fact that rich 
may be said of towns, villages, count,ries, mines, spoils, stores, 
rewards, attire, experience, sculpture, repast, cakes, cream, rimes 
and so forth. The Atlantic Ocean: the adjective is found, for 
instance in Shelley's poems, with the substantives clouds, waves, 
and islets. The adjective rare, though meaning • not often met 
with' may be used in speaking of innumerable objects, men, stones, 
trees, stamps, mental qualities, etc., and thus falls within the 
definition. But it must, of course, be conceded that the numerical 
test cannot always be applied, as adjectives and substantives 
which may be put together are very often by the nature of the 
case inoommensurable: we speak of a grey stone, but who shall 
say whether the word gre:u DJ: stone is applicable to the greater 
number of objects. But applicability to a greater or lesser number 
;13 only one side of what is impli€'d in the words special and general, 
and I am inclined to lay more stress on the groater complexity of 
qualities denoted by f,ubstantives, as against the singling out of 
one quality in the case of an adjective. This complexity is so 
essential that only in rare cases will it be possible by heaping 

1 Mill (Logic, 15) says that" there is no difference of meaning between 
round, a.nd a round obJeet." ThIS is to some extent true when round is found 
as a predicati.ve (" t~e ball is round" = "IS a. round object "). but not 
~lsewhere: this definit~on, a.pplIed to .. a. round ball," would imply a mea.n
lIlglesa tautology. It IS only when the adj. becomes really suhstantlVJzed 
that we can say that it implies the notion of 'object.' 
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adjective upon adjective to arrive at a complete defini.tion of the 
notion evoked by the naming of a substantive: there W1.ll always, 
as Bertelsen remarks, remam an indefinable :K, a ke-rnel which 
may be thought of as "bearer" of the qualities which we may 
have specified. This again is what underlies the old definitlOu 
by means of "substance," which is thus seen to contain one 
element of truth though not the whole truth. If one wants a. 
metaphorical figure, substantives may be compared to crystal
lizations of qualitie.<l which in adjectives are found only in the 
liquid state. 

It must also be mentioned here that our languages contain 
a certain number of substantives of a highly general signification, 
thing, body, being. But their ., general" signification is not of the 
same order as that or adjectives: they very often serve as com
prehen&ive terms for a number of undoubtedly substantival ideas 
(all these things, said instead of enumerating books, paper, gar
ments, etc. )-this use is very frequent in philosophic and abstract 
scientlfic thinking. In everyday speech they may be loosely used 
instead of a special substantive which is either not found in the 
language or else is momentarily forgotten cp. such words as 
thingummybob, G. dingsda). Otherwise t~ey rarely occur except 
in combination with an adjective, and then they are often little 
more than a kind of grammatiQal device for substantivizing the 
adjective like the E. one. (Ones: in the new ones, is a substitute 
for the substantive mentioned a few moments before; in her young 
ones, said of So bird, it supplies the want of So -substantive cor
responding to cMldren). This leads to their use in compound 
pronouns: something, nothing, quelquechose, ingenting, somebody, etc. 
On the other hand, when once a language has a certain way of 
forming adjectives, it may extend the type to highly specialized 
adjectives, e g. in a pink-eyed cat, a·ten-roomed house, which com
binations have been advanced agitinst my whole theory: there 
are more cats than pink-eyed beings, etc. Thi':l, howevtr, does 
not seem to me to invalidate the general truth of the theory as 
here explained: it must be remembered also that the real adjec
tiva.l part of such combinations is pink or ten, respectively. 

It will be easily understood from what has been said above 
that the so-called degrees of comparison (greater, greatest) are a~ 
a rule found only with adjeotives: such oomparisons neoessarily 
deal with one quality at a time. The more speoial &1' idea is, the 
less use will there be for degree.'l of comparison. And where we 
do find in actual usage comparatives or superlatives of substantive 
forms they will be seen on closer inspection to single out one 
quality and thus to mean the same thing as if they were formed 
from rea.l adjectives. Thus Gr. basileutero8, basileutatos 'more 
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(most) of a king, kinglier, kingliest' (other examples Delbruck. 
Synt. 1. 415), Magyar swma1' 'ass,' BZamarabb 'sillier,' roka 'fox,' 
rokabb '&lyer.' Finnish ranta 'strand,' rannempi 'nearer to the 
strand; syksy 'autumn,' syksymana' later in the autumn.' Cf. 
also Paul P § 250. 

One final remark: we cannot make the complexity of qualities 
or specialization of signification a criterion by which to decide 
whether a certain word is a substantive or an adjective: that 
must be settled in each case by formal criteria varying from 
language to language. What has been attempted in this, chapter 
is to find whether or no there is anything in the nature of thing8 
or of our thinking that justifies the classification found in so many 
languages by which substantives are kept distinct from adjectives. 
We cannot, of course, expect to find any sharp or rigid line of 
demarcation separating the two classes in the way beloved by 
logicians: language-makers, that is ordinary speakers, are not 
very accurate thinkers. But neither are they devoid of a certain 
natural logic, and however blurred the outlines may sometimes 
be, the main general classifications expressed by grammatical 
forms will always be found to have some logical foundation. It 
is so in the case before us: substantives are broadly distinguished 
as having a. more special signification, and adjectives as having 
a more general signification, because the former connote the pos
session of a complexity of qualities, and the latter the possession 
of one single quality,! 

1 This ch&p:ter is rearra.nged and somewhat modified from Sproget8 logik 
(Copenhagen, 1913). I have here, WIthout essentially altering my Vlew, 
tried to meet the critiCISms of S. Ehrlich (Sp'l'dk oeh, stil, 1914), H. Bertelsen 
(Nord~sk tidskr'ijt, 1914), H. Schuchardt (AnthropoB, 1914), N. Beckman 
(..4.rkill jor paykologi oeh pedal/cgik, 1\122), af. also Vendryes L 153 ff. 

6 



CHAPTER VI 

PAR TS OF SPEECH-concluded 

Pronouns. Verbs. Pa.rticles. Summary. Word. 

Pronouns. 
PRONOUNS are everywhere recognized. as one of the word-classes 
but what constitutes their distinctive peculiarity 1 The ok 
definition is embodied in the term itself: pronouns stand insteac 
of the name of a person or thing. This is expanded by Swee1 
(NEG § 196): a pronoun is a substitute for a noun and is usec 
partly for the sake of brevity, partly to avoid the repetition of B 

noun, and partly to avoid the necessity of definite statement 
But this does not suit all cases, and the definition breaks dOWIl 
in the very mst pronoun; it is very UD..llatural to the unsophis. 
,ticated mind to say that "I see you" stands instead of "Ottc 
Jespersen sees Mary Brown," on the contrary most people will 
say that in Bellum Gallicum the writer uses the word 003sar instead 
of" I." 'We may also say" I, Otto Jespersen, hereby declare ... ," 
which would be preposterous if " I " were simply a substitute fQ! 
the name. And grammatically it is very important that" I " iE 
the first person, and the name is in the third, as shown in many 
languages by the form of the verb. Further: no one doubts that 
nobody and the interrogative who are pronouns, but it is not easy 
to see what nouns they can be said to be substitutes tor. 

It is true that he, she, and it ate most often used instead of 
naming the person or thing mentioned, and it would indeed be 
possible to establish a class of words used for similar purposes, 
but then not all of them are reckoned among pronouns, viz.: 

(1) he, 8he, it, they used iristead of a substantive. 
(2) that, those similarly; cf. "his house is bigger than that 

of his neighbour." ~ 
(3) one, ones: "a grey horse and two black ones," "I like 

this cake better than the one you gave me yesterday." 
(4) 80: "he is rich, but his brother is still more 80 "; "Is 

he rich ~ I believe 80." 

(5) to: "Will you come ~ I should like to." 
(6) do: "He will never love his second wile as he did his first.' 

82 
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In this way we should get a class of substitute words which 
might be subdivided into pro-nouns, pro-adjectives, pro-adverbs, 
pro-infinitives, pro-verbs (and pro-sentences as 80 in the second 
instance above), but it could hardly be called a real grammaLiC'al 
class. 

Koreen's treatment of pronouns (VS 5. 63 ff.) ,is very origi
nal and instructive. He contrasts pronouns with "expressive 
sememes " the signification of which is fixed in so far as it is essen
tially contained in the linguistio expression itself; pronouns then 
are characterized by their signification being variable and essen
tially contained in a reference to some circumstance which is found 
outf:oide of the linguistic expression itself and is determined by 
the whole of the situation. " I" is a pronoun because it signifies 
one person when John Brown, and another when Mary Smith 
speaks. The consequence is that a great many words and groups 
of words are pronouns, according to Noreen, for instance the wnder-
8igned ;' foday; (there wel'e three boys), the biggest one, etc. No 
two words could be more pronominal than 'IIe8 and no (but what 
about On the contrary as a reply instead of no 1); here is the pro
nominal adverb of place of the first person, and there the corre
sponding adverb for "he second and third persons, and now and 
then are the corresponding pronominal adverbs of time (but the. 
com.binations here and there, now and then, meaning 'in various 
not defined places' and' occasionally' cannot be pronouns accord: 
ing to Noreen's definition). Further right, left, on Sunday, the 
horse (not only the, but both words together), my horse, are all 
of them pronouns. Noreen is at some pains (not very sucoess
fully) to prove that such a common cc proper name" as John is 
not a pronolID though its proper signification wherever it occurs 
is determined by the whole situatil)n. And what about father as 
used by the child for 'my father' i 

Noreen's class is too comprehensive and too heterogeneous, 
and yet it is not easy to see how words like the interrogative who 
and what or like some, nothing can fall within the definition. But 
the main defect in his treatment of this and of other points to my 
mind is due to his building up categories entirely from the " scmo~ 
logical" or what I should call the notional point of view without 
regard to the way in which the meaning is expressed in actual 
language, that is, without any consideration of formal elements. 
If we keep both sides in view we shaJI find tha.t there is really 
some sense in comprising a certain number of shifters (to use the 
term I employ in Language, p. 123), reminders (ib. 353), represen
tative and relational words under one class with the old-estab 
lished name of pronouns. It may not be 'easy to sa.y what is 
common to all of them from the notional point of view, but if we 
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take each of the trarutlOnal sub-classes by itself its notional unity 
is mamfest: personal pronouns with the corresponding possessives 
-demonstrahve pronouns-relative pronouns-interrogative pro
nouns-mdefilllte pronouns, though with regard to this last class 
the boundarJes bet~een a. few of them, such as some, and such 
adjectfves as ,/tUJ,nYt 'tre raiher vague; consequently grammarians 
dleagree as to what words they should include in this sub-class. 
TWo, however, is not essentially different from what we find in any 
other grammatical classification: there will always be some border
line cases. And when we investigate the forms a.nd functlOn& of 
these pronouns in various languages we discover that they present 
certain features by which they are distingtlished from other words 
But these features are not the same in all languages, nor are they 
exactly the same with all the pronouns found within the same 
one language. Formal a.nd functional anomalies abound in pro
nouns. In EnglIsh we have the distinction between two cases as 
in n.e : him, they: them, and between an adjunct and a non-adjunct 
form in my : mine, the sex-distinction in he : she and the f1imilar 
dlsbinctlOn who : u'hat, the irregular plural in he, she: they, that: 
those, combinations of the type of somebody, something, which are 
not found with ordinary adjectives, the use of each without any 
accompanying substantive or article, etc.1 Similar peculiarities 
are found in the pronouns of other languages; in French we have, 
for instance, the special forms je, me, tu, te, etc., which are only 
found in close conjunction with verbal forms. 

The term pronoun is sometimes restricted (generally in Frenoh 
books, but also in the Report of the Joint Committee on Termi
nology) to those words which function as what in Ch. VII I shall 
08011 "primary words," while my is called a < possessive adjective" 
and this in this book a "demonstrative adjective." There is, how
ever, not the slightest reason for thus teanng asunder 'my and 
mine, or, even worse, his in "his oap was new" and" his was 
a. new cap" or this in "this book is old" and "this is an old 
book" a and assigning the sa.me form to two different "parts of 
speech," especially as it then becomes necessary to establish the 
same sub-classes of adjectives (possessive, demonstrative) as are 
found in pronouns. I should even go ao far as to include a.mong 
pronouns the so-called pronominal adverbs then, there, thence. 

1 It is also worth noticing tha.t the voiced sound of written rh [tsJ i. 
found lrotlally in pronouns only: thou, ehe, that, etc., includlDg under pro
nomme.l words the advorbs then, ehere, t'h.uB. 

~ The dlfference in functlon (U rank ") is parallel to that between poor 
in "the poor people loved her" and "the poor loved her." and between 
.. there were only two men" and .. there were only 'wo." SOIlIleIUlohein 
(§ 118) saye that boeh In .. both boys " is an adJective, but in " both the boys .. 
e. pronoun standing in apposition-su.rely a most unnatural distinotion. 
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when, where, whence, etc., which share some of the peOUlial."ltieb of 
pronouns a.nd are evidently formed from them (no'be also such 
forma.tions as whenever, cf. whoever, and s07newhere, etc.). 

Numerals are often given as a. separatE' part of speech; it 
would probably be. better to treat them as a separate sub-class 
under the pronouns, with which they have some points in common. 
One besides being a numeral is, in English as weB as in some other 
languages, an indefinite pronoun (" one never knows "), cf. a.Iso 
the combination oneself. Its weak form is the so-calk-d "hldefinite 
article," and if its counterpart the "definite article" is justly 
reckoned among pronouns, the same should be the case with a) an, 
Fr. un, etc, To establish a separate "part of speech" for "he 
two" articles," as is done in some grammars, is irrational. E. other 
was originally an ordinal meaning 'second' as anden still does 
in Danish; now it is generally classed among pronouns, and this 
is justified by its use in each other, one another. Most numerals 
are indeclinable, but in languages where some of them are declined, 
these often present anomalies comparable to those found in other 
pronouns. If we include numerals among pronouns, we might 
include also the indefinite numerals many, few: logically these 
stand in the same series as all, Bome a.nd the negative none, no, 
which are always reckoned among indefinite pronouns. But then 
we must also include much, lzttle as in much harm, little gold (with 
ma.ss-word.s, cf. Ch. XIV).l All these quantifiers, as they might 
be caned, differ from ordinary qua1:i1ying adjectives in being 
capable of standing alone (without articl~s) as "primaries" as 
when we say "some (many, all, both, two) were absent," "all 
(much, little) is true"; they are always placed before qualifiers 
and cannot be transcribed in the form of a predicative: "a nice 
young lady" is the same as "a lady who is nice and young," but 
such a transposition is impossible with "many ladies," "much 
wine," etc., just as it is impossible with "no ladies," .. wha.t 
ladies," "that wine," and other pronouns. 

A final word may be added about the names of some of the 
sub-classes. Relative pronouns: in these days when everything 
has been shown to be relative, it would perhaps be possible to 
introduce a more pertinent name, e.g. connective or conjurtctive 
pronouns, as their business is to join sentences in pretty much 
the sa.me way as conjunctions do: indeed it may be questioned 
whether E. that is not th61 conjunction rather than a pronoun; 
compare the possibility of omitting that: "I know the man (that) 
you mentioned" and" I know (that) you mentioned the man," 
and the impossibility of having a preposition before that: "the 
ma.n that you spoke about" as against "the man about whom 

1 In a difierenb sense ~ittle is an ordina.ry adJeotive, e.g. in my little girZ. 
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you spokc."-Personat pronouns: if this refers to p!rson in the 
sense of . human being,' it is improper in ca~e'3 hke G. er, Fr. elle 
or E it apphf'd to a. table (der tisch, la table), and even more to 
the "impe.l.sonal " it, es, il in it rains, es regnet, d pleut. If on 
the other I}and the name personal is taken to refer to the three 
gra,mma1:ilcal persons (see Ch. XVI), it may be justly said that only 
the two first persons strictly belong here, for all the other pro
nouns (this, wno, nothing, etc.) are of the third person just as much 
as he or she. But it WllI be difficult to find a. better name to sub
stitute for "personal" pronouns, and the question is not very 
important, Th\~ delimitation of personal and demonstrative pro
nouns sometimes offe:;:s difficulties; thus in Dan., where de, dem 
formally go Vllth the demonstrative den, det, but functlOm~lly are 
the plural both of den, det and of han, hun ' he, she.' 

Verbs. 
VerbR in most languages, at any rate those of the Aryan, 

Semitic, and Ugro-finnio types, have so many distinctive features 
that it is quite necessary to recognize them as a separate class of 
words, even if here and there one or more of those distinguishlng 
traits that are generally given as characteristio of verbs may be 
found wanting. Such traits are the distinctions of persons (first, 
second, third), of tense, of mood, and of voice (cf. above, p. 58), 
,AB for their meaning, verbs are what Sweet calls phenomenon 
words and may be broadly divlded into those that denote action 
Ihe eats, breathes, kills, spealcs, etc.), those that denote some process 
(he becomes, grows, loses, dies, etc.), smd those that denote some 
state or condition (he sleeps, remains, waits, lives, SUffers, etc.), 
thoJgh there are some verbs whioh it is difficult to include in any 
one of these classes (he resists, 8corns, pleases). It is nearly always 
easy to see whether a. given idea. is verbal or no, and if we com
bine a. verb with a pronoun as in the examples given (or with a. 
noun: the man eats, etc.) we discover that the verb imparts to 
the combination a special character of finish and makes it a (more 
or less) complete- pieoe of communication-a character which i, 
wanting if we combine a noun or pronoun with an adjective or 
adverb. The verb is a life-giving element, which makes ill par
tioularly valuable in building up sentences: a sentence nearly 
always oontains a. verb, and only exceptionally do we find 
combinations without a. verb which might be called complete 
sentences. Some grammarians even go so far as to require the 
presence of a verb in- order to call a. given piece of commu
nication a. sentence. We shall discllBB this question in a later 
chapter. 
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If now we compare the two combinations the dog barks and 
the barking dog, we see that though barks and barking are evidently 
closely related and may be caned di.fferent forms of the same word, 
it is only the former combination which is rounded off as a com~ 
plete piece of communication, while the barking dog lacks that 
peculiar finish and makes us ask: What about that dog r The 
sentence-building power is found in an those forms which are often 
called "finite 'f verb forms, but not L>1 such forms as barking or 
eaten (participles), nor in infinitives like to ba?'k, to eat. Participles 
are really a kind of adjeJ3tives formed from verbs, and in£nitives 
have something in common with substantives, though syntacti~ 
cally both participles and infinitives retain many of the charac
teristics of a verb. From one point of view, therefore, we should 
be justified in restricting the name verb to those forms (the finite 
forms) that have the eminently verbal power of forming sentences, 
and in treating the "verbids" (participles and infinitives) as a 
separate olass intermediate between nouns and verbs (cf. the old 
name participium, i.e. what participates in the character of noun 
and verb). StilI it must be admitted that it would be somewhat 
unnatural to dissociate eat and eaten in such sentences as he is 
eating the apple, he will eat the apple, he has eaten the apple from 
he eats the apple, he ate the apple; 1 and it is, therefore, preferable 
to recognize non-finite forms of verbs by the side of :finite forms, 
a.s is done in most grammars. 

Particles. 
In nearly all grammars adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, 

and interjections are treated as four distinct "parts of speech," 
the difference between them being thus put on a par with that 
between substantives, adjectives, pronouns, and verbs. But in 
this way the dissimilarities between these words are grossly exag
gerated, and their evident similarities correspondingly obscured, 
and I therefore propose to revert to the old terminology by which 
these four olasses are treated as one called" particles." 

As regards form they are all invariable-apart from the power 
that some adverbs possess of forming comparatives and super
latives in the same way as the adjectives to whioh they are related. 
But in order to estimate the differences in meaning or function 
that have led most grammarians to consider them as different 
parts of speech, it will be necessary to oast a glance at some words 
outside these classes. 

Many words are subject to So distinction which is designated 

1 Note also the Russian past tenses, like kcu:al 'showed,' orig a P8l!t 
pam.ciple 'having showed.' 
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by different names and thereiore not perceived as essentially the 
same wherever found, namely that between a word oomplete in 
itself (or used fox' the moment as such) and one completed by some 
addition, geneTally of a restrictive nature, Thus we have the 
complete verb in he sings, he plays, he begins; and the same verb 
ioHowed by a compiement in he sings Cl: song, he plays the piano, 
he begins 'Work. In this case it is usual to eaU the verb intransitive 
in one case and transitive in the other, while the complement is 
termed its object. In other verbs where these names are not 
generally used, the distinction is really the same: he can is com
plete; in he can sing the verb can is completed by the addition 
of an infinitive. For this latter distinction we have no settled 
term, and the- terms used by some, independent and auxiliary 
verb, are not quite adequc1te; for while on the one hand we have 
an antiquated use of can with a different kind of oomplement in 
"He could the Biblt> in the holy tongue," we have on the other 
hand such combinations as "lIe is able," "he is able to sing," 
and" he wants to sing." A further case in point is seen in ke 
grows, where the verb is complete, and he grows bigger, where it 
is complemented by a "predicative"; cp. Troy 'Was and Troy 
was a town. Yet in spite of these differences in verbs no one thinks 
of assigning them to different parts of speech: sing, play. begin, 
can, grow, be are always verbs, whether in a partioular combination 
they are complete or incomplete. 

If now we turn to such words as on or in, we find what is to 
my mind an exact parallel to the instances just mentioned in 
their employment in combinations like "put your ca.p on .. and 
"put your cap on your head," "he was in" and" he was in the 
house" ; yet on and in in the former sentences are termed adverbs, 
and in the latter prepositions, and these ate reckoned as two 
different parts of speech. Would it not be more natural to include 
them in one class and to say that on and in are sometimes complete 
in themselves and sometimes fonowed by a complement (or object) t 
Take other examples: "he climbs up" and "he climbs up a. 
tree," "he falls down" and" he falls down the steps" (cf. "he 
ascends, or descends" with or without the complement "the 
steps" expressed); "he had been there before" and "he ha.d 
been there before breakfast." 1 Is near in "it was near one 
o'clock" a preposition or an adverb according to the usual system ! 
(Cf. the two synonyms alrM8t and aDovJ, the former called an adverb, 
the latter a preposition.) The close correspondence between the 
object of a. transitive verb and that of a "preposition" is seen in 
those cases in which a preposition is nothing but a verbal form 
in a. lipecial use, as for example concerning (G. be:lrelJen.d) and past 

:1 Cl. also "the house opposite ours" and .. the ho\lllS oppomte." 
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in. "he walked past the door at half-past one,'" which is simply 
the participle passed written in a different way; in "he walked 
past" it has no complement. 

Nor is there any reason for making conjunctions a separate 
word-class. Compare such instances as "after his arrival" and 
"after he had arrived," "before his breakfast" and" before he 
had breakfasted," "she spread the table against his arrival" and 
(the antiquated) "she spread the table against he arri'Ved," "he 
laughed for joy" and "he laughed for he was glad.. " The only 
difference is that the complement in one ~ase is a substantive, 
and in the other a sentence (or a clause). The so-caned conjunc
tion is really, therefore, a sentence preposition: the difference 
between the two uses of the same word consists in the nature of the 
complement and in nothing eIs-e; and just as we need no separate 
term for a verb completed by a whole sentence (clause) as distinct 
from one completed by a. substantive, so it is really superfluous 
to have a separate name for a "conjunction"; if we retain the 
name, it is merely due to tradition, not to any acientific necessity. 
and should not make us recognize conjunotions as a "part of 
speech." Note the parallelism in 

(1) I believe in God. They have lived happily ever 
since. 

(2) I believe your words. They have lived happily sin.ce 
their marriage. 

(3) I believe (that) you are right. They have li'Ved happily &ince 
they were married.. 

We may even find the same word used in two ways in the same 
sentence, thus "After the Baden business, and he had [= after 
he had] dragged. off his wife to Champagne, the Duke became 
greatly broken" (Thackeray); if this is rare it must be remem
bered that it is similarly rare to find one and the same verb in the 
same sentence construed. first transitively and then intransitively. 
or first with a substantive and then with a. clause as object. 

The examples given above show the same word used now as 
a preposition and now as a conjunction, in other cases we have 
slight differences as in " because of his absence" and " because he 
was absent," which is historically explained by the origin of because 
from by cause (people once said" because that he was absent "). 
In other cases, again, a particular word has only one use, either 
with an ordinary object or with a clause as its complement: 
"d'uring his absence," "while h~ was absent." But this should 
not make us hesitate to affirm the essential identity of prepositions 
and conjunctions, just as we put all verbs in one class in spite of 
the fact that they cannot all take a. compleme,ntary cla.use. 
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The definition of a conjunction as a sentence-preposition does 
not apply to some words 'which are always reckoned among con
junct;ons, such as and in " he and I are great friends," " she sang 
and danced," and or in " was it blue or green 1 "etc. The same 
words may be u:sed to connect sentences, as in " she sang, and he 
danced," "he is mad, or 1 am much mistaken." In both cases 
they are coordinatil1g connectives, while prepositions and the 
conjunctions hItherto considered are subordinating connectives, 
but though this iE. an important distinction there is no reason on 
that account to separate them into two word-classes. And and 
wtth mean nearly the same thing, the chief difference between 
them being that the former coordinates and the latter subordinates; 
this has some grammatical consequences-notice for example the 
form of the verb in " he and his wile are coming" as against " he 
with his wife M coming" (" he is coming with his wife ") and the 
possessive pronoun in Danish: "han og ltq,ns kone kommer," but 
"han kommer med 8in kone." But the slightness of the notional 
difference makes people apt to infringe the strict rule, as in Shake
speare's "Don .Alphonso, With other gentlemen of good esteeme 
.Are journying" {see MEG n, 6.53 if.).1 Both, either and neither 
are so far peculiar in that they 'anticipate' an and, or, nor, 
following, but they need not, of course, be considered as a 
class apart . 

.As the last" part of speech .. the usual lists give interjections, 
under which name are comprised both words which are never 
used otherwise (some containing sounds not found in ordinary 
words, e,g. an inhaled f produced by sudden pain, or the suction
stop inadequately written M, and others formed by means of 
ordinary sounds. e.g. hullo, ok), and on the other hand words from 
the ordinary language, e.g. Well! Why! Fiddlesticks! Nonsense! 
Come / and the Elizabethan Go to / The only thing that these 
elements have in common is the~ ability to stand alone as a com
plete "utterance," otherwise they may be assigned to various 
word-classes. They should not therefore be isolated from their 
ordinary uses. Those interjections which cannot be used except 
as interjections may most conveniently be c~ed with other 
• partioles.' 

1 .4.8 and fhcm in comp,arlsons are coordinating: .. I like you nearly 
ss well ss (better than) her ' (i.e. u. or tha.n, I do her). "I hke you neafly 
88 well 88 (better than) eM (i.e. as, or than, she does). But on account of 
such instances as .. I never eaw anybody stronger than he" (scll. is), and 
"than Mm" (agxeeing with anybody), the feelIng for thil correct use of the 
('~8 is eaaily obscured, and he is used for lum, and C'onvereely. Many 
examples CbE p. 60 fi. The use of nom. after as even inducell some people 
to say Uks I instead of Uke ma, ibid. 62. 
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Summary. 
The net result of our inquiry is that the fonowing word-classes. 

and only these, are grammatically distinct enough for us to l'ecog
mze them as separate" parts of speech," viz. : 

(1) Substantives (including proper names). 
(2) Adjeotives. 

In some respects (1) and (2) may be class"ld toget.her 
as "Nouns." 

(3) Pronouns (including nmnerals and pronominal adverbs). 
(4) Verbs (with doubts as 1;0 the inclusion of ,. Verblds "). 
(5) Particles (comprising what are generally called adverbs, 

prepositions, conjunctions-coordinating and subordina
ting-and interjections). This fifth class may be nega
tively characterized. as made up of all those words that 
cannot find any place in any t):f the first four classes. 

I have finished my survey of the variou(l word-classes or parts 
of speech. It will be seen that while making many criticisms, 
especially of the definitions often given, I have still been able to 
retain much of the traditional scheme. I cannot go so far as, for 
instance, E. Sapir, who says (L 125) that" no logical scheme of 
the parts of speech-their number, natare, and necessary confines 
-is of the slightest interest to the linguist" because " each lan
guage has its own soheme. Everything depends on the formal 
demarcations whioh it recognizes." 

It is quite true that what in one language U! expressed by a 
verb may in another be e,Xpressed by an adjective or adverb: 
we need not even step outside of English to find that the sarue 
idea. may be rendered by he happened to fall and he feU accidentally_, 
We may even draw up a list of synonymous expressions, in which. 
Bubstantive, adjective, adverb, and verb Seem to change plaoes 
quite arbitrarily. For example: 

He moved astonishingly fast. 
He moved. with astonishing rapidity. 
His movements were astonishingly rapid. 
His rapid movements astonished us. 
His movements astonished us by their rapidity. 
The rapidity of his movements was astonishing. 
The rapidity with which he moved astonished us., 
He astonished us by moving rapidly, 
He astonished. us by his rapid movements. 
He. astonished us by the rapidity of his movements. 

But this is an extreme example, whicn is only made possible 
b1 the use of "ne.:ms~words" (verbal substantives and so-called 
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.. abstracts "), which are specially devised for the purpose of trans
posing words from une word-class to another, as will be shown in 
Ch. X. In the Tast majority of instances such jugglery is impos
sible. Take So simple sentence like 

This little boy picked up a green a.pple and immediately ate it. 

Here the word-classes are quite fixed and allow of no trans
position: substantives (boy, apple), adjectives (little, green), pro
nouns (this, it), verbs (picked, ate), particles (up, and, immediately). 

I therefore venture to maintain that the demarcation of these 
five classes is consonant with reason, though we are unable to 
define theni so rigidly as to be left with no doubtful or borderline 
cases. Only we must beware of imagining that these classes are 
a.bsolutely notional: they are grammatical classes and as such 
will vary to some extent-but only to some extent-from langu\l.ge 
to language. They may not fit such languages as Eskimo and 
Chinese (two extremes) in the same way as they fit Latin or English, 
but in these and the other languages which form the chief subject 
of this book the old terms SUbstantive, adjective, etc., a.re indis
pensable: they will therefore be retained in the senses and with 
the provisos indica.ted in these chapters. 

Word. 
What is a word! and what is one word (not two or more) , 

These are very difficult problems, which cannot be left untouched 
in this volume.1 

Words are linguistic units, but they are not phonetic units: 
no merely phonetic analysis of a. string of spoken sounds can reveal 
to us the number of words it is made up of, or the division between 
word and word. This has long been recognized by phoneticians 
and is indisputable: a maze sounds exactly like amaze, in sight 
like incite, a sister like assist her, Fr. a semble like assemble, il 
l'emporle like it en parte, etc. Nor can the spelling be decisive, 
because spelling is often perfectly arbitrary a.nd dependent on 
fashion or, in some countries, on ministerial decrees not alwa.ys 
well advised. Does at any rate change its character, if written, 
as it now is occasionally, at anyra,te ~ Or a7J;'U one. some one if 
written anyone, someone 1 (No one is parallel, but the spelling 
noone could never become popular, because it would be read. as 
noon.) There is ha.rdly sufficient reason for German official spellings 

1 The proper definition of ttJOrtl has been discussed in innumerable places 
iI), linguiatio litetature. Let ~e mention a few: Noreen VS 7. 13 if.; R. 
Pedersen, G6tt. ,t/,. AnI::. 1907, 898; Wechasler, Giebt ea Lmaguetze, 19; 
Boas, Ht1I1IdIxJok of Amer. Indian Lrm(ItIII(JU, 1. 28; Sapir L 34; Vendry .. L 
SIS. 103: A.. Gardiner, Brili8h Journal oJ Prgchology, April 1922. 
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like miteinander, infolgedessen, zUTzeit, etc, In his first books 
Barrie wrote the Scottish phrase I suppaud., probably because he 
thought it a verb like suppose, but later he was t,old its origin and 
now. if I am not mistaken, writes ['se uphauld (= I shaH uphold). 
All this shows the difficulty of df'ciding whether oertain combina
tions are to be considered two un-amalgauld.ted words or one 
amalgamated word. 

On the other hand, words are not notional units, for, as Noreen 
remarks, the word triangle and the combination th'l"ee-,<;,ded rec
tilinear figure have exactly the same meaning, just as •. Armitage " 
and " the old doctor in the grey suit whom we met on the bridge" 
may designate .the same man. As, consequently, neither sound 
nor meaning in itself shows us what is one word and what is more 
than one word, we must look out for grammatical (syntactic) 
criteria to decide the question. 

In the following cases purely linguistic criteria. show that wha.t 
was originally two words has become one. G. gros,<;macht and 
Dan. 8tormagt differ from E. great power as shown by their £lexion : 
die europaischen grossmiichte, de europreiske stormagter, but in 
English with a different word-order we say tlte great Jj]uropean 
Powers.l The numerals 5 + 10 both in Lat. quindecim and E. 
fiftee:n differ in sound from the unoompounded numerals; ut. 
duodecim also in not having a dative form duobusif.eeim, etc. Fr. 
quinze, douze must, of oourse, be considered units, even in a higher 
degree, because they have lost all si.m.ilarity with cinq. deU3S and 
dix. Dan. een ay tyve 'one and twenty' is one word in spite of 
the spelling, because the same form is used before a neuter: een 
oy tyve ar (but et ar). E. breakja,st, voue,hsafe were two words until 
people began saying he breakfasted, he vouchsafes instead of the 
earlier he broke fast, he vouches safe; cp. p . .24. Each other might 
claim to be spelt as one word, because it takes a preposition before 
the whole combination (with eack other) instead of the old construo~ 
tion each with other. . In French je rn' en fuis has beeo.me je rn' enfui8, 
and is now rightly so written beoause the perfect is je me suis enJui ; 
but the parallel expression je m' en vais is alwaY8 written separately: 
it is true that colloquially je me suia en-aUe is ofien. said instead 
of the orthodox je rn' en suis alU, but the amalgamation cannot 
be complete as with enJuis, beoause the use of different stems 
(mis, aUe, irai) prevents the fusion into one form. Fr. republique. 
E. republic, are units, which Lat. res pubUca cannot be on a.<lcount 
ot its flexion: rern puhlicam. The a.bsenoe of io.n.er £lexion ID 

G. jederma1tn1 jeilermanns$ die mitternacht (jeder is originaJly nom., 
1 It may perhaps be said that Lat. J(mntam is more of a UDit when it is 

followed by an il'ldlcative tlian when it is followed by a. subjunctive in conae· 
quence of its origin: Jor8 '" cm. Fr. p~t.~we is now one word, II.S s~n by 
the possibilit,y of saying il ut peut·8tre riche. 
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mitter dat.) shows completed willioation, as does also the flerion 
in Lat. ipsum instead of eumpse (ipse from. is-pse). 

In all" these cases 3 complete amalgamation of wha.t was 3t 

first two words must be reoognized, because we have unmistakable 
linguistio oriteria by whioh to show that native instinot reany 
treats the ('ombinatlOn as a unity; but this is not the case in 
E. he loves, which has sometimes been thought to be as much a. 
unit as La.t. amat (ama-t): in English we can separate the 
elements (he never loves) and isolate eaoh of them, while in anuzt 
this is impossible j similarly, Fr. it a aime is not a. unit in the same 
way as Lat. amavit, because we can say ~'l n'a pa,s aime, a-t-il aime, 
etc. (see my criticism of various scholars, Language, p. 422 if.). 

Sometimes we have the opposite movement, from word-units 
to looser oombinations. The cohesion between the two elements 
of English compound substantives is 100001' than it was formerly 
(and than it is in German and Dallish). While G. steinmauer a.nd 
Dan. 8tenmur are in every respect one word, E. stone wall and 
similar combina,tioilB are now rather to he considered two, stone 
being an adjunct a.nd wall a prim&ry. This is shown not only by 
the equal (or va.rying) stress, but also in other ways : by coordina· 
tion with adjectives: his personal and party interests I among the 
evening and weekly papers I a Yorkshire young lady; by the use 
of one: five gold. watches, and seven silver oncs; by the use of 
adverbs: a purely fami,Zy gathering; by isolation : a.ny position, 
whether State or na.tional I things that are dead, second·hand, and 
pointless. Some of these :first elements ha.ve in this wa.y bocome 
so completely adjectival. that they can take the superlative ending 
-est (chiefest, choicest), and adverbs can be fonned from them 
(chiefly, choi.cely), see MEG n. Ch. XIII (a.bove, 62 note). In 
Shakespeare's" so new So fashioned robe" we see how a.nother type 
of compound (new-fashioned) is also felt as loosely coherent. 

All these considera.tions, as .well as the cha.nges of initial sounds 
frequent. for instance, in Keltic la.ngu.a.ges, and such phenomena. 
as ON "hann hva~sk eigi vita." (he sa.id-himself not know, i.o. 
he said that he did not know) and many others 1 shoW' how difficult 
it is in :ma.ny cases to sa.y what is one and what is two words. 
Isola.bility in ma.ny cases assists us, but it should not be forgotten 
tha.t there are words, which we must recog:nize as such, and which 
yet for one reason or another cannot be isolated; thus the Russian 
prepositions consisting of a consonant alone, 8, tt, or French words 
like jet tu, le, which never occur alone, although there is, indeed, 
no purely phonetic reason again.st their being isolated. If these 
are words, it is beca.use they can he plaoed in various positions 

I Cf, Me~ (a n.ad4re> an adder, etc.). Ltmguage. 173. 132; Fr. 
interrogative ,. from ut-il. Jail·a. ib. 368 
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with other words, which are undoubtedly oomplete words; cons€'
quently je, tu, etc, are not themselves parts of words, but whole 
words. In the same way an, bei, etatt in G. "ich nehme es an, 
wir wohnten der versammlung bei, es fuldet nur selten sta.tt" 
are words, and a cOllsistent orthography would have to write 
" an zu nehmen, bei zu wohnen, es hat statt gefunden" instead 
of the usual forms in one word: the position of the words is the 
same as in " gem zu nehmen, dort zu wohnen, er hat etwas gefun
den," eOO.1 

We should never forget that wor(is are nearly always used in 
conneoted spC'ech, where they ait'e more or less olosely linked with 
other words: the~ are generally helpful, and often quite indis
pensable, to show the particular meaning in which the gIven word 
Ut to be understood. Isolated words, as we :find them in diction
aries and philological treatises, are abstractions, which in that 
form have little to do with real living speeoh. It is true tha.t in 
answers and retorts words oocur isolated, even words whioh oannot 
otherwise stand by themselves, e.g. 1f: "If I were rich enough ... " 
"Yes, if I "-but then the meaning is understood from what pre
cedes, exactly as "Yesterday" when said as a.n answer to the 
questiou .. When did she arrive ~ "means" She a.rrived yesterday." 
But suoh isolation must alwa.ys be considered an exception, not 
the rule. 

A term is wanted for a combination of words which together 
form. a sense unit, though they need not always come in immediate 
juxtaposition and thus are shown to form not one word but two 
or more words. This may be called a. phra8e, though tha.t term 
is used in a different way by other writers. The words puts ofJ 
form a phrase, the meaning of which (' postpones ') cannot be 
inferred from that of the words separately; the words ma.y be 
separated, e.g. h.e puts it off. G. wenn auch forms So phrase, e.g. in 
wenn. er (1;wi4 rtick ist. 

1 Recent grammarilLllS sometimes indulge in ouljious exaggerations and 
misoonceptlons connected with the problem bere dIscussed, e.g. when one 
says that the plurailD. modern ]i'ranch IS formed by So preposed le: (le.p-arbrea, 
ate,. I but what about beaucoup d'arbrea and !ea pommea f Or when it. 
is said that substantives in French are now deelined through the artiale 
(Brun.ot PL 162): le MlWal, du ohll/Ja.Z. au ohIWal: but in Pierre, de P'l.erre, 
a Pierre there 18 no a.rticle. (Bosidee, this cannot properly be called dechm
sion.) Or. finally, when So Genno.n wnter spea.ks of der ~nn. dem mCI<nR. 
etc., as fornung one word. so that we have .. tlexlon am a.nfe.ng oder genaue.r 
hn innem des worte& an liltelle der frlihoren am ende." 



OHAPTER vu 
THE THREE RANKS 

Subordination. Substantives. Adjectives. Pronouns. Verba. Adverbs. 
Word Groups. ClaUlleB. Fin&!. Remarks. 

Subordination. 
THlC question of the class into which a. word should be put-whether 
that of substantives or adjectives, or some other-is one that 
concerns the word in iUJelf. Some answer to that question will 
therefore be found in dictionaries.1 We have now to consider 
combinations of words, and here we shall :find that though a sub
stantive always remains a substantive and an adjootiV9 an adjective, 
there is a. certain scheme of subordination in oonnected speech 
which is analogous to the distribution of words into 'parts of 
speech,' without beiIlg entirely dependent on it. 

In any composite denomination of a. thing or person (such as 
those to which I referred on p. 64), we always find that there is 
one word of supreme importance to which the others are joined 
as subordinates. This chief woFd is defined· (qualified, modified) 
by another word, which in its turn may be defined (qualified, 
modified) by a third ,,¥ord, etc. We are thus led to establish different 
" ranks" of words aocording to their mutual relation$ as defmed 
or defining. In the comb;ination extremely hot weather the last 
word weather. which is evidently the chief idea, may be called 
primary j hot. which defines weather, secondary, and extremely, 
which defines hot, tertiary. Though So tertiary word may be further 
defined by a (quaternary) word, and this again by a (quinary) 
word, a.nd so forth, it is needless to disti.nguish more than three 
ranks, a.B there are no formal or other trai.ts that distinguish words 
of these lower orders from tertiary words. Thus, in the phrase 
a certaifUy not very cleverly W01'i1ed remark, no one of the words 
certainly, not, and very, though defining the following word, is in 
sny way grammatically different from wha.t it would be as a. 
tertiary word, as it is in certainly a clever remark, not a clever 
.remark, a very clever remark. 

1 Note, however, that any word, or group of words, or part of a word, 
may be turned into a. aubetantive when trIlated 88 a. quotation word (MEG n, 
8. It), eo.g. your late wa.s misheard _ Light I his speech abounded in I thin'" 
.0'8 I there should be N'o 1's iD his name. 

96 
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If now we compare the combination a furio·usly barking dog 
(a iJag biWking fU'f'WUlIly). in which ddg is primary, barking secondary, 
and furiously tertia.ry. with the dog barlc8 furiously, it is evident 
that the same subordination obtains in the latter as in the fonner 
combins.tion. Yet there is a. fundamental differenoe between 
them, WhICh calls for separate terms for the two kinds of combina
tion ~ we shall call the former kind ju?Wticm. and the latte-r nexus. 
The d.:i:fference has already been mentioned on p. 87, and there 
will be occasion for a fuller discUssion of it :in Ch. VIII, where we 
.hall see that there are other types of nexus besides the one seen 
in the dog barks. It should be noted that the dog is a primary not 
only when it is the subject, as in the dog barks, but also when it is 
the object of a verb, as in I see tke dog, or of a. preposition, as in 
he runs after the dog . 

.As regards terminology, the word.s·, primary, &econdary, and 
tertiary are applicable to nexus as well as to junction, but it will 
be useful to have the special names adjunct for a secondary word 
in a junction, and adnex for a secondary word in a nexus. For 
tertiary we may use the term 8ubjunct, and quaternary words, 
in the rare cases in whioh a special name is needed, may be termed 
sub-subju?WtB.1 

Just as we may have two (or more) coordinate primaries, e.g. 
in the dog and the cat ,-an away, we may, of course, have two or more 
coordinate adjuncts to the same primary: thus, in a nice young 
1M.y the words a, nice, and young equally define lady; compare 
a.lso much (Il) (food (1I) wAite (1I) wine (1) with very (Ill) good (1I) 
wine (I). Coordinate adjunots are often joined by means of 
connectives, as in a rainy and stormy afternoon, I a bN"lliant, though 
len,gthy novel. Where there is no conneotive the last adjunot 
often stands in a specially close conne:rion with the primary as 
forming one idea, one compound 'Primary (young-lady), especially 
in some fixed oombinations (in high goo~ humour, by great flOod 
f0rl,.u/I?£. MEG n, 15. 15; e:x:treme old age, ib. 12.47). Sometimes 
the first of two adjuncts tends to be subordinate to the second and 
thus nearly becomes a subjunct, as in burning hot SOup. a shocking 
bad nurss. In this way very, which was an adjective (as it still is 
in the fJt.ry in,y) in Chaucer's a verray parfit gentilltmight. has become 
firat a.n intermedia.te between an adjuIlct and ~ subjunct, and then 
a eubjunct whioh must be classed among adverbs; otber examples 
MEG IT, 15. 2. A somewhat related instance is nice (and) in 'fI..ice 
a114 WMm (15. 29), to which there is 81 curious pa.rallel in. It. beU't: 
Giacos&, Foglie 136 il concerto .•.. On ci ho bell'e rinunziato I 

1 I now prefer the word primary to the term prinai-paZ used in MEa 
Vol n. One mi~ht invent the temls superjunct and 6'U~ for e. PM'IIiU'y 
in a junotion &lld l:q e. nexus respectively, and 8Ubnem for e. tertiary in a Ilexus 
bat these cumbeqsome terms a.r.e really supe.rfluous. 

7 
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11:>: 117 Tu l'hai hell'e tl'OValiO. Othf'r instance"! of adjunct'!, 
where suhjl1nct"l mIght be expectE:.d, ara Fr. plle est toute 8urprise I 
lea Jerl~tre8 grana;es ouvertea. 

Coordmated subjunate are seen, e.g. in a logicaUy and gram
maf:icallty u/nduetijiable coo8tructwn I a 8eldom or never 8een form. 

In the examples hitherto chosen we have had substantives 
as primaries, adjectives as adjuncts, and adverbs as subJuncts; 
and there is certainly some degree of correspondence between the 
three parts of speech and the three ranks here established. We 
might even define substantives as words standing habitually as 
prima..."ies, adjectives as words standing habitually as adjuncts, ami 
adverbs as words standing habitually as subjuncts. But the 
cOlTespondence is far from complete, as will be evident from the 
following survey: the two things, word-classes and ranks, really 
move in two di:ffel'ent spheres. 

Substantives. 
Substantives as Primaries. No further examples are needed. 
Substantives as Adjuncts. The old-established way of using 

a. substantive as an adjunct is by putting it in the genitive case, 
e.g. SheUel!J'8 poems I the butcher's shop I St. Paul's Cathedral. 
But it should be noted that a genitive case may also be a primary 
(through what is often called ellipsis), as in .. I prefer Keats's 
poems to Shelley'8! I bought it at the butcher's I Se. Paul,'s is a 
fine building." In English what was the first element of a compound 
is now often to be considered an independent word, standing as an 
adjunct, thu,; in stone wall I a Bilk dress and a c.otton one; on the 
way in which these words tend to be·treated as adjectives, see 
p. 94, above. Other examples of snbstantives as adjuncts 
are women writers I a queen bee! boy messengers, and (why not !) 
Oaptain Smith I Doefm' Johnson-cf. the non-inflexion in G. Kaiser 
Wilhelms Erinnerangen (though with much fluotuation with com
pound titles), 

In Bome cases when we want to join two substantival ideas it 
is found impossible or impracticable to make one of them into an 
adjunct of the other by simple juxtaposition; here languages 
often have recourse to the 'definitive genitive' or a corresponding 
prepositional oombination, as in Lat. U'l'b8 .Bomce (cf. the juxta.
position in Dan. byen Rom, and on the other hand combina.tions 
like Oaptain Smith), Fr. la cite de Rome, E. the oity oJ Rome, etc., 
and further the interesting expressions E. a dem'l oJ (I Jel'/,crw I that 
BC.Q'U/1ld'l'el oJ a 8ervant I his gkOBt oJ a oozce I G. tin alter Bekelm f10n 

IohnbeiUenter (with the exoeptional use of the nominative after 
lIOn) I DaD. den swr1c (ltI en Hener! et Wlu1Uler at! et bam I ikl/~ 
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tiZ Nielsen I Fr. oe fripon de valet I un amour d'enfant I celui qui 
avait un si dr6le de nom I It. quel ciarlata.no d'un dottore I quel pover 
uomo di tuo padre, eta. This is connected with the Scandinavian 
use of a. possessive pronoun dit JOB 'you fool' and to the Spanish 
Pobrecitos de nosotros / I Desdichada de mi I Cf. on this and similar 
phenomena GrLnm, Perso:nenweeMeZ, Schuohardt Br. 197, Tegner 
G. H5 ff .• Sandfeld in Dania VII. 

Substantives as SubjWJ.cts (subnexes). The use is rare, excepb 
in word groups, where it is extremely frequent (see p. 102). Ex
amples: emotions,:part religious ••• but part human (Stevenson) I 
the sea went mountaina high. In" ('ome l~ome I I bought it cheap •• 
home and cheap were originally substantives. but are now generally 
ca.lled adverbs; of. also go Bout"'. 

Adjectives. 
Adjectlves as Primaries: you had betteJ.' bow to the impossible 

(sg.) I ye have the poor (pI.) always with. you (MEG n, Ch. Xt)
but in su,1Jagea. regulars, Ohri8#ans. the modems, etc., we ha.ve 
real substantives, sa shown by the plural ending; so also in 
"the child is a dear," sa shown by the artiole (MEG Ch, IX). 
G. beamter is generally reokoned a substantive, but is rather 
an adjective primary, as seen from the llexion: tier betJlmte, ein 
beamter. 

Adjectives as Adjunots: no exam.plea are here necessary. 
Adjectives as Subjuncts. In" a Jam moving engine / a long 

delayed punishment r a clean sha.ven face" and similar insta.n.()~ 
it is historically more COl'l'ect to oall. the italioized words adverbs 
{in which the old adverbial ending -e has become mute in the same 
way as other weak -e's} rather than adjeotive subjuncts. On 
new-laid eggs, cheerful tempered men~ etc., see MEG II, 15. 3, on 
burning hot. see p. 97, above. 

Pronouns. 
Pronouns sa Primaries: 1 am well/ this is mine I who said 

that ~ I tJJhat ha.ppened 1 I nobody knows, etc, (But in " mere 
nobody we ha.ve & real substantive, cf. the pI. nobodies.) 

Pronouns as Adjuncts: this hat I my hat, w'/w,t hat' I no 
hat, eta. 

In some cases there is no formaJ. distinction between pronouns 
in these two employments. but in others there is, cf. mine: my I 
none: no; thus also in G. tnein hat: iler meine. Note also "Hiel' 
ist em umstand (tin ding) riehtlg gena.nnt, aber nur einer (einea)!' 
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In Fr. we h,a.ve farrnaJ. differenoes ~ several cases: mon. eha.pea.u : 
le mim I oe chapea.u : uZui-oi I queZ oha.peau : lequell I ckaqlte : 
chacun I quelque : quelf{U'tm. 

Pronouns u Subjunots. Besides cc pronominal adverbs," whioh 
need DO exemplification, we have such instQ.noes as "I am thaI 
sleepy (vg.) I the more, the merrier I twne too a.ble I I won't stay 
any longer 1 nothing loth I 8tWMWlW paJeJ.' tha.n usua.l." 1 

Verbs. 
Finite forms of verbs oa.n onty .ta.nd as secondary words 

(adnexes), never either as prima.ries ot &$ tertia.ries. But parti
ciples, like adjectives, oa.n stand as prima.ries (the living &re more 
valua.ble than thetkad) a.nd as adjuncts (the living dog). Infinitives, 
aooording to ciroumsta.nces, may belong to each of the three ranks ; 
in some positions they require in English to (of. G. 2:1£, Da.n. at). 1 
ought strictly to have entered suoh oombinations as to go, eto., 
under the heading "rank: of word groups." 

Infinitives as Prima.ries : to see is to beZiei1e (of. 8eting is beZieW&g) I 
she wants to l'e8t (of. she wa.nts some l'eBt, with the corresponding 
substa.ntive). Fr. e8'pbe1', a 'eat jouif' I n est de£endu de jumer ioi I 
sans coum 'au lieu de courir. G. tlenhen ist sohwer I er versprieht 
zu kommen. I ohne zu 1I:m!en I a.nstatt zu la1£jen, eto. 

Infinitives as Adjuncts: in times to come I there isn't a girl to 
f,otu.c'h, her I the oorreot thing to rM> I in a way not to be forgotten I 
the never to be!orgoUm look (MEG fi, 14.4, and 15. 8). Fr. la 
chose • !awe I du taba.o G jumer. (In G. a specia.l p68Bive partioiple 
has developed from the corresponding use of the infiniti~: das 
~ Zutrule buoh.) Spanish: todas !as academias existentes y 
por e:riBtif' (Ga.ld6s). This use of the infinitive in some way 
make$ up for the wa.nt of a oomplete set of pa.rticiples (future, 
pa.ssive, eto.). 

Infinitives as Subjunots: to see ~. one would think I I shudder 
10 think of it I he oa.me here to see you. 

Aclverbs. 
Adverbs as Primaries. This use is ra.r.:.; as an instance may 

be mentioned " he did not stay for kmg I he', only just baok from 

1 There are some oombinatioDS of pronominal and numeral adverbs 
with adjunClts that are not easily. ".{)&reeQ," ~ Uria once I we should have 
gone to Venioe, or ~B 1'01 fW1ll so nice ( fleld) I Are we going cmv
~ ~ f They are p81'Oh.Ologi.cay explained from the faut that 
cmce - • one time: 1Of7WI.DM1'. and GfI.gtCIh_ - (to) some, ey place; the 
adju.not th11S belODgS to the implied B\1bstantive. 
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abroad." With pronominal adverbs it is more frequent: from. 
here I till now. Another instance is " he left there at two o'olock " : 
there is taken as the object of left. Here and there may also be 
real substantives in philosophical parlance: "Motion requires a 
here and a there I in the Space-field lie innumerable other theres" 
(NED, see MEG n, 8. 12). 

Adverbs as Adjuncts. This, too, is somewhat rare: the off 
side I in after years I the few nearby trees (US) I all the well pas
sengers (US) I a 80-80 matron (Byron). In most instances the 
adjunot use of an adverb is unneoessary, as there is a corresponding 
adjective available. (Pronominal adverbs: the then government I. 
the hither shore) MEG II, 14. 9. 

Adverbs as Subjuncts. No examples needed, as this is the 
ordinary employment of this word-class. 

When a substantive is formed from an adjective or verb, a. 
defining word is, as it were, lifted up to So higher plane, becoming 
secondary instead of tertiary, and wherever possible, this is shown 
by the use of an adjeotive instead of an adverb form. 

abB<>lutely novel 
utterly dark 
perfectly strange 
describes accurately 
I firmly believe 
judges severely 
reads carefully 

n+III 

absolute novelty 
utter darkness 
perfect stranger 
accurate description 
my firm belief, a firm believer 
severe judges 
careful reader 

1+ II 

It is worth noting that adjectives indicating size (great, small) 
are used as shifted equivalents of adverbs of degree (muck, liUle): 
a great admirer of Tennyson, Fr. un grand admirateur de Tennyson. 
On these shifted subjunct-adjuncts, of. MEG II. 12. 2, and on neX1l$· 
words, p. 137, below. Curme (GG 136) mentions G. die geistig 
armen, etwaa liingst bekanntea, where geistig and liingst remain 
uninflected like adverbs "though modifying a. substantive": 
the explanation is that armen and bekanntea are not substantives, 
but merely adjective primaries, as indicated by their flexion. 
Some English words may be used in two ways: "these are fuZZ 
equivalents (for) " or "fully equivalent (to)," "tke direct opposites 
(0J) " or "directly opposite (to) "; Macaulay writes: "The govern
ment of the Tudors was tke direct oppasUe to the government of 
Augustus" (E2. 99), where to seems to fit better with the adjective 
opposite than with the substantive, while direct presupposes the 
latter. In Dan. people hesitate between den indbildt BYge and den 
indbildte BYge as a translation of le malade imaginaire. 
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Word Groups. 
Word groups consisting of tw() or more words, the mutual 

relation of which may be of the most diffelent character, in many 
instances occupy the same rank as a single word. In som.e cases 
it is indeed difficult to decide whether we have one word or two 
words, cf. p. 93 f. To-day was originally two words, now there is 
a growing tendency to spell it without the hyphen today, and as a 
matter of fact the possibility of saying from today shows that to is 
no longer felt to have its original signification. Tomorrow, too, is 
now one word, and it is even possible to say "I look forward 
10 tomorrow." For our purpose in this chapter it is, however, of 
no consequence at all whether we reckon these and other doubtful 
cases as one word or two words. for we see that a word group 
(just as much as a single word) may be either a primary 011 an 
a.djunct or a subjunct. 

Word groups of various kinds as Primaries: Sunday afternoon 
was fine I I spent SuruJay afterncon at home I we met the l&i,w, 
old Archbishop oJ York I it had ta.ken him ever since to get used to 
the idea.l Yvu ha.ve till ten to-night I From infancy to manhood 
is rather 8. teclious period (Gowper). Cf. Fr. j'UlJ'[U'o,u roi l'a cru; 
nous avona assez pour j'UlJqu.'() 8C£medi; Sp. ka8ta loll malvaOOa oreen 
en el (Gald6s). 

Word groups as Adjuncts: a S'lJ!l'tdOly afternoon concert I the 
.Archbishop of York I the party in power I the I.find, old Archbi8hop 
of York', daughter I a Saturday to Monday excursion I the time 
between two and four ! his a/f.etr d.inner pipe. 

Word groups as Subjuncts (tertiaries): he slept aU Sunday 
a,fternoon I he smokes after tUrvner I he went to all tke principal 
citiu of E'VII'Op6 I he lives ne:r:t OOfJ'T to Oaptain Strong I the canal ran 
nortk and. 80'1Jtn. I he used to laugh a good deaZ I :five feet high I he 
wa.nts things his own way I things shaJI go man-of-war faBhion he 
ran upstairs three Btepa at a time. Cf. the " a.bsolute construction " 
in the chapter"on Nexus (IX) . 

.As will have been seen already bY' these examples, tho group, 
wheth~ primary, secondary. or tertiary, may itself contain elements 
standing to one another in the relation of 8ubordinatioB indicated 
by the three ranks. The ra.nk of the group is one thing, the rank 
within the group another. In this way more or less complicated 
relations may come into exfatence, which, however, are ruways 
easy to anaJyze from the point of view developed in this chapter. 
Some ffiustrations will make this clear. "We met the kind old 
Archbishop of Ycrk It: the last six words together form one group 
primary, the object of met; but the group itself consists of a. 
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primary Archbishop {1nd four adjUIlcts, the, kind, old, oJ York, or, 
we should rather say that Archbishop of York, consisting of the 
primary Archbishop and the adjunct of York, is a group primary 
qualified by the three adjuncts the, kind, and old. But the 
adjunct of York in its turn consists of the particle (preposition) of 
and its object, the primary York. Now, the whole of this group 
may be turned into a group adjunct by being put in the genitive: 
We met the kind old Archbishop of York's daughter. 

He lives on this side the river: here the whole group consisting 
of the last five words is tertiary to lives; on this side, which consists 
of the particle (preposition) on with its object this (adjunct) side 
(primary), forms itself a group preposition, which here takes as an 
object the group the (adjunct) river (primary). But in the sentence 
the buildings on this side the river are ancient, the same five-word 
group is an adjunct to buildings. In this way we may arrive a.t 
a natural and consistent analysis even of the most oomplicated 
combinations found in actual language.l 

Clauses. 
A special case of great importance.is presented by those groups 

that are generally oaned. clauses. We may de11ne a. clause as a. 
member of a. sentenoe whioh has in itself the form of a. sentence 
(as a rule it contains a finite verb). A clause then, according to 
circumstances, ma.y be either priDlary. secondary, or tertiary. 

I. Clauses as Primaries (clause primaries). 

That he will come is oertain (cp. His coming is 0.). 
Who steals my pur8e steals trash (cp. He steals trash). 
What you /Jay is quite true (cp. Your assertion is ... ). 
I beHeve whatever he says (cp .•.• an his words). 
I do not know where 1 was born (cp. . . . my own birthplace). 
I expect (that) he will arrive at six (cp .•.. his arrival). 
We talked of what he would do (cp ..•. of his plans). 
Our ignorance of who the mut"derer was (cp. • • • of the name of 

the murderer), 

In the first three sentences the clause is the subject, in the rest 
it is the object. either of the verb or of the preposition 0/. But 
there- is ,a kind of pseudo-grammatical analysis against which I 
must specially warn the reader: it says that in sentences like the 

1 A friend once told me the following story about & SG'Ven years old boy_ 
He asked his father if ba.bies couId speak when they were born. • No I • 
said his fa.ther. 'Well,' said the boy. 'it's very funny then that, hi the 
story of Job, the Bible says Job cnrsed the day that he was born.' The 
boy had mistaken a group pr:imary (object) for & group tertiary. 
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second the subjeot of steals trash is a he which is said to be implied 
in who! and to which the relative clause stands in the same relation 
as it does to the man in the man who steals-one of the numerous 
uncalled-for fictions which have vitiated and complioated grammar 
without contributing to a real understanding of the facts of 
language.1 

n. Clauses as Adjunots (clause adjuncts). 
I like a boy who speaks the truth (cp ...• a truthful hay). 
This is the land where I Was born (cp. my native land). 

1 Sweet (NEG § 112 and 220) sa.ys that in what you say is tN46 there is 
condensation, the word what doing duty for two words at once, it is the 
.:>bject of 8ay in the relative clause and at the same time the subject of the 
verb is in the principal clause; in what I say I mean it is the object in both 
clauses, and in what is done cannot be ~mdone it ie t.he subject in both clauses. 
He says that the clause introduced by a condensed relative precedes, instead 
of following, the principal clause, and that if we alter the construction of 
such sentences, the missing antecedent is often restored: it is quite true 
what you say,. if I say a thing, I mean it. But the last sentence is not at all 
the grammatical equivalent of what I say I mean, and there is neither ante. 
cedent nor rela.tive in it; in it is quite true what you /lay we cannot call it 
the antecedent of What, as it is not possible to say it what you say; for its 
true character see p. 25, above. What can have no antecedent. The 
position before, instead of after, the principal clause la by no roeans charac. 
teristic of clauses with" condensed" pronouns: in some of Sweet's sentences 
we have the normal order with the subject first, and in what I say I mean 
we have the emphatic fro~t.position of the object, as shown by the perfectly 
natural sentence I mean what I /lay, in which what is the relative pronoun, 
though Sweet does not recognize it as the" condensed relative." (In the 
following paragra.phs he creates unnecessary difficulties by falling to see the 
difference between a relative a.nd So dependent interrogative clause.) 

The chief objection to Sweet's view, however, is that it is unnatural 
to say that what does duty for two words at once. What is not in it~Ji 
the subjec~ of is true, for. if we ask .. What is true? " the answer can never 
be what but only what you Bay, and similarly in the other sentences. What 
is the object of say, and nothing else, in exactly the same way as which is 
in the words which you say are true; but in the latter sentence also in my 
view the subject of are is the words which you say, and not merely the word8. 
It is o:o1y in this way that grammatical analysis is made conformable to 
ordinary common sense. Onions (AS § 64) speaks of omissioJ;!. of the ante· 
cedent in Pope's" To help who want, to forwa.rd whQ excel," i.e. those who; 
he does not see that this does not help him in I heard what you 8aid, for 
nothing can be inserted before what; Onions does not treat what as a. relative, 
and it would be difficult to make it fit into hie system. Neither he nor 
Sweet in this connerion mentions the "indefinite relatives" whoever, what. 
Bver, though they evidently differ froro the "condensed relatives" only by 
the a.ddition of ever. Sentences like "Whoever steals roy purse steals 
trash" or "Whatever you say is true" or !' I roean whatever I say" should 
be ana.J.yzed in every respect like the corresponding sentences with who or 
what. When Dickens writes .. Peggotty always volunteered this infor
mation to whoInBoever would receive it" (DC 456), whom is wrong, for 
whosoever is the subject of wo-uld receive, though the whole clause is the object 
of to; but whomsoever would be correct if the clause had run (to) whomeoever 
it concerned. Cp. also "he was angry with whoever crossed hi8 path," and 
Kingsley's Be good, sweet maid, and let who can be clever." Ruskin 
writes, "I bad been writing of wha.t I knew nothing about": here what 
is governed by the preposition about, while of governs the whole clause con
sisting of the words what I Tcnew fI,Othing about. 
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It is worth remarking that often when we have seemingly two 
relative clauses belonging to the same antecedent (i.e. primary) 
the second really qualifies the antecedent as already qualified by 
the first, thus is adjunct to a group primary consisting of a primary 
and the first relative clause as oojunct. I print this group primary 
in italics in the following examples: they murdered all they met 
whom they thought gentlemen I there is no one who /r:nows him 
that does not like him I it is not the hen who cackles the most that 
lays the largest eggs. 

rn. Olauses as Subjuncts or tertiaries (clause subjuncts), 
Whoem31' said this, it is true (cp. anyhow). 
It is a custom where I was born (cp. there), 
When he comes, I must go (cp. then). 
If he comes I must go (cp. In that case). 
As this is so, there is no harm done (cp. accordingly). 
Lend me your kuife, that I may cut tMe stri'fl{! (cp. to cut it 

with). 
Note here especially the first example, in which the clause 

introduced by u,hoever is neither subject nor object as the clauses 
considered above were, but stands in a looser relation to it is true. 

The definition of the term" clause" necessitates some remarks 
on the usual terminology, according to which the clauses here 
mentioned would be termed' dependent' or 'subordinate' clauses 
as opposed to 'the principal clause' (or' principal proposition ') ; 
corresponding terms are used in other languages; e.g. G. ' nebensatz, 
ha.uptsatz.' But it is not at all necessary to have a. special term 
for what is usually called. a principal clause. It should first be 
remarked that the principal idea. is not always expressed in the 
'prinoipal clause,' Ior instance not in "This was because he was 
ill." The idea which is expressed in the • principal clause' in 
" It is true that he is very le..!iU'ned," may be rendered by a -simple 
adverb in "Oertainly he is very learned "-does that change his 
being learned from a subordinate to a principal idea ~ Compare 
also the two expressions "I tell you that he is mad" and "He is 
ma.d, as I tell you." Further, if the 'principal clause' is defined 
as what remains after the subordinate clauses have been peeled 
off, we often obtain curious results. It must be admitted that in 
some cases the subordinate clauses may be left out without any 
material detriment to the meaning, which is to some extent com
plete in itself, as in " I shall go to London (if I can) " or " ('\Vb.en he 
got h!tck) he dined with his brother." But even here it does not 
seem necessary to have a special term for what remains after the 
whole combination has been stripped of those elements, a.ny more 
than if the same result had followed from the omission of 
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some synonymous expressions of another form, e.g. " I s'foall go tQ 
London {in that cr.sC'} " or " (After his return) he dined u'ith his 
brother." Tf we take aWE_y the clause where I U'a8 born from the 
three sentences quoted above, what remain.s is (1) I do' Dot know, 
(2) TIlis is the land., (3) It is a cu~tom; but there is just as little 
reason for trC'ating these as a. separate grammatical category as 
i1 they had originated by the omission of the underlined parts of 
the sentences (1) I do not know my birtlt-plau, (2) This is my 
nntive hmd, (3) It is a. custom at home. Worse still, what is left 
after deduction of the dependent clauses very often gives no mf'.aning 
at all, as in <6 (Who steals my purse) steals trash" and even more 
absurdly in " (What surprises me) is (that he should get angry)." 
Oan it really be said here that the little word is contains the principal 
idea 1 The grammatical unit is the whole sentence including 
all tllat the speaker or writer has brought together to express his 
thought; this should be taken as a whole, and then it will be seen 
to be of little importance whether the subject or some other part 
of it is in the form o£ a sentence and can thus be termed a dause 
or whether it is a single word or So word group of some other form. 

Final Remarks. 
The gramma.tical terminology here advocated, by whicli the distinotion 

of the three ranks is treated as different from the distinction between sub
,!Itantives, adjectives, and adverbs. is in many ways preferable to the often 
confused and self-coll.tradictory tern:rlno!ogy found in many grammatical 
works. Corresponding to my three ranks we often find the words substan· 
tival, adjectival. and adverbi\U, or a word is said to be .. used adverbially," 
etc. (Thus NED, for instance, in speaking of a Bight too clever.) at-hem 
will fra.nkly call what Or 8e'IJeraJ in one connexion IlUbstantives, in another 
adjectives, though giving both under the heading pronouns (Wendt.) Falk 
and Torp ,call Norw. 8ig the substantival reflexive pronoun, and M the 
adjectival re:fiexiv6 pronoun, but the latter is substantival in "hver tog 
sin, sa. tog jag min." Many scholars speak of the • adnominal genitive' 
(= adjunct) as opposed to the • adverbial g6ni.tive; but the latter expression 
is by some, though not by all, restricted to the use with verbs. In" The 
King's English" the terfu 'adverbia.ls· is used for subjunot groups and 
lllauses. but I do not think I have Been "Edjeotivals" or "substantivo.ls" 
used for the-eorresponding adjuncts and primaries. For my own' adjective 
primary' the following terms are in use: Bubstantival adjective, substanti· 
vized adj'2!otive. absolute adjective, adjective used absolutely (but" absolute .. 
is also used in totally different applica.tions. e.g. in absolute Aoblative). qua.si. 
substantive {e.g. NED (he great). a. free adjective (Sweet NEG § 178 on G. 
aie g-uU). an. adjective partia.lly converted into a noun (ib. § 179 about E. 
tke good), a. subatantive.equivalent, a noun-equive.lent. Onions (AS § 9) 
uses the last expression; he applies the term • adjective.equivalent' among 
other things to "a. noun in a.pposition," e.g. • Simon Lee, the aId huntsman' 
I,md ' a. noun or verb·noun forming part of a compound noun,' e.g. .. cannon 
balls." In a lunatic asylum he says that Zunatic is a noun (this is correct, 
as shown by the pI. lunatics), but this nQun is called' an adj"ec1live-equivalent ' ; 
consequently he must say that in 8ick room the word skk is an. adjective 
which is a. noun-equivalent (§ 9, 3). but this noun·equiva.lenil at the srune 
time WtIBt be IUl adjective.equivalent aocording to his § 10 6 I This is an 
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Ilxample of thE' .. simplJ6ed" Wlifonn tE'rminol<Jgy USE'd in Sonnenschf'in's 
series. Cr. MEG n, 12. '01. Lry,·dC>tl m tloe LondOll pa}Jl>r8 is caJled an a.d.jec
tive-equivaJen$, a.nd the paw. v.}II:'n stanc1ing by itself, a noun-equivalent; 
thus in the London poor the <;Iul.>&tantive must be an adjective-equivalent, 
a.nd the adjective a noun-equivalent. Some say that in tke top one the sub
stantive is at adjecthi1lE.'d and theu &gain 8ubsta.ntivized, and both these 
conve~ons are effected lly ti'e word one. Cf.. MEG Il,lO. 86: top ID my 
system a.lways remains a substantive. but is here adj\Ulct to the primat'Y 
one. My terminology is also much simpler than th$.t found. for instance, 
in Poutsma's Gl'., where we nnd suoh expressions as ' an attributive adnomintill 
adjunct oonsisting of a (pro)noun preceded by a pr<'position' for my 'pre
positional (group) adjunct' (Poutsma using the word adJUMt in a Wlder 
eeDBe than mine). 

We are now in a. position rightly to -appreciate what Sweet 
said in 1876 (CP 24): "It is a. curious fact, hitherto overlooked 
by gramm.arians and logicians, that the definition of thC:' noun 
a.pplies strictly only to the nominative case. The oblique cases 
are really attribute-words, and inflexion is prcl.Otically nothing 
but a. device for turning a. noun into an adjective or adverb. This 
is perfectly clear as regards the genitive .... It is alsQ clear that 
noctem in flee noctem is a. pure a.dverb of time." Sweet did not, 
however, in his own Anglo-Saxon Grammar pla.ce the genitive 
of nouns under adjectives, and he was rlght In not doing so, for 
wha.t he says is only half true: the oblique cases a.re devices for 
turning the substantive, which in the nomina.tive is a primary, 
into a secondary word (adjlm<:t) or tertiary word, but it remains 
a substantive a.ll the sa.me. There is a oertain correspondence 
between the tripartition substantive, adjcctive. adverb, and the 
three ranks. a.nd in course of time we of1..en see adjunct forms of 
substantives pass into real adjectives, and subjunot forms into 
adverbs (prepositions, etc.), but the correspondence is only pa.rtial, 
not complete. The' pat't of speech • classification and tke 'rank' 
c'lassi:fication represent different olitgles from u:hich the same uorcl 
or form may be viewed, first tU it is in. iUeZ/, and then a6 it i8 in 
combination with other uord8. 



CHAPTER. Vln 

JUNCTION AND NEXUS 

Adjuncts. Nexus. 

Adjuncts. 
IT will be our task now to inqUIre into the function of adjuncts: 
for what purpose or purposes are adjuncts added to primary words t 

Various classes of adjuncts may here be distinguished. 
The most important of these undoubtedly is the one composed 

of what may be called re.strictire or q:u,aliJying adjuncts: their 
function is to restrict the primary, to limit the number of objects to 
which it may be applied; in other words, to specialize or define it. 
Thus red in a red rose restricts the applicability of the word r08e 
to one particular sub-class of the whole class of roses, it specializes 
and defines the rose of which I am speaking by excluding whhe 
and yeUow roses; and so in most other instances: Napoleon the 
third I Lt new book I Icelandic peasants I a poor widow, etc. 

Now it may be remembered that these identi.cal examples 
were given above as iHustrations of the thesis that substantives 
are more special than adjectives, and it may be asked: is not 
there a contradiction between what was said there and what has 
just 'been asserted here ¥ But on closer inspectron it will be seen 
that it is reaUy most natural that a less special term is used in 
order further to specialize what is already to some extent special: 
the method of attaining a high degree of specialization is analogous 
to that of reaohing the roof of a building by means of ladders : 
if one ladder will not do, you first take the tallest ladder you have 
and tie the second tallest to the top of it, and if that is not enough, 
you tie on the next in length, etc. In the same way, if widow is 
not special enough, you add poor, which is less special than widow, 
and yet, if it is added, enables you to reach :(arther in specializa.
tion; if that does not Buffioe, you add the subjunct very, which 
in itself IS much more general than poor. Widow is special, poor 
widow more special, and very poor widow still more specia.l. but 
very is less speCial th,an poor, and that again than widow. 

Though proper names are highly specialized: yet it is possible 
to specialize them still more by adjunots Young Burns means 

108 
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either a different person from old Burns, or if there is only one 
person of that name 1-';1 the mmll of the actua.l speaker (and hearer) 
it mentions him with some emphasis laid on the fact that he is 
still young (in which case it falls outside the restrictive adjuncts, 
see below, p. HI). 

Among restrictive adjuncts, some of a pronominal cha.racter 
should be noticed. This and that, in this rose, that rose dIffer from 
most other adjuncts in not being in any way descriptive: what 
they do, whether accompanied by some pointing gesture or not, 
is to specify. The same is true of the so-caned definite article 
the, which would be better called the defining 01' determining 
article; this is the least special of adjuncts and yet specialIzes 
more than most other words and just as much as thi8 01' that (of 
which latter it is phonetically a weakened form). In the rose, rose 
is restricted to that one definite rose which is at this very moment 
in my thought and must be in yours, too, because we have just 
mentioned it, or because everything in the situation points towards 
that partIcular rose. Of." Shut the door, please." While king in 
itself may be applIed to hundreds of individuals, the king is a.s 
definite as a. proper ame: if we are in the middle of a. story or a. 
conversation a.bout some particular king, then it is he that is meant, 
otherwise it means 'our king,' the present king of the country 
in which we are living. But the situation ma,y change, and then 
the value of the definition contained in the article changes auto
matically. "The King is dead. Long live the King!" (Le 
roi esJ~ mort. Vive lE) roi I) In the first sentence mention is made 
of one king, the king whom the audience thinks to be still king 
here; in the second sentence the sa,me two words necessarily 
refer to another man. the legal successor of the former. It is 
exa(ltly the same with cases like "the Doctor said that the patient 
was likely to die soon," and agam with those cases in which Sweet 
(NEG § 2031) finds the "unique article": the Devil [why does he 
say that a devil has a. different sense n the sun, the moon, the earth, 
etc. (similarly Deutschbein SNS 245). There is, really, no reason 
for singling out a class of .. persons or things which are unique in 
themselves." 

This, however, is not the only function of the definite article. 
In cases like the EngZiih. King I the King of England I the elikst 
boy I the boy who stole the apples, etc., the adjuncts here printed 
in italics are in themselves quite sufficient to individualize. and 
the article may be said so far to be logically superfluous though 
required by usage, not only in English but in other languages. 
We may perhaps ca,Il this the article of supplementary determina
tion. The relation between the King and the EngUsh King is 
parallel to tha.t between he, they, standing alone as sufficient to 
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de-note tile person or persons pointt...o. out by tbe sItuation (he cun 
GJford it llhey can afford it) a.nd the sau.e prc..llouns as determiue<i 
by an adJunct relative clause (I~e tllat .8 rick can afford tt I they thaJ 
are rick can afford it). Cf. also the two uses of the same, first by 
itself, meaning' the identIoal person or thing that has just been 
mentioned,' and second supplemented with a relatlve clause: the 
8ame boy aB (or, that) stok the apples. But, as remarked in NED, 
the definite article with IJame often denotes an indeterminal;e 
object, as in "aJl the planets travel round the sun in the same 
direction," in which sense French may employ the indefinite article 
(deux mots qui signifient une mlme chose) and English often sa.ys 
one and the same, where one m&y be saId to neutr&lize the definite 
artide; so in other languages. ut. 'Unus et idem, Or. (ha) hei.~ lea. 
M attl08, G. ein und derselbe, Dan. een og samme. (N.B. without the 
definite article. I) 

.An adjunct oonsisting of A genitive or a possessive pronoun 
always re'ltricts, though not &lways to the same extent as the 
definite a.rticle. Mg father and John'8 head are as definite and 
individualized as possible, bec&use a man can only have one father 
a.nd one hfad; but what a.bout my brothe7 and John's hat 1 I 
may have several brothers, and John may possess more·than one 
hat, and yet in most oonnexions these expressions will be under
stood as perfectly definite: .Mg brother arrived yesterday/ Did 
you see my brother this morning' 1 John'8 hat blew off his head-the 
situation and context will show in eaoh ca.se which of my brothers 
is mea.nt, and in the last sontence the allusion, of course, is to the 
particular hat which John was wearing on the ocoasion mentioned. 
But when these expressions 1Ll'€' used in the predica.tive the same 
degree of definiteness is not found: when a. ma.n is introduced 
with the words "'I.'his is my brother" 01' when I say "That is 
not John's hat," these words may mean jndefinitely 'one of my 

1 This is not the place for a detailed account of the often perplexing 
ases of the de1inite artiCle, which vary idiomatically from language to language 
and even from century to oentury Wlthin one and the same language. Some
times the use is determined by pure accidents, as when in: E. '" bottom 
represents an earlier t# the (QUe) bottom, in which the article has disappeared 
through a weU·known phonetic process. There are some interesting, though 
far from convincing. tlieo:r.ies on the me a.ud diffusiOll of the artiole in m.e.ny 
languages in G. Schiitte, Jg81r og emGM. arli~ (Videnskabemes lI&1ska.b; 
Copenhagen, 1922). It would be interesting to examine the various waya 
in which ~ wluoh. have nO definite artiole expre/lll detemlination. 
In Fbmish. for mstanee. the difierence between the nominative and the 
partitive often corresponds to the differenoe between the de6nit.e .article 
8.1ld the inde1inite (or no article): Unnut (nom.) owt (pI.) ~ • the birds 
a.re in the tree: Un.tuja ~.) on (ag., a.lways used with a subject in the 
part.) ptIUIBtI • theJe are birda in the tree,' am~ UntWI 'I shot the birds.' 
_mum 'Un.tiuda • I shot some birds' (Eliot FG un. 126). The partitive, 
however. reaemblea t.he Fr. .. partitive artIole" more than the use of the 
Finnish nOlllinative does O\U' detiDite article. 
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brothers' a.nd ' one of John'a hats.' In German a. p-reposed genitive 
renders dellnite (SchiUer'a ge/tichle) but a. postposed genitive 
does not, whence the possibility of saying einige gedichte Behille'l"a 
and the necessity of adding the definite artlde (die gedichte ScMller' 8) 
if the same degree of definiteness is wanted as in the preposed geni
tive. Where a prepositional group ia used instead of the genitive, 
the article is similarly required: die ger1ichte van Schiller, so in 
other languages; the pOem8 of Bel.iller, lea poemes de Bchilkr. i 
poemi dello BchiUer. 

In some languages it is possible to use a. possessive pronoun in 
the incompletely restricted sense. lVillG had ein s€n bruode'l', 
where now f:-in bruder von M!l1!- is said. In IMlian, possessives are 
not definite, hence the possibility of saying un mio amico I alcuni 
Buoi amici , con due 0 tre amici 8UOi I si comunicarorw certe loro 
idee di gastronfYrll,ia (8erao, Cap. Sans. 304). Consequently the 
article is needed to make the expres!!>ion definite: il mio amico. 
But the;e is A-n interesting exception to this rule: with names 
indicating close relationship no artiole is used: mio /ratello, suo 
zio. If I am not mistaken this must have originated with mio 
padre, mia madre, where definiteness is a natural consequence of 
one's having only one father and one mother, and have been a.na
logically extended to the other terms of kinship. It is perfectly 
natural that the article should be requued ",itu a plural: i rn,iei 
fratelti, and on the other hand that it should not be used ",ith a. 
predicative: questo libro e mio. In Frenoh the possessiveI' are 
definite, as shown through their oombination with a compa,rathre 
as in man meilleur ami 'my best friend;' where the pronOlUl has 
the same effeot as the artiole in le meilleur ami.l But a different 
form is used. in (the obsolete) un mien ami = It. U1~ m40 amico, 
now usually un de mea amis (un ami a moi). In English indefinite
ness of & possessive is expressed. by means of combinations with 
of : a friend of mine I some friends of hers, cf. also any friend 01 
Brown'8, So combination which is also used to avoid the collocation 
of jl. possessive (or genitive) and some other determining pronoun: 
that noble heart of hers I this great America or yours, ew. As El. 

partitive explanA-tion ais excluded here, we may can this construction 
.' pseudo-partitive." 

Next we come to non-restrictive adjuncts as in mty dear little 
Ann! As the adjuncts here are used not to tell which among 
several Anus I am speaking of (or to), but simply to characterize 

1 Cf., however, the :partitive artiole in .. J'ai eu de sea nouvelles," 
, The onlv explf.ll!ation recognized by Sonnenschein (§ 184), who says: 

In sentonCGII hke • He is a friend of John's' there is a noun lmcterstood: 
'of John's' means 'of John's friends,' 80 that the sentence is equlValent 
to • He is one 01 John's friends.' Here·' of' means 'out of the number 
of.' 'But is Cl f1I friend of John's friends" = 000 of Johu's inends? 
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her, they may be termed ornamental (" epithets. omantia.") 
Of from another point of view parenthetical adjuncts. Jheir 
me is generaUy of an emotional or even sentimental, though not 
a.lways compUmenUl.ry, oharacter, while restrictive adjuncts are 
purely intellectu&J. They are very often, added to proper names: 
Rare Ben J oman I Bea'l)),ijul Evelyn Hope is ~e.ad (Browning) I 
poor, hearty, hone8t, little Mi8s La 01ee1)Y (Diokens) I dear, dirty 
DubUn I le bon Dieu. In thi8 extremely sagacit:nul little man, this 
a.lone defines, the other adjuncts merely describe p~rentheticaUy, 
but in he is an ext'l'(fInely SagaciGU8 man the adjunct is restrictive. 

It may sometimes be doubtful whether an a.djunct is of one 
or the other kind. His first important poem gem·rally means' the 
first among his important poems' (after he ha.d written others of 
no importance), but it may also mean the first he ever wrote a.nd 
add the information that it was important (this may be made clear 
in the spoken sentence by the tone, and in the written by a comma). 
The indu8trious Japanese will conquer in the long run: does this 
mean that the J. as a nation win oonquer, beoause they are indus
trious, or that the industrious among the Japa.nese nation will 
conquer 1 

I take a, good illustration of the difference between the two 
kinds of adjuncts from Bernhard Schmitz's French Grammar: 
.4rabia Felix is one part of Arabia, but the well-known epigram 
about (the whole of) Austria, which extends her frontiers by mar
riages, while other countries can only extend theirs by war, sa.ys: 
"Tu, felix Austria, nube." The same difference between a pre
posed non-restriotive and a postposed restrictive adjunct is seen 
in the well-known rules of French Gr&mmar, according to which 868 

pa.uvres pa.rents oom.prises all his relatives in sympathetic com
passion, while OM parents pauvrM means those of his relatives 
that are poor-a. distinction whioh is not, however, carried through 
consistently with all adjectives, 

The distinction between the two kinds of adjunots is important 
with regard to relative olauses. In English, while the pronouns 
who and which may be found in both, only restrictive clauses can 
be introduced by that or without any pronoun: the 8o'iiliers that were 
lwcwe ran forward I the soldier8, who were brave, ran forward I 
everybody I saw there worked I very hard. The difference between 
the first two sentences can be made still more evident by the inser
tion of aU : all the soldiers that were brave .• '. I the soldier8, who 
were aU of them brave. . • . It will be notioed that there is also a. 
marked difference in tone, a non-restrictive clause beginning on a. 
deeper tone than a restrictive one; besides, a pause is permissible 
before a non-restrictive, but hardly before a restrictive clause; 
cf. the use of a. comma. in writing. In Danish the difference :is 
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shown by the arlic:lle of the antecedent: (aUe) de soldate·r 80m. vaT 
rrwdige l0b frem I 8oldaterne, 80rn (alle.) l7a1' modige, If?jb frem. But 
this criterion is not always available j if the antecedent has another 
adjunct the only difference is in the stress of the preposed article: 
lde franske 1()ldater 80m ... I de Ifranske 8oldater, som . ..• A 
so-called continuative relative clause is, of course, non-restrictive: 
he gave the letter to the clerk, who then copiert it, Dan. han allV brevet til 
kontoristen. som sa 8lv'1'ev det av {but: .•. to the clerk who was to 
copy it ... til den It;ontorist Bom skulde skrive det ClV}. 

The following examples will serve further to illustrate the two 
kinds of relative clause adjuncts: there were few passengers that 
escaped without ilerious injuries I there were few passengers, 
who escaped without serious injuries I they divide women into two 
classes; those they want to kiss, and those they want to kick, 
who are those they don't want to kiss. 

The distinction between restrictive a1'ld non-restrictive adjuncts 
(which are both in a certain sense qualifiE'rs) does not affect quanti
fying adjuncts, such as many, much, 8ome, few, little, more, less, 
no, one and the other numerals. Whenever these are found with 
adjectives as adjullcts to the same primary they are always placed 
first: many &mrdl bOY8 I much good wine ! tu 0 younq girls. There 
is a curious relation between such quantifiers and combinations of 
substantives denoting number or quantity followed by an of
group (01' in la.nguagps with a more complicated form-system, a 
partitl"tre genitive or a partitive case): hundred was originally a 
substantIVe and in the plural is treated as such: 'hundreds of 
8oldiers, but in the singular, in spite of the preposed one or a, it 
is treated like the other numerals: a hundred soldiers; thus a.lso 
three hu1Ul.red soldier8 j ap. dozens of bottle8, a dozen bottle8. Where 
E. has a couple of days, a pair of rover8, G. has ein poor tage, Dan. 
et par daue. even die poor tage, de par dage exactly as die zwei tage. 
de to dage. To E. muck wine, many' bottles, no friends, corresponds 
Fr. beaucoop de vin, beav.coup de bouteiUes, pas d'amia j to E. a 
pound of meat, a bottle of wine corresponds G. ein pfund jleisch, eine 
Jla8che wein, Dan. et pund ked, en. jia8ke vin, etc. 

Wherever an indefinite article is developed, it seems always to 
be an unemphatic form of the numeral one: uno, un, ein, en, an (a), 
Chinese i, a weak form. of yit (Russ. odin is often used like an in
definite article). In English a has in some cases the value of the 
num~ra.l. as in/ottr at a time, birda of a feather, and in some cases the 
full and the weakened forms are synonymous, as in one Mr. Brown 
= a. Mr. Brown, where we may also say a certain Mr. Brown. This 
use of the word certain reminds us tha.t in most cases where we use 
the "indefinite" article we ha.ve really something very definite 
in our mind, and " indefinite" in the grammatical sense practically 

8 
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mearuJ nvthing but ., what shall not (not yet) be named," as in tht.) 
beginning of a. story: "In a certain town there once liv~d a tailor 
who had a young daughter "--when we go on we use the definite 
form about the same man and say: "The tailor was known in 
that town under the name of, etc." (On the" generic" use of the 
indefinite article see p. 152 and Ch. XV.) 

.As the indefinite article is d. weakened numeral, it is not used 
Wlth " uncounliables " (mass-words, Ch. XIV). And as one-and con
ilequentlya(n)-has no plural, there is no plural indefinite article, 
unless you COWlt the curious Sp. unos as one. But in a different 
way French has developed what may be called an indefinite article 
to be used with mass-words and plurals in its" partitive article," 
as in d1L vin, de l'or, des amis. This, of course, originated in a pre
positional group, but is now hardly felt as such and at any rata 
can be used after another preposition: avec ay, vin I j'en ai parle a 
ilea amis. It is now just as good an adjunet as any numeral or as 
the synonym queZque(c) or E. tlome. 

Nexus. 
We now proceed to what was above (p. 97) termed ne:x:us. 

The example there given was the dog barks furiously as contrasted 
with the junction a furiously barking dog. The tertiary elemt"nt 
JuriO'u8ly is the same in both combinations, and ma,y therefore 
here be left out of account. The relation between the dog barks 
and a barl.:inq dO(! is evidently the same as that betw('en the rose 
i8 red a.nd a red rose. In the dog barks and the rose i8 red we have 
complete meanings, complete sentences, in which it is usual to 
speak of the dog and the rose as the subject, and of barks and 
is 1'ed as the predicate, while the combination is spoken of as 
predication. But what is the difference between those and the 
other combinations ~ 

Paul thinks that an adjunct is a. weake:t;led predicate (ein degra
diertes pril.dikat, P 14:0 ff.), and in the same way Sheffield says that 
an adjunct "involves a latent copula" (OTh 56). If this means 
that a red rose is equivalent to (or had its origin in) a rotle which is red, 
and that therefore red is always a, kind of predicative, it should 
hOt be overlooked that the relative pronoun is here smuggled into 
the combiuation, but the function of the relative is preciscly that 
of making the whole thing into an adjunct (an attribute, an epithet). 
Barking is not a degraded barks, though a barking dog is a clog w}/,(J 

baru. PeaJ;lO is much more right whel"!- he says that the relll.tive 
pronoun and the copula. are like a. positive and 8, negative addition 
of the same quantity which t~Wl a.nnul one another (which = - is. 
or -- which ::.:: + i8), thus u·kicli. is = 0 
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"Vhlle Paul thinks that, junction (a.ttrlbuti"Vcrhaltnis) hM 

developed from a predicate relation, and the:?l.,fore ultimatelv from 
a sentence, Sweet does not say anything about thE' rehtive pliority 
of the two combinatlOns, wh.en ha says that " Msumptioo" (his 
name for what is here ,:,ailed junction) is implied or latent predica
tion, and on the other hand, that predication is a kiud of strengthened 
or developed assumption (NEG § 44). But this way of looking at 
the question really leads nowhere. 

'Vundt and Sutterlin distinguish the two kmds as open and 
closed combinations (o££('>oe und geschlossene wortverbindungen). 
It would probably be better to say that one is unfinished and makes 
one expect a continuation (a red rose,-well, what about t.'z,at 'l'08e lA) 
and the other is rounded off so as to form a connected whole (the 
rose is red). The former is a lifeless, stiff oombination, the latter 
has life in it. This iE! generally ascribed to the. presence of a finite 
verb (the rose is red; the dog barks), and there is certainly much 
truth in the name given to a verb by Chinese grammarians, "the 
hving word " as opposed to a noun which is lifeless. Still, it is 
not the words t~emselves so much as their combinatio~ that impart 
lile or ar€$'deprived or life and, as we shall see presently, we have 
combinations without any :finite verb which are in every respect 
to be ranged with combinations like tke r08e is red, or the M(I barks. 
These form complete sentences, i.e. complete communications, and 
this, of course, iEl very important, even from the grammarian's 
point of view. But exactly the saxqe relation between a pril+\ary 
and a secondary word that is found in sucb complete sentences is 
also found in a great many other combinations which are not 
so rounded off and oomplete in themselves as to form real sentences. 
We need not look beyond ordinary {iubordinate clauses te see this, 
e.g. in (I see) that the rose is red, or (she is alarmed) when the dQg 
barks. Further, the relation between the last two words in he 
painted the 000'1' red is evidently pa.rall,el to that in the doOf' i~ red and 
different from that in the red door, and the two ideM .. the Doctor .. 
and "arrive" are (lonnec~d in essentially the same way ill the 
four oombinations (1) the Doctor arrived, (2) I saw that the Doctor 
arrived, (3) I saw the Doctor a.r.cive, (4) I saw the Doctor's ~rri'Val. 
What ia (lammon to these, and to some morEl- combinations to be 
oonsidered in the next ohapter, is what I term. a nexus, and I shall 
now try to deterJl:l.iIl,e what constitutes the differenoe between 
a nexus and a junction, a,slrlng the reader to bea.r in mind that on 
tlie one hand the presence of a linite verb is not required in a. nexus, 
and that on the other hand a nexus may, but does not always, form 
8. complete sentenoe. 

In a junction a seeondruy element (an adjunct) is joined to 
a prima.ry word. as 8. label or distinguishing mark: 8. house is 
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charaoterized by being mentioned as the ~ Muse or the Doctor' 8 

lwu8e. AdJunct and primary together form one denomination, a. 
composite name for what oonceivably might just as well have been 
called by a single name. As a ~atter of faot, instead. of new-born 
dog '1"6 often say puppy, instead. of s~lly per80n we may say fool; 
compare also the composite expressil;)nB a female lwr8e, the warm 
season, an unnaturally IJ'mf11,l person, an offe'Mi.ve emell with the 
single-word expressions a mare, the summer, a dwarf, a stench, etc. 
What in one la.nguage is expressed by one word, must often in 
another be rendered by means of a primary with a.n adjunot: 
E. claret, Fr. vin rouge, and on the other hand, Fr. patrie, E. native 
country. A junction is therefore a unit or single idea, expressed 
more or less aCCidentally by means of two elements.1 

A nexus, on th2 oontrary, always contains two ideas whioh 
must necessarily remain separate: the secondary term adds some
thing new to what has already been named. Whereas the junction 
is more stiff or rigid, the nexus is more pliable; it is, as it were, 
animate or articulated Comparisons, of course, are always to 
some extent inadequate, still as these thmgs are very hard to 
express in SI. completely loglcal or scjentmo way, we may be allowed 
to say that the way in whioh the adjunct is joined to its primary 
is like the way in which the nose and the ears are fixed on the head, 
while a.n adnex rests on its primary as the head on the trunk or 
a. door on a wall. A junction is like a picture, So nexus like a. pro
cess or a drama. The distinction between a composite name for 
one idea. and the connexion of one conoept with another ooncept 
is most easily Be'en if we contrast two such sentences as the blue 
dress is the oldest and the oldest dress is blue; the fresh informa.tion 
imparted about the dress is"in the first sentence that it is the oldest, 
and in the seoond that it is blue; cf. also a dancing woman charm8 
and a charming woman dancM. 

We shall now consider more in detail the various grammatical 
combinations characterized. by nexus. Some of these are well 
known to grammanans, but the collocation of them all from this 
point of view, BO far as I know, is new 

1 Similarly a. secondary and a tertiary word may sometimes denote an 
idea which oan also be rendered by a single secondary term: "ery small 
-= nny, e:Dtremely Ing == encrmcus, smells fQully = {Jt~nk8. 



CHAPTER IX 

VARIOUS KINDS OF NEXUS 

Finite Verb. In.6nitival Nexus. Nexus without a Verb. Nexus-Object, 
etc. Nexus Subjunct. Nexus of Deprecation. Summary. Copula. 
Predicati've. 

Finite Verb. 
IN attempting to classify the various kinds of nexus we shall first 
?"ery briefly mention the three kinds which contain a finite verb: 
first the ordinary complete sentences, as in " the dog barks" I " the 
rose is red." Second, the same combinations in subordina.te 
clauses, that is, as parts of a sentenoe, as in "she is afraid when 
the dog bark8 I I see that th&los8 i8 red." Third, the very interesting 
phenomenon seen in "Arthur whom they say is kill'a to~night" 
(Shake.qp., John IV,2 165). The nexus whom is kill'a is the object 
of they 8ay, whence the use of the accusative whom. In the 
Appendix I shall give other examples of this construction as well 
as my reasons for defending the form wkom, which is generally 
considered as a gross error. 

Inftnitival Nexus. 
Next we have a series of constructions containing an infinitive. 
The accusative WIth the infinitive. E:mmples of this well .. 

known construction: I heard her sing I I made her sing I I caused 
her to sing-thus in some oombinations with, and in others with· 
out, to. Similarly in other languages. Sweet, § 124, notioes the 
difference between 1 like quiet boys and 1 like boys to be qUiet, the 
latter sentenoe implying not even the slightest liking for boys, as 
the former does, but he does not see the real reason for this differ
ence, as according to him " the only word that I like governs gram .. 
matically is boys, to be quiet being only a grammatical adjunot to 
boys." It would be more correct to say that it is not boys that is 
the object, but the whole nexus consisting of the primary bOy8 and 
the infinitive, exactly as it is the whole clause a.nd not only the 
subject of it that wonld be the object, if we were to translate it 
into "I like that boys are quiet." (This construction is rare with 
this verb, though NED has a quotation from Soott; with other 
verbs which also take the a.ce. with the W., such as SU, believe. it is 
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in COlUmon use.) Sonnenschein § 487, here speaks of "two direct 
objects" and places the sentence on the same footing as " he asked 
me a question," but this is misleading, for without change of sense 
we may say" he asked a question," while" I like to be quiet" is 
t,otJ.lly different from the sentence with bO'/)8 inserted. The rrlation 
between boys and the infinitive is not at all the same as that between 
me ~nd a question, but is exactly the same as between the two pdrts 
of any other nexus, e.g. between the subject and the predicr,te 
of a complete sentence. 

The same construction is frequently found in English in case'> 
where the nexus is the object not of ~ verb, but of a preposition, or 
perhaps rather of a phrase consisting of a verb and a preposition, 
which is often synonymous with a single verb (look on = consider, 
prevail on 0= induce, etc.). Examples: I looked upon myself to be 
fully se;ttled (Swift) I she can hardly prevail upon him to erit I you 
may count on him to come. 

While "I long for, you to come " can be analyzed in the same 
way, this is not true of some other combinations with for and an 
infinitive that have developed in modern English., The original 
division of a sentence like" It is good for a man not to tpuch a. 
WOIlla.Il /. was "It is good for a man I not to touch a woman," but 
it came to be apprehended as "It is good I for a man not to touch 
a woman/, where for a man was taken to belong more closely to 
the infinitive. This led to the possibility of placing for and the 
word it governs first, as in: for a man to tell how human life began 
is hard (Milton) I for you to call would be the best thing, and to the 
further use after than: Nothing was more frequent than for a bailiff 
to seize Ja'Ck (Swift) I nothing could be better than for you to caU : 
for and its object are now nothing but the primary (subject) of the 
nexus, whose secondary part is the infinitive; combinations like 
"it might seem disrespectful to his memory for me to be on good 
term.s 'with [his enemy] " (Miss Austen) show how far the construc~ 
tion has wandere4 from its original use, as to his memory here serves 
the same purpose as the for-phrase did at first. (See my paper on 
this shifting in .. Festschrift W. Vietor." Die neuer,en Sprachen, 
1910.) 

. There is a close parallel to this English development in Slavic, 
where a dative with an inf1nitive is frequent in places where Greek 
and Latin would have an acC'. with in£., see !fiklosich, Synt, 619, 
Vohdrak, SG 2.366 and especially 0. W. Smith in OpusQwa philol. 
ad I. iN. Madvigiul!l, 1876, 21 ff. From such sentences as OSL 
dobro jest. namtl 8ide byti 'it is good for us to be here,' wh'?rlil the 
dative originally belonged to 'is good • it was extended to cases 
like ne dobro je8ti mnogom,u bogom.tl byti 'it is not good for many 
gods to be, i.e. that there are many gods'; the construction is used 
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even with verbs which cannot naturally take a dative. In the early 
Gothonic languages there was a similar construction, and Grimm 
and others speak of a dative-with-infinjtive construction in Gothio 
jah wairp pairhgaggan imma pairli. atiak (Mark 2. 23 'and it hap
pened for him to go through the field ') and similar instances in the 
related languages; they can, however, scarcely be considered as 
more than the first abortive beginnings of the development that 
proved so fruitful in SIavic (see the able discussion in Morgan 
Call away, Thelnfin. in Anglo-Saxon, Washington, 1913, p. 127 and 
248 ff., where earlier writers on the subject are quoted). 

We have seen the primary, or what is virtually the subject of 
an infinitive, put in the accusative, and in the dative, and with 
the preposition for; but in some languages it may also be put in 
the nominative. In ME the common case of substa.ntives, which 
represents the earlier nominative and accusative alike, was used in 
oombinations like: La! swich it is a millere to be faIs (Chaucer) I 
And verelye one man to lyue in pleasure, whyles all other wepe . . . 
that is the parte of a iayler (More). In pronouns we find the 
nominative: Thaw to lye by our model' is to muche shame for vs to 
Buffre (Malory). In Spanish we have a nominative: Es ca.usa 
bastante Para tener hambre yo ~ C Is that reason enough for me to 
be hungry 1 ' I Que importars., si ests. muerto Mi honor, e] gueilar yo 
vivo! • What matters it that I remain alive, if my honour is dead 1 • 
(both from Calderon, .Ale. de Zal. 1. 308 and 2. 840). In the same 
way in Italian, and in Portuguese also with eu 'L' 1 An Italian 
combination like" prima di narrarci il poeta la favola," in which 
the infinitive ha.s both a. subject and two objects, reminds one 
strongly of a subordinate clause (" before the poet tells us the·' 
story "), from which it differs only in not having a. finite verb. 
Similarly in .Arabic, according to Steinthal, Charakteristilc, 267, I 
transcribe his translation of one example: 'ea ist gemeldet-mir die 
todtung (nominat.) Mahmud (nominat.) seinen-bruder, d. h. dass 
lIfahmud seinen bruder getodtet hat: 

The following instances show another wa.y in which a nominative 
may be the notional subject of an infinitive. If the object of he 
believes in "he believes me to be guilty" is the whole nexus con
sisting of the four last words, it is necessary to say that in the 
passive construction" I am believed to be guilty" the subject is 
not" I" alone, but the nexus 1 to be guilty, although these words 

1 In the second person singular and in the plural Portuguese has developed 
another way of indicating what is the notional subject of an infinitive, in 
its .. Inflected infinitive": ter-ea 'for thee to have,' pI. ter·molt, teT·de8, ter
em (Diez, Ghamm. 2. 187, 3. 220; according to some, this is not histonca1J.y 
to be explained by the infinitive adopting anaJogically the personal endings 
of the finite verb, but directly from finite fo1'lDll, but this does not aJter the 
cllaracter of the fo1'lDll from the point of view of actual Ullage). 
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do not stand together, and though the person of the verb is deter
mined by the first word alone. What is believed is my guilt. In 
the same way he is said (expected, supposed) to come atji/)e (his arrival 
at five is e~cted) 11 am made (caused) to work hard (what is 
caused is not" I." but my wQrking) and correspondingly in other 
Ianguagl'S.l 

The same consideration holUs good in active constructions, e:g. 
he seems to work hard I er scheint hart zu arbeiten I il semble (parait) 
travailler durem.ent (where Dan. has the passive form just as in. the 
a.bove-mentioned sentences: han synes at arbejde hdrdt): the real 
subject is the whole underlined nexus.· This analysis must con
sistently be extended to instances like E. he is sure (likely) to come I 
she happened to look up, etc., though these latter constructions are 
historically developed from older ones in which what is now in the 
nominative was put in the dative case. 

While all the infinitive-combinations hitherto mentioned are 
primary members of thc main sentence, we ha.ve now to deal with 
the rare cases in which similar combinations -are subjuncts, e.g. 
the ca.ul was put up in a. raffie to fifty members at half-a-crown n 
head, tke winner to spend five shillings (Dickens) I we divided it: 
he to spealc tQ the Spaniards and I to the English (Defoe). The 
infinitive here has the same signification of what is destined or 
enjoined. as in he iB to spend, and the whole nexus may be said to 
be used im~tead of the clum"!y the winner being to spend, whioh 
would belong in So folIowillg paragraph. 

A further kind of nexus is found, as a.lready noted (p. 115), 
in combinstions like" I heard of the Doctor'8 arrival." But these 
verbal substantives will require a separate chapter (Ch. X). The 
only thing to be rnelltioned here is tha.t the similarity between such 
combinations a.nd sentences like " the Doctor a.rrivetl " is reoognized 
in the traditional t~..rm .. subjective genitive" as contrasted with 
the "possessive genitive" in "the Doctor's honae. the Doctor's 
father/' 

Hems without a Verb. 
A final series of nexuses consists of those which contain n~ither 

a finite verb nor a.n infinitive nor a. verbal substantive. 
Here we first $.1counter the BO-Called. nominal sentences, con· 

1 Sonnensohein, § 301, ,a.ys tha.t in "Efl is believed. by me to- be guilty" 
the indDitive to ba is a retained objeot, like the aoousative in " He was awarded 
the pnze" (passive form of .. They awarded him the prize "). Surely the 
paralIeI is far from striking. 

S It is not olea.r whether Sonnenschein, loco cit., would also use the term 
.. retained objeot" for the infinitive in .. Re seems to be guilty." 
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taining a subject and a predicative. which may be either a sub. 
stantive or an adjective. These sentences are extremely freql1ent 
both in such lallgua.ges as ha.ve not developed a. "copula," i.e. a. 
verb meaning' to be,' and in those languages which have a copula, 
but do not use it a.s extensively as e.g. English. Among the latter 
a.re some of the oldest languages of our family--for instance, old 
Greek; see especially Meillt-t, La plwase nonllinaZe en ind.o-europeen, 
MSL 14, 1906, p. 1 1'£. In Russian this is the ordinary construction 
where we use the present tense of be : ' 1 am ill ' is ja bolen, ' he is a. 
soldier' on soldat; a difference is made in the form of an adjective 
according as it is used as a. predicative or as a.n adjunct, e.g. clam 
no", 'the house is new,' dam n.o"'yj 'a new house, the new house.' 
The verb ' be,' however, ha.s to be expressed in other tenses, a.s well 
as in st-nrences meaning • there is, or are.' 

rt is generally sa.id that such "nominal" sentences are no 
iongt-r found in our West-European languages, but a.s a matter 
of fact there is one particular fQI'm in which they are extremely 
common. Under the influence of strtlng feeling there seems to 
be everywhere a tendency to place the predicative first, to which 
the subject is added as a kind of afterthought, but without the 
verb is. In this wa.y we get sentences which are analogous in every 
respect to the Greek as" Ouk agathon polukoiranie" (Not a good 
thing, government by the many), for instance: Nioe goings on, 
those in the Balka.ns I I Quite serious all this, though it reads like 
a joke (Ruskin) I Amazing the things tha,t Russians will gather 
together and keep (H. Wa.lpole) I what a beastly and pitiful wretch 
that Wordsworth (Shelley; suoh that-phra.ses are frequent.l) I Fr. 
Charmante, la, petite Pauline! I Dan. Et skrmkkeligt bleSt, den 
Ohristensen I I Godt det sa.mme I 

This construction is frequent with expressions for" happy": 
Gr. Tl'ismakares Danaoi kai tetrakis, hoi tot' olonto Troiei en eureiEii 
, thrice and four times happy the Danaa.ns who periahed then in 
broad Troy (Odyss. 5. 306) I felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere 
causae (Virg.)! Beati possidentes I Happy the man, whose wish 
and care .A few paternal acres bound (pope) I Thrice blest whose 
lives are faithful pra.yers (Tennyson) I Da.n. Lykkelig den, hVls lykke 
folk foragter! (Rsrdam); cf. also Gothio Hails piuda.ns iudaie 
(Joh. 19. 3) ION. Heill J:>ii nii Va,:fJ:>ruJ;>ner I All bile Maebeth' SI 

Another frequent form is: Now I a.m in Arden, the m.ore foo1, 
I I (Sh.). 

1 Is ttlitnus the way in which he behcwed to be classed here, toi:tmB. being 
taken BB f1 substantive? One might perhaps take witnll88 as a verb in the 
subjunctive. 

S HcdZ in this construetion was originally an adjective, but wu later 
taken BB a substantive, whence the addition of eo: .. hail to thee, thane of 
OGwdorl" 
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Very often the subject that foHows the predicative is an inflttitive 
or 8> whdJe clause: Gr. Argaleon, basileia, dienekeos agoreusai 
'difficult, your Majesty, to speak at length' (Od. 7. 241) I Needless 
to say, his case is irrefutable I Fr. mutile d'insister davantage I 
V\.'hat 8> pity that he should die so young I Wie schade dass er so 
fruh sterben soUte I Qual dommage qu'il soit mort si t&t I Skade at 
han dl3de sa. ung I Small wonder that we all loved him exceedingly I 
How true, that there is nothing dead in this Universe (Car1y1e) I 
true, she had not dared to stick to them. 

In a special French form we have que before the subject: 
Singulier homme qu' Aristote ! I Mauvais pretexte que tout cela ! 

I have given all these examples, because grammarians generally 
fail to appreciate these constructions. It is no use saying that we 
have here ellipsis of is ; it would only weaken the idiomatic force of 
such sentences if we were to add the verb, though it would be 
required if the subject were placed first. 

Corresponding verblcss combinations are also found in clauses: 
Russian govorJat cto on bolen ' they say that he is ill ' I However great 
the loo8, he is always happy I the greater his losses, the more will he 
sing I his patrimony was so small that no wondtlT he worked now 
and then for a. living wage (Locke). 

Ne:ms-Object, etc. 
A. nexus-object is often found: "I found the cage empty," which 

is easily distinguished from " I found tke empty cage " where empty 
is an adjunct. It is usual here to say tha.t the cage is the object 
and that empty is used predicatively of, or with, the object, but it 
is more correct to look upon the whole combination the cage empty 
as the object. (Cf." I found tha.t the cage was empty" and 
., I found the cage to be empty.") This is particularly clear in 
sentences like "I found her gone" (thus did not find her I), cf. 
also the contrast between" I found Fanny not at home," where 
the negative belongs to the subordinate nexus. and " I did not find 
Fanny at home," where not nega.tives find. 

. Other exa.mples: they made him President (him Pr€$ident is 
the object of result) I he made (rendered) her unhappy t does that 
prove me wrong ~ I he gets things done I she had something the 
:ma.tter with her spine I what makes you in such a hurry 1 I she only 
wishes the dinner at an end. The predica.te-part of the nexus may 
be any word or group that 08In. be a predicative after the verb to be. 

The most interesting thing here is that a. verb may take a. nexus~ 
object which is quite different from its usual objects. as in]"e arank 
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himself drunk I the gentleman had drunke himselfe out of his fivE 
senses (Sh. i he drank himself is absurd) a.nd that verbs otherwisE 
intransitive may have a nexus-object of result: he slept Mmselj 
sober I A louer's eyjls will gaze an mgle blind (Sh.) I Lily was nearl, 
screaming her8elf into a fit. 

Other languag~ pre-sent simila.r phenomena, e.g. Dan. de dra.k 
Jeppe fuld I de drak Jeppe under bordet ION. peir bi~ja hana 
gra.ta Baldr Or helju ' they ask her to weep B. out of Hades.' Paul 
P. 154 mentions combinations like: die augen rot weinen ! diE 
fiisse wund laufen I er sohwatzt da.s blaue vom himmel herunter I 
denke dich in mame lage hinein; but his remarks do not sho'W 
clearly how he apprehends this "freia verwendung des akkusativs." 
In Finnish we ha.ve here the oha.racteristio case called" translative," 
as in: aiti makasi lapsensa kuolia.aksi 'the mother slept her cl.ild 
(into) dead (overlay it) • I Un joi itsensa siaksi • he drank himselj 
(into) a. swine'; the e:z;amples taken from Eliot FG 128, others in 
SetaJa., Finska 8prdkets sat8Uira § 29. 

The close analogy between the accusative with infinitive and 
this nexus-object makes it easy to understand that we sometimes 
find the same verb taking both constructions in the same sentence: 
a winning frankness of manner which made most people fond of her, 
and pity her (Thackeray) I a crov.d round me only made me proud, 
and try to draw as well as I could (Ruskin) I he felt himself dis· 
honored, and his son to be an evil in the tribe (Wister). 

In the passive turn corresponding to sentences with nexus· 
objects, we must consistently (as in the infinitive-constructions, 
p. 119) look upon the whole nexus as the (notional) subject, thus lu 
.•• President in " he was made President," etc., though. of course, 
the person of the verb is dependent on the primary part of the 
nexus oI].ly: if I am made President. In Danish we have con· 
structions like "han blev drukket under bordet I pakken snskes 
(bedes) bragt til mit kontor, literally, • the parcel is wished (!tsked) 
brought to my office.' Cf. ON. at biiSja, a.t Ba'ldr vam gra.tinn 
Or HeZju • to ask that Baldr should be wept out of Hades.' 

Analogous constructions are sometimes found with active 
verbs, as in Greek: aDous men pantas elanthane da.krua. lcibon 
(Od. 8. 532) • he escaped the attention of the others shedding tears, 
i.e. the fact that he shed • . .' I hOs de epausa.to lalon (Luk. 5. 4 ; 
the E. translation "when he had left off speaking" is only seemingly 
in a.ccordance with the Greek text, for speaking is the verbal sub
stantive as object of left, not a participle in the nom. as lalOn).l 

A nexus may be th object of a preposition. In English this 
is particularly frequent after with as in: I sat at work in the school-

1 This can hardly be diatinguished from instances in which a verb ta.ke6 
a predicative, e." "he '"'"" haPP1/. 
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room with the window open (different from: near the open window) I 
you snf'ak back wtth he1" kisses hot on your lips (Kip!.) ! he fell asleep 
with his candle lit I let him ayE, With e~/'ery ioynt Cl wound (Sh.) I he 
kf'pt standing with his hat on. ThE' character of the {'onstruction 
and the peculiar signification of with (different from tbat in "he 
stood with his brother OD the steps ") is particularly clear when 
the adnex neutralizes the usual meaning of with: w~th both of 1£8 

absent I wailed the little Cba,rti1'>t, u'ith nerve utterly gone I I hope 
I'm not the same now, with all the p1 eitiness and youth removed. 

Without also is found governing a nexus: like a. rose, full-blown, 
but without one petal yet fallen. 

In Danish med often takes a nexus: med hrJ3nderne tomme • with 
the hands empty,' different from med de tomme hrJ3nder ' with the 
empty hands,' which presupposes some action by means ot the 
hands, while the iorme-r (Jom bination implies nothing more than El, 

clause (while, or I1S, bis hands are, or were, empty). Similarly also 
in other languagE's. 

With other propositions we have the well-knol'lIl Latin con
structions post urbem conditam I ante Ohristum Mtum. 'Vhen 
Madvig here says that the idea is not so much of the person or thing 
in a certain condition, as of the action as a l:Jubstantwal conception 
he is thinking of the (Danish, etc.) translation by means of a. sub
stantlve, but this, of course, is of the class descrihcd below as 
nexus-fmbstantive (' after the con8truction of the town, before the 
bi1"th of Christ '), which is different from ordinary subsMnUvul 
conceptions. and calls for a separate elucidation, So that Madvig's 
explanation leaves us just where we were. Nor do we get much 
further with AlIen and Greenough's comment that" a noun and a 
passive participle are often so united that the participle and not 
the noun contains the main idea." Br1.lgmann (IF 5. 145 if.) 
cha.ractE'rizes the explanation by means of an abbreviated clause 
as "sterile linguistic philosophy" 1 and thinks himself that the 
construction took its origin in a shifting of the syntactic structure 
(verschiebung der syntaktischen gllederung) in combinations like 
post hoc factum, which at first meant' after this fact' (hoc adjunct 
to tihe primary factum, if I may use my own terms), but was aftH
warilil apprehended with hoc as primary and factum, as secondary, 

1 Brugmann, of course, is quite right in opposing thls ss an a.ccount oi 
the origin of the construction, the only questIOn that interests him and hu 
school. But the historic (or dynamic) way of looking a.t llIlgutshc pheno· 
mena IS not the only one, and, lJesIdes askIng what somethmg has COnl€ 
from, it is also important to know what it has come to be. In the samE 
way the etymology of a word is only one part, and not alwav'l the mosi 
important part of the infonnation we look for in a. dICtionary "As a mattCl 
of fact the construction in question moans the same thlTlti as a subordinatE 
cl<l.use and tha.t justIfies us in treati1ll1l i Ltn this cbapter. 
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this being subsequently extended to other cases. The whole 
explanation seems rather far-fetched. None of these grammarians 
thinks of classing the phenomenon with the rest of the constructions 
which I mentlOn in this chapter (absolute ablative, etc.), though 
it is only through a collective treatment that they can be fully 
understood as illustrating one another. 

In Italian the same construction is pretty frequent after dopa: 
dopo vuotato H suo blCchiere, FHeno disse ! CeroJ.va di riiegger 
posatamente, dopa fatta. b. oorrezione (861'8.0) I Dopo letta questa 
risposta, gli esrerti francesi hanno diohiarato che ... (Newspaper), 

Milton's" after Eve seduc'd" and Dryden's "the royal feast 
for Persia won" are no doubt due to conscious imitation of Latin 
syntax, but that does not acoount for similar constructions found 
here and there in less learned writers: before one dewty done 
(Heywood) I they had heard of a world ransom'd, or one destroyed 
(Sh., may be adjunot) I after light and mercy received (Bunyan) I 
he wished her joy 'On a. rival gone (Anthony Hope)-to piok out only 
a. few of the examples I have oollected. 

Similar nexuses may be folUlu al~o in other positions, where 
they are not the object either of a verb or of a preposition, thus in 
Lat.: dubitabat nemO quill vioIati hospites, legati necati, paoati 
atque sooii nefario bello laoessiti, fana vexata. hano tantam effioerent 
vastitatem (Oicero, translated by Brugmann 'dass die mishandlun'g 
der gastfreunde, die ermorderung der gesandten, die ruchlosen 
angriffe auf friedliche und verbfuldete voIker, die schandung der 
heiligtfuner '). 

A similar example is found in Shakespeare: Prouided that my 
banishment repeal'd, And lands restor'd againe be freely graunted 
(R2 In. 3. 40 = the repealing of my b. and restoration of my 1.). 
But in cases like the following it may be doubtful whether we have 
a partioiple or a verbal substantive: the 'Squire's portrait being 
found united with ours, was a honour roo great to esoape envy 
(Goldsmith) I And is a wench having a. bastard all your news ~ 
(Fielding). ' 

French examples have been colleoted by SandIeld Jensen 
(Biscemingerne i modeme fransk, 1909, p. 120) and E. Lerch (Pra
dikative partizipia fur verbalsubstantiva im franzo8., 1912), e.g. le 
verrou pousse l'avait surprise 'the fact that the door was bolted' I 
c'etait sou reve accompli • das war die erfUllung wes traumas: 
The adnex need not be a participle, as is seen by some relative 
clauses analyzed by Sandfeld Jensen: Deux jurys qui condamnent 
un hom-me, 9a v(rus impressionne, in which ~ (singular) clearly 
shows the character of the combination. Cf. now Brunot PL 208. 

I a.m inclined to include here some combinations with" quanti
fiers," which a:re not to be taken in the usual way, e.g. the proverb 
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loo many cooks 8poiZ the broth = the circumstance that the cooks are 
too numerous spoils. Thus also : trop de cuisiniers gAtent la sauce I 
viele Mehe verderben den brei I mange kokke fordatrver maden I 
many hands make quick work I mange hunde er harens d0d I no 
news is good news I you must put up with no hot dinner. 'l'his is 
evidently quite different from the adjuncts in "too many people 
are poor" or "no news arrived on that day." 

Nexus Subjunct. 
We next come to nexus subjuncts. None of the usual names 

(duo ablativi, ablativi consequentUe, ablativi absoluti, absolute 
partic.ples) get at the essence of the phenomenon: "absolute" 
must mean • standing out of the syntactic connexiou,' but do these 
words stand more outside than other subjuncts' Participle should 
not be mentioned in the name, for no participle is required, e.g. 
dinner over I Scipiane olutore. etc. Brugmann (KG. § 815) makes 
an attempt at explaining the various cases employed (gen. in Gr., 
and Sanskrit, abl. in Lat., dat. in Gothic, O.R.G., OE., ON., etc.) ; 
he thinks that the participle to begin with was an ordinary adjunct, 
which later through a. .. verschiebung del' syntaktischen gliederung .. 
was felt together with some other word to be .. eine art von (tem
poralem oder dgl.) nebensatz." In my view what is characteristic 
of the construction is contained in two things: (1) that there &re two 
members standing to another in the peculiar relation here termed 
nexus, thus parallel to the relation between subject and verb in 
"the dog barks," and (2) that this combination plays the part 
of a subjunct in the sentence. I am not here concerned with the 
question how the Latin ablative is to be explained, whether as 
originally local or temporal or instrumental; in the Ia.ngua.ge as 
we know it the temporal Tarquinio rege only differs from hoc 
tempore in this, that rege stands in another relation to its primary 
Tarquinio than. hoc (adjunct) to its primary tempore. The same 
difference is seen in me invito as against hoc modo, both combina
tions denoting manner.l 

1 The subject-part (primary) of a Latin nexus-subjunl)t may be an 
aoousative·with.infinitive or a I)lause, in whil)h 1)886 it cannot be put in. the 
ablative. thus in the following examples, which I take from Madvig. itali
cizing the prixnarr.: Alexander, audito Dareum 17/.01M815 ob EcbataniB. fugien
tem msequi perglt I consul ••• edicto ut quicvnque ad 1)aUum I/5nderet pro 
IIoste, habereilur. fugientibus obstitit I additur dolus, miesis gut magnam wm 
lignorum ardentem in.ftU/n'l,t/ll conr;icermt. As in other oases mentioned above. 
I cannot approve of the analysis according to which the aubject of miBBiB 
in the laat sentence is an im~ary pronoun in the ablative case .. under
lItood" before qui. In the first sentence the subject-part of the nexus 
subjuncf; is in itself a nexus with Dareum as its subject-part. Madvig here 
and in the second sentence unneoesarily takes the participle as an .. impersonal 
expression" taking an objec-. 
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In the Romamc languages, the nexus-lS.ubjunct is still so common 
that a few examples will suffioe: It. morto mio padre, dovei andare 
a. Roma. I sonate le oinqua. non e piu permesso a nessuno d'entrare I 
Fr. Cas dispositions faites. II s'eet retire I Dieu ai.dant, nous y 
parviendrons.t \Sp. oonclufdos 108 estudios . . . pues no hube 
cIa-se . . . Examinadas imparcialmente Jas cualidades de aquel 
nifio, era imposible desconocer au IDerito (Gald6s, D. Perf. 83). 

In English the conwtruction is frequent, though apart from 
certain restricted applications it is more literary than popular: 
we shall go, weather permitting I everytMng considered, we may feel 
quite easy I this done, he shut the window I she sat, her hands 
crossed on her lap, her eyes absently bent upon them:il I he stood, pipe 
in mouth 2 I dinner over, we left the hotel. Thus very often with 
one of the other words or groups that can be predicatives besides 
adjectives and participles. 

There is in certai.u cases a tendency to introduce the nexus
subjunct by some word like once: Once the murderer found, the 
rest was easy enough I Fr. Une fois l'action terminee, nous ren
trames chez nous (sit6t achevee cette tache). 

In German nexus-subjuncts are pretty common now, though 
comparatively young in the language; I select a few of Paul's 
examples (Gr. 3. 278); Louise koromt zurUck, einen mantel umge
worfen I alle hiinde voU, wollen Sie noch immer roehr greifen I 
einen kritischen freund an der seite kommt man schneller vom fleck. 
Paul is not explicit as to how this " art des freien akkusativs " is 
to be apprehended, but his remark (after examples with a. passive 
participle) "In allen mesen fallen konnte man statt des passiven 
ein aktives attributives partizipinm einsetzen" and his mention 
(on p. 284) of the accusative as an acc. of object leave us in the 
lurch with regard to those combinations that contain no participles. 
Curme (GG 266, 553) also ~kes the participle in an active sense 
and thinks that habtmd is understood: Dies vorausgesckiclct [habend], 
fahre ick in meiner erzlj,hlung fort I Solcke hindernis alle ungeachtet 
[kBbend], rwhtet gott diesen ZU{} ClUB. I am very soeptical with regard 
to this explanation of the origin of the construction through sub
audition; anyhow, it does not explain how (in Curme's own words) 
"the construction has become productive, so that we now find as 
predicate of the clause [what I call the nexus] not only a perfect 
participle of a transitive verb, but also the perfect partioiple of an 
intransitive verb, an adjeotive, adverb, or a. prepositional phrase." 

1 In the proverb .. Marte le. ~te, mort le venin" we have first a nexus 
subjunct, then an independent nexUIO of the kind described, p. 121. 

Z In these Qombinations, it would be possible to add the preposition 
with, and the close similaniy with the oonstruction mentaoned above, 
pp. 123-4, thus is obvious. 
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As nexus-subjuncts we may also consider the genitives in 
unverrichteter dinge kam er zurilck I wankenden schrittes. 
erscheint der alte mann (Raabe, quoted by Ourme). 

The "absolute dative" in the old Gothonic languages is often 
explained as an imitation of the Latin construction. In Dan. 
the construction plays only a subordinate r81e, apart from a few 
fixed combinations like ., Alt vel overvejet, rejser jeg imorgen i alt 
iberegnet I dine ord i cere, tror jeg dog ... " as in G. dein wad in 
ehren, literally 'your words in honour,' i.e. with due deference 
to your words. 

To begin with, the subject-part bf this nexus-subjunct was 
everywhere put in some oblique case, though, as we have seen, 
this case was different in different languages. But inuependently 
of one another, various languages began to use the nominative 
case as more conforms bIe to the role as subject. This is the rule 
now in Modem Greek (Thumb, Handb. 2 00. 161), and goes far 
back, as Sandfeld tells me, e.g. in the apocryphal Evang. Thomre 
10. 1 Met' oligas hemeras skhizon tis xum ... epesen he axine. To 
the same friend I am indebted for an early medireval Latin example; 
Peregrinatio Silvire 16. 7 benedicens 1V'8 episcopus pro£ecti sumus. 
In Romanic languages the case is not shown in substantives, but 
with pronouns we have the nominative, e.g. It. essendo Wli Oristiano, 
w Saraoina (Ariosto), Sp. Rosario no se opondl'a, queriendolo yo 
{Gald6s, D. Pen. 121}. In English the nominative has prevailed 
in the standard language: For, he being dead, with him is beautie 
Blaine (Bh. Ven. 1019). In G. the nominative is fou.nd now and 
'IIhen, see Paul Gr. 3. 281 and 283, who gives the following 
example from Grillparzer: der wurJ geworJen, fiiegt del' stein, 
and Ourme GG 554, whb has examples from Schiller, Auerbach, 
Hauptmann, etc. 

In this notwith8tanding (notwithstanding this) and rwtwiths andmg 
all our efforts we have properly a nexus-subjunct with this and all 
our efforts as primaries and the negative participle as adnex, but 
the construction is now practically to be considered as containing 
a. preposition and its object; thus also G. ungeacJt,tet unserer bemil
hungen, Dan. uagtet vore an8trengelser. In the same way Fr. pendant 
CB temps, E. during that time (orig. 'while that time dures or lasts '). 
German here goes still further in metanalysis: the old genitive 
nexus-subjun.ct wtthrendes krieges, pl. wiihrender kriege, is dissolved 
into wiihrend des krieges, wiihrend der kriege: in this way wiihrend 
has become a preposition governing the genitive. 

In Spanish nexus-subjuncts we witness a Flhifting ;which can be 
explained from the natural relation between subject and object; 
I take facts and examples from Hanssen § 39. 3, but the inter· 
pretation is my own: 
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(1) subject-part + participle: esta8 C08Q,8 puestalJ. as in French 
and other languages. 

(2) the same with inverse word-order: visto que ?fo quieres 
eacerlo I oidos loa reas 'the defendants (being) heard' (thus also in 
the examples qU()ted above, p. 127). The primary here follows after 
the partioiple as the object does in a finite sentence. It is therefore 
apprehended as an object, and as objects denoting living beings aru 
in Spanish provided with the preposition a, this feculiarity is 
extended to the noun in these combinations, the result being: 

(3) o£do a los reos. It is noteworthy here that the participle is 
no longer in the plural: the construction is thus parallel to that in 
an active sentence like he oido a loB reoa ' I have heard the defen
dants,' and may to a certain extent be looked upon as a preterit of 
the active participle oyendo a loa reos; in other words, the participle 
is used in an active sense and with no subject expressed. Popular 
instinct in Spanish has thus finally led to a form which shows the 
same conception as that which according to Curme (and possibly 
Paul, above, p. 127) was the starting-point for the Gern1an con
struction. 

A nexus is very often expressed by me&ns of a genitive and an 
" abstraot substantive" as in 1 doubt the Doctor's cleverness, whioh 
means the same thing as ' I doubt that the Doctor is clever.' The 
parallelism with verbal substantives, as in the Doctor' 8 arrival, 
is obvious, but nevertheless traditional grammatical terminology 
restricts the use of the name' subjective genitive' to the latter 
combination, though it might just as well be applied to cases like 
the Doctor' 8 cleverness.1 On both kinds of substantives see the 
next chapter! 

Nexus of Depreeation. 
In all the various kinds of nexus thus far oonsidered the con

nexion between the two members is to be taken in a direot or posi
tive sense. But we now come to what might be termed the nexus 
of deprecation in which the cOIDlexion is as it were brushed aside 
at once as impossible; the meaning is thus negative, and this 
is expressed in speech by the intonation, which is the same as in 
questions, often in an exaggerated form and not infrequently given to 

1 If the Doctor'8 is oa.lled 8 possessive genitive, it is becaus .. we say tha.t 
the Doctor POSSeBSeB, or has (the quality of) clever.ness. bUli this evidently 
is merely a figure of speech. 

9 
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the two members separately: we shall see in a later chapter tha.t 
question and negation are often closely akin. 

There are two forms of deprecating nexus: first with an infini
tive, e.g. What t I loue 1 I sue I I seeke a wife 1 (Sh.) I "Did you 
dance with her 1" "Me dance! " says lYIr. Bames (Thackeray) I 
I say anything disrespeotful of Dr. Kenn 1 Heaven forbid l. (G. 
Eliot).l In the last example, the words" Heaven forbid" show 
how the idea of the nexus is rejected; the following example from 
Browning shows how the construction, if continued so as to form 
Si whole sentence of the regular pattern, conforms to the type 
mentioned above, p. 121: She to be his, were hardly less absurd 
Than that he took her name into his mouth. It is not, however, 
common to complete the sentence in this way, the emotion having 
found sufficient vent L'l the subject and the infinitive in the particular 
tone of voioe to which I have referred. 

Other languages use the same trick, e.g. Er I so was sagen! I 
Hall. gifte sig! I Toi faire QS. I I ID far questo I I Mene incepto 
desistere victam 1-in Latin with the accusative with infinitive 
that would be required if a proper predicate were added.2 

Second. a subject and a predicative may be placed together 
with the same interrogative tone and the same effect of brushing 
aside the idea of their combination as real or possible: Why, 
his grandfather was a. tradesman! he a gentleman I (Defoe) I The 
denunciation rang in his bead day and rught. He arrogant, 'Un
charitable, cruel! (Locke).-It is, of course, possible to add a negative 
in the form of an answer so as to make the meaning perfeotly 
olear: He arrogant ~ No, never! or, Not he ! 

In the same way in other languages: Hun, utaknemlig ! I Er! 
in Paris! I Lui avare 1 etc. In G. also with und: er sagte, er 
wolle landvogt werden. Der und landvogt! Aus dem ist rue was 
geworden (Frenssen). 

These sentences with nexus of deprecation may be added to 
those mentioned above, in which we had complete (independent) 
sentences without a verb in one of the finite forms. From 
another point of view they may be given as instances of aposiopesis : 
under the influence of a strong emotion the speaker does not 
trouble to finish his sentence, and not infrequently it would 
be difficult to go on so as to produce a. regularly constructed 
sentence. 

1 Further examples, Negation, p. 23 f. 
I 'l'here is eo related idiom. generally introduced by and, in 'Yhich the 

connexion of the two ideas is not so emphatioally rejected as here, but simply 
IiUrpriStl is expressed, e.g. What 7 A beggar I a slave I and he to deprave 
and abuse the virtue of toh&.'Co ! (Ben Jonson) lOne of the looies oould not 
refrain from expressing het astonishment--" A philosopher, and give a 
picnic!" (Spencor), Cf. CbE, p. 70 If. 
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SummaJ:J'. 
We may end this chapter by giving a. tabulated survey of the 

principal instances of nexus, using characteristic examples instead 
of descriptive class-names. In the first column I place insta.nces 
in which a verb (finite or infinitive) or a. verbal substa.ntive is found, 
in the second instances without such a. form. 

1. tlM dog barks Happy the man, who8e • • • 
2. when the dog bar," However great the lo8' 
3. Atthur, whom they say i8 

kill'd 
4. I hear the doU bark he makes her happy 
5. count on him to come with the window open 
6. for you to call tIioZati kOBpite8 
7. he is believed to be gl,illAJ 8he was made happy 
8. the winner to spe:nd everytlting considered 
9. the doctor's arrival the doctor'8 cleveme8, 

10. 1 dance I He a gentleman I 
In 1 and 10 the nexus forms a. complete sentence, in all tile 

other instances it forms only part of a sentence, either the subjeot, 
the object or a subjunct. 

APPENDIX TO CHA.PTER IX. 

CoPula. Predicative. 
This may be the proper place to insert a few remarks on what is often 

termed the copula, i.e. the verb H as the sign of a completed combination 
(nexus) of two ideas which stand in the relation of subject and predicate. 
Logicians are fond of analyzing all sentences into the three elements, subject, 
copula, and predicate; the man walk8 is taken to contain the subject the man, 
the copula ;'8, and the predicate walking. A linguist must find thia analyail 
unsatisfactory, not only from the point of view of English grammar, where 
H walking means something different from walk." but also from 110 general 
point. of view. The analysis presents some diffioulties when the present; 
tense is not used: the man walked cannot be dissolved into anything oon· 
taining the form is, but only into the man was waZking-but then logicians 
move always in the present of eternal truthsl The oopula is so far from 
being the typical verb, that many languages have never developed any 
copula at all, and othors dispense with it in many cases, 88 we have seen 
above. The verb be has become what it is through a long proceas of wearing 
down a more ooncrete signilication (' grow'); it took a predicative in 
exactly the same way as manr other verbs with 110 fuller signification still 
do: he grows old I goes mad the dream will come t.rue I my blood. 1'UJ1I 
cold I he fell silent he looks healthy I it looms large I it seems important I 
she blushed red I it tastes delicious I this sounds correct, etc. It may be 
remarked also that a predioative is found not only after verbs, but also aftef 
some ~icles, in English especially for, to, into, (18: I take it for granted I 
you will be hanged for a pirate (Defoe) I he set himself down for an ass t he 
took her to wife (obsolete) I she grew into a tall, handaome girl I I look upon 
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him se a fool, etc. This is particularly interesting in the combinations 
mentioned "bove (p. 124): with his brother as protector I the Co:m.mi.tt\'e. 
with the Bishop and the Mayor for its presidents, had already held S!lJ1l!'l'al 
meetings. Similarly in other languages: Goth. ei tawidedeina ina du piu. 
clans. 'that the:- might make him (to) king' I G. das wasser wurde zu wein I 
Dan. bave til nar, holde een for nar. Nots the nominative in G. 'VB.!! fUr 
ein mensch. so also in Dutch wat '!Joor een and Russian after cto za (cf. Shake. 
speare's Whlitt is he fur a foole 1). It is intsresting that in this way the 
preposition for may govern an adjective (participle), which is not otherwise 
possible: I gave myself over for lost; cp. Lat. sublatus pro comao I l!J.uUm 
pro damnato mortuoque asset I pD:l certo hs.bere aliquid; It. Giovanni non 
si. diede por vinto; Fr. Ainsi vom n'et~s pas IISSaSSlne, car pur vole noua 
savolU que voW! l'etes.-The parallel with a predicative after a verb is also 
seen in the E. 1.'u1es for the use of the indefL'lits article, which are the seme 
in both cases ~ in his capabity 8dl a Bishop I in his capacity as B1Shop of 
Durham. 



CHAPTER X 

NEXUS-SUBSTANTIVES. FINAL WORDS 
ON NEXUS 

.. Abstraots." Infinitives and Gerunds. Final Words on Nexus. 

" Abstracts." 
THOSE who define substantives as names of substances or things 
encounter difficulties with such words as beauty, wisdom, whiteness, 
which evidently are substantives and in all languages are treated 
as such, yet cannot be said to be names of substances or things. 
On the strength of this consideration it is habitual to distinguish 
two classes of substantives, concrete and abstract. The former are 
also called reality nouns (dingnamen, substanzbezeichnende sub
stantiva), they comprise names of persons and of "objects," to 
which are also reckoned such more or less " intangible" phenomena 
as sound, eoho, poem, lightning, month, etc. "Abstracts" are also 
called thought-names (begriffsnamen, verdinglichungen). The dis
tinction of the two classes seems easy enough, for we hardly ever 
hesitate to which class we are to assign any given noun; yet it 
is by no means easy to find a satisfactory definition of " abstract 
substantives ... 

Let us first look at the question as treated by a distinguished 
logician. 

J. N. Keynes (FL, p. 16) expands the definition that a concrete 
name is the name of a thing. whilst an abstract name is the name 
of an attribute, by saying that "a concrete name is the name of 
anything which is regarded as possessing attributes, i.e. a,s a s~tbject 
DJ attributes; while an abstract name is the name of anything which 
is regarded as an attribute of something else, Le. as an attribute of 
subjects." But on p. 18 he mentions that attributes may themselves 
be the subjects of attributes, as in the sentence" unpunctuality is 
irritating," and says that "Unpunctuality, therefore, although 
primarily an abstract name, can also be used in such a wa,y that it 
is, according to our definition, concrete." But when" names which 
are primarily formed as abstracts and continue to be used as such 
are apt also to be used as concretes, that is to say, they are names 
of sttributes which can themselves be regarded as possessing 

133 
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attributes," Keynes has to admit that" this result is paradoxical" 
He lSees two ways of avoiding this difficulty, but rejects the first 
as logically of no value. This consists in defining an abstract name 
as the name of anything which can be regarded as an attribute of 
something else, and a concrete name as the name of that whi0h 
cannot be regarded as an attribute of something else He therefore 
prefers the second way out, that is, he gives up for logical pUl'poses 
the distinction between concrete and abstract names, and substi
tutes for it a distinction between the concrete and the abstract 
use of names, adding that" as logicians we have very little to do 
with the abstract use of names," for" when a name appears either 
as the subject or as the predicate of a non-verbal proposition 1 

its use is always concrete." 
This is really tantamount to brushing away the whole distinction, 

and yet there is no denying that such a word as hardness is on a 
different plane altogether from stone, etc. I think Dr. Keynes's 
result has been arrived at on account of the unhappy term 
" abstract" and especially of its contrast "concrete," because 
these words in ordinary language are often applied to differences 
which have no connexion with the distinction occupying us here. 
This is seen with particular clearness in V. Dahlerup's article 
"Abstrakter og konkreter" (Dania 10. 65 if.), in which he says 
that the distinction betwcen abstract and concrete is a relative 
one and applies not only to substantives, but to all other word
classes as well. Hard is concrete in "a hard stone," but abstract 
in "hard work," towards in concrete in "he moved towards the 
town," but abstract in" his behaviour towards her," t~lrn is concrete 
in "he turned round," but abstract in "he turned pale," etc. 
This usage, according to which " concrete" stands chiefly for what 
is found in the exterior world as something palpable, space-filling, 
perceptible to the senses, and " abstract" refers to something only 
found in the mind, evidently agrees with popular language, but 
it does not assist us in understanding what is peculiar to such 
words as "whiteness" in contradistinction to other substantives. 

W. Hazlitt (New and Improved Grammar, 1810, Preface viii) 
says: "a substantive is neither the name of a thing, nor the name 
of a substance, but the name of a substance or of any other thing 
or idea, considered as it is in itself, or as a distinct individual. 
That is, it is not the name of a thing really subsisting by itself 
(according to the old definition), but of a thing considered as sub
sisting by itself. So if we spE',s,k of white as a circumstance or 
quality of snow, it is an adjective: but if we abstract the idea of 

1 A "verbal proposition" is defined. on p. 49 118 .. one which gives in. 
formation only in regard to the meaning or applioation of the term whioh 
constitutes its 8ubject." 
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white from the substance to which it belongs, and consider this 
oolour as it really is in itself, or as a distinct subject of dIscourse, 
it then becomes a substantive, as in the sentence, W1lite or white
ness is hurtful to the sight." 

Essentially the same idea is found in many recent writers, 
who define substantives like" whiteness" with slight variations 
as "fictitiously substantival words," "names of only imaginary 
substances," "vorsteUungen, welcne als selbstandige gegenstande 
gedacht werden," " gegenstandlich gedachte begriffe," etc., "mere 
names, thought of, and consequently grammatically treated as if 
they were independent things" (Noreen VS 5. 256 £.1). In spite 
of this consensus I must confess that when I speak of a young girl's 
beauty or of an old man's wisdom, I do not think of these qualities 
as " things" or " real objects"; these are to me only other ways 
of expressing the thought that she is beautiful and he is wise. 
When Wtmdt says that humanity (menschlichkeit) denotes a quality 
just as much as human does, he is perfectly right, but not so when 
he adds that the substant,ival form makes it easier to treat this 
quality in our thoughts as an object, (gegenstand). l\fisteli avoids 
this fiction and lays stress exclusively on the grammatical treat
ment, but no one really explains how and why all 18.nguages come 
to have such substantives for adjectival notions. 

Sweet long before Wundt and l\fisteli had expressed similar 
ideas (1876, CP 18, cf. NEG § 80, 99): .. The change of white into 
whiteness is a purely formal device to enable us to place an attribute
word as the subject of a proposition . . . Whiteness is correctly 
described as an " abstract" name, as signifying an attribute without 
reference to the things that possess the attribute. White, however, 
is held to be cormotative .••• The truth is, of course, that white is as 
much an abstract name as whiteness is, the two being absolutely 
identical in meaning." To Sweet, therefore, "the only satis
factory definition of a part of speech must be a purely formal one: 
snow, for instance, is not a noun beoause it stands for a thing, but 
because it can stand as the subject of a proposition, because it 
can form its plural by adding s, because it has a definite prefix [i.e. 
the d€'finite article], etc., and whiteness is a noun for precisely 
the same reasons." 1II 

Sweet is right in saying that wMfe and whiteness are equally 
abstract (in the sense' separated from individual things '), but not 
in maintaining that the two are absolutely identical in meaning. 

1 Finck, KZ 41. 265 sa.ys tha.t we still (!] speak of death, war, time, night, 
etc., as if they were thinge like stones and trees. 

I ''''bat Sweet says in the later work, NEG 61, on Abstract Nouns does 
not contribute to clarity; he counts as such not only words like redne$$, 
reading, but also lightning, shadow, day and many others; north and south 
aTe abstract from one point of view. concrete from another 
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The difference may be slight, but it is nevertheless a. real one, else 
why should all nations have separate words for the two ideas' 
Observe that we use different verbs in the two cases: being white 
= having whiteness; the minister is (becomes) wise, he possesses 
(acqUires) wisdom. In Ido Couturat ingeniously created the 
ending -e.so for these nouns, which is the root of the verb e8-ar ' to 
be' with the substantive ending -0: blind-e8oO' the being blind,' 
i.e. 'blindness,' BWperbe80 'pride,' etc. Here we might perhaps 
say that the idea of 'being' is smuggled into the word, exactly 
as our linguistic habits incline us to smuggle a (neither expressed 
nor necessary) 'is' into such Russian sentences as dom nov 'the 
house (is) new'; but Couturat rightly perceived the cardinal truth 
that in suoh substantives the adjectival element enters as a predica
tive. This then is what is really characteristio of these formations: 
they are predicative-8Wstanhve8.1 

There is evidently great similarity between the substantives 
here considered, which are formed from adjectives, and verbal 
substantives (nouns of action, nomina actionis) like coming, arrival, 
movement, change, exiBtence, repose, 8leep, love. etc. 3 But the examples 
show that the name" noun of action" is not adequate, ullless we 
count such states as rem and sleep as actions. My own view has 
already been indicated: starting fropl the fact that cc I saw the 
Doctor's arrival" == "I saw the Doctor arrive, I saw that the 
Doctor arrived" and that "I doubt the Dootor's cleverness" 
== "I doubt that the Doctor is olever" we have to recognize a 
separate olass of words whioh we shall term nexus-substantives 
and subdivide into verbal n~xus-words (arrival) and predioative 
nexus-words (cleverne8s). 

The task then remains of investigating the use of this class, or 
the purpose for which these words are employed in actual speech. 
So far 80S I oan see, their use lies in the power they afford us of 
avoiding many clumsy expressions, because subordinate clauses 
would otherwise be neoessary to render the same idea.. Try, for 
instanoe, to &press without the italicized substantives the following 
passage froll1 a recent novel: .. His display of anger was equivalent 
to an admisBion of belief in the other's boasted power of divination." 

1 Most of them are derived from adjectives (kindne8s from kind, etc.) 
or have natural affinity to adjectives (ease, beauty to 1JlJ81/, beautiful); this 
is quite natural in consideration of the frequency with which adjectives 
are used as predica.tive&, but other words of the same class are derived from 
substantives (sch.olMship, professorship, projll88orate, chapZaincy).-It is 
sometimes given as one of the cluef gra.m:matical characteristics of "ab
stracts " that they do not admit of any plural; but this is not quite correct, 
Bee the chapter on number. 

a The lonship between the two classes acoounta for the fact that Danish 
which has no verbal substantive corresponding to the verb elslre 'love, 
'QSe8 instead tb,e word. krml'£(Jhed from the adjective krmU, 'lIoffectionate, kind.. 
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The value of this power of oreating handy 6:lq>ressions for 
co:m.plex thoughts is greatly increased by the fact that when a 
verh (II' a predicative is thus raised into a substantive, subordinate 
memb~rs are also in consequence raised to a higher plane: tertiary 
member$. are made secondary, and quaternary, tertiary. In other 
words, subjuncts become adjuncts, and sub-subjuncts become 
subjuncts, and we are able to construct sentences with a fMility 
which more than makes up for the concomitant change of a primary 
member (the subject or object) into a secondary D.lember (an 
adjunct, "subjective" or "objective" genitive). 

This must be illustrated by a few examples. "The Doctor'a 
extremely quick arrival and uncommonly careful examination of 
the patient brought about her very speedy recovery "-if we compare 
this with the sentence,; ., the Doctor arrived extremely quickly and 
examined the patient uncommonly carefully; she recovered very 
speedily," we shall see that (giving the rank of the word in Roman 
numbers) the verbs arrived, examined, recovered (II) have been 
turned into the substantives arrival, examination, recovery (1), the 
subjuncts (adverbs) quickly, care/1dly, speedily (Ill) have become 
the adjuncts (adjectives) quick, careJ1.d, speedy (Il), while the change 
from sub-subjuncts (IV) into subjuncts (Ill) has entailed no formal 
change in extremely, uncommonly, very. On the other hand, the 
primary words (subject ~nd object) the Doctor, the patient, she (1) 
have been turned into the secondary members (adjuncts) the Doctor'S, 
of the patient, l~er (II). 

Similar shiftings are observed in the sentence" we noticed the 
Doctor's (Il) really (Ill) astonishing (IT) cleverness (I)," as compared 
with" the Doctor (I) was really (IV) astonishingly (m) clever (Il)." 
(If really is here referred to the verb WM, it has the rank Ill.) 

Predicative-nouns are also very handy in the frequent combina.~ 
tions in which they are made the object of the preposition 1vith, 
as they enable us to get rid of long-winded subjunct combinations: 
"He worked with positively r:.urprising rapidity" (instead of 
"positively surprisingly rapidly"), "with a.bsolute freedom," 
"with approximate accuracy," etc. Cf. the shiftings mentioned 
above, p. 91. 

We are now in a position to get a clearer view of a grammatical 
phenomenon which is generally termed "the cognate object." 1 

1 Other names are .. inner object," "object of content." .. factitive 
object"; an older name is "£l.gura etymologica." :Many examples from 
the early stages of Aryan languages in Delbriick, Synt. 1. 366 fi., Brugmann 
VG n. 2. 621 fi., Wlllmanns DG 3. 485; cf. also Paul Gr. 3. 226, Currne GG 
491, Falk & Torp VNS 26, M, Cahen, Et. sur le Voeab1£laire reUgieu~, 97, 
236, where other works are quoted. Many of these grammariane, however, 
mix this phenomenon up WIth other kinds of object with which, in my 
opinion, it haa nothing to do. The phenomenon i" known outside our family 
of languages; eee, for instance, Setalc., Finska spr4kaa sat.sZMa, § 30. 
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Its purpose co,nnol; be fully understood if we start from sucb 
examples as " I dreamed a dream" (Onions, AS 35) or " servitutem 
servile," for such combinations are, to say the least, extremely 
rare in actual speech, for the simple reason that such an object is 
inane and. adds nothing to the verbal notion. In actual spc:'ech we 
meet with such sentencE',s as: I would faine dye a dry death (Sh.) I I 
never saw a. man die a violent death (Ru~n) I she smiled a. little 
smile and bowed a little bow (TrolIope) I Mowgli laughed a little 
short ugly laugh (Kipling) I he laughed his usual careless laugh
(Locke) I he lived the life, and died the death of a Ohristian 
(Oowper), etc. 

These examples make it clear that the nexus-substantive is 
simply introduced to give us an easy means of adding some descrip~ 
tive trait in the form of an adjunct which it would be difficult or 
impossible to tack on to the verb in the form of a subjunct (cf. also 
"fight the good fight," which is different from "fight well "). 
Sometimes this extra description is added as a kind of " appositum,·t 
marked off by means of a comma. or dash, as in: The dog sighed, 
the insincere and pity-seeking sigh of a spoilt animal (Bennett) I 
Kitty laughed-a laugh musical but malicious (Mrs. H. Ward). We 
see the same device employed in other cases, where some special 
addition to a secondary word cannot conveniently be expressed by 
means of a subjunct; a predicative-word is consequently loosely 
attached to the sentence as the bearer of the specialization in the 
form of an adjunct, thus in: her fa.ce was very pale, a greyish pallor 
(Mrs. Ward) I he had been too proud to ask-the terrible pride of 
the benefactor (Bennett). Not infrequently the addition is intro
duced by the preposition with: she was pretty, with the prettiness 
of twenty I I am sick with a sickness more than of body, a sickness 
of mind and my own shame (Carlyle). 

If I add that nexus-substantives are also often convenient 
in cases where idiomatic usage does not allow a dependent clause, 
as after upon in "Close upon his resignation followed his last 
illness and death," I hope I have accounted sufficiently for the 
role played in the econom"t" of speech by these formations.1 But 
like most good things in this world sub"tantives of this type can 

1 Outside their proper sphere these words are by a frequent semantic 
ohange used to denote (" ooncretely") the possessor of such and such a 
quality: a beauty = a thing of bea.uty (frequently a beautiful woman), 
realitie.s = real thing~. a. truth = a true saying, etc. Contrast the two mean· 
ings in "I do not believe in the personality of God" (that He is a person) 
and "The Premier is a strong personality'" The transition is parallel to 
that of verbal substantives, as in building, conatructum = . a thing built, 
constructed.' Sometimes the ooncrete signification becomes 80 ha.bitual 
that a new .. abstract" is formed.: 1I'elationahip, (1cquaintanceship_-Note 
also the frequent figure of speech found, e.g., in .. Ho was all kindness and 
attention on our journey home." 
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be abused. This is well brought out in an interesting paper by 
Hermann Jacobi on the Nominal Style in Sanskrit (Il!' 14. 236 ft.). 
When languages begin to grow olu (alternde spraf'hen ! 1) they 
tend, he says, to nominal expressions, especially when they have 
for a long time served as vehicles for scientific thinking. It seems 
possible to exprcbs ideas with greater precision and adequacy by 
means of nouns than by means of the more pi('torial verbs (die 
mehr der sphar(' der anschnuung sich nil.hernuen verba.). "San
skrit had become the privileged vehicle for the higher education in 
India; it had become unintelligible to the lower classes of the 
people and had c~ased to be used for all purposes of human hftl 
While Sanskrit was increasingly diverted from the practical deta.ils 
of everyday life and was simultaneously used more and more to 
ser\TC the interests of the higher life of the intellect, abstract methods 
of diction were more and more needed as the sphere.of ideas to be 
expressed became narrower and narrower," and that led naturally 
to the preference for substantives, i.e. our nexus-substantives. 

I think the difference between the two kinds of style can be 
illustrated by comparing my English translation of the last sentence 
with the German original: ":Mi.t der zunehmenden abkehr von der 
gcmeinen alltiiglichkeit des daseins und der damit hand in hand 
gehenucn zuwenuung zum haheren geistigen leben stieg in dem sich 
also einengenden ideenkreise, welchem das Sanskrit als ausdrucks
mittel diente. das bediirfnis begrifBicher darste11ung." Gcrnmn 
scientific prose sometimes approaches the Sa.nskrit style described 
by Jaocobi. When we express by means of nouns what is generally 
expressed by finite verbs, our language becomes not only more 
abstract. but more 8.Qstruse. owing among other things to the 
fact that in the verbal substantive some of the life-giving elements 
of the verb (time, mood, person) disappear. While the nominal 
style may therefore serv,e the purposes of philosophy, where, how
ever, it DOW and then does nothing but disguise simple thoughts 
in the garb of profound wisdom, it does not lend itself so well to 
the purposes of everyday life. 

Infinitives and Genmc1s. 
It is interesting to note in the' history of language how verbal 

substantives sometimes teDd to discard some of the characteristics 
of substantives and to assume some of those verbal characteristics 
which were above alluded to as "life-giving," or in other words 
how speakers have here and there treated them as they were accus
tomed to treat finite verbs. 

This is the case with our infinitives. which are now universally 
admitted to be foS8ilized case~forms of old verbaJ substantives 
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They have approached the finite verbs morphologically and syn
tactics,lly, though not to the same extent in all languages: they 
can t<1ke their object in the same case as the or~inary verb (accus>Jr 
tive, datIve, etc.), they admit the usual combmations with nega
tives and other subjuncts, they develop teul"b-distincthns (perfect 
inrinitivc like Lat. amavisse, E. to have lo~ed, in some laHgua,ge~<; also 
future infinitive), and the distinction between active and passive 
(the latter in Lat. arnari, E. to be loved, etc.). All these traits are 
alien to such words as movement, constr'uction, or belief. A further 
assimilation of the infinitive to finite v'erbs is seen in those 
bnguages which admit of its being combined with a subject in the 
nominative; see p. 119. 

In some languages the infinitive can be used with the definite 
M Licle. This substantival trait has the advantage that the case
form of the article shows the funotion of the infinitive in the sen
tence. Where this can be applied to a combination like the Greek 
accusative with the infinitive, it is of greater value than where it is 
only the" naked" infinitive that can take the article, as in German.1 

A development corresponding to what we have here observed 
in the infinitive is found in some other verbal substantives. An 
object in the accusative is seen in rare cases in Sanskrit, Greek and 
Latin as in the often-quoted Plautine sentence "Quid Ubi hanc 
curatiost rem 1 " (Delbriick, Synt. 1. 386). In some Slavic languages, 
for instance Bulgarian, it has become quite a common thing to add 
an object in the accllsative to the verbal substantive in -anije and 
corresponding endings. In Danish the verbal substantive in -en can 
take an object, though only if verb and object enter into a close 
semantic union which is shown by unity-stress on the latter: 
ilenne skiften tilstand, tagen del i lykken, etc. examples in my 
Fonetik, 565. 

The most interesting case in point is the English form in -ing, 
where we witness a long historical dev'3lopment by which what was 
originally a pure substantive formed only from some particular 
verbs comes to be formed from any verh and acquires more arm more 
of the characteristics of the finite verb (GS § 197 ft). It can 
t81ke an objeot in the accusative (on seeing him) and an adverb 
(he proposed our immediately drinking a bottle together), it develops a 
perfect (happy in having found a friend) and a passive (for fear of 

1 The combination with to (to do. etc.) origina.lly WIiIS an ordinary pre
positiona.l group (OE to dilnn6. the la.tt.er word in the dative), which was 
properly used with the ordinary meaning of to, e.g. in sentences correspond
ing to the modern" I went to see the Duke," or .. he was forced to go" ; 
to see and to flo were thus subjuncts. But gradually the use of these com
binations was exten.ded, and their gra.mma.tical import changed in many 
CIil8<lS: in" I wish {> slIe the Duke" to S66 is now a. primary, the object of 
wish; in "to see is 10 believe" the two groupa are also primaries, etc. 
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being killed). As for the subject, whioh originally had always to be 
put in the genitive and is still often found so, it is now often put in 
the common case (he insisted on the Chamber carrying oue his policy I 
W1·thout one blow being 8WUck) a.nd may even exceptionally in oolloquial 
speech be put in the nominative (Instead oJ he oonverting the Z-UlU8, 
the ZuZu chief oonve,.ted him, with strong stress on he). When an 
Englishman now says" There is some possibility of the place having 
never been inspected by the police," he deviates in four grammatical 
points from the. construction that would oo.ve been possible to one 
of his ancc&tors six hundred yea.ra ago {common case, perfeot, 
passi'9'e, podverb). 

Here we may mention also the Latin Gerund. The development 
of this form is rather interesting. Latin had a passive participle 
in -ndu8 (the "gerundive") which might be used in the same 
way as other participles and adjecmves so as to imply a. nexus 
(of. above, p. 125), thus 1n "elegantia. augetur legeMw oratof'ib'1L8 
et poetis," • eleganoe is increased. through read orators and poets,' 
i.e. through the fact tha.t they are read, through reading them. 
:By the side of cupiditas libri leyendi. which is to be interpreted in 
this way, it beoame possible to say cupidilas legendi without any 
substantive as primary; this further led to legendi being felt a.s a. 
kind of genitive of the infinitive and admitting an objeot in the 
aocusati'9'e. Thus 'Was created what is now given as a separate 
form of the verbs, inflected in the variuus Ca.JSes (except the 
nominative) of the singula.r like an ordinary neuter substantive 
and termed the "gerund" (see, e.g., Sonuner, HaMb. d. loJ. 
laut- u. formen1.RJbre 631). The original a.nd the derived con
structions are found eide by side in Csilsar's "neque conaiUi 
habendi nequ.e arma capiendi spatio dato." 1 

Final Words on Nexus. 
As I have emphasized the existence of two notions in a nexus 

(as opposed to junctions, where the two members together £$rmed 
one notion), the rea.der may be surprised to find that I am here 
putting the question whether it is nbt possible to ha.ve a nexus 
consisting of only one member. and still more to .find tha.t I fJ,m 
answering th$.t question. in the affirmative. We do find cases in 
which we have ,either a primary alone or a S$COndary a.lone, a.nd 
whioh nevertheless offer so olose an analogy to an ordina.ry nexus 
that it is impossible to separate them from undoubted instances 
of nexus. But an a.ccura.te analysis 'Will show that the usual two 

I Agent-nollllS (e.g. beUetler) and particlpWI (e.g. a baliwing Christian; 
belUtled), preJUPpose a ne)ruS, but do Dot sigcify the neX1.'!S itself in the same 
way &11 aotion·nollllS (e.g. belief) or infinitives (e.g. to belie~). 
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members are everywhere present to the mind, and that it is only 
\';:1 the linguistic expression that one of them may now and then 
be absent. 

First we may have a primary alone or, in other words, a. nell:U8 
without an adnex. This is seen in such an English sentence M 

mid they rUll ~) Y fM, 1 made them: this means the same thing aB 

I made them run, and thus, however paradoxical it may sound, it is 
an Qccusative-with-infinitive without the infinitive; {hem implies 
a real nexus and is different from the object in (Who made these 
frames 1 ) I made them. In the same way in colloquial English we 
may have an isdated to standing as a representative of an infinitive 
with to: 1 told them t.o (= I told them to run). Psychologically 
these are cases of aposiopesis (' atop-short sentences' Or 'pull-up 
sentences,' as I have called them, Language. 251): the infinitive 
is left out as in (Will you play n Ye8, I will, or Ye8, I am going le 
(l am willing to, anxious to). 

Next we have the secondary part of a nexus alone, without 
any primary. This is extremely frequent in exclamations, where 
it is not necessary to tell the hearer what one is speaking about; 
they form complete pieces of commun:':lation and should unhesi
tatingly be termed" sentences." Thus, for instance, Beautiful I 
How nice! I What an extraordinary piece of good luck! These are 
really predicatives, cf. This is beautiful, etc.: the predicative 
comes first to the mind of the speaker; if afterwards he thinks of 
adding the subject, the result is a sentence of the form considered 
above, p. 121 : Beautiful this view! Or he may choose another 
form by adding a question: Beautiful, isn't it ? (just as in 'I'his view 
is beautiful, isn't it? 1) 

I think we may speak also of a. nexus with. the primary unex
pressed in all those cases in which a finite verbal form is sufficient 
in itself without a noun or pronoun as subject, e.g. Lat. dieo, dicis, 
dicunt, etc. In many cases a verb in the third person in variolls 
languages is expressive of the" generic person" (Fr. on) ; see the 
interesting collections by H. Pedersen and J. ZUbaty in KZ 40. 
134 and 478 ft. 

In our modern languages, the subject must generally be 
expressed, and those few cases in which it is omitted, may 
be explained through prosiopesis, which sometimes becomes 
habitual in certain stock exclamations like Thank you I G. danke I 
1 G. bitle I B1e8s you I Confound it I Cf. also Hope I'm not boring 
you. 

1 WJlIldt calls Welch eim wendung durch (lotte8 JUfJUng I an a.ttributive 
sentence, in which wekk eine wend'Ung is the subject and dUf'ch gofte8 Jugung 
an attribute (corresponding to my " adJunct "). But \ihie is very unnatural: 
the whole is the ~redicative (adnex) of a nexus, the unexpl'elllled primary 
of which appears if we add: diu UI. 
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In all the cases so far COllsidered a. one-member nexus has 
been an ind€'pendent sentence. It may also be merely a part of a 
sentence. There is no primary in the nexus which forms the object 
of makes in the E. proverb" practice makes perfeot," i.e. makes 
one perfect; this is very frequent in Danish, e.g. "penge alone 
ger ikke lykkelig " (money alone does not make [a man] happy) I jeg 
akal gl1!re opmterksom pa. at , • " G. ioh mache darauf aufmerksam, 
dass ... 

An accusative-with-infinitive without the acousative is not at 
all rare, e.g. live and let live I make believe I I have heard say I Lat 
see now who shal telle another tale (Chaucer; this is obsolete). 
In Dan. frequent: han lod lyse tU brylluppet I jeg har hert sige at 
... , etc. Thus also in German and Fr. The unexpressed primary 
is the' generic person.' In G. "ch bitte zu bedenken it may be the 
seoond person. 

Nor are these the only instances in which the primary of a nexus 
is left unexpressed, for in the great majority of cases in which we 
use either an infinitive or a nexus-substantive there is no necessity 
expressly to indicate who or what is the subject of the nexus. This 
may be either definite, as shown by the actual context. as in: 
I like to travel, or I like traveUing (the unexpressed primary is 1) I it 
amused her to tease him (the primary is 8lte) I he found happines8 
in activity and temperance (the primary is he), etc. Or elS6 it may 
be the indefinite' generic person' (Fr. on): to travel (travelling) is 
not easy nowadays I activity leads to happine88 I poverty is no 
disgrace, etc. That fue primary, though not expressed, is present 
to the mind is shown by the possibility of using a "reflexive" 
pronoun, i.e. one indicating identity of subject and object. etc., 
with infinitives and nexus-substantives: to deceive oneself I 
control of oneself (self-control) I contentment with oneself i Da.n. 
at clske sin llteste som sig selv er vanskeligt I glrode over Bit 
eget hjem I G. aich mitzuteilen ist natur I at. coutentum rebus 
""i8 esse maxima3 Bunt divitile (Cic.). and similarly in other 
languages. 

I think that by laying stress on the notion of nexus and the 
inherent necessity of a " primary .. or subject-part I ha.ve attained 
a better understanding of "abstracts," of "nomina actionis," 
and of infinitives, and especially of the r61e these forms play in 
the economy of speech than by the usual definitions. Nothing is 
really gained by defining the infinitive as "that form of a verb 
which expresses simply the notion of the verb without predica.ting 
it of any subject" (NED) or as " the form that expresses the notion 
of a verb in general without indica.ting it as predicated of any definite 
subject, with which it might form. a sentence" (Madvig)-to which 
it might be objected that 80S a matter of fa.ct there is very often a 
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definite subject, sometimes expressed and sometimes to be gathered 
from the context, and tha.t on the other hand the subject of a finite 
verb is very often just as indefinite as that of an isolated infinitive. 
r venture to hope that the reader will find that the numerous 
phenomena. brought together in this and the preceding chapter 
throw so much light on one another that it warrants my groupmg 
of these constructions in a separate class, for whioh the term 
" nexus It ma.y .not be found inappropriate. 



CHAPTER XI 

SUBJECT AND PREDICATE 

Various DefimtioDB. Psychologica.l and LogwaJ. SubJeot. Gramttlatica.l 
SubJect. There is. 

VariollS Definitions. 
THE discussion of the two members of a. nexus has already to 
some extent anticipated the question of the relation of subject 
and predicate, for in those nexuses which oonstitute complete 
sentences, the "primary" has been shown to be identical with 
the subject, and the adnex (secondary member) identical with 
the predioate; in other forms of nexus, we might also use the 
terms" subjeot-part " and" predicate-pa.rt "instead of " primary" 
and "adnex." 

We have now to discuss various definitions given of the terms 
le subject" and "predioate" by previous writers, who have not 
as a rule taken into consideration anything but" sentences" or 
even the more restricted class called " judgments." An exhaustive 
critical examination of e'Verything that has been said by gram
marians and logicians on this question would require a whole 
volume, but I hope the following remarks will be found compre
hensive enough. 

The subjeot is sometimes said to be the relatively familiar 
element,. to which the predicate is added as something new. 
cc The utterer throws into his subject all that he knows the 
receiver is already willing to grant him, and to this he adds in 
the predicate what constitutes the new information to be conveyed 
by the sentence . . . In 'A is B: we say, ~ I know that you 
know who A is, perhaps you don't know also know that he is the 
same person as B' -, (Baldwin's Dict. of Philosophy and Psychol. 
1902, vol. 2. 364). This may be true of most sentences, but not 
of all, for if in answer to the question <I Who said that 1 " we 
say H Peter said it," Pettr is the new element, and yet it is un
doubtedly the subject. The H new information" is not alwa.ys 
contained in the predioate, but it is always inherent in the con
nexion of the two elemen:ts,-in the faot tha.t these two elements 
are put together, i.e. in the" nexus," of. what was said about the. 
differenoe between junotion and nexus on pp. 114-117. 

10 
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Others say that the rale of the predioate is to specify or deter

mine what was at the outset indetinite and indeterminate, that 
the subjeot is thus a determinandum whioh only by mE':1llS of the 
predioate becomes a determinatum (Keynes FL 96, Noreen VS 
5. 153, Stout AP 2. 213). But this desoription is far more 
true of an adjunot .as bl'U8hing in the blushing girl than of blushes 
in the girl blushes. What is here made determinate is not the girl 
but the whole situation. 

Another definition that is frequently given is that the subjeot 
is what you talk a.bout, and the predioate is wha.t is said about 
this subject. 'J.'his is true about many perha.ps most, sentences, 
though the man in the street would probably be inclined to say 
that it does not help him very muoh, for in such a sentence as 
"John promised 1\fary a gold ring" he would sa.y that there are 
four things of which something is said, a.nd which might there
fore all of them be said to be "subjcots," namely (1) John, (2) a 
promise, (3) Mary, and (4) a ring. This popular definition, aocord
ing to which subject is identified with subject-matter or topio,.is 
really unsa.tisfactory, as may perhaps be best appreciated if we 
see where it leads a distinguished psyohologist like Stout, who 
in a famous passage (AP 2. 212 if.) starts from it and then lands 
us at a point whioh is admittedly very far from the grammarian's 
oonoeption of subject a.nd predica.te: "The predicate of a sen
tence is the determina.tion of what was previously indetermina.te. 
The subject is the previous qualification of the general topio to 
whioh the new qualifioation is attached. The subject is that 
product of previous thinking whioh forms the immediate basis 
and starting-point of further development. The further develop
ment is the predicate. Sentenoes are in the process of thinking 
what steps are in the process of walking. The foot on whioh the 
weight of the body rests colTeBponds to the subjeot. The foot 
whioh is moved forward in order to ocoupy new ground oorre
sponds to the predioate. • • . All answers to questions are, as 
suoh, predicates, IJ.nd all predicates may be regarded as answers 
to possible questions. If the statement "I am hungry" be a 
reply to the question, "Who is hungry ! " then .. I to is the pre
dioa.te.. If it be an answer to the question, cc Is there anything 
.. miss with you , " then "hungl'y " is the predioate. If the ques
tion is, " Axe 1011 really hungry' .. then "am .. is tbe predicate. 
Every fresh step in a. train of thought may be regarded as an 
a.nswer to a question. The subject is, so to speak, the formulation 
of the qu~tion ; the predica.tion is the a.nswer." 

If this is the logical consequence of the popular definition of 
'subject,' then the grammarian cannot use that definition, for it 
does not assist him in the least. It is, indeed, unfortunate that 
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the grammarian has to use the word" subject," which in ordinary 
language means, among other things, also 'topic' (' subject
ma.tter '). 

PsYChological and Logical Subject. 
The confusion arising from the a.mbiguity of the word" sub

ject" is also responsible for much of what linguists a.nd logicians 
have written on the so-called psychological and logical subject and 
predicate. As a. matter of fact, these terms are by variQUS 
~Titers used of totally different concepts, &8 will be seen 
from the following survey, whiC'h is probably not by any means 
exhaustive. 

(1) Sequence in time. Thus G. v. d. Gabelentz (Zeitschr. f. 
volkerpsychologie u. sprachwissensch. VI and VIII and shorter in 
8pr. 348 if.): the hearer first apprehends a. word A and asks full of 
expectation: What about this A 1 Then he receives the next word 
or idea. E, adds together these two and asks: Now, wha.t about 
this (A + B) 1 The answer is the next idea. O. and so forth. Each 
successive word is the predicate of the subject contained in what 
he has already heard. It is as with the two rolls of pa.per in So 

telegraphic appara.tus, on the one side there is the roll filled with 
writing, which is continually expanding, on the other side the 
blank roll, which is continually gliding over and swelling the other. 
The speaker knows beforehand both what is contained in one 
roll and what is to fill the empty paper. Wha.t now makes him 
mention A first, and then B, etc. 1 Evidently he will pla.ce first 
wha.t makes him think: his 'psychological subject,' and next 
what he thinks about it; his 'psychological predicate'; after 
that both together may be made the subject of further thinking 
and speech. (Similarly, Mauthner, Kritik de,. sprache, 3. 217 if.) 

This is interesting, and Gabelentz's clever analysis from this 
point of view of the sentence "Habemus senatusconsultum in te 
vehemens et gra.ve» might be quoted in any study of the psyoho
logical effect of word-order; but the a.nalogy between this and 
the subject-predicate relation is far too loose for the same name 
to be applied to both. Wegoner's pame "exposition" for what 
Gabelentz calls psychological subject is much more to the point. 
But it should always be remembered that word-order in actual 
language is not exclusively determined by paychologicaJ. reasons, 
but is often purely conventional and determined by idiomatic 
rules peculiar to the language in question and independent of the 
will of the individual spl*tker. 

(2) Novelty and importance. Paul (Gr.3. 12) seems first to 
agree with Gabelentz when defining the psychological subject as 
the idea or group of ideas tha.t is first present in the mind of the 
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speaker, and the psychological predicate as what is then joined 
(neu angeknupft) to it. But he neutralizes that definition when 
he adds that even if the subject-idea. is the first in the mind of the 
speaker, it is sometimes placed later, because in the moment when 
he begins to speak, the predicate-idea. presses for utterance as 
the new and more important one, especially under the influence 
of strong emotion. In his former work (P 283) he says that the 
psychological predicate is the most important element, that which 
it is the aim of the sentenoe to communicate and which therefore 
carries the strongest tone. If in "Karl fahrt morgen nach Ber
lin" everything is equally new to the hearer, then Karl is tht> 
subject to whioh the predicate flihrt is added; to the latter as 
subject comes as a first predicate morgen, and as a second pre
dicate MC'" Berlin. If on the other hand the hearer knows about 
Karl's trip to-morrow but is ignorant of his destination, then 
MC'" BerUn is the predicate; if he knows that he is going to Berlin, 
but does not know when, then morgen is the predicate, etc. Paul 
even goes so far as to say that if the only thing he is ignorant of 
is the manner of getting there (whether on horseback, or in a 
carriage, or on foot), then flihrt "ist gewissermassen in zwei 
bestandtei1e zu zerlegen, ein allgemeines verbum der bewegung 
und eine bestimmung dazu, welche die art der bewegung bezeichnet, 
und nur die Ietzere iet pridibt." It would be difficult to imagine 
greater or more unnecessary subtlety. Why not avoid the terms 
subject and predicate in this sense and simply say that what is 
new to the hearer in any piece of communication may be found 
acoording to oiroumstances in any part of the sentenoe 1 

(3) Stress (or tone). This view is hardly to be kept distinct 
from the former. H0fiding (Den menneskeUge tanke, 88) says that 
the logical predioate is often the grammatical subject or an adjec
tive belonging to it: "You are the man" I .. All the guests have 
arrived." It is recognized everywhere by the stress: "The king 
will ~ come" I "He 1148 gone." In sentences of desoriptive 
oontents nearly every word may express a logioal predicate beoause 
it may receive stress as oontaining new information. What is 
here termed logroal predicate is nearly identioal 'With what Paul 
calls psychological predicate, but it would be better to recognize 
that it has very little to do 'With logic proper: in the same writer'a 
textbook of formal logio he oontinually uses the words subjeot 
a,nd predicate, for instanoe in the rules he gives for syllogisms, 
but there the words w:iD. be always found to be taken not in their 
logica.l, but in their grammatical significa.tion 'Without any regard 
to stress. .As this is generally determined less by strictly logical 
considerations than by emotion (the interest felt in an idea ()r the 
value ascribed to it at the moment), Bloomfield (SL 114) rightt, 
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prefers the term the emotiono.7ltg dominant element 1 for what Paul 
calls the logical and Heffding the psychological preditlate. 

(4) Any primary word in a sentence is the logical Elubject. 
Thus according to Couturat (Revue de Metaphysique, Janvier 1912, 
5) in the sentence" Pierre donne un livre a Paul," whlch means 
the same thing as " Paul reQoit un livre de Pierre," the three words 
Pierre, livre. PauZ (by him called termes) are all of them " lea sujets 
du verbe qui exprime leur relation." 

(5) "In g~lter vater ist (J'Ut, logisch betrachtet, eben so wohl 
pradicat zum subject vater, wie in der vater ist gut; in einen brief 
schreiben, 8CMn schrieben, hat, logisch genommen, das subject 
schreiben sein pradicat einen brief, scMn" (Steinthal, Oharakter
istik 101). 

(6) Wegener (U 138) analyzea the G. verb satteZn as consisting 
of sattel + the sUffix which makes it into a verb, and says that 
the two elements are respectively the logical predicate (satteL) 
and the logical subject (-n). 

(7) Sweet (NEG, p. 48) says that in a sentence like .. I came 
home yesterday morrung" the word came by itseH is the gram
n;tatical predicate, but came-home-yesterday-morning the logical 
predicate. And in another place (HL 49) he says that in gold i8 
a metal, the strictly grammatical predicate is i8, but the logical 
predicate is metal. 

(8) Many grammarians use the term "logical subject" for 
that part of a. passive sentence which would be the subject if the 
same idea had been expressed in the active turn, thus his father 
in " he was loved by his father" (called' converted subject' below, 
Ch. XII). 

(9) Others will say that in "It is difficult to :6:o.d one's way in 
London," .. it cannot be denied that Newton was a geniUS," it is tp.e 
formal subject, and the infinitil'e or the clause the logical subject. 

(10) Still other grammarians will say that in such a "subject
less" sentence as G. ?nick friert the logical subject is "" I." 11 

(11) A final use of the same term (close y related to 10) is seen 
when the transition from the old construotion "Me dreamed a 
strange dream" to 'the modern "I drea.t!led a strabge dream ,. 
is described by saying that the psyohological (er logioal) subject 
has become also the grammatical subjeot. 

It is no 'Wonder that after all thllI purpolJeleas talking about 
logioal and psychological subjects some writers have tried to avoid 

1 Of. already Wundt S 2. 21>9 ft. 
11 A reflexive pronoun genera.lly refers to the subject of the sentence, 

but sometimes to what would according to this pa.ra.gra.ph be termed the 
logical subject, thus in ON. (La.xd. saga. 44. 17). Gu15ru.n rruelti nU vid Bolla, 
at humi }>6tti hann eigi hafa Bb allt sa.tt til sagt • that he seemed to her not 
to have told her the full truth • i of. Lat. "BUnt et 8'UQ lata BElpulcbria." 
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the term subject altogether. Thus Schucha.rdt (Br 243) would 
substitute the word agenB, but that does not Sl'em appropriate in 
he 8Uf!er8, he broke hiB leg, etc .• and in A loves B we should rather 
8&y that B acts on A than inversely. The only two linguists, so 
far as I know, who have seriously tried to dispense with the term 
ltibjw in their grammatical analysis are the Swedes Svedehus 
and Noreen. Nothing. however, is gained by this. It is much 
better to retain the txaditional terms, but to restrict them to 
domains where everybody knows what they import, i.e. to use 
subject a.nd predicate exclusively in the sense of grammatical 
subject and predicate, and to discountenance any proposals to 
&.ttac.h to these words the adjuncb ' logicaJ. ' and 'psychological.' 

Grammatical Subject. 
Clearly to understand whs,ll the word subject means in its 

grammatical application, it will be well to recur to what was said 
in the chapter on the three ranks. In every sentence there are 
some elements (secondary words) which are comparatively fluid 
or liquid, and others (primary words) that are more firmly fixed 
and resemble rocks rising out of the sea. The subject is always 
&. primary. though not necessarily the only primary in the sentence; 
this amounts to saying that the subject is comparatively definite 
and special, while the predicate is less definite, and thus applicable 
to ,. greater number of things. 

Doubt as to which word is the subject may sometimes arise 
when the oolourless verb be is followed by a predicative,l though 
even here there is generaJ.ly no difficulty in seeing which is the 
subject if we keep in mind what has been said about the more 
specialized na.ture of a subject as contrasted with a predicate. 

After the results attained by our inquiry in Chapter V we are 
prepared to find that adjectives are extremely frequent as predi
catives. because they are less special than substantives and appli
cable to a greater number of different things; thus in ""y father 
is old I the areaB was blue, no one doubts that the words printed 
in italics are the subjects, and the two adjectives the predicu.tivcs. 

Where two substantives are connected by means of is, we 
can formulate some rules in accordance with our principle. 

If one of the substantives is perfectly definite, a.nd the other 
not, the former is the subject; this is the case with 80 proper name : 

Tom is a scoundrel. 
1 Note the difference between the terms pledioate and Fredicative: in 

"the man paints flowers," fJI1.mt8 (or, aooordmg to others, better paM~ts 
ftowet'lI) is the predicate, in .. the man is a pamter," l8 ca painter 18 the pre
dica.te. which in this cnsa ooIlSlsts of the verb tot and the predicative et JlGtnter. 
On predicatives aiter other v8l'ba, see p. 13L 
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Thus also if one substantive is rendered definite by the definite 

article or a word of similar effect: 
the thief was a coward I my father is a judge. 

It will be wel! to point out that word-order is not always 
decisive, though in many languages there is a strong tendency, 
and in English a very strong tendency, to place the subject first. 
We find exceptions when adjectives are placed first, though 
undoubtedly used as predicatives (Great was his a8tonishment when 
he saw the result) and also with substantive predicatives (A scoun
drel is Tom); this is very frequent in German, where all will 
agree that in Heine's line "Konig ist tier hirte:nknabe" the latter 
is the subject. In Danish the subject need not be placed first, 
but on the other hand, if it is not, it must be placed immechately 
after the (first) verb, while infinitives and sucb words as ikke 
• not' are placed before the predicative. Now we have two words 
spelt alike M eller. but if it is a proper name it is pronounced with 
the glottal stop in the l, while as a common name 'a miller' it 
has no glottal stop. The curious result is that Danes will never 
hesitate about the pronunciation of the four sentences: 

(1) Yeller skal vrere Yeller. 
(2) Meller akal Meller vme. 
(3) Meller er ikke Meller. 
(4) Meller er Meller ikke. 

In (1) and (3) they will give the first Yeller the glottal stop and 
thereby mark it out as the proper name. because the word-order 
shows it to be the subject; inve.rsely in (2) and (4). The English 
meaning of (1) and (2) is (Mr.) Miller is to be a miller, and of (3) 
and (4) Miller is not a miller. where the difference is shown by the 
indefinite article. 

H the two substantives connected by is are equally indefinite 
in form, it depends on the extension of each which is the subject: 

a lieutenant is an officer I a cat is a mammal I 
a mammal is an animal, 

a.nd thus evidently everywhere where we have a hierarchy (cl .. 88, 

order, family, genUs, species). 
It is possible to sa,y 

a spirituaUs, is a man, 
but not 

a man is a sphituaJist (with a man as the subject), 

though of course it is possible to say 

thi& man is a spiritualist. 
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It is no exception to the rule that it is perfeotly natural to sa.y 

a man is a spiritualist, if he believes in the possibility of 
oommunioation with the spirits of the dead, 

because the conditional clause is equivalent to a specification, 
for the sentence means ' a man who believes • •• is a. spiritualist.' 
In the same way we may say 

if a man is a. spiritualist, etc., 
for that means 'I am talking only of those men who are spirit
ualists.' 

Here we may make a curious observation, namely that if the 
subject and predicative are seemingly equally indefinite, there is 
nevertheless a difference, for the subject is taken in the generic 
sense, and the predicative in an individual sense. Thus in the 
plural: the sentence 

thie:oe.s are cowards 
means 'all thieves are oowards, i.e. are some of the cowards in 
existence.' The same idea can be expressed in the singular 
number : 

a thief is a coward. 
In saying this, I am not speaking of one partioular thief, but of 
any thief (though of course I do not mean that any thief is any 
coward, that the two are co-extensive). In the same way; 

a cat is a mammal, etc. 
It is worth noticing how the value of the indefinite article 

shifts automatically. Take. a conversation like the following: 
A says: "The sailor shot an albatross," i.e. one individual of 
that species. Basks: "What is Hon albatross !" The question 
is not about that one albatross, but about the whole species, and 
acoordingly A's reply" An albatross is a big sea-bird" relates 
to the whole species, and says that all albatrosses belong to the 
wider class of sea-birds. 

This will make us understand why it is that predicatives are 
often used either without any article or with the indefinite article, 
though the rules are somewhat difierent in different languages. 
In English one says: 

John was a tailor, and 
John was a,1ia.;r, 

where German and Danish would have the indefinite artiole in 
the latter sentence, but not in the former, where the predioative 
denotes a profession: Hans war sohneider, Hans war ei:n liigner; 
Jens var skrredder, Jens var en lognhals. In English the predi
ca.tive stands without an artiole if its sense is limited: Mr. X is 
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Bishop of Durham, but requires an article where its sense is not 
limited: He is a bishop. Thus also: He was made President-
because there is only one president at a. time. (In the same way 
in a nexus-object: They made him PrE'sident.) 

Now, take the two sentences ; 
My brother was captain of the vessel, and 
The captain of the vessel was my brother. 

In the former the words my brother are more definite (my only 
brother, or the brother whom we are talking about} than in the 
second (one of my brothers, or leaving the question open whether 
I have more than one). Cf. on the meaning of possessives, p. 110 
above. ~ 

It has been disputed. (by Noreen and others) which is the sub
ject, and which the predicative, in some sentences in which it 
is possible to transpose the two members, e.g. 

Miss Castlewood was the prettiest girl at the baU. 
The prettiest girl at the ban was Miss Castlewood. 

The question is not very important, and if we look at it from 
the point of view here advocated, we may say that one term is 
just as special a.s the other. Yet it seems natural in such cases 
to take the proper name as the more special and therefore as the 
subject. We see this if we formulate the corresponding questions, 
for the neuter what always takes the place of the predica.tive; 
now both sentences are natural answers to either.of the questions ~ 
\Vhat was Miss C. ~ and Who was the prettiest girl 11 but What 
was the prettiest girl at the ball 1 would be a. question a.bout some
thing else. We obtain the same result by noticing that it is possible 
to sa.y ,. I look on Miss C. as the prettiest girl at the ball," but 
not " I look on the prettiest girl at the ball as Mise- C." la 

Where there is perfect identity (coextension) of the two terms 
connected by is, they may change places as subject and predica
tive; this is what Kuts implied in his line: "Beauty is truth; 
truth, beauty." But as we have seen, perfect identity is rare, 
and it is important to remark that the linguistic "copula" is 

1 Here Who evidently is the subject. But curiously en9ugh Sweet, NEG 
§ 215, says that" an mterrogative pronoun is always the predicate of the 
sentence it introduces," This is correct for the sentence he gives as his 
instance Who is he? simply becaose h8 is more definite than who, but in 
Who is ill? • Who said it t who is the subject; note also the word·order in 
the indirect question: 1 asked who h8 Wa/J I I asked. who was ill; in DaD. 
with der after the subject: jeg spurgts lwsm 'han tlar I jeg- 8purgts lwe-m der 
var syg. 

: If we apply the Do.nish test with the i>osition of iklu. we see that in 
"Frk. C. var den amukkeste pige pe. ba.llet ' it is impoasible to place i.Jcke 
last, it must come after 1.1(1r, though in "Den smukkeste pige ps. ballet var 
frk. C." either_position would be a.llowa.ble. 
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does not mean or imply identity, but subsumption in the sense 
of the old Aristotelian logic, which is thus in closer accordance 
with grammar than the so-called logic of identity (Leibniz, Jevons, 
Hlilffdmg). According to the latter the sentence" Peter is stupid" 
should be analyzed as "Peter is So stupid Peter," or, as it is also 
mamtained that th{l substance of the predicate influences that of 
the subject, we obtain perfect identity only by saying "Stupid 
Peter is stupid Peter." In this way, however, the character of 
communication from speaker to hearer is lost; by the words "is 
stupid Peter" the hearer is told nothing more than he had heard 
at the beginning, and the sentence has no value whatever. 
Ordinary mortals, therefore, win always prefer the formula. " Peter 
is stupid," by which Peter is ranged among those beings (and 
things) that can be called" stupid." 

In the mathematical formula A = B we should not take the 
sign = as the (,')pula and B as predicative, but insert the copula. 
is before the predicative equal to B, and thus read it as meanmg : 
.A is comprised among the (possibly several) objects that are equal 
to B (whether 'equal' connotes only quantitative equality or 
perfect identity). 

In some idiomatic uses we may be inclined to take is as im
plying identity, e.g. " to see her is to ro7e her." "Seeing is believ
ing." But the identity is more apparent than real. It would be 
impossible to invert the terms, and the logical purport of the 
sa.ying is merely this: seeing immediately leads to, or ca.uses, 
love, or belief. Thus also: "To raise this question is to answer 
it," eOO.1 

There is. 
In connerlon with what has been said about the subject of 

a. sentence being more special and more definite than the predi
cative, we may mention the disinclination to take as subject 80 

word with the indefinite article, except when this is meant as 
the "generic" article designating the whole species, which is 
really a definite idea. Instead of beginning a story in this way: 
" A tailor was once living in a small house," etc., it is much more 
natural to begin: "Once upon a time there was a tailor," etc. 
By putting the weak there in the place usually occupied by the 
subject we as it were hide away the subject and reduce it to an 
inferior position, because it is indefinite. 

The word there, which is used to introduce such a sentence, 
though spelt in the same way as the 10cn1 there, has really become 

1 .. Children 8ol'e children" means '(all) children are among the beings 
chara.ctoE'lrized as childrcn.'-Qn "it 18 I (me)" and ita equivalents in other 
languages, &ee Spr. L. 69. 
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as different from it as the indefinite is from the definite article; 
it has no stress and is generally pronounced with the neutra.l (mid
mixed) vowel [~] instead of (~€'9]; its indefinite &ignification is 
shown by the possibllity of combining it in the same sentence 
with the local (stressed) tltere or with here. It is followed by an 
indl'Hnite subject: there was a time when ... I there were many 
people present I there \"las no moon I there came a beggar, etc. 
The weak there also takes the place of the subject in combinations 
like "Let there be Jight" and Cl on account of there being no 
money in the box." Cf. also from a. modem novel: No other 
little girl ever fell in love with you, did there t 

The indefiniteness here spoken of is not always formally indi
cated, thus tho8e is notionally indefinite in "there are those who 
believe it" (== there are some who; sunt qui credlmt) and thus 
different from the definite thoBe with which we begin a. sentence: 
"Those who believe it are very stupid." .. In Brown's room 
there was the greate8t disorder .. == a. very great disorder, different 
from" The greate8t disorder was in Brown's room," i.e. greater 
than in the other rooms. Note also the different word-order in 
"There rtsa] was found the greatest dil:!order" and" There lts€'aJ 
the greatest disorder was found," though the former sentence ma.y 
also be read with stressed there. 

Sentences corresponding to English sentences with there i8 or 
there are, in which the existence of something is asserted or denied 
-if we wa.nt a. term for them, we may call them existential sen
tences-present some striking peculiarities in many lan&runges. 
Whether or not a, word like ellere is used to introduce them, the 
verb precedes the subject, and the la.tter is ha.rdly treated gram
matica.lly like a real subject. In Da.nish it has the sa.me torm as 
an object. though the verb is is : der er dem SO11/. tror, even with 
the passive der giVe8 demo In Dani'Sh the verb was here put 
in the singular before a, plural word, even at a time when 
the distinction between ag. er and pI. ere was generally observed; 
in English there is the same tendency to use there's before 
plurals. though in the literary language it is not now quite so 
strong a.s it was formerly; in Italian, too, one finds 11'e instead 
of vi 80n0. 

In Russian the verb • is' is in most other sentences unex
pressed, but in these sentences we have a. preposed verb, e.g. byl 
,rwJ'cik (there was a. boy,' iila vdova • there lived a widow.' The 
form je8t' , there is,' originally a, third person singular, is used even 
before a. plura.l word. and even before pronouns of the other per
sons (Vonurak SG 2.267), and finally we may mention the curious 
form nauak> gaBlej 'there came driving (neuter sg.) some guests' 
(gen. pi., Berneker, R'U88. Gramm. 156). 
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In Ancient Greek the verb is was not necessarily expressed in 
ordinary sentences, but in these sentences we find a preposed eati, 
as. in n. 3. 45 all' auk eati bie .phreain, owle tiB alke; cf. Meillet 
MSL 14.9. 

In German we have the well-known ea gibt, which, of course. 
precedes the indication of that whioh is said to exist; this latter 
is the object of the verb, tho~gh some West German dialects use 
it in the nominative and say 88 geben viele apfeZ-Grimm, Worter
buck IV, 1. 1704, Paul Gr 3. 28. 

Many languages have expressions coutaining the word 'has,' 
followed by what was originally its object, but is now not always 
distinct in form from the subject-case, thus Fr. il y a, Sp. hay 
(from ha 'it has ' y 'there '), It. v'ha (in v'hanno molti 'there are 
many' molti is trea.ted as subject), South German ea hat, Serbian 
and Bulgarian ima, Mod. Gr. ekhei. (Cf. also H. Pedersen, KZ 
40. 137.) Chinese has the otherwise invariable rule that the sub
ject is plaoed bllfore the verb, but these sentences begin with yeu. 
originally 'hav~ ; see Gabelentz, Ohin. Gramm. 144. Finck (KZ 
41. 226) transcribes the same word yu8, e.g. yu8 ko lang2 'there 
onoe was a wolf,' orig. 'has pieoe wolf.' 

I may here mention some peculiarities of Finnish grammar. 
The nominative is used only with definite subjects, among whioh 
are also reckoned generic expressions; if, on the other hand, 
something indefinite is denoted, the partitive is used. ; cp. thus viini 
(nom.) on pCiydallii 'the wine is on the tablE",' viini on hyvaa • wine 
(the speoies) is good,' viinia (partitive) on pCiydiillii ' there is wine 
on the table.' Just as in English and Dan. we do not as EL rule 
use there, der, when the verb has an object, because this seems 
to imply a kind of definiteness, Finnish in such cases has the 
nom., even if' some' are implied: varkaat (or jotkut varkaat, nom.) 
varastivat tavarani 'thieves (some thieves) stole my things,' but 
varkaita (part.) tuli taZooni 'there came some thieves into my 
house' (Eliot FG 121 f.). 



CHAPTER XII 

OBJECT. ACTIVE AND PASSIVE 

'What is an Objeot 7 Objeot of Result. Subject and Object. Reciprocity. 
Two Objocts. Adjectives and Adverbs with Objects. Passive. Use 
of the Passive. Middle Voice. Active and Passive Adjectives. Active 
and Passive Substa.ntives. Nexus·Substantives. Infinitives. 

What is an Object P 
IT is easy enough to see what is the subjeot of a. sentenoe when 
this contains only one primary, as in John slept I the door opened 
slowly; and we have seen that in sentenoes containing two terms 
connected by means of is or a similar verb (and also in those sen
tences without a verb mentioned in Ch. IX.) the member which is 
most special is the subject (primary) and the less special member 
the predicative. But many sentences contain two (or three) 
primaries: here one is the subject and the other (or the two 
others) the object (or objects) ; thus in John beats Paul I Jolm show, 
Paul the way, John is the subject, and Paul and the way are objects. 
In sentences containing a verb it is nearly always easy to find 
the subject, for it is that primary that' has the most immediate 
relation to the verb in the form in which the latter actually oocurs 
in the sentence: this applies to sentences like those just men
tioned as well as to sentences of the form Peter is beaten by John, 
where we might according to other definitions feel inclined to 
regard John as the subjeot because he is the agent. 

Various definitions have been given of object; the mosh popular 
one is that the object denotes the perS0n or thing on which the 
action of the verb is performed. This covers a great many in· 
stances, such as John beats Paul I John frightened the children I Johtl 
burns the papers, but it is difficult to apply the definition to count· 
less other sentences in which, however, grammarians never hesitatE 
to use the term objeot, e.g. John burns his fingers (i.e. he suffen 
in his fingers from burning) I John suffer8 pain, etc. 

Sweet long ago saw this difficulty and said (OP 25): "With 
such verbs as beat, carry, etc., the accusative unmistakably denote4i 
the object of the action expressed by the verb, but with sucb 
verbs as see, hear, it is clearly a mere metaphor to talk of all 

, object.' A man cannot be beaten without feeling it, but ht 
lli'1 
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ca.n be seen without knowing a.nything about it, and in many 
eMes there is no action or volition at all involved in seeing. And 
in suoh a sentenoe as he JeaT8 the man, the relations are exactly 
reversed, the grammatical nominative being really the objeot 
affected, while the grammatical aocusative represents the cause." I 
Sweet concludes that in many cases the aocusative has no meaning 
at all-it would be better to say that it has not the meaning 
implied in the narrow definition usually given, but varies a.ccording 
to the infinitely varying meanings of the verbs themselves, as 
seen in such instances as: kill the calf I kill time I the pictUre 
represents the king I he represented the University I it represents 
the best British tradition I run a risk I run a business I answer & 

letter, a question, a person I he answered not a word I pay the 
bill/ pa.y six shillings I pay the cabman I I shall miss the train I I 
shall miss you I entertain guests I entertain the idea. I fill a pipe I fill 
an office, etc., ete (Cf. 8pr. L. 83.) 

If we compare instances in which the same verb is used 
" intransitively" (or "absolutely"), i.e. without an objeot, and 
.. transitively," i.e. with an object,2 as in 

she sings well she sings French songs 
I wrote to him I wrote a long letter 
send for the doctor send the boy for the doctor 
he doesn't smoke he doesn't smoke oigars 
he drinks between meals he drinks wine, etc., 

we see that the object serves to make the meaning conta.ined 
in the verb more special. But however important this observation 

1 In 1918 Deutschbein (Sprachpaych. Studien, p. 37) discovered iIoDew 
that part of this difficulty which concerns verbs of observation: "Denn in 
nnen wie ich Sf-he den haum oder ich hore dM ge8chre~ der mowen kann man 
doch kaum nach der gewohulichen a.uffassung von emem a.ffizlertwerden des 
objektes reden." He himself had defined the accusatlve as a "causative "
that name, by the way, would apply better to the nominative than to the 
accusative according to his own words, "Im akkusativ kommt derjenige 
begrxff zu stehen, der die wirkung einer ursache (= nominativus) iIoDglbt"
but he now sees that the terms cause and effect cannot be simply appJi~d 
to such verbs. His solution of the difficulty is that ich sehe dC18 schiff 
originally meant ich neMm ein 8chiff ala btU in mtr (lUI, and that later thlS 
was extended to cases of non-intentlOnal using. Deutschbein would Ilot 
have devised this theory had it not been for the narrowness of the ordinary 
definition of "object." 

I It is curious that in the dialect of Somerset (see Elworthy's Grammar, 
191) a distinction is made in the fann of the verb according to these two 
uses, the verb ending in a short (i} when it has no object: [dlgi] but [dig 
tie gra.un], [zi!}i] like a. man, but [zi?J] the song. ThiS distinction is somewha.t 
aimilar to the one found in Magyar between the • subJective' conjugat1'On 
as ill 'rok 'I write' and the obJective' cOIlJugation as in irom 'I wrlte' 
(with a definite object, it, etc.). Of. also Ma.urItius Creole to manzi tu mangE's, 
to mama p~88on tu man~eB du poisson, Bail38ac, Etude sur le Patois Creole 
Mauricien 42; in Basqne there is something similar, Uhlenbeck, Karak
teN'iek 32. 
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is, it cannot be used to define what an object is; for the meaning 
of a. verb ms.y be 'specialized' by other means, for instance by 
the predicative in Troy was great, cp. Troy UIa8, he grow8 old, cp. 
he grows, and by a subjunct in he walks Jastl he sings loud I he 
walks three miles an hour I travel third class I ride post-haste. 

In some cases it may be difficult to tell whether 8. word is to 
be called a predicative or an object. The object can in many 
cases be recognized by the possibility of turning it into the sub
ject of a. passive sentence. The object is more closely connected 
with the verb of the sentence, and the predicative with the subject 
(to which it might under altered circumstances be joined as an 
adjunct). Thus it is natural that the predicatiYe adjective in 
those languages which inflect it is made to agree with the subject 
in number and gender, and that the predicative, whether sub
stantive or adjective, is in many languages put in the same case 
as the subject (nominative). Something between an object and 
8. predicative is seen in English after make (she will make a good 
wife) and in German dialects after geben (see examples in Grimm's 
Worterbuck, 1702: welche nit gern spinnen, die geben gute wirtin I 
w6ttu en bildhauer gawen = willst du ein steinmetzer werden). 

Subjuncts C" substantives used adverbially") often resemble 
objects, and it is not always easy to draw the line between the 
two categories, e.g. in he walks three mile8. We do not hesitate 
to regard stone8 in tl~row stonea as the object of the verb. but many 
languages here use the instrumental case (which in old Gothonio 
was merged into the dative); in OE. the word for 'throw' 
weorpan may take a dative (teoseZum weorpeJ:' 'throws dice '), 
though it more often takes an accusapive; ON has kasta (fJerya) 
steinum ' throw (with) stones' j in Russian, brosat' C throw' takes 
either the acc. or the instrumental. English has, of course, no 
longer any instrumental case, but we might speak of an "object 
of instrument It in cases like: she nods her head I claps her hands I 
shrugs her shoulders I pointed her forefinger at me I it rained fire 
and brimstone. 

Object of Result. 
There is one clMS of 'object' which stands by itself and is of 

considerable interest, namely the object of result, as in: he built 
a house I she paints Howers I he wrote a letter I the mouse gnawed 
a hole in the cheese. Those grammarians who pay attention to 
this kind of object (in G. called "ergebnisobject" or " effizierte& 
objckt" as contrasted with "richtungsobject" or "afiizierte& 
objc.>kt. ") mention only such verbs as make, produce, create, con
struct, etc., where it is obvious that the object must be an object 
of result. and ignore the more interesting fact that one and the 
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same verb often takes both kinds of object without really changing 
its own signification, though the relation between the verb and 
the object is entirely dillerent in the two cases; compare, fol' 
example, 

dIg the ground 
bore the plank 
light the lamp 
he eats an apple 
hatch an egg 
roll a hoop 
strike the table 
conclude the business 

dig a. grave 
hore a hole in the plank 
light a fire 
the moths eat holes in curtains 
hatch a chicken 
roll pills 
strike a bargain, sparks 
conclude a treaty. 

A subdivision of 'objects of result' comprises those • inner 
objects' which I mentioned under the head of nexus-substantives 
(dream a strange dream I fight the good fight, etc., p. 137 f.). 
Another is seen in grope one' 8 way I force an entrance I he smiled 
'his acquiescence, etc, 

Snbject and Object. 

The relation between subject and object cannot be determined 
once and for all by pure logic or by definition, but must in each 
case' be determined according to the spE"cial nature of the verb 
employed. Both subject and object are primary mem.bers, and 
we may to some extent accept Madvig's dictum that the object 
is as it were a hidden subject, or Schuchardt's that" jedes objekt 
ist ein in den schatten gerU.cktes subjekt " (Sitzungsber. d. preuss. 
Akad. d. wiss. 1920,462). In many ways we"see that there is some 
kinship between subject and objeot. 

If this were not so, we should be at a loss to understand the 
frequency of shiftings from one to the other in course of time, 
as in ME him (0 = object) dreamB a Btrange dream (8 = subject), 
whioh has becomtl he (8) dreamB a 8trange dream (0), a. transition 
which, of course, Was facilitated by the great number of sentences 
in which the form did not show the first word to be an object, 
as thp king dreamed. . • • This trap.sition causes a. semantio change 
in the verb like. which from the meaning 'please, be agreeable 
to' (him like OY8ters) came to mean 'feel pleasure in' (he likes 
OY8ters). By this change the name of the person, which had 
alwa.ys been placed first beca.use of its emotional importance, 
now by becoming the subject became the foremost word of the 
sentence from a grammatical point of view as well. 

While, then, in English and Danish a certain number of verbs 
ceased in this way to be .. impersonaJ. " and became "personal," 
a ool'1'esponding change in Italian led to the development of a 
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kind of pronoun for the "generic person" (see on this term thfll 
chapter on Person). Si dice C08i means literally' (it) says itself 
thus;' G. • es sagt sich so,' but that is equivalent to G. • man $agt 
so,' a.nd wha.t was at first the object came to be regarded as the 
8ubject. and vice versa, as in si puo vederlo 'you can see him' ; 
this is shown in the change of number from ,. tleMono biglietti, 
where bigliett. is subject, into ,. tlentle biglietti. where it is object. 
Both constructions are now found side by side. thus in Fogazzaro. 
Santo, p. 291, PregO che si togliessero le candele, but p. 290 disse 
che si aspettava solamente loro.1 

The logical kinship between subjeot and object also a.ocounts 
for the fact thl!.t there are here and there sentenoes without a 
formal subject but with an object. as G. mien inert, mien kungerl. 
In the vaat majority of cases, however, where a verb has only one 
primary, this will be felt as the subject and aocordingly is, or in 
course of time comes to be, put in the nominative as the proper 
8ubject-C8.$e. 

Beciprocity. 
Some verbs by virtue of their meaning make it possible to 

reverse the relation between subject and object. If A meets B, 
B also meets A (note that where we say 1 met an old man, the 
Germans usually. though having the same word-order, will make 
an old man into the subject: mir begegnete ein alter mann). When 
in geometry one line cuts (intersects) another line, the second 
line also cuts the former. If Ma.ry resembles Ann, Ann also 
res~mbles Mary; and if Jack marries Jill, Jill also marries Jack. 
In such cases we often make the two words into one connected 
subject and use eack other as objeot; the old man and I met each 
other I the two lines cut one another I Mary and Ann resemble 
eaoh other I Jack and Jill marry one another. Reciprocity ma.y, 
of course, also occur without being necessarily implied in the mean
ing of the verb itself: A may hate B without B hating A, but 
if B does hate him back, we may express it in the same way : 
A and B hate one another. In English the verb in itself often 
suffices to express reciprocity: A and B meet (marry, kiss, fight) 
= A meets (marries, kisses, fights) B, and B meets (marries, kisses, 
fights) A. In some of theSe cases Danish. has the form in -, (old 
reflexive): A og B msdes, kysses, shws. 

Two Object&. 
There may be two objects in the same sentenoe, e.g. He gave 

hi8 daughter a watch I he showed kill daughter the way I he ta.ught 
1 According to one theory, which, however, has been disputed, we have 

the inverse shifting in the Lat. passive: the original active */Jf1I.IlWr amieo8 has 
given rise to amcmtur amici; see many articles quoted by Brugmann Ea 27 n. 

11 
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his dc/ughter arithmetic, etc. (But it should be noted that in " they 
made Brown President" we have only one object, namely the 
whole nexus, as in "they made Brown laugh ".) In languages 
with separate forms for the accusative and the dative, the person 
is generally put in the dative, and the thing in the accusative; 
the former is caHed the indirect, and the latter the direct object. 
But sometimes we find the dative where there is only one object, 
and in some cases both objects are in the accusative--which shows 
that the difference between the dative and the accusative is not 
a notional one, but purely syntactic, dependent in each language 
on idiomatic rules; on this, and on the use of other cases for the 
object, see the chapter on Case (XIII). 

Instead of a case-form for the indirect objeet we often find 
a preposition, which loses ita original loeal meaning, thus E. to, 
Romanic a. This originally indicated direction and would be 
appropriately used with such verbs as give, but its use was extended 
to cases in which any idea. of direction would be out of the ques
tion, e.g. with deny. In Spa.nish a is used even with the direct 
object, if this denotes a person. In English the preposition on 
is sometimes used idiomatically: bestow something on a person, 
con/er a degrte on him. 

The point of view which determines whether something is the 
direct or the indirect object may sometimes vary, even within 
one and the same language, as in E. present something to a person 
or present a person with something (Fr. presenter q~telque chose a 
quelqu'un). Where French has j01trnir qoh a qqn, English says 
furnish someone with something. Only the briefest mention can 
hero be made of the French inclination to trcat a verb and a. 
dependent infinitive as one verb, and therefore to turn the person 
into the indirect object: il lui fit voir le oheval (as iZ lui montra 
le oheval), but ille fit ohanter ; 1 and then further: je lui ai entendu 
dire q1te . .• 0 

"'''here the active verb has two object!!, one of them may be 
made the subject in the corresponding PlLssive turn.: In most 
cases it is thc direct object which is treated in this way, and many 
languages are strict in not allowing what in the active is in the 

1 Brunot says (PL 390): .. On ne peut qu'admirer l'instinct Iinguistique 
qui, malgre une construction identique, attribue deux !lens si profondement 
difierents a: j'ai fait faire un f)etement It moo tailleur, et: j'ai i<%it fam~ un 
,,&ement d mOll .JUs." Instead of admiration, I should rather express wonder 
that BO ambiguous COIlStruCtiOIlS produce after all compllratively few mis
understandings. 

I In Tagala (Philif.pine Islands) there are three po.seives. and, correspond
ing to the sentence • search for the book with this candle in tho room," 
we may have three different formations. 8<'cording o.s the book, the candle, 
or the room is looked upon o.s the most important and put in the nominative 
(H. C. v. d. Gabelentz. Ueber daB ;pa86itlum. 484). 
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dative case to be made a subject in the passive. Cf., however, 
Fr. je ~'eux etre aMi. In English there is e. growing tendency to 
make the person into the subject of the passive verb; this is 
quite natural beca.use there is now no formal difference Detween 
datjv~ and accllsative, and because for emotional reasons one 
always tends to place the name of the person first. Thus people 
will naturally say: the girl WlUl promised an apple I he u'as awarded 
a gold medal, etc. Grammarians have opposed this tendency, 
chiefly because they have had in their heads the rules of Latin 
grammar, but the native speech-instinct cannot be put down by 
pedantic schoolmasters. Ow:iously enough the pedants seem to 
have had fcwer objections to constructioIlB like: he was taken 
no notice 0/. which find their explanation in So following paragraph. 

Adjectives and Adverbs with Objects.. 
Verbs are not the only words that can take an object. In 

English there are a few adjectives which can do the same: he 
is not u'Orth his salt I he is like his father; Dan. han er det jranske 
aprog mregtig. G. (with gen.) er ist der /ranzOsischen sprache machtig ; 
Lat. avidus laudis ! plenWl timoris. We have also English com
binations like conscious that something had happened I anxious to 
avoid a .scanil.aZ, where the clause and the infinitive are objects. 
These adjectives, however, cannot take a substantive as theil' 
object exeept with a preposition: conscious of evil I anxious jor 
our sajety, where we may say that the whole groups r>! evil, for our 
.safety are notional objects, even if we do not acknowledge them 
as grammatical objects. The same remllrk applies to of-groups 
after such adjectives as 8'U{Jgestive, indicative, etc. In Latin we 
have the rule that participles in ·ns take their object in the ace usa.· 
tive when the verbal feeling is strong: a'lTVJ,ns patriam, but in the 
genitive (like adjectives such as tenax) when they denote a. more 
constant charactat:istic; amans patrire. 

If an adverb takes an objeot, tpe adverb beoomes what is 
commonly termed a preposition; see Ch. VI. Observe that the 
German preposition nach is nothing but a. phonetio variant of the 
adverb nah. 

When a verb is followed by an adverb (preposition) with ita 
object, the latter may often be looked upon as the object of the 
whole combination verb + adverb; hence we find vacillations, 
e.g. G. er liiuft ihr nach (um ih,. naMzulaufen) : e,. liiuft nack ik,. 
(um nack ;,hr Z'U lau/en), Fr. ~i lui court 'apres = sE court apres eile. 
In OE. he him refter riid (refter'riid) 'he rode after him,' refter may 
be taken.as a postpositive preposition; notice also that the in· 
separable Dan. (at) efter/tllge. (at) efter8trrebe = the separa.ble G. 
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nach(zu)folgen, nach(w)8treben. Hence come the passive construc. 
tiona found in E. he Was laughed at I he is to be depended cm, etc. 

Passive. 
In a few cases our languages are provided with two verbs that 

stand in a similar relation to one another as over and under, before 
and after, more and ie88, older and younger, thus 

A precedes B == B follows (succeeds) A. 
What in the first sentence is looked at from the point of view 
of A is in the second looked at from the point of view of B.l In 
most cases this shifting is effected by means of the passive turn 
(B is preceded by A). He e what was the object (or one of the 
objects) in the active sentence is made into the subJect, and what 
was the subject in the active sentence is expressed either by means 
of a prepositional group, in English with by (formerly of), in French 
with par or de, in Latin with ab, etc. or in some languages simply 
by means of some case form (instrumental, ablative). 

We may express this in a f"rmula, using the letter S for sub
ject, 0 for object, V for verb, a for active, p for passive, and 0 
for "converted subject" : 

thus 

S VII 0 
Jack loves Jill 

Jack: sa = Cl' 
Jill: 011 = sP. 

s VP c 
Jill is loved by Jack, 

It is customary in English to speak about the active and 
passive voice (Fr. voix). Wi.ll.iam James, in his Talks to Teachers, 
p. 152, relates how one of his relatives was trying to explain to 
a little girl what was meant by the passive voice. "Suppose 
that you kill me: you who do the killing are in the active voice, 
and I, who am killed, am in the passive voice." "But how can 
you speak if you're killed t " said the child. "Oh, well, you may 
supPbse that I am not yet quite dead!" The next day the child 
was. asked, in class, to explain the passive voice, and said, "It's 
the kind of voice you speak with when you ain't 'quite dea.d." 
The anecdote shows not only the bad blundert that may be com
mitted in the teaching of grammar (absurd examples, stupid 
explanations), but also the drawback of the traditional term voice. 
Some grammarians in Germany and elsewhere use the word genus 
(genus verbi), which has the inconvenience that it is also used of 
gender (genus substantivi). It would be best, probably, to use 

1 Cp. A sells it to B = B 00118 it from A; thua tJso uiV6 ; receitle; A 
has (po88eBBU) it = it bekmg8 to A. 
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the word turn: and say 'active and passive turn.' The words 
active and passive cannot very well be dispensed with, though 
they, too, may lead to rnisconcephons: even in works by good 
scholars one may occasionally find words to the effect that such 
verbs as 8uffer, sleep, die should be called passive rather than 
active, or that Lat. vapulo • I am thrashed' is a passive in spite 
of its active form, or that there is nothing active in A see8 E, A 
love8 B These ideas start from the erroneous conception that 
the distinction between active and passive in the linguistic sense 
is congruent with the distinction between bodily or mental activity 
and passivity-an error which is connected with the similar one 
we saw above where we were speaking of the definition of the 
object. 

It is important here as elsewhere to distinguish betwe~n syn
tactic and notional categories. Whether a verb is 8yntactir:aZly 
active or passive depends on its form alone; but the same idea. 
may be expressed sometimes by an active, sometimes by a passive 
form: .A precedes B = A is followed by B; A likes B = A is 
attracted by B. The passive Lat. nascitur has given wa.y to the 
active Fr. naU in the same sense and is rendered in English some
times by the passive is born, sometimes by the active, originate8, 
comes into existence; the circumstance that Lat. vapulo in other 
languages is translat~d by a passive does not alter its grammatical 
character as an active; and Gr. apothneskei is just as active when 
we render it 'is killed' (thus when it is followed by 'hupo 'by') 
as when we simply say • dies.' There is thus nothing in the ideas 
themselves to stamp verbs as active or passive. And yet we ma.y 
speak of 'active' and 'passive' as notionaZ as well as syntactic 
categories, but only as applied to the meaning of each verb separ
ately, and-what is very important-only in case oJ a transposition 
of the relation of the subject (and object if there i8 one) to the 'l:erb 
itself. "Jill is loved by Jack" and "es wird getanzt" are 
notionally as well as syntactically in the passive, bElcause the 
subjects are different from those in "Jack loves Jill" and" sie 
tanzen.' , In other cases there is disagreement between the syn
tactic and the notional active or passive. 

Thus, if WE' take the two sentences "he sells the book" and 
"the book sells well" we must say that the active form. se'!l8 in 
the former is a notional active, and in the la.tter a notional passive, 
because what in one is the object in the other is the subject. In 
the same way we have other verbs (in some languages more, in 
others fewer), which &re used idiomatically as notional actives 
and notional passives, thus 

Persia. began the wa.r. 
The war began. 
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Other English examples: he opened the door; the door 
open.ed I he moved heaven and earth; the earth moves round 
the sun I roll a stone; the stone rolls I turn the leaf; the tide 
turns I burst the boiler; the boiler bursts I burn the wood; the 
wood burns, etc. 

It is rarer to find verbs with passive forms that may be used 
in both these ways. The Dan~ mindes has a passive form; it 
generally means' rcmember ' and may then be said to be a notional 
active, but when it is used, as occasionally happens, in the sense 
• be remembered' (Cl det skal mindes lronge") it is a notional 
pas .. ivc; similarly we have " vi ma. omgas ham med varsomhed .. 
'we must deal cautiously with him,' and "han ma. omgas med 
varsomhed" 'he must be dealt with cautiou'3ly.' We shall see 
other instances of notional passive unexpressed in form in verbal
substantives and infinitives. 

In this connexion something must be so.id about a grammatical 
feature which is found in some out-of-the-way languages and 
which by some writers is thought to throw some light on the 
primitive stages of our own family of languages, na.mely the dis
tinction between a casus activus or transitivUB and a M8U8 paBBivus 
or intransitivUB. In Eskimo one form ending in -p is used as the 
subject of a transitive verb (when there is an object in the same 
sentence), while another form is used either as the subject of an 
intransitive verb or as the object of a transitive verb, e.g. 

nan'o(q) Pe'lip takuva' = Pole saw the bear. 
nan'up PC'le takuva' = the bear so.w Pole. 
Pe'le o'mavoq = Pele lives. 
nan'o(q) o'mavoq = the bear lives. 

Cp. the use in the genitive: nan'up niaqua Pe'lip takuva. 
'Pele saw the bear's head' I nan'up niaqua angivoq 'the bear's 
head was large' I Pe'up niaqua nan'up takuva' 'the bear saw 
Pele's head.' 

Similar rules. are found in Basque, in some la.nguagcs of the 
Caucasus, and in some Amermdia.n languages. On this basis it 
has been conjectured that the primitive Aryan language had one 
form, charactcrizro by -B, and used as an active (energetic, sub
jective or pO%Chsive) case, thus only with na.mes of animate beings 
(masculine and feminine), and on the other side a. form with no 
ending or with -m, which wa.s used as a passive or objective case, 
serving also a"l the subject of intransitive verbs and coming natur
ally to be USt-d as a 'nominative' of names of inanimate things 
(neuter). The -s-case later was differentiated into a nominative 
and a genitive, the latter being characterized in some instances 
by a. different accent, in others by the addition of a second suffix. 
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But originally it denoted not so much possession propE'r as some 
intimate natural union or connenon.1 It will be seen that these 
speculations help to account for some peculiarities of our gender
system as well as of our case-system, and thE'Y should be re-mem
bered when we come to speak of the" subjective" genitive, though 
there we shall see that this is used not only with nouns from tran
sitive verbs, but also with intr,tl1sitives and passlves and cannot 
be distinguished from the" objective" genitive. 

Use of the Passive. 
We use the active or passive tum aocording as we shift our 

point of view from one to the other of the prlmarie-s contained 
in the sentence. "Jack loves Jill " and" Ji11 is loved by J .. ck" 
mean essentially the same thing, a.nd yet they are not in every 
respect exactly synonymous, and it is thelefore not superfluous 
for a language to have both turns. .As So rule the person or thing 
that is the centre of the interest at the moment is v:tade the subject 
of the sentenoe, and therefore the verb must in some cast's be 
put in the active, in others in the passive. 1£ we go through all 
the passives found in some connected text we shall find that 
in the vast majority of cases the choice of this tum is due to one 
of the following reasons. 

(1) The active subject is unknown or cannot easily he stated, 
e.g. He tDa8 killed in the Boer war I the city i8 well supplied with 
water I I Was templed to go on I the murderer uw caught yester
day: here the fact of his capture is more important than the 
statement what policeman it was who caught him. Very often 
the active subject is the 'generic person': it i8 known = ' on 
sait.· In cc the doctor 1t.'a8 sent Jor" neither the st'nder nor the 
person sent is mentioned. 

(2) The ootive subject is self-evident from the conten: His 
memory of these events Was 108t beyond rrcove-ry I ShE' told me 
tha.t her master had dismissE'd her. No reason lwd been a88igned; 
no objection had been made to her conduct. She had been Jor
bidden to appeal to her mistress, etc. 

(3) There may be a special reason (ta.ct or delicacy of senti· 
ment) for not mentioning the active subject; thus the mention 
of the first person is often avoided, in ,,,ritiIlg more frequently 
than in speaking: "Enough has been 8aid here of a subject whieh 
will be treated more fully in a. SubR('quent cha.pter." In Swedish 

1 Uhlenbeck, IF 12. 170, KZ 39. 600, 41. 400, Karakt. k. bask. gramm. 
28. Amsterdam Acad. Verslagen, 5e r~ks. Deel 2, 1916; Holger Pede~n, 
KZ 40. 151 if., Schuchardt, IF 18. 528. Berlin Aco.d. 11)21. 6S1. Differen. 
views are expressed by Finck, Berlin Acari. 1905 and KZ 41. 209 ft., and 
Sapir. InternafliOftld Journal 0/ AIMI-ican Mftgu'Ht~CIJ, Vol. I, 86. 
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the passive turn is rather frequent to, avoid the clumsy substitutes 
for the second personal pronouns: Onskas en tandstick • do you 
want a match t ' I Finns inte en timdstick! 'Haven't you got 
a. match 1 • 

In none of these cases is the a.ctive subject mentioned, a.nd 
it has often been pointed out that this is the general rule with 
passive sentences in many languages (Arabic, Lettish, old Latin, 
Wackernagel VS 143). StatistlCal investigations made by some 
of my pupils showed me many years ago that between 70 and 
94 per oent. of passive sentences in various English writers contained 
no mention of the aotive subject. 

(4) Even if the active subject is inrucated (" converted sub
ject ") the passive turn is preferred if one takes naturally a greater 
interest in the passive than in the active subject: the house waa 
8truck by lightning I his son u'as run over by a motor car. 

(5) The passive turn may facilitate the connexion of one sen· 
tence with another: he rose to speak and 'was listened to with 
enthusiasm by the great crowd present. 

In most languages there are certain restrictions on the use of 
the passive turn, which are not always easy to account for. "!'he 
verb have (have got) in its proper sense is seldom used in the passive 
(though it may be used, e.g. in "This may be had for twopence 
at any grocer's "). Pedants sometimes object to sentences like: 
" this word ought to be pronounced differently" (because a. word 
can have no duty I) or "her natue will have to be mentioned," 
Intransitiv~ verbs in the passive are common in some languages: 
Lat. itur, itum est, curritur, G. es wird getanzt, even "Was nutzte 
es auch, gereist mU88te 'U.'erden; man musste eben vorwarts, solange 
es ging" (Ch. Bischoff), Dan. der danses, her ma o,1·be}de.s-but 
not in English or French. 

Middle Voice. 
On the cc middle voice" ss found, for instance, in Greek there 

is no necessity to say much here, as it has no separate notional 
char~('ter of its own: sometimes it is purely reflexive, i.e. denotes 
identity of subject and (unexpressed) object, sometimes a. vaguer 
reference to the subject, sometimes it is purely passive and some
times scarcely to be distinguished from the ordinary active; in 
some verbs it has developed special semantio values not easily 
classified. 

Active and Passive Adjectives. 
The notiona.l distinction between active and passive also applies 

to some adjectives derived from or connected with verbs. We 
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have aotive and passive partioiples (E. knowing, known, etc., 
though the latter is not purely passive). It is also a oommon 
oonviotion among comparative linguists that the old Aryan par
ticiples in -to and -no, which are at the bottom of our weak and 
strong seoond participles, were at first neither active nor passive 
in character.l Besides these we have adjectives with such endings 
as -some (troublesome, wearisome), -ive (81tggestive, talkative), -01~ 
(murderous, laborious), which are all of them active, and adjectives 
in -ble, which are generally passive (respectable, e.atable, credible, 
visible), but occasionally active (perishable, serviceable, forcible) 
-less is active in sleepZess, passive in tireless. Sometimes there are 
two correlated forms for active and passive: contemptuous: 
contemptible, desirous: desirable; sometimes the same word may 
have now an active, and now a. passive meaning: suspicious, curious. 
It is the same in other languages. Some of the active adjectives 
may take a notional object by means of the preposition of: sug
gestive of treason, oblivious of our presence, etc. 

Active and Passive Substantives. 
If we ask whether substantives can be active and passive, 

and whether they can t*e objects, we first encounter the so-caUed 
agent-nouns, which are active, e.g. fisher, liar, conqueror, saviour. 
creator, recipient. What would be the object of the corresponding 
verb, is put in the genitive (Ann's lover) or more often, follows 
the preposition of (the owner of this hou8e, the saviour of the world). 
We may here as above speak of notional or shifted objects.-Sub
stantives of the form pickpocket, breakwater contain an active verb 
with its object; a pickpocket may be defined as 'a picker of 
pockets.' 

In English we have a curious class of passive substantives in 
-ee; lessee, referee, etc., 'one to whom a. lease is given, to whom 
a. question is referred,' examinee ' person examined' (but with the 
same endmg we have the a.ctive substantives refugee, absentee). 

Nexus-Substantives. 
Next we come to nexus-substantives. These are originally 

neither active nor passive, but may according to circumstances 
be looked upon as one or the other. To take first a famUiar Latin 
example: amor dei may mean either the love that God feels, 01' 

the love that someone else feels with God as its object. In the 
first 'case we call dei a. subjective genitive (which by som.e is 
taken simply as a. possessive genitive, inasmuch as God 'has' 01' 

1 Brugmann IF o. 117. H. Pedereen KZ 40. 157 f. 
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'"Oossesses' the feeling); in the second we call it al'j. objective genitive. 
hi the first dei is, in the symbols used above, sa, in the second Oa, 
but as we have seen that oa = SP. we may just as well say that 
dei in both cases is a subjective genitive, but that a'TIWr in the 
first case is an actlve, and in the second case a passive word. In 
both cases we have a nexus, in which the genitive indicates the 
primary, and amor the secondary element; the nexus. in itseli 
is neither active nor passive, the only thing expressed being a 
connexion between the two elements God and love, in which it 
is left to the hearer whether he will take it as meaning the fact 
that God loves, or the fact that God is loved. In the same way 
odium Cresaris, timor Mstium are ambiguouo. So also in Greek, 
e.g. 2 Cor. 5. 14 he gar agape tou KhrisWu sunekhei hemas (in 
A.V.: the loue of Christ constreineth vs). 

English sometimes presents the same ambiguity. Hodgson 
(Errors in the Use of Engl. 91) has the following anecdote: An 
attorney, not celebrated for his probity, was robbed one night 
on his way from Wicklow to Dublin. His father, meeting Baron 
O'Grady the next day, said: "My lord, have you heard of my 
son's robbery 1" "No, indeed," replied the Baron, "pray whom 
did he rob 1 " 

},f e'TIWry is used in two ways in Hamlet: 'Tis in my memory 
locked-this is the common usage, Sa-and: a great mans memory 
may outliue his life half a. year-this is the rarer sP. Formerly 
the objective genitive (8P) was more common than now, e.g. from 
Shakespeare: Reuenge his Joule and most vnnaiurall murther (the 
fact that he has been murdered) I thou didst dcnie the !}olds receit. 
There are, however, certain definite rules for the use of the genittve 
(and of possessive pronouns) though they have not beon recognized 
by grammarians. The chief ones are the following. 

(1) It is obvious that with intransitive verbs there can be no 
quebtion of any passive sense; the genitive therefore is always 
(:;<1: the doctor'8 arrival, e:x:istence, life; death, etc. 

The following rules apply to transitive verbs, hut rules (2) 
to (5) concern only the combination of genitive and SUbstantive, 
When this is not followed by So prepositional group. 

(2) Substantives formed from such transitive verbs as cannot 
on account of their meaning have a. person as object are taken 
n the active sense: his (sa) 81.I11gestion, decision, supposition, etc. 

(3) Where the meaning of the verb is such that its subject 
generally is a person and that it may take a person as object, the 
genitive or possessive is generally taken as sa : Ms attack, discovery, 
admiration, love, respect, approbation interruption, etc. Here, 
however, we notice a. curious difference, according as the nexus
i1ubstantive is the subject of the sentence or is used after a 
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preposition: His assistance (sa) is required I come to his aS818tance 
(SP). Thus also: his service (support, defence) IS valua,ble I at jus 
service (in his support, defence). Cf. also the some\~hat arehaic : 
in order to his humiliation. The substantive ha" the same passIve 
sense without a genitive after verbs like need, 'Want: he needa 
support, asks for approbation (but my is Sa in: he asks for my 
approbation). 

(4) The genitive or possessive will, however, be under'stood in 
its objective sense when more interest is taken in the person who 
is the object of an action than in the person who is the agent in 
the case. Thus in a recent number of an EngJish paper I found, 
at a few lines' distance, De Valera's cartu.e and De Valera's arrest 
mentioned as possibilities: it is of no importance who captures 
or arrests the Irish leader. Other examples: a man's trial (the 
fact that he is brought before a judge) I h~s defeat I his overthrow I 
his deliverance I his release I his education. The passive sense is 
also found in: her receptwn was unique I he escaped recognition. 
In "he is full of Y01lr pmises " the person who praises naturally 
is he. and your therefore represents SP = 0'. 

(5) Where the subject of a vprb is as often, or more often, a. 
thing than a person, and where, on the other hand, the object is 
a person, the nexus-substantive is taken in a passive sense: his 
(SP) astonishment, surprise, amazement, amusement, irnlat~on, etc. 

Next we have to consider the use of prepositions with nexus
substantives. Of in itself is just as aml)iguous as the genitive, 
the love oJ God, Sa or Sp. But it is unambiguous if it is combined 
with a genitive, for then the latter always means sa, and the 
oJ-group SP: my trials of thy loue (Sh.) I his instinctive avoidante 
oJ my brother, etc. When the genitive combinations mentioned 
under (4) are thus followed by oJ. they immediately change their 
meaning: Luther's (S4) deliverance oJ Germany from priestcraft I he 
won praise by his release oJ his prisoners I her reception of her guests. 

In the nineteenth century the con&truction with by began to 
be common as an unambiguous means of denoting Sa; it is the 
same by that is used with the passive v{'rb, hut curiously enough 
this recent use is not mentioned in the NED: the pur('hase, by 
the rich, of power to tax, the poor (Ruskin) I a pIca for the educa
tion by the State pi neglected country girls! the mas::"L('re of 
Christians by Chinese. If by is used, the gl'llitive may be used for 
SP: his expulsion from power by tlie Tones Cfhackeray). 

For SP there is also a growing tendeney to use other preposi
tions than the amhiguous of, thus : your love for my daughter I the 
love of Browning for Italy I his dislike to (for) that oflicer I there 
would have been no hatred of Protestant to Catholic i contempt, 
fear Jor, attack on. With certain substantives simil.lr prepositions 
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are common in other languages as well, Dan. for, til, Lat. odium 
in Antonium, It. la sua ammirazione per le died dame piu belle. 
(Serao).l 

The English verbal substantive in -ing had also originally the 
same double character, though it has generally an active sense: 
BiB (sa) throwing, etc. In former times sP was frequent, cf.: 
Shall we excuse niB throwing into the water (Sh. = his having been 
thrown). The passive sense is also seen in " Vse euerie man after 
his desart, and who should scape whipping 1" (Sh.), and is still 
found in combinations like: the roads want mending, but the 
creation in comparatively recent times of the passive combination 
being thrown (having bee;n thrown) restricts the simple form in the 
vast majority of cases to the active use. On the case of the 
notional subject see p. 141. 

Infinitives. 
We must here also say something about that early form of 

verbal substantive which developed into our infinitive. Thls, too, 
at:first was neither active nor passive, but in course of time passive 
simple forms or combinations developed: amari, be loved, etc. 
Traces of the (active or indifferent) form as a. notional passive 
are still found, in English for instance in "they were not to blame 
(cf. they were not to be seen) I the reason is not far to seek I the 
reason is not difficult to see, where the reason is the subject of i8, 
but at the same time may be considered a kind of object for to 
Bee, or subject for to 8ee if this is taken in the passive sense.· Cf. 
further: there i8 a lot to 8ee in Rome I there i8 a lot to be 8een in 
Rome (the two sentences are not exactly synonymous). In the 
following quotation we have the three possibilities in close suc
cession: There was no one to ask (active form, passive sense), 
no one to guide him (the same in active sense); there was nothing 
to be relied upon. 

Other well-known instances of this double-sided cha.racter of 
the infinitive: G. er liess ihn (S") kommen I er liess fun (SP) 
stra.fen I Dan. han lod ham komme I ha.n lod ham straffe I Fr. je 
l'a.i vu jouer I je l'a.i vu battre. In Engl., where the passive 
form is now extensively used in such cases, the a.ctive form was 
formerly used in a. passive sense, e.g. (he) leet anon hj$ deere doghter 
oalle (Cha.ucer: 'let her be called, ca.used her to be called ') I he 
made cast her in to the riuer (NED mc&ke 53 d). 

1 In Finnish the gen. has both values, e.g. MCln.maam. raklcClUl • love of 
the na.tive country.' jumalan pelko C fea.r of God.' Where both are com
bined, S2I + the subat. is treated as a compound subst.: kcmsalaisen Man. 
maat'l-rakkaUI I the citizens' love for their country' (Setlllli, Sa.tslik" 31). 

I Cf. Fr. ce vin eal; bOil III boire. 



CHAPTER xm 

CASE 
Number of English Cases. Genitive. Nominative and Oblique. Vocative 

Final Words about Cases. PrepositionaJ Groups. 

Number of English Cases. 
THE subject of this chapter, whioh has already to some extent 
been touched upon in the previous chapter, is a most diffioult 
one, because languages differ very much on this point, and because 
the underlying ideas expressed by the various oases &re not as 
palpable as, e.g., the difference between one and more, or between 
past, present and future, which are to form the subjects of some 
other chapters. It will, perhaps, be best to start from a. ooncrete 
example, which illustrates the fundamental difference between the 
two originally related languages, L&tin and English. 

Where the Romans said Petrus jilio PatUi librum dat, the English 
say Peter gives Paul's S01l. a book. There can be no doubt that 
the I4tin substantives are in four different oases, viz. 

Petrus - nominative, 
jilio - dative, 
Pauli - genitive, 
librum - accusative, 

and similarly there oan be no doubt that the English word Paw's 
is in the genitive, which roughly corresponds to the same cue in 
Latin; but it can be, and has been, disputed whether we &re 

allowed to say that Peter is in the nominative, 801l. in the dative, 
and book in the accusative, as there is no differenoe in endings in 
English, as there is in Latin, to show whioh of these cases is 
employed. Are we to sa.y that we have the same three oases as 
in Latin, or that we have two cases, a. nominative (Peter) and an 
oblique case (son, book), or finally that all three words are in the 
same "common case'" Each of these three positions has been 
defended by grammarians, and as the discussion presents con
siderable theoretical interest besides being of pra.cticaJ importance 
for the teaching of English and other l&nguages in schools, it 
will be necessary to devote some pages to the arguments pro 
and con. 

111 
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Let us first take the question: has English a da.tive casE' as 

distinct from an accusative case! It would undoubtedly be so 
if we could find some truly grammatical oriteria, either of form 
or of function, by which to tell the two cases apart. Ai; word· 
order was in Ch. II recognized as a formal element, we might 
Imagine someone maintaining that we have a. real dative in our 
senwnce on the ground of fixed position, it being impossible to 
say "he gave a. book Paul's son." A closer inspection of the 
fa.cts will, however, show us that it is impossible to recognize a 
positional dative, for in "I gave it him" we have the inverse 
order. Surely it would be preposterous to say either that it is 
here a dative, or tha.t we have a positional dative which is some. 
times placed before and sometimes after the accusative object. 
Further, if in "the man gave his son a book" .son is in the posi. 
tional dative, we must recognize a positional dative in all the 
following instances in which it would be impossible to revert the 
order of the two substantives: 

I asked the boy a. few questions. 
I heard the boy his lessons: 
I took the boy long walks. 
I painted the wall a different colour. 
I ca.lled the boy bad names. 
I called the boy a. scoundrel. 

If we are to speak of separate datives and accusatives in 
English, I for one do not know where in this list the dative goes 
out and the accusative comes in, and I find no guidance in those 
grammars that speak of these two cases. 

Someone might suggest that we have a criterion in the possi· 
bility of a. word's being made the subject of a passive sentence, 
(loll this is allowable with accusatives only. This would be a purely 
linguistic test-but it is not applicable. In the firbt pJace it is 
not every" accusative" that can be made the subject of a passive 
sentence; witness the second "accusatives " in " they made Brown 
:Mayor," "they appointed Kirkman professor." Secondly, a. 
,. dative" i8 made the subject of the passive sentences "he was 
a.warded a. medal " I "she was refused admittance," as has been 
a.lready mentioned (p. 163). Until other more infallible tests are 
forthcoming, we ma.y therefore safely assert that there is no 
separa.te dative, and no separate accusllotive, in modern English. 

This conclusion is streng!ihened when we see the way in 
which the ablest advocate of the distinction, Professor Sonnen· 
8chein, carries it out in his grammar, where it wiU be difficult tc 
find any consistent system that will guide us in other cases than 
those that are mentioned. Sometimes historical realions are 
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invoked, thus when the rule is given tha.t the case after any pre
positivn is the accusative (§ 169, 489): "In OE. some prepositions 
took the dative ... but a change passed over the langua.ge, BO 

that in late Old English there was a strong tendency to use the 
accusa.tive a.£ter all prepositions." This is at any rate not the 
whole truth, for the dative was kept very late in some instances> 
see, e.g., Chaucer's oJ toume, '!Jeer by yere, by weste, etc., with the e 
sounded. We have traces of this to this da.y in some forms, thus 
the dat. sg. in alive (on liJe), Atterbury (lEt )'CEre byrig), the dat. pI. 
in (by) inchmeal, on Joot, which may be looked on as a continuation 
of OE. on Jotum, ME. on Joten, on fote, at any rate when used of 
more than one pE'rson, as in "they are on foot." Apart from 
such isolated survhra}s the plain histol,'ical truth is that in most 
pronouns it was only the dative that survived, in the plurals of 
substantives the aocusath-e (= nom.), and in the singulars of 
substantives a form in which nominative, accusative, and dative 
are indistinguishably mingled-but wha.tever their origin, from a.n 
early period these forms (him, kings, king) were used indiscrimi
nately both where formerly a dative, and where an accusative 
was requireci.1 

To return to the way in which Professor Sonnenschein dis
tributes the two cases in modern English. In" he asked me a 
question" both me and question are said to be direct objects, 
probably because OE. ascian took two accusatives; in teach him 
French we are left at liberty to call him an accusative or a. dative, 
though the former J3eems to be preferred, in spite of the fact that 
tt4Ch is OE. tmcan, which takes a dative and an accusa.tive. We 
should proba.bly never have hea.rd of two accusatives with this 
verb, had it not been for the fact that Lat. doceo and G. lellre,. 
have this construction L-but that surely is quite irrelevant to 
English grammar, otherwise we may expect some day to hear 
that uae takes the ablative like Lat. 'Utor. 

Sometimes the rules given are evidently incomplete. In § 173 
the da.tive as indirect object seems to be recognized only where 
the sa.me sentence 801$0 contains an object in the accusative, as 
in "Forgive us otU' trespasses," but if we have simply " Forgive 
us," are we to say that 1U is in the accuscl.tive' Is him in I' I 

I What would English boys say if they were tau~hi at school some such 
rule as thi.: him in .. I saw him" and .. for him" 18 It. dative. kings in "I 
laW the kinas" and .. for the kings" is an accusative. but king is an accu
sative in "I saw the king" and It. dative in .. for the ldPg"? Yet from 
an historical point of view this is much mol'9 true thllob SOlUlenschein's 
pseudo-history. 

I With German lehrm the dative is by no JD6888 rare in the name of the 
person. and in the passive both ich wurde clCIB gelehrt and daB wurtill mich 
ge'le}lrt are felt as aWk\vard and therefore replaced by dClS wurde mir gelsll". 
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paid him " in the accusa.tive, bece.uae it is the oniy object, 01" ill 

it in the dative, because it is the indirect object in .. I pa.id him 
a. shilling" t Such questions arise by the soore a.s soon as you 
begin to put asunder wha.t nature has joined together into one 
case, and while in German it is possible to a.nswer them because 
the form actually used guides us, we ha.ve nothing to go by in 
English. In hit hi1ll. a blow who is to say whether him is the 
indirect object (dative) and ca blow the direct object (" acc."), or 
else Mm the direct object (" MO.") and a blow a. subjunot (" instru
mental" or "adverbial ") t Most people when asked a.bout the 
simple sentence hit him (without the addition G blow) would 
probably say that him was the direct object, and thus in the 
" a.cousative." 

Sonnenschein recognizes « adverbial" UStl8 of both cases, but 
it is not possible to disoover any reasons for the distribution. 
" Near him "-dative, why 1 If because of OE. syntax, then him 
in le him, /'I'IJ'm, 1t.im should a.lso be a. dative; here, however, it is 
said to be a.n accusative because of the fiotion tha.t all prepositions 
take the accusative, but why is it not the same with near, which 
js recognized as 8. preposition by the NED 1 "He blew his pipe 
three times "-a.ccusative, why 1 (In OE. it would be a dative.) 
And thus we might go on, for there is nothing to justify the f>er~ 
fectIy arbitra.ry assignation of words to onlf or the other case. 
The rules have to be learned by rote by the pupils, for they cannot 
be understood. 

Professor Sonnenschein says that 8. study of the history of 
English grammars has led him emphatically to deny the view held 
by many scholars that progress in English grammar has actually 
'been due to its gradual emancipation from Latin grammar. In 
Motkrn Language Teaching, :March 1915, he said tha.t a. straight 
line led from the earliest grammarians, who did not see any analogy 
between English and Latin grammar, to a gradually increasing 
recognition of the 8&lIle cases as in latin, a. full understanding of 
the a.greement of the two languages having only been made 
possible after comparative grfl,mmar had cleared up th-e relation
ship between them. But this view of a steady , progress' towards 
the Sonnenscheinian system is far from representing the whole 
truth, for it has been overlooked that Spnnenschein's system is 
found full-fledged as early as 1586, when Bullokar said that English 
ha.s five cases, and that in the sentence" How, John, Robert gives 
Rlchud a. shirt," John is vocative, Robert nominative, skirt accusa
tive, and Ricka"iJ, dative (or, as it is quaintly called, gainative)
four cases being thus recognized besides the genitive. In 1920 
Professor Sonnensohein himself, in the Preface to the second volume 
of his Gramniar, mentions some ea.rly grammarians (Gil 1619, 
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Mason 1622), who based English grammar OD. Latin grammar, 
but though there seeln thus at all times to have been two con
meting ways of viewing this part of English grammar, Sonnen
schein thinks that "in the main .. the line of direotion and pro
gress has been as indicated by him. He does not mention such 
exoellent grammarians as William Hazlitt,l WiUiam Cobbett. and 
Henry Sweet, who were opposed to bis view of the oases, but 
mentions with speoial praise Lindley 1tIurray, who took .. the 
momentous step of recognizing an 'objeotive' case of nouns" 
and thus 'c rendered English grammar the service of. liberating it 
from the false definition of oase" and "opened the door" to 
the next momentous step, Sonnensohein's recognition of a. dative 
case. What is the next step to be in this progressive series, one 
wonders t Probably someone will thank Sonnensehein for thus 
open.mg the door to the admission of an ablative case, and why 
not proceed with an instrumental, looative, etc.' All the Pro· 
fessor's arguments for admitting a dative apply to these cases 
with exaotly the same force. 

He says that cases denote categories of meaning, not categories 
of form, and that this is just as true of Latin grammar as it is of 
English grammar. The different oases of a Latin noun do not 
&lways differ from one another in form: the aoousative of neuter 
nouns has alwa.ys the same form as the nomina.tive, all ablative 
plurals are the same in form as dative plurals, in 20me nouns the 
dative singular does not differ in form from th.e genitive singula.r, 
in others from the ablative singular. All this is perfectly true, 
but it does not invalidate the view that the case distinctions of 
Latin gra.mmar are primarily based on formal distinctions, to 
which diBerent functions are attached. No one would have dreamt 
of postula.ting a Latin ablative case if it had not in many instances 
been different in form from the dative. And where the two cases 
are identioal in form, we are still justified in saying that we have 
now one, and now th~ other case, beoause other words in the same 
position show us whioh is used. We say that Jutio is the da.tive 
in ilo Julio librum, but the ablative in cum Julio, because in the 
corresponding sentences with Julia we have d.ifrerent forms: do 
Julice Ubrum, cum Julia. TempZum in some sentenoes is in the 
nominative, in others in the accusative, because in the first we 

1 [Lindley M'lU'ray] "maintains that there are six cases in English nouns, 
that is, six various terminations wlthout any change of termination at all, 
and that Engliah verbs have all the moods, tenses. and persons that the 
Latin ones have. This is an extraordinary stretch of blindness and obstinacy. 
He very formally translates the Latin Grammar into Engbsh (as 80 many 
have done before him) and fan'l~es he has written an English Grammar; 
and divines applaud, and schoolmasters usher him into the polite world. 
and English schoJ.a,rs carry on the jest" (Hazlitt. The Bpi,," 0/ th8 .Age, 
1825. p. 119). 
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should have used the form domus, and in the others the form 
domum. And thus in all the other instances, exactly as above 
(p. 51) we recogmzed cut as a preterit in I cut my finger yesterday, 
though there is nothing in the form of that particular verb to 
show that it is not the present. But with English nouns it is 
impossible to argue in the same way: there is a fundamenta.l 
incongruity between the Latin system where the c.ase-di,>tinctions 
are generally, though not always, expressed in form, and the 
English ~ystem where they are never thus expressed. To put 
the English accusative and dative, which are always identical in 
form, on the Same footing as these two cases in Latin, which are 
different in more than ninety instan<Jes out of a hundred, is simply 
turning all scientific principles upside down. 

It is quite true that we should base our grammatical treatment 
of English on the established facts of comparative and historical 
grammar, but one of the most important truths of that science 
is the differentiation which in course of time has torn asunder 
languages that were at first closely akin, thcreby rendering it 
impossible to apply everywhere exactly the same categories. We 
do not speak of a dual number in English grammar as we do in 
Greek, although here the notional category is clear enough; why 
then speak of a dative case, when thete is just as litr,le foundation 
Irom a. formal point of view, and when the meaning of the dative 
in those languages that possess it is vague and indistinct from a. 
notional point of view 1 

Professor Sonnenschein says that cases "denote categories of 
meaning." But he does not, and cannot, specify what the par
ticular meaning of the dative is.l If we look through the rulcs 
of any German, Latin, or Greek grammar, we shall find in each 
a great variety of uses, or functions, i.e. meanings assigned to the 
dative, but many of them differ from one language to another. 
Nor is this strange, if we consider the way these languages have 
developed out of the Proto-Aryan language which is the common 
" ancestor" of all of them. .As Paul says, it is really perfectly 
gratuitouB (es ist im grunde reine willkur) to call the case we have 
in German (and Old English) a dative, for besides the functions 
of the dative it fulfils the functions of the old loca.tive, ablative, 
and instrumental. Formally it corresponds to the old dative 
only in the singular of part of the words, in some words it repre
sents the old locative, while in all words the dative plural is an 
old instrumental. The Greek dative in the third declension in 

1 It cannot even be said tha.t the chief meaning of the dative in Oennan 
is that of the indirect object. I counted all the datives in some pages of 
a recent Gennan book, and found that out of 157 datives only 3 (three) 
were indirect objects in sentences containing another object. and that 18 
were objects of verba having no accusatIVe objects. 
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the Ringular is an old locative, and the dative of all words has taken 
over the functions of the looative and instrU'mental as well as 
those of the old dative proper. However far back we go, we 
nowhere find a case with only one well-defined function: in every 
language every case served different purposes, and the boundaries 
between these are far from being clear-cut. This, in connexion 
with irregularities and inconsistencies in the formal elements char
acterizing the cases, serves to explain the numerous coalescences 
we witness in linguistic history (" syncretism ") and the chaotic 
rules found in individual languages-rules which even thus are 
to a great extent historically inexplicable. If the English language 
has gone farther than the others in simplifying these rules, we 
should be devoutly thankful and not go out of our way to force 
it back into the disorder and complexity of centuries ago. 

But if llO clear-cut meaning can be attached to the dative as 
actually found in any of the old languages of our family, the same 
is true of the accusative. Some scholars have maintained a 
" loealistic " case-theory and have seen in the accusative primarily 
a case denoting movement to or towards, from which the other 
uses have gradually developed: Romam ire' go to Rome' led 
to Romam petere, and this to the other accusatives of the object, 
thus finally even to Romam linquere 'leave Rome.' Others con.
sider the objective use the original function, and others again 
think that the accusative was the maid of all work who stepped 
in where neither the nominatiye nor any of the spt'.cial cases was 
required. The only thing certain is that the accusative combined 
the connotation of So (direct) object vl'ith that of movement towards 
a place and that of spatial and temporal extension. It may even 
originally haye had further usesl which are now lost to us. 

That the meanings of the accusative and dative cannot be 
kept strictly distinct, is sho'wn also by the fact that the same verb 
may in ihe same language take sometimes one case and sometimes 
the other. Thus in German we find vacilla,tion between them 
after rufe:n, gelte:n, 'TIIUhahme:n, helfen, kleiden, liebkosen. ver8ichern 
and others (many examples in Andresen, Sprackgebrauch, 267 ff). 
In OE., folgian and 8cildan vacillated in the same way. The 
object after onfon 'take, receive' is now in the accusative, now 
in the ~tive, and now in the genitive. If we were 11> go by lin
guistic history, we should say that of the three synonyms in 
English, help governs the dative, and aid and a8sist the accusative, 
There is, of course, no foundation in the history of language for 
what seems to be at the root of Sonnenschein's rule, that (apart 
from his" adverbial" uses) a dative is found only when the verb 
has also another object (which then is said to be in the accusative) : 
that rule is found in no language and in Sonnenachein's grammar it 
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is due to a, decree that is just as arbitrary as the Professor's ruling 
that all prepositions govern the accusative. 

Professor Sonnenschein tries to prop up his views by a pedago
gical argument (Part Ill, Preface) : • the pupil who has mastered 
the uses of the English cases, as set forth in his book, will have 
little to lea.rn when he comes to Latin, except that Latin has an 
extra case-the ablative. This means that part of the difficultly 
of Latin grammar is shifted on to the English lessons; the subject 
in itself is not made easier even for those pupils who are going on 
with Latin a:fte.rwards, the only difference is that they have to 
learn part of it now at an earlier stage, and in connenon with 
a language where it is perhaps more difficult to understand because 
the memory has no support in tangible forms on which to fasten 
the functions. And what of all those pupils who are never to take 
up Latin ¥ Is it really justifiable to burden every boy and girl 
of them with learning distinctions which will be of no earthly use 
to them in later life ¥ 

Genitive. 
Not a single one of the old Aryan cases is so well-defined in 

its meaning that we can say that it has some single function or 
application that marks it off from all the rest. The genitive com
bines two functions which are kept separate in two Finnish cases, 
the genitive and the partitive. But what the former function is 
cannot be indicated except in the vaguest way as belonging to, 
or belonging together, appertaining to, connexion with, relation 
to or association with : 1 in English the use of this case is greatly 
restricted, yet we find such different relations indicated by means 
of the genitive as are seen in Peter's Muse, Peter's father, Peter's 
son, Peter', work, Peter's bookB (those he owns, and those he has 
written). Peter's servants, Peter's master, Peter's enemies, an hour'8 
rest, out of 1w.rm'8 way, etc. Some grammarians try to classify 
these varioU8 uses of the genitive, but in many cases the special 
meaning depends not on the use of the genitive in itself, but on 
the intrinsic meaning of each of the two words connected, and 
is therefore in each case readily understood by the hearer. Here 
we must also mention the .. subjective" and " objective" genitives 
considered above (p. 169 if.). . 

English has preserved. only those uses in which the genitive 
!!elVes to connect two nouns, one of which is in this way made 
an adjunct to the other (" a.dnon:1inal genitive "), and the derived 
use in which the genitive stands by itself as a. primary, e.g. at the 
groee:r's. In the older languages the genitive was also used in 
other wa.ys, thus with certain verbs, where it formed a. kind of 

1 G. zugehOrigkeit, :rusammengehorigkeit. 
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object, with some adjeotives, etc. The relation between this 
genitive and an ordinary object is seen clearly in German, where 
some verbs, e.g. tlergeJJ8en, wahrnehmen, sMonen, which used to 
take the genitive, are now followed. by StD. accusative; ell in ich 
kann es niche 108 we:rden, ich bin eJJ "ufrieden was originally a genitive, 
but is now apprehended as StD. accusative. 

We next 'come to the second value of the old Aryan genitive, 
the partitive, which oo,Imot be separated from the so-ca.lled. 
genitivus generis. In Latin it is chiefiy used with prim&ries (sub
stantives, etc.), e.g. 'I1U1{Jna pat's milit-um, major fratrum, multum 
temporis. This in so far agrees with the other value of the case, 
as the genitive is an adjunct either way; but there &re other 
applications of the partitive genitive in which it comes to fulfil 
more independent functions in the sentence. The genitive is often 
used as the object of a verb, a.nd so comes into oompetition with 
the accusative, as in OE. lJ1'uce}l' fodrea • partakes of food,' Gr. 
phagein tau artou • eat (some part) of the bread: earlier German, 
e.g. Luther's wu de8 wa88e1'8 trincken wirrl, Russian, e.g. daite mn~ 
zZeha. 'give me of bread, some bread.' In Russian this use of 
a. genitive as the object has been exte:qded (with loss of the parti
tive idea) to &11 masoulines and plurals denoting living beings. 
The partitive may also be used as the subject of a sentence, a.nd 
so come into competition with the nominative. This is frequent 
with the partitive in Finnish, and the same use is found here and 
there in our own family of languages, thus in negative sentences 
in Russian, e.g. n& zl~ba. ' there is no bread,' ne stalo n-aJego d'Nlgll
• there was no m6re of our friend, i.e. he died.' We see corre
sponding phenomena in the Romania languages, in which the 
preposition de has taken the place of the old genitive even in its 
use as a partitive, in which it is now often called the "partitive 
article"; it ,is noteworthy that the noun with this partitive 
article ma.y be used not only as an object of a verb (j'y ai vu des 
amis), but ruso as the subject of a sentence (oe soil' des a.mi8 vont 
arriver I il tombe de la pluie), as a predicative (ceci est du vin), 
and after· prepositions (avec dll vin I apres des detours I je le 
donnera.i a. des amis). If the subject-use is comparatively ra.re, 
this is explained by the general disinclination that speakers have 
to indefinite subjects (see p. 154; in wici a'U vin, 6' '!I a d'U vin, il 
lam ilu mn we originally had objects). 

The expression of the partitive idea' some (itldefinite) quantity 
of . • • ~ thus as it Wer& comes athwart the ordinary case-system, 
because it comes to be used in the same funotions for which many 
languages ha.ve separate cases (nominative, accusative); this is 
true whether this partitive idea is expressed by means of a 
separate ca.se. as iD. Finnish, or by means of the genitive, as 
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in Greek, or finally by the French combination with the pre
position de. 

If the distinction between the different cases was really one 
of meaning, that is, if each case had its own distinctive notional 
value, it· would be quite unthinkable to have for one and the 
same construction, namely the so-called "absolute" construct.ion 
(nexus-subjunct, as I call it) such complete divergence in usage 
as we actually find : ablJ.tive (Latin), dative (Old English), geni
tive (Greek), accusative (German), nominative (Modem English). 
It may be possible to account for this historically, but it can never 
be explained logically on the ground of some supposed intrinsic 
meaning of these cases. 

The irrationality of the old case distinctions may perhaps also 
be brought out by the following consideration. The dative and 
the genitive seem to be in some way opposites, as indicated by 
the fact that when the old cases are replaced by propO!litional 
groups, the preposition chosen in the former case is to, ad, and 
in the latter one which from the first denoted the opposite move
ment, DJ (a weak !orm of ofJ), de. And yet the dative (or its sub
stit\1tc) often comes to mean the same thing as a. genitive, as in 
the popular G. dem kerZ 8eine mutter' that fellow's mother,' Fr. 
ee n'est pas ma Jame G moi, sa mere G lui, and the popular la mere 
G Jean (OFr. je te donrai le file a un roi u a un oonte, Aucass). 
O'est a moi means' it is mine.' In Norwegian dialects, combina
tions' with tiZ and tU (' to, at ') and in Ftteroese, combinations with 
hj6 (' with, chez ') have largely supplanted the obsolete genitive.l 

Nominative anti Oblique. 
If the reader will recur to the question put at the beginning 

of this chapter, how many cases we are to recognize in the English 
sentence" Peter gives Paul's Ron a. book," he will, I hope, now 
agree with me that it is impossible to say that S01l, and booh are 
in different cases (dative and accusative) i but so fa.r nothing 
has been said against the second possibility that we ha.ve in both 
an oblique case to be kept distinct from the nominative, of which 
in our sentence Peter is an exa.mple. Old French: ha.d such a. 
system in its nouns, for there' Peter' and' son' in the nominative 
would be Pierre8 and flZ8, and in the oblique case Pierre and fil. 
Though there is no such formal distinction in the English sub
stantives, I can imagine someone saying that on the strength of 
my own principles 1 should recognize the distinction, for it is 
found in pronouns like I-~me, he-him, etc., and just a.s I sa.y 

~ FiD:oiah,hu no dative proper, but the' allative' which expl.'ell8e8 motion 
cm to or into the neighbourhood of, often corresponds to the Aryan dative. 
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that sheep in many sheep, though not distinct in form from the 
singular, is a plural, because lambs in many lambs is distinct from 
the singular lamb, and that cut in some sentences must be similarly 
recognized as a preterit, so I ought to say that Peter and 80n are 
in the nominative in those combinations in which we should llse 
the form he, and in the oblique case wherever we should use the 
form him. This looks like a. strong argument; yet I do not think 
it is decisive. In the case of sheep and cut the parallel was with 
words belonging to the same word-class, where the conditions are 
practically the same, but here the argumE'nt is drawn from another 
word-class, the pronouns, which present a great many peculiarities 
of their own and keep up distinctions found nowhere else. If 
we were to distinguish cases on the strength of their being distinct 
in some pronouns, we might just as well distinguish gender in 
English substantives on account of the distinctions seen in he, 
she, it, and who, what, and split up adjectives a.n.d genitives into 
two" states" or whatever you would call them, according as they 
corresponded to my (adjwlCt) or to mine (non-adjunct). But as 
a matter of fact, no grammarian thillks of making such distinc
tions, any more than Old English grammars speak of a. dual 
number in substantives, while naturally recognizing it in the 
personal pronouns, where it has distinct forms. Thus we see that 
distinctions which are appropriate and unavoidable in one word
class cannot alwa.ys be transferred to other parts of speech. 

With regard to the meaning of the nominative as distinct from 
the other cases, we are accustomed from the grammar of Latin 
a.nd other la.n.guages to look upon it as self-evident that not only 
the subject of a sentence, but also the prOOicative, is put in the 
nominative. From a logical point of view this, however, is not 
the only natural thing, for subject and predicative are not to be 
regarded as notionally identical or even necessarily closely akin. 
Here as elsewhere it serves to broa.den one's view to see how 
the same ideas are expressed in other languages. In Finnish the 
predicative is (1) in the nOlllinative, e.g. pojat ovat iloiset C the 
boys are glad,' (2) in the partitive "if the subject is regarded as 
referred to a class in common with which the subject shares the 
quality in question" (Eliot), "to denote qualities which are found 
always or habitually in the subject" (Setala), e.g. pojat ovat iloi8ia 
• boys are (naturally) glad,' (3) in the essive to denote the sta.te 
in which the subject is at a. given time, e.g. isani on kipfii.na C my 
father is (now) ill,' 1 and (4) in the translative after verbs signify
ing to become (change into a state), e.g. isani on jo tuUut vanlllzlui 
'my father has grown old.' S 

1 The essive is also used in a.pposition, e.g. lap8enlJ 'as a ('hild.' 
• <Y. G. 2:U etWIU werdm, Dan. bUI11l tU noget, 
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Even in our West-European langua.ges the predicative does 

not always stand in the nominative. In Danish for a couple of 
centuries it has been recognized as good grammar to use the acCUSa
tive (or rather oblique case) a.nd thus to look upon the predicative 
as a kind of object: det er mig. And in English we have collo
quially the same use: it's me. The habitual omission of the 
relative pronoun in such sentences &8 this: .. Swillbume could 
not have been the great poet he was without his study of the 
Elizabethans" (thus also in Danish) also seems to show that 
popular instinct classes the predicative with the object.1 

In English and Danish this cannot be separated from the 
tendency to restrict. the use of t.he nominative to its use in imme
diate connexion with a. (finite) verb to which it serves as subject 
(1 do I do 1), and to use the oblique form everywhere else, thus 
e.g. after than and as (he .8 older than me I not 80 old as me) and 
when the pronoun stands by itself (Who is that I-Me I). This 
tendency has prevailed in French, where we have moi when the 
word is isolated, and the nom. je, acc. me in connexion with a 
verbal form, and similarly with the other personal pronouns; 
cf. also the isolated lui j lei, loro in Italian.1 (Cf. on this develop
ment in English Progr. tn Language, Ch. VII, reprinted ChE 
Ch. IL) 

Vocative. 
On the so-called Vocative very little need be said here. In 

some languages, e.g. Latin. it has a. separate form, and must con
$equently be reckoned a separate case. In most languages, how
ever, it is identical with the nominative, and therefore d063 not 
require a. separate name. The vocative, where it is found, may 
be said to indicate that, a. noun is used as a second person and 
placed outside a sentence, or as a. sentence in itself. It has 
points of contact with the imperative, and might like this 
be said to express a. request to the hearer. viz. 'hear' or 'be 
a.ttentive.' 

The close relation between the vocative and the nominative 
is seen with an imperative, when" You, take that chair! " with 
1/0'11, outside the sentence (exactly as in ~'John, ta.ke that chair ") 
by rapid enunoiation becomes .. You take that chair I" with 1Iou 
as the subject of the imperative. 

1 Instead 9f the term .. predicative" some grammars use the expression 
"predicate nomina.tive." I could not help smiling when I read in So W;a.m
matical paper on the mistakes made by school-children in Kansas: • Pre· 
dicate nominative not in nomina.tive case. Ex. They were John and 
him. It is me." 

• Cf. also "10 non sono fatta come te" (Rovetta). 
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Final Words about Cases. 
It is customary to speak of two classes of cases, grammatical 

cases (nom., aco., etc.) and concrete, chiefly local cases (locative, 
ablative, sociative, instrumental, etc.). Wundt in much the 
same sense distinguishes between cases of inner determination 
and cases of outer determination, and Deutschbein between" kasus 
des begrifflichen denkens" and "kasus der anschauung." It is, 
however, impossible to keep these two things apart, at anyrate in 
the best-known languages. Not even in Finnish, with its full system 
of local cases, can the distinction be maintained, for the aliative is 
used for the indirect objeot, and the essive, which is now chiefly 
a grammatical case, was originally local, as shown especially in 
some adverbial survivals. In Aryan languages the two cate
gories were inextricably mingled from the first. Gradually, how
ever, the purely <)oncrete uses of the old cases came to be dropped, 
chiefly because prepositions came into use, which indicated the 
local and other relations with greater precision than the less 
numerous cases had been able to do, and thus rendered these 
superfluous. As time went on, the number of the old cases con
stantly dwindled, especially as a more regular word-order often 
sufficed to indicate the value of a word in the sentence. But 
no language of our family has at any time had a. case-system based 
on a precise or consistent system of meanings; in other words, 
case is a purely grammatical (syntactic) category and not a. 
notional one in the true sense of the word. The chief things that 
cases stand for, are: 

address (vocative), 
subject (nominative), 
predicative (no special case provided), 
object (acousative and dative), 
connexion (genitive), 
place and time, many different relations (locative, etc.), 
measure (no special case), 
manner {no special case}, 
instrument (instrumental). 

Another classification, which in some ways would be better, 
would be according to the three ranks considered in Ch. VII. 

I. Qases standing as primaries. 
Subject-case. 
Object-case. 

This might be divided into the ca.se of direct. and 
the case of indirect object. 

Predicative-case. 
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n. Adjunct-case. Genitive. 

Ill. Subjunct-cases. 
These might be divided into time-cases (time 
when, time how long), place-cases (place where, 
whither, from where), measure-case, manner-case, 
instrument-case, 

Many of the notions, however, are ill-defined and pass imper
ceptibly into one another. No wonder, therefore, that languages 
vary enormouS'ly, even those which go bark ultimately to the 
same 'parent-language.' Cases form one of the most irrational 
part of la.nguage in general.1 

Prepositional Groups. 
The reader will have observed that in this chapter I speak 

only of the so-called synthetic cases, not of the "analytic cases," 
which consist of a preposition and its object; these, as I maintain, 
s~ould not be separated from any other prepositional group. In 
English, to a man is no more a dative case than by a man is an 
instrumental case, or in a man a locative case, etc. Deutschbein 
is an extreme representative of the opposite view, for in his SNS, 
p. 278 ft, he gives as examples of the English dative, among 
others: be came to London I this happened to him I complain to 
the magi8trate I adhere to 8omeone I the ancient Trojans were fools 
to '!IO'IJA' lather I he behaved respectfully to her I you are like 
daughters to me I bring the book to me I I have bought a. villa 
lor my &On I What's Hecuba to him 1 I it is not easy lor a loreigner 
to apprehend-thus both with to and lor, probably because Ger
man has a. dative in most of these cases. It is much sounder to 
recognize these combinations as what they really are, preposi
tional groups, and to a.void the name "dative" except where we 
have something analogous to the Latin, or Old English, or Ger
man dative. It is curious to observe that Deutschbein with his 
emphasizing of "Der r8.umliche dativ" (" he came to Lmdon") 
is in direct opposition to the old theory which deduced all cases 
from local relations, for according to that the dative was thought 
of as the case of 'rest: the accusative as the case of 'movement 
to: and the genitive the case of • movement from'; if Deutschbein 
calls to London a. dative, why not a.lso into the house! But then 

1 My main result is the same lIB Paul's: .. Die kllBllS sind nur auadrucks
rpittel, die nicht zuro notwendigen bea~de jeder spre.che gehoren. die da, 
wo lie vorhanden sind, ns.ch den verschiedenen aprachen und entwicke
lungsstufe~ mannigfach variieren, und von denen man nie ecwa.rten darf, 
d.aaaJ sich ihre funktionen mit kouatan1en logischen oder paychologischen 
verhiltniasen decken" (Zeit8c:hr. J. pqch. 1910, 114). 
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the German in das kaua would be 8. dative in spite of the actual 
use of the accusative, which here means something different from 
the dative in.in dem kaua. Even if the two expressions " I gave 
a shilling to the boy" and" I gave the boy a shilling" &re synony
mous, it does not follow that we should apply the same gram
matical term to both constructions: man-made institutions and 
institutions made by man mean the same thing. but are not gram
matically identical. 

The local meaning of thl'l preposition to is often more or less 
effaced, but that should not mn.ko us speak of a dative even wbere 
to is wholly non-local. Thus also in French, where j'irai all mini8tre 
and je dirai au minil:ltre are analogous, though with a pronoun 
the dative case is used in one, but not in the other construction: 
j'irai a Zui and je Zui dirai . 

• With the genitive the same considerations hold good. Deutsch
bein speaks of a genitive, not only in the work8 of Shakespeare, 
but also in: partioipate of the nature of 8atire I smell of brandy I 
proud 0/ hi8 country, and, if I am not mistaken, the man from 
Birmingham I free from oppo8ition (SNS 286 ft.). Some gram
marians speak of " die trennung eine& genitivs von seinem regier
enden worte durch andere satzteile .. and mean instanoes like" the 
arrival at Cowes of the German Emperor," where we have simply 
two parallel prepositiona.l group-a.djuncts; SOlue will even use 
such a term as "split genitive" (Anglia, Beibl. 1922, 207) with 
examples like "the celebrated picture by Gaillsborough of the 
Duohess of Devonshire," where it would be just as reasonable to 
call by Gain8borougk a genitive as to use that name of the 0/
combination. Both are prepositional groups a.nd nothing else. 

I may perhaps take this opportunity of entering a protest against a 
certain kind of • national ~sychology' which is becoming the fashion in 
BOme Gennan university Circles, but which seems to me funda.mentally 
unsolin4 and unnatural. It affects case-syntax in the following pa.ssage: 
"Wenn nun der sache. gen. bei zeitbestimmungen Un lebendigen gebrauch 
iat, BO deutet dies darauf hin, dasa der zeit im englischen sprachbewusstsein 
eine bevorzugte rone eingeraumt wird. was namentlich in gewissen beru£s. 
kreisen wie bei verlegern. herausgeoorn, zeitungsachreibem der fall sein 
wird" (Deutsohbein SNS 289). In the same work, p. 269, the dative in 
G. ich hel/e meinen frewn.den is taken as a sign of .. ein pers6n1iclles vertrauens
verhiUtnill atatiachen charakters zwischen mir und meinen freunden," but 
cc wenn im ne. to help (1 help my friend) mit dam akk. konstl'\liert wird, so 
verzichtet es darauf, das personliche verha.ltnis von mir Zll meinen freunde 
auszudrlicken • • • das ne. besitzt demnaoh einen dyna.misohen grund. 
charaktel', del' auoh in anderen zahlreichen erscheinungen der spra.che 
bemerkbar ist." What does dynamic mean in tha.t connexion? And how 
does Deutsohbein know that the case after Ilelp is not a dative still? In 
gifJ8 my friend Cl book he acknowledges friend as a dative, why not here 1 
The form is the same. The function is exactly the same as in the corre· 
,"POnding OE. sentence tb helpe minum jreonde. of which it forms an un
interrupted continuation, and which in its turn corresponds in every respect 
to G. iob hell' meinem fr81#fUU. Why not simply aay tha.t in Modern English 
it is neither accusative nor dative, and then leave out all conclusions about 
.. personal," .. dynamic," and .. static" naticmal characters ? 



CHAPTER XIV 

NUMBER 1 

Counting. The Normal. Plura.l. Plura.l of Approximation. Higher Units. 
Common Number. Mass-Words. 

Counting. 

NUMBER might appear to be one of the simplest natural categories, 
as simple as 'two and two are four.' Yet on closer inspection it 
presents a great many difficulties, both logical and linguistic. 

From a logical point of view the obvious distinction is between 
one and more than one, the latter olass being subdivided into 
2, 3, 4, etc.; as a separate class may be recognized' all '; while 
beyond all these there is a class of ' things' to which words like one, 
two are inapplicable; we may call them uncountables, though 
dictionaries do not recognize this use of the word uncountable, which 
is known to them only in the relative sense ' too numerous to be 
(easily) counted' (like innumerable, numberle8.s, oountle.ss)_ 

The corresponding syntaotic distinctions are singular and plural, 
which are found in most languages, while some besides the ordinary 
plural have a dual, and very few a trial. 

Thus we have the following two systems: 

NOTIONAL: 

A. Countables 
one 
two 
three 

more than one 

B. Uncountables. 

SYN'rAOTXO I 

Singular 
(Dual) 
(Trial) 

Plural 

We can only speak of "more than one Of in regard to things 
which without being identical belong to the same kind. Plurality 
thus presupposes difference, but on the other hand if the difference 

1 The substance of this chapter was read as a. pa.per before the Copenhagen 
Academy of Soiences on November 17, 1911, but never printed. 
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is too great, it is impossible to use words like two or three. A pear 
and a.n apple are two fruits; a brick and a castle can barely be 
called two things; a. briok and a musica.l sound are not two, a. 
man and a. truth and the taste of an apple do not ma.ke three, and 
so on. 

What objects can be counted together, generaly depends on 
the linguistic expression. In the majority of cases the classification 
is so natural that it is practioally identical in most languages; but 
ih some oases there are differenoes called forth by varieties of 
linguistic structure. Thus in English there is no diffioulty in 
saying" Tom and Mary are cousins," a.s cousin means both a male 
and a female oousin; Da.nish (like German a.nd other languages) 
has different words, and therefore must say" T. og M. er batter og 
kusine." and E. jive cousin8 cannot be translated exactly into 
Danish. On the other hand, English has no comprehensive term 
for what the Germans oall geschwister, Dan. s0skende. Sometimes, 
however, a numeral is plaoed before suoh a coijooation as brothers 
and si8ter8: "they have ten brothers and sisters," which may be 
= 2 brothers + 8 sisters or any other combinations; "we have 
twenty cocks anil hens .. (= Dan. tyve hons). The natural need for a. 
linguistic term whioh will cover male and female beings of the 
same kind has in some languages led to the syntactical rule that 
the masculine plural serves for both sexes: Ittl.lian gU zii, Span. 
lo8 padres (see p. 233). 

In some cases it is not possible to tell beforehand what to reckon 
as one object: with regard to some composite things different lan~ 
guages have different points of view; compare un pantaZon-a. 
pair of trousers, et par buxer, ein pasr hosen; eine brilZe-a pair 
of spectacles, une paire de lunettes, et par briller; en 8ax, eine 
sehere-a pair of scissors, une paire de oiseaux. 

English sometimes tends to use the plural form in such cases 
as a singular, thus a scis80r8, a tongs, a tweezers. 

In modern Icelandic we have the curious plural of einn 'one' 
in einir 80kkar • one pair of socks' (to denote more than one pair 
the ' distributive' numerals are used: tvennir vetlingar ' two pairs 
of gloves '). 

With parts of the body there can generally be no doubt what 
to consider as one and what as two; yet in English there is (or 
rather was) some vacillation with regard to moustache, which is 
in the NED defined. as (a) the hair on both sides ol the upper lip. 
(b) the hair covering either side of the upper lip, so that what to 
one is a pair of moustaches, to another is a moustache: •• he twirled 
first one moustache and then the other." 

In Magyar it is a :fixed. rule that those parts of the body which 
occur in- pairs are looked upon as wholes; where the English 
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say" my eyes are weak" or "his hands tremble" the Hungarian 
will use the singular: a szemem (sg.) gyenge, re8Zket a keze (sg.). 
The natural consequence, which to us appears very unnatural, 
is that when one eye or hand or foot is spoken of, the 
word Je,l 'half' is used' feZ BZemmel 'with one eye,' literally 
'with half eye(s),' fel laMra santa 'lame of one foot.' This 
applies also to words for gloves, boots, etc.: keztyft (pair of) 
gloves, feZ keztyu (a half ... i.e.) one glove, ceizma (sg.) 
'boots,' fel csizma 'a boot.' The plural forms of such words 
(keztyuk, czizmlik) are used to dcnote several pairs or dIfferent 
kinds of gloves, boots. 

The Normal Plural. 
The simplest a.nd easiest use of the plural is that seen, e.g., in 

lwrses = (one) horse + (another) horse + (a third) horse .... 
(We might use the formula: Apl. = Aa + Ab + Ac ... ) This 
may be called the normal plural and calls for very few remarks, as 
in most languages grammar and logic here agree in the vast majority 
of cases. 

There are, however, instances in which different languages 
do not agree, chicfly on account of formal peculia.rities. English 
and French have the plural of the substantive in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, les siecles dix-huitieme et dix-neuvieme, while 
German and Danish have the singular, the reason being not that 
the English and French are in themselves more logical than other 
nations, but a. purely formal one: in French the article, which 
shows the numbl'r, is placed before the substantive and is not in 
immediate contact ",ith the adjectives i in English the artiole is 
the same in both numbers, and can therefore be placed before the 
(singular) adjective as if it were in the singular itself without 
hindering the use of the natural plural in centuries. In German, 
on the other hand, you have to choose at once between the singular 
and the plural form of the article, but the latter form, die, would 
be felt as incongruous before the adjective achzehnte, which is in 
the neuter singular; if, on the other hand, you begin with the 
(singular) article das, it would be equally odd to end with the plural 
of the substantive (das 18te und 19te jahrhunderte), whence the 
grammatically consistent, if logically reprehensible use of the 
singular throughout. It is the same in Danish. In English, too, 
when the indefinite article is used, the singular is preferred for the 
same reason: an upper and a lower shelf. Sometimes the singular 
may be used to avoid misunderstandings, as when Thackeray 
wriU!.s "The elder and younger 80n of the house of Crawley were 
never at home together": the form 80118 might have implied the 
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existence of more than one son in each class. (See other specia.l 
cases in .MEG H, p. 73 :IV) 

The English difference between the two sy~onym.ous expressions 
more weeks than one and mote than one week shows clearly the psycho
logical influence of proximity (attraction). The force of this is not 
equally strong in alllanguagcs: where Italian has the singular in 
vent un anno on account of un, English says twenty-one years exactly 
as it says one and twenty years; thus also a. thousand and one nights. 
But German and Da.nish here show the influence of attraction with 
peculiar clearness because each language has the plural when the 
word for' one' is removed from the substantive, and the singular 
when it immediately precedes it: ein una zwanzig tage, tausend una 
etne nacht; een 0(1 tyve dage, tusend og een nat. 

With fractions there are some difficulties: should one and a 
hs,lf be conneoted with a substantive in the singular or in the 
plural 1 Of course one can g t out of the difficulty by saying one 
mile arm a kalf. but this WiLl not do in languages which have an 
indivisible expression like G. anderthalb, Dan. halvanden; German 
seems to have the plural (anderthalb eUen), but Danish has the singu
la..: (halvanden krone) though with a curious tendency to put So 

preposed adjective in the plural though the substantive is in the 
singular: med mine stakkels halvanrlen lunge (KaIl Larsen), i disse 
lmlvarulet ar (Pontoppidan). Whoro English has t,w and a ltal! 
hours (pl.), Danish has attraction: to of} en halv time (sg.). 

Where each of several persons has only one thing, sometimes 
the sing:llar, and sometimes the plural is preferred: Danish says 
hjertet sad os i ha18en (sg.), while English has our hearts leaped to 
our mouths, though not always consistently (three men came marching 
along, pipe in mouth and sword in hand; see for details l\IEG lI, 
p. 76 ff.). Wackernagel (VS 1. 92) gives an example from Euripides 
where the mother asks the children to give her the right hand: 
dot' 0 teklla, dot' aspasasthai metri demn khera.. 

Plural of Approximation. 
I next come to speak of what I have termed the plural of approxi

mation, where several objects or individua.ls are comprised in the 

1 Bosides connecting different things, the word and may be used to con
nect two qua.lities of the same thing or being, as in " my fl'lend and protector, 
Dr. Jones." Th,s may lead to a.mblguitr.. There is some doubt as to 
Shelley's meaning ill Epipsych~dim 492, 'Some wise and tender Ocean. 
King • • • Reared it • • • a pleasure house Made sacred to Ms mter and 
h.is <f.POUStl" (one or two persoIllil1). Cf. the advertisement" Wanted a clerk 
and copyist" (one person). "a clerk and a. copyist" (two). "A secret 
which ahe, and she a.lone, oould know." German often uses the combination 
una zwar to indicate that una is not additive in the usual sense: "Sie hat 
uur ein kind. und zwar einen aobn." 
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sa-me Iorm though not belonging exactly to the sa.me kind. Sixfiea 
(a. man in the sixties i the sixties of the last century) means, not 
(one) sixty + (another) sixty .•• , but sixty + sixty-one + sixty
two and so forth till si:i:ty-nine. The corresponding usage is found 
in Danish (treseme), but not, for instance, in French. 

The most important instance of the plural of approximation is 
we, which means I + one 01 more not-I's. It follows from the 
definition of the first person tha.t it is only thinkable in the singular, 
as it means the speaker in this particular instance. Even when a 
body of men, in response to" Who will join me ~ " answer" We all 
will," it means in the mouth of each speaker nothing but" I will 
and all the others will (I presume}." 

The word we is essentially va.gue and gives no indication whom 
the speaker wants to include besides himself. It has often, therefore, 
to be supplemented by SO:Qle addition: we doctors, we gentlemen, '/.(:e 
}" orkahiremen, we 0/ thi8 city. Numerous languages, in .Afrioa and 
elsewhere, have a. distinction between an "exclusive" and an 
co inclusive" plural, as shown by the well-known anecdote of the 
missionary who told the negroes" We are all of us sinners, and we 
all need conversion," but unhappily used the form for" we " that 
meant" I and mine, to the exclusion of you whom I am addressing," 
instea.d of the inclusive plural (Friedrich Muller). In several 
languages it is possible &Jter we to add the name of the person or 
persons who together with" I " make up the plural, either without 
any connective or with "and" or "with": OE. wit Scilling I 
8.lld Scilling, unC Adame • for me and .Adam,' ON. vit Gunnarr ' I and 
Gunnarr' (of. }?eir Sigur'6r ' S. and his people,' pau Hjalti ' H. and 
his wife '), Frisian wat en EZlen • w~ two, I and E,' G. pop. wir Bind 
Atute mi. ihm spazieren gegangen, • I and he ••. ,' Fr, pop. n0'U8 
elumtions at/et; Zui ' I and he sang,' Ita!. quando Biamo qiunti con mia 
cugino, 'when my cousin and I arrivedl ' Russian my 8 bratom 
priaem • we with brother, i.e. I and my brother, will come,' etc.1 

The plural of the second person may be, according to circum
stances, the normal plural (ye = thou + a diiIerent thou + a third 
thou, etc.), or else a. plura.l of approximation (ye = thou + one or 
more other people not addl'essed at the moment). Hence we find 
in some languages similar combinations to those mentioned above 
with we: OE. git Ioha.nni8 'ye t~ (thou and) John,' ON. it EgiU 
'thou and E.'t Russ. vy 8 8estroj • ye, (thou) with thy sister.' 

The idea. that "we" and "ye" imply some qther person(s) 
beIddes "I It and "thou" is at the root of the Fr. combination 

I See. besides lhe ordinary grammars, Grlmm, Pe~onenwechsel 19: 
Tobler, VB 3. 14; Ebeling, Archiv. f. lleu. &pr. 104. 129; Dani~ 10. 4'1; 
H. Moller, Zeitechr. fur deuteohe Wortfomch " 103; Nyrop. Jlitudesed 
gramm. fran~. 1920, p. 13. 
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MU8 (or oous) autres F'I'ancais, i.e. ' I (or thou) and the other French
men.' In Spanish n08ott'o8, V080t'l'OS have been generalized and are 
used instead of n08, V08, when isolated or emphatic. 

In lllost grammars the rule is given that if the words composing 
the subject are of different persons, then the plural verb is of the 
first person rather than the second or third, and of the second 
person rather than the third. It will be seen that this rule when 
given in a Latin grammar (with examples like "si tu et Tullia. 
valetis, ego et Cicero valemus") is really superfluous, as the first 
person plural by definition is nothing else than the first person 
singular plus someone else, and the second person plural corre
spondingly. In an English grammar (with examples like " he and 
I are friends; you and they would agree on that point; he and his 
brother were to have come," Onions, AS 21) it is even more super
fluous, as no English verb ever distingui'3hes persons in the plural. 

A third instanoe of the plural of approximation is seen in the 
Vincent Orummleses, meaning Vincent Crummles and his family, 
Fl'. Zee PauZ = Paul et sa femme; "Et Mme de &asen les signalait : 
Tie:p.s ... le., un teT," (Daudet, L'Immortel 160).1 

When a person speaks of himself as "we" instead of "I " it 
may' in some cases be due to a modest reluctance to obtrude his 
own person on his hearers or readers; he hides his own opiniun or 
action behind that of others. But the practioe may even more 
frequently be due to a sense of superiority, as in the" plural of 
majesty." This was particularly influential in the case of the 
Roman emperors who spoke of themselves as nOB 11 and required to 
be addressed as 1JQ8. This in course of time led to the Fl'enC'h way 
of addressing all'superiors (and later through oourtesy also equals, 
especially strangers) with the plural pronoun vous. In the Mi.ddle 
Ages this fashion spread to many oountries; in English it eventually 
led to the old singular thou being practically superseded by you, 
whioh is now the sole pronoun of the second person a.nd no longer a. 
sign of deference or respect. You now is a common-number form, 
and the same is true to some extent of It. voi, Russian flY, etc. The 
use of the "plural of somal inequality " enta.ils several anomalies, 
all the German Sie (and in imitation of that, Dan. De) in speaking to 
one person, Russia.n oni, one (' they,' m. and f.) in speaking of one 
person of superior standing; grammatical irregularities are seen, 
e.g., in the singular self in the royal o'Wl'seT,f, Fr. f)()U8-~e, and in 
the singular of the predicative in Dan. De e'l' Ba god, Russ. vy 
8egodnja ne talcaja kak tJcera (pedersen RG 90) 'you are not the 

1 On the German B08n6r8 in the sense • the Rosner fa.mily,' which ill 
originally the genitive, but is often apprehended a.e a phual f-orm, and OD 
DaD. de gq,mlB Suhrl, see MEG n, 4. 42; of. Tiselius 1n Sprdk och 8Ul 7. 
126 ff. 

I On Greek "we" fer "1" see Wackernagel, VS 98 ff. 
18 
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sa.me (sg. fem.) to-day as yesterday.' Mention should also be 
made of the use of the plural of deference in German verbs, when 
no pronoun is used: Was wilnscken der kerr general? • What do 
you want, General?' Politeness and servility are not always free 
from a. comic tinge.1 

Higher Units. 

It is very often necessary or at any rate convenient to have a 
linguistio expression in which several beings or things are compre
hended into a unit of a higher order. We must here distinguish 
between various ways in which this fusion may be effected. 

In the first place the plural form may be used in itself. English 
has a facility in this respect which app~ars to be unknown to the 
same extent in other languages; the indefinite article or another 
pronoun in the singular number may be simply put before a plural 
combination: that delightful three weeks I another five pounds I a 
second United States I every three days' a Zoological Gardens, 
etc. There can be no doubt that this is chiefly rendered possible 
by the fact that the preposed adjective does not show whether it is 
singular or plural, for a combination like that delightful three week8 
would be felt as incongruous in a language in which delightful was 
either definitely singular or plural in form; but the English un
inflected form can easily be connected both with the singular that 
and the plural three weeks. 

A slightly different case is seen in a sixpenoe (a threepence), which 
has been made a new singular substantive with a new plural: 
8ixpences (threepenoes). In the corresponding Danish name for 
the coin worth two kroner the analogy of the singular en krone, en 
eenkrone has prevailed and the form is en tokrone, pI. mange tokroner. 
This reminds one of the E. a fortnight, a sennight (fourteen nights, 
seven nights), in which, however, the latter element is the OE. 
plural niht (the ending s in nights is a later analogical formation) ; 
thus also a twelvemonth (OE. pt monaJ:». 

In the second place the unification of a plural may be effected 
through the separate formation of a singular substantive. Thus in 
Greek we have from deka 'ten' the sb. dekas, L. decas, whence E. 
decade i in French we have the words in' -aine: une douzaine, 
t1ingtaine, trentaine, etc., the first of which has passed into several 
other languagesl: dozen, dutzend, dusin. Corresponding to dekas 
the. old Gothonic languages had a. substantive (Ooth. tigus), which 
as is well known, enters into the compounds E. twenty, thirty, etc., 
G. zwanzig, dreissig, etc. These were therefore originally sub-

\ I forget where I have seen the re:tnark that in Munda-Koh it is con
sidered indecent to speak of a· :tnarried wo:r.a.n except in the duaJ.: she is 
as it were, not to be imagined as being without her husband. • 
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stantives, though now they have become adjectives. Lat. cenfum. 
mllle, E. (Gothonic) hundred, thousand were also substantives of 
this kind, and reminiscences Ol t-his usage are still found, e.g. in 
Fr. deux cents and ill the E. use of a, one: a hundred, one thousand ; 
cf. also a million, a billion. A peculiar type of half-disguised. com
pounds may be seen in Lat. buluum, trid1~um, biennium, triennium 
for periods of two or three days or years. 

With these must be clU'lsed words like a pair (of gloves), a couple 
(of friends), and this leads up;to words denoting an assemblage of 
things as a set (of tools, of volumes), a pack ~of hounds, of cards), 
a bunch (of flowers, of keys), a herd (of oxen, of goats), a flock, a 
bevy, etc. 

Such words are rightly termed collectives, and I think this 
term should not be used in the loose way often found in grammatical 
works, but only in the strict sense of words which denote a unit 
made up of several things or beings which may be counted 
separately; a collective, then, is logically from oue point of view 
" one" 'lud from another point of view" more than one," and this 
accounts for the linguistic prop<'rties of such words which take 
so~(>times a. singular and sometimes a plural construction. (On 
the difference between collectives and mass-words see below.) 

Some collectives are derivatives from the words denoting the 
smaUer units: brotherhood, from brother, cp. also nobility, peasantry, 
~oldiery, mankind. There is an interesting class in Gothonic lan
guages with the prefix ga-, ge- and the neuter suffix -ja; Gothic 
had gaslcohi 'pair of shoes'; these formations became especially 
numerous in OHG, where we have, e.g., gidermi ' bowels,' giknihti 
• body of servants,' gibirgi • mountainous district,' gifildi 'fieldfit, 
plain.' In modern G. we hare gebirge, gepdck, gewltter, ungezieJer, 
and others, partly with changed signification or construction. 
Geschwi.ster at first meant . sisters' (H zwei bruder und drei 
geschwister "), later it came to mean • brothers and sisters' and 
,"ven sometimes may be used in the singular of a single Jrother 
or sister, when it is desirable not to specify the sex. Rut in ordinary 
speech it is now no longer used as a collective, but as an ordinarv 
plural. 

Latin Jamilia meant at first a collection of jamuli, i.e. 'house
mates,' later' servants '; when the word JamuhLs went out of use, 
familia acquired its present European meaning, and as an unanalyz
able collective must be classed with such words as crew, crowd, 
.swarm. company, army, trtbe, natwn, mob. 

Some words may develop a colle('tive signification by metonymy, 
as when the pari8h is said for the inhabitants of the parish, all 
the world = 'all men,' the Gex 'women,' the Church. the bench. 
8Ociety, etc. 
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The double-sidedness of collectives is shown grammatically; 

they are units, and as such can be used not only with a or one pre
posed, but also in the plural in the same way as other countables : 
two flock8, many nations, etc. On the other hand, they denote 
plurality, and therefore may take the verb and the predicative 
in the plural (my family are early risers.. la plupart disent, thus in 
many other languages as well) and may be referred to by such a, 

pr4fnoun as they. It is, however, worthy of note that this plural 
construction is found with such collectives only as denote livmg 
beings, and never wit.h others, like library or train, though they 
mean 'collection of books, of railway-carriages.' Sometimes a. 
collective may show the two sides of its nature in the same sentence: 
this (sg.) family are (pI.) unanimous in condemning him. This 
should be thought neither illogical nor "antigrammatical" (as 
Sweet calls it, NEG § 116), but only a natural consequence of the 
twofold nature of such words. 

In some instances languages go farther than this and admit 
combinations in which the same form which is really a singular 
is treated as if it were the plural of the word denoting the smaller 
unit: those people ( = those men), many people (as distinct from 
many peoples = map.y nations), a few police, twenty clergy. In 
Danish we have this with folk (as in E. with the word spelt in the 
same way), which is a true collective in et folk (a nation, with the 
separate plo mange folkeikt,g), but is now also treated as a, plural: 
de folic, mange folk, though we cannot say tyve folk' twenty people' ; 
there is a curious mixture in de godtJolk 'those brave people,' 
godt is sg. neuter. (Quotations for E. 80,000 cattle, six clel'gy, five 
hundred infantry, six hundred troopa, etc., a.re found in MEG Il, 
p. 100 if.!) 

The transition from a. collective to a plural is also seen in the 
Aryan substantives in -a. Originally they were collectives in the 
feminine singular; we have seen an instance in Lat. familia. In 
many cases these collectives corresponded to neuters, as in opera, 
gen. operre ' work': opus' piece of work'; hence -a came finally 
to be used as the regular way of forming the plural of neuters, 
though a survival of the old value of thEt ending is found in the 
Greek rule that neuters in the plural take the verb in the singular 
(see the full and learned treatment in J. Schmidt, Die Pluralbildungen 
der indogerm. N eutra, 1889, a short summary in my book Language, 
p. 395). It is interesting to see the development in the Romanic 
languages, where the same ending still serves to form a plural in 

Note also G. ein paar 'a. pair,' whioh in the more indefinite signifioation 
• a. oouple' (i.e. two or perhaps three or even a few more) is made into a.n 
uninfieoted adjunot (mit ein paar jreunden, not einem poor) and may even 
take the plural article: die paat' freunde. In Dan. also et par venner, de 
pM tlenner. 
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many ltalia.n words (jrutta, 'Uova, paja), but ha.s genera.lly a.ga.in 
become a. fem. sg., though not in a collective sense; cp. It. foglia, 
Fr. JeuiUe from Lat. foUa. 

Wherever we have a. plural of any of the words mentioned in 
this section, we ma.y speak of So .. plural raised to the second power." 
e.g. decad8, 1,iuJndreda, 'wo elevens (two teams of eleven each), sia:pe1We8, 
C1'C1'Wda, etc. But the same term, a plural raised to the second 
power, may be a.pplied to other cases as well, e.g. E. children, where 
the plural ending -en is a.dded to the original pI. ekilde'l', possibly 
at first with the idea. that several sets (families) of children Were 
meant, as in the Se. diaJElCtal sAuins mentioned by Murray as 
mea.ning the shoes of several people, while shuin means one pair only 
(Dial. 0/ tke Sout1iem Ooontie8, 161; see also MEG Il, 5. 793). 
This 10gioaJ mea.ning of a. double plural (a. plural of a plural) cannot, 
however, be supposed to ha.ve been in a.ll cases present to the minds 
of those who created double plurals,: often they were probably 
from the very first simple redundancies, and at any rate they are 
now felt as simple plurals in such cases as Mildren, kine, breechea, 
etc. Breton has plurals of plurals: bttgel child, pI. bugale, but 
bugale-ou • plusieurs bandes d'enfants,' loer' stocking,' pt woo • p~ 
of stockings,' but lereier ' severa.l pairs of stockings,' daou-lagad-ou, 
• eyes of several persons' (H. Pedersen, GKS 2. 71). We have a. 
double plural in form, but not in sense, in G. tranen, zahren.' tears! 
Here the old plural form traM (wehene), zaAre (liiihe'l'e) has now 
become a eingula.r. • 

In Latin the use of a separate set of numerals serves to indicate 
the plural of & plural. Litera is a letter {buchstabe}, pI. literfB may 
sta.u4 for' letters (buchsta,ben) , or for the composite unit • So letter 
(epistle)' or the .ogical plura.l of this 'letters (epistles)'; now 
quinque ZiwaJ means 'film buohstaben; but quinfB litercs • fiinf 
briefe. ' Oaatra' a. camp , is originally the pI. of caatrum • a fort ' ; 
duo castra 'two forts; bina castra 'two ca.mps.' Simila.rly, in 
Russian the word for' a. watch • or 'olock ' is &My, formally the pI. 
of Cas 'hour'; two ho\ll'S is dva Casa, but r two watches' is' dvoe 
Casov; with higher numerals iluTe ' pieces ' is inserted: dvaillsat' pjat' 
ituk OOsOfJ, 8to 'luk CasO'U I 25, 100 watches or clocks.' 

In this connexion we may also notice that when we say my 
spectMlea, Ma wOUBera, her 8oiBs01'8, no one can tell whether 9ne pair 
or more pairs are mea.nt, thus whether the correct transla.tion 
into other languages would be meine brilk, 80n pa~1t, iAre 8CMre, 
or meine bri'Ufm, Be8 pantalons, Mf'B aMereJn. (But when we say .. he 
deals in spectaoles; the soldiers wore kha.ki trousers," etc., th-e 
mea.ning is -obviously plural.) The plural forms spectacles, trO'U8er8, 

scissors, in themselves thus from .. notional point of view denote a. 
• common number' 
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Common Number. 
The want of a common number form (i.e. a form that disregards 

the distinction between singular and plural) is sometime!> felt, but 
usually the only Wi1y to satlsfy it is through such clumsy devices 
as "a star or two," "one or more st<1rs," "some word or words 
missing here," "the property was left to her child or children." 1 

In Of Who came 1 " and" \Vho can tell t " we have the common 
nu.mber, but in " Who has come t " we "re obliged to usc a definite 
number-form in the verb even if the question is meant to be quite 
indefinite. Note also "Nobody prevents you, do they t " where 
the idea would have been expressed more clearly if it had been 
possible to avoid the singular in one, and the plural in the other 
sentence (cf. under Gtluder, p. 233). 

Mass-Words. 

In an ideal languttge constructed on purely logical principles 
a form whieh implied neither singular nor plural would be even 
more called for when we lcft the world of countables (such as 
houses, horses; days, miles; sound'!, words, crimcs, plans, mis
takes, etc.) and got to the world of uncount&bles. There are a. 
great many words which do not call up the idea of some definite 
thing with a. certain shape er precise limits. I call these" mass
words"; they may be E'ither material, in which case they denote 
some substanca in itself independent of forml such as silver, quick
silver, water, butter, gas, air, etc., or else immaterial, such as leisure, 
music, traffic, success, tact, com:monsense, and especi:l.lly many 
" nexus-substantives It (see Oh. X) like satisfaction, admiration, 
refinement, from verbs, or like restlessness, justice, safety, constancy, 
from adjE:'Ctives. 

While countables are "quantified IS by means of such words 
as one, two, many, few, mass-\\ords are quantifi('d by means of such 
words as much, little, less. If some and more may be applied to both 
classes, a translation into other bnguagcs shows that the idea. is 
really different: some horse, some horses, more horses--some quick
silver, more quicksdver, more admiration: G. irgend ein pferd, 
einige p!e;, de, mehr (mel~rere) pferde (Da.n. jlere heste)-etu:as qtt€ck
silber, mehr puecksilber, mekr bewunderung (Dan. mere beundring). 

1 in French most substantives, AS far us their sound is concerned, are 
really in the "common number," but adJuncts often h,\\:Q separate forms, 
hence such oonstructions 808 the following: 11 prendra 80n ou S68 peTsonnagu 
a une certaine periode de leur eXIstence (Ma.upassant) Ile ou lea caractPres 
Itmdarmntau:c (Bwly) lIe oontraire clu ou des mol8 choi8is oomme synonvmes 
(ib.). Cf. from German: erst gegen ende des ganzen satzes hom-men cler 
oilefo die tonspnlnge, me dem Ba.tze seinen a.usdruok geben (LPh 241). 
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As there is no separate grammatical "common-number." 
languages must in the case of mass-words choose one of the two 
existing formal numbers; either the singular, as in the examples 
hitherto adduced, or the plum!, e.g. victual8, dregs, lees-proceed.s, 
belongings, 8weepings---measles, 1 ickets, throes and such colloquial 
names of unpleasant states of mind as the blues, creeps, sulks, etc. 
In many cases there is some vacillation betwe~n the two numbers 
(cool(s), brain(s), and others), and where one language has a singular, 
another may have a plural. It is curious that while Southern 
English and Standard Danish looks upon porridge and grfiJd as 
singulars, the same words are in Scotland and Jutland treated as 
plurals. Corresponding to the E. plurals lees, dregs, German and 
other languages have singular mass-words: hefe. With immaterial 
mass-words it is the same: muck knowledge must be rendered in 
German viele kenntni88e, in Danish mange kundskaber. 

The delimitation of mass-words offers some difficult problems, 
because many words have several meanings. Some things adapt 
themseh'os naturally to dliIerent points of view, as seen, for instance, 
in fruit, hair {much fruit, many fruits: "shee hath more hair then 
wit, and more faults then haires," Shakespeare); cf. also Cl little 
ffl'()re cake, a few more cake.$. In a Latin ediotum dry vegetables 
and meat are given as singulars, i.e. as mass-words, while fresh 
ones are given in the plural, because they are counted (Wa.ckernagel, 
VS 1. 88). Note also verse: "He writes both prose and verse." 
"I like his verses to Lebbia." 

Other examples, in which the same word has to do duty now as 
a mass-word and now as a thing-word, are seen in : 

a little more cheese two big cheeses 
it is hard as iron a hot iron (fiat-iron) 
cork is lighter than water I want three corks for these 
some earth stuck to his bottles 

shoes the earth is round 
a. parcel in brown paper st:1te-paper8 
little talent few talents 
much e.rperience many experiences, etc. 

Sometimes the original signification may belong to one, some
times to the other of these two classes. Sometimes a word is 
differentiated, thus 8hade and 8hadow are derived from different 
case-forms of the same word (OE. sceadu, sceadowe). As a rule, 
shade is used as a mass-word, and shadow as a countable, but 
in some connexions shade is just as. mueh a thing-word as shadow, 
e.g. when we speak of different shades ( = nuances) of colour. 
Oloth in one sense is a mass-word as denoting one particular 
kind of material, but as denoting one particular thing (as a 
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table-cloth, or a (lQvering for a horse) it is a thing· word and has 
developed the new plural cloths, while the old plural clothe...~ is now 
separated from ck>th and must be termed a distinct word: a mass
word with plural form. 

A name of a tree, e.g. oak, may be made a mass-word, not 
only to denote the wood or timber obtained from the tree, but also 
to denote a mass of growing trees (cf. barley, wheat): "oak and beeoh 
began to take the place of willow and elm." A corresponding usage 
is also found in other langua,ges. A related case is seen in the use 
of jisl., not only to denote the" flesh " of fish which we eat, but also 
the living animals as an object for fishing; this is f01md in other 
languages besides English, thus in Danish (jisl:), Russian (ryba, 
Asboth, Gramm. 68). Magyar (Simonyi US. 259). In English and 
Danish this has been one of the causes that have led to the use 
of the unchanged plural as in many fish, mange fisk. 

Mass-words are often made into names for countables, though 
languages differ considerably in this respect. Thus in E., but not 
in Danish, tin is used for a receptacle made of tin (for sardines, etc.). 
In English, bread is only a mass-word, but the corresponding word 
in many languagE's is used for what in E. is called a loaf: un peu de 
pain, un peJ,it pain = a little bread, a srnallloaf. 

Immaterial mass-words undergo a similar change of signification 
when they come to stand for a single act or instance of the quality, 
as when we talk of a stupidity = a stupid act, many follies or kind
ne88es, etc. This usage, however, is not so universal in English 
as in many other languages, and the best rendering of eine unerhOrte 
unverschiirntheit is a piece of monstrous impudence, cl. also an in
sufferable piece of injustice, another piece of scandal, an act of perfidy, 
etc. (examples MEG IT, 5. 33 ff.). This construction is strictly 
an~ogous with a piece of wood, tw() lumps of sugar, etc. 

In one more way mass-words may become thing-words, when a. 
nexus-substantive like beauty comes to stand f01l a thing (or a. 
pel'$on) possessing the quality indicated. And finally we must 
mention the use of a mass-word to denote one kind of the mass: 
tltia tea ia better than th.e one we had last u'eek; and then natura.lly in 
the pluraJ : variou-8 Ba'UCe8; the beat Italian wines come from T'U8Cany. 

Through -the term "mass·word" and through the restriction of th& term 
.. collective" to a wen-defined class of words, BO that the two tel'lIl8 are 
consistently opposed to one another (the notion of number baing logically 
~plicab1e to mass·words, while it is doubly aRplicable to coliective!!) 
I hope to have contributed something towards olanfyil3g 6 diffi,cult subject. 
The necessity of a term like mass·word ia seen in many places in die
tiona.riea; in the NED, for example, we often read definitiollll like the 
fonowing: "claptrap (1) with pt: A triok .•• (Il) withQut G or pI.: 
Language designed to eatoh a.pplause "-i.e. (1) as a thing.word. (2) aB a 
me.ge-word. My own diviRion seems preferable to the two beIIt thought.ou1i 
divisions [ know, those of S~t and N~eJl, 
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Aooording to Sweet (NEG. § 150 e.) the ohief division la into substance

nouns or ooncrete noWlS and abst1'8Ot nouns (that is. words like redncs,. 
Btupidity, COIWerBation). Cl.Increte nouns are divided into 

{
Olass nouns 

common nouns 
material'l\olUl8 (mm) 

proper names (Plato). 

{ individual (man) 
collective (crO'llJlt) 

Sweet does not see the essential similarity between his 'material nouns' 
and • abstract nouns'; nor is his na.me • ma.terial nouns' a fortunate one, 
because many names of immaterial phenomena present the same charac
teristics as iron or gla8s. Neither can I see the value of the distinction he 
makes between singular cl&Sll·noUI18 (like sun in popul~r as contr.a.sted with 
scientific language) and plural nouns (like U'u): both represent' c.ountables,' 
even if there 1S more occasion in one case than in the other to use the word 
in the plura.l. 

Noreen's division is very origintil (VS 0. 292 e.), viz.-apart from cc ab. 
stracts" (=0 words like beauty, wisdom, etc.-.} 

I. Impartitiva, which denote objects that are not considered as capable 
of being divided into several homogeneous parts. Such are "individua" 
hke I, Stockholm, the Tr088achs, and "diVldua" like par8on, man, tree. 
trou8er8, measles. Even hor8u in t.he sentence "horses a.re quadrupe'da" 
is an impartitive, because it means the indivisible genue horse (the sentence 
is synonymous with "a horse is a quadruped," p. 300) 

II. Pa.rtitiva. These fall into two classes: 
A. Materia.lia or substance-names, as in "iron is expensive now," .. he 

ea.ts fish," "this is made of wood." 
B. Collectives. These are subdivided into: 
(1) Totality·collectives, such as brotherhood, nobility, anny, and (2) 

Plurality-collect,ives; here such examples are given as many a parson, many 
par8ons, IWtry par8on, further ordinary plurals like fires, wines, WlZtIe8, COW8, 
etc. Plurality·collectives are further subdivided into (a) homogeneous lik. 
1wrses, etc., and (b) heterogeneous like _. parmta (the co1"l'88pOllding 8g. 
is lather or mother). This last group nearly, though not completely, corre
sponds to what I call the plural of approximation: it is accidental that 
Swedish hila no singWlIor corresponding to loriddmr • parents' and that 
Noreen the\'6fore gives lather or mother as the singular: other languagee have 
8. singular a parent (thus also colloquial Danish err /orOJldM}, and the cue 
is therefore not to be compared with We : I, the J~ss so as there is a natural 
plural /af,her8, &8 ill .. the fathers of the boys were invited to the IIChool," 
while a normal plural of .. I" la unthinkable. On the whole Noreen's system 
seems to me h1ghly &l.'tiBcial and of very little value to a linguist, beC&UIMI 
it divorces things which natura.lly belong together and orea.tes such uselesa 
olasses as that of the impartitiv~, besides giving too wide an application 
to the term le collective." Our first question is surely what notions admit of 
having words like one and two applied to them, and not what notions 
or things admit of being divided into homogeneous parts; the whole notion 
of number, though so important in everyday life; in Noreen's system is put 
"way, as it were, in a corner of a lumber·room. Accordi:ngly, on p. 298, 
he starts from the plural, and though he is, of course, right in his shrewd 
remark that the proper singular of W/J is one 0/ UB. he does not go on to 93" 
that 1Il the same sense the proper eg. of the MrSU is not the horst, but one 
of the horses, and that the pI. of one of us (one 0/ the horses) is Qot alway-s toe 
(the kqr8e8), but some 0/ UB (some 0/ the horsu). 



CHAPTER XV 

NUMBER-concluded 

Various Anomalies. The Generic Singula~ and Plural. Dual. Number iD 
Secondary Words. Plural of the Verbal Idea. 

Various Anomalies. 

IN all languages there are words which serve the purpose of singling 
out the individual members of a plurality and thus in the form of 
a singular expressing what is common to all: every, each. There 
is only a shade of difference between "everybody was glad" and 
"all were glad" (cf. the neuter "everything" and all in "all is 
well that ends well" = all things). Note also Lat. uterque vir, 
utraque lingua, utrumque 'each (either) of the two men, both men, 
both languages, both things.' A closely related case is that seen 
in many a man, which individualizes, where many men generalizes; 
thus also in many other languages: manch ein mann, mangen en 
mana, mucka palabra laca manasen, Sp. gr. § 56. 6), Fr. obsolete 
maint komme. 

Here and there we find anomalies in the use of number-forms 
which are difficult to explain, but which at any rate show tha.t people 
are not absolutely rational beings, thus in OE. the use of the singular 
with the tens, as in Beowulf 3042 se woos fiftige8 fotgemearces lang 
, it was 50 feet long,' ib. 379 pritiges manna moogencrooft ' the strength 
of 30 men,' thus with some inconsistency, as fotgemearces is sg. and 
manna is pl.-In Middle English we find the singular a before a. 
numeral, Q, forty men, meaning' about forty,' thus very frequently 
in Dan. en tyve stykker' about twenty (pieces),' and this may be com
pared with E. a few (in Jutland dialects ren We fo); the sg. article 
here turns the plural words from a. quasi-negative quantity (he has 
few friends) into a positive (he has a few friends). But a few may 
have been induced by a many, where many may be the collective 
substantive and not the adjective-the forms of these; which were 
at first separated, have been confounded together. Fr. vers les une 
heures (as well as vers les midi) with its numerical incongruity 
is evidently due to the analogy of other indications of time such as 
ver8 le8 deux heures; it is a.s if ver8-les had become one amalgama.ted 
preposition with denominations of the hour. The G. interrogative 
pronoun wet', like E. who, above 198. is independent of number, 
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but when one wa.nts expressly to indicate that the question refers 
to more than one person this may be achieved through the addition 
of alles, in the singular netlter! .. Wer kommt denn alles ~ " (' "Who 
are coming 1 '-" Wer kommt ~ " 'Who is coming ~ ') "Wen hast 
du alles gesehen 1 "-implying that he has '.leen several people. 
Cf. what is said below uncler Sex on beide8 and rnehrere8 as neuters 
to the personal beide, mehrere (p. 237). 

The Generic Singular and Plural. 
We shall here deal with the linguistic expressions for a whole 

species, in cases in which words like all (all cats),l every (every cat) 
or any (any cat) are not used. For this notion Bnlal (M 394) coins 
the word" omnial " parallel to .. dual, plural," and this would be a 
legitimate grammatical term in a language that possessed a separate 
form for that' number.' But I do not know of any language that 
has such a. form; as a matter of fact, in order to express thls notion 
of a whole class or species, languages sometimes use the singular 
and sometimes the plural; sometimes they have no article, some
times the definite article, and sometimes the indefinite article. 
As there is in English no indefinite article in the plural, this gives 
five combinations, which are all of them represented, as seen in 
the following examples: 

(1) The singular without any article. In English this is found 
only with man and u oman (man is mortal I woman is best when she 
is at rest)-and with mass-words, a whether material or immaterial 
(blood is thicker than water I history is often stranger than fiction). 
In G. and Dan. it is used only with material mass-words, in Fr. not 
even with these.3 

(2) The singular with the indefinite article: a cat is not as 
vigilant as a dog; the article may be considered as a weaker 
any, or rather, one (" a. ") dog is taken as representative of the 
whole class. 

1 .. All cats have four feet" = "any cat has four feet "-but this 
• gonerio' use of all should be kept distinct from the 'distributive' aU: 
"all his brothers arc millionaires" is different from "all his brothers to
gether possess a million." In the distributive sense' all oats' have (together) 
an enormous number of feet. Logicians give as example of the difference: 
.. All the ""ngles of a triangle are less than two right angles," " All the angles 
of a triangle are equal to two right angles"; Bee also MEG n. 5. 4. 

• With mass·words the' generic' idea refers to quantity, not to number 
proper: "lead is heavy," i.e. 'all lead,' 'lead, wherever found.' 

a Sweet (NEG § 1) writes: "From the theoretical point of view grammar 
is the science of language. By' langua~e' we understand languages in 
genera.l, as opposed to one or more speCIal languages." It is interesting 
to contrast this with the wa.y in whioh a Frenchman expresses the same 
two notions, using not only two numbers, bnt two words: "Lt langage et le, 
lanpu" (e.g. Vendryes L 273). 
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(3) The singular with the definite article: the dog is vigilant. 

Thus also with a (neuter) adjective in philosophic parlance: the 
beautiful = 'everything that is beautiful.' Ohaucer said "The 
lyJ so short, the omft so long to lerne," where modern &glish has 
no article (LongfeUow: Art is long, but Ufe is fJ.eetmg); Chaucer 
here agrees with Greek (Hippol«ates " Ho bios brakhus, he de tekhne 
mane "), French, Danish and German usage (Wagner in Goothe's 
Faust says: "Ach gott! die kunst ist lang; Dnd kurz ist unser 
leben "). 

(4) The pluraJ without any article: dogs are vigilant I old people 
are apt to oatch cold I I like oysters. 

(5) The plural with the definite article: Blessed 'are the poor 
in spirit. This usage, which in English is found with adjectives 
only (the old are apt to catch oold = old people, above nr. 4, the 
English == the whole English nation), is the regular expression in 
some languages, e.g. Fr. les vieil.lardB sont bavards I j'!'l.ime lea 
huetres. 

One and the same generio truth is differently expressed in the 
G. proverb" Em ungl'iidc kommt rue allein" and E. " Misfortunes 
never oome singly" {cf. Shakespeare: "When sorrows oome, they 
come not single spies; But in batta.l.ions ").--Compare also twice a 
week with deux Jois la semaine. 

, With these " generic" expressions we may class the expressions 
for the "indefinite j, or better the " ge;neric person" : 

(1) The singular without any article. Thus in G. and Dan. 
man, differentia.ted from the sb. mann, mand, in G. through loss of 
stress only, in Dan. also through want of "st0d" (glottal stop) ; 
in ME we have not only man, but also men (me), which is often 
uaed with the verb in the singular and thus may be a phoneticaUy 
weakened form of man. Further we have Fr. on, a regular develop
ment of the Lat. nominative homo. 

(2) The singular with the indefinite article. This is frequent 
in oolloquial English with various substantives: <, What is (J, man 
(a fellow, a person, an individual, a girl, So. a body) to do in such 
a. situation ~" It is really the same idea that lies behind the 
frequent us~ in many languages of the word one, as in English, G. 
ein (especially in the oblique cases), Dan. en (in standard language 
ohiefly when it is not the subject, but in dialects also as the subject), 
It. sometimes 'Uno (Serao, Oap. Sl!rnsone 135 uno si commuove 
quando si toccano certe tasti; ib. i 136). 

(3) The singular with the definite article. Frenoh Z'oo, whioh 
is now a.pprehended as a phonetic va.riant of the simple on. 

(4) The plnral without any a.rticle. Fellows and peo;pZe s,l'e 
often used in suoha way that they may be rendered by Fr. on 
(Jellou.!8 Bay, people JKJ,1J = on d~). cf. a.lso the ME. men when followed 
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by a plural verb. When they (Dan. de) is ueed in the same sense. 
it may be compared with the generic usage mentioned above of 
tbe plural of a substantive with the definite article.-On the use of. 
you and we for the generic person see Ch. XVI. 

The difference between this "indefinite perSOI!l " aRd the generic 
use of man (in" man is mortal ") IS not easy to define, and seems 
often to be emotional rather than intellectual. Hence also the 
frequent nse of man, one, si as a disguised" I" when one wishes 
to avoid mentioning oneself, and therefore generalizes what one 
wants to say: a similar motive leads to the use or you in the same 
sense. But it js worth mentioning as something connected with 
the " generic" character of the" indefinite person" that man or on 
is not unfrequently followed by a plural word. Dan." man blev 
enige" I Fr. "la femme qui vient de vous jouer un mauvais tour 
mala voudralt qu'on reste amt's quand m~me" (Daudet, L'lmmortel 
151).1 Thus also in It. with si: Serao, 1.c. 223 si resta Uberi per 
tre mesi I Rovetta, MogUe S. Eec. 49 Si diventa. ministri, roa si 
nasce poeti, pittori I 

Dual. 

In languages possessing a. dual, two different conceptions are 
found. One is represented in Greenlandic, where nuna 'land' 
forms its dual nunak and its plural nunat; here" the dual is chiefly 
used when the speaker wants expressly to point out that the ques
tion is ~bout a duality; if, on the other hand, the duality is obvious 
as a. matter of oourse, as in the case of those parts of the body 
which are found in pairs, the plural form is nearly always employed. 
Thus it is customary to say issai, his eyes, siutai his eMS, taU his 
arms, etc., not issik, Si1~tik, tatdlik, his two eyes, etc. Even with 
the nl,lmeral mardluk (two), which is in itself So dual, the plural is 
often used, e.g. inuit ma1'dluk two men" (Kleinsohmidt, (hamm. cl. 
gronliind. sp1'. 13). 

The other conception, according to whioh the dual is preferably 
used in names of objeots naturally found in pairs, as in Gr. OIJSt 

, the eyes,' is represented in .Aryan. In many of the older languages 
of this family duals were found; they tended to disappear as time 
went on, and now survive only in a few isolated diaJects (Lithuanian. 
Sorb, Slovene; a few Bavarian dialects ill. the pel1JOnal pronouns). 
The gradual disappearance of dual forms in the Aryan langua.ges s 
presents many interesting features whioh cannot be here detailed. 

1 Norwegian, quoted Western R 451 ~ En bur W hfJerandrtl, naar en ga&1' 
10 m6n!neaker og ser ikke andre da.g ut qg d$g ind. 

11 See Ouny, Le nombre duel en .gt'ec, paris. 19()6; Brugmllonn VG· IT, 2. 
449 fi. ; Melllet Or 189. 226. 303; Wackernagel VS I, 73 ft. A most inter
esting article by Gauthiot in 11'8IJtIIChriJt ViVo. Z'hom8en, p. 127 fi., oomparell 
the Aryan and Ugro.Fir.urle dueJs. 
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The existence of a dual is generally (Levy-Brohl, MeiHet) looked 
upon as a mark of primitive mentality; its disappearance is 
therefore considered as a consequence or accompaniment of progress 
in civilization. (In my own view of linguistic development any 
simplification, any discarding of old superfluous distinctions is 
progressive, though a causal nexus between civilization in general 
and particular grammatical phenomena cannot be demonstrated 
in detail.) 

The Greek dual was lost at an early period in the colonies, 
where the civilization was relatively advanced, while it was kept 
more tenaciously in continental Greece, e.g. in Lacedremon. Boootia, 
and Attica. In Homer duals are frequent, but they appear to be 
an artificial archaism used for poetical purposes, especially for the 
sake of the metre, while the plural is often used in speaking of two 
even in the same breath as the dual (cp. collocations like ampkO 
kkeiraa, Od. 8. 135). In Gothic dual forms are found only in the 
pron.:>uns of the first and second persons and in the oorresponding 
forms of verbs, but these latter are few in number; and in the other 
old Gothonic Janguages only the pronouns 'we' and 'ye' keep 
the old distinction, which was later generally given up. (Inversely 
the duals viiS, l'iiS have ousted the old plurals vir, per, in modern 
Icelandic, and possibly also in Dan. vi, 1.) Isolated traces of the 
old dual h-o.ve been found in the forms of a few substantives, suoh 
as door (originally the two leaves) and breaat, but even in these 
cases from the oldest times the forms were understood not aB duals, 
but as singulars. The only words which may now be said to be 
in the dual are two and both. but it should be noted that the 
latter when used as a "conjunction" is often applied to more 
than two. a.s in "both London. Paris, and Amsterdam"; though 
this is found in ma.ny good writers, some gramma.rians object 
to it.1 

According to Gauthiot, the dual forms Sanskrit aqi, Gr. 088e, 
Lithuanian aH do not properly mean 'the two eyes,' not even 
'the eye and the other eye,' but ' the eye in so fa.r as it is double: 
thus mitra is • Mitra, in so far as he is double,' i.e. Mitra. and Varuna, 
for Varuna is the double of Mitra.. Similarly 'We ha.ve Sanskr. 
ahani 'the day and, (the night),' pilariiu 'the father and (the 
mother),' maiarau 'the mother and (the father),' and then also 
pitariiu maiaralt • father and mother' (both in the dual), and, 
somewhat differently, Gr. Aiante Teukron te 'Aias (dual) and 
Teukros.' Ugro-Finnio has pa.rallels to most of these construc
tions, thus both words are put in the pltU'al in combinations like 

1 Another extension of the dual is seen when the substantive is put in 
the dual with 8 number like 52. as in Odyasey 8. 35 l'our(l de dull k!li peN" 
lonta (also ib. 48, attraction). 
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imt?Jen ige'!}en • the old man and the old woman,' teterJen tUrJgen 
'winter and summer.' 

In some cases the lost dual left some traces behind it, the true 
character of which has been forgotten. Thus in Old Norse, the 
pronoun l'au ' they two' is an old duaJ form, but as it happens to 
be also the neute-r plural. it leads to the syntactic rule that the neuter 
plural is used when persons of the two sexes are spoken of together. 

In Russian the old dual in some words happened to have the 
same form as the genitive singular; cases like dva mttiika 'two 
peasants' then led to the use of the gen. sg. in other words, and, 
curiously enough, after the notion of a dual had been entirely 
forgotten, even after the words for 3 and 4. tri, Oetyre: Cetyre 
goda 'four years,' etc. 

Number In Secondary Words. 
When Sweet (NEG, § 269) says that the only grammatical 

category that verbs have in oommon with nouns is that of number, 
he is right so far as actual (English) grammar is concerned; but 
it should be remembered that the plural does not mean the same 
thing in verbs as in substantives. In the latter it means plurality 
of that which is denoted by the word itself, while in the verb the 
number refers not to the action or state denoted by the verb, but to 
the subject: compare (two) 8ticlc8 or (two) walks with (they) walk, 
which is in the plural, but implies not more walks than one, but 
more walkers than one. In the same way, when in Latin and other 
languages adjunct adjectives are put in the plural, as in urbes magMl, 
G. gros8e 8tiidte, this does not indicate any plurality of the adjectival 
idea., the plurality referring to 'towns; and to nothing else. In 
both cases we have the purely gramma.tical phenomenon termed 
" ooncord " which has nothing to do with logic, but pervaded aJl 
the older stages of languages of the .Aryan family; it affected not 
only the number forms, but also the case forms of adjectival words, 
which were" made to agree" with the primaries they belonged to. 
But this rule of concord is rea.lly superfluous (cf. La1Zfl'U04e, 335 ff.). 
and as the notion of plurality belongs logioally to the primary 
word alone, it is no wonder that many la.nguages more or less 
consistently have given up the indication of number in secondary 
words. 

In the adjectives, Danish, like German, still keeps up the dis
tinction between en stor maIM (ein gros8er mann) and 8tore mlB1lll 
(gros8e manner), while English is here more progressive and makes 
no distinotion between the singular and the plurQ in adjectives 
(a great man, grw.t men), the only survivaJs of the old rule of concord 
being that man, tlwae men, thiB man, these men.-In an idea.llanguage 
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neither adjuncts nor verbs would have any separate plural 
forms.! 

In Magyar there is the inverse rule that number is indicated 
in a secondary and not in a primary word, but only when a substan
tive is accompanied by a numeral. It is, then, put in the singular, 
as if we were to say J'three house." This is termed" illogical" 
by the eminent native linguist Simonyi : I should rather call it an 
instance of wise economy, as in this case any express indication of 
the plurality of the substantive would be superfluous. The same 
rule is fOOO9 in other languages; in Finnic with the curious addition 
that in the subject not the nominative singular, but the partitive 
singular is used; in the other cases there is agreement between 
the numeral and the substantive. There is some approximation 
to the same rule in Danish (tyve mand stf2yk, fem daler ' five dollars,' 
the value, different bom fem dalere 'five dollar pieces,' to fOO), in 
German (zwei fuss, drei mark, 400 mann), and even in English (jive 
dozen, three score, jive foot nine, five stone; details in MEG II, 57 ff.). 

The first part of a compound substanti~e is in many respects 
like an adjunct of the second. It is well known that in the ancient 
type of Aryan compounds the stem itself is used, thus number is 
not shown: Gl'. hippo-damos may be one who curbs one horse, or 
several horses. In E. the singula.r form is usually employed, even 
when the idea is manifestly plural; as in the printed book section t 
a three-voZume novel. But in many, chiefly recent, formations the 
plura.l is found in the first part: a savings-bank I the Oontagious 
Diseases Act. In Danish there is a curious instance of both parts 
being inflected: bondegard, pt b0ndergarde 'peasants' farms'; 
generally the singullU" form of the first part is kept in the plural: 
tandlceger, etc. 

In verbs, English has discarded the distinction between singular 
and plural in all preterits (gave, ended, drank, etc., with the sole 
exception of was, were) and in some present tenses as well (can, 
shall, must and others, which were origiually preterits); where it 
has been preserved, it is only in the third person (he comes, they 
come). while in the first and second persons no difference is now 
made (I come, we come, you come). In Danish the numerical dis
tinction has been totally given up in verbs, where the old singular 
form has become a " common number"; it is always so in spoken 
Da.nish, and now nearly alwa.ys so in the literary language. 

There seems to be a strong tendency everywhere to use the 
singular form or the verb instead of the plural (rather than inversely) 

1 Esperanto h~ the same fonn in verbs irrespective of the number of 
the subject (mi amM, ni amM), but in adjectwes sepa.rate forma (la b!m.IJ 
4miko, la bcmai ami-ko}, while inconsistently the artiole is inVariable}. Ido, 
on the contrary, is strictly logical (la b&na amiki). 
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when the verb precedes the subject; the reason may often be t.l:!.at 
at the moment of his uttering the verb the speaker has not made 
up his mind what words are to follow. From OE I ma.y quote 
" Eac w:;;es gesewen on t)rem WfLge Mifred ealle da. heargas," from 
Shakespeare "that spirit upon whose weal depends and rests The 
lives of many!' This is particularly frequent with there i8 (Thack
eray: there's some things I can't resist). It is the same in other 
languages, In literaJ;'y Danish it was the rule to have iter er with a. 
plural subjeot at the time when ere was the form otherwise always 
req'trired when th(l subject was in t.he plural. Similarly very often 
in Italian (" in teatro c'era quattro 0 sei persona "). Th~ same 
tendenoy to use the singular when the verb precedes is seen in the 
same language when Evviva is used with a. pluraJ subject (Rovetta. ; 
Evviva le bionde al potere 1) 

Those languages which ha.ve kept the old rule of concord in 
secondary words a,re very often tht'reby involved in difficulties, 
and grammars ha.ve to give more or less intricate rules which are 
not always observed in ordinary Hfe--even by the" best writers." 
A few English, quotations (taken from MEG lI. Ch. VI) will show 
the nature of such difficulties with verbs: not one in ten of them 
write it so ba.dly I ten is one a.nd nine I none are wretched but by 
their own fault I none has more keenly felt them I neither of your 
heads are safe I muoh care and patience were needed I if th~ death 
of neither man nor gnat are designed I father and mother is man 
and wife; man and wife is one flesh I his hair I;}.S well as his eyebrows 
was now white! the fine lady, or fine gentleman, who show me thei.r 
teeth, lone or two of his things are still worth your reading I his 
meat was locusts and wild honey I fools are my theme I both dea.th 
a.nd I am found eternal. All these sentences are ta.ken from weIl
known writers, the last, for instanoe, from Milton. Corresponding 
difficulties a.re experienced in adjectival forms in those langu.ages 
whioh make their adjuncts agree in nUlllber (gender and case) 
with primarywot:ds, and asimple comparison of Fr. ma/emme et mea 
enfants or la presse locale et lea comite.s locaux with E. my wile and 
children, the local press ~ committees shows the advantage to a 
language of tllrowing overboard ,Such superfluous distinctions in 
secondary words.1 

1 Where the lIUbjeot idea, .u is often the esse iD Aryan languages, is not 
expressed except in the {orm of the verb, the indioa.tion in the latter of the 
plura.l is, of eOUl'lle, not 80 superfluous as it is where lIUbject &Ad verb are 
kept a.~rt, thus in Lat. amamua Lreliam, amant Ladiam • we (they) love L.' 
A specJ.a.l cnss 16 seen in It. jtf,rono 80li con la f'agazza • he was a.lone with the 
girl' (= egli e la ragazza !urono soli, 6gli fu solo con la mgazza); examples 
from Fr., G., Slav, Albanian, etc., see Meyer-Liibke, Einiiihr. 88, Delbriiok, 
Synt. 3. 255. We have a corresponding use of the pluraJ. in the predicative 
in .. Come, Joseph. be friends with Miss Sharp," Dan. "ham er jeg gods 
venuer med." 
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Plural of the Verbal Idea. 
The idea of "one or more than one" is not incompatibJe with 

the idea expressed by the verb itself. I am not thinking here of 
what R. M. Meyer (IF 24. 279 ff.) terms" verba pluralia tantum," 
for he speaks of such verbs as G. U'~mmeln, sick anhiiuJen, sick 
zusammenrotten, umzingeln (English eX!1mples would be swarm, 
teem, crowd, assemble, conspire), where the necessary plural idea is 
not in the verb as such, but in the subject,! but I am thinkmg of 
those cases in which it is really the verbal idea itself that is made 
plural. \Vhat that means is easily seen if we look first at the 
corresponding verbal substantives nexus-subst<mtives (see Oh. X). 
If the plural of one walk or one action is (several) walks, actions, the 
plural idea of the verb must be 'to undertake several walks, to 
perform more than one action.' But in English and in most 
languages there is no separate form of the verb to indicate this; 
when I say he walks (shoots), they walk (shoot), it is impossible to 
tell whether one or more than one walk (shot) is meant. If 
we say "they often kissed" we see that the adverb expresses 
exactly the same plural idea as the plural form (and the adjective) 
in (many) kisses. In other words, the real plural of the verb is 
what in some languages is expressed by the so-called frequentative 
or iterative--8ometimes a separate "form" of the verb which is 
often classed with the tense 2 or aspect system of the language in 
question, as when repetition (as well as duration, etc.) is in Semitic 
languages expressed by a strengthening (doubling, lengthening) 
of the middle consonr.nt, or in Ohamorro by a reduplication of the 
stressed syllable of the verbal root (K. Wulff, Festschrift Vilh. 
Thomsen 49). Sometimes a separate verb is formed to express 
repeated or habitual action, thus in some cases in Latin by means 
of the ending -ito: cantito, vep.,tito 'sing fJ;equently, come often' ; 
msito is from a formal point of view a double frequentative, as 
it is formed from viso, which is in itself a frequentative of video, 
but the plural idea tends to disappear, and Fr. visiter, E. visit 
may be used of a single coming. In Slav this category of plural or 
frequentative verbs is well developed, e.g. Russ. streEvat' 'to fire 
several shots,' from strlljat' , to fire one shot.' In English several 
verbs in -er, -le imply repeated or habitual action: stutter, patter, 
chatter, cackle, babble. Otherwise repeated action must be rendered 
in various other ways: he talked and talked I he used to talk 
of his mother I he was in the habit of talking I he would talk of 

1 Quarrel is another case in point, for it takes at least two to make a. 
quarrel, and if we find in the singular, e.g. "I quarrel wIth him," this is to 
be classed with the Instances mentioned, pp. 90, 192, 209 n. 

I See on the imperfect, p. 277. 
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JUs mother for ho\U'lf I he talked of his mother over and over 
&gain, etc. 

Ha.ving mentioned the plural of such verbal substantives as 
walk 8Mt, kiss, we may remind the reader of the other kind of 
"nexus substantives," those containing a predicative, such as 
8tupidity, kindne88, foUy. These also may be put in the plural, 
though, as remarked above, they are then changed from ma.ss
words into countables (as they are indeed when the singular is 
used with the indefinite article: a 8tupidity == • a. stupid act, an 
instance of being stupid '). 

Adverbs, of course, ha.ve no distinct number, the only excep
tions being such adverbs as twice, thrice, often, which may be sa.id to 
be plura.ls of once because logica.lly these adverbs are equivalent 
to 'two times, three times, many times'; the plural idea. thus 
refers to the substantiva.l idea contained in the subjunct, just as in 
group subjuncts like" at two (three, many) places." Similarly the 
.groups now and then, here and there may be said to conta..in a plural 
idea, as they signify the sa.me thing as ' at various times, at various 
places,' but this, of course, does not a.ffect the truth of the general 
assertion tha.t the notion of number is ina.pplica.ble to adverbs. 

APPENDIX TO THE CHAPTERS ON N'UYBER. 

To indicate pla.ce in a series most (all 1) languages have words derived 
from (cardinal) numerals; these are called ordinals. Vel') often the first 
ordinals are not formed from the corresponding cardinals in the usual way: 
primus, first, fJ1'81 bear no relation to unus, one, etn, but from the beginning 
denote foremost in point of place or time. Lat. ,ecundw originally means 
'fonowing' and leaves it to the imagmation to infer how many precede; 
frequently we have a word for 2nd which at the same time has the vague 
meaning I different,' thus om o~fJ1' (preserved in the indefinite sense in MnE 
othar, while the.cardinal has been taken from French), G. an.der. Dan. anden. 
In French there is a new regular formation from d6t.Ul:: ~ (at first 
probably used in combinations like wngMeu:rieme, cf. vingt-ee-tmUme). 

In many cases cardinals are used where a stricter logic would require 
Ofdinals ; thls is due to considerations of convenience, especially where 
high numbers are concerned, thus in 1922 = the 1922nd year after Christ's 
birth (Russian here uses the ordinal); further in reading such indications 
as "line 725," .. page 32," "Chapter xvm," etc_, in French also in 
11 Louis XIV," "le 14 septembre," etc. 

After the word for "number" (numero, etc.) this use of the cardinal 
instead of the ordinal is universal: 11 number seven" means the seventh 
cf a series. Cf. also the indication of the 11 hom", at two o'clock. at thru-
ftltv· 

Note the use of the ordinal in G. dritteAalb, Dan. halfltrB4M • twe and a 
half' (the third is only haJf), and the somewha.t different usage in Scotch 
at half thru, Dan. klokken ha'" 're, G. _ haZb drei uM • a.t half-past two.' 

In many languages ordinaJ8 (with or withont the word for 'part' added) 
have to do duty to express fractions: five-,_IM, einq ,eplNmu. fun! 
riebentel, lem 81Ivendedel, etc. For 1/2, however, there is a separate word 
half. demi, etc. 



CHAPTER XVI 

PERSON 

Definitions. Common and Generic Pereon. Notional and Gl'&IllDl8oticeJ 
Pereon. Induecil Speech. Fourth Pereon. Reflexive &Dd Reciprocal 
Pronouns. 

Definitions. 
IN the NED "person JJ a.s used. in gr&ZIl1'lla.r is defined as follows ~ 
" Ea.ch of the three cla.sses of persona.l pronouns, and c01"l'eSponding 
distinctions in. verbs, denoting or indicating respectively the person 
speaking (fir8' per8on), the person spoken 110 (a.eccmd per.;oo), a.nd 
the person or thing spoken of (third person)." But though the 
sa.me defulltion is found in other good diationa.riee and in most 
gra.mmars, it is evidently wrong, for when I 8&y "I a.m ill JJ or 
"you must go" it is undoubtedly .. I JJ and "you" that are 
spoken of; the real contra.st thus is between (1) the speaker, 
(2) spoken to, and (3) neither speaker nor spoken to. In the first 
person one speaks of oneself, in the second of the person to whom 
the speech is addressed, and in the third of neither. 

Further, it is impo:rtant to remember tha.t in this tlse the word 
" person" qua.lified with one of the £irsi; ~ ordinaJs mea.ns 
SOIllething quite different from. the ordinary significa.tion of 
~. person" a.nd does not imply" personality" a.a a. hwna.n or rational 
being; cc the horse runs " a.nd .. the sun shines .. &l'8 in the third 
pers.on; and if in III fa.ble we make the l\orse S&y " I run .. or the 
sun sa.y "I shine," both sentenoes are in the first person. This 
use of the word "person," whiqh goes baek to Latin ~&ns 
a.n.d through the:tn to Greek (prosopol\) is one of the many inOOJl
veniences gf traditiona.l gnwma.tiooJ. teJ:minology whi(lh are too 
ftrmly rooted to be now abolished, howev~r strange it ma.y be to 
an unsophisticated mind to be te.ught that "imperaonaJ verbs" 
are alwa.ya put in thb cc third person ": -pluit, it ,:aiM. So:m,e people 
have objected. to the inclusion of 80 pronoun like it a.mong "per
sona.l pronouns," but the ineluaion is justified if we take the expres
sion "personaJ pronoun" to .m~ pronoun indica.ting person in 
the sense here mentiened. :Sut wh~ we (lome to speak of the 
distinction between the two intetrog&.tJve pron01IQS toM and w1uJt, 
and find that the former refers to persons and the 1a.tte1' to anything 

III 
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tha.t is not a person, we might feel inclined to caJI who a personal 
pronoun.-whicft would be decidedly awkward. 

It is a sim.ple conseqUel'lce of the definition tha.t the first person, 
strictly speaking, is found in the singular ()nly; 1 in a preceding 
chapter (p. 192) mention has already been made of the fa.ct that 
the so-called first person pl1ll'a.l " we " is really " I + Someone else 
or some others," and in some works dealing with Amerindia.n 
languages the figures t and i are conveniently used to designate 
"we" according as the others tha.t are added to "I" are of the 
second or ;third persons respectively. 

:IJ1or the curiosity of the matter I may quote here a sentence 
to illustrate the emotion-a.l value of the three persons. " With 
Ruskin the people are always 'Yov '; with Ca.rlyle they are even 
farther away, they are • they': but with Morris the people are 
always 'We'" (William MorriB, by Bruce Glacier). 

In many langu,ages the dist~ction between the three persons 
is found not only in pronouns, but in verbs as well, thus in Latin 
(amo, ama8, amat), Italian, Hebrew, Finnish, etc. In such lan
guages many sentences have no explicit indication. of the subject, 
ILlld ega amo, tu amas is at first said only when it is ~sary or 
desirable to lay special stress on the idea. "I, thou." In course 
of time, however, it became more a.nd more usual to add the pro
no'llll even when no special emphasis was intend~d, and this paved 
the way for the gradual obsouration of the sound of the perso~ 
endings in the verbs, as these ~me more and more superfluous 
for the right understanding of the sentences. Thus in Fr. :ta'bme, 
tu liimes, il aime, je lIeu:t. tu, tle:ux, il 'lJe1t'. je fJis, tu, ms, .1 ",'it are 
identica.l in sound. :m English we ha.ve the sa.me form in I can, 
you can, he can, I saw, you saw, he saw, a.nd eVen in the plural we 
am, you can, they can, we _w, '!JD'U saw, they saw-phonetic and 
aIl8llogicaJ levellings ha.ve gone htmd in hand to wipe out old per~ 
BonaJ distinotions. These, however, have not disappeared entirely, 
surviva.1s being found in Fr. j'ai, tu ru, il (I, nO'U8 aVOn8, fJO'U8 avez, 
,la ant arnd in E. I go, he rJOe8, and generally in the third person 
singular of the present tense. In modem Danish all these dis
tinctions haTe disa.ppea.red: jeg Bet', du 8S,., ha!fI, 8et', tn 8ef, I 8et', 

de 8ef, and so in a!l verbs and a.ll tenses, exactly as in Chinese and 
some other languages. This must be considered the ideal or logical 
state of language, as the distinction rightly belongs to the primary 
idea only and need not be repea.ted in 'Secondary words. 

1 When "I" (or" Me" 01 .. ego ") iIiI made into a. substantive (chiefly 
in philosophic pa.rlance). it is aet'eSlmrily of the third nerson, hence iIiI capable 
of being used In the plura.l: "several l's" Ol' .. Mets." "Egos." There is. 
accordingly. eomething incongruous in the use of the verbal forms in the 
following sentence: .. The I who see am as l'XlNlifold as wha.t I see" (J. L. 
Lowes, O_entian aM zu..,ri/;f, Mt. Poetry. 6). 
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In English a distinction has developed in the auxiliary verbs 

used to express futurity: 1 8haU go, you wiU go, he will go, and 
correspondingly to express conditional unreaJity: I should. go, yO'U 
WO'Iilcl go, he would go. 

Any imperative (and we might add, any vocative) is virtually 
in the second person, even in such cases as "Oh, please, someone 
go in and tell her" or "Go one and cal the lew into the court .. 
(Sh.), as seen clearly, for instance, by the addition in " And bring 
out my hat, somebody, wiU '!JO'U" (Dickens). In English the form 
of the verb does not show which person is usecl, but other languages 
have a third person of the imperative, in which case we must say 
that there is a conflict between the grammatical third person and 
the notional second person. Sometimes, however, the latter 
prevails, even in form, as when in Greek we find "sigan nun 
hapas.ekke sigan" where ekhe (2nd p.) according to Wackernagel 
(VS 106) stands instead of ekhetO (3rd p.): 'everyone now hold 
silence.' Where we have a first person plural in the imperative, 
as in It. diamo, Fr. aonnona, the virtual meaning is 'you give, 
and I will give, too,' and so the imperative here as always refers 
to the secpnd person. In English the old give we has been supplanted 
by let us give (as in Danish and, to some extent, also in German); 
here let, of course, is, grammatically as well as notionally, in the 
second person, and the first person pi. is only shown in the dependent 
nexus us give. 

The local adverb corresponding to the first person is We, and 
where we have two adverbs for' not-here,' as in northern English 
dialects there and yoniJer (yon, yond). we might say that there corre
sponds to the second, and YOMer to the third person ; 1 but very 
often there is only one adverb for both ideas, as in Standard English 
there (yonder being obsolete). The connexion between the first 
person and 'here' is seen in Italian, where the adverb ci • here • 
is used very extensively as a pronoun of the first person plural in 
the oblique cases instead of ni • us.' In German we have the two 
adverbs of movement, kin for a movement towards, and ker for 
a movement away from, the speaker. 

In his painphlet LeIJ Langues OuraZo-AltaiqueIJ (Bruxelles, 1893), 
W. Bang thinks it incontest.tble that the human mind before 
having the conception of "I " and "thou" had that of "here" 
and "there." He therefore sets up two classes of pronominal 
elements, one for kere, 1, now, elements beginning with mo, no, and 
another for not-I, there, elements beginning with t-, d-, 8-. n-; this 
again falls into two sub-classes: 

"(a) la personne la. plus rapprochee, la., toi, naguere, tout a 
l'heure, 

I Cl. also the three demonstnlotivea in Latin hie (I), isle (2), ill. (3). 
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(6) la personne la plus eloignee, la-has, lui . .atrefois, plus 
tW." 

I mention this as an interesting view, though in this volume 
I generally keep a.roof from specula.tions about primitive gra.mma.r 
and the origin of gra.mma.tical elements. 

Common and Generic Person. 
We have seen above (p. 198) that it is, or would be, convenient 

in some cases to have a form for a cc common number"; in the 
same way the want of a " common person" is also sometimes felt. 
As already rema.rked, u:e is really a. case in point, as it stands for 
"I and you " or "I and someone else," a.nd the plural gou, ye 
MSO often stands for " thou a.nd someone else .. and thus combines 
the second and third persons. But this does not oover the in
stances in which the two persons are not joined by mea.na of and, 
but separated, for instance, by a disjunctive conjunction. Here 
we llave considerable difficulties in those languages which distinguish 
persons in their verbs: " either you or I are (or am or is !) wrong" ; 
see the examples given in Language, p. 335 f. Note also the use of 
our in "Olive and I went each, to our habitation" (Thackera.y, 
Newc. 297), where it would also be possible to say: " ••• each to 
his home," and where Danish certainly would use its reflexive 
pronoun of the third person: "0. og jeg gik hver til sit hjem .. 
(cp. cc vi tog hver sin hat "), but a common-person form would be 
more logioal. 

A ourious case in which a common-person form would ha.ve 
solved the difficulty is mentioned by Wa.okerna.gel (VS 107): 
veer meruistis culpam (plautus) • which of you two has deserved 
blame t '-'/lter 'Would require the third person singular, but the 
verb is' put in the second person plura.l because two men are 
addressed. 

As a " common person It in a still wider sense may be considered 
what I should like to call the " generic person" as in Fr. on. In 
the chapter on number (p. 204) I have already considered the 
use in this sense of the generic singular and plural with or without 
the article in various languages, and in the chapter on the re1a.tion 
between subject and object I ha.ve spoken of the development of 
It. 8i and its construotion (p. 161); this is the place to point out 
that for this notional "all-persona" or .. no-person .. each of the 
three grammatical persons is, as a m.a.tter of fa.ot, found in actual 
la.nguage : 

(1) as we know - comme on wt, 
(I) you never oan tell - OIl ne saura.i.t le dire, 
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(3) one would think he Was mad = on dirait qu'il est fou, 

wha.t is a fellow to think = qu'est-ce qu'on doit penser t 
(. • • il ta.ut ••• ) 

they say (people say) tha.t he is mad .... on dit gu'il est fou. 

The choice between these severaJ expressions depends on a more 
or less emotional element: sometimes one wants to emphasize 
the fact that one is inoluded. oneself in the general assertion, some
times one wSrnts to make a kind of special appeal to the person 
addressed at the moment,l and sometimes. one wants to keep one's 
own person in the bookground, though wha.t is meant is rea.lly the 
first person more than anything else (one, a JefWw). But the name 
"generic person" covers the notion underlying all these uses of 
various gramma.tical persons. 

It is interesting to notice that in some languages the pronoun 
for 'we' is disappearing and is being replaced by the generic 
expression (' one '). ThUs in French "Je suis p~t, est-ce qu't)1& 
:pu,rl! " for .•. no'll8 parto1J.l (BaIly, LV 59); from Benjamin, 
Gattpard, I quote .. N0'U8, on va s'batte, no'll8 on va s'tuer" (with 
strong emphasis of contrast on no'll8, p. 13), and "Moi, j'a.ttends 

,le ballet, et c'est nous qu'on da'Mera avec les petitea .Allemandes .. 
and it is we who will dance, p. 18). In Italian this is quite common: 
Verga Eras 27 la piazzetta dove noi 8i gioca'IJ'a a. volano I Fogazzaro 
Dan. Oortis 31 no; si potrebba anche partire ds un momento all' 
aItro I id. Santo 139 la. signora. DessaUe e io si va stamani a visitare 
i Conventi 1216 Noi Bi Ba che lui non vole andare.' The frequency 
of this phenomenon in Ita.lian seems to show that the reason for 
it cannot; be tha.t suggested by :Sally, 1.0., that in the first person 
plura.loo'U8 tihanto'M the verb has preserved & special ending which 
is useless a.nd does not harmonize with those of je claan.te, tu claantea, 
iZ cAante. i18 chantent, which have become a.like in pronunciation 
{btlt then wh.}; about tll1'U8 chanteb 1}. 'But Ba.lly is probably right 
when he says that while the forms moi je Mante, toi tu claantes, lui 
il .:n:le, eti.1l ilB tihanfe1lJ are perfectly na.tural, the combination 
with empha.tic first person pI. nous nous ckanto'M is obscure and 

1 In Jack London's Mamn Bdm. p. 65, I find the following conversatlon 
which wen IDustra.tes tb& oolloquitJ. import ol the generie $l0'II!! Miss Ruth 
_1til MsI.iin: .. By the way, Mr. Eden, what 18 booze! You used 1t several 
th:olls, you know." cc Oh, booze," he Ja.ughed. .. It's slang. It Dleans 
wti4sky and beer--tOXlything that will m&ke you drank." TIus makes her 
say! "Don't us& '/IOU when you are impersonal. You is very r.;rsonal, 
and your use of it jtJSt now was not precisely what you meanb." • I don't 
just see that." .. Why, you said J- now to me, • whillky and beer-
anything that will lXUIoke you drunk '-mall:e me drunk, don't you Bee!" 
cc Wen. 1t would. wowdn't it ? .. .. Yes, pf COUrfIe," she an:rlled, .. but it 
wocld be nicer not to bring me into it. Substitute one for !Iou. and. ~e how 
much better it BOunde." 

2 othe!' ex&niples Nyrop. ltul. ~td:. 1919, p. 66. 
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jnha.rmonious, and that therefore the form noU8 on has been pre
ferred as more sa.tisfactory to the ea.r and to the mind. 

Rotional and Grammatical Parson.. 
In the vast majority of cases there is comple~ a.greement 

between notional and grammatical person. i.e. the pronoun "I" 
and the corresponding verbal forms SrI'S used where the spea.ker 
really speaks of himself, and so with iihe other persons. Still, 
deviations ~ by no means rare; servility, deference, or simply 
politeness, ma.y make the speaker avoid the direct mention of 
his own personality, and thus we ma.y ha.ve such third-person 
substitutes for" I " as '!1G,'1.l# humble 8e1'Va1tt; of. Spanish " Disponga. 
V., caballero, de este 8U 8eNJidar." In Ia.nguages of the east this 
is carried to an extreme. and words meaning originally 'sla.ve· 
or 'subject' Or 'servant • have become the normal expressions for 
., I" (see, e.g., Fr. Millier, GI'. IT, 2. 121). In Western Europe, 
with its greater self-assertion, sucl:). expressions are chiefly used 
in jocular speech, thus E. YOUf8 truly (from the subscription in 
letters), this child (vulgarly this baby), A distinotively self-assertive 
jocular substitute for "I" is number one. Some writers avoid 
the mention of " I " as much as possible by using passive construc
tions, etc., and when such devioes are not possible, they say the 
a'ld.hor, the (present) writer, or the reviewer. A famous example 
of self-e.fface):rtent in order to produce the impreseion of absolute 
objectivity is ~l'!ar, who in his commentaries throughout uses 
Cresar instead of the first pronoun. But it is, of course, different 
when the same trick of using one's own name instea.d of the personal 
pronoun is used by Marlowe's Faustus or Shakespeare's Jtdius 
Creear or Cordelia. or Richard n, or Leasing's Saladin, or Oehlen. 
sohlager's Hakon (ma.ny examples from German, Old Norse, Greek, 
etc., in Grimm's Per80nenwechsf1, 7 ff.). In some <cases this may 
be a. kind of introduction of oneself to the audience, but generally 
it is the outcome of pride or haughtiness. Still another case is 
found when grown-up people in talking to small children say 
.. papa" or " Aunt Mary" instead of "I" in order to be more 
ea.siIy und~tood,l 

Present company may sometimes be used instead of .. we," 
co us": ,t You fancy yourself above present company." 

Amon~ substitutes for notional second person I shall first 
mention the paternal we, often used by teachers a.nd doctors 

:t When s person in ~ sphloquy addresses himllelf as '!jO'U (" Th;'.re • vo,u 
again acted stupIdly. John; why couldn't you behave decently? ) It 18 
really an instance of (notional) second person. On" yeu-monologues and 
I-monologues" see Grimm, PerBOrUm'Wf!JChl1el, 44 ft. 
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(" Well, and how are we to-day ~ ") and denoting kindness through 
identifying the interests of speaker and hearer. This seems to be 
common in many countries, e.g. in Denmark, in Germany (Grimm. 
Personenwechsel, 19), in France (Bourget, Disc. 94 "He bien, noUB 
deviendrons un grand savant comme le pere 1 " I Maupassant, 
Fort c. E. m. 224 "Oui, nous avons de l'anemie, des troubles neI'
veux "-immediately followed by vous). The usual, tinge of 
protection in this we is absent from the frequent Danish" Jeg 
ska! sige os " (Let me teU you). 

Next we have the deferential substitutes consisting of & pos
sessive pronoun and the name of a quality: your highness ( == you 
that are so high). your excellency, '!Jour Majesty, your Lordship. 
etc. It is well known that in Spanish vuestra merced 'your grace,' 
shortened into usted, has become the usual polite word for' you.' 
In French, Monsieur, Madame, Mademoiselle ma.y be used instead 
of VOU8 (Mon8ieur desire' etc.). In countries in which great stress 
is laid upon titles the simple and natural personal pronouns have 
often to give way to such expressions as abound in German and 
Swedish: "Was wiinscht (wiinschen) der herr lieutenant ~ " 
" Darf ich dem gnadigen fraulein etwas wein einschenken ! " etc. 
In Sweden it is not easy to carry on a. polite conversation 
with a. person whose title one is ignorant of or happens to 
have forgotten; and I am sorry to say that my own country
men of late years have begun more and more to imitate 
their neighbours to the South and to the East in this respect, 
and to ask "Hvad mener professoren t" instead of "Hvad 
mener De'" 

In German it was formerly usual to say er, Bie with the verb 
in the third person singular instead of du, especially in speaking 
to inferiors, and the oorresponding practice (han, hun) prevailed 
in Denmark until well into the nineteenth century. The third 
person plural Sie has now become the usual polite word for notional 
second person (sg. and pI.) in German, and this usage, whioh Grimm 
rightly calls an indelible stain on the German language,l has been 
servilely imitated in Denmark: De. 

There is a different use of the third person for a. notional second 
person which ma.y be illustrated from Shaw's play, where Candida 
says to her husband: " My boy is not looking well. Has he been 
overworking !" Similarly a lover may say my darling or my ou'n 
girl instead of you. There is also a petting way of addressing a 
child as it, whioh ma.y ha.ve originated in the ha.bit of half mention
ing, half addressing an infant that is too small to understand what 
is being sa.id to it. This, too, may be exemplified from Candida., 

1 .. Ea bleibt ein fiecke im gewand der deutachen eprache. den wir nicht 
mehr a.usw8$Chen k6nnen" (Per$onen1DeChBeJ. 13). 
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who says to Marchbanks: "Poor boy! have I been cruel t Did 
I make it slice nasty little red onions ~ " 

With the English possessive compounds with self (myself, 
yourself) we have a conflict between the grammatical person (third) 
and the notional person (first, second); the verb is generally made 
to agree with the notional person (myself am, yourself are), though 
occasionally the third person is used (Shakespeare sometimes has 
my sel! hath, thy self is, etc.). 

Indirect Speech. 

In indirect (reported) speech a shifting of the persons is in many 
cases natural, a direct first person being turned according to cir
cumstances into an indirect second person or an indirect third 
person, etc. The various possibilities may be thus tabulated: 
the direct statement (A speaking to B): "I am glad of your agree
ment with him " (i.e. C) may become: 

(1, A speaking with C): I said I was glad of his agreement 
with you. 

(2, A speaking with D): I said I was glad of his agreement 
with him. 

(3, B speaking with A): You said you were glad of my agree
ment with him. 

(4, B spea.king with C): He said he was glad of my agreement 
with you. 

(5, B speaking with D): He said he was glad of my agreement 
with him. 

(6, C speaking with A): You said you were glad of his agrecment 
with me. 

(7, C speaking with B): He said he was glad of your agreement 
with me. 

(8, C speaking with D)'; He said he was glad of his agreement 
with me. 

(9, D speaking with E): He said he was glad of his agreement 
with him. 

It should be remarked, however, that in the cases 2, 5, 8, and 
9 clearness would certainly gain by the use of the name instead 
of one or more of the ambiguous ne's. 

It is a. simple consequence of the nature of the plural we, that 
it frequently remains unshifted, as in: "He said that he still 
believed in Q1I,r glorious future as a nation." 

In English the a.uxiliary 800lZ (should) is often used in reported 
speech to show that the second or third person is a shifted first 
person: "Do you think you shall soon recover ~" "He thought 
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he should soon recover "-contrast with this the continuation 
.c but the Doctor knew that he would die." 

There- is a rather unusual case of a shifted personal (possessive) 
pronoun in ~ Merchant oJ Venice (II. 8. 23): Shylock exclaims 
"My stones, my daughter, my ducats," a.nd when the street-boys 
mimic him, this is reported: "Why all the boyes in Venice follow 
him, Crying his stones, his de.ughter, and his duoatlo." Here the 
direct speech. would be more natural. In Icelandic sagas it is 
quite usual to find that the beginning of a reported speech only is 
shifted, and that after-one sentence the rest is given in the exact 
form in which the speech had been made. 

Fourth Person. 
Should we recognize a fourth perao1J. by the side of the third t 

This was the opinion of Rask (Vejledning 1811, 96, Prisskr. 1818, 
241), who said that in " he beats him .. him is in the fourth, while in 
"he beats himself .. lidMe,T,f is in the third person like the subject. 
(Inversely. Thalbitzer, in Handbook of American Ind. Lang. 1021, 
denotes by "fourth person" the reftexive.) Yet it is easy to see 
that if we accept-the definition of .. person" given above, bo1;h 
these &.re in the third person, and that no fourth "person" is 
thinkable, however true it is that the same pronoun or verbal 
form (in the third person) may refer to different beings 01' things, 
in the $lml.e or in successive sentences. 

Some Amerindian languages have very subtle distinctions, st'e 
'Uhlenbeck, G-rammatisohe onderaokeidingen in het Algonkinack 
(Akad. van WEltensoh., Amsterdam, 1909): in Chippewa.y the mat 
time a. third person la mentioned this ia not especially marked, 
but the subordinate second terlia per8ona, also ea-lled obviatiV'U8, 
is marked. by e. suffix -11., and the third terlia 1,JU80'l/4 (Qalled 8upe,... 
obtJiatimt.8, by tJhtenbeck 8'Ubobviatimu) by the suffix -ini. In 
u J oseph took the boy and his mother" the boy is the second, and 
hil mother the third Ierlia per8O'lUJ" a.n.d it is exa.ctly indica.ted whether 
his refers to Joseph or to the boy. This makcs Bl'inton (E88a!J8 
of an Americanist, Philadelpma., 1890, 324)" reg:J'et the poverty 
of English. where the sentence .c John told Robert's son tha.t he 
mU'llt help mm" is capable of six d:i1ferent mt>a.nings which in 
Chippeway would be ~y distinguished. Nevertheless, it 
must be $a.id that :o,early always the meaning of suob prouoUIls 
as he and his will be made snffioiently olear by the situa.tion and 
context, even in such sentences as these (Al£ord): 'I' Ja.ck was very 
respectful to Tom, and alwa.ys took off his ha.t when he met him." 
"Jack was very r\1de to Tom, and always knocked off his hat 
when he met him." Sully rela.tes how a little girl of five was much 
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puzzled by the old hymn: "And Satan trembles when he see.;; 
The weakest saint upon his knees."-" Whatever, she asked, did 
they want to sit on Satan's knees for 1 " 

Note also the fun that was made of the Kaiser's telegram (1914) 
to the Crown Princess: "Freue mich mit dir fiber Wilhelm s 
ersten sieg. Wie herrlich hat Gott mm zu seite gestanden. Ibm 
sei dank und ehre. Ich habe ihm eisernes kreuz zweiter und 
erster klasse verliehen." 

In the spoken language extra stress serves in many cases to 
remove any ambiguity and to show who is meant. In John Stuart 
Mill's Essay on Poetry we rood: "SheIley is the Vf5ry reverse of 
all this. Where Wordsworth is strong, he is weak; where Words
worth is weak, he is strong." This makes nonsense if read with 
unstressed he, for that would mean Wordsworth, but it gives perfeci 
sense if read with stressed he, which then comes to mean SheHey ; 
it might even be readjIy understood if after stressing the first he 
we substitute a weak he for the second Wordsworth. This clarifying 
stress is indipated by the italicizing of they in Lamb's sentenoe: 
"Children love to listen to stories about their elders, when they 
were cbildren." In Somersetshire dialect Bill cut's vinger means 
'his own.' BilllYld tU vinger means' the other person's.' 

Reflexive and Reciprocal ProIlO1lllS. 

Many languages have developed reflexive pronouns, by means 
of which many ambiguities are obvia.ted. Their function is to 
indicate identity with what has been mentioned before, in most 
cases with the subject, whence it comes that these pronouns generaUy 
have no nominative. 

In the Aryan Ill-nguages we ha.ve the pronouns originaJly begin
ning with SW-, but their sphere of application is not everywhere 
the sa.me, 80 it ma.y be of some interest to give a short SUl'Ve1 of 
their employment ill the languages beat known to Us. 

(1) Originally the reflexive pronoun was used in all three pe:rs<ms 
and without any regard to number, e.g. in Sanskrit and in the .oldest 
Greek. This use is still pl'eserved in Lithuanian and Slav, e.g. Russian 
tY'IJredi8' seM ' you hurt yourself,' my dot'OZ'ny 8oboju ' we are pleased 
with ourselves' (examples taken from H. Pedersen's grammar). 

(2) In many languages the reflexive proDOun has been. restricted 
to the third person, whether singular or plural; thus Lat. " and 
the forms derived from this in Romanic languages; further G. 
aich, ON. sik, Dan. sig, though. as we shall see immediately, with 
some restrictions. 

(3) In the dialects of Jutland this pronoun Big is. used only 
when referring to a singular subject; when reterring to a. plural 
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subject dem is used. This use of dem instead of the received 
sig is not at all rare in literary Danish, even in writers who were 
not born in ;1utland; thus Kierkegaard writes, Enten Ell. 1. 294 
naar de ikke kede dem.. 

(4) While In German the polite pronoun Sie (notional second 
person) takes the reflexive 8ick: Wollen Sie sick 8etzen, the Da.nish 
imitation De is always now followed by Dem: ViZ De ikke seette 
Dem (i.n the eighteenth century sometimes sig). 

(5) Though the Fr. unstressed form 8e is used of any third 
person subject in both numbers, the stressed form soi is restricted 
to the singular and is generally used only when referring to an 
indefinite subject: ce qu'on laisse derriere soi, but of a definite 
subject: ce qu'il lais8e derriere lui, ce qu'elle lais8e derriere elle 
(ce qu'ilB lai88ent derriere eux). Exceptions to this rule are found 
now and then, thus pretty frequently in Rolland, e.g. J. Chr. 7. 81 
Il emit trop peu stir de soi pour ce rt/le (also ib. 3. 213, 4. 6). 

(6) English very early went further than any of the related 
languages, as the only remnant of the reflexive pronouns-and 
that only in the oldest period-was the possessive 8in (see below). 
l'11e old expressions, therefore, were "I wash me, thou washest 
thee, he washes him, she washes her, we wash us, ye wash you, 
they wash them." Survivals of this are found in prepositional 
co$binations like" I have no money about me, he has no money 
about him," etc. In many cases the simple verb besides its transi
tive function has now also a reflexive meaning: "I wash, dress, 
shave," etc. But in most cases the reflexive meaning is expressly 
indicated by the combina.tions with 8elf: "I defend mysclf, you 
defend yourself (yourselves), he defends himself," etc. In this 
way reflexive pronouns have developed which differ from the origina.l 
Arya.n ones in distinguishing the three persons and the two numbers, 
and thus resemble those of Finnish, which are formed by means of 
it8e, to which are a.ppended the usua.l possessive suffixes: itBeni 
myself, itBemme ourselves. itBesi yourself. itBensa himself (herself). 
etc. Compare also the later Greek emauton, seauton, keauton, etc., 
ana especially the curious Modem Greek formations ton emauto 
mou myself. ton emauto 80U yourself, ton emauto sas yourselves, 
ton emauto tou, tis himself. herself, ton emauto tna8 ourselves, etc. 

The development of the reflexive possessive has followed the 
same lines, though it has not been completely parallel with that 
of 8e, etc. 

(1) To begin with, it referred to all persons in a.ll numbers. 
This is still the Russian usage, e.g. ja 1JzjaZ svoj platok • I took my 
pocket-handkerchief. ' 

(2) It is restricted to the third person, but ma.y refer to plurals 
as well as to singulars. This stage is found in Lltt. 8Uua and in 
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the old Gothonic languages, e.g. Gothic Lk 6. 18 qemwn hailjan 
sik sauhte seinaizo 'they came to be healed of their diseases' I 
Mk 15. 29 wi}>Ondane haubida aeina 'shaking their heads.' The 
OE. poetical sin is found corresponding to 'his' and' her,' but 
only rarely referring to a plural subject, and the pronoun seems 
to have disappeared pretty early from ordinary conversational 
language. ON sinn may refer to plural as well as to singular sub
jects; this use is still found in Norwegian: de vaeker aine hr.ender 
'they wash their hands,' and in Swedish. 

(3) But in Danish sin is used only with a subject in the sin
gular: han (hun) vaeker sine hr.ender; de vasker dere.~ hr.ender. 

(4) In the dialects of Jutland we have the further restriction 
that sin refers to an indefinite subject only: enhver (en) vasker 
8ine hr.ender, but han M8ker hane hander, hun vasker henJier hronder. 

(5) In some languages this pronoun has lost its reflexive power 
and is used as a general possessive of the third person singular, 
thus in French, where 8ea maine can be used in any position, mean
ing 'his or her hands.' 

(6) Thus also in German, only with the restriction that it 
means only' his' (or • its '): seine Minde 'his hands,' but in the 
fem. ihre Minde ' her hands.' 1 

Considerations of space prevent me from dealing here with 
the question of the range of reflexive pronouns, which differs 
widely in the languages possessing them, especially in participal 
and infinitival constructions and dependent clauses. la 

Where reference is possible to two different persons in compli
cated combinations the existence of a refiexiye pronoun is in some 
cases no security against a,mbiguity, as in !.at. "Publius dicit 

1 It ma.y not be amies at this point to remind the reader that the posses
sive pronoun in some languages besides indicatmg the sex (or gender) of the 
• possessor' also indIcates the gender of the substanti've to which it is an 
adjunct. The various possibilities may be gathered from the following 
translations into French, English, German, and Danish: 

Son frare = his brother, her brother = sein bruder, ihr bruder == hans 
broder, hendes broder, sin broder. 

Sa s.:eur = his sister, her sister = seine schwester, ihre schwostor = hans 
sester, hendes sester, sin sester. 

Son chat = his cat, her cat = seine katze, ihre itatze = h&18 kat, hendes 
kat, sin kat. 

Sa maJson == his house, her house = sein haus, ihr haus = ha.ns hus, 
hendes hus, sit hUB. 

S A few examples may be given from old Gothonic languages. Goth. 
Mk 3. 14 gawaurhta twalif du msan IIllP sis 'he made twelve to be with 
him' I 3. 34 bisaihwands bisunjane pans bi sik sitandans . looking round 
a.t those sitting round him' I Lk 6. 32 ):Iai frawaurhtans pans 'frijondans 
sik frijond 'sinners love those t!l~t love them' I Sn. Ed,la 52 .Otgardaloki 
spyrr hviirt ha.nn (]:>6rr) hefir hitt rikara ma.nn nokkulll en slk • U. asks 
whether he has met any man more powerful than hlm (U.).' Cf. also 
Nyga.a.rd NS 338 if., Fa.lk and Torp DNS 130 if., Mlkkeisen DO 26S if., 
Western R 145 ft., CurIne GG 187 f. 
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Oaium se occidere voluisse," or in Dan. " han 1andt Petal' liggende 
i sin seng," which is no more clear than the E. "he found Peter 
lying in his bed." Ct the German use of dessen, where s€in would 
be ambiguous: "Del' graf hat diesem manne und dessen sohne 
aJles anverlraut" (Curme GO 168). 

Closely related to the reflexive pronouns are the reciprooal 
pronouna, meaning 'each other': each part of those mentioned 
as the subject acting upon (or with regard to) and being in turn 
acted upon by aJl the other parts. This meaning is often expressed 
by the simple reflexive pronoun, either alone as in Fr. ifs se hai8sen1 
or with some addition, as in Us se ha,issent entr'eux, Lat. inter se 
confligunt, Ooth. Mk 1. 27 80kidedun mil' si8 misso, cf. G. sie halfen 
&ich gegtnseitig, or in El'. ils se sont tues l'un. l'autre (as ils se 80nt 
tuis might be liaken to mean 'they have oommitted suicide '). 
Combinations like Z'un l'autre a.:re a.lso used without any reflexive 
pronouns in various languages, where they always tend to become 
one inseparable whole, a.s they ha.ve done in Gr. allelous, Dan. 
hinanden, hverandre, Dutch elkaar, mekaar, G. einander. On 
the development of the German word see the interesting article 
in Grimm's Worterbuck, whioh also gives corresponding expressions 
from various other languages (Romanic, Slav, Lithuania.n, Keltio). 
In English the elements formerly separated, as in Shakespeare's 
gazed each ou other or what we speak one to anothfl)J', have now in 
ordinary language been fused together: gaze on each other, speak 
to one another. In Russian drug druga is separated by a preposition 
(drug 8 drugom with one another), but the tendency to look upon 
the combination as a uni~ is shown by the fact that it is used uni
formly without rega.:rd to gender and number (Boyer and Sperahski. 
M 278). Magyar egy-mas seems to be simply a. tra.lliliation of G. 
einander.l 

Reciprocal pronouns a.:re sometimes found as the su,bject of 
a dependent clause, thus in a recent English novel: "M1s8 C. and 
I are going to find out what each other are like." Similar sentences 
may be heard in Danish. 

Many grammars deal with the theory of reflexives in a chapter 
about various kinds of verbs, giving" reflexive verbs" as one kind 
(and" reoiprocal verbs" as another). But surely the verb is exactly 
the same in ' we hurt him," "we hurt ourselves," "we. hurt one 

1 The formation of a. single inseparable word like lJinand« obviates the 
difficulty that sometimes presents Itself when one has to choose between 
two number/!. In French it is usual to say 188 trois Jre-rea SIl hai811ent l'un 
l'q.utrll, but it would hI! more lOglca.l to sa.y fun lea autr88 or lea Uons l'uutre, 
and in Ido people have hesitated whether to wnte la- tri Jrati odiaa ~''U'1tU 
l'aitru or l'unu t'altri or l'uni l'aZtri; it would tlj,ereJ'ore be In'llch more con~ 
venient to have one single word, and mutu presents itself naturally as .. 
back·fon:na.tiQn from mutua/a, which then would appea.r as a. regularly iOl'llled 
adjective from mutu instead of being an independent root.word. 
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another." the only differenoe being the identity or non-identity 
of subject and object. Thus also G. "ich schmeichele mir." "ich 
spotte meiner" contain the same verb a.s "ioh schmeiche-le dir," 
"ich apotte seiner." The only cases in which on.e might fa.irly 
spea.k of a reflexive verb would be those in which a verb is found 
idiomatically with no other object than a refiexi."Ve pronoun, 80S 

in E. I pride myself. Darn. jeg Jor81W,kker miq, G. ion 8clUime miek. 
The identity of subject a.nd object (direct or indirect) in::fluetlces the 
choice of the auxiliary in. Fr. il s'est tUB' he has ki.Ued himself,' 
fWU8 oous 80mmes dema;rJiJe f we ha.ve asked ourselves (or one 
another '). It is a different thing that what is expressed in our 
languages with a reflexive pronoun. may in some languages be 
expressed by a separate form of the verb, as in. the Greek " middle 
voice": louorrut,i' I wash myself,' etc. (the saIlle form having also 
a. passive sigruncation, see Oh. XII, p. 168). In Scandinavian the 
reflexive pronoun sik has in a reduced form been fused with many 
verba.l forms, which then genera.lly have acquired a purely passive 
meaning: hcm kaZd.es, originally 'he calls himself/ now 'he is 
ca.lled.' Sometimes the mea.ning is reciprocal: de alds (with .. 
short vowel) 'they fight (strike one another)'; in. this verb there 
is another form with a long vowel (arnd glottaloatch) for the passive 
,lti{e)8 • is struck. • In Russia.n the re::flexive pronoun tends in a. simi~ 
lar way to be fused with verbs in the two forms sja arnd 8' (in spite 
of the spelling pronounced with a. non-pala.talized. 8); on the various 
meanings (distinctly reflexive, vaguely reflexive, reci'procaJ, approxi
mately passive) see 11. Pedersen RG 190, Boyer and Speranski M: 247. 
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SEX AND GENDER 

Various Languages. Aryan Gender. Sex. Common Sex. Animate and 
Inanimate. Conceptional Neuter. 

Various Languages. 
By the term gender is here meant any grammatical class-division 
presenting some analogy to the distinction in the Aryan languages 
between masculine, feminine, and neuter, whether the division be 
based on the natural division into the two sexes,l or on that between 
animate and ina.nimate, or on something else. While a great many, 
probably the vast majority, of languages, have no gender in this 
sense, there are some languages which divide nouns into gender 
classes. Only the bridest mention of some of these class-distinctions 
can here be given, just enough to show, on the one hand the similari
ties, and on the other hand the dissimilarities with our own system. 

In the Bantu languages of South Africa. every substantive 
belongs to one of several classes, each of these being characterized 
by its own prefix, which is repeated in a more or less_ weakened 
form as a "reminder" in all subordinate words referring to the 
substantive in question, whether adjuncts or verbs. Some of 
these classes imply the singular, others the plural number, but 
none of them has any reference to sex, though some &re used mainly 
of living beings and others of things. The number of the classes 
varies in different languages belonging to th~ group, the maximum 
being sixteen, but some of the classes are apt to be confounded, 
and it is not possible to indicate the ultimate reason for the division. 
(See Lang. 352 if. and the works there quoted.) 

In Tush, one of the languages of the Caucasus, various prefixes are 
used according as a rational being of the male sex, a rational being 
of the female sex, or an irrational being or thing is denoted. 'l"hus 

wMO U'4 the brother is 
bstuino ja the woman is 
MW ja the ship is 
xaua; ba the pigeon is 
bader da the child is. 

1 It is better to keep set:C and gtmder apart than to speak of co natural 
and grammatical gender," as is often done. See p. 55 on the terminological 
distinction between male, female, sexless and maacuZine, feminine, neuter. 

226 
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, Heavy' whcn said of a man is ~catshi, of a woman jatshi, oI 
a thing batski, and heaviness correspondingly is watshol, jatshol, 
batshol. WaJo is brother, jaso sister, U'on boy, joh girL 

In the related Tshetshensian ' I am ' is .suo 11 u when spoken by 
a. man, suo ju by a woman, 800 du by So child (Fr. Muller, Grundris8 
HI, 2. 162). 

In Andaman one class comprises inanimate things, another 
animate beings, which are subdivided into human and non-human. 
There is a sevenfold division of parts of thc human body, but this 
division is transferred to inanimate things that have some rell1tion 
to these several parts of the human body (P. W. Schmidt, 8tellung 
der Pygmiiervolker, 121). 

A1gonkin languages have So distinction between animate and 
inanimate, though the distribution presents many points that to 
us appear strange, as when parts of the human body are generally 
looked upon as inanimate, while various parts of the bodies of 
animals are reckoned among animate things. (See J. P. B. Josselin 
de Jong, De Waardeeringsonderscheiding van Levend en Levenloo8, 
Leiden, 1913, which compares this system and the Aryan genders, 
and discusses the theories advanced about the origin of the latter.) 

In Hamitic languages we have a partition into two classes, 
one comprising names of persons, of big or important things, and 
of males, and the other those of things, small things, and females, 
sometimes with the curious rule that words of the first class in 
the plural belong to the second class, and vice versa. By inter
change of the same prefixes we thus turn man into small man, 
brother into sister, and he-dog into bitoh or small dog; in Bedauyo 
ando ' excrement' is masouline of a horse, ox, or camel, feminine 
of smaller animals. .A. woman's breast is masculine, a man's 
(beoause smaller), feminine. (l\Ieinbof, 8pr. der Hamiten, 23, and 
passim; Die mod. sprachforsch. in Afrika,. 134 H.) 

The genders of the Semitic languages are generally considered 
as most similar to the .Aryan genders, though there is no neuter, 
and though in Semitic even verbal forms are made to agree with 
the gender (sex) of the subject. Thus Arabic katabta 'thou (m.) 
hast written,' katabti' thou (f.) hastwritten,' kataba· he has written: 
katabat ' she has written,' plural 2. pers. katabtum (m.), katabtunna 
(f.), 3. pere. katabii (m.), katabna (f.); in the first person no such 
distinction is found: katabtu' I have written,' katafma < we have 
\\'l'i tten. ' 

Aryan Gender. 

Our own family of .Aryan languages in the ea.rliest historically 
acoessible forms distinguishea three genders, masculine, feminine, 
and neuter, the last of which ma.y to some extent be considered 
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a. subdivision of masculine, characterized chiefly by making no 
distinction between the nominative and the accusative. The dis
tribution of words into these three classes is partly rational, partly 
irrational. It is rational in so far as many names of male beings 
aJ:e of the masculine gender, many names of femaJ:es being feminine, 
and many ns,mes of sexless thing§! neuter. But by the side of this 
we find in some cases names of male beings a.s feminines or neutera, 
names of feme,le beings as masculines or neuters, snd names of things 
or ideas without a natural sex as either feminines or masculines.1 

I have spoken about various attempts to explain the origin of this 
singular system or want of system in 14'11{f'Uage, p. 391 :If.,- and of 
the practical disadvantagell of it, ibid. 346 if. It may be possible 
to assign reasons '\1-hy some words have a certain gender; thus 
Handel Jak6b has recently pointed out (Bulletin de l' Aead. polonaise 
des Sciences, 19l!i--20, p. 17 H.) that words meaning' earth' (Gr 
khthl),JIIJ, kMra, Lat. terra, Slav. ziemia, G. erde) are made f., because 
the t'arth is thought of as a. mother produoing plants, etc.; simi
la.dy names of trees, because these bring forth fruits; he adduces 
some Semitic parallels. But the main problem remains, why is 
this classification extend.ed to all wordH, even where it is not pos
sible to see any connexion with natural sex 1 Why, to take only 
one instance, is the common Aryan word for 'foot' (P0U8, pes, 
Jot, etc.) m., while the various unconnected words for 'hand' 
are f. (kheir, rnan1£8, hawlus, ruka) t Words for' table, thought, 
fruit, thunder,' etc., are in one language m., in another £. It is 
certainly impossible to find any single governing-principle in this 
ohaos. 

Gender is shown partly by form, as when in Latin the nom. and 
a.cc. are distinguished in rea: regem m., lex legem f., while the two 
ca..ses are identical in regnum n., but it is chiefly a. syntactio pheno
menon, different forms of adjectives and pronouns being required 
with the different genders: ilk rez bonU8 est, ilIa lex boM est, illwJ 
regnum bonum est.3 

In the vat;lt majority of cases the gender of words is handed down 
traditionally fro~ genera,tion to generation without a,ny change; 
but s'Gmetimes changes occur. In not a. few ca..ses these are due 
to purely formal acoidents; thus it has been noted that, in French, 

1 The sex·distinction recognized by botanists in plants must, of course, 
from a. gra.mmari='iI point of view be considered as non-enstent; if in 
French Ua is masculine, a.nd r08e feminine, thi.fl exclusively concerns the 
gender o£ these woros and has no more to do wit·h sex tha.n the fact tha.t 
1MU' and mai/Jon ha.ve different gendllrB. 

S Besides the 1iterat~ there quoted see now also Heillet LE 199 ft., 
Vendryes L 108 ff. 

, As the Russian past tense is in origin a. participle, it is infieoted in 
genders: ma~ 'knew' m., zna.la f., t:na.lo n. This to some extent constitutes 
a parallel to the Semitic gender-diatinctiol:l in verbs. 
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words beginning with a vowel are particularly liable to changes in 
gender, because there the form of the definite article is the same 
in all cases, viz. Z' (the indefinite article un, 'Une too, was formerly 
pronounced [yn] before a word beginning with. a vowel). Words 
ending in the feminine -e (or, we might say in conformity with 
actual pronunciation, words ending in a consonant sound) tend 
to become feminine. Both these causes operate together in making 
enigme, ~pigramme, epithete f. instead of m. In other cases the 
change of gender is due to the meaning of the words. There is a 
natural tendency to have the same gender in words of related 
meaning (such words be~g, moreover, often mentioned in close 
succession), thus Fr. eM from f. becomes m. on aocount of the other 
names of thej seasoThS, hiver, printemps, automne (the last of theee 
in former times vacilla.ting between the original m. and f.); la 
minuit under the influence of le midi becomes le minuit. In the 
sa.me way G. die mittu,'Oche 'Wednesday' has become der mittwoch 
after der tag and the names of the other days of the week. 

Similarly the gender of new words (or newly adopted foreign 
words) is in many oases determined by formal considerations, as 
when etage in German is fem. (in Fr. it is m.), but in others by sense
a.nalogies, as when in G. bee/steak becomes neuter (after rindfleisch), 
and li/t masculine (after au/zug) or when in. Da.ni.sh we say et vita 
(after et Ziv), en /iXamen (after en Pft.-VC), etc., the same word being 
even sometimes treated differently in different senses, e.g. Joto
grafien 'photography' (after kunsten.), Jotografiet 'photograph' 
(after biUedet), imperativen (mdden), dd kategoriske imperativ 
(buddet). When the metrical system was introduced, flram a.nd 
kilogram (lcilo) were made neuter after et pund, et lod, but we 
say en liter after en pot, en pregZ, and en meter after en alen, en Jod. 

We see the influenoe of a,ccidents of form on a. br6ader soale 
in the way in which the original trinity_ of Aryan gender has been 
reduced to a duality in some languages. In the Romanic ~anguages 
the distinotive features of masculine and neuter ware obliterated, 
chiefly through the loss of any distinction in the sounds of the 
ending$, while the ending of the feminine with its full vowel -a 
was ltept apart, the consequence being tha.t there are two genders 
only, masculine and .feminine (on the remains of the old neuter 
see below). In Da.nish';- on th~ other hand, the distinction between 
the masculine and feminine articles (ON. enn, en or inn, in, einn, 
ein~ etc.). was lost, and thus the old lll. and f. were fused together 
in one "common gender ,. as in he.ste.n, bogen, den 'gamJe hest, den 
gamle bog. as distinct from the neuter as in d'!/l"et, de:t gamle ayr. 
BUt in those Ditnish dia,lects in which the old fin~l -11.11- and -1£ are 
kept phonetica.Ily apart (the former having a. palatalized form of 
the nasal) the old trinity of m., f. and u. is preserved. 
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In the following remarks I am chiefly concerned with the rela.
tion between notional (that is, in this case, natural) and grammatical 
categories, and shall try to show how here and there languages 
have in conrse of time developed other and more rational groupings 
than the old traditional pnes. 

Sex. 
Though, as has been remarked above, there are many examples 

of incongruity, still the correspondence between male and masculine 
on the one hand, and female and feminine on the other hand, is 
strong enough to be very actively felt, and combinations whieh 
are sometimes necessary, like G. eine mdnnliche maus, ein weiblicher 
hase, will always be felt as inharmonious and as containing a con
tradiction between the form of the article and the meaning of the 
adjective. In a. comic paper I find the following illustration: 
"L'instituteur. Comment done 1 Vous etes incapable de !aite 
I'analyse grammaticale de cette simple phra.se: ' L'alouette 
chante.' Vous avez ecrit dans votre devoir: Alouette, substantif 
masculin singulier. -L'eIeve. Sans doute. Et je maintiens 
energiqnement ' masculin ' : chez les alouettes, il n'y a que le mA-le 
qui chante."-Cf. also from Sweden: "Hvad heter den har apan 1 
-Hon heter Kalle, for det ar en hanne" (Noreen VS 5. 314, i.e. 
What is the name of that ape ~ She is called Charles, for it is 
a he. In Swedish apa is feminine). And from North Jutland 
i honkat nowne wi ase me haj (Gronborg Optegnelser 72, i.e. we 
say he of a she-cat; kat is m., as shown by the article i). 

There is therefore a natural tendency to bring about conformity 
between gender and sex.! TIus may be achieved in the first p!twe 
by a change in form, as when Lat. lupa was formed instead of the 
earlier lupus which had been used, for instance of Ramulus's she
wolf (Havet), or when muoh later Sp. leona, Fr. lionne and It. 
signora, Sp. 8enora were formed from Lat. leo, senior, which did 
not distinguish sex. In Greek the old neania 'youth' adopted 
the masculine ending -8 to become neanias ' young man.' Or else 
the form is retained, but the syntactic construction is changed, as 
when Lat. nauta, auriga when applied to men (a 'sailor, charioteer ') 
become masculine (i.e: take adjectives in m.): originally they 
were abstracts and meant' sailoring, driving'; or when the Spanish 
say e1 justicia ' the judge,' el cura ' the curate,' e1 gallina ' the coward,' 
it jigura ' the ridioulous fellow' (la justicia ' justice,' la cura ' curaey,' 
la gallina 'hen,' la jigura 'figure '). Thus also Fr. le trompette 
• the trumpeter' (la trompette 'the trumpet '); cp. also la jument 

1 An Italian child asked why barba was not called barbo (Sully. after 
Lombro8o). 
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'the mare.' In Sw. staisrdd 'councillor of State,' orig. • council,' 
is still neuter, but an adjective predicative is generally put in the 
form common to masculine and feminine: statsrddet ar sjuk (not 
sjukt); in Danish the word in this sense has definitely given up 
its neuter gender: statsrdden er syg. Thus also Dan. viv, which 
formerly was n. (like G. das weib, OK peet wif, Sw. vivet) is now of 
the common gender, and instead of the old gudet, troldet ' the god, 
the troll' we say now guden, trolden. 

Common Sex. 
It is often desirable, and even necessary, in speaking of living 

beings to have words which say nothing ~bout sex and are equally 
applicable to male and female beings. Such a word is German 
mensch, Dan. and Norw. menneske, Sw. miinniska, though it is curious 
that grammatically mensch is masculine (whence Germans in some 
connexions hesitate to use it about a woman), miinniska is feminine, 
and menneske neuter. In English man has from the oldest times 
been used for both sexes, but as it may also be used specifically 
of the male sex, ambiguity and confusion sometimes result, as 
seen, for instance, in Miss Hitchener's line, which so much amused 
Shelley: 

All. all are men-women and all I 

Note also such quotations as the following: AtrabiIiar old men, 
especially old women, hint that they know what they know (Car
lyle) I the deification of the Babe. It is not likely that Man
the human male-left to himself would have done this .... But 
to woman it was natural.-The generic singular man sometimes 
means both sexes (God made the country, and man made the 
town) and sometimes only one (Man is destined to be a prey to 
woman), Bee many quotations MEG II, 5. 4. This is decidedly a. 
defect in the English language, and the tendency recently has been 
to use unambiguous, if clumsy, expressions like a human being 
(" Marriage is not what it was. It's become a. different thing 
because women have become human beings," Wells) or the shorter 
human, pI. humans (frequent in recent books by GaIsworthy, W. J. 
Locke, Carpenter, and others). Note that the derivatives manly, 
mannish, manful as well as compounds like man-servant refer to 
male man, but manlike and manhood generally to both sexes (man
hood suffrage, etc.). The old compound mankind (now stressed 
on the second syllable) comprises all human beings, but the younger 
mankind (stressed on the first syllable) is opposed to 'womankind. 
(The stress-difference, as made in NED, is not, however, recognized 
by everybody.) 
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French Twmme is just as a.mbiguous as E. man, and one is there
fore sometimes obliged te say un ~tre hU'/7/,(Jin ; in scientifio books 
one finds even the long-winded un Stre humain, BOinB acception de 
8exe, where other languages have simple words like me1/.8ch, by 
the side of mann, Greek anthr{ypo8, by the side of anir, etc. (Of. 
Meillct LH 273 if.) 

While a great. many speciaJ names for human beings &re applic
able to both sexes, e.g. liar, :pD88e88O'f, inhabitant, OkriBtian, aristo
crat, fool, stranger, neighbour, etc., others, though possessing no 
distinctive mark, are as a matter of fa.ct chiefly or even exclusively 
applied to one sex only, because the corresponding social functions 
ha.ve been restricted either to men or to women. This is true of 
minister, bishop, lawyer, baker, shoemaker and many others on the 
one hand, n1£r8e, dressmaker, milliner on the other. It is curious 
that some words have in course of time been restricted to 'Women, 
though originaJIy applica.ble to men a.s well, thus leman (Oe. leof-
1R4n C dear man,' in Chaucer a.nd even in Sha.kespeare of a man, 
later only of a 'WoIl).an, now obsolete), bawd, witch, girl. 

Where it is desired to restrict oommon-sex words to one sex, 
this ma.y be done in various ways, thus man-servant or servant
man, maid-servant, Bervant-girZ, Cl he-devu, Cl Bke-devil, her girl
frit:ni4, a poeteM (but it is a higher praise to sa.y that Mrs. Browning 
wa.s a. grea.t poet. than to call her a great poetess). Author is still 
to ,. g:rea.t extent a common-sex word, though the word autkoreBs 
exists, but there is no corresponding formation to denote the fema.le 
teacher or ft'll9er. Most languages present similar inconsistencies, 
and in ma.ny ca.sea linguistic di:fficulties have been created. through 
the recent extension of the activities of women to spheres that used 
to be reserved for men,l Of the artificial languages there is only 
one that has sucoessfully tackled the problem of having on the 
one hand common-sex 'words and on the other hand special-sex 
words, namely Ido, where a.ll denominations without any special 
ending &re applicable to both sexes, while male is denoted. by the 
ending -uZo and fema.le by -ino, e.g. j'l'ato brother or sister, fratulo 
brother, jratino sister, Jra.ti G. geschwister, homo mensch, komulo 
ma.nn, lwmino woman, Bp080 spouse, spoz:ulo husband, spozino 
wife, and thus ile.nti8to, dentistuZo, dentistino, etc. t\ 

In the plural there is na.turally even greater need for common
sex words than in the singular, but it is only few languages that 

1 An example from long before the days of the emancipa.tion of wqmen, 
Lud. saga 54:. 11 porger~r Msfreya VM' ok mikill [m.] hvatama~r. a.t )'essi 
forts sltyldi ta.kaz 'she W88 a great instigator (instigating·man) of thia raid.' 

• NatiollB differ very greatly an the extent to wlrlch they have designa.tions 
for married women according to the rank or profession of their husbands 
(.l>uehus. Swed. prO/4B8DrSkG. G. Jrau professor). But detuls would be oull 
of place heft). 
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can use the plural masculine in the same way as It. gli zii ' uncle 
and aunt' (10 zio e la zia), i jrateZii (ll frate110 e la sore11a). i suoc'f!I1'i 
(but not i padri instead of i genitrici) or Spanish los padres 'father 
and mother,' loB kermano8 'brother(s) and sister(s),' sus Ma kij08, 
J'Uan 11 Perjecta (Gald6s, D. Perf. 29). 

With regard to alllmals, only those few that have the greatest 
importance to men have separate common-sex a.nd speciaJ-sex 
words or forms (as korse, stallion, mare) ; from these we have several 
gradations (e.g. dog, he-dog or simply dog for the male, bitch or 
8he-dog. sparrow, cock-8parrow, hen-sparrow) down to animals 
whose sex has no interest to ordinary speakers (fly, wcwm). 

In pronouns and adjectives, where a. common-sex form is 
not available, as it is in somebody, everybody, each, the masculine 
is most often used, as in Fr. quelqu'un, oha.cun, Je-an et Marie 
etaient tree contents d'eux-meme.,; aome incongruity is inevitable 
in sentences like" Was Maria und Fritz so zueinander zog, war, 
dass jeder von ihnen am anderen aah. wie er unglucklich war" 
or "Dofia. Perfecta . . • 8U hermano . . . pasaron unos pocos 
afios sin que uno y otro se vieran" (Gald6s, D. Ped. 32). 

It seems to be of special importance to havtj a common-sex 
interrogative pronoun, because in asking" Who did it , " one does 
not know beforehand whether it is a he or a she; hence most 
languages have only one form here (not infrequently a form which 
has a masculine ending), thus Gr. tis, Oath. kwa8 (the fem. form 
h,wo given in gra.mmars, probably never occurs as an interrogative 
primary), OE. ktva, E. u-ko, G. v-er, Du. wie, Dan. (kvo), h,vem. 
Russ. klo, etc. Exceptions are ON. m. kver'l, f. k'IJer, m. lwa.rr, 
f. hv4r and Lat. m. quis, f. g:I.U.B~ but in modem Icelandic the differ
ence has disappeared, at any rate in the nominative (hver, boor), and 
in the Romanic la.nguages only the masculine form survives as a 
common-sex form: It. chi, Fr. qui, Sp. quibl.. 

In the personaJ. pronouns for the third person he and she are 
distinguished in English as in the other languages of our family; 
when a. con1mon-sex pronoun is wanted, he may be used. instead 
of he Of" she, but colloquially the pt they is often used (" Nobody 
prevents you, do they 1 " etc., Lang. 347, MEG lI, 5. 56). In 
the plural most Gothonic languages have now generalized one form 
for both sexes (E. they, G. sie, Dan. de, etc.), which is very natural 
as one has very often to talk of groups of persons of different sex. 
Thus also in Russian except in the nom., where oni, one are kept 
apart. In the Romanic languages the two sexes are kept apa.rt: 
egZino, eUeno; eZZo8, eUas,. ils (eux), dIes, except in the da.tive: 
loro, 'les, 'leur, and in the Fr. acc. with verbs: les. ON. ha.s separate 
forms in the nom. and acc.; )1eir,)1t1lr; ]:>d, )1ar, but not in the 
dat.: )1eim: in the nom. and 8000. it has also a. separa.te form for 
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the neuter: pau, and this is also used as a common-sex plural, a 
phenomenon which is gcnel'aHy accounted for from the accidental 
fact that the old dual (which would often be used for' he and she ') 
came to be phonetically identical with the neuter plural. If that 
is so, the use of the neuter singular as a common-sex form may be 
transferred from the dual-plural; an example of both is found in 
Laxd. S. 59. 20 Eptir l'etta skilja ,'Pau GU~1"6.n talit, ok bats hvart 
peira annat vel fara 'after this G. and he (Snorri) stop talking, 
and bade each other farewell' (l'au n. pl., hvart and annat n. sg.). 
On the corresponding rule in Gothic and ORG see Willmanns DG 3. 
768, Streitberg GE 166. Old Dan. Jysk 1. 4. 3. hwat lengrer liurer 
mothrer rethe bam 'which lives longer, mother or child.' 

Animate and Inanimate. 
A distinction between living and lifeless, or animate and inani· 

mate, or sometimes between human and extra-human, personal 
and non-personal (things which are not always easy to keep apart), 
pervades many parts of the grammars of many languages, sometimes 
in close connexion with sex-gender, sometimes independent of 
sex-gender. This distinctiou may be shown grammatically in 
the most differeut ways, and I cannot claim that the following 
survey is complete even for the languages with whi,ch I am most 
familiar. 

In English the distinction is shown most clearly in the pronoWlB, 
as seen in this survey: 

ANmATEl. 
he, she 
WM 
WM 
somebody, someone 
anybody, anyone 
nobody, no one 
everybody, everyone 
all (pI.) 
the good (pt) 

it 
what (interrogative) 
which (relative) 
something 
anything 
nothing 
everything 
all (sg.) 
the good (sg.) 

From the oldest times there has been a. strong tendency to 
use the pronoun it (OE. hit) to represent things. It was so even 
when the old threefold gender, m., f., n., was still living and showed 
itself in the forms of adjuncts (articles, pronouns, adjt>ctives). 
Thus (to giVtI some of the examples adduced in the interesting 
article .. Grammatical and Natural Gender in :Middle English," 
by S. Moore, Pub!. Mod. L. Ass. 1921) hl(JJw • • . beorhtne (ace. 
m.) ••• kit I anne arc . •. hit I cenne calic ••. hit I rime calico 
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hit I)leos race . • . hit. From the Ancrene Riwle: l'ene kinedom 
. . . hit Il'eo iZke scheadewe . . . hit 11'ene drunch . . • hit. (In 
Moore's article this phenomenon is mixed up with the use of heo 
(she) when referred to such words as the neuter tl)1/, mregden or 
the masculine u'ifman, or of he referring to the neuter czld; it 
would have been better to treat these things separately: the latter, 
but not the former usage is pretty frequent in Modern German.) 
This use of it quite naturally became even more predominant after 
the old distinctions of case and gender in adjunct pronouns and 
adjectives had disappeared, and about 1600 it led to the creation 
of a new genitive case its, where formerly his was in use both for 
the masculine and the neuter; its also superseded the dialE'ctal 
gen. it, which had begun to be used in Standard English. 

It is, however, impossible to draw a hard and fast line of demarca
tion in English between an animate gender, represented by he 
or she, and an inanimate gender, represented by it. For it may be 
used in speaking of a small chIld or an animal if its sex is unknown 
to the speaker or if his interest in the child or animal is not great: 
the greater personal interest one takes in the child or animal, the 
less inclined one will be to use it, and he or she is even used in many 
cases of an animal independently of any knowledge of the actua:'l 
sex of the individual referred to (a hare ... she, a canary-bird 
... he, So crocodile ... he, an ant ... she, etc.). On the other 
ha.nd, things may, in more or less jocular style, be mentioned as 
he or she, by way of indicating a kind of personal interest. The 
best-known and most universal example of this is the sailor's 
she of a ship; in Dickens a coach is she, and this is nowadays the 
fashion among motorists in talking of their cars. 

A country may from different points of view be treated either as 
inanimate or animate. On the one hand, in speaking of France, we 
may say " it certainly is smaller than Spain, but then it is much 
more fertile," and on the other h..1ud, "I do not approve of her 
policy in the reparations question": in the latter case France is 
viewed as a personal agent, hence the sex-indicating pronOlID is 
chosen, and if this is in the feminine in spite of the fact that the 
political leaders are (stilI I) men, this is due to literary tradition 
from French and I"atin, where the names of countries happened 
to be feminine. In German and Danish, where this influence is 
not so strong, sta-tes even as political agents are mentioned in the 
neutcr, es, det (though we may sometimes substitute the personal 
name Frunskmamden ' the Frenchman' and say" Ja, Franskmanden, 
han veed nok hvad han vil " without having any individual l!rench
man in view). 

A somewhat similar case in seen with heat'en, which may be 
referred to as he, when it is a. veiled expression for God. Nature 
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when Vlewed. as an agent is she from the Latin (and Fr.) gender, 
and tIlls is transferred to Fate by Browning (" Let fate reach me how 
she likes ") in spite of the Latin gender. l When the sun is mentioned 
as he, and the moon as she, this has very little to do vvith a real 
feeling of them as animate, but is purely artificiailiterary trailition 
from Latin: it is well known that in OE. as in the other Gothonic 
languages the sun was f. and the moon m. 

There can be no doubt that the poetic tendency to personify 
lifeless things or abstract notions, for instance to apostrophize 
Death as if it were a living being, and the related repr'lsentation 
in plastic art of such notions, are larr;ely due to the influence of 
languages with sex-gender, chiefly, of course, Latin. Butit has been 
justly remarked (among others by Jenisch, 1796) that such per
sonification is more vivid in Engli'lh than it can be, for instance, in 
German, because the pronoun he or she, where everyday language 
has it, at once draws attention to the idealization, which in German 
is not so noticeable because every chair and every stone is er, and 
every plant and every nose is sie. English poets have also greater 
freedom to ohoose which sex they will attrIbute to such notions.a 
Thum compares Shakespeare's passage "See how the morning 
opes her golden gates, And takes her farewcll of the glorious sun," 
in which the morning is the mistress who takes leave of her lovel', 
with ScWegel's translation " Sieh, wie 8ein tor del' goldene morgen 
offnet, Und abschied \Yon del' lieben sonne nimmt," where the reIa.
tion has been inverted on account of the gender of morgen and eonne. 
In Milton, Bin is talking to Satan who has begotten on her his son 
Death; this is rendered impossible in a French translation, became 
le pecM, cannot be the mother, and la mort cannot be the son. Note 
a.lso Brunot's remark (PL 87) "le hasard des genres a cree aux 
artistes de grands embarras. La Grilce, la Beaute, la Bcience, 
prenaient faeilement figure de femme, mais la Force ~ • On a. eu 
recours a. H ercule I " 

Some of the distinctions tabulated on p. 234 a.re comparatively 
recent; thus the relative which down to the beginning of the seven
teenth century might be used of a person. When this and that a.re 

I .. Donnerwetter I was ist doch manchmal dieSEl verdammte web 
niedertriWhtig BchOn I Man soUte gal:' nioht glauben, dass sie dabltli einen 
so hundsgemein behandeln kann I "-" Kein wunder," meinte Hermann 
Gutzeit, "ea heisst ja dill welt! "-" Frau welt!" rief doktor Herzfeld 
und laohte (G. Hermann). This flippant remark is made possible only 
because the Gilrroan word well is of the feminine gender a.nd means (1) the 
whole exterior world or na.ture--whioh is neither maJe nor femalor-a.nd 
(2) mankind-whioh comprises male and female beings, It would not be 
possible either in French (le monde) or in English or Turkish. 

a Thy wish was father, Harry, to that thought {Shakespeare).-Your 
wish is mother to your thought (Galsworthy, Loyaltiu, Act II).-It is small 
wonder-the wish being pa.t'Ml.e to the thought-that some accepted the 
rumour (McKenna, While I Rsmtmber. 149). 
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used as primaries, they are inanimate; note also the difference Ut 
such dictionary definitions as "Rubber--one who, or that wh'ick 
rubs." Vithen the prop-word one is anaphorical (Le. refers to a 
word mentioned already) it may be either animate or inanimate 
(this cake . . . the only one I care for), but when it does not in 
that way refer to a word just mentioned, it ie always personal 
(' the great ones of the earth '). .All these things are dealt with in 
greater detail in MEG. Vol. n, passim. 

It is al50 worth mentioning that collectives can take the verb 
in the plural only if they denote living beings (jamily, police), 
but otherwise always take it in the singular (library, forest). It 
is also noteworthy that the genitive (in -8) is extinct except in the 
case of names of living beings (the man'8foot, but the foot oJ a moun
tain)-apart from some survivals of set phrases (out 01 harm'8 
way I a boat's length from the ship),! 

In German the distinction between animate and inanimate 
is not so marked as in English: many things are referred to as 
er, sie, dieser, jene, etc., that is, by the same pronouns as are used 
for persons. Yet there are aome indications of the difference 
besiries the obvious instance wer and was: the datives ikm, ihr, 
are not often used. DJ things, and instead of wit Inm, mit ;,hr, in 
ihm, in ihr, etc., the compounds dam it, darin, etc., are used. There 
is a greater inclination to use derselbe, dieselbe of inanimates than 
of living beings; the possessive pronOlm 8ein is generally re&erved 
{or livilfg beings: sic legte die hand a.uf den stein und empfand 
de88en wanne, or die warme de8selben (Cul'me GG 168). The old 
dative has disappeared from the neuters WCM, etwas, niches, and 
the compounds with wo- (womit, wovon) a.re used where with 
animates we have mit wem., von wem. 

How important the neuter conception is in some cases is shown 
by the curious fact that it has been allowed to override the idea 
of plurality in beides, which means' both things' as distinct from 
beide 'both persons'; thus also mehreres ; several things, but 
mehrere 'several persons,' and in pretty much the same way aUes 
(cf. Lat. omnia pI. n.), to which we have, of course, parallels in 
other languages: E. all ag. n. (which tends to be superseded by 
everything, all beiDg reserved when used alone for persons in the 
pl.), Dan. alt, ete. DaIl. aZting was originally a pI. 'all things,' 
but is now used as a neuter sg. : alting er mUligt. Cf. also m,uck 
(viel, vieles) = many things (viele dinge). 

In Danish the distinotion between animate and inanimate 
is not well-defined gra,mmaticaUy. But we have the interrogative 

1 "If we substitute the e~reasion • England's history' for the more 
1:JSUal 'the history of England, we io.dieate tha.t the name of the country 
is used with lIome approacb to personifica.tion" (Bradley ME 60). 
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pronoun hvem of human beings and hvad of things corresponding 
to who and what, and instead of using begge 'both' alone a.s a. 
primary there is a. tendency to use begge to of two persons and 
begge dele of things, corresponding to alle (allesammen) 'all' (pl.) 
and alt (alting) 'all, everything.' The se~-indicating pronouns 
OOn, hun' he, she' are used of human beings and of such of the 
higher animals as the speaker takes a. p!;'rsonal interest in; other 
arumals are referred to as den or det according to the gender of the 
word: lammet, 8vinet ••• det, hesten, musen ••. den' the lamb, 
swine, horse, mouse '--exactly as the .. aIDe pronouns refer to 
things, e.g. huset . . . det, muren . • . den 'th!;' house. the wall.' 
Ai; in EnglIsh, thougb not to the same extent, there is some 
disinclinatIOn to use the genitive in -8 with names of inam
mates: we say taget pa huset, trreerne i haven more often than 
husets tag, havens trreer 'the roof of the house, the trees of the 
garden.' 

Swedish literary language has retained much more of the old 
gender system than Danish, but the tendency is towards the same 
use as in Danish of den instead of the older m. and f. han, lwI/" 
in speaking of things, see the extremely able discussion in Tegner, 
Om genus i svenskan, 1892. 

In French we have, of course, qui (qui est-ce qui) over against 
que (qu'est-ce que) and quoi; further en refers to something inani
mate, where with animates the possessive pronoun is used.: j'en 
connais la precision ill speaking of a watch, je connaiB Aa p1'uiBion 
in speaking of a ,man (but thE're are instances in which son is 
necessary even of a thing, and the relative corresponding to en, 
viz. dont, is used of both classes). 

In Spanish we have the rule that the object takes the pre
position a before it if it denotes a living being: he visto al ministro 
• I have seen the minister,' but he visto Madrid. In Russian and 
the other Slav languages the rule prevails that with names of 
living beings the genitIve is used instead of the accusative. In 
some of the modern languages of India, such as Hindustani, the 
object form with living beings is marked. by the ending -ko, while 
in names of inanimate things the object has the same form as 
the nominative (S. Konow in Festskrift til A. Torp,99). In various 
languages, therefore, a distinction between these two classes is 
seen reflected in their manner of indicating the object, but as the 
means by which this is achieved are entirely different, we seem 
here to have a trait that has its root in the psychological sameness of 
men all over the world. {Of. also the Aryan nominative ending 
-11 if that was originally characteristic of the names of living beings 
-which, however, is more than doubtful, as on the one hand -8 

is found in inanimates like Lit. naktis, L. nex, and on the other 
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na,nd many animatE's seem never to have had -8, e.g. pater, G. 
kuon.} 

'The distinction between animate (or personal) and inanimate 
(or impersonal) is sometimes shown indirectly in the way in which 
Borne case-forms are allowed to survive while others disappear. 
The dative is more often used in words denoting living beings 
than with inanimates; hence the ace. forms found in the oldest 
English, meo, pee, usio, eouno were early ousted by the dat. me, 
pe, us, row (now me, thee, us, YOu), and somewhat later the old datives 
hire (her), him, hem (mod. 'em), hwam (whom) displace the old aeeu
satives heD, hine, hie, hwane; them also is a dative. On the other 
hand, in the neuter it is the old accusatives hit (it), that, what that 
are preserved at the cost of the datives. Similarly in Dan. the 
old datives ham, hende, dem, hvem have ousted the accusatives 
(though it is true that in mig, dig the acc. has outlived the dative) ; 
in North German wem instead of wen, in Fr. lui, It. lui, lei, loro 
(when not used with a verb) we see the same tendenoy, while the acc. 
has carried the day in G. was, Fr. quoi, etc. 

In substantives the old nominative has sometimes prevailed 
over the oblique cases in names of living beings, while the inverse 
is the case in names of inanimates. Thus it has been remarked 
by Behaghel, Bojunga and Tegner that in the G. n-declension the 
old nom. without -11. has held its own in names of living beings 
only: bote, erbe, ltnabe, while inanimates have generalized the 
oblique cases: bogen, magen, tropfen. In Swedish similarly the 
ace. has prevailed over the nom. in words like maga, Mga, strupa, 
aga, vana, while names of persons have retained and generalized 
the nom. in -e: gubbe, granne, bonde (Tegner G. 221). Another 
nom. ending has likewise been preserved in names of persons only: 
slarver, spjuver, luver (ibid. 225). Old French had a distinction 
between a nominative and an oblique case; generally the latter 
has been generalized, but it has been remarked by Breal (MSL 6. 
170) that all the old nominatives that have been preserved denote 
human beings, e.g. trattre, smur, jils, maire. 

As lifeless things are naturally reputed inferior in value to 
living beings, and as the neuter gender in those languages that 
have one is preferably used of things, this gender comes to have a 
certain depreciatory tinge when applied to human beings and ani
mals: in Dan. it is noteworthy that many terms of abuse are neuter: 
et fjols, pjok, fCE, bce.st, drog; some words for animals that are chiefly 
used in a depreciatory sense, have in historical times changed their 
gender and have become neuter: fJ{J, asen, cesel, kreatur. This 
may be compared with the well-known fact that diminutives in 
various languages are often neuter, even if the words from which 
they are derived have another gender: Gr. paidion 'little boy' 
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from pais, G. :fi8chlein, fraulein, bUbcnen, tUdtlchen, etc.1 I suppose 
that wheu Italian has so many diminutives in -ino from feminlnes 
they were originaUy not real masculines but neuters: C618ino, 
tdvolioo, ombrellino from caaa, tavola, ombrel1a, a.lso donnino, manino 
by the side of donnina, manina, and I venture the conjecture that 
it is the same depreciatory neuter that is behind the curious 
oocurrenc~ of some forms in -0 for smaller thmgs by the side of 
words in -a for bigger things : buco ' a. small hole,' coltello 'a small 
knife,' by the side of buoa, colteZla, etc. In the dialects of South
Eastern Jutland some names for young animals, whioh otherwise 
in Danish are of the common gender, have become neuter: et 
kalv, hrolp, griEl, kyZling (M. Kristensen, Nydans1c, 1906, 57). In 
Swedish individ is always en if used of a. human being, often also 
of higher animal'!, but in speaking of a. lower animal ett i:rul:ilJid 
is said (Tegner G. 39); in Danish it is always neuter as Lat. 
and G. 

Here a.l1d there we find a. tendency to establish a grammatioal 
distinction between thing-Words (oountables) and mass-words 
(uncountables) IlIpart from the difference dealt with in the chapter 
on Number (XIV, p. 198 f.). In the south-western dialects of England 
"full shapen things" are referrPd to as he, ace. en (from OE. 
hine) and take the pronominal adjuncts tluiise, thik, while "un
shapen quantities" a.re referred to as it and take this, that: Gome 
'Uniler theiiBe tree by thia water I goo 'Under eh ik tree, an zit cm that 
grass (Barnes, Dorset Gr. 20, EUis EEP. 5. 85, Wright, Dial. Gr. 
§ 393, 416 ff.). In other languages there is a tendenoy to use the 
neuter gender preferably with mass-words, thus G. daa gift, daa 
1ciea ' poison, gra.vel' has taken or is taking the place of the older 
die gift, de<r kie8. In the same way we ha.ve now in Danish stevet 
for older steven 'dust' But in Danish this is earri~ :further. 
Neuter forms 'of adjunots are used to indicate quantity with mass
\VOrO.s even where these in othe;r respects are of the common gender. 
Thus we say mrelken, oaten ' the milk, the chce.se,' bat alt det 'mcelk, 
nog~tandetost' all that milk, some other cheese ' (as mass,-' another 
cheese I 8.s thing-word is en anden 08t); jeg lean ;'!eke n0je;; meet det 
te ' I cannot rest eontE-nt with that (much) tea,' but . • • meet den 
tea if the kind or quality is meant. Many dialects in Jutland go 
still further, all mass-words being made neuter without regard 
to the original gender and in Hanhecred a. complementary change 
has taken place, all thing-names having been made of the common 
gender: ;'set, jordet, slciben, husen 'the ice, earth, ship. house,' 
where Standard Danish has isen. jorden, 8kibet, h/uaet. 

1 It is ourious tha.t when these endings, which &re otherwise always 
neuter, are added to proper na.mes, it is possible to use the feminine article 
with -ohen: die arme G1-steMn, but not 'l'n.th ·U (dial): dQ8 BabeU. though 
with lXI&le nll.nl.es one can Bay der JakoWi (Tobler VB 5. '1). 
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Conceptional Neuter. 
Before concluding this chapter on gender We still have to con

sider something whICh for want of a better name I propose to 
term "the conceptional neuter." It might be said to be the real 
or notional or universal neuter in opposition to the specified or 
concrete neuter which we have when in English we refer to a pre
viously mentioned house or worm, etc., as it, and to the arbitrary 
neuter which we have when in German we refer to a previously 
mentioned haus or mtidchen as es because the word happens to be 
of the neuter gender. It will appear from the following paragraphs 
that there are certain natural or notional functions for a neuter 
gender to fulfil, even though in many languages, which have not 
otherwise a neuter gender, there is nothing but a few pronominal' 
forms to show the existence of this neuter in their grammatical 
system. 

The first application of this wlspeeified or ('onceptional neuter 
is seen in such Hentences as E it rains, G. ea regnet, Dan. det regner, 
Fr. il pleut (colloquially ca pleat), further it snOW8, thunders, etc., 
where it is difucult or impossible to define what it stands for: the 
whole situation of the atmosphere, if you like, but at any rate 
something thought of as definite in the same way as we use the 
defmite article in "the weather is fine" or "the day is bright." 
Ma.ny languages here have no pronoun, I..at. pluit, It. piove, etc., 
and Brugmann and others see in the use of it a purely grarnmatieal 
device, called forth by the habit of always having an express subject 
(he comes, .il vient, where Lat. or It. has often merely the verbal 
form venit, viene). There is undoubtedJy much truth in this con
sideration, but it does not give the whole truth, and Grimm 
(Wiirterbuch) is not wholly wrong when he speaks of .. das geister
hafte, gespenstige, unsichtbare, ungeheure" as expressed. in the 
"impersonals "; Spitzer uses the expression "das grosse neutrum 
der natu!'," and thinks that this it is just as much an outcome of 
man's mythopoetic imagination as Juppiter tonat.1 I may here 
adduce on the one hand the following bit of conversation from one 
of Bennett's novels: "It only began to rain in earnest just as 
we got to the gate. Very thoughtful of it, I'm sure! " and on the 
other hand, from a totally different sphere, Brownings use of That 
with a oapital letter as a synonym for God: "Rejoice we are 
allied To That which' cloth provide And not partake, effect and 
not receive!" (Rabbi Ben Ezra) and Hardy's similar use of It: 

• 1 In an article "Das synthetisch~ und das symbolische neutralpronomen 
in franzoaischen ,; in IdealiatiachB neuphilolog1,B, Fe8tacht-iJt fur Ka'l'l 'Vo8ale1' 
1922. The great neuter of Nature is seen aJ.so (without a.ny pronoun) in 
RUSIlia:n otca cierevom ubilo • it killed my father with a tree, my father was 
struck by a. tree' (Pedersen RG HO). 

16 
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., Why doth It so and so, and ever so, This viewless, voiceless 
Turner of the Wheel i " which he justifies by saying that "the 
abandonment of the masculine pronoun in allusion to the First 
or Fundamental Energy seemed a necessary and logical consequence 
of the long abandonment by thinkers of the anthropomorphic 
conception of the same" (The Dynasts). 

I find the same unspecified or conceptional it (though not the 
great neuter of Nature) as an object in idiomatic combinations 
like to lord it I you are going it! I we can walk it perfectly well I let 
us make a day of it, etc. In the following sentence a comie effect 
is produced by the ambiguity of it as specified and unspecified : 
He never opens his mouth but he puts his foot in it. 

Corresponding uses are found idiomatically in other languages, 
for instance G. sie hat ea eilig I er treibt's arg I Dan. han hat' det 
godt, sidder godi i det I han skal nok drive det vidt I Fr. l'emporter, le 
prendre sur un certain ton. In Dan. the n. det curiously inter
changes with the common-gender form den: ta den med ro 'take 
it easy' during recent times has supplanted ta det med ra, and den 
is found in many idiomatic phrases: bramde den a, kolde den gaende, 
etc. 

Note here also G. ea kZopft an der tur, Dan. det banler pa dliJren, 
corresponding to E. someone is knocking at the door (there is a 
knock at the door) and Fr. on frappe a. la porte. 

Next we have a. conceptional neuter in words like what, nothing, 
everything, 8omething, and it is interesting to notice that in Danish, 
where ting is of the common gender, ingenting and alting , nothing, 
everything' take the predicative in the neuter gender: den ting 
er sikker, but ingenting er sikl:ert, etc. We see the same in thtl 
Romanic languages where the Lat. neuter has been merged ill the 
masculine, but where these words, even those which were originally 
fe.minine, are treated as masculines, i.e. neuters. J;'hus Fr. rien 
from the Lat. f. rem: rien n'est certain, further q1klqueehose de 
bono In It. qualehe cosa, ogni cosa, eke cosa (and the abbreviated 
interrogative cosa = cke cosa) take the predicative in the masculine, 
Le. neuter: eke cosa fU detto ~ Thus also nulla fu pubbZicato I una 
V'isione, un nulla eke fosse femminile (Serao, Cap. Sansone 87, 123). 

A conceptional neuter is also found in connenon with adjectives 
in the generic tke beautiful, Le. 'everything beautiful,' the good, 
etc. Note that Spanish here has retained the ut. neuter in the 
form of the article: la bueno, different from the masculine el bueno 
'the good one.' 

A further function of the conceptional neuter is to represent 
a. predicative as in: All men my brothers 1 Nay, thank Heaven, 
that they are not (Gissing, cf. MEG n. 16. 377) I you ma.ke him 
into a. smith, a. carpenter, a mason: he is then and thenceforth 
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that and nothing else (Carlyle) 1l\1arian grew up everyth .. 1I.g that her 
father desired (Gissing) I his former friends or masters, whichever 
they had been (Btevenson) I She had now become what she had 
always desired to be, Amy's intimate friend (Gissing) i she treated 
him like a. tame cat, which io what he was (McKenna) I What is 
he i Just nothing at all as yet. Sweet NEG § 212 has not under
stood this function of what when he speaks of it as " used in a per
sonal sense"; note that the answer to the question" What is 
he ~ " may contain any predicative: "a. shoemaker" or " kind
hearted," etc. 

We have exactly the same neuter in other languages. Dan. 
Er de modige 1 Ja, det er de. Hvad er han 1 G. Bind sie mutig t 
Ja, das sind sie. Vom papst ist es bekannt, dass er, als er eo noch 
nicht war, seine verhaltnisse geregelt hatte. Was ist er ~ Er 
ist noch nichts. Fr. Si elIes sont belles, et si enes ne le sont pas. 
It. Pensare ch'egli era libero e che anche lei 10 era! (Fogazzaro). 
Sp. Personas que parecen buenas y no 10 son (Gald6s). Of. also 
Or. Ouk agathon polukoiranie, and the G. n. sg. We1chea sind Ihre 
bedingungen ~ 1 

A notional neuter is also found where a pronoun represents 
a. verb or a nexus: Can you forgive me 1 Yes, that is easy enough 
I The Duke hath banished me. That he hath not (Sh.) , rH write 
or, what is better, telegraph at once. Infinitives and whole clauses 
also always take articles, adjectives, etc., in the neuter gender in 
those languages which have one: Gr. to pinein, G. da8 trinken; 
Lat. humanum eot errare, etc. 

1 Cf. also the Ulle of that in "Are there not seven planets t-That there 
are, quoth my father" (Sterne). 



CHAPTER XVIII 

COMPARISON 

Comparative and Superlative. Equality and Inequality. Weakened Super. 
la.tives and Comparatives. Lo.tent Compa.risons. ],'orma\ Compa.rativeB. 
Indication of DIstance. Secondaries and Tertia.ries. 

Comparative and Superlative. 
IN 1\.11 ordinary grammars we are ta.ught tha.t there a.re three 
"degrees of compa.rison," 

1. positive: old dangerousZy 
2. comparative: older more danger01t8Zy 
3. superlative: oldeat moat dangeroUBZy. 

This tripartition no doubt corresponds with the actual ft:mn8 
found in the best·known languages, in which the "positive" is 
the fundamental form from which the two others are derived 
either by mea.ns of endings or by the addition of adverbs (sub
juncts) like 'm.ore and moat. In some well-known instances the two 
higher degrees are taken from other stems than the positive: 
good, better, beat I bonu.." melior, optimUB, etc.1 

Let us now look a little more closely into this system from a. 
logicaZ point of view. In the first place, it does not require much 
thought to discover tha.t the" positive" cannot strictly be called 
a. "degree of comparison," for when we speak of a horse or a. book 
as old, we do not compare it with any other horse or book; the 
form, then, i3 rather" nega.tive of compariSon" than" positive," 
as the old grammaria.ns termed it with their curious scorn of a. 
good or consistent terminology. The term does not, however, 
do much harm, as it cannot very well be confounded with positive 
in the sense 'not negative.' 

The way in which the three degrees are generally given makes 
ns imagine that they represent a graduated scale, as if old : older: 
oldeat formed a. progression like, say, the numbers 1 : 2 : 3 (arith
metical progression) or 1: 2 : 4 (geometrical progression). But 
this is only exceptionally the case, as in "The clowne bore it [my 
sonnet], the foole sent it, and the lady hath it: sweete clowne, 
sweeter foole, 8'I.veeteat lady (Sh.) I We dined yesterday on dirty 

1 Some adjectives and adverbs are incapable of comparison, e.g. otM,. 
a6t1eral, b.aJ.f. daily, own, On comps.rison of BubstantiveB ~ee p. 80. 

2" 
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bacon, dirtier eggs, and d'irtiest potatoes (Koots). This way of 
placing t.he three forms together 1 may really be due to the teach
ing i grammar; but it is important to insist on the fact that 
in ordmary usage the superlative does not indicate a higher degree 
than the comparative, but really states the same degree, only 
looked at from a. different point of view. If we compare the ages 
of four boys, .A, B, C, and D, we may state the same fact in two 
different ways : 

A is older than the other DOYS, or 
A is the oldest boy (the oldest of, or among, all the boys). 

In both cases .A is compared with B, C, and D; but the result 
is in the former case given with regard to these three (the other 
boys), in the latter with regard to all the boys, himself included. 
The comparative must thus be supplemented by a member 
(expressed or understood), added by means of than and different 
from the object compared, hence the frequent use of the word 
other. This kind of supplement is not possible in the case of a 
superlative, which, on the other hand, is often followed by of or 
among all. But as both forms really express the same idea, we 
should not be surprised to find a rather frequent confusion, result
ing in such blendings as the best of all others; see, e.g., a king, 
whose memory of an others we most adore (Bacon) I parents are 
the last of all others to be trusted with the educa.tion of their own 
children (Swift). 

Now we can see how easy it was for languages that formerly 
possessed a. real superlative, to give up this form and oontent 
themselves with the comparative. In the Romania languages the 
only expression for the superlative idea. is the comparative ren
dered d,efinite either by the article or by some other defining word: 
le plus grand maZheur Inwn meilleur ami, etc. (Sometimes no 
defining word is required, a.s in "la. vie, dans tout ce qU'eHe a de 
plus intensif.") In Russian, the comparative similarly is often 
used a.s a kind of superlative, which is facilitated by the fact that 
the second member of comparison is added in the genitive, and 
that the same case is used as a. partitive and thus oorresponds 
both to Eng. than and of : lucse vsego = ' better than all ' or ' best 
of all ' I bogace V8~X = 'richer than all ' or ' richest of all.' (Besides, 
(;he superlative may be expressed by nai- placed before the com
parative or by samyj 'self' (H. Pedersen Ra, p. 89; cf. Vondr8.k 
sa 1. 494 and 2. 71 ft.) 

We have what might be called a limited superlative meaning 
'better (etc.) than all the others with the exception of one (two, 

1 In which the superla.tive denotes wha.t is otherwise indicated by 8till: 
IiItill sweeter, still dirtier. 
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etc.) in the next best, the largest but one (two, etc.), the third best, etc. 
Similarly in Danish and German, where, however, no expressions 
exist corresponding to the English ones with but. There are many 
languages, on the contrary, which have no such easy ways of 
expressing this kind of superlative. 

In German a curious confusion arises when a. superlative is 
qualified by • possible,' this word being put in the superlative 
form instead of the other adjective (adverb); both expressions 
a.re combined in a speech by Professor JodJ "das problem der 
grosstml)glichen gliicksbefriedigung fUr die mbglichst grosse zahl " ; 
in English it would be "the greatest happiness possible for the 
greatest number possible." 

Equality and Inequality. 

If, then, we disregard the superlative as being really a. kind 
of oomparative, we may establish the following system of virtual 
oomparison: 

1. (» more dangerous (hetter) than - superiority 
2. (==) as dangerous (good) as - equality 
3. «) less dangerous (good) than - inferiority. 

Obviously 1 and 3 are closely connected, as both denote in
equality. English uses than with 1 and 3, and a8 with 2, while 
other languages use the same word in a.ll three cases, thus Fr. 
meilleur que, a'U8si bon que. Danish distinguishes end and som 
as E., but some parttJ of Denmark (Fyn) use som even after com
paratives. In the same way some parts of Germany use wie in 
all three kinds of comparison, while other parts of Germany use 
wie for equality only, and ala with the comparative. Hence it 
is possible in Fr. to say, for instanoe, "il a autant ou peut-&tre 
plus d'argent que moi," where other languages have no such easy 
expression, for the sentence "he oould box as well or better than 
I" (Wells) is felt as somewhat slipshod English. 

In many oases our languages provide us with two expI:'essions 
of opposite signification, which allow us to some extent to reverse 
the re!R.tion between stages 1. and 3 : u:orse than means the same 
thing as less good than. As old and young are opposites, we may 
establish the following equations : 

1. older than = less young than 
2. as old as = as young as 
3. less old than == younger than. 

But in practice the expressions with less are naturally little used; 
besides the two forms sub 2 are not exact synonyms: it would 
obviously be impossible to say a8 young aB lIte kills instead of aB old 
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as the hills. This is a natural consequence of the fact, tha~ oid, 
besides having the neutral signification (as vox media) of 'having 
(this or that) age' as in "baby is only two hours old " also signi
fies ' having a great age, adva.nced in years'; it is, indeed, in the 
latter sense that it forms a contrast to young. In some languages 
the two senses are kept distinct, as in Fr. age de deux heu1'es I 
.,neux, in Ido evanta du hori I olda. 

Similarly, though more unkind than = less kind than, the terms 
as unkind as and as kind as are not synonyms, because the former 
implies that both persons compared are unkind, and the latter 
that both are kind. Comparison by meana of as is therefore 
generally by no means neutral or indifferent, though it may occa
sionally be, as in "I don't think man has much capacity for 
development. He has got as far as he can, and that is not far, 
is it 1 .. (Wilde). 

On the other hand, comparisons with than are as a rule 
indifferent or neutral; "Peter is older than John" does not 
imply that Peter is old, and the comparative may really therefore 
indicate a lesser degree than the positive would in "Peter is old." 
Nor does the sentence" Peter is older than John" say anything 
about John's being old; but that is implied jf we add the sub
junct still: "Peter is still older than John" (thus also: Pierre 
est encore plus vieux que Jean I Peter er endnu reldre end Jens I 
Peter iet nock alter als Hans-by tlie way an interesting parallel 
development in different languages, for this use of still is not at 
all self-evident; it is also found in Ru"sian. 

J:f we negative stage 1 (Peter is not older than John), the 
meaning may be either stage 2 (equality) or 3 (inferiority); in 
English a curious distinction is made between not more tlum, which 
is indistinct and may mean either 2 or 3, and no more than, which 
implies stage 2, equality. A negative stage 2 takes the form not 
80 old as and practically always means stage 3 'less old than, 
younger than'; a negative with as is not so frequent and may 
sometim('s mean stage 1 if it has extra. emphasis on aB, as when 
the assertion "A is as old as B " is contradicted: "Oh no, not 
as old a.s B, but much older!' 

Weakened Superlatives and Comparative&. 
There is a natural tendency to exaggerate by using the super

lative for a. very high, instead of the highest, degree. This is 
sometimes termed the "absolute superlative," sometimes the 
"elative." Thus cc with the greatest pleasure;' "a most learned 
man," etc. This has become t·he rule in Italian and Spanish to 
such a.n extent tha.t the old Latin superlative form is never used 
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as a real superlative; It. bellissimo ' very fine,' Sp. docUsimo • very 
learned,' etc.1 In colloquial Norwegian we have the same with 
a negative: ikke sa Vrefst 'not so very bad.' In Danish a differ
ence is made between the uninfiected and the inflected superlative 
form, the former alone (without the article) meaning the real 
superlative, the latter the elative : med 8torst veltalenhed (more 
eloquently than anyone else) I med stiYtste veltalenhed (very elo
quently i.ndeed). 

Sometimes the comparative form is similarly used without 
implying a comparison, as Dan. "en bedre middag" (a good, or 
a pretty good, dinner). Thus also E. rather, e.g. " Does it rain t
Rather I" 

A similarly weakened comparative is found in Dan. fiere, as 
in " ved flere lejligheder," where E. gene:ra.lly says more explicitly 
more tlz.an one, a plural of one. Curiously enough in this case, in 
whioh there is no comparison, some languages have a. double com
parative ending, G. mehrere (this could formerly take aLs, whioh 
is now impossible), late Lat. plusiores, whence Fr. plusieurs
which, in spite of its form, is really weaker than the' positive' 
vide, beaucoup. 

Latent Comparisons. 
In some linguistic expressions the comparative idea IS latent. 

Thus in the verb prefer: I prefer A to B = I like A better than 
B (je pre£ere A a, B I ich ziehe A dem B vor); in ldo the ordinary 
comparative connective is in this case used: me preferas A kam 
B = me prizas A pIu hm R This may be found very rarely in 
English, too, as in Thackeray Sk 138 preferring a solitude, and to 
be a bachelor, than to put up with one of these for a companion.
Further we have a latent comparative in too (trO'p, Dan. for, G. %u), 
which means' more than enough,' or 'more than decent, or proper, 
or good.' Here, also, the distance may be indicated: an Mur 
too late I en time for 'Sent I eine stunde zu spat 1 trop tard d'une 
heure.-O:f. also outlast = 'last longer than,' outlive (survive), 
Dan. overleve, G. ilberleben; exoeed. 

As latent comparatives must also be considered before and its 
opposite, Fr. avant, apres, G. t'or, Moh, etc.; note that E. after 
and Dan. efter are also formal comparatives; the indication of 
distance is seen in "an Mur before sunrise I une heure avant le 
lever dn solei! I eine stunde vor dem sonnenaufgang," etc. But 
when We say " after an hour he came back" and similarly co apre.'J 
une heure il rentra," etc., we have reany a confusion of the indica· 
tion of distance and th~ object of the preposition, as it means 

1 Note also It. medtsimo, Sp. miBmo, Fr. mtme from metipsimu.t; Bp. 
even mismi.nmo. 
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'an hour after (his departure, 0.1' whatever was mentioned).' This 
may be oompared to what haR taken place in the mathematical 
use of plu8 and minus = augmented (lessened) by. d. the tra,ns
Iations "four less two," "quatre mows deux," .. vier weniger 
zwei. " 

Fr. cadet and atne are also latent comparatives, iZ est man cadet 
de deux ans = 'he is two years younger than I (me).' Cf. also 
"il avait un frere cadet, de dix ans mainds dgl., ingenieur comme 
Iu!" (RoHand). A similar syntax is seen in English with some 
words taken over from Latin comparatives, though from a formal 
point of view they cannot in English be cOllilidered as comparatives ; 
thus" he is my senior by two years:' etc. 

The irrationality of grammatical expressions is seen in the 
following facts. While Lat. post and ante are, as we have seen, 
virtual comparatives, they take quam only wheil the second mem
ber of comparison is a whole clause; this is expressed in ordinary 
grammatical terminology by saying that post and ante are pre
positions, but postquam and antequam are conjunctions; but it 
is easy to see that this is not the usual function of quam, which 
here corresponds to E. that rather than to than. E. after and 
before can take both words and clauses (are both prepositions and 
conjunetions), cf ... he came after (before) the war" and "he 
came after (before) the war was over." In Danish the two words 
are treated differently, for efter requires the addition of at in order 
to be made a conjunction: "han kom efter krigen" I " han 
korn efterat krigen var forbi," while no at is required with for: 
c. han kom for kl'igen" I "han kom for krigen var forbi "; in 
both cases fdrend may be substituted (end mea.ns "than," the 
connective after comparatives), but vulgar speech inclines to add 
at to make it into a. conjunction; "han kom fOl'en.d at krigen 
var forbi." In Q. the dative case of the demonstrative-relative 
pronoun dem is required to change the preposition Meh into the 
conjunction nacl~dem, while'Vor (frilher als) is the preposition corre
sponding to the conjunction eke. In Fr. we have apres and avant 
as prepositions, apres que and avant que as conjunctions, where 
it is impossible to tell whether que is 'than' or 'that'; cf. also 
It. poseia eke. (With an infinitive, French has, or had, the fol
lowing. constructions: avant que de partir. avant de partir, g,vane 
que partir. avant partir.) 

Formal Comparatives. 
On the other hand, we have a class of words which are, for

mally considered, comparatives, but are not notional comparatives 
in so far as they cannot take than: upper, O1Ji,er and its doublet 
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utter, former, ete. These have probably at no time had the true 
comparative functions; but latter and elder, which now share 
the same inability to take than, were formerly true comparatives 
of late and old, and we still in Shakespeare find elder than. These, 
then, may be called ex-comparatives. 

Other is a formal comparative, though there is no correspondmg 
positive; it can take than (thus also in other languages autre que, 
etc.). In English other sometimes infects its synonym different, 
which then takes than instead of the regular from, for instance: 
things will be made different for me than for others (Wilde); 
inversely one may find from after another: I hope to be another 
man from what I was (Dickens). 

There are other well-known words in our languages formed 
with the same ending and still less to be considered as comparatives, 
namely pronominal words relating to the number of two like Lat. 
uter, neuter, OE. reg~er, hwre'(;er, E. either, neither, whether, etc. 

It may be doubtful, perhaps, whether this Aryan suffix -ter
belonged originally to these pronominal words referring to two 
or was from the first a. comparative ending. l But however that 
may be, we find in many languages the rule that when there is 
no direct com,parison (with than) the comparative is used if two, 
and the superlative if more than two are referred to; cf. Latin 
major pars if something is divided into two parts, maxima pars 
if there are three or more parts. In English we have, correspond
ingly, e.g. "If Hercules and Lychas plaie at dice Which is the 
better man, the greater throw May turne by fortune from the weaker 
hand" (Sh.), but apart from some set phrases like the lower lip 
and the upper end the natural tendency in modern English is to 
use the superlative everywhere, as in "whose blood is reddest, 
his or mine" (Sh.), see MEG n, 7. 77. This tendency has completely 
prevailed in Danish. It is curious to note that German here has 
a form composed of an old superlative with the comparative ending 
superadded: ersterer, and that the English equivalent the former 
is similarly formed from the OE. superlative forma (= ,aJrimus) 
and the comparative ending -er. 

Indication of Distance. 
With comparisons of inequality the degree of difference (the 

distance) is often indicated, e.g. "he is two years older than his 
brother"; also with by; in Latin the ablative is here used, in 
G. frequently urn, etc. 

1 Cp. the fact that in Finnio the interroga.tive kumpi • which of two' 
and the l'elative jampi • which of two' are fonned a.nd inBected like com· 
para.tivel!. 
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It is, accordingly, possible to combine the two l.,inds of <ilom 
parison as in the sentence" She is as much better than her husband 
as champagne is better than beer" (cf. she is as snperior to hel' 
husband as champagne is to beer; the distance between her and 
her husband is like that between, etc.). 

The distance with a comparative is in some instances indicated 
by means of the form the from the OE. instrumental case py. This 
is a demonstrative pronoun in such combinations as .• 1 lIKe him 
an the better on account of his shyness" I "that makes it all 
the worse" I "so much the better" (in the two last examples all 
and 80 much also indicate the distanoe in addition to the, which is 
hardly felt to be more than an unmeaning expletive). But in 
"the more, the merrier" and similar collocations of two members, 
the first the is relative, while tha second the is demonstrative; the 
first member may be called the determinant, and the second 
the determined. In ordinary E. the two members have exactly 
the saIDe construction, and there is nothing to show which is the 
dependent and which the principal clause in "the more he gets, 
the more he wants"; but in Dan. and G. (and formerly also in 
E.) the word-order in such cases shows that the first is the deter 
minant, and the second the determined; cf. "jo mere han far, 
des mere I1msker han" and "je mehr er bekommt, desto mehr 
wunscht er." The same relation between the two is sOIDetimes 
indicated by the addition of that after the former the, e.g. The 
nearer that he came, the more she fled (Marlowe). 

In the Russian construction with c~rn . . . tern, the former is 
shown by the form to be a. relative, and the latter a demonstrative 
pronoun in the instrumental denoting difference. But in French 
there is as little formal difference between the two as in English, 
and there is not even a word like the: "plus on est de fous, plu.s 
on rit." The two parts a.re therefore, even more than in English, 
felt to be grammatically on a.n equality, and this often manifests 
itself in the insertion of et as between two independent sentences: 
" plus il a, et plus il desire." 1 

The English (Old English) and similarly the Russian expression 
would seem to indicate exact proportionality (' by how much 
more ... by so much more '); but in practice no such exact 
proportion exists, and the only mathematical formula to render 
such a combination as, for instance, "the more books he reads, 
the more stupid he becomes" would be something like 

S(n + 1) > Sen) 
1 Thus also in It.: ma piu ti guardo, e piu rni sento comrnuovere (Serao) 

Cf. on the other hand: Quanto piu ti costa, tanto piu devi parlare (Giacosa) 
On earlier expressions in French with que plus, quant plus, etc., see Tobler 
VB 2. 59 ft. 
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where 8(11) means the degree of stupidity found after .reading 'l'i 

book!;,. 
In. most cases the determinant is placed first, and it is this 

J1early fixed custom which allows of the grammatical conformity 
between the two members in English and French. If the order 
is reversed, other more explicit or more clumsy formulas than 
the usual ones must be used in F. "la figure est d'autant plus 
admirable qU'el1e est mieux proportionnee" (== mieux la figure 
e&t proportionnee, plus elle est admirable) I "Si la vie rea,lise un 
plan, elle devra manifester une harmonie plus haute £i mesure 
q~l'ene avance plus loin" (Bergson). In English a change in the 
word-order generally is all that is required to make the sense 
clear: they liked the book the better, the more it made them cry 
(Goldsmith). 

There is an interesting sub-class of these expressions of pro
portional correlation, in which the determinant is the length of 
time, but is not explicitly expressed as such. Different lan
guages have different ways of indicating this: the usual English 
way is by means of a repeated comparative, as in "it grew darker 
and darker" (= the longer it lasted, the darker it grew) I he 
became" more and m.ore impatient," etc. Similarly in Danish and 
other languages. Poets often substitute the positive for the first 
comparative, as " and swift and swifter grew the vessel's motion" 
(Shelley); another expression is seen in "her positio:n was 
becoming daily more insecure." A third expression is by means 
of ever: he spoke ever more indistinctly. This is rare in English, 
but the correspondmg formula is the usual one in German: es 
wurde immer dunkler I er sprach immer weniger. The usual French 
equivalent is de plus en plus (de plus en plus obscur I il parh. 
de moms en moins, etc.). The idea. here is that it was already 
at the starting point darker (than previously) and that it then 
became darker still (but • still' is not expressed). 

Secondaries and Tertiaries. 
The comparison is in the vast majority of cases between two 

primaries as in "John is older than Tom I this house is bigger 
than ours I I like claret better than beer." But sometimes two 
secondary or tertiary notions (' qualities') may be compared as 
in "his speech was more eloquent than convincing I he spoke 
more eloquently than convincingly." Here English requires the 
periphrasis with more 1 (similarly in Danish and German), while 
Latin has the well-known illogical expression with the comparative 

1 Cf., however, the dictionary definition of oblon!1: longer than broad. 
Somewhat differently: Aunt Sarah. deafer than deaf. 
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in the second adjective (adverb) as well as in the first: ")e1"lO: 

quam gratiar. 
Two verbs may also be compared: he felt rather than ea.., 

her presence in the room. This really implies a stylistIc rather 
than a real comparison, and means something fike "felt would 
be a more correct expression than saw." .A similar idea is at the 
bottom of such expressions as " this rather frightened him," where 
the second term of comparison is left unexpressed, but where the 
original idea is "frightened is a more adequate expression than 
My other verb." This then leads us to such expressiuns as " there 
are some things which I more than dislilce," where the first term is 
omitted: dislike is too weak an expression. 



CHAPTER XIX II 

TIME AND TENSE 

The Nine-Tense System. Seven Tenses. MalO Divisions of Time. Sub. 
ordlOate DlvisKns of Tlme. Economy of Speech. Non-temporal Use 
of Tenses. 

The Nine-Tense System. 
IN tIns chapter we shall deal with the linguistic expressions for 
the natural (or notional) concept "time" and its subdivisions. 
In many languages we find time-indications expressed in verbal 
forms, the so-called "tenses," and this has appeared to many 
grammarians so natural that they have considered tense-distinc
tion the chicf characteristic of verbs (hence G. zeitwort). But 
there are languages whose verbs do not distinguish tenses, and 
even in English, which ordinarily distinguishes tenses, we find 
such verbs as must, ought, which in the modem language have 
only one "tense"; on the other hand, time is often indicated 
by means of other words than verbs, and this way of indicating 
time is often much more precise than that effected by means of 
verbal forms can ever be, as when we say" on the third of February, 
1923, at 11.23 p.m." 

Let us, however, confine ourselves in the first place to those 
time-distinctions that find expression in the verbs of the best
known languages. The first question then is, can we establish 
a scheme of "tenses" of universal application 1 

In Madvig's Latin Grammar we find the following system. 
Anything said may be referred either simply to one of the three 
chief tenses, present, pn,st, and future, or be indicated relatively 
with regard to some definite point (past or future) as present, past 
or future at that time. Thus we get the following nine divisions, 
which I mention here in Madvig's terms and with his examples, 
adding only the numbers I, n, HI and 1, 2, 3 for later references. 

I preXlrens n prrett'ritum IH futurum 
1 8cribo 8cripsi 8cribam 

in prreterito 2 8cribebam 8cripseram 8cripturUB eram (fui) 
ill futuro 3 8cribam 8cripsero 6cripturUB era 

1 Chapters XIX and XX are a re-written, re-arra.nged, in many parts 
shortened, ID other parts expanded edltlOn of a paper "Tld og tempus" 
in Otleraigt over det danske vidensl.abernes se18kabs Jorhandlinge1', 1914, 367-420. 

204 
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The first line has no special designation; parallel to the others 
it should be "in pnesenti." 

Closely connected systems with three times three tenses are 
found in other works (by Matzen, Kroman, Noreen, see details 
and criticism in TU og tempus, 374) and are there given as purely 
logical systems without any rega.rd to the way in which those 
nine categories &re represeuted in actual language. Madvig pro
bably meant his system as an empirical one for Latin exclusively 
(in his Greek Syntax he does not give the scheme and would have 
had difficulties in finding a place for the aorist in it), but even as a 
description of the Latin tenses the system has certain drawbacks. 
Scribam is found in two places, as prresens in futuro (13) and as 
futurum in prresenti (HI 1) while other forms are given only once. 
In the IH series it would be natural to expect 1. scri']Jturua eum, 
parallel with the other forms, and the reason for the discrepancy 
evidently is that scriptU1'U8 sum implies a near future, and M<tdvig 
did not want to have the element of distance in time mixed up 
with his system. It is, however. difficult to keep this element, 
of nearness apart from the other composite forms with scripturU8, 
and in his Greek Syntax, § 116, Madvig applies the terms futurum 
in prresenti and futurum in prreterito to the combinations with 
meZZo and emellon, which admittedly imply nearness m time, and 
the same element is also present in the HI-series as given by 
Kroman and Noreen. If, on the othcr hand, this element is dis
carded, there is no necessity for having both a pnesens in futuro 
and a futurum in pl'resenti. These must be regarded as one, repre
sented by 8cribam, but then analogy w<mld.require us to identify 
also 12 prresens in prreterito with II 1 prreteritum in prresenti : 
the difiorence between scribebam and scrips? is not indicated with 
sufficient precision by their places in the system, as shown inci
dentally by Madvig's placing scriptUrU8 eram and scriptU1'U8 Jui. 
at one and the same place (HI 2). These two are not synonymous, 
being distinguished e:xa.ctly in the same way as 8cribebam and 
8cripsi, but the distinction, to which we shall have to revert, has 
really nothing directly to do with the other time-distinctions con
tained in the scheme. It would be best, therefore, to reduce the 
schem.e from nine to seven places, merging into one 12 and IT 1 
and in the same way I 3 a.nd III 1. 

Seven Tenses. 
If now we want to arrange these seven tenses in a consistent 

st'heme we encounter first the difficulty of terminology. It would 
be best to ha.ve two separate sets of terms, one for the notionaJ 
or naturn/l divisions of time and one for the grammatioal (syntactic) 
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tenst'-distinctions. In Da.nish, and also in German, it is very 
convenient to use native terms for the former, and Latin terms 
for the latter; thus nutid, /orlid, fre:mtid (jetztzeit, vot'Zeit, zU'/r:unft) 
of the three chief divisions of time, and pr'038en8, p1'ceteritum, futurum 
for the three verbal tenses. But in English we cannot do exactly 
the sa.me thing, becaU$e there are no native (.Anglo-Sa.xon) words 
corresponding to present and future, which thus must be used 
both for natural time aJld for grammatical tense (for it would 
hardly do to distinguish between present and pr'resens, between 
future and futurum). We In&Y, however, reserve the word paat 
(paat time) for the notional past and use preterit about the 
corresponding tense. Wherever it is required for the sake of 
clea.rness, I shaJl say present time or present tense, future time 
or future tense respectively. For subdivisions I would propose 
the employment of the prefixes before and a/ter as notional and 
the prefixes ante a.n.dp08t as synta.etic designations (e.g. beJore-paat, 
ante-preterit). 

The next question that arises is how to arrange the seven 
" times JI recognized abo-re' One method would be to place them 
in a triangle: 

present 
I 

I I 
past future 

I I 
I 

before-past 
I 

a.:fter·past 
I 

before-future 
I 

after-future 

But this arrangement is not satisfaotory, and it is much better 
to arrange the seven" times It in one straight line. Before-past 
is evidently" past in past," and in the same way after-past 
becomes "future in past," and analogously before-future is "past 
in future," and after-future is "future in future," to use clumsy 
terms reminding one of Madvig's system. 

We thus get a. system which a.voids Madvig's two serious 
logical errors, (1) tha.t of a tripartition of "now," which as a 
point has no dimensions and cannot be divided, and (2) the even 
more serious mistake of arranging time in a two-dimensiona.l 
scheme with three times three compartments. For there can be 
no doubt that we a.re obliged (by the essence of time itself, or at 
a.ny ra.te by a. neoessity of our thinking) to figure to ourselves time 
as something having one dimension only, thus capable of being 
represented by one straight line. 
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The three ma.in divisions of time a.ccordingly have to be 
a.rranged in the following way: 

--------------------0 ~ A past B present Cl future 

The insertion of the intermediate "times" glveB us this 
scheme, in which we place the notional terms above. and the 
COITE-sponding grammatical terms below, the Hne which represents 
the course of time: 

A past C future r _______ ~A~ ______ ~ 

"""\ , .J\... 

... 
[ 

e f .... £! .g 
~ "d -? .; Ii'< fl f .. '" .. 

oS gs .2 ~ ..s 
~ 

... .3 -c. - as 
Ab Ac B Ca Cb Cc 

0 ~ 
.... .... ~ 1 j '':: 1'1 
S ! 

:;:l .... e .E .a c. ~ 2 ... .... ., 
gJ ~ 0 

P.. 
P.. 

This figure, and the letters indicating the various divisions, 
show the relative value of the seven points, the subordina.te " times " 
being orientated with regard to some point in the past (.Ab) and 
in the future (Cb) exaotly as the main times (.A and C) are orientated 
with regard to the present moment (B). 

The system thus attained seems to be logic-ally impregnable, 
but, as we shall see, it does not claim to comprise all possible time
categories nor all those tenses that are aotually found in 1",nguages.1 

It will now be our tallk to go through these seven divisions, taking 
first the main ones and then the subordinate ones, and to examine 
how they are a-ctua.lly expressed in various languages. 

Main Divisions of Time. 
(.A) Simple past time.-For this there is in English one tense, 

the preterit, e.g. wrote. Other la.nguages ha.ve two tenses, e.g. 
Lat. 8cripai, acribebam; on the difference see below, p.275. While 
in these languages the distance of time from the present moment 
is quite immaterial, some languages ha.ve separa.te preterits for 
the distant and for the near past. The latter is expressed in 
French by means of the periphrasis je viens d'icri'l'e. 

1 A som.ewha.t similar a.rra.ngement, in which an attempt. has been m.ade 
to comprise a great m&IlY distinctions, which according to my view have 
nothing to do wjth the simple straight time.line, is fOWld in Sheffield GTh 
131. For criticism see "Tid og Tempus," 383 f. 

17 
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Among expressions for the simple past we must here aJso 
mention the so-called historic present, which it would be better 
to can the unhistoric present, or, taking a. hint thrown out by 
Brugmann, the dramatic present. The speaker in using it steps 
outside the frame of hist<>ry, visualizing and representing what 
happened in the past as if it were present before his eyes. As 
N oreen has it, it serves to produce an artistic illusion. But how
ever artistic this trick is, it must not be imagined that it is not 
popular in its origin; one need only listen to the way in which 
people of the humblest ranks reJate i.ncidents that they have Wlt
nessed themselves to see how natural, nay int'yitable, this form is. 
Yet Sweet thinks that in English it is due to literary influence 
from French and Latin, and that in the Icelandic sagas, where it 
is extremely frequent, it was borrowed from Irish (Philol. Soc. 
Proceedings, 1885-87, p. xlv, NEG § 2228). Einenkel and others 
think that its use in Middle English is due to Old Frf'nch. But 
in Middle English it is especially frcquent in popular poetry, ; 'here 
foreign influence of a syntactic character is highly improbable. 
The non-occurrence or rare occurrence of this present in Old 
English must, I think, be explained by the fact that Old English 
literature gives us none of those vivid narratives in natural prose 
for which Iceland is justly famous. On the whole the dramatic 
present belongs to that class of everyday expressions which erop 
up comparatively late in writing, because they were looked upon 
as being below the dignity of literature. It is never found in 
Homer, but is frequent in Herodotus. Delbruck is no doubt 
right when he says that it is "gewiss uraltvolkstumlich" 
(Synt. 2. 261). 

(B) Simple present time.-For this those languages that have 
tense distinctions in their verbs generally use the present tense. 

But what is the present time 1 Theoretically it is a point, 
which has no duration, any more than a point in theoretic geometry 
has dimension. The present moment, "now," is nothing but the 
ever-fleeting boundary between the past and the future, it is con
tinually moving "to the right" along the line figured above. 
But in practice ., now" means a time with an appreciable duration, 
the length of which varies greatly according to circumstances; 
cf. such sentence3 as " he is hungry I he is ill I he is dead." This 
is exactly what happens with the corresponding spatial word 
" here," which according to circumstances means very different 
things (in this room, in this house, in this town, in this country, 
in Europe, in this world), and with the word" we," which may 
embrace a varying number of individuals beside the speaker, the 
only thing required being (with here) that the spot where the 
present speaker is at the moment, and (with we) that the present 
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speaker. is included. With regard to the present tense all languages 
seem to agree in having the rule that the only thing required 
is that the theoretical zero-point, "now" in its strictest sense, 
faUs within the period alluded to. This definition applies to cases 
lIke: he lives at number 7 I knives are sharp I lead is heavy I 
water boils at 100 degrees Celsius 1 twice four is eight. With 
regard to such "eternal truths" it has sometimes been (wrongly) 
said that our languages are faulty because they state them only 
in reference to present time without having means to express 
that they were equally valid tu the past and will be so in the future. 
The remark loses its sting when we take into considera~ion that 
most or all of our pronouncements about present time necessarily 
ooncern some part of what belongs strictly to the past and to 
the future. If" present time" is defined as is done here. it is 
applicable even to intermittent occurrences like the following: 
I get up every morning at seven (even when spoken in the even
ing) 1 I the train starts I',t 8.32 I the steamer leaves every Tuesday 
in winter, but in summer both on Tuesdays and Fridays. In the 
last sentence the present moment falls within the limits of what 
is spoken about, for the saying concerns the present arrangement, 
valid for the present year as we I as for the last few years and 
presumably for the next few years as well. 

This manner of viewing things seems to me preferable to tha.t 
adopted by Sweet, who writes (NEG, § 289) that" for the purpose 
of such statements (as the sun rises in the east, platinum is the 
heaviest metal) the present is best suited, as being in itself the 
most indefinite of the tenses "_why indefinite 1 Still less can 
we call such sentences "timeless" (zeitlos). as is often done.:I 
It would be better to speak of " generic time" in the same way 
as we have spoken of "generic number" and " generic person." 
If for such statements the present tense is generally used, it is in 
order to affirm that they are valid now. But other tenses may 
occasionally be used; we have the so-called" gnomic preterit" 
as in Shakespeare's "Men were deceivers ever" (cf. the Greek 
gnomio aorist)-a sort of stylistio trick to make the hearer him
self draw the conclusion that what has hitherto been true is so 
still and will remain so to the end of time. On the other ha.nd, the 
future tense is used" gnomically" in Fr. "rira bien qui rira le 
dermer," where the corresponding proverbs in other languages 

1 If we represent each act of getting up (at seven) by a dot. and the 
present moment by 0, we get the following figure, which shows that the 
condition for using the present tense is fWfilled : 

••••.• O •.• ,etc. 
I Brunot says: "la terre tourne autour dtl 801eil pres<lnte una action 

situee hors du temps" (PL 210) and" Le!! actions situees hen! du 5emps 
8'expriment au present" (ib. 788) 
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use the present tense: the reason for the French tense is that the 
proverb is most often quoted when somebody else is laughing and 
the speaker wants to say that he will laugh later and that that 
will be better.l 

(0) Simple future time.-It is easy to understand that expres
BIOns for times to come are less definite and less explicit in our 
laal;\uage'l than those for the past: we do not know 90 much about 
the future as about the past and a.re therefore, obliged to talk 
about it in a more vague way. Many languages have no future 
tense proper or have even given up forms which they had once 
and replaced them by circuitous substitutes. I shall here give 
a survey of the principal ways in which languages have come to 
possess expressions for future time. 

(1) The present tense is used in a future sense. This is par
ticularly easy when the sentence contains a precise indication of 
time in the form of a subjunct and when the distance in time from 
the present moment is not very great: I dine with my uncle 
to-night. The extent to which the present tense is. thus used is 
different in different languages; the tendency is strongest with 
verbs denoting 'go': I start to-morrow I ioh reise morgen lI-b I 
jeg rejser imorgen I je pars demain I parto domani, etc. Gr. e£mi 
'I go' nearly always means' I shall go.' The present tense is 
also extensively used in clauses beginning with when and if: "I 
shall mention it when I see him (if I see him) "; in French with 
si: "Je le dirai si je le vois," but not with quand : " quand je le 
verraL" 

(2) Volition. Both E. 'will and Dan. viI to a. certain dcgree 
retain traces of the original meaning of real volition, and there
fore E. will go cannot be given as a. pure' future tense,' though it 
approaches that function, as seen especially when it is applied to 
natural phenomena as it will certainZy rain before night. There is 
also an increasing tendency to use (wi)ll in the first person instead 
of 8hall, as in I'm afra1'd I'll de Boon (especially in Sc. and Amr.), 
which makes will even more the common auxiliary of the future. 
In German wollen hus to be used in " es soheint regnen zu wollen," 
because the usual auxiliary werden cannot be used in the infini
tive. The future is •. expressed by volition also in Rumanian 
voiu canta ' 1 will (shall) sing'; cp. also occasional It. vuol piovere 
(Rovetta, Moglie di Sua. Ecce1. 155). In Modern Greek the idea 
of volition seems to have been oompletely obliterated from the 
combinations with Jha: tha grapkO and too grapso 'I shall write' 
(regularly, or once); (ha, formerly thena, is derived from the 

We may have a generic past time: last year the early morning train 
started at 6.15. This is not the place tb discuss some interesting uses of 
the present tense, as in " I Mar (I 8U in the papers) that the Prime Minister 
is ill I I C<Jme to bury OIesar. not to praise him," eic. 
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third person the = thelei + na 'that' from kina and has now 
become a pure temporal particle.1 

(3) Thought, intention. ON. mun. This cannot easily be 
kept apart from vohtion. 

(4) Obligation. This is the original meaning of OE. setal, 
now shall, Dutch zal. In English the meaning of obligation is 
nearly effaced, but the use of the auxiliary is restricted to the first 
person in assertions and to the second person in questions, though 
in some classes of subordinate clauses it is used in all three persons.:I 
The meaning of obligation also clung at first to the Romanic form 
from ecribere-habeo 'I have to write/ which has now become a 
pure future tense, It. eCf'ivero, Fr. krirai, etc. Under this head 
we may also place E. is to as in "he is to start to-morrow." 

(5) Motion. Verbs meaning' go' and' come' are frequently 
used to indicate futurity, as in Fr. je vaie krire, used of the near 
future, E. I am going to write, which sometimes, though by no 
means always, has the same nuance of nearness, and finally with 
out that nuance Swed. jag kommer att 8krifJa, Fr. g:uand je viendra'£ 
a mourir, E. I wish that you may come to be ashamed oJ what you 
have done I tkey may get to know it. (But Dan. jeg kommer tiJ at 
8krive denotes either the accidental or the necessary. either 'I 
happen to write' or 'I (shall) have to write '.~ 

(6) Possibility. E. may frequently denotes a somewhat vague 
futurity: 'thiB may end in di8aster'. Here we may mention those 
cases in which an original present subjunctive has become a future 
tense, as Lat. scribam. 

(7) There are other ways in which expressions for futurity 
may develop. G. leh werile 8ckreiben according to some is derived 
from a participial construction leh werae 8chreibenil, but this is 
not always recognized; it is not mentioned in Paul Gr 4. 127 and 
148, where the treatment of the future is very unsatisfactory. 
The Gr. future in -80 (leip80, etc.) is said to have been originally 
a. desiderative . 

.A ~otional imperative necessarily has relation to the future 
time. Where, as in Latin, there are two tenses in the imperative, 
both really refer to the future, the so-called present imperative 
referring either to the immediate future or to some indefinite time 

1 In It. 8ta pilr partire 'he is going to sta.rt ' the notion of future seelIl8 
to be due to per denoting an intention (' in order to '); cf. aJso m bottegCl 
S pilr chiudern • the shop is going to be closed.' 

~ In Germa.n 80lZen is sometimes used as an auxilia.ry of the future, 88 
iJl .. Es handelt. sioh hierbel freilich meiet wn dinge, die erat werden sollen ,. 
(Bernhardi), where wvden WBrden would, of oow:se, be awkwaTd. In French 
I find: "L'ouvrage semble devoir @tre tres oomplet et preois" (Ruchon. 
HW/t. de la langue Q,ngl. vii, in spewng of a work of which he ha.s only seen 
one instalment): devoir &re stands for the nrlasing fut. iId. == 'sera, a OB 
qu'U semble.' 
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in the future, and the so-caJled future imperative being used chiefly 
with regard to some speciaJJy indicated time. A" perfect impera
tive" &Iso refers to future time, the use of the perfect being a 
stylistic trick to indica.te how rapidly the speaker wants his com
mand executed: be gone! When we say Have dont I we mean 
the same thing as "Stop a.t once I .. or "Don't go on I " but this 
is expressed circuitously: 'let that which you ha.ve already done 
(said) be enough.' 

Subordinate Divisions 01 Time. 
~;c:n we come to consider the subordinate divisions of time, 

i.e. points in time anterior or posterior to some other point (past 
or future) mentioned or implied in the sentence concerned 

(Aa). Before-past time. This requires to be mentioned so 
frequently that many la.nguages have developed speciaJ tenses 
for it: ante-preterit (pluperfect, past perfect), either simple as 
ut. scripseram or periphrastic, as E. 00d written and the corre
sponding forms in the other Gothonic and in the Romanic lan
gua.ges. In OE. before-past was often indicated by means of the 
simple preterit with the a.dverb ow : )Jalt )Je he air salde 'what he 
had said,' literally 'that which he before said.' 

The relations between the two "times," the simple past and 
the before-past, may be represented graphically thus, the line 
denoting the time it took to write the letter, and the point c the 
time of his coming: 

I 00d written the letter before he came == he came after I 1uuJ, 
written the letter : -- c. 

He came before I 1uuJ, 'written the letter - either I jiniaheiJ writing 
the letter after he 1uuJ, come, or I wrote the letter after he 1uuJ, come : 
T oro-. 

(Aa). After-past time. r know of no langua.ge which possesses 
a simple tense (post-preterit) for this notion. A usuaJ expression 
is by a verb denoting destiny or obligation, in E. most often was 
to: Next year she gave birth to a son who W08 to cauae her great 
anxiety I It was Monday night. On Wednesday morning Mon
mouth W08 to die (Macaulay) I he W08 not destined to arrive there 
as soon as he had hoped to do (KingsIey). Similarly in other lan
guages. Dan.: Nate 8.r fedte hun en Slm. som skulde volde 
hende store bekymringer I G. Im n!i.chsten jahre gebahr sie einen 
sohn, der ihr grosse bek"iimmernis tJef'Ur8achen soUte. I Fr. Quand 
Ja.cques donna a l'eIecteur Fredena sa fille qui devait ~tre la tige 
des rois ~tnels d'Angleterre (Jussera.nd) I Je ne prevoyais point 
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tous les malheurs qui allment nDU8 fropper coup sur coup 
(S:Lrce} ) Sometlmes III Fr. the future is used, which corresponds 
to the dramatlc present. IrriM de l'obstinaticn de Blron et voulant 
donner a la. noblesse un de ces exemples que RlCheuea multiphera, 
Henri IV laissa. executer la sentence. Or.: ten hodon hi!h de 
emellen enlOi kaka. 1.ooe' e.sesthai (Od. 6. 165 'the expedItion that 
was to brmg about sufferings '; cf. ibid. 7. 270, 8. 510).1 

(Ca). Before-future time. The correspondIng tense (the ante
future) is usually termed. futurum exactum or the future perfect. 
Lat. Bcnpsero, in our modern languages periphrastlc: I shaJJ, have 
u.,itte1£ (he tmll have wntte1£), er wird geschnehe1£ haben, il aura 
ecrzt, etc. In Dan. the element of futurity is generally left un
expressed: Hvis du kommer klokken 7, ha;' han sktrevet brcvet 
C ••• har vi sp'/.,St, ••• er Bole1£ gaet 1£ed). Thu~ a.lso in E. and 
G. after conjunctions of tIme: I shall be glad when her mar
riage has taken place I ich v erde !roh sein wenn die hochzClt 
staztgefunden hat 

As above, under Aa, we may here give a graphica.l represen
tatlon of the time-relation : 

I Bhall ha,ve written the letter before he comes = he wiU come 
after I have written (shall have written) the letter :-- c. 

He 1v~ll come before I ( ~hall) have written the letter.... either 
I 8hall jiniBh writi':'l.g the letter after he has come, or I shall write the 
letter after he has come: -,- or 0 --. 

c 
(Cc) • .After-future. This has chiefly a theoretic interest, and 

I doubt very much whether forms like I shaU be going to write 
(which implies nearness in time to the chief future time) or 8crip
tUf"U8 ero are of very frequent occurrence. l';bdvig has an exa.mple 
from Cicero: "Orator eorum, apud quos a.hquid aget aut acturus 
ent, mentes sensusque degustet oportet," but it will be seen tha.t 
here the future aget, which drags the after-future along with it, 
is really a. generic present, put in the future tense on account of 
oportet : it is (now and always) the duty of the orator to consider 
those before whom he is talking or will talk (is going to talk}. 
Otherwise it must be said that the natural cl..'pression for what 
at SQme future time is still to come is a negative sentence: If 
you come at seven, we Bhall not yet have dined ( ••• the sun u',ll 
not yet have 8et) I si tu viena () 8ept heures, nor.t.8 n'aurons pall 

encore dtne C ••• le 801eil ne 8e 8era pas encore couch!). In Da.n. 
generally WIth the element of futurity unexpressed: hvis du 

1 The use of C/JfM in the following quotation from Dickens is, to be com
pared. Wlth 0 Dr. ;So p. 261 above: the mfluence for aD good whkh Bbe came 
to exerclae over me at a later time • • • 
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kommer kl. 7, har vi ikke spist endnu ( ••• er solen i,lcke gdet ?tea 
endnu).l 

Economy of Speech. 

Languages difier very much in their economy in the use of 
tense& as well as in other respects. Those languages which admit 
sentences like "I start to-morrow" use one sign for the future 
time (the adverb) where other languages force th~ir speakers to 
use two, as in "cras ibo" (1 shall start to-morrow). This is 
parallel to the economical expression in " myoId friend's father" 
with only one genitive mark as compared with "patcr veteris 
mei amioi," or to "ten trout" as against" ten men" or "decem 
vin." Latin is often praised for its logic in such things, as when 
Weise writes: "Der gesunde menschenverstand befahigte den 
romer besonders zu genauer scheidung del" begriffe, scharfe der 
darstellung, kIarheit und durchsichtigkeit der rede.. . . Der 
gebildete romer ist p~inlich sorgfiiltig in der tempusbezeichnung: 
, Ich werde kommen, wenn ich kann ' heisst bei ihm: veniam, si 
potero; 'wie du sahest, so wirst du ernten ' : ut semem.tem feceris, 
ita metes; 'so oft er fiel, stand er a.uf ': cum ceciderat, surgebat." 
English and Danish in these matters generally agree with German. 
But it must be remembered that it cannot be called illogical to 
omit the der,ignation of what goes without saying: situation and 
context make many things clear which a strict logician in a pedantic 
analysis would prefer to see stated. Nor should it be forgotten 
that Latin in other oases is economical enough. Postquam urbem 
liquit: here the before-past time is expressed by the combination 
of postquam (before) and liquit (past); English allows both the 
shorter and the more explicit expression: after he left the town, 
after he had left; Danish and Germa.n requires the double expres
sion: efterat han havde forZadt byen I nachdem er die 8ladt verlassen 
hatte. Latin is also economical in omitting the mark of past time 
in hoc dum Mrrat, forte audivi 'while she wa.s telling this tale I 
happened to overhear it.' There are really two (relative) time
indications saved in Shakespeare's" our vizards wee will change 
a.fter we Zeaue them" (after we shall have left them, Ca), and in 
"you must leave the house before more ha:rm is done "(= shall 
have been done). Such sa.vings of, time-indications in the tense 
of the verb are particularly frequent after conjunctions of time 
and of condition; note thus the difference between the two when
clauses: "We do not know when he will come, but when he comes 
he will not find us ungrateful "-the first when is in~rrogative. 

1 It is olear that we have not after-future. but simple fllture in "(To
morrow he will go to Liverpool, and) not long after that he win sa.i.l fOl: 
America." 
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and the second a relative adverb or a conjunction. In French 
with quand we should have il viendt'a in both clauses, but if we 
substitute if, we see the same difference as in English: .. Nous 
ne savons pas s'U viendra .. mais s'il vient il ne nous trouvera pas 
ingrats." 

Non-temporal Use of Tenses. 
What is usually a grammatical sign for a time relation may 

sometimes be used for other notional purposes. Thus a future 
tense is often used to express a mere supposition or surmise with 
regard to the present time: il dormira deja = he will already be 
Mleep = er u'ird sclwn 8chlafen (1 suppose that he is asleep) and 
in the same way il l'aura vu = he will have seen it = er wird tl8 

gesihen haben (he has probably seen it). It is true that we can 
assert nothipg with regard to a future time but mere suppositions 
and surmises, and this truth is here linguistically reversed as if 
futurity and supposition were identical. Or it may be that the 
idea. is this: 'it will (some time in the future) appear that he is 
already (at the present moment) asleep,' in the same way as we 
may use hope, which implies the future, with a subordinate clause 
in the present or perfect: "I hope he is already asleep," " I hope 
he has paid his bill," i.e. that it will turn out later that he is now 
asleep or has now paid. 

The most important non-tempora.l use of preterit forms is to 
indicate unreality or impossibility. This is found in wishes and 
in oonditional sentenc,es. If we want to find a. logical connerion 
between this use and the normal temporal use of the preterit. 
we may say that the common link is that something is in all these 
cases denied with regard to the present time. "At that time 
he had money enough," "I wish he had money enough," and 
"If he had money enough "-each of these sentences is in its 
own way a contrast to "he has money enough.' 

"I wish he had money enough" expresses by its preterit a. 
wish with regard to the present time, and at the same time its 
impossibility or unreality (unfortunately he has not money 
enough); in the same way the ante-preterit in "I wish he had 
had money enough" expresses So wish with regard to some past 
period and at the same time denies that he had money enough 
then. But with regard to future time it is not as a rule possible 
to deny anything so categorically, and the conesponding tense
shifting (would instead of will) therefore merely serves to express 
uncertainty of fulfilment: "I wish he would send the money to
morrow," whereas "I hope he will send the money to-mO:1TOw" 
expresses the wish without saying anything about the probability 
of its fulfilment. 
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lE. conru'!iional clauses we sce the same shiitings. "L.ne bad 
money enougn ., has rf:'krCllCe to the present time and demes 
tu,),"\; ne ha.s; "1£ he had had money enough ,. !.Aas relerence ";c, 

':ale pas~ aDd deniC's th3.t he had money enough; "rl he shoul.d 
:h.a.ve money enough " h~s reference to the future, but instcad o'i 
denymg it only leaves 1t uncertain whether he will get it or no. 
lliut the last form may be used also to express a. doubt with regale. 
00 /ihe present time: ., if he should be innocent "-meaning per
haps in most cases "1f it turns out (fut. tIme) that he is (now) 
innocent," etc.-In speakmg of the future the simple pre;,f:'rit 
(wrthout 8MUld) may also be used: "It would be a. pity 1f he 
missed the boat to-morrow." lI. 

We may sometimes, chiefly in colloquial speech, meet with 
a, further shifting, the ante-preterit being used not only of the 
past, but also of the present time, simply to intensify the unreality 
in'espective of time. Thus we may say: "If I had had money 
enough (at the present moment), I would have paid you," a.nd 
"I wish I had had money enough (now) to pay you." 

It is also interesting to observe that the use of the preterit 
to denote unrea.lity at the present time leads to the consequence 
that it may be used in speaking of the future, as in " It is high time 
the boy went to bed." 

In wishes and conditions the unreality or impossibility was 
not originally denoted by the tense-shiftmg in itself, but required 
also the shifting from the indicative to the subjunctive, as still 
in German. But in Danish there is now in the preterit (and ante
preterit) no formal distinction between the two moods, a.nd the 
modification of meaning is thus made contingent on the tense only. 
It is the same in English in more than 99 per cent. of the cases, 
a.s the old preterit subjunctive is identical with the indica.tive, 
except in the singular of the one verb be, where WIl8 and u'ere are 
still distinct. It is easy to understand, therefore, that the instinc
tive feeling for the difference between these two forms cannot 
be vivid enough to prevent the use of waB, where were would have 
been required some centuries ago. Since ab. 1700 waB has been 
increasingly frcquE'nt in these positions: I wish he was prcsent 
to hear 30U (Ddoe) I a murder behind the scenes will affect the 
audience jvith greater terror than if it was acted before their eyes 
(Fielding). In literary language there has rccently been a re
action in fa'Vour of were, which is preferred by most teachers; 
but in colloquial spcech were is comparatively rare, except in the 
phrase "if I were you," and it is worth remarking that was is 

1 The tense.shifting is also found in cases where the hypothetical character 
of the clause is not indicated expressly by means of such 8. conjunction as 
'J: Fancy your wife attached to a mother who dropped her h's (Thackeray). 
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decidedly more emphatic than were, and thus may be said. to 
mark the impossibility better than the old subjunctive form: 
"I'm not rich. I wish I was "I "I am ill. If I wasn't, I should 
come with you "-thus often in the negative form. In this wa.y 
we get a distinction between ., li he were to call" with weak 
were, denoting vaguely a future posoibility. and "If he was to 
caJl" with strong was, denying tha.t he i8 to call (now), 
with the use of i8 to which is nearly synonymous with 1uu to, 
M bound to: "If I was to open my heart to you, I could show 
you strange sights" (Cowper) I "If I was to be shot for it I 
couldn't" (Shaw). 

In French we have the corresponding use of the preterit and 
ante-preterit in conditiona.l sentences, and here too the indicative 
has prevailed over the subjunctive, though the forms were more 
dUferent than wa.s the case in English a.nd Danish: "s'iI ava.it 
assez d'argent, iI payerait," formerly" s'il eut .• !' 

I have here spoken of the tense in the condltional (subordinate) 
clause only, but originally the same rules applied to the conditioned 
(principal) clause as well. Thus we have:" But if my father 
had not scanted me. . . . Yourselfe, renowned PrInce, than stood 
as faire As any commcr (Sh.) I She were an exccllent wife for Bene
dick (Sh.). Correspondingly in the ante-pr('terit: "If thou hndst 
bene here, my brother had not died" (A.V.). But just as there is 
Go strong tendency to express the future more clearly in principal 
sentences than in subordinate clauses (which in English is effected 
by the use of will or ikall), in the same way the shorter exprcssion 
has in these conditioned sentences been suppla.nted by a fuller 
one with should or u'OUld: you would 8tand I she WCl'Uld be I my 
brother u'ould not have died, etc. Oould and might are still used 
in the old way in principal sentences because these verbs have 
no infinitives and thus cannot be combined with should or would; 
e.g. How could I be angry with you ! I He might stay if he liked. 
In French we witness a similar development, iZ vtnt (venait) in 
a conditioned sentence having been ousted by il viendrait, which 
originally denoted an obligation in the past (' he had to come '), 
but is now chiefly used as what is generally termed" le conditionnel," 
e.g. in "s'iI pouvait, il viendrait." Similarly in the past: 1IUX'l 

'rlre ne serait pas mort, 8'ill'avait su. 
Special a.pplications of the preterit of unreality are seen in 

the use of should and ought to indicate an obligation or duty, etc., 

1 To designate the use of the preterit indicative to oonote unreaJit7 
the terms .. modal past tense" (NBD) and .. mood·tense to (Sweet) are 
lometimes used ; they do not seem 8A.lequa.te, as moods have no fixed notional 
value: at any rate one does no$ see from the term what mood the tenses 
stand for. 
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in the present time, and in the "modest" use of could for can. 
(Could you tell me the right time), of would for will (Would you 
kindly tell me ... ) and of might for may (MIght I ask ... ). 
It has finally led to the change of must from a. preterit into a. present 
tense; cf. also Swed. maste. Further details must be left to 
special grammars. 



CHAPTER XX 

TIME AND TENSE-concluded 

The Perfeot. Inclusive Time. Passive Tenses. Aorist and Imperfect. 
The English Expanded TeIl8'es. Terms for the Tenses. Time-Relations 
in Nouns (mcludlng In£l.wtives). Aspect. 

The Perfect. 
TB:1I1 system of tenses given above will probably have to meet 
the objection that it assigns no place to the perfect, have written, 
We geschrieben, ai krit, etc., one of the two sides of Lat. scripsi, 
and in Latin often called perfectum absolutum or "perfect 
definite." This, however, is really no defect in the system, for 
the perfect cannot be fitted into the simple series, because besides 
the purely temporal element it contains the element of result. 
It is a. present, but a pcrmansive present: it represents the present 
state as the outcome of past events, and may therefore be called 
a. retrospective variety of the present. Tha.t it is a variety of the 
present and not of the past is seen by the fact that the adverb 
now can stand with it: "Now I have eaten enough." " He has 
become mad" means that he is mad now, while "he beca.me 
mad" says nothing about his present state. "Have you written 
the letter 1" is a question about the present time, "Did you 
write the letter 1 " is a question about some definite time in the 
past. Note also the difference of tense in the dependent clause 
in "He has given orders that all spies are to be shot at once" 
and" He gave orders that all spies were to be shot at once." We 
may perhaps figure this by means of the letters BA or B(A)
the letters A and B being taken in the seuse shown on p. 257 above. 

It is highly probable that. the old Aryan perfect was at first 
an intensive present or "permansive"; this view is advocated 
very cogently by Sarauw (Festsohriit Vilh. Thomsen, 1912, p. 60) : 
"The perfect originally denoted the state: odi I hate, memini 
I remember, hesteka I stand, kektemaiI possess, kekeutha Ioontain 
hidden within me, heimai I wear, oida I have before my eyes. 
The meaning of perfect was gained by an inference: he who 
possesses has acquired; he who wears a. garment has put it on." 

The two sides of the perfect-notion cannot easily be main
tained in a stable equilibrium. Some of the old perfects are used 
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exclusively as real presents, e.g. Lat. ocli, memini; in the Gothonio 
languages the so-ea.IIed pmteritopralSentia, which would be better 
ca.lled perfectopnesentia,l e.g. E. /!(In, '/My, Gothic wait, corre
sponding to Gr. oida, ON. veil, OE. wat, obsolete E. wot, etc. But 
apart from these what were perfects- in the Gothonic languages 
have lost the present-element and have become pure preterits, as 
E. drove, ao:ng, 1I.eltl, etc. To express the perfect-meaning com
pounds with have were then formed: I haw driven, 8'U'II{J, held, 
etc. In. quite recent times one of these combina.tions has become 
a. pure present (thus a. new perfectopresent verb): I have got (I've 
got): the retrospective element is quite a.bsent in I've got no time I 
you've got to do it. 2 

The La.tin perfect, which origina.ted in an amalgamation of 
old preterits (aorists) and perfects,S combines the syntactic func
tions of those two tenses. In Romanio verbs, however, we witness 
the same development as in the majority of the Gothonic verbs, 
the old perfect forms ha.ving lost their perfeot-function and having 
become pure preterits, though with this differenoe from the 
Gothonic verbs, that they are aorists (now termed pa,8se defini, 
pa,8Se historique, p(t8t historic), because side by side with them 
there are imperfects (see below). The real perfect as in Gothonio 
is expressed periphrastioally: 1w saritto, ai eerit, etc. (On have 
as an element in the perfect of many languages see Meillet LH 189.) 

Now, in spite of the employment of the present-tense form 
havejn these new perfects, it appears difficult to keep up the sharp 
distinction between the idea. of the present result of past events 
and that of these past events themselves: the perfect tends to 
become a mere preterit, though the tendenoy is not equally strong 
in aJl languages. English is more striot than most languages, and 
does 110t allow the use of the perfect if a definite point in the past 
is meant, whether this be expressly mentioned or not. Sentences 
oontaining words like ye8terday or in 1879 require the simple pre
terit, so also sentences about people who are dead, exoept when 
something i& stated as the present effect of their doings, e.g. in 
Newton 1IA8 e%plained the movements of the meon (the movements 
of the moon ha.ve been explained-namely.by NewtQn). On the 
other hand: N eu10n believed in an omnipotent God. "We ca.n 
say 'England Ma had many a.ble rulers,' but if we substitute 
Assyria for England the tense must be cha.nged " (Bradley ME. 67). 

German is much more lax in this respect, and South German 
tends to use the compound perfect everywhere: ich habe ihn 
ge8tern gesehen. On the other hand, Germans (North Germans !) 

1 E. mWf is a real preteritopresent verb, while ita old present mol W80II 
a perfectopresent. 

a Ang}o.IrlSh has a curious perfect: lit la aftet' drinlting -= • has drunk.' 
• DIQ is an old •• &Qrlst. ptpuU a redupbcated perfect 
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will often say: Waren Sie in Berlin 1 where an Englishman would 
have to say" Have you been in Berlin t·' When an Englishman 
hears a. German ask " Were you in Berlin ! " his na.tural inclina.
tion is to retort: "When'" Danish steers a. middle course 
between the strictness of English a.nd the laxity of German; eo 
Dane, for insta.nce, will a.lwa.ys a.sk "Ha.r De vleret i Berlin , " 
but has no objection to combina.tions like "jeg ha.r set ham 
iga.r" (I ha.ve seen him yesterday). If, however, the indication 
of time precedes, the preterit is required: cc igar sa.e jeg ha.m" 
-the psychological reason being that in the former case the sen
tence was at first framed as it would be without a.ny time-indica
tion, and the indication is as it were an afterthought, a.dded to 
sentence ",hen virtua.lly completed "jeg ha.r set ha.m," wherea.s 
if we begin with "yesterday" the tense natura.lly follows suit. 

In Spanish the distinction seems to be accura.tely observed; 
H'.anssen (Sp. gr. 95) has exa.mples corresponding to the English 
ones given above: Roma 8e hizo Beiiora del. muMo I La Inglaterra 
8e ha keoho 8~nora del mar. But in French the feeling for the dis
tinction is lost. a.t any rate in present-day colloquial Pa.risian and 
North French, where the passe d6fini is entirely disused: Je Z'as 
t1U hier I i18 88 80nt m<Jrihl en 1910. The transition from a perfect 
to a preterit s~m.s to be due to a universal tendency; at any 
rate we meet with it in so remote a language as Magyar, where 'rt · has written' in the ordinary language has supplanted 'ra 
. wrote I (Simonyi US 366). 

A retrospective past time, bearing the same rela.tion to some period 
in the past as the perfect does to the present. cannot be kept distinct 
from the before-past (ante-preterit) mentioned above: haIJ, written.1 

In the same way what was above called before-future (ante
future) cannot be kept a.part from a. retrospective future: will 
nave writte",. The periphrasis with forms of tbe verb have seems 
to indicate th~t people are inclined to look upon these two tenses 
as para.llel with the perfect rather than with the simple preterit; 
hence a.lao the terms "past perfeot It and "future perfect." 

Inclusive Time. 
Not infrequAntly one may need to speak of something belonging 

at once to the past a.nd to the present time. Two tenses may be 
I R. B. McKerrow (EngL Gl'8oIDl1l8l' and GraJIIDlIU8, in E1I8tJfI' cmd Seudiu 

6y Member, 0/ eAe Bngt Anoc., 1922. p. 162) ingeniously reID&l'ks that ,. OIeBlU' 
bad thrown a bridge across the Rhlne in the previous autumn" generally 
means that there W88 a bridge at the time of which the historian is speaking 
but; that this inference would be neutralized ~ some addition like .. but 
it had been swept away by the winter floods.' In my own terminology 
bad tlwowrl in the former caae would be a retrospective put, but in the latter 
.. pure before-past. 
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oombined: I was (then) and am (still) an admirer of Mozart I I 
have been and am a.n a.dmirer of Mozart. But if a.n indication of 
duration is added, we can oombine the two into what might be 
called an inclusive past-and-present. On account of the com
posite character of this idea some languages use the perfect, like 
English and Danish, and others the present tense, like German 
!1.l1d French: I have known him for two years I jeg har kendt 
ham i to &r I I ioh kenns ihn seit zwei jahren I je le oonnais depuis 
deux ans. Note the difference in the preposition used in the 
different cases, In Latin we have the same rule as in French, 
only without & preposition: annum jam audis Cratippum. It is 
evident that this time relation renders it impossible to find a place 
for it in our time-series above; but it might be expressed by 
means of the letters B&A. 

Corresponding expressions are found with reference to the 
past and to the future time: in 1912 I had known him for two 
years I i 1912 havde jeg kendt ham i to &r I I in 1912 bnnte ich 
ihn seit zwej jahren I en 1912 je le connaissais dE-puis deux ans 11 
next month I shall have known him. for two years I n~te maned 
har jeg (viI jeg ha) kendt ham i to Ar 11 im nachsten monat werde 
ioh ihn seit zwei jahren kennen lIe mois prochain je le connaitrai 
depuis deux ans. It goes without saJwg that these latter expres
sions are not very frequent. 

Passive Tenses. 
It will be well to keep in mind the double-sided charaoter ofthe 

perfect when we come to treat of the tenses in the periphrastic 
passive of the Romanic and Gothonio verbs. In classical Latin, 
where we had the real present passive in -1': scribitur, the com
posite form ~ript'Um est is So perfect 'it is written, Le. has been 
written, exists now after having been written.' But in the 
Romanic languages the r-passive has disappeared, and the moan
ing of the periphrasis has been partly mudified. This subject 
has been treated by Diez (GRS 3. 202) better than by anybody 
else. He quotes from early documents examples like q~U1! ibi 
.mnt aspecta for aBpiciuntur, est p0lJ8e88Um for possidetur, and then 
goes on to divide verbs into two classes. In the first the action 
is either confined to one single moment, e.g. catch, surprise, awake, 
leave, end, kill, or imply a final a.im (endzweck), e.g. make, bring 
a.bout, adorn, construct, beat; here the passive participle denote!:! 
the action as a.ccomplished and finished, a.nd the combination 
with .mm in Romanic a.B in La.tin is a perfect. Ex. iZ nemico e 
oatt'Uto, l'ennemi ut battu = Msti8 victus ut; era ba;ttuto, io 80'11,0 

abandonato, 8orpreso; la cosa e tolta via. Diez calls these verbs 
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perfective. The second class (imperfective) comprises verbs 
denoting an activity which is not begun in order to be finished, 
e.g. love, hate, praise, blame, admire, see, hear, etc. Here the 
participle combined with 8'U.m denotes present time: egU e amato 
do, tutti, il est aime de tout k monde = ama:tur ab omnibU8; e biasi
mato, lodato, odiato, riverito, temuto, veiluto. In Romania as in 
Latin the participles of the :first class by losing their temporal 
signification tend to become adjectives (eruditus est, terra ornata 
est jtoribus). If now the notion of past time has to be attached 
to those participles which tend to become adJectives, the new 
participle of esse is used for that purpose: il nemico e dato battuto, 
Z'ennemi a tle battu. For the present time the active oonstruction 
is preferred; batton il nemico, on bat l'ennemi. In It. and Sp. 
venire ma.y also be used as an a.uxiliary of the passive for present 
time. 

The distinction between two cla.sses, whioh Diez thus ss.w very 
clearly, has been developed by H. Lindroth in two exoellent papers 
(PBB 31. 238 and Om adjektivering 0,1 partieip, Lund 1906). 
Lindroth for the first class uses the term 'successive' (with the 
subdivisions' terminative' and 'resultative '), and for the second 
the term 'cursive.' Even at the risk of seeming needlessly to 
multiply existing terms I venture to propose the na.mes conclusive 
and non-conclusive. 

In German and Danish, where there are two auxiliaries, 
werden, blive on the one hand, a.nd sein, 'Ii(:t1"e on the other, it does 
not matter very much whether one or the other i$ chosen with 
verbs of the second olass (non-conclusive): er wird geliebt (ist 
geliebt) oon jedermann, han bliver elsket (er elsket) av aUt == jader
ma.nn liebt ihn, alle elsker ham.1 But with verbs of the first 
class (conclusive) the a.uxiliaries denote different tenses: er wi,rd 
iberwunden. han bliver overvundet = man iiberwinrlet ihn, man 
overvinder ham; but er ist tlherwunden, han er overvundet = man 
ha.t fun uberwunden, man har overvundet ham. In the latter 
case it is possible to denote the perfect passive more explicitly 
by means of the composite er ist ii,berwunden worden, han er blevet 
overvundet. 

In English the old auxilia.ry weortsan, corresponding to G. 
werden, has disappeared, a.nd matters are now pretty much as 
in French. If first we consider non-oonolusive verbs (Diez's second 
class), we lIee that when participles like honoured, admired, despised 

1 With some non-conclusive verbs there may be a shade of difference 
in the meaning according as the one auxiliary is used or the other. In 
Danish we also have the. passive in ./1: el8kea, overvindea, which gives rise to 
delicate shades of signification in some veJ'bs.-Where tlenire is used as 
auxiliary in It., it corresponds to G. werden, Dan. blive: viene pagaw is 
dHl'ereut from ~ pagato. 

18 
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are used as adjuncts as in an kotunJ,red colleague, they 8&y nothing 
about time and may according to circumstances be used about 
a.ny time (an honoured ('ollea.gue of Ba.con). The combination 
S8 honoured, i8 admired, etc., therefore belongs to the sa.me (present) 
tense as the simple i8. 

It is different with conclusive participles like paid., conquered, 
lost, etc. In adjunct-combinations they denote the result of past 
action: Cl paid. bill I conquered. towns I Cl loat battle. Combinations 
with the auxilia.ry i8 may have two different meanings, according 
as the perfect-signification inherent in the participle or the present
Signification of S8 comes to predominate; cf. the two sentences : 
his bills are paid, so he owes nothing now (sind bezahlt; he has 
paid) I his bills are pa.id regularly on the first of every month 
(werden bezahlt, he pays). The preterit" his bills were paid" 
may, of course, have the two corresponding meanings. Of. the 
following instances: he was dressed in the latest fashion I the 
children were dressed every morning by their mother I at that 
time they were not yet married, but they were married y'esterday. 
I take a final exa.mple from a pa.per by Curme, only modifying it 
slightly: When I came at five, the door was shut (war geschlossen), 
but I do not know when it was shut (geschlossen wurde). I think 
the best way to make the distinction clea.r is to point out how 
the opposite statement would run : When I came at five, the door 
was open (thus the adj.), but I do not know when it was opened. 

There is evidently a source of ambiguity here,l but it must 
be recognized that some correctives have been developed in the 
course of the last few centuries. In the first place the combina
tions ka8 been, haa, been with a participle. which were rare in 
Eliza.bethan English, have becotne increasingly frequent. Shake
speare very often has i8, where a modem writer would undoubtedly 
use has been. e.g. Sonn. 76 Spending aga.ine what is already spent • ••• 
So is my loue still telling what is told I John IV. 2. 165 Arthur, 
whom they say S8 lciU'a, to-night on your suggestion. Thus also 
in the Authorized. Version. e.g. Matt. 5. 10 Blessed. are they which 
are per8ecuted for righteousness sake, in the Revised Version: 
Blessed &re they that have been persec1iWl.1 In the second place 
the verbs become and, especially in colloquial speech. get, are more 
and more used where be would be ambiguous, e.g. taking it into 
his head rather late in life that he must get married (Dickens) I 
"I am engaged to Mr. W. "-" You are not engaged to anyone. 

1 There la no exact English we,y of rendering Goethe's .. Was heute nicht 
geschieht.. ist morgen nicht ge~n." 

I In the begi~ of St. Luke the A.V. has the following instances. thy 
prayer is hea.ta! am sent I is borne this day I which was told them I it 
was revealed, where The TWentieth C. Version has: has been heard I bve 
been sent I has been born I what had been said I it had been revealed. 
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When you do become engaged to anyone, I or your fa.ther will 
inform you of the fact" (Wilde).1 Finally the compa.ratively 
recent combination is being is in some cases available to make 
the meaning unmistakable. Thus we see that present-day English 
has no less than three new expressions by the side of the old the 
book is read, namely the book has been read, gets read, is being read. 
This specialization has been an evident gain to the language. 

Aorist and Imperfect. 
We saw above that Lat. scripsi besides being a. perfect (' have 

written ') was a preterit (' wrote '), but that in the latter capacity 
it had beside it another preterit scribeham. We shall now discuss 
the difference between these two kinds of preterit, using the names 
found in Greek grammars, aorist and imperfect. In French gram
mars, as we have also seen, the aorist is variously termed le passe 
d6fini or le passe historique; the latter name (past historic) has 
been adopted by the Oommittee on Grammatical Terminology. 
though the historian seems to require not only that kind of preterit. 
hut also the imperfect. 

In Greek, Latin, and the Romanic languages the two tenses 
are formed from the same verbs by means of different endings. 
In Slavic, where we have essentially the same distinction, it is 
brought about in a different way. by means of the distinction 
between the so-called perfective and imperfective verbs (which 
terms there mean nearly, though not exactly the same thing as 
in Diez's terminology above, p. 273). As a rule two verbs stand 
over against one another, most often, though not always, formed 
from the same root by means of different suffixes. They supple
ment one another and make it possible to express temporal shades 
of meaning though the Blavio verb has only two tenses. This 
may be thus tabulated: 

present tense preterit 
perfective verb: future time aorist 
imperfective verb: present time imperfect. 

Now, as to the meaning of the aorist and the imperfect. Both 
denote past time and they cannot be placed at different points 
of the time-line drawn, p. 257, for they bear the sa.me relation to 
the present moment and have no relation to the subdivisions 
denoted by the prefixes before and after. NOl have they any 
reference in themselves to the duration of the action concerned, 
a.nd we cannot sa.y that one is momentary or punotual, and the 

1 The following sentences from one of Shaw', plays are interesting, 
because the empha.tlc form IS wanted in the second speech, a.nd "they are 
kIlled" would ea.slly be misunderstood: .. No man goes to battle to be 
lo11ed."-" But they do get killed .. 
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other durative. An indication of length of dura.tion may be added 
to both, e.g. in: ebasileuse tessers. kai pentekonta etes. 'he reigned 
fifty-four years' I Lucullus multos annos AsUe prrefuit I Louis XIV 
regna soixante-douze ans et mourut en 17151 De retour de ces 
campagnes il fut longtemps malade; illanguit pendant des annees 
entieres. 

The two tenses correspond to the two Jlleanings of E. then, 
(1) next, after that, as in " then he went to France" (Dan. dcerpa), 
and (2) 'at that time' as in "then he lived in France" (Dan. 
dengang). The aorist carries the narrative on, it tells us what 
happened next, while the imperfect lingers over the conditions as 
they were at that time and expatiates on them with more or less 
of prolixity. One tense gives movement, the other a. pause. One 
Latin grammarian, whom I have seen quoted I forget where, 
expresses this tersely: Perfecto procedit, Imperfecto insistit 
oratio. Kruger similarly says that the aorist grips (zusammen
fasst) and concentrates, the imperfect discloses (entfaltet). Sarauw 
expands this (KZ 38. 151), saying that in the former" abstraction 
is made from what is inessential, from the circumstances under 
which the action took place and from interruptions that may 
have occurred, and what was really a. whole series of actions is 
condensed into one action, the duration of which is not, however, 
abbreviated." It is noteworthy that, as Sarauw emphasizes, an 
Mrist was formed from the imperfective as well as from the per
fective verbs in Old Slavic. In the same way French uses its 
aorist (passe historique) with any verb, no matter what its mean
ing is. We may perhaps be allowed with some exaggeration to 
say in the biblical phrase that the imperfect is used by him 
to whom one day is as a thousand years, and the aorist by him to 
whom a thousand years are as one day. At any rate we see that 
terms like the G. "aktionsart" are very wide of the mark: the 
distinction has no reference to the action itself, and we get much 
nearer the truth of the matter if we say that it ia a difference in 
the speed of the narrative; if the speaker wants in his presen
tation of the facts to hurry on towards the present moment, he 
will choose the aorist; if, on the other hand, he lingers and takes 
a look round, he will use the imperfeot. This tense-distinotion lS 
really, therefore, a tempo-distinotion: the imperfect is lento and 
the aorist allegro, or perhaps we should say ritardando and 
accelerando respectively. 

This will make us understand also that there is often a dis
tinctive emotional colouring in the imperfect which is wanting in 
the aorist tense. 

In the composite before-past the oorresponding distinotion 
exists in Fr. j' avais ecrit and j' ~8 ecrit. Here too ai eu has been 
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substituted in popular language for tUB, as in " Quand mll. femme 
a tu trouve une place, elle a donne son ema.nt a. une vieille pour le 
ra-mener au pa.ys" (Daudet). 

In the sa.me way as the La.tin perfeot had two funotions, the 
imperleot in Latin, Romanic, Greek, etc., has two funotions, for 
besides the lingering action we have just been discussing it denotes 
an habitual action in some past period. Here, therefore, the 
time-notion is bound up wjth the idea of repetition, which is really 
a numerical idea (cf. under Number, p. 210) : the plural idea with 
regard to the verbal action which is expressed in this use of the 
imperfect is of the same order as tha.t whioh finda a stronger 
expression in iterative or frequentative formations. 

We are now in a position to give the following comparative 
soheme of tenses in SOme well-known language, line 1 denoting 
the real perfect, line 2 the aorist, line 3 the habitual imperfeot, 
and line 4 the descriptive imperfect. This survey shows clearly 
how some languages confuse time distinctions whioh in others are 
kept strictly apart. 
1 gegraphe scripsit a eorit 
2. egra.pse soripsit eorivit, 

a eorit 
soribebat eorivait 
scribebat ecrivait 

3. egraphe 
4.. egraphe 

has written 
wrote 

wrote 
was writing 

The English Expanded Tenses. 

hat gesohrieben 
schrieb 

sohrieb 
IKlhrieb.1 

In the survey just given 'we found two renderings of Lat. 
Bcribebam in English, wrote for the habitual aotion, and was writing 
for the descriptive imperfect. Corresponding expressions are found 
in the present, etc., as English possesses a whole set of composite 
tense-forms: is writing, was writing, has been writing, will (BhaU) 
be writing, will (shaU) have been writing, would (should) be wriUng, 
~ (should) have been writing, and in the passive is being written, 
wa.' bei1l{/ written-Sweet in his tense system even gives 1 ha'l)fl 
been being seen, 1 had been being seen, I shall be being seen, I Mould 
be being seen, 1 shall ha'Ve been being seen, though it would certainly 
be possible to read the whole of English literature without being 
able to collect half a dozen examples of some of these" forms." 
Very much has been written by grammarians about these oom
binations, which ha.ve been called by various na.mes, definite tenses, 
progressive tenses, continuous tenses. I prefer to call them 
expanded tenses, because this name is sufficiently descriptive of 

1 On corresponding dilIerences in the future and in the impera.tive in 
Modern Greek see A. Thumb, Handb. d. naugriech. !JoZks8pr., 1895, p. 73, 
2nd ed. 1910, p. 119. C. Buck, OlasBical Philclogy. 1914, 92. 
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the formation without prejudging anything with regard to its 
employment. 

With regard to the historical development of these forms 
I have given a preliminary account of my researches in Tid og 
Tempus, pp. 406-420 with criticism of earlier views, and shall here 
give only a. very short summary. :My main result is that the 
modem construction owes very little to the OE. construction 
Wce8 Jeoktende, which in ME. plays no important r8le, but that it 
a.rose chiefly through aphesis from the construction of the verbal 
substantive with the preposition on: iB on huntinge, i8 a-hunting, 
is hunting (as burst out on weeping, a weeping, weeping; 8et the 
clock on going, a going, going). This explains the fact that these 
forms become more common just when aphesia (in bach from on 
bac, aback, etc., etc.) became particularly frequent, while it also 
explains the use of the prep. oJ before an object (still heard in 
vu gar speech), ~d the passive signification in the house was 
building, and-last, not least-it helps us to understand the exact 
meaning of the expanded tenses in Modem English, which is much 
more precise than was that of the OE. and ME. participial com
binations. We must remember that the preposition on was often 
used where now we say in : he i8 on hunting means' he is in (the 
middle of} the action of hunting,' and thus contains two elements, 
first 'being,' with which is connected the time-indication, and 
second' hunting,' which forms as it were a frame round' is.' The 
action described by the word hunt ng has begun before the moment 
denoted by is (was), but has not yet ceased; cf. Fr. il &a.it a se 
raser, quand est venu son beau-frere. 

The purport of the expanded tenses is not to express dura
tion in itself, but relative duration, compared with the shorter 
time occupied by some other action. "l\Iethuselah lived to 
be more than nine hundred years old "-here we have the un
expanded Lived indicating a very long time. "He was raising 
his hand to strike her, when he stopped short "-an action of 
very short duration expressed by means of the expanded tense. 
We may represent the relatively long duration by means of a line, 
in which a point shows the shorter time, cither the present moment 
(which need not always be indica.ted) or some time in the past, 
which in most ca.&es has to be specially indicated : 

he is writing he "7Q,8 writing 

f t 
(now) when I 

entered 
Verbs denoting psychologiCal states, feelings, etc., cannot as 

a: rule be used in the expanded tenses; this is easily explained 
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f we start from the combination is on -ing, for we can ha,rdly 
,ay: he is on (engaged in, occupied in) liking fish, etc. Nevertheless 
It is possible in speaking of a passing state to say" I am feeling 
loId." 

The expanded forma of verbs denoting movement, like go, 
mne, must be specially mentioned. They are first used in the 
)rdinary way wherever the verbs have some special signification 
which does not in itself call up the idea of a beginning movement: 
Id:y watch has stopped, but the clock is going I things are coming 
ny way now I you are going it, I must say. In the second place 
ihey may be used where a single action of coming or going is out 
)f the question: the real hardships are now coming fast upon 
18 I She turned to the window. Her breath was coming quickly I 
ligarettes were then coming into fa,shion. But in most cases is 
:orning, is going are used of the future, exactly as the corresponding 
,erbs in many languages acquire the meaning of future time in 
iheir present tense (Gr. eimi, etc., see p. 261). The auctioneer will 
,ay: Going, going, gone. Thus also: I am going to Birmingham 
lext week I Christmas is coming, the geese are getting fat. ThllS 
we get the expression for a near future: he is going to give up 
business; even: he is going to go. 

Most of the uses of the expanded t@nses in Modern English 
will be covered by the rules given here, and what has been said 
~bout the longer time as a. frame for something else will be found 
~articularly helpful. Yet it cannot be denied. that there are 
~pplications which cannot easily be explained in this way, thllS 
nany combinations with subjuncts like alwayo, ever, constantly, 
zll day long, all the afternoon. But it is worth mentioning that 
~hese were especially frequent in ME., before the great infttJ:l: of 
~ases arising from the aphasis in a-hunting, etc., changed the whole 
)haracter of the construction. 

It is a natural consequence of the use of the expanded tenses 
~ form a time-frame round something else that they often denote 
~ transitory as contrasted with a permanent state which for its 
~xpression requires the corresponding unexpanded tense. The 
~panded form makes us think of the time-limits, within which 
mmething happens, while the simple form indicates no time-limit. 
Jompare then" he is staying at the Savoy Hotel" with" he lives 
n London," or "What are you doing for a living? I am writing 
'or the papers" with "What do you do for a living 1 I write 
'or the papers." Habits must generally be expressed by the 
mexpanded tenses; see, e.g., the following sentences: A great awe 
,eemed to have fallen upon her, and she was behaving as she behaved 
n church I Now he dines at seven, but last year he dined at half~ 
?ast I Thanks. I don', BmOlce (cp. I am not smoking). 
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But if the habitua.l action is viewed as a frame for something 
else, the expanded tense is required : I realize my own stupidity 
when I am playing ohess with him I Every morning when he wa8 

having his b.reakfast his wife asked hir.l for money (while complete 
coextension in time may be expressed by expanded preterit in 
both sentences: "Every morning when he wa8 having his break
fast his dog was staring at him "). 

The use of the expanded form to express the transitory in 
contrast to the permanent state has in quite recent times been 
extended to the simple verb be, though the distinction between 
" he is being polite" of the present moment and "he is polite" 
of a permanent trait of his character is only now beginning to be 
observed. But it is ourious to see how in other languages the 
same distinction is sometimes expressed by means whioh have 
nothing to do with the tense system of the verb. In Danish av 
Big in some cases serves to mark the quality as a oharacteristic 
trait (han er bange av Big 'he is naturally timid '), while han er 
bange means that he is afraid at the present moment; but the 
addition has a very limited sphere of applioation. In Spanish we 
have the distinction between the two verbs meaning , to be,' ser 
for the generic, and e8tar for the individual time: mi hermano 
es muy a.ctivo 'my brother is very active' I mi hermano esM 
enfermo ' my brother is ill '; I find a. good example in Calderon, 
Ale. de Zal. 3. 275 Tu hija. soy, sin hQnra estoy 'I am your 
daughter, but am dishonoured.' With other verbs we have the 
expansion nearly as in English: 61 estS. comiendo ' he is dining , 1 I 
eI. come a, las Jiete ' he dines at seven.' In Russian the predicative 
is put in the nominative if generic time is meant: on byl kupec 
'he was a merohant' (permanently), but in the instrumental if 
a.n individual time is meant: on byZ kupcom ' he was (for the time 
being) a merchant'; this distinction, however, a.pplies to sub
stantives only, adjective predicatives being always put in the 
nominati'V'e. On a similar distinction in modem Irish see H. 
Pedersen, GKS 2. 76. In Finnish the predioative is put in the 
nominative if a generic time Is meant: isiini on kiped ' my father 
is ill' (permanently, is an invalid), but otherwise in the essive: 
ieani on lcipednd 'my father is ill' (at the moment). (~ee also 
the chapter on Case, p. 183.) 

Finally we have to consider the passive oonstruction in the 
obsolete the hoUse ie building, and in the still usual" while the 
tea was brewing I my MS. is now copying." In my previous pa.per 
I have stated my reasons for disbelief in the early occurrence of 
this cOlllitruction, as well as in the theory that these constructions 
have their origin in the notionally passive use of English verbs (his 

1 Cf. It. 8ta mangiando. 
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prose reads like poetry I it lookes ill, it eatu drily, marry 'tie a 
wither'd pear (Sh.». This latter use may assist in explaining 
some examples of i8 -ing (preparing, brewing, maturing), but not 
all, and in particular not the one which is perhaps of most frequent 
occurrence: the 'JuJuse is buiUling, for it is impossible to say fk6 
lwuse b'U~7d8 in a. J?a.Bsive sense. The chief source of the CODStruO

tion is in my view the combination on with the verbal substantive 
in -ing, which as other verbal substantives is in itself neither active 
nor passive (see above, p. 172) and therefore admits the passive inter
pretation (cp. the 40use is in construction). Combinations with the 
preposition a were not at aJl rare in former times in the passive 
signification: as this was a doyng (Malory) I there i8 some ill 
a-brewing towards my rest (Sh.) I while my mittimus was a making 
(Bunyan). This naturally explains the construotion in: while 
grace is saying j while meat was bringing in. There is decidedly 
a dffierence between se. my periwigg that was mending there" 
(Pepys) a.nd .. he is now mending rapidly," for in the latter, but 
not in the former case, the unexpanded forms mends, mended, 
may be used. Compare a.lso "while something lS dressing for 
our dinner" (Pepys) and " while Georga was dressing for dinner .. 
cf. Qeorge dresses for dinner). 

Just as the ambiguity of some other combinations with the 
substantive in -ing in its original use as neither active nor passive 
gave rise to the comparatively recent construction with being 
(foxes enjoy hunting, but do not enjoy being hunted), it was quite 
natural that the older construction is building should be restricted 
to the active sense, and that a new is being built should come into 
existence. It is well known th.a.t this clumsy, but unambiguous 
construction began to a.ppear toward"! the end of the eighteenth 
century, and that it met with violent opposition in the nineteenth 
century before it was finally acknowledged as a legitima.te part 
of the English language. 

Terms for the Tenses. 
A final word about terminology. With the extensive use of 

vatious a.uxiliaries in modern la.nguages it becomes impossible or at 
any rate impracticable to have a. special term for a.ll possible com
binations, the more so as many of them have more than one 
function (he wouTil go in "He would go if he could .. is difIerent 
from the shifted 1 will go in "He said he would go to-morrow"). 
Why should the combina.tions would go and would have (/one ha.ve 
special terms rather than might go and might have gone, or dared 
go, etc.' The only reason is that these forms serve to transla.te 
simple tense-forms of oertain other la.nguages. There is really no . 
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necessity for such terms as the "Future Perfect in the Pa.st " for 
woukl have written, which, as we have seen, in its chief employ
ment has nothing whatever to do with future time, and which 
still retains some trace of the original meaning of volition in its 
first element. If we give I ,haU write, 1100. will write, he will 'Wt'iU 
as a paradigm of the future tense, we meet with difficulties when 
we come to consider he 8hall write in .. he says that he shall write" 
as a shifted (i'ld.irect) "I shall write." It is really easier to make 
our pupils understand all these things if we take each auxiliary 
by itself and 4et its original and its later weakened meaning, and 
then on the other hand show how futurity (future time) is ex
pressed by various devices in F..nglish, sometimes by a weakened 
will (volition), sometimes by a wea.kened 8hall or i8 to (obliga.tion), 
sometimes by other means (i8 coming), and how very often it 
is implied· in the context without any formal indication. Thus 
we sha.ll say, not that I Bhall go and he will go are Cl a future 
tense," but that they contain an auxiliary in the present tense 
and the infinitive. The only instance in which there is perhaps 
some ground for a special tense-name is have written (had 
written), because the ordinary meaning of have is here totally 
lost and because the combina.tion serves exclusively to mark 
OlIe very sPeQial time-relation. But even here it might be 
questioned whether it would not be better to do without the 
term "perfect." 

Time-Relations iD Nouns (iDcludb:lg IDftnltives). 
After thus dealing in detail with time-relations as expressed 

by means of tenses in finite verbs, it remains to examine whether 
similar grammatical phenomena may not be found outside this 
domain. It is, of course, possible to imagine a language so con
structed that we might see from the form of the word whether 
the sunset we are speaking about belongs to the past, to the 
present, or to the future. In such a language the words for • bride, 
wife, widow' would be three tense-forms of the same root. We 
may find a first feeble approximation to this in the prefix ex-, 
which in rE-cent times hall come into common use in several 
European languages: ex-king, ex-roi, etc, Otherwise we tnust 
have recourse to adjuncts of various kinds: the late Lord Mayor; 
a !u/:u,re Prime Minister; an owner, present or prospective, of pro
perty; he dreaIn.t of home, or of what was hom.e once; the life 
to come; she was already the expectant mother of his child, etc. 
In a novel I find the combination Cl governors and ex-governors 
and prospective governors." 1 

1 Cf. with an adJective: •• this august or once-august body." 
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la some rar-.ofi' languages tense-distinctions of substantives are 
beLter represented. Thus, in the Alaska :Eskimo we find that 
ningla 'cold, frost,' h(1s a preter~li ningliihluk and a future ningli
kak, and from puyok ' smoke' is formed a pre·terit puyuthluk ' what 
has been smoke,' and a future puyoqkak ' what wiH become smoke,' 
an ingenious name for gunpowder (Barnum, Grammatical Funda-
1nentals of the lnnuit Language of Alaska, Boston, 1901, p. 17). 
Similarly in .other American languages. 'Thus the prefix -neen in 
Athapascan (Hupa) denotes past time both in substantives and 
verbs, e.g. xontaneen 'a house in ruins,' xouineen 'his deceased 
wife' (B.oas, Handbook of American Indian Languages, Washing
ton, 1911, pp. 105, Ill; cf. also Uhlenbeck, Grammatische onder
lIcheidingen in het Algonl.:insch, Amsterdam Ac. 1909). 

It would seem natural to have tense-indications in those nouns 
that are derived from, and closely connected with, verb!1. Yet 
agent-nouns generally are as indifferent to time as other substan
tives: though creator most often means 'he who has created' 
this is by IlO meaIlS necessary, and baker, liar, beggar, reader, etc., 
tell us nothing of the time whc?- the action takes place. l In most 
cases habitual action is implied, but, there are exceptions (in 
English more often than in Danish), e.g. the speaker, th:!. sitter = the 
person who sits for hj~ portrait. 

With ll,ctivE' participles some languages have developed tense
distinctions, e.g. Gr. grapMn, g:apson, grapSa8, gegraphOs, Lat. 
scribens, scriptnrus. The Gothonic Janguages have only one active 
participle, G. 8chreibend, E. writing, cf. also in Romanic languages 
It. scrivendo, Fr. ecrivant, which is generally oalled the present 
participle, though it is really no more present than any other 
tense, the time-notion being dependent on the tense of the main 
verb; cf. "I saw a man sitting on a stone I I see a man sitting on 
a stone I you will see a man sitting on a stone." Note also the 
phrase" for the time being." The composite form having v}ritten, 
ayant eerit better deserves its name of perfect participle. 

With regard to the participle found, for instance, in It. 8critto, 
Fr. eerit, E. written, G. geschrieben, etc., some remarks on the time
relation indicated by it have already been given above, p. 272. The 
usual term, the past participle, or the perfect participle, may be 
suitable in some cases, e.g. printed books, but is inadequate, for 
instance, in " Judged by this standard, the system is perfect I He 
can say a few words in broken ~glish I My bel.oved brethren I he 
is €.r:peded every moment I many books are printed every year in 
England," etc. Some grammarians, seeing this terminological 

1 Accordingly, agglutina.tions of a.gent noUIlll with is, etc., may develop, 
according to oircumstanoes, into either future or perfect tenses. Examples 
from various languages, see L. Hammerich, Arkitl j{Jr '/'lord. jilcZ. 38. 48 if. 
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difliculty, use the words active and passive participle for writing 
and u'ritten, and this is correct, so far as the former is concerned 
(apart from the old-fashioned the house building now = a-building) ; 
but the other participle is not always passive in its character. It 
is distinctively active in "a well-read man I a well-spoken lad I 
mounted soldiers I he is possessed of landed propriety," and even 
if the participle was passive in the original construction under
lying the composite perlect (1 have caught a fiih, originally 'I 
have a fish (as) oaught '), this has long ago ceased to be ·true, as 
we see in "I have lost it" and especially with intransitive verbs 
" I have slept, oome, fallen, been," where the whole combination 
is undoubtedly aotive. Breal (8 224) goes so far as to say that 
the participle itself has (par contagion) become aotive, whioh he 
proves by the faot that one writes in telegraphio style: "Regu 
de mauvaises nouvelles. Pris la ligne direote." As there is there
fore no really descriptive name possible for the two participles 
as used in actual language, I see no other way out of the termino-

.logical difficulty than the not very satisfactory method of number
ing the forms, calling the -ing- participle the first and the other 
the second participle.1 

Nexus-substa.ntives do not as a rule any more than other sub
stantives admit of any indioation of time-relations; hi8 movement 
may according to circumstances correspond in meaning to he 
moves, he moved. he will 'move. Similarly on account oJ his coming 
may be equivalent to 'because he comes' or 'oame' or 'will 
come.' I intend seeing the doctor refers to the future, I remember 
seeing the Mewr to the past. But from ab. 1600 the composite 
form with having has been in use, as in " He thought himself happy 
in having found a man who knew the world" (Johnson). 

The infinitive, as we have mentioned above, p. 139 f., is an old 
verba.l substantive, and it still has something of the old indifference 
to time-distinctions: 1 am glad to see her refers to present time, 
I was glad to 8ee her to past, and I am anxious to see her to future 

'time.. But in some languages, for instance Greek, tense-forms 
have developed in the infinitive; cf. also Lat. 8cripsisse by the 
side of sorWere. This perfeot infinitive has been given up in the 
Romanic languages, in which we have now the composite perfect 

1 In some combInations an infinitive with to may be reg$rded Q8 a kind 
of substitute for the missing future partici:r.le, as in "a q/,!.apter in a book 
soon to "ppwr in London," in the passive • a book Soon '6 be publ,ishe.d by 
Maomill!lJl"; ef. also "A National Tricolor Flag; vlctOriOps, or to be 
IlictONOf.t8, in the cause of civil and religious liberty" (Carlyle). In It. "Non 
c'era. nessuna tavoletta, ne abbozzatA., ne da Clbbozzare" (Gl&OOSa.). 

t The infinitive also refers to a (relative) futurfl when a purpose is indi
cated, as in He said this (in order) to OO1'/.vert the other, and in the related use 
in In 1818 Shelley left England never to return, where it denotes the aftet'-pa.at 
time mentiolled p. 262. 
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infinitive Fr. avoir eerit, etc.; the corresponding cOIP-posite form 
is &lso found in the Gothonic languages, E. (to) have written, 
G. ge.schrieben (zu) haben. 

The English perfect infinitive corresponds not only to the 
perfect ('Tis better to h.ave loved and lost Than never to have loved 
at all), but also to an ordinary preterit (You meant that t I sup
pose I must have meant that) and to an ante-future (future perfect: 
This day week I hope to have finished my work). It was formerly 
used fairly often to indica.te an intention which was not ca.rried 
into effect (With that Lea.nder stoopt to ham imbrac'd her, But 
from his spreading armes a.wa.y she cast her.-Marlowe) ; this can
not be separated from its use corresponding to the preterit of 
unreality, a use which is generally overlooked by gra.mmarians, 
but which presents more features of mterest tha.n I can here point 
out; I must content myself with giving a few of my examples 
without classification and without any comment: To have fallen 
into the hands of the savages, had been as bad (De£oe, = it would 
have been as bad if I had fallen) I it would have been wiser to 
have left us (Ruskin) I it would have been extremely interesting 
to have heard Milton's opinion (Saintsbury) I a lew would haue 
wept to haue seene our parting (Sh.) I she would haue made Her
cules haue turnd spit (Sh.) I she was old enough to have made it 
herself (Lamb) I it seems likely to have been a. desirable match for 
Jane (Miss Austin, = that it would have been) I We were to have 
gone afui seen Coleridge to-morrow (Oarlyle). The form of the 
infinitive in the phrase it would have been fletter Jor him to nqve 
8tayed outside implies (in the same way as if he had stayed) that 
he did not stay outside, which the simple to stay in it would have 
been better /0$' him to stay outside does not; the latter infinitive is 
just as "neutral" with reg.ard to the question of reality or 
unreality as staying outside would have been better; similarly he 
ought to have come here implies that he has not come, as compared 
with he ought to com~ here. 

Hence we find as synonymous expressions I 81uni1iJ like to have 
8een and I should have liked to have 8een 1 by the side of I skould 
have liked to see. In som.e composite verbal expressions the indi
cation of the past might in itself with equal reason be added to 
either verb: to E. he could have done it and Dan. han kunde ha 
gjort det corresponds Fr. il aurait pu le faire, G. er hiitte ea tun 
k6nnet~.a In Dan. we m.ay also say han havde kunnet gfiJre det. 
but this is not possible in English, as can has no participle; for 

1 In this all well all in some of the above-mentioned instances gram
mari8ll8 consider the perfect in!. a.tI a redundancr or as an error. 

a Cp. also Tobler VB 2. 38 ff.: it a dtl t1eni,. er muss geil:ommen sem.· 
it G 1'" oublw = iI 1""' cwoW 0001'4, etc. 
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the same reason the perfect infinitive has to be used. in 1ft migla 
(m'U8t, should, would, olw,fht to) have done it. 

Instead of saying you needed not Ray that (cf. G. "das brauchten 
Sie nicht zu sagen "), which denies the necessity in the past time. 
it is now customary to shift the time-indication on to the infinitive: 
you needn't have said that. 

The opposite shifting is found in 1 shall hope to see you to-morrow, 
whioh really means a present hope of a future visit; as there is 
no future infinitive in English, the sign of the future is added. to 
hope instead.1 

Aspect. 

I must here very briefly deal with a subject which has already 
been touched upon and which has been very warmly disoussed 
in recent decades, namely what has generally in English been 
called the aspect of the verb. and in German alctionsart, though 
some writers would use the two terms for two difl'erent things. 
It is generally assumed that our Aryan languages had at; first no 
real forms in their verbs for tense-distinotions, but denoted. various 
aspects, perfective, imperfective, punctual, durative, inceptive, or 
others, and that out of these distinotions were gradually evolved 
the tense-systems which we find in the oldest Aryan languages 
and whioh are the foundation of the systems existing to-da.,. 
Scholars took this idea of aspect from Slanc verbs, where it. is 
fundamental and comparatively clear and olean-cut, but ""hen 
they began to find something similar to this in other languages, 
each of them as a rule partially or wholly rejeoted the systems 
of his predecessors and set up a terminology of his own, so that 
nowadays it would be possible. had one the time and inolination, 
to give a very long list of terms, many of them with two or three 
or even more definitions, some of whioh are not at 8011 easy to 
understand. I Nor have these writerl:l always distinguished the 
four possible expressions for • aspects,' (1) the ordinary meaning 
of the verb itself, (2) the occasional meaning of the verb al 
ocoasioned. by context or situation, (3) a. derivative suffix, and 
(4) a tense-form. In thus oritioi7ing my predecessors, I may 
seem to some to live in a. glass-house, £<)r I am now going to give 

1 Wiolitl these ahiftings may be compa.red 1 can't ,eem to remember instead 
of • I sec.:n not to can remember' on acoount of the missing infimtive of can. 

• The following lS a list of what are, if I am not mistaken, the chief works 
and art~olea on this subject: Mlklosich, Vergl. Gr. d. slav. "P.r. Vol. IV.
Streitberg PBB 15. 71 ft.-Herbig IF 6. 157 ft. (with good bibliography).
Delbruck. Synt. 2. 1. ft., cf. Streitborg, IF Anz. 11. 56 ff.-H. Pedersen KZ 
37. 220 ff.-8arauw KZ 38. 145 ff.-Lindroth, see above p. 273.-Noree-tl 
VS 5. 607 ft. and 645 ft.-Deutscbbem ESt 54. 79 ff.-Pollack PBB 44-
852 ff.-Wackernagel VS 1. 153.-On the terminological confusion see also 
H. Pedersen IF Anz. 12. 162. 
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my own classifica.tion. which after all may not be much better 
than previous attempts. Still I venture to hope that it may be 
taken as a distinctively progressive step, tha.t 1 do not give the 
following system as representing various "aspects" or .. aktions
e.rten " of the verb,Cbut expressly sa.y that the difterent phenomena. 
which others have brought together under this one class (cr these 
two classes) should not from a purely notional point of view be 
classed together, but should rather be distributed into totally 
different pigeonholes. This, then, is how I should divide and 
describe these things. 

(1) The tempo-distinction between the aoriat and the imper-
lect i this affects (independently of the signification of the verb 
itself) the tense-form in some languages; see above, p. 276. 

(2) The distinction between conclusive and' non-conclusive 
verbs. Here the meaning of the verb a.:ffects the meaning of the 
second participle in Romanic and Gothonic languages, and thus 
has inlluence on the time-meaning of passive combinations; Bee 
above, p. 272. 

(3) The distinction between durative or permanent and punc
tual or transitory. We have seen a.bove that this is one of the 
functions of the English distinction between unexpanded and 
expanded tenses, and tha.t the sa.me distinction is in other languages 
expreased by totally different means. 

(4) The distinction between finished and unfinished. This 
latter is one of the functions of the expanded forms in English: 
he was writing a letter, as compared with he wrote a letter; in Dan. 
it is often expressed by means of the preposition pti: han ,&rev 
pt! et br6fJ; cf. G. an etUJa8 arbeiten. 

(5) The distinction 1;>etween wha.t takes place only once, and 
repeated or habitual action or happening. .As aJready remarked, 
this really belongs to the chapter about" number." HabituaJ 
action is very. frequently not expressed separately (" he doesn't 
drink "); in some languages we have suffixes to express it, in 
which case we speak of itera.tive or frequentative verbs. Many 
E. verbs in ~er a.nd -le belong here: totter, chatter, babble, eto. 

(6) The distinction between stability and change. Sometimes 
we ha.ve a pair of corresponding verbs, such as have: get, be: bt
come (and its synonyms: get, wrn, grow).l Hence the two kinds 
of passive mentioned p. 274: above (be married, get married). Most 
verbs derived from adjectives denote a cha.~ge (becoming) : npm, 
Blow (down), a.nd a change is &lso implied in the tra.:ftsitive verbs 
of corresponding formation: :flatten, weaken, etc. (causa.tives).2 

l In the predicative Finnish has • eeparate cue-form. (the tra.nsla.tive) 
after verbs denoting & change or becoming. 

~ M:any of these formations are used both transitively and intransitivel,.. 
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But a state is expressed by the verb halt = ' be lame' (from the 
obsolete adj. halt). Many verbs denote both state and cha.nge, 
in lie down the latter meaning is denoted by the adverb. There 
are other ways of expressing simi.la.r ohanges: fall aqleep, go to 
sleep, get to know, begin to look, op. the states: sleep, know, look. 
Some languages have special derivative endings to express cha.nge 
into a state, or beginning (inchoative, inceptive, ingressive verbs),l 
But it is interesting to notice how this signification of beginning 
has often in course of time been weakened or lost; thus in the 
Romanic verbs derived from the Latin inchoatives in -i8co, e.g 
Fr. je jini8, je puniB, whence E. jini8ll-, punish. Similarly ME. go,n 
lost its origina.l force, and he gan look ca,me to mean simply 'he 
did look, he looked.' To is used with a. predicative a.t first only 
when a change is implied (take her to wiJe), but later also without 
this meaning (he had her to wiJe); similarly in Dan. til. 

The opposite kInd of change, where some state ceases, is some
times expressed by a separate formation, as in G. tJerblti.hen, Dan. 
avblomstre ' cease blooming,' but genera.lly by means of such verbs 
as cease, 8top. 

Note the three expressions for (a) change into a state: (b) being 
in the state: (c) change trom the state, in Jall in love wtth (begin 
to love) : be in love. with (love) : fall out of love with (cease to love) I 
fall aaleep : 8leep : wake (wake up). But wake in tha.t sense ma.y 
a.lso be considered as • change into a state,' the corresponding 
stability-verb being to ~ awake, or sometimes wake (cp. Danish 
vdgne : vage == Fr. s'l,utiller : veiller). 

(7) The distinction according to the implica.tion or non-implica~ 
tion of a result. The G. compounds with er- frequently are 
resultative, e.g. er8teigen, and this is generally given as one of 
the chief examples of "perfektivierung durch zusammensetzung " ; 
but it is difficult to see why, for instanoe, ergreiJen should be more 
perfective than the simple greiJen. 

I think it would be better to do without the terms perfective 
and imperfective 'exoept in dealing with the Slavio verb, where 
they have a definite SeDse and have long been in universal use. 
In other languages it will b~ well in each se~rate instance to 
examine carefully what is the meaning of the verbal expression 
conoerned, and whether it is due to the 'terb itself, to its prefix 
or suffix, to its tense-form, Of to the context. Different things 
are comprised under the term perlecti'Vc. If, thus, we analyze 
the interesting coIleotioo of Gothic instances with the prefix ga
which is given by Streitberg, Goti4chea el~rbuch, 5th. 00. 1920, 
p. 196, we shall see that "petiectivation" here means, first, 

1 '!'hUB Ido: ltaceih(J(t • rises' (1tGCIU ',tanda '), ridukGs 'sits down; 
!fM:U'" 'H .. down,' don!u6kGs • go. to sleep,' f'trkskGs • blushea,' etc. 
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finishing: swalt lay a dying, f1a8Walt was dead, sagq was setting, 
gasagq set (a.bove, No. 4)-sooond, change: sZepan be asleep, 
gaslepan fall asleep, l'ahan be silent, gal'ahan become silent, and 
others (above, No. 6)-third, obtaining through the aotion: 
/raiknan ask, gaJraih!Mn Jearn by asking, 'finnan run, garinnan 
duroh das laufen erreiohen, erringen.1 This is akin to No. 7 above. 
though it is not exaotly the same thing, for he who ersteigt a moun~ 
tain does nQt gain the mountain. On the other hand. it has some, 
connexion with what was a.bove, p. 159, termed object of result, 
as in dig a hole (cp. dig tke garden), but has evidently nothing to 
do with time- l)r tense-distinotions, 

1 We see the same in OE. winnan fight, gewimum obtQ.in by fighting ~ 
in late, English the prefix ge- was lost, and the verb retained onl,- the signi
fication of ge'llJ'innan. without the idea. of fighting. Most of the e:x&nples 
of Gothic haUlljan. gahausjan, 8Q,~hwan. gasaiihwan should be ranged with 
our No. 6 (g~t to hear, get to see, obtain the sight of), thus wiWedun 8(lihwan 
patei jus saiihwi):> jah n~ gasehwun dellired to see what you see, but did 110t 
get to see it. But the distinotion is not always olear, and in the following 
hne (Luke 10. 24) the text ha.s jah hausjan patei jUB gahauseil' jab, n. h,8llJ,ff,. 
dedun, where Streitberg boldly emends into hauseil' jah ni g~un. 
In 14. 35, too, he a.lters the MS. readlng to bring a.bout a consistency whIch 
wa.s possibly far from the mind of WuUila. 

19 



OHAPTER XXI 

DIRECT AND INDIRECT SP~ECH 

'I'wo Kinds. Shifting of Tenses. Shifting of Mood. QUestiOns 1D lndirect 
Speech. Indirect Requests. Final Remarks. 

Two Kinds. 
WHEN one wishes to report what someone else says or has said 
(thinks or has thought)-or what one has said or thought oneself 
on some previous occasion-two ways are open to one. 

Either one gives, or purports to give, the exact words of the 
speaker (or writer): direct speech (oratio recta). 

Or else one adapts the words according to the circumstances 
in which they are now quoted: indzrect speech (oratio obUqua). 

The direct speech (direct discoUl'be) may be preceded by some 
sentence like" He said" or " She nsked," etc., but very frequent y 
the refercnce to the speaker is inserted after some part of the 
reported speech: "I wonder, she said (or, said she), what will 
become of us ?" Latin has a separate word for 'say' which is 
used only in such insertions, inquam, inquit. 

The direct quotation is ~n outcome of the same psychological 
state with its vivid imagination of the past that calls forth the 
"dramatic present tense" (p. 258). Hence we often find that 
tense employed in the inserted "says he, say(s) I" instead of 
" said." 

There are two kinds of indirect speech (indirect discoUl'se). 
which I shall call dependent and represented speech. The former 1 

is generally made dependent on an immediately preceding verb. 
" he said (thought, hoped, etc.) " or " he asked (wondered, wanted 
to know, had no idea, etc.)," while in the second class this is as 
a rule understood from the whole connexion. 

What is meant by the second kind of indirect speech may 
perhaps be best shown by an example. After Pendennis has 
been "plucked" at the University, Thackeray writes (p. 238): 
" I don't envy Pen's feelings as he thought of what he had done. 
Re had slept, and the tortoise had won the race. He had marred 
at its outset what might have been a brilliant career. He had 

1 Termed by Lorck "berlcht;)te rede" (see his pamphlet Die e.rlebte 
rede, Beidelberg, 1921). 

!.lDO 
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dipped ungenerously into a. generous mother's purse; basely and 
reoklessly spilt her little cruse. Oh I it was a. coward hand that 
could strikc and rob a creature so tender .•.. Poor ArthUl' 
Pendennis felt perfectly convinced that all England would :remark 
the absence of his name from the examination lists, and talk about 
his misfortune. His wounded tutor, his many duns, the under
graduates of his own time and the years below; him, whom he had 
patronised and scorned-how could he bear to look any of them 
in the face now 1" A tew pages farther on we read of his mother: 
" All that the Rector could say could not bring Helen to feel any 
indignation or particular unhappiness, except tha.t the boy should 
be unhappy. What was this degree tha.t they made such an 
outcry about, and what good would it do .pen 1 Why did Doctor 
Portman and his uncle insist upon sending the boy to a place 
where there was so much tempta.tion to be ri~ked, and so little 
good to be won 1 Why didn't they leave him at home with his 
mother ¥ As for his debts, of course they must be paid ;-his 
debts I-wasn't his father's money aJl his, ap,d hadn't he a 
right to spend it ~ In this way the widow met the virtuous 
Doctor," etc. 

It is not easy to find an adequate descriptive name for indirect 
discourse of this kind. Lorck rightly rejects Tobler's term (mingling 
of direct and indirect discourse), Kalepky's (veiled speech, ver
schleierte rede) and BaUy's (style indirect libre). but his own 
term "erlebte rede," which might perhaps be rendered" experi
enced speech," does not seem much better. I have found no 
better term than" represented speech." (In German I should say 
"vorgesteUte rede" and in Danish" forestillet tale.") 1 

Bally thought that this phenomenon was peculiar to French. 
but Lerch and Lorck give a great many German instances, though 
thinking that in German it may be due to French influence. 
especiaJly to that of Zola(!}. But it is very frequent in England 
(where it is found long before Zola's time, for insta.nce in Jane 
Austen) and in Denmark, probably also in other countries (I have 
recently found Spanish examples). and it seems on the whole 80 

natural that it may easily have come into existence independently 
in different places. It is chiefly 11&00 in long connected narratives 
'Where the relation of happenings in the exterior world is inter· 
rupted-very often without any transition like "he said" or 
.. he thought "-by a report of what the person mentioned was 
sa.ying or thinking a.t the time. as if these sayings or thought were 
the immediate continuation of the outward ha.ppenings. The 
writer does not experience or "live" (erleben) these thoughts or 

1 Curme GG (1st ed. p. 248, 2nd ed. p. 24S, Dot mentioned by Lorck) 
eau. it .. Independent form of direct disooUl'86." 
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speeches, but reprer.ents them to us, hence the name I have 
chosen. 

Represented speech is more vivid on the whole than the first 
class of indirect speech. As it is nearer to direct speech, it retains 
some of its elements. especially those of an emotionaJ. nature 
whether the emotion is expressed in intonation or in Bepa.ra.t~ 
words like "Oh! ". "Alas I ". "Thank God I ", etc. 

The adaptation to changed circumstances which is oha.ra.o 
teristic of indirect speech is effected by the following means: 

the person is shifted, 
the tense is shifted. 
the mood is shifted, 
the form of a. question is changed. 
the form. of a. command or request is ohanged. 

It is chiefly in the last two kinds of changes tha.t the d.i1ference 
between dependent and represented speech is seen. The shifting 
of person has alrea.dy been oonsidered in Ch. XVI; here we 
shall deal with the others. 

Corresponding to 
(1) I a.m ill 

Shifting 01 TeDSe8. 

(2) I sa.w her the other day 
(3) I ha.ve not yet seen her 
(4) I sha.ll soon see her, and then everyth.ing will be all right 
(5) I shaJl bAve finished by noon-

indirect discourse has the ~ tenses in 

He said that 
-(1) he was ill (indirect present) 
-(.2) he had seen her the other day (indirect preterit) 
-(3) he had not seen her yet (indirect perfect) 
-(4) he should soon see her, and then everything would be 

all right (indirect future) 
-(5) he should have 1inished by noon (indirect before-future). 

The ante-preterit cannot be furtlter shifted: Cl I had already 
seen her before she nodded" beoomes " He said that he had already 
seen her before she nodded." The preterit of unreality is often 
left unslUfted. " He said that he would pay if he oould .. may thus 
'be a. rendering of " I would pay if I could .. as well as of "I will 
pay if I can," As mtU8t has now only one form, it is unchanged 
in indirect discourse: "He said that he must leave a.t once" 
= "He said: I must lea.ve a.t once." This is pra.cticaJ.ly the only 
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way in which mu can be used as a preterit in. modern conoquial 
speech. 

It will be been that the indirect preterit and the indirect perfect 
are formally identical with the ante-preterit (before-past); and 
the indirect future is formany identical with the conditional; 
thus also in French l mrais fulfils the two functions of oonditional 
(j'eori.rais si je sa.vais son adresse) and of indirect simple future 
(jl disait qu'U ecrirait. le plus tat possible = the direct: j'oorirai 
le plus tat possible). 

If we noW' ask what is the relation between these indirect 
tenses and the series of tenses established abO've (po 257), the 
answer is that they should not be placed in tha.t series, where they 
ha.ve nothing to dO', being orientated with another zero-point 
(" then ") than tha.t of the original series (" now"). .A' sentence 
like " (Re said that) M s1wuZtJ, come (J,8 800n (UI he could" tells us 
nothing about the moment of his coming in its relation to the 
present time, but only in its rela.tion to the time when he spoke, 
He ma.y aJrea.d.y havt} oome, or he may be coming just now, or at 
some future time--a.ll this is left undecided. and the only thing 
we a.re now told is that when he spoke he mentioned his coming 
as due to happen at ~e time which then belonged to the future. 

Nor is it necessary to b,ave special terms for the tenses arising 
from this shifting. The NED (ihaU 14b) speaks of the "anterior 
futuro It or '~future in the past'· iD. "he had expected that he 
I1ttniltl 68 a.ble to push forward "-this is simply a shifted (O'r 
indirect) fa.tu:re. and of the .. anterior fature perfect." no example 
is given, but; th& relerence must be to cases like H he said that he 
ikould have ilittetl by eight'>' which is = the direct: .. I ehaJ.1 have 
dined by eight/' thus,. shifted. (or indirect) before-ftlture tjme 
(or, if it is to' be deeigoated as a tense: a shifted or indirect ante
future tense). 

The shifting of tenses in indirect speeoh is very na.tural and 
in many C80Se$ even inevitable: Be wld me that he was ill, but now 
he i8 all rigliHere the use of th.e preterit was is mO'tived by the 
a.ctual fa.ots of the lWJ,tter, and WtJ8 is at the same time the direct 
past and tM indirect present. But this is not always the C&B8, 

a.nd very often the verB is put in the preterit for no O'ther re8.l!OB. 
than that the .Jn~ verb is Ut that teuse and that th.e spea.ter 
does not stQ,p the current of lUs speech. to deliberate w».ether the 
thing mentioned belongs to this ~ that period of time, me8StU'ed 
from. the ~t moment. VIA Ginneken. mentiona this: .. J .. 
• e 8tatJais pas qui il Ito.it. Est-ce que je ven ~ par-le. qu'il eat 
quelque a.utre maintenant"1 Nn11ement. EIa# se trouve la. par 
inertie, et par 8avatt seul on comprend qu'U faut entendre la. chose 
ainsi: eta.it et est WlCore" (LP 499). Or rather. we might say. 
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it is left unsaid whether things are now as they 'Were. "I told 
you he was ill "-he may still be ill, or he may have recovered. 
In the following iZl.stances it is the nature of the thing signified 
more than the words that shows that the present time is meant, 
but the shifting is perfectly natural ~ What did you say your 
name was 1 I I didn't know you knew Bright I How did you know 
I WQ,8 here 1 The last example is particularly interesting on account 
of the contradictio in adjecto between his presence here and the 
form WQ,8: I am here now, but how did you know that 1 

It requires some mental effort to leave the preterit and Use 
the more logica.l present tense, even where one has to enounce 
some universal truth. We cannot, therefore, e-xpect that speakers 
will always be consistent in their practice with regard. to the 
CO'Mecutic temporum. We may hesitate in a case like this: "Ite 
told us that an unmarried man was (or, is) only half a man," but 
we should probably prefer the unshifted in: "It was he who 
taught me that twice two is four." 

The use of the unshifted present here implies that the actual 
speaker is himself convinced of the truth of the assertion, whereas 
the shifting of the tense also shifts the responsibility for the saying 
on to the original speaker; hence the difference in "He to d us 
that it WQ,8 sometimes lawful to kill" (but he may have been 
wrong) and .• I did not know then that it is sometimes lawful to 
kill" (but it is). Note the preterit in Falstat'f's " Did I say you 
were an honest man ~" with the continuation: "Setting my 
knighthood and my souldiership aside, I had lyed in my throat, 
if I had said so." Sometimes the tone of the sentence is decisive: 
" I thought he was married" with one intonation means 'I now 
find that I was mistaken in thinking him married,' and with 
another ' Of course he is married, and didn't I tell you so 1 ' 

The present subjunctive is not shifted to a preterit in reports 
of proposals made at llleetings, etc.: ;He moved that the bill be 
read a second time. Here the form be is felt as indicating futurity 
and therefore as more adequa.te than were, which would rather 
imply something unreal or hypothetical; in other verbs there 
would be no difference in the preterit between the indicative and 
the subjunctive, and so the form of the proposal is kept unchanged 
in spite of the conjunction that.1 

1 In RUllllia.n the rule prevails that in indireot discourse the same tense 
is used that would be used in direct discourse; the only shifting, therefore, 
is of person. This rule, which must always be felt as rather unnatural by 
Western Europeans, was (like several other Slavisms) introduced into 
EspePBJlto by Its creator, Dr. Zamenhof, and from Esperanto it was taken 
over into Ido, where it is now taught that 'He said that he loved-that he 
had heard-tb.e.t he should come' has to be rendered by means of the present, 
the preterit, and the future respectivEoly: a dic:i8 ke il a_ke il audiB
It. il1Hm08. ne only thing to be advanced in favour of this rather artificiaJ 
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In most cases of shifted. tenses the main verb refers to some 
time in the past; but we ma.y have simUar shiftings a'ter a. main 
verb in the future, though this will be rarer. When we ima.gine 
a person, who is now absent, saying at some future date " I regret 
I was not with them then," we naturaJIy sa.y "He will regret 
that he is not with us now." But Henry V in Shakespeare (IV. 
3. 64) lUIes the preterit that belongs to the direct speech of the 
gentlemen concerned (though he says here, which implies his own 
standpoint): And gentlemen in England, now a bed, Shall thinke 
themselues accurst they were not here, And hold their manhooda 
chea.pe, whiles any spea.kes, That fought with vs vpon Saint Oris
pines day. This reminds one of the Latin cc episto a.ry tenses," 
in which the writer of a letter trILDSports himself to the time when 
it will be read. and therefore uses the imperfeot or perfect where 
to us the present tense is the only natural one. 

Sbiftlng of IIoocL 
The shifting of mood from the indicative to some other mood 

in indirect speech is not found in modern English and Danish. 
but in oth~ related languages. Latin makes an extensive use of 
the accusative with infinitive in what in direct discourse would be 
a principal clause, as well as in the more independent of subordinate 
clauses, and of the subjunctive in other dependent clauses. Other 
1a.ngua.ges have other rules, and the use of the subjunctive, or 
optative. mood in indirect speech shoWl such. marked divergencies 
in the various ancient languages of our fa.mily that it seems to have 
developed independently at different places for different reasons. 
T. Frank (in Joo/rrwJ. of E1Igl. ani/, Gum. Philol. 7. 64 11.), while 
rejecting earlier "metaphysical" explanations from the nature 
of "subjectivity" and "potentiality," gives good reasons for 
supposing that the use of the subjunctive in the Gothonic languages 
is a gradual extension by analogy from its use in clauses dependent 
on such verbs as Goth. tDe'II{jan, OE. wena"" G. wahnen. which 
at first meant "hope, desire" and therefore nat1l1'a.lly required 
tBe optative. It was retained when the verbs came to mean 
'imagine, think,' and then transferred to other verbs meaning 
'think, say,' etc. 

The development of the forms of indir8\.1t discourse in German 
is particularly instructive, because it is governed by various and 
often confiicting tendencies: the tendency to harmonize the tense 

rule ill that; otherwise it; would perhaps be necessary to oreate a special teDIe· 
form for the shifted future. for it; would be ~nst the logioal spirit of such 
a language to use the same form for the shifted future 88 for ~be conditional 
(t/mIl8) as our WeIItem 1aqaagea do (tliendrait, 8hould come, tnIrde kommeI\.). 
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with that of the main verb (expressed or understood) and on the 
other hand the tendency to keep the same tense as in the original 
statement, further the tendency to use the subjunctive mood as 
an indication of doubt or uncertainty, the tendency to use the 
RubJunctive simply as a. mark of subordination even where no 
doubt is implied, and finally the general tendency to restrict the 
use of the subjunctive and to use the indicative instead. Now, 
as the power of these tendencies varies in different periods and in 
dlf'ferent parts of the country, German writers and German gram
marians do not always agree as to which form to use and to 
recommend. As a matter of fact we find in actual use: 

Er sagt, dass er krank ist. 
Er sagt, er ist krank. 
Er sagt, das~ er krank sei. 
Er sagt, er sei krank. 
Er sagt, dass er krank ware. 
Er sagt, er ware krank. 
Er sagte, dass er krank war. 
Er sagte, er war krank. 
Er sagte, dass er krank sei. 
Er sagte, dass er krank ware. 
Er sagte, er ware krank. 

(See, e.g., DelbIiick GNS '73 ff., Behaghel, Die zeitJolge der 
abhangzgen reae, 1878, Curme GG 237.) Of course, matters are 
not quite so ohaotic as might be inferred from this list, but I have 
no space for detailed explanation. I want, however, to call atten
tion to the effect of the desire £01' unmistakable forms, even at 
the cost of oousistenoy, which is excellently /l!tated by Ourme as 
follows: 

"Altho the new sequence [i.e. the same tense in the indirect 
as in the direct discourse] may be followed ... it is more common 
to employ it only where its subjunctive forms are clearly dis
tinguished from the corresponding indicative forms, and elsewhere 
to use the old historic sequenoe. Thus, as the past tense dis
tinguishes the subjunctive more clearly than the present tense, 
&. present tense form . • . is regularly replaced. after a past tense 
by a past tense form • . . wherever the present is not a clear sub
junctive : Bokratea erlcldrte, alles, was er wisse. sei, Class er niches wi88e ; 
'1.1 ele wU8sten (the present subjunctive would be like the indicative) 
aber a'UCh rliu nicht. St'.e sagte:n, aie 11iitte:n (a past tense form 
instead of the present tense form haben) u nicht getrJ/n. Sie aagten, 
.sie wiLrden (a past tense form instead of tl!.e present tense form 
werdeJn) rMt'gen kommen. So strong is the feeling that a clear sub
junctive form should be used, that a past tense form is used instead 
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of a preaent tense form even after a present tense, if a clear sub
Junctive form is thus secured: Sie 8a{Jen, Bie klitten ell nicht geseaen. 
etc. Sa{Jen SM mm, ick kame BehQfl,.-In case of unclear forms 
the past tense forms are preferred even tho they themselves are 
not clear subjunctive forms: Die bildkauerei, Bagen Bie, konne 
keine otofJe nachmaehen; dicke Jalttm maehten tine ooZe wirlcung 
(Lessing). The very fact of choosing a past tense form here is 
felt as indicating a desire to express the subjunctive" (GG 240). 
(This may, in part at any rate, be due to the feeling that the 
preterit indicates something remote from actual reality, as in 
• If he was well, he would write," etc.; cp. p. 265.) 

Questions in :Indirect S:peech. 
Here we meet with the chief difference between the two 

kinds, dependent and represented speech. We shall spea.k first 
of dependent questions. 

When a question is reported the interrogatory intona.tion, 
which is very often the chief indication that a question is meant, 
is necessarily lost or weakened, but there is some compensation, 
partly in the introductory (or inserted) formula., in which the verb 
Q,8k is used instead of Bay, partly in the use of an interrognve 
conjunction where there is no interrogative pronoun. The con
junction often origina.tes in a pronoun meaning 'which of two' l 
E. whether, lcal. hvari, Lat. utrum, but in other cases the origin 
is different, and we frequently find the use of a conditional con
junction: E. i/, Fr. ri, Da.n.. om, cf. G{ ob. Very frequently the 
difference between a direct and an indiieot question is ma.rked by 
a different word-order: 1 Who is she 1-He asked who me was I 
How can I bear to look any of them in the face 1- . . . how he 
could bear to look .•• , Hasn't he a right to spend his money t
o • • whether he had not. • • • In the same way in other languages, 
e.g. Danish: Hvem er hun t-Ha.n. spurgte, hvem bun va.r I Hvor 
kan jeg holde det ud Y- . . . hvor jeg kunde holde det ud I Har 
ban ikke ret 1- . . . om ha.n. ikke havde ret. French: Qui 
eat-ene ¥ (Qui est-ee f)-ll a demande qui e11e. etait (qui ()'etait) I 
Comment pent-on le souffrir 1- , . . comment on pouvait le 
eouffrir I N'a.-MI pa.s raiaon. 1- • • • s'U n'avait pas raison. In. 
Da.nish there is the further difference that an interroga.ti'Ve pro
noun ~ the subject of the sentence requires the addition of der 
in an indirect question: Hvem har ret !-Ran spurgte (om) hvem 
der havde ret 11 Hvad er grrmden 1- ... hvad der var grunden 
(but if grunden is here treated as the subject, which is also possible 

1 In EngJiah without the do, which aerve.tl to bring about the i~terrogativ. 
'W'Ol'd.order: What doe'!! she _ ' ...... 1 ask: what she _s 
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the result is the inverse word-order: Han spurgte om hvad grunden 
var). 

Instead of the form peculiar to dependent indirect questions 
it has become more and more frequent in English to use the form 
also fOlmd in represented discourse, with no introductory if or 
u.'hether, and with inverted word-order. Thus: I know not yet, 
was it a dream or no (Shelley) I he said was I coming back, and 
I satd yes; and he said did I know you, and I said yes; and he 
said if that was the case, would I say to you what I have said, 
and &s soon as I ever saw you, would I ask you to step round 
the corner (Dickens). In recent WElters this is very frequent 
indeed; it is mixed up with the dependent form in: they asked 
where she was going, and would she come along with them t 
(Carlyle). In German the same form is found, though rarely, 
e.g. "man weiss nicht recht, ist er junggeseIle, witwer oder gar 
geschieden" (G. Hermann). 

Besides being used in quotations of direct questions, indirect 
questions are very often used. (as "clause primaries ") after verbs 
like knov" doubt, Bee, etc., as in: 1 want to know if he has been 
there I Go and see who it is, and try to find oat where he comes 
from it is not easy to say why the book is so fascinating.-They 
may also be subjects, as in "Whether this is true or not is still 
an open question." Sometimes the main sentence may be omitted, 
and the (formally) indirect question thus becomes a (notionally) 
dIrect question: If 1 may leave it at that' (1 ask if • • • == May 
I lea.ve it a.t that ~). 

In represented discourse the only shiftings in questions are 
those shiftings of person and tense that are common to &11 indirect 
discourse; otherwise questions remain what they would be in 
direct quotation. Thus the questions "How can. I bear to look 
any of them in the face now' " and .. Hasn't he a right to spend 
it ! " in the passage from Pendennis simply beca.me .. How could 
he bear .• !' and .. Hadn't he & right ••. " "What does she 
see 1 .. became .. What did she see 1 "1 In French the imparfai' 
replaces the fWuem, in German the preterit indica.tive (not the 
subjunctive) is used, etc. 

Excla.mations introduced by an interrogative word remain 
lUlchanged except for the shifting of tense and person: "What 
So nuisance it is to change 1 " becomes "What a nuisance it was 
to change" both when it is dependent on such a verb as "He 
said" and when it forms part of a. represented speech. 

l The same form <If indirect question is used when .. he aslted .. is inserted 
into the question: .. ROOn't he a right, she asked, to spend hie money? .. 
Thus aleo in Darush: .. Havde han lkke, spurgte hunt ret tll at bruge Sine 
egue penge!" Note aleo the Enghsh formula ... :Mrs. Wnght presents 
her colllI'bmenta to Mrs. Smith, and might she borrow a saucepan, please 7 .. 
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Indirect Requests. 
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Suoh requests (oommands, eto.) as in direct speech are expressed 
in the imperative have to 1)e ohanged. In dependent speeoh 
either the element of request is expresE>ed in the main verb, e g. 
when "Come at onoe" is made into "He ordered (commanded, 
told, asked, implored) me (her) to come at once" or the main 
verb does not express the element of request, which must therefore 
find expression otherwise in the dependent clause: "He said 
(wrote) that I (she) was to come at once." The latter is the form 
generally employed in represented speech, though occasionally 
the imperative may be retained, as in the following passagE" from 
Diokens: "Mr. Spenlow argued the matter with me. He said, 
Look at the world, there was good and evil in that; look at the 
ecolesiastioal law, there was good and evil in thc:\t. It was all 
part of a system. Very good. There you were." Imperatives 
with let us are differently rendered in the two kinds of indirect 
discourse: "He proposed that we (they) were to go" and "Let 
us (them) go." 

Final Remarks. 
The distinction between direct and indirect speech is not 

always strictly maintained. A direot quotation may be introduced 
by the conjunction (' that') usually reserved for indirect quota
tion; thus not unfrequently in Greek. The Greek "kai legon 
autO!, hoti eau theleis, dunasai me katharisai " was imitated by 
Wulfila: "jah qipands du imma l'atei jabai wileis, magt mik 
gahrainjan" (Mark 1. 40, thus also lb. 1. 37). I take a modern 
instance from Tennyson: "she thought that peradventure he 
will fight for me."1 In French we have "je crois que non," 
although non belongs to direct speech. 

Human forgetfulness or incapacity to keep up for a long time 
the changed attitude of mind implied in indirect disoourse causes 
the frequent phenomenon that a reported speech begins indirectly 
and is then suddenly continued. in the direct form. Examples 
from Greek writers like Xenophon are given in handbooks of 
Greek syntax. In Icelandio sagas they abound, e.g. Vols. 1: 
segir at Bre~i hafi ri~it fra. honum a. sk6g.i.nn, ok var hann senn 
6r augliti mer, ok veit ek ekki tU ha.ns ' he says that B. rode from 
him into the wood, and I soon lost sight of him. and I know nothing 
about ~ , lib. 6 mmlti at hann skyldi gera tU brauiS l'aira, en 
ek man s~kja eldiviiS 'he said that he [the other] was to prepare 

I Of. also from Dickens: she sat sobbing and murmuring behind it. 
1Mt, if I was uneasy, why had 1 ever lD&lT.i.ed t (I is a abifted J/OU: the 
queation is in .. represented indirect diacourse. ") 
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their bread, but I will fetch fuel' Jib. 9 hann spyrr, hverit- par 
vreri, etia hvi eru·per sva. rei15uligir ~ ~ he asks who were there, 
and why are you so angry.' A different kind of mixture of the 
two discourses is seen in Goldsmith Vie. 2. 166: But tell me how 
hast thou been relieved, or who the ruffians were who carried 
thee away? 

German and Danish ha.ve a curious way of expressing what 
is notionally an indirect discourse by means of the verb soU, skal: 
Er 8011 seM reich sein (gewesen 8€'in) I han skal vrere (ha vreret) 
meget rig 'he is said (reputed, rumoured) to be (have been) very 
rich.' .AB 8oll, skal is in most of its uses a. kind of weaker mUS8, 

md, I think ,this usage may be classed as a kind.o£ weaker counter
part of the muss, ma, must of logical necessity or of compellmg 
conclusion, as in " he must be very rich (since he can give so much 
to the poor)." 



CHAPTER xxn 

CLASSIFICATION OF UTTERANCES 

Que donnee nous fut pa.role 
Por fairs nos voloirs entendre. 
Por enseignier et por aprEllldre. 

ROMAN D1II LA Rosl!!. 

How ma.ny Classes t Quem<>ns. Sentence. 

How many Classes P 
BRUGMANN (Verschiedenheiten der 8atzgestaltung nach massgabe 
del' seeliachen gJ:undiunktionen, sachs. ges. d. wiss. 1918) has an 
elaborate classification of sentences or utterances with the follow
ing main divisions, most of them with up to 11 subclasses: Cl) 
exclamation, (2) desire, (3) invitation (aufforderung), (4) concession, 
(5) threat, «(\) warding off (abwehr und abweisung), (7) statement 
about imagined reality, (8) question.1 In the treatment of these 
classes historical considerations often cross purely logical divisions, 
l'Io:tld it is difficult to see the rationale of the whole classification 
as well as to see where such simple statements as "he is rich .. 
have to be placed. This criticism does not hinder one from 
acknowledging the high value of many things in this book, one 
of the last things the revered master of comparative philology 
ever wrote. The older classification is much clearer: (1) state
ments, (2) questions, (3) desires, (4) exclama.tions (aee, e.g., Son
nensohein's Grammar). But even this division is open to oriticism: 
the boundary between (3) and (4) is not clea.J:': why are "God 
save the King" and "Long may he reign" excluded from Ex
clamations, and why are these latter confined to those that are 
.' introduced by exclamatory pronouns, adjectives or adverbs to 

such as what and how' 
A further objection to the classifica.tion given by Sonnenschein 

is that it is expressly meant -as a. classification of "sentences ,; 
only, i.e. such utteranQes as contain a finite verb. But obviously 
utterances like "Wha.t fun 1 ". "How odd! ", "Glorious I " 
or "Hurrah!" are "exclamations'! just as much as those 

1 It is interesting to compare this classification with the equally elaborate. 
but tetany different classification in Noreen VS 5. 91 ft •• which I must refrain 
here from resuming or criticizing. 

SOl 
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mentioned; "Waiter, another bottle I .. cannot be separated from 
" desires" containing an imperative; and a.mong sta.temente we 
mUE>t reckon also the "nominal" sentences considered a.bove 
(p. 121). It might perhaps also be said tha.t the term "desire" 
is not t4e best term to include" commands, requests, entreaties. 
and wishes," and at the same time exclude" I want a cigar" 
and "Will you give me a light, plE'&8e' .. etc. Notiona.lly these 
are really desires to be classed with the imperative" Give me," 
though formally they are "statements" and "questions." The 
classification is thus seen to be fa.ulty because it is neither frankly 
notional nor frankly syntactic, but alternates between the two points 
of view: both are important, but they should be kept strictly 
apart in this as in other domains of grammatical theory. 

H, then, we attempt a purely notional clas8ification of utter
ances, without regard to thell' grammatical form, it seems natural 
to divide them into two main classes, accordIng as the speaker 
does not or does want to exert an influence on the will of the hearer 
directly through his utterance. In the former class we must 
include not only ordinary statements and exclamations, but also 
such wishes as "God sa.ve the King," etc. With regard to this 
class it is, of course, imma.terial whether there is a hearer or not; 
such an utterance as "What a nuisa.nce ! .. is the sa.me whether 
it is spoken in soliloquy or to someone else. 

In the second class the aim of the utterance is to influence the 
will of the hearer; that is, to make him do something. Here we 
have two subclasses, requests and questions. Requests comprise 
many utterances of difierent forms, imperatives, verbless expres
sions (" .Another bottle!" I "Two third Brighton" I ,. A horse, 
a horse!" I "One minute" I "Hats off "). formal questions 
(CC Will you pack at once I ") and formal" statements" (" You 
will pack at once") if the situation and the tone shows them to 
be equivalent to commands, etc. Requests may range from 
brutal commands through many intermediate steps (demands, 
injunctions, implorations, invitations) to the most modest and 
humble prayer (entreaty. supplication). 

Questions. 
A question also is a kind of request, viz. a request to tell the 

original speaker something. to give him a piece of information 
that he wants. Questions again ma.y range from virtua.l com
mands to polite prayers: the answer ma.y be as it were exacted 
or humbly solicited. The kinship between ordinary requests and 
questions is seen in the frequency with whioh a question is ta.gged 
on to an imperative: "Hand me that box, will you'" The 
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question " Well f " means the same thing as the imperative "Go 
on ! " or "Speak! " 

There are two kinds of questions; "Did he say that 1" is 
an example of the one kind, and" What did he sa,y ¥ " a,nd "Who 
said that 1 .. are examples of the other. Many names have been 
proposed for these two kinds: yes-or-no question or oategorioaJ 
question v. pronominal question, sentenre question v. word question, 
totahty question v. detail question or partial question, entsohei
dungsfrage v. erga.nzungsfrage or tatsaohenfrage, bestatigungsfrage 
fJ. bestimmungsfrage. Noreen (VS 5. 118 if.) discusses and oritIcizes 
these proposed terms and ends by proposing (in Swedish) "roga
tion "v. cc kvestion." This distinotion would be impossible in English 
(and French), where the word "question" has to be used as the 
oommon term; it has the further grave drawback that it is im· 
possible to remember which is which. An unambiguous terminology 
may be easily found if we remember that in the former kind it 
is always a nexus the truth of whioh is oalled in question: the 
speaker wants to have his doubt resolved whether it is correot to 
conneot this particular subject with this particular predicate. We 
may therefore call questions of thili! kind nexus-q?te8tions. In the 
other kind of questions we have an unknown" quantity" exa.ctly 
as in an algebraio equation; we may therefore use the well-known 
symbol x for the unknown and the term x-question for a. question 
aiming at finding out what x stands for. 

Sometimes there may be two unknown qua.ntities in the same 
equation, as in the colloquial: "Who shall sit wn,ere t" (But 
"I don't know which is which 1> and" Who's who 1 "are different: 
they really mean: 'which (who) is one, and which (who) is the 
other 1 ') 

The answer to a. nexus-question is either yes or no; to a.n 
x-question it may according to circumstances be a.nything except 
yes or no. With regard to tone it is the genera.l rule that nexus
questions have a. rising and x-questions a. falling tone towa.rds 
the end of the sentence. But there are certain questions which 
in these two respects are like x-questions, and yet resemble nexus
questions in their form. If we extend the question " Is it white f " 
by a.dding " or black 1 " and aJter " Do you drink sherry ~ " into 
"Do you drink sherry or port' " we get disjunotive or alternative 
questions, in which the rising tone is concentrated on the first 
part as in the simple question, and the added" or white," "or 
port" has a falling tone. These questions &re the equivalents 
of pronomina.l questions (x-questions) of this type: "Wha.t colour 
is it 1 .. "Which to you drink, sherry or port 1" But it is inter. 
esting to notice that what are seemingly the sa.me questions ma.y 
have a different meaning witli a. different intonation, if ~ 0'1 
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fJorl is taken as one comprehensive term for strong wines. the 
answer to this question (Do you drink [such strong wines as] sherry 
or port 9) is then natura.lly yes or no (cf. LPh 15. 54). Questions 
with neitluJr--lnor (Ha.ve you neither seen nor heard it f) are ;nexus
questions because neither-nor is a nega.tive both-and, not 8. 

negative eitAer-or. 
Mention may here be made of the phenomenon which I have 

termed "questions raised to the second power" (LPh 15. 52). 
One person asks "Is that tl'Ue' " but instead of answering this, 
the otheJ.' returns "Is tha.t true'" -meaning .. How can you 
ask !" Here most languages use the same form as in indirect 
questions: "Om det er sandt 1 lOb das wahr ist! I Si cleat 
vr~ ! "1 though the sentences di:£fer from ordinary indirect 
questions by having a much more marked rising of the interro
ga.tory tone. I find the same form In Caxton (Reynard 21, imitation 
from French!) Cl Loue ye wel myes [mice] ¥ Yf Iloue hem wel, 
said the catt, I loue my ea better than ony thing." But otherwise 
the English form of the question (inversion without conjunction) 
is here the Iilame as in direct questions j I ha.ve collected a great 
many examples from the time of the earliest comedies to that 
of the latest novels. .As the retorted question generally implies 
that it.was superfluous to ask, it amounts to the Same thing as 
an affirma.tion: cc Do I remember it 1" ;= Oerta.inly I remember 
it, a.nd the curious consequence is that it often does not matter 
whether there is a. negative or not in the question, as "Don't I 
reIllember it , .. is also equivalent to an a.fIirma.tion. 

Questions introduced by an interrogative word (x-questions) 
ma.y be simila.rly retorted, and here, too, most languages use the 
form of indirect quest,ions: Was hast du getan !-Was ich getan 
habe' I Hvad ha.r du gjort !-Hm jag har gjort 1 In French 
we see & relative cla.use taking the place of the interroga.tive 
cla.use: Ce que j'ai fait 1 Cha.ucer used an inserted that as in other 
cla.uses: But wherefore tha.t I speke al this 1 (ParI. 17). But 
from the time of Sha.kespeare it ha.s been usna.l in English simply 
to repeat the question uncha,nged (except for the tone): "Where is 
it '-Wliere is it 1 taken from vs, it i$" (Shakespea.re}.-The abnge 
in the character of the question by being "raised to the second 
power .. is shown a.lso in the kind of an&wer required: .. Wha.t ~ve 
you done 1 "-" Wha.t ha.ve I done' ~'-" Yes. tha.t is wha.t I wa.nted 
to Jmow." Questions of this kind are thus always nexus-questions.a 

1 Est-ca que vous avez deja tue 'beauoou~ de liOM, monsieur de Tar-
1arfn t-Bi j'ea 80i beauooup ~. monsieur? (Dauciet). 

• 'J,'hete is a difi~t kind of :retorted ql.'lell'llion in whioh we may have 
two intel!tOptive wOl'd& A ... ya: Why are ;you doing this ? and B salm: 
Whf am 1 doing whtRi J Thia u an It-questj,OA .reninS Ml .. pari of the 
oripnal question. 
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'l'he formal means by which questions are expressed, are 
(1) tone; (2) separate interrogative words, whether pronouns or 
particles, e.g. !.at. num, enclitio -ne (originally the negative word), 
Dan. m<m (originally Ml auxiliary verb), Fr. ti (Lang. 358)-in 
spoken French we may count [Eske] as an interrogative particle; 
(3) word-order. 

But it should be noted that what from a formal point of view 
is a question very often is used for something which notionally 
is not a question. i.e. a request to solve some dOllbt in the mind 
of the speaker. Besides the so-called rhetoricaL questions, which 
retain part of the notional value of questions, we must here mention 
expressions of surprise, e.g. '~What 1 are you here 'I" which 
certainly is not sa.id in order to be informed whether the other 
person is hete. Further "Isn't he stupid!" I G. "1st das 
unglaubJich I" In exclamations of this kind the tone is modi
fied, and in so fa.r they Ca.m1ot be sa.id to have the complete 
form of questions. This is even more true of conditional 
clauses baving the same word-order as questions and developed 
out of original questions, e.g. "Had he been here, I should 
have given him a pieee of my mind!' 

Sentence. 
The definitions of C sentence' are too numetous and too diver 

~nt for it to be worth while here to reprint or criticize them all.1 

In so far as they are not merely bogus definitions, in which technical 
words are used to conceal the want of clear thought, these defini
tions have taken as their sta.rting point either formal or iogical 
or psychological considerations, while some of them have tried 
to reconcile two or three of these points of view. But though 
there is thus no oonsensus of theory. gra.n:unarians will generally 
be more 80pt to a.gree in practice, and whe1l. some concrete group 
of words is presented to them will be in little doubt whether or 
not it should be recognized as a real sentence. 

According to traditional logio every sentence forms a trinity 
of Subject, Copula a.nd Predica.te. Logicians a.nalyze all sentences 
(propositions) with which they have to deal into these three com
ponents and thus obta.in. one fixed scheme that facilitates their 
opera.tions. But even with regard to their purely intellectual 
propositions the scheme is artificial a.nd fictitious, and it does 
not at all fit the great majority of those everyday sentences of a 

I See N01'een VS 6 • .61, 576, SonneDSChein § I, Sweet NEG § 447, Btug
mann KG 628, Versoh. 15, Paul P § 85, Gr. 3. 10, Wundt S 2. 234, Wellander. 
Bedeutun.gslehre O. Sunden, Elliptical Words 4, E. Otto, GnmdIage der 
epraohwiasenachaft 140, XretacJuner, Einleit. in die altertumswiss. 1. oIlS. 
8he1Bel4 GTh 47. Wegener IF 39. I, etc., eto. 

20 
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more or less emotional colouring which form the chief subject. 
matter of the researches of the grammarian. 

Instead of the old 'threenesl)' it is now more customary to 
postulate a 'twoness': every sentence is said to be composed 
of two parts, Subject and Predicate. In" the sun shines" the 
.tUn is subject and shines predicate. Each of these two parts may 
be composite: in "The youngest brother of the boy whom we 
have just seen once told me a. funny story about his sister in 
Ireland" all the words up to seen constitute the subject, and the 
rest the predicate. Opinions vary as to how this 'twoness' is 
brought about psychologically, whether by the bringing together 
of two ideas existing already separ .. tely in the mind orthe speaker, 
or by the breaking up of one idea (gesamtvorstellung) into two 
special ideas for the purpose of communication. This question need 
not, however, occupy us here. On the other hand, it is important 
to kcep in mind that the two parts of the sentence, subject and 
predicate, are the same as the two parts of a nexus, primary and 
adnex, but that, as we have seen, it is not every nexus that con
stitutes a sentence: only an independent nexus forms a sentence. 

It is, however, being more and more recognized by linguists 
that besides such two-member sentences as just mentioned we 
have one-member sentences. These may consist of one single 
word, e.g. "Come I " or" Splendid! " or "What ~ "-{).t' of two 
words, or more than two words, which then must not stand to one 
another in the relation of subject and predicate, e.g. "Come 
along! " i "A capital idea!"," Poor little Ann!" I "What 
fun!" Here we must first guard against a misconception found 
in no less a grammarian than Sweet, who says (NEG § 452) that 
"from a grammatical point of view these condensed sentences 
are hardly sentences at all, but rather something intermediate 
between word and sentence." This presupposes that word a.nd 
sentence are steps in one ascending hierarchy instead of belonging 
to two different spheres; a one-word sentence is at once a word 
and a sentence, just as a one-room house is from one point of view 
a room and from another a. house, but not something between 
the two. 

An old-fashioned grammarian will feel a certain repugnance to 
this theory of one-member sentences, and will be inclined to explain 
them by his panacea, ellipsis. In" Come! " he will say that the 
subject "you" is understood, and in "Splendid!" and "A 
capital idea. !" not only the subject (" this "), but also the verb 
" is" is understood. In many exclamations we may thus look 
upon what is said as the adnex, the subjoot (primary) being "either 
the whole situation or something inlplied by the situation (cp. 
Ch. X). Most grammarians would probably anaJyze such. Latin 
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one-word. sentences as " Canto" or " Pluit .. as containing implicitly 
a. subject, however difficult it may be to say exactly what is the 
subject of the latter verb. But graIIimariaDB should a.lways be 
wary in admitting ellipses except where they are absolutely neces
sary and where there can be no doubt as to what is understood
as, for iDBtance, in " he is rich, but his brother is not [rich]," "it 
generally costs six shillings, but I paid only five [shillings]." But 
what is understood in "Watercresses!" or " Special edition! " i 
" I offer you .•. " or "Will you buy . , . ~ " or " This is •• ,'. ~ 

If the word" John! " forms a. whole utterance, it ma.y according 
to circumstances and the tone in which it.is said be interpreted 
in various ways: "How I love you, John," "How could you do 
that ~", "I am glad to see you," "Was it John 1 I thought it 
was Tom," etc. How can these various" John I"s be reduced to 
the scheme subject-predicate, and how can ellipses assist us 
in analyzing them ~ Yet it would not do to deny their being 
sentences. Nor can we stop here. "Yes" and" No," and inter
jections like " Alas i " or " Oh t " or the tongue-clicks inadequately 
spelt " Tut " and " Tck " are to all intents and purposes sentences 
just as much as the most delicately balanced sentences ever uttered 
by Demosthenes or penned by Samuel Jobnson. 

If we admit this-and I confess that I do not see at,what point 
of the chain between the Johnsonian construction and the click 
we should draw the line, then the definition of a. sentence is com
paratively a.n easy matter. 

A sentence is a (relatively) complete and independent human 
utterance-the completeness and independence being shown by 
its standing alone or its capability of standing alone, ie. of being 
uttered by itself.l 

In this definition the word • utterance" has been expressly 
chosen as the most comprehensive term I could find. Generally 
by an utterance is meant a piece of communication to someone 
else, but this is not necessary (soliloquy!); however, in order to 
be recognized as a sentence an utterance must be such as might 
be a. piece of corm:nunication were there someone to listen to it.2 

Let us see wha.t is implied in the word. "independent" in om 
definition. "She is ill " is a aentence, but if the same words enter 
into the combinations" He thinks (that) she is ill .. and "He is 

1 On a previous occasion I defined a sentence as what can stand al()lle 
without being an answer or a retort, thus excluding" Yesterday" as a reply 
to the question "When did it happen 1" and " If" in the retort mentioned 
p. 95. I am.now somewhat doubtful a.bout this restriction. 

I Some definitions of "sentence" &re so narrow that it is difficult to 
see how they are to comprise questions. :But mine is not, for though a 
queation is in so far incomplete as it requires .. completion in the form of 
an answer, it ia a relatively oomplete and independent utt:er&nos. 
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sad when (u, because) she is ill," they a.re no longer in,dependent 
utteranoes, but 'parts pf seJ?-tenees, either, as. in the first example, 
the object of tl~?'nks, or, as In the Qthe.ra, subJuncts (strictly speak
ing, parts of subjul1cts, as the oonjunotions are also required). 
These parts of sentenQes, which in English are generally termed 
(dependent) clauses, are in German called" nebensatze " and in 
Danish ., bisretninger," as if they were in themselves sentences 
of a particular kmd, which according to our defibltion they are 
not. In the same way, while "What to do 1" is a complete 
sentenc.e when ata.nding alone, it ceases t,o be one and becomes 
a. mcre clause in .. He did not know what to do." 1 

It is also a. simple corollary of the definition that when" If 
only something would happen I" stands alone and means "I 
wish somethmg would happen," and when" If this isn't the limit!" 
means "This is the limit," thelia are (complete) sentences, no 
matter how easy it is to see that they ha.ve developed from clauses 
requiring some oontmua.tion to be complete. 

It will be noticed that sentence as here defined is a purely 
notional ca.tegory: no pa.rticular grammatical form is required 
for a word or a group of words to be called a sentence. I do not 
even imita.te those scholars who introduce the term "normal 
sentence" (normalsatz) for sentences containing a subject and a. 
finite verb. Such sentences may be normal in quiet, easy-flowing 
unemotional prose, bu.t M soon as speech is affected by vivid 
emotion an extensive use is made of sentences which fall outside 
this normal scheme and yet have every right to be considered 
na.tural and regular sentences. 

It would probably be better to divide sentences into the follow
ing classes : 

(1) Inarticulate sentences: "Thanks!" (Tha.nks very much I 
Many thanks) I " What 1 " I "Off! " 

(2) Semi-arliculate sentences: "Thank you I" (Thank you 
~ery much) I "What to do 1 .. I " Off with his head! " 2 

(3) Articulate sentences: "I thank you" I "What am I to 
do i " I "You must atrike off 418 head t " 

Articulate sentences contain both components of a nexus, and 
as the "no:minaJ sentences" considered above, p. 1$:, a:re in the 
minority, this means that the great m.a.jorlty of arti('ulate sentences 
contain a finite verb. 

1 The~ ill 119 :q.6aesslty for El special '/;erm (" aompillX sentence ") for a 
sentence contalnlllg one or more dependent clauses. Cf. the end of Ch. VII. 

I Thta is an InterestIng type (u Away With you! ,. I "On witb your 
VU:lLrds l " I "To the r~ck With him!") conta.ixu~ 8 sublUl;lct Implytng 
motion and a primary introduced by the prepOSItIon mth. whose role resembles 
tha.t of the lIa.roe preposItion in "&c~e Wl.th the I»:rd flown" a.nd "pale 
with the pallor of dea.th." 
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In the praotice of any speech-commllnl.ty there will alwa.ys 
be strong forces making for order and regularity, for uniformity, 
for fixed patterns. Through wholesale imitation of the word
combinations in most frequent use oertain types win tend to 
become practically universal. Hence some words whioh at first 
may have been rare and have been thought more or less super
fluous become more and more frequent Q.Ild a) last may come to 
be thought necess.u-y because they make the whole sentence con
form to the most usual patterns. As most sentenoes have a 
subjeot (Petrus venit), subjects come to· be introduced where at 
first there were none: je viens, il men-t, it pleut :J,S against venio, 
ven$t. pluit, and in the same way E. 1 come, he comes, it rain-so As 
most sentences have something placed before the verb, the empty 
there Came to be used in there are many, etc. As most sentences 
Clontain a verb, a verb was inserted in places where i:t was not a.t 
first necessary to have one, hende the use of the 'copula. ' is and 
of doe.~ in "So John does!" As SOmG verbs generally take a. 
predicative, an empty 80 (G. €B, Dan. &et) IS used, e.g. in "In 
France the popula.tion is stationary, and in England it is rapidly 
becoming so," cp. also " To make men, happy, and to keep them so " 
(Pope). As most adJuncts are followed by a primary, one is used 
to prop up the adjunct in "a grey horse instead of the white 
one" I "birds love their young ones," etc. In all these cases 
we have practically the same tendency to round off sentences 
so a.s to make them conform to a prev&lent type. 

Although this uniiormizing tendency has not been camed 
through with periect consistency, it has nevertheless been made 
the basis Qf the granunarian's assu;.ption that every sentence, 
or every normal sentence, must contain a subject and a. finite 
verb; hut IWI soon as we see that it i-s merely a tendency, and not 
a. Jaw of language, it becomes urgent to give a ddlnition of 
C sentence' which does not require the presence of those two 
constituents. 

In all speech activity there are three things to be distinguished, 
expression, suppression, and impression. Expression io;; what the 
speaker gives, suppression is what he does not give, though he 
might have given it, and impression is what the hearer receives. 
It is import>l:>nt to notice that an impression is often produced 
not only by what is said expressly, but also by what is suppressed. 
Suggestion is impression through suppression. Only bores want 
to express everything, but even bores find it impossible to express 
everything. Not only is the writer's art rlght.ly s<1id to oonsist 
largely in knowing what to leave in the inkstand, but in the most 
everyday reJll4-rks we suppress a great many things whioh it W0111d 
be pedantic to say expressly "Two third Brighton return" 
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stands for something like: "Would you please sell me two third
class tickets from 1Jondon to BrIghton and back again, and I will 
pay you the usual fare for such tickets." Compound nouns sta.te 
two terms, but say nothing of the way in which the relation between 
them is to be understood: home life, life a.t home, home letters, 
letters from home, home journe.l/, journey (to) home; compare 
further life boat, ltfe insurance, life member; sunrise, 8unu,wship, 
8'Unjiower, sunburnt, Sunday, sun-bright, etc. 

As in the structure of compounds, so also in the structure of 
sentences much is left to the sympathetic imagination of the hearer, 
and what from the point of view of the trained thinker, or the 
peda.ntic schcolmt'tster, is only part of an utterance, is frequently 
the only thing said, and the only thing required to make the 
meaning clear to the hearer. This is especia.lly true of certain 
types of sentences in which sllppressions of the same kind have 
occurred 80 often that at last no one thinks of what is left out, the 
remainder beQoming a regular idiomatic expression which the gra.m
marian must recognize as a complete sentence. There are two types 
of suppression which require particular attention (cf. La,ng. 273). 

(1) The beginning of a sentence falls out by what we might 
learnedly term prosiopesi8: the speaker begins to articulate, or 
thinks be begins to articulate, but produces no audible sound 
(either for want of e}q>iration, or because he does not put his voca.l 
('hords in the right position) till one or two syllables after the. 
beginning of what he intended to say. Examples are such forms 
of salutd.tion as Morning instead of Good morning, G. (Guten) 
tag, etc. Further: colloquial See 1 for Do you 8ee 1 I (Do you) 
remember that ch'l,p i I (Will) that do ~ I (I'm a)fraia not I (When 
you) come to tltink of ill (I shall) see you again thi8 afternoon I 
(God) bless you! Similar examples occur in all languages. 

(2) The end is left out: aposiopesi8 is the learned name for 
what I have elsewhere (Language 251) more colloquially called 
~top-short or pull up sentences. After saying cc If only something 
would happen" the speaker stops without making clear to himself 
how h$ would go on, ,vere he to complete the sentence, whethet 
"I should be happy," or "it would be better," or "things would 
be tolerable," Or whatever he might think of. But even without 
any continuation the if-clause is taken at more tha.n its face~value 
and beoomes, to speaker and hearer alike, a com.plete expression 
of a wish. Other expressions of wishes a.re G ... Wer doch eilie 
zigarre hii.tte I .. I Da.n. •• Hvem der havde en sigar t .. I Span • 
.. Quien le diera!" Further examples of pull-up sentences: 
WIll, I never I I The things be would say! I The callousness of 
it I I To think that he has become a minister I I Dire qu'il est 
devenll ministre I I Tamke sig at ha.n er blevet minister! t Figurarsi 
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oh'egli e divenuto ministro f In a.ll suoh oases the fact that some .. 
thing is left out should not prevent us from recognizing the 
utteranoe as sufficiently oomplete to be called a. sentence. 

In other cases, however, the suppression is so violent that 
this condition is not fulfilled. I should not recognize as sentencell 
signboards (" J. C. Mason, Bookseller "), book-titles (" Men and 
Women "), head-Jine,b in newspapers (" New Conferenoes in Paris" 
01' "Killed his father-in-law"), indication of speaker in plays 
(" Hamlet "), entries in diaries (" Tuesday. Rain and fog. Chess 
with unole Tom, walk with the girls ") and similar short expres
sions. It is, however, important to observe that all these pheno
mena ocour in writing only and thus fan outside language propel' : 
spoken language may indulge in many suppressions, but the result 
is always distinguished from tha.t exempl,ified in this paragraph. 

With regard to suppression a few final remarks may not be 
out of place here,l It has been said (C. Alphonso Smith, Stuilies 
in Engl. Syntax, 1906, p. 3) that "verbs denote aotivity and 
change: they are hustling and fussy," and that therefore the 
omission of verbs gives the impression of calm. This is exemplified 
by Tennyson's In ~!emoriam. XI (Calm and deep peace on this 
high wold, etc.). But ae a matter of fact the impression there 
is produced in the first place by the oonstant repetition of the 
word calm and its s:ynonyms, and secondly by the faot that the 
verb omitted is one of rest, "is." If verbs of motion are omitted, 
their suppression may inversely strengthen the impression of 
unrest, as in the following example: "Then rapidly to the door, 
down the steps, out into the street, and without looking to right 
or left into the automobile, and in three minutes to W-ll Street 
with utter disregard of police regulations and speed limits," or in 
Longfellow's desoription of Paul Revere's ride: "A 'hurry of 
hoofs in a village street, A shape in the moonlight, a bulk in the 
dark, .And beneath, from the pebbles, in passing, a. spark Struck 
out by a steed flying fearless and fleet." .As in these cases a. 
feeling of terseness and of vigour is also produced by the omission 
of verbs in a grea.t many proverbial locutions, apophthegms, 
party devices, and similar sayings. G." Ende gut, alIes gut" 
is more pithy than E. "All is well that ends well," Fr. "Tout 
est bien qui finit hien," Dan. "Nar enden er god, er aJting godt." 
Cp. f Iso: "Like master, like man ,. I " Every man to his taste " I 
cc No cure, no pay" I " Once a olergyman, always a. clergyman " 
"Least said, soonest mended," "One man, one vote," etc. By 

1 In the initial clauses of "When in France, he was taken prisoner" 
and "If in dvubt, answer no !" we may say that from one point of view 
we have abbreviation (omission of .. he was" and" you are "), but, from 
another, exparunon of .. In France he was ••• " .. In doubt answer no I •• 
Similar considerations apply to •• I want to know t'hf. feaaOfl, why." 
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leaving out what may seem. superfluous one creates the impressi.on 
of hurry or stress of business which does not a.llow tlme enough 
to round off one's sentenoes in the usuaJ way: it is also of im. 
portance tha.t proverbs, etc., should be easy to remember and 
therefore not too long. In these cases, however, it is not the 
fact tha.t a verb is omitted which produces the effect, for We have 
other abbrevia.ted proverbs, etc., in which a similar effect is pro
duced though they contain verbs: "Live a.nd learn" I " :Rule 
a. wife and have a. wife" I "Spare the rod and spoil the child" I 
.. Love me, love my dog."1 In both classes of sayings the usua.l 
sentence-construction with Bubject and finite verb is abandoned 
in fa.vour of something which may be compa.red to a Japanese 
drawing, in which the contours are not completely filled in; the 
very boldness of such a drawing assists in bringing about an 
artistic effect by lea.ving more to the imagina.tion of the beholder. 
And our grammatical phenomenon thus turns out to be one little 
part of the ever-standing war between classicism and impressionism.. 

1 What is the form of the verb in these sayings? They closely resemble 
the imperatIves mentioned below (p. 314) which are not mes.nt as requests, 
but mIght be transcribed as condItIonal cla.uses: the c:hfierence i$ that there 
the impera.tives are followed by complete llente-nces which are SO to speak 
the apodoses, but here by wrbs In the same form, which it is mOl'e difficult 
to apprehend as imperawvea. 



CHAPTER XXIIT 

MOODS 

ClSSllification. Im~rative. Indicative and Subjunctive. Notional Moods. 

Classification. 
MANY grammars enumerate the following moods in English, etc. : 
indicative, subjunctive, imperative, infinitive, and participle. 
It is, however, evident, that infinitives a.nd participles cannot 
be oo-ordinated with the others; enough has also been said of 
them in various other parts of this work, and we shall therefore in 
this chapter deal with the first three moods only, These are some~ 
times callcd fact-mood, thought-mood, and will-mood respectively. 
But they do not "express different relations between subject and 
predicate," as Sweet says (NEG § 293). It is much more correot 
to say 1 that they express certain attitudes of the mind of the 
speaker towards the contents of the sentence, though in some 
oases the choice of a mood is determ.ined not by the attitude of 
the actual speaker, but by the charaoter of the olause itself and its 
relation to the main nexus on whioh it is dependent.s Further it 
is very important to remember that we speak of "mood" only 
if this attitude of mind is shown in the form of the verb: mood 
thus is a synta.otio, not a notional category. 

Imperative. 
This is true even of thE' Imperative, though that mood comea 

nearer than either the indioative or the subjunctive to being 
notional. It is a will-mood in so far as its chief use is to express the 
will of the speaker, though only-and this is very important-in so 
far as it is meant to influence the behaviour of the hearer, for other
wise the speaker expresses his will in other ways. Imperatives 
thus are requests, and, as we have seE'n, the::;e range from the 
strictest command to the humblest prayer. But we saw also tha.t 

1 As Brugmann, Gertel, and Noreen do. 
I Thus In Fr. .. ma fenu:ne vent que je lui obeisse" or "ma femme ne 

croit pas qU'l! vienna" the subjunctlve evidently says nothing about the 
8peaker' 8 frame of mind. 

818 
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requests are very often expressed by other means than the impera. 
tiV'e (" Another bottle! " I "w oIlen wir gehen .. I te You will pack 
at once and leave this house," 1 etc.), and we may here remind the 
reader of the use in requests of infinitives (" Einsteigen I " I " Nicht 
hinauslehnen! " I "Non pis.ngere I ") and of participles (" Vorgese~ 
hen I" I "Still gestanden I '" "Wohl am, kameraden, am's pferd, 
am's pferd, In's feld, in die freiheit gezogen I ")-in other words, 
imperative and request are not convertible or coextensive terms. 

Nor can it be said that imperatives are exclusively used to 
express requests. .An imperative very often means permission, 
whioh is not 80 request, because it does not say that the speaker 
wants the hearer to behave in 80 oertain way. But a permissive 
"Take that (if you like) I " may also be expressed in other ways: 
"I a.llow you to take that "I cc You may take that "I "I have 
no objection to yOUl' taking that" I "I don't mind if you take 
that."-On prohibition = negative command or permission see 
Ch. XXIV. 

A further use of the imperative is seen in Hamlet's" Vse euerie 
man after his desm, and who should scape whipping "-the first 
part is no more a real request to use every man after his desert 
than the second is a. real question; together the two sentences 
mean: if we used . • ., no one would escape punishment. Other 
examples: Spoil foo's'le hands, make devils (Stevenson) I Give 
you women but rope enough, you'll do yOUl' own business (Richard. 
son; the use of you as an indirect object shows that no request 
to the person addressed is meant) . 

.As the imperative has no particular ending in English, one 
might perhaps feel inclined to think that these sente-nces contained 
infroitives (though how used !). Parallel uses in other languages 
show us, however, olearly that they contain imperatives, e.g. G. 
Sage da.s, und du wirst (so wirst du) verhohnt I Dan. Tag hatten 
op eIler lad den !igge, i begge tilfrelde fir du prygl I Fr. Obligez 
cent fois, refusez une, on ne se souviendra. que du refus I at. 
Scaeva.e vivacem orede nepoti Mat,rem: nil faciet soeleris pia 
de%tera (Hor.) I Gr. Dos moi pou sto, kai ten gen kineso. 

As imperatives in this function serve to express oondition,. we 
can understand their oocurrenoe in connexion with 80 preterit, 
e.g. 11 Give him time, and he was generally equal to the demands of 
8uburba.n clUItomers; hUl'ry or interrupt him, and he showed 

1 E-ven the Eskimo makee frequent use of a future in the sense of an 
imperative: torqoruma1pMH 'ihr werdet es aufheben == hebt ea auf' (Klein. 
IChmidt, G'ramm. cl. gr6m. IfW. 69). I mention this because E. Lerch has 
recently drawn far.reaching conclusions as to French mentality from. the 
occurrence in French of eltpressions like tu le ftlf'Q6 === Jai,·le: "den herlsch· 
allohtigen, tyrannischen cbarakter dell 1*IIChefut\U'UDl8." The spirit of 
$,Jle Greeplander ,. perhape 1_ domineer:iDtr than that of any other nation. 
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himself anything but the man for a crisia" (Gissing), and the use 
of a perfect imperative ill " Soyez bon, pitoyable, intelligent, aye% 
souffert milla morts: vaus ne sentirez !In.s la douleur de votre ami 
qui a mal aux dents" (Rolland). Note also the imperative in the 
middle of a dependent clause, e.g ... Darwin tells us how little 
curly worms, only give them time enough, wiII cover with ea.rth 
even the larger kind of stones (Birrell) I an Alpine Avalanohe; 
whioh onoe stir it, will spread (Carlyle) I I thought that, take them 
all round, I had never scen their equals (Butler).1 

'!'Ms use of what might be called the imaginary imperative 2 

helps us to explain the fact that some imperatives have become 
prepositions Of conjunctions, e.g. When you feel that, bar acoidents, 
the worst is over (Quill er-Couch) I I am not in the habit of beating 
women at any time, let alone at a lunch-party (Hope) I Suppose 
he were to come, what then 1 Da.n. Sest han kom, hvad sa t 

Indicative and Subjunctive. 
If we pass on to the Indicative and the Subjunotive, the first 

remark that obtrudes itself is that the treatment of this subject 
has been needlessly complioated by those writers who speak of 
combinations with auxiliary verbs, e.g. may l/,t, come I he may come 
I if he should come I he would come, as if they were subjunotives of 
the verb come, or subjunctive equivalents. Scholars would hardly 
have used these expressions if they had ·had only the English lan
guage to deal with, for it is merely the faot that such combinations 
in some cases serve to translate simple subjunotives in German or 
Latin that suggests the use of such terms, exactly as people will 
call to the ooy a dative case. It is equally wrong to speak of bles8 
in God bless you as a.n opta.tive,-while the same form in if he bless you 
is called a. subjunctive; we should use the term. • opta.tive • only 
where the language concerned has a. separate form, as is the case in 
Greek-but there, of course, the optative is not exclusively an 
cc optative" in the sense just alluded to, i.e. a. mood of wish, but 
has other meanings as well. A precise terminology is a. conditio sine 
qua non. if one wants to understand grammatical facts. a 

The view here presented is in direct opposition to that ta.ken by 
Professor Sonnel1schein. Though my objections to Lis treatment 
of the theory of moods are essentially the sa.me as those I h.ld 

1 On a peouliar use of the imperative in narrative style see Brugmann, 
Versoh. 79. 

a It may be said to be addressed not to the' seoond person' (Hearer). 
but; to the • generio person' as defined in Ch. XVL 

• Some comparatlve linguists use • optative> instead of • subjunctive • 
in speaking 01 Gothonic languages, bllCause the form corresponds etymo
logically to the Gl"eek optative. 
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against his theory of cases, it may not be superfluous to review what 
he says of moods, and to show the contradictions and difficulties 
inherent in his conception of them. The term' mood' must not, 
he says, be taken to .invol ve a difference of inflexion. Such a 
definition would make havoc of the moods of any language; for 
example, the Latin regam and rexent and the German liebte may be 
either llldwative or subjunctive; and the Latin forms in -ere may 
be either imperative or indicative or infinitive.-My reply is, of 
course, that we recognize the Latin moods because the majority 
of forms are distinctive: rego, regis, rexero, rexeras, and innumerable 
other forms can only be one mood each, and if we substitute the 
forms of another verb or another person of the same verb it is quite 
eaA3Y to decIde what is the mood of ,my ambiguous form in a given 
context. H instt:lad of G. liebte in one sentence we &honld say 
Mtte, It is the indicative; if we should say hiitte, it is the subjunctive, 
etc.1 

Moods then, according to Professor Sonnenschein, denote 
categories of meaning, not of form. The indicative mood speaks 
of a matter of fact (S. § 211). But if I say" Twice four is seven" 
I -use t~e indicative to express the opposite of a fact. This objection 
might be called captious, for the meaning evidently is that the 
indicative is used to represent something as a fact; yet even in 
that form the statement cannot be always maintained, cf. the 
frequent use of the indicath'e in conditional clauses: "if he is ill," 
and after uisk: "I wish he wasn't ill." 

Next, we are told that "the meaning of the subjunctive is 
quite different from that of the indicative" (§ 214). Nevertheless 
we read in § 315 that in "Take care that you are not ca1cght" the 
indicative is "used with the meaning of the subjunctive." Similar 
conttadictions are found in other pl<l>ces: in § 219 the author 
admits that it would be possible to use comest and falls instead of 
the subjunctives in "stint not to ride, Until thou come to hir 
Tweedside" and "Who stands, if freedom fall ~ ", but he says 
that "these present indicatives would be used with a special 
meaning; they would, in fact, be equivalent to 8ubjunctives." 
Similarly in § 234: "the past indicative is sometimes used after 
'as if,' but it always has the meaning of a past subjunctive." 
But as the distinction of moods is by definition one of mea.ning, 
the simple inference is that this indicative i8 a subjunctive I In
versely, in § 303 (note) S. speaks of a subjuIlCtive without any clear 

1 Professor Sonnenschein goes on to say: "The English subjunctive. 
properly understood, is an admirable clue to the uses of the mood in other 
languages." The sa.me educa,tional fallaoy as above (see p. J80) I The 
pupil who has mastered Sonnensohein's intrIcate rules for oonditiona.l sen· 
tences in English "need only be told" that Latm and ~rman employ the 
aame moods--to be led astray, at any ra.te in some Ca.SIlA! 
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difference of meaning from an indicative in when I asle her if she 
love me. According to § 219 Obs. a present indicative is quite 
impossible in noun-clauses which express tha,t something is to be 
done. We take his own sentence" Give the order that every 
soldier is to kill his prisoners," and we naturally ask, is this" iq (to 
kill) " an indicative or a subjunctive 1 How are thinking pupils to 
find their way in this wilderness ~ 1 

If we start from the assumption that meaning is decisive in 
these matters, it is also difficult to see the logio of Sonnenschem's 
§ 215: "The reason why the subjunctive is not so common now 
as it used to be is that we have got into the habit of expressing the 
subjunctive meaning in other ways, especially by using the verbs 
, shall' and' may' with the infinitive instead of the subjunctive .. 
and § 219 "It is a mistake to say that the subjunctive mood has 
practically disappeared from modern English .... But it is true 
to say that the equivalent expressions mentioned in § 215 are still 
commoner," for here" subjunctive" must necessarily be used of 
the form if the paragraphs are to make .sense. 

Although Professor Sonnenschein says that the meaning of 
the subjunctive is distinct from that of the indicative, we are 
nowhere told what exactly that meani.tlg is (though the meaning of 
some specified employments of the subjunctive is explained). Nor 
would it be possible to find one formula that should cover all the 
various uses of the subjunctive in anyone .Aryan language, let 
alone one comprehensive formula for all Aryan languages. The 
nearest approach is contain«l in the term thought-mood,· or perhaps 
better, "non-committal mood" (Sheffield GTh 123) as opposed 
to a "downright" statement: something is mentioned with 
a certain hesitation or doubt or uncertainty as to its reality, but 
even this vague definition is not always to the point, for sometimes 
the subjunctive is used for what is downright imaginary or unreal 
(" Wa.re ich doch reich I ") and sometimes for what is downright 
real (" Je suis heureux que tu sois venu ").8 The truth seems to 
be that the subjunctive was at first vaguely used in a variety of 
cases which it is impOSSible logically or notionally to delimitate 
as against the use of the indicative, and that each language took 

1 Note also the treatment of 8hould be in .. I am glad that he should be 
here." In § 299 it is called a subjunctive.equivalent. but in § 475 it is said 
that it is "a.lmost equivalent to a tense of the indicative mood." 

• Noreen (VS 5. 131) Bays that... the 'conjunctive' expresses fictitious 
idea (though not permission) and wishes apart from hope; as a separate 
mood he gives the' optative' (for permissiva och sperativa meningllor). Hill 
expressions are far froIil clea r. 

3 Note Sweet's expression (l!'!rst Steps in Anglo-Saxon. § 96): The sub
junctive IS sometimes used illogu:ally in statements of facts. Hill example 
is taken from Beowulf 696 Gesprrec pa se goda gylp.worda sum, Beowulf 
Caata., rer he on bed Btige. 
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its own course in sometimes restricting and sometimes extendi..'1g 
its sphere of employment, especially in dependent clauses. The 
vagueness of the meaning of the subjunctive facilitates the transi
tion of a present subjunctive to a. future indicative as in the Latin 
forms in -am, and the extension of the second person singular in 
the strong verbs from the subjunctive to the indicative, e.g. OE. 
wrere. In many cases the levelling of the two moods may have 
been brought about by formal coalescence, but even apart from 
that there i~ in many languages a strong tendency to get rid of the 
subjunctive. In Danish and in Russian there are only a. few 
isolated survivals; 1 in English the subjunctive has since Old 
English times b'een on retreat, though from the middle of the 
nineteenth century there has been a litt'rary revival of some of its 
uses. In Romanic the subjlIDctive is less used than in Latin, 
as seen most clearly in French in conditional sentences (" g'iI emit 
riche il payerait," the last form having sprung from the Latin 
indicative pacare habebat). This extensive movement away from 
the subjunctive could hardly have taken place, had one mood been 
felt ~ decidedly the mood of fact and the other as the mood of 
thought, and we get nearer to the actual facts if we regard the 
indicative as the mood chosen when there is no special reason to 
the contrary, and the subjunctive as a mood required or allowable 
in certain oases varying from language to language. Only thus can 
we do justice to the frequency of hesitation, e.g. in E. if he comes, 
or come, G. damit er kommen kann, or konne, and to the va,rlation 
of mood without any change of meanmg in Fr. 8'il vient et 
qu'il dise. I take at random some everyday sentences from 
the three bes.t-known languages to illustrate the divergence in 
their use of moods: 

if he be ill-if he is ill 'j s'U est malade; wenn er hank ist. 
if he were ill ; "Wenn er hank ware-if he was ill; s'il etait malade. 

sie gIaubt, er ware hank-sie glaubt, dass er hank iet ; she believes 
he is ill; elle oroit qu'il est malade. 

sie glaubt nicht, er ware hank; elle ne eroit pas qu'il soit malade
she does not believe that he is ill. 

damit waren wir fertig-I hope we are through now; esperons que 
c'est fini. 

le premier qui soit arrive-the first who has arrived; del.' erste, 
der angekommen ist. 

1 Russian by or b can hardly be called a verbal form any longer: it is 
added to lto 'that' or jesi1 'if' or to the verb, e.g. jll$li b ja mal or ,mal !>y 
fa 'if I knew,' 'if I had known.' 
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'e cherche un homme qui puisse me le dire-I a.m looking for a man. 
who can tell me that; ich suohe emen mann, der roil' das 
sagen bnn (or: konnte). 

quoiqu'il soit reellement l:lcho-though he is really rich.; obgleich 
er wirklioh reich ist. 

If there are thus mauy divergences, there a.re also certa.in 
general tendenries common to lauguages of our family. The 
indiaative is generally used in relative clauses and clauses intro
duced by local and temporal conjunctions <"""ere, when, while), 
unless (in some lunguage<!) an intention is implied or the clauses 
express the thonght of r:.mne other person than the speaker or 
writer. With reg.:\rd to condition, the subj\ffictive is mor:.t often 
rt'quired if impossibility is imphed (in "clauses of rejected or, 
b<..tter, of rejecting condition," or "contrary-to-fac:t-comlition "), 
though even there BngJish tends to get rId of the &ubjunctive; 
greater hesit. .. tion is found when the possibility is admitted, but 
the speaker" wants to guard himself from endorsing the truth or 
realization of the statement" (NED); and finally the indicative 
is requirE'd when the two ideas a.rc not reo.11y meant as conditioning 
and conditioned, blit as equaJly true: "if he was rich, he was ope-n
handed too," i.e. he was both, though these t,vo things do not 
always go together; the meaning of the conditional form ma.y be 
said to be: if you admit th&t he Wa.<3 rich, you must adnut also that 
he wa., open-handed; cp. "she is fifty if she is ~ da.y." 1 Similar 
considerations hold good with regard to conce$1.don (though he tlief'S, 

UIa8. be, is). 

Notional Moods. 
Would it be possible to pla.ee all "moods" in a. logically con

sistent system' This was a.ttcmpted by grammarians more than a. 
htmdred years ago on the basis of first Wolff's and then Kant's 
philosophy. The former in his Ontology had the three categories, 
possibility, necclISity and contingency, a.nd the la.tter under the 
head of "modality" the three of possibility, existence, a.nd 
necessity; Gottfricd Hormann then gave the further subdivisions: 
objective possibility (conjunctive), subjective possibility (optative), 
objective necessity (Greek verba.l adjectives in -teos) and subjective 
necessity (imperative). It is hardly worth while following the 
subsequent development of these theories (sce the able paper 
.. A Century of Metaphysical Synta.x," by W. G. HaJe, in the St. 
Louis Cungress of .Arts and Sciences, 1904, Vol. ID). 

1 There is really no condition implied in •• If he, 'WM successful it. _ 
beco.t1'3f· the wholo sit.ua.tion helped him .. ; cp. on the other hand "If he were 
succllliSful In t.hat matter he would go on in the same WilY·" 
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Recently Deutschbein has presented us with a somewhat similar 
system (SNS 113 if., cf. also Sp"ackpsychologische Studien, Cothen, 
1918). His main division is: 

1. Kogitativus, 
TI. Optativus, 

TII. Voluntativus, 
IV. Expectativus, 

each with four subdivisions, which are indicated pseudo-mathe
matically by the formulas 1, 0, < 1 and> 1. These figures are 
said to represent the proportion between the thought or wish on 
the one hand and reality or possibility of realization on the other. 
Thus in the sentence "Lebte mein vater doch" the proportion 
between wish (W) and " Realisierung.,moglichkeit" (R) is said to 
be = 0, though a. mathematician would probably rather sa.y that 
it was == 00, as it is R which is = O. Apart from this curious 
inadvertence, the meaning is evidently to give necessity as > I, 
reality = I, pose,ibility < I, and unreality or impossibility = O. 
'l'here is something to be said for his view if thus formulated, though 
my own tripartition necessity, possibility, impossibility seems to 
me logically preferable, as reality and unreality really belong to 
another sphere than necessity and possibility, 

Even Deutschbein's scheme is not exhaustive, and he does not dis
tinguish strictly enough between syntactic and notional categories. 
As a tentative scheme of the purely notional ideas expressed more 
or less vaguely by the verbal moods and auxiliaries of various 
languages we might perhaps give the following list, to which I 
cannot, ho,vever, attach any great importance. The categories 
frequently overlap, and some of the terms are not quite unobjection
able. The placing of the Conditional and Concessional also is 
subject to doubt, and a. "Subordinative" should perhaps be 
added at the end of the list. 

1. Containing an element of will : 
Jussive: go (command). 
Compulsive: he has to go. 
Obligative: he ought to go I we should go. 
Advisory: you should go. 
Precative: go, please. 
Hortative: let us go. 
Permissive: you may go if you like. 
Promissive: I will go I it shall be done. 
Optative (realizable): may he be still alive t 
Desiderative (unrealizable) : would he were still alive ! 
Intentional: in order that he may go. 
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2. Containing no element of will: 
Apodictive: twice two must be (is necessarily) four. 
Necessitative: he must be rich (or he could not spend so much). 
Assertive: he is rich. 
Presumptive: he is probably rich; he would (will) know. 
Dubitative: he ma.y be (is perhaps) rioh. 
Potentia.l: he can speak. 
Conditional: if he is rich. 
Hypothetical: if he were rich. 
Concessional: though he is rich. 

Each of these can be expressed linguistica.ny by a variety of 
means besides those mentioned. 

There are ma.ny "moods .. if once one leaves the we ground 
of verbal forms a.ctually found in & la.nguage.1 

1 The artificial ll!.nguages, Esperanto and Ido, very wisely restrict their 
moods to the number of two beaides the indicative, namely what ma.y be 
called a. deslderative, in Esp. ending in .14, in Ido in -ez, e.g. "eRe:: come, " 
venez let him come, par ke il "1!ln6Z tn order that he may come, and a condi· 
tional ending in -us: at iZ "1!lnU8, me pagua if he came, I should pay. Other
WibO auxiliaries or adverbs are used: mus/a.! must, pow.t can, /orllan perhaps. 



CHAPTER XXIV 

NEGATION 

Contradictory and Contrary. Some Tupartltlons. The 1\!f'fming of Nega. 
tlOn. SpeCIal and Nexal NegatlOll. Double or CUlllu!a1ave Negataon. 
HlstOlj' of NegatIVes. lmphea Negation. 

Contradictory and Contrary. 
LOGICIANS distinguish between contradtctory terms, such as white 
and not-whtte, rich and not-rich, and contrary terms, such as wlhte 
and black, rich and poor. Two centradictolY terms together com
prise everything in existence, as any middle term IS excluded, 
while two contra,ry terms admit one or more mIddle terms. For 
contradictory terms language generally employs either dellvatives 
like 'Unhappy, impossible, disorder or composite expressIons con
taining the adverb not. On the other hand, separate roots are 
Vf!fY often. used to express the most nooes$ary contrary terms. 
Hence such 'Pairs as young-old, grxxlr-bad, btg--.-amall, etc. Inter
mediate stages may be expressed negatively, e.g. neither young nor 
old, but in some cases we have special expressions for the inter· 
mediate stage, e.g. indifferent in the comparatively recent sense of 
• what is between good and bad.' Sometimes we have even a. whole 
long string of words with shades of meaning partially overlapping. 
e.g. hot (sweltering), warm, tepid, lukewarm, mzld, fresh. cool, chilly, 
cold, frosty,1cy; though each adjective at the head of this list is a. 
contrast to each of those at the tail, it is impossible to draw a. SMXP 
line between two halves of the list. 

If now we take two simple sentences like " John is rich" and 
cc John is not rich." these are to my mind contrary terms, not 
contradictory, because they admit the intermediate" perhaps John 
is rich" or " he may be rich, he is possibly rioh," and as a klnd of 
subdivision of this middle term we must mention" John is probably 
rioh " or .. No doubt John 18 rich" (for no doubt as actually used in 
ordina.ry speech implies some little doubt). We thclelore :may 
eet up a. tnpartition : 

A. Positive. 
B. Questiona.ble. 
C. Nesative. 
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A and 0 a.re ab'301ute a.nd imply certa.inty. B implies unoer
tainty. and in that respect B is the negative counterl>art of the two 
positive 6entences A ,. jt is ee.rtain that he is rich " and 0 "it is 
certain that he is not rich." 

It may shock the logician that the two sentences" John is 
rich" a.nd " John is not rich ,I a.re here treated ~ contrary and not 
as oontradictory, but I hope he will be relieved when I say that 
evidently " rich .t and .. not rioh " are contradictory a.nd admit no 
middle term: the tripartition given abo~ refers only to the attitude 
of the speaker to the inclusion of John in one of the two classes 
"rich I' a.nd '~not rioh. It OW' tripartition assists us in under
standing some linguistio facts 'With regard to questions, for a. 
q'llestion is an asserliion of the ola.ss B + a. request addressed to the 
hearer to resolve the doubt. It is therefore imma.terial whether 
the question is couched positively or negatively: .. Is John rich t » 

or " Is John not rich 1" a.re perfectly synonymous, bee$.Use the 
real question is -double-sided: "Is John ncb. or is he not 1 " 
(Alternati\"e question. p. 303, a.bove.) In the sa.me way, in offering 
a. glaas Ot beer one rnayea.y either" Will you have a. ps of beer 1 .. 
or .. Won't you ha.ve 8. glass of beer?" Positive a.nd negative 
here mean the same thing. just as in "Perhaps he is rich " a.nd 
"Perha.ps he is not rich." 

What is here stUd of questions is true of unemotional questions 
only; & ma.rked tone of surprise will make the two sentences 
into distinet OOlitrasts: for then. .. Will you (really) have a. glass of 
beer ? .. comes to ~ • J an;l su.rprised a.t your wanting a. glass 
of beer,', and "Won't YIll1 haw & glass af beer 1" the reverse. 
Whilt ill English U Won't you pass me the salt ~., would be 
rude as implJini unwillingness in the person addressed. in Danish 
U Vii De l'eekke. mig saltet ! ~, is generally a. oommand, and " VU 
De ikke r::ekke mig saltet 1 " a polite request (' Would you mind 
pa,$sing the salt 1 '). A Dutch lady once told me how surprised 
she W&S' a.t first in a. Copenha.gen boarding-house at these negative 
que&tions, which sne took as requests not to pass the sMt. Very 
oiten the pa.rtlCular interroga.tive form is ohosen to suggest 8. 

particular an'3wer, thus especially in tag-questions C" Re is nch, 
i'l1l't he! .. I .. Ha isn't rich. is he' "). Consequently questions 
often ComB to mea.n assertions of the inverse: ,. Am I my 
brother's keoper!" = '1 am not' f "Isn't that nioe t " === ' It 
is very nice.' 

As exolama.tions- ha.ve in :many casea developed out of questions, 
we now also understa.nd how it :is that very o{ten it does not ma.tter 
whether not :is added or not: .. How often have I (not) watched 
him I " 
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Some Tripartitions. 
Next we have to consider some terms of paramount importance 

to the logician as well as to the linguist, namely the two absolute 
extremes all and nothing with the intermediate something. Let us 
call the two extremes A and C, and the intermediate B. They 
are most naturally represented in a descending scale: 

A. everything, all, everybody (all girls, all the money) 
B. something, some, somebody (some girls, a girl, some money) 
C. nothing, none, nobody (no girl(s), no money). 

Thus also the adverbs: 

A. always, everywhere 
B. sometimes, somewhere 
C. never, nowhere. 

It should be noted that 80me (something, etc.) is here taken in the 
ordinary meaning it has in natural speech, and not in the meaning 
logicians sometimes give it, in which it is the positive counterpart of 
1W (nothing), and thus includes the possibility of all.l The inter
mediate stage B of course admits many subdivisions, of which we 
may mention some of special l~guistic interest: 

B 1: many (girls) much (money) very sorry 
B 2: a few (girls) a little (money) a little sorry 
B 3: few (girls) little (money) little sorry. 

B 1 approaches A (all); B 3 approaches C (none) and may even 
in many cases be considered negative rather than positive; this 
is especially true of the adverb little, e.g. in "They little thil'k 
what mischief is in hand" (Byron). The use of the indefinite 
article to distinguish B 2 and B 3 is linguistically interesting; it 
is not confined to English, cp. Fr. 1 .. '11, peu, It. and Sp. un poco, 
G. ein wenig. The difference is well brought out in Shakespeare's 
sentence: "When he is best, he is a little ",,'orse than a man, and 
when he is worst, he is little better than a beast." B 3 is felt as a. 
('ontrast to B 1, but B 2 rather to C; cp. " Few of the passengers 
survived" and" A few of the passengers survived." 

1 See Keynes, FL 100: "It hllS, however, been customary with logiCIans 
in interpreting the traditionel scheme [A = universal affirmative, I = parti
cular affirmative, E =tmiversel negative, 0 =particulaf negative] to adopt 
the other m~aning, BO that Some S ~8 P is not inconsistent WIth All S is P." 
On p. 200 Keyne3 is bound to ac;lmit that many logicians "have not rE'cog. 
nized the pitfalls surrounding the use of the word Bome. Many passages 
might be quoted in which they distinctly adopt the meaning-some, but 
not aU." But, ill the name of common sense, one is tempted to ask: why 
do logicians dig such pItfalls for their fellow-logicians to tumble into by 
using ol·dinary words in abnormal meanings t Keynes's argUlnenta on 
p. 203 are far from convincing. 
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The tripartition between: 

A. Necessity, 
B. Possibility, 
O. Impossibility, 
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is really nothing but a speeial case of the tripartition mentioned 
above, for neoessity means that aU possibilities are comprised, just 
as impossibility means the exclusion of all possibilities. The 
verbal expressions for these three categories are : 

A. must (or, need) 
B. can (or, may) 
O. cannot. 

If to these three categories we add an element of volition with 
regard to another being, the result is: 

A. Command, 
B. Permi.'!slon. 
O. Prohibition. 

VerbaI expressions for these are : 

A. You must 
B. You may 
C. You must not (may not, see below). 

The imperative (" Take that 1 ") may mean either A or B, see 
above under Requests. 

The Meaning 01 Negation. 
If we llow want to inquire into the meaning of negation, the 

first point of importance is to emphasize the difference between a. 
linguistic negative and a mathematical negative: - 4 means, 
not everything different from + 4, but a. point as muoh below 
o as 4. is above O. A lingui.£!tic negative, on the contrary, chaRges a. 
term into the contro.dictory term, at any rate theoretically, for on 
oloser inspection we shall find that in practioe this rule requires 
some very important qualifioations; to UIiderstand these the 
division made above into A, B, and O-categories will prove useful 
and should oonstantly be borne in mind. Let us first look at 
quantities in the B-category (above, p. 324) : nei1ih.er all nor nothing. 

Here the generall'Ule in all (or most) langua.ges is that not means 
• less than,' or in other words 'between the term. qualified and 
nothing.' Th'lS not good means • inferior: but does not oomprise 
• exoellent '; not lukewarm indioates a lower temperature than 
Zukewarm. something between lukewarm. ~ icy. not something 
between lukewarm and hot. This is especially obvious if we 
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consider the ordinary meaning of negatived numerals: He does 
not read three bool,s in a year I the hill is nOli two hundred feet high 
I his income is not £200 a year I he does not see her once in a 
week I the bottle is not half full-all these expressions mean less 
than three, etc. Therefore not one comes to be the natural ex
pression in many languages for' none,' e.g. OK nan = ne-an, whence 
modern none, no, further-ON. eingi, G. k-ein, Fr. pas 'Un oruit, etc. 

But the same expressions may also exceptionally mean' more 
than,' only the word following not then has to be strongly stressed 
(with the peculiar intonation indicative of contradiction), and then 
the whole combination has generally to be fonowed by a more 
exact indication: not lukewarm, but re;tlly hot I his income is not 
two hundred a year, but at least three hundred I not once, but two 
or three times, etc. Note that not once or tu' ice always means 
several times, as in Tennyson's "Not once or twice in our fair 
island-story, The path of duty was the way to glory." 

Not above 30 means either 30 or less than 30. No more than 
generally means 'as little as,' and no les8 than ' as much as,' e.g. 
"the rank and file of doctors are no more scientific than their 
tailors; or their tailors are no less scientific than they" (Shaw) ; note 
the distinction between no and not in these combinations: no more 
than three 'three only'; not more than three 'three at most'; he 
paid no les8 than twenty pounds implies astonishment at the -great
ness of the amount, which was exactly £20; he paid not less than 
twenty pounds implies\uncertainty with regard to the exact amount, 
which at the very least was £20 (MEG II, 16. 84). In Latin both 
non magi8 quam and non minus quam are favourite expre~~i()ns for 
equality, though, of course, used in different conneXlOl1S: C'wsar 
non minU8 operibus pacis florebat quam rebu8 in bello gestts I Periclea 
non magis operibus pacis florebat quam rez'us in bello gestis (Cauer). 

H we turn to the negatives of the terms given above as B 1, 
2 and 3, we see that negativing I turns it into three: not much = little; 
not many = Jew. But a negative 2 becomes nearly synonymous 
with 1 (or stands between I and 2): not a little = much, not a Jew 
= mallY. B 3 is not used idiomatically with not. 

Next we turn to the A and C-categories, the two extremes. 
Here we have the general rule that if the negative word is placed 
first, it discards the absolute element, a]Jd the result is the inter
mediate term. Not A = B; not C- also = B. If, on the other 
hand, the absolute term is mentioned first the absolute element 
prevails, and the result is the contrMy notion A .•• not = C ; 
C ... not=A. 

Examples of a negative A = B : 
They are not all of them fools I he is not always so sad I non 

omnis morial'. 
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Exceptionally the same effect (B) is obtained even though the 
negative comes after the A·word in such sentences as "All that 
glisters is not gold" (Shakespeare), and" Tout C6 qui relnit n'est 
pas or," which correspond to the Danish and Germa.n forms of the 
proverb: ., Ikke alt hvad der glimrer er guM" and" Nicht alies 
was glanzt, ist gold"; op. also from the Bible: All things are 
lawfull vnte mee, but all things are not expedient I all is not lost 
(Milton, Shelley) I 'But ali men are not born to reign (Byron) I For 
each man kills the thing he loves, Yet each man does not die (Wi'de) ; 
similar examples abound also in the literatures of other countries ; 
they are easy to explain psychologically as the result of the two 
tendencies, to place the subject first, and to a.ttract the negation 
to the verb. Tobler (VB 1. 197) tries to justify them logically 
as saying" van dem subjekte ' allea glanzende' dan ' gold sein ' 
nicht pradiziert werden." This is true, but does not toue7 the 
fact that the word-order makes us expect the meaning' nothing 
of what glitters is gold' (was gl1inzt, ist niemals gold; 0) rather 
than the intended meaning 'only some part of what glitters is 
gold' (was glanzt ist meht immer gold; B).l 

Examples of 0 with a negative before it = B : 
Lat. non-nuZli 'some,' non-nunquam 'sometimes' I he was not 

the eldest son of his father for not~g I it is not good fer a man 
to ha.ve no gods (= it is good to have some gods). 

Exa.mples of A with a negative after it = (I: Tous cas gens.la 
ne Bont pas humains (Le. none of them is, Rolland) I the one [ultCle1 
I was a.lways going to write to. And a.lways didn't (Dickens), 
This i8 rare except when the negative is in the form of a prefix or is 
implied., e.g. they were all of them unkind; everybody was unkind 
(= nobody was kUld) I he was alwa.ys unkind [they all failed 
(= nobody succeeded). 

The difference between the two ~ble results of negation 
with a word of the A-class is idiomatically expressed by different 
adverbs: 

Result B: he is not a.ltogether ha.ppy f pas tout-a.-fait'l ikke 
h()lt I nicht ganz. 

Result 0: he is not at all happy (he is not happy at al ) I pas 
du tout Islet ikke I gar nicht. 

1 In the e;l:smplee given in this section all ha.! its generic meaning (every
body a.nybody)· bllt till may also 00 used in the' distributive' sense (the 
swtl • of., • •. ~e p 203 note). A nGgfltive ma.y be placed with th~ 
verb. ~.g "All the p,;rfumes of Ara.bia will not sweeten thIS little hand 
(Sh.), Dut is of tan 101: tlle sake of emphasis (=not even) put bf'fore all, e.g. 
"Not a.1l the wa.ter in the rough rode sea Can wash the bo.lme from an 
allOyntGd kilOg" (Bh.). 
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Cp. from a recent newspaper: Germany's offer is entire7y 
unacceptable to the French and not wholly acceptable to the English 
Government. 

Examples of words of the class 0 with a negative after them, 
result A: 

Nobody was unkind (= everybody was kind) I he was never 
unkind I nobody failed. This is comparatively rare with not, and 
sentences like "not a clerk in that house did not tremble before 
her" (Thackeray = all the clerks trembled) are generally avoided 
as not sufficiently clear: the hearer gets easily confused; but if 
the two negatives are placed in separate sentences, the combination 
is unobjectionable: there was no one present that did not weep I 
there is nothing I could not do for her; cp. Johnson's epitaph on 
Goldsmith: Qui nullum fere scribendi genus Non tetigit, Nullum 
quod tetigit non ornavit. 

We next proceed to the three categories mentioned p. 325: A 
necessity, B possibility, 0 impossibility. H we add a. negative, 
we see the following results: not neCe8sary (A) = possible (B); 
not impos8ible (C) = possible (B); it i8 impo88tble not to see = 
necessary; no one can deny = everyone must admit I nobody need 
be p1'e8ent = everybody may be absent I he cannot 8'Ucceed = he 
must fail I non pote8t non amare I iZ ne pouvait pas ne paB voir qu'on 
S6 moquait de lui. 

With regard to the further tripartition A command, B per
mission, C prohibition, we have seen that the imperative ma.y 
mean either A or B. Therefore a negative impera.tive, e.g. Don't 
take that! may mean either a negative command ( = a prohibition), 
or a polite request (or advice) not to take it; and on account of this 
ambiguity there is in many languages So disinclination to use So 

negative imperative. In Latin it is only found poetically, being 
otherwise replaced by a paraphrase with noli (NoZi me tangere) 
or a subjunctive (Ne no8 inducaB in tentationem); in Spanish the 
latter has become the rule (No vengas 'don't come '). In Dan. 
Tag det ikke is generally a piece of advice, and La vrer a ea 
det (Lad Vlere at ta.ge det) has become the usual form for 
So prohibition. In other languages we find separate verb-forms 
(' jussive ') or else separate negatives (e.g. Gr. me) used in 
prohibitions. 

Both may not and must not may be used in prohibitions. In 
the former not logically belongs to may (the negation of a per
mission, cf. G. du darJBt nichl), but as the same combination is often 
used in a different sense, e.g. in " He may not be rich, but he is 
a gentleman .. (where not goes with be: it is possible that he is not), 
and aa may is a.lso felt to be too weak for So prohibition, the tendency 
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is more and more to use the more brutal must not, except in questions 
implying a positive answer (mayn't 1= 'I suppose I may') and 
in close connexion with a positive may, e.g. in answers (' May I 
take that 1 No, you may not "). In you must noe take that the 
negative logically belongs to the infinitive: it is a positive com
mand (must) not to take that; 1 but the prevailing tendency to 
attract the negative to the auxiliary verb lea.ds to the usual form 
you mustn't. In this way we get different auxiliaries in positive 
and negative sentences, e.g. You may call me Dolly if you like; 
but you mustn't call me child (Shaw) I You mustn't man-y more 
than one person at a time, may you' (Dickens). Now, however, 
must is beginning to be used in tag questions, e.g. "I must 
not go any farther, must 11 " (G. Eliot), though it is not possible 
otherwise to substitute MU8t 11 for May 11 

Special and Nexal Negation. 
We have seen already that the meaning of a sentence some

times depends on the place of a negative element. In a more 
general way we may say that the negative notion may belong 
logically either to one single idea (special negation) or to the com
bination of the two parts of a nexus (nexal negation). In the 
former case we have either a negative prefix (as in never, unhappy, 
disorder), or the adverb not put before the word (not happy); in 
some cases a single word without any negative prefix may be re
garded as containing a negative idea, e.g. lack (= have not), fa';'Z 
(= not succeed; but we may also say that llUCCeed is the negative 
counterpart of fail). 

When a nexus is negatived, the negative adverb is generally 
attracted to the verb, in many languages in the form of a weak 
ne or similar particle placed before the verb, and sometimes 
amalgamated with it (cp. earlier E. nis, nilZ); in MnE we have 
the do-combinations (dou not come, daun't come, etc.) except 
with the well-known group of verbs (i8 not, isn't, cannot, etc.). 

In the sentence " Many of us didn't want the war .. the nexus 
is negatived, but in " Not many of us wanted the war" not belongs 
~clusively to many, wllich it turns into' few.' 

In many cases it seems to be of no importance whether we 
negative one notion only or the combination of that notion with 
another; she i8 not happy may be analyzed either as a description 
of what she is, viz. not-happy (= unhappy), or as a negativing 
of her being happy (she is-not, isn't, happy). If we add very, 
however, we see the difference between "she is very unha.ppy" 
a.nd "she is not very happy." 

1 ThTlll p1'Qperly you mun not-taile, but you mG1/-noI ~ 
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The general tendenoy is to nse a. nexa.l negative, even in some 
cases where a special negative would be more apposite. By the 
side of the logically impeccable" I came not to send peace, but 0. 
sword" (.Matt. 10. 34.) we frequently find sentences like" I don't 
complain of your words, but of the tone in which they were uttered" 
( = I complain, though not •.. , but of ... ) I " We aren't here 
to talk nonsense, but to act" (where " we aren't here" in itself is 
a contradiction in terms). A particular case is found with because: 
the sentence" I didn't go because I was afraid" is ambiguous and 
may mean either 'I went, but the reason was not fear,' or 'I 
did not go, and the 1'e8o&on for not going was fear,' though in the 
spoken language the tone may show which is meant; cp. further' 
" I didn't call because I wanted to see her" (but for some other 
reason), and" I didn't call because I wanted to avoid her." 

With infinitival and similar constructions it is often very impor
tant to know which of two verbal notions is negatived; various 
devices are used in different languages to make the meaning clear. 
A few examples may suffice: She did not wish to reflect; she 
strongly wished not to reflect (Bennett) I Tommy deserved not 
to be hakd I Tommy did not deserve to be loved I Dan. prov ikke 
pl1 at se derhen I pr0v pa ikke a.t S6 derhen I il ne tache pas de 
regarder I il tache de ne pao!! regarder III ne peut pas entendre I 
il peut ne pas entendre I (Will he come 1) I a.m afraid not I I am 
not afraid. 

The tendency already mentioned to attract the negation to the 
verb is not the only one found in actual Ia,nguage: we often find 
the opposite tendency to attract the negative notion to any word 
that can easily be made ne-gative. In literary English "we met 
nobody" is thought 1nore elegant than the colloquial" We didn't 
meet anybody"; cp. also" thia will be no easy ma.tter" and 
"this won'-/; be an easy ma.tter." In many cases we find words 
like nothing used where a nexal negation would be more logical, 
e.g. she lovea you so well that she has the heart to thwart you in 
nothing (Gilbert) I you need be under 110 uneasiness. Attraction 
of this kind is scen also in the idiomatic use of ,< he was no 
ordinary ooy" in preference to "he was a not ordinary boy" 
and in sentences like "YOll and I will go to the smoking
room, and talk a.bout nothing at a.ll subtle ,. (= about something 
that is not subtle. Renson), which most people would probably 
censure as wrong. 

Wherever it might seem possible to attract the negative element 
to either of two words, it is nearly always put with the first. We 
may say" no one ever saw him angry" or " never did n.ny one see 
him angry/' but not q anyone never saw bim angry" or " ever did 
no one see hjm angt'y." Cp. also Lat. "nee quisquam" (not, "et 
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nemo "), .. neque ullus," etc. Without any danger is preferred to 
uith no danger. 

When the negative is lIottraoted to the subjeot, the sentence is 
often continued in suoh a way that the positive counterpart of the 
first subject mU'3t be understood. In ordinary life this will cause 
no misunderstanding, and it is only the ('..ritioal, or hyper-oritioal, 
grammarian that disoovers anything wrong in it, e.g. Not one should 
soape, but perish by my sword (- but all perish, Marlowe) I none 
of them are hurtful, but lOving and holy (Bunyan). Cp. also: 
Don't let any of us go to bed to-night, but see the morning oome 
(Benson) I I quite forget the details, only that I had a good deal of 
talk with him (Carlyle).l 

Double or Cumulative Negation. 
It seems to be an established view among theorists, logioians 

as well as linguists, that two negatives ought-to cancel one another, 
because two negatves logically make an affit'Illative in the same way 
as in ma.thema.tics -( - 4) =;> + 4. Languages, as well as individua.l 
writers, are consequently oensured if they use a double negative 80S 

a strengthened negative. If this view were truc, a consistent 
logicia.n would ha.ve to find fault with Chaucer's " He neuere yet no 
vileynye ne seyde In 801 his lyf unto 110 maner wight," because here 
four negatives (thus an even number) are made to serve as So 

strengthened negative expression, but not with the OE. example 
, nan man nyete nan l'ing" (no ma.n not-knew nothing), because 
there are here three negatives, of which two should ca.tl.ool each 
other, leaving onp over. But as a matter of fact no one seems to 
cruQulate oumulative nega.tion in this way, and this is perfectly 
right from the point of view of linguistic logic. 

Langua.ge is not ma.thematics, and, as already rema.rked, a. 
linguistic negative cannot be compared with the sign - (minus) 
in mathematics; hence any reference to the mathema.tical rule 
about two minus's is inconclusive. But neither are the attempts 
ma.d:e by some linguists to justify the use of double nega.tion perfectly 
satildactory. Van Ginneken rightly criticizes the view of Ro~Q 
scholars, who speak of a half-negation in the case of French ne
an explanation which a.t any 1'8.'00 does not explain ma.ny of the 
phenomena. in other langua.ges. His own explana.tion is tha.t 
negation in natural languages is not logical negation, but the 
expression of a reeling of resistance; according to him the logical 
or mathematical conception of negation, according to which two 

1 Cp. also •• It is always asto~hing to me how-few people know anything 
(or very little) about Fararlay ": Of'"", little is made ~ble only beoauee 
tile I18ptenoe 'If.'leanII 'that moat people know nothing, etc. 
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negatives are mutually destructive, has only gained ground in a 
few centres of civilization and has never struck root in the popular 
mind. I have my doubts as to the greater primitivity of the idea 
of 'resistance' than that of negation understood exactly as we 
understand it in such a. simple sentence as "he does not sleep." 
Other writers speak of a diffcrence between qual1tative and quanti
tative negation and imagine that this distinction finds a support in 
Kant's table of categories, though as a matter of fact Kant ranges 
all negation under the heading of "quality." Anyhow the dis
tinction does not assh.t us at all to comprehend double negation.1 

Language has a logic of its own, and in this case its logic has 
something to recommend it. Whenever two negatives really 
refer to the same idea or word (as special negatives) the result is 
inva.riably positive; this is true of all languages, and applies to such 
collocations as e.g. not uncommon, not infrequent, not witltout 80rne 

fear. The two negatives, however, do not exactly cancel one 
another in such a way that the result is identical with the simple 
common, frequent, with 80me doubt; the longer expression is always 
w.eaker: "this is not unknown to me .. or " I am not ignorant of 
this" means' I am to some extent aware of it,' etc. The psyoho
logica.l reason for this is that the detour through the two mutually 
destructive negatives weakens the mental energy of the listener 
and implies on the part of the speaker a oertain hesitation which is 
absent from the blunt, outspoken common or lcrwwn. In the same 
way 1 don't deny that he u-a.s a111Jry is weaker than 1 a8sert, etc. 
Cp. also Fr. il n'etait pas Bans ~tre frappe. 

On the other hand, if two (or more than two) negatives are 
attached to different words, they ha.ve not the sa.me effect upon one 
another, a.nd the total result, therefore, ma.y very well be negative. 
We see this in a great variety of langua.ges, where cumulative 
negation in this way is of everyday 6ccurrence. Examples from. 
Old and Middle English have already been given; they abound 
in these periods, but are somewhat rarer in Elizabethan English; 
in dialectal and vulgar English of our own day they are frequent, 
a.nd many examples may be culled from representations of popular 
language in novels and pla.ys, e.g. "Nobody never went and hinted 
no such thing, sa.id Peggotty" I "I can't do nothing without my 
staff" (Hardy). 

In other languages we find the same phenomenon more or less 
regularly. Thus in !-fiddle High German: nu en-kan ich niemanne 
gesagen. In French: on ne le voit nulle part. In Spanish: aquf 
no vienen nunca soldados 'here not come never soldiers.' In 

l These theories have been critioized by Delbriick, NegaalJ' S4tze,36 ft •• 
and in my own N8ga.tWn, 69 ff. Negation is alwayB quantitative rather than 
qualitative. 
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Slavio languages, Serbian: i nikto mu ne mogaae odaovoriti rijeCi 
'and nobody him not could answer word' (Delbrurk). Russian: 
Filipok niOego ne skazal 'F. nothing not said.' Greek: aneu 
toutou oudeis eis ouden ouaenoa an human oudepote genoito axios 
(Plato, in Madvig). 

So also outside our family of languages, e.g. Magyar: slmmit sem 
hallottam, or: nem hallot,tam semmit I nothing not I ha.ve heard 
(Szinnyei). Congo (Bantu): kavangidi kwandi wawubiko, kamo. 
nanga kwandi nganziko, kaba yelanga. kwa.-u ko ' not did he evil not, 
not feeling he no pain, not they sick not.' 

How to a.ooount for this phenomenon, whioh is spread over so 
many different languages! There is one very important observa
tion to be made, without which I do not think that we shall be able 
to understand the matter, namely that repeated negation becomes 
an habitual phenomenon in those languages only in which the 
ordinary negative element is comparatively small in phonetic 
bulk: ne or n- in Old English, in French. in Slavic, en or n- in Middle 
High (and Middle Low) German, 01£ in Greek, 8- or n- in Magyar. 
These are easily attracted to various words (we have already seen 
instances of such attraction in previous sections). and the insignifi:
cance of these initial sounds or weakly stressed syllables makes it 
desira.ble to multiply them in So sentence so as to prevent their 
being o'Verlooked. Under the influence of strong feeling the speaker 
wants to make absolutely sure that the negative sense Will be fully 
apprehended; he therefore a.ttaches it not only to the verb, but 
also to any other part of the sentence that can be easily made 
negative: he will, as it were, spread a layer of negative colouring 
over the whole of the sentence instead of confining it to one single 
place. If this repetition is rarer in modem English and German 
than it was formerly. one of the reasons probably is that the fuller 
negatives not and mCAt have taken the place of the smaller ne and 
en,l though the logio of the schools a.nd the influence of La.tin 
have also contributed towards the same result. It may also be 
said that it· requires greater mental energy to oontent oneself 
with one nega.tive, which has to be remembered during the whole 
length of the utterance both by the speaker and the hearer, than 
to repeat the negative idea. whenever an occasion o:ffers itself, 
and thus impa.rt a. nega.tive colouring to the whole of the sentence. 

If we a.re now to pa.ss judgment on this widespread cumula.tive 
negation from a. logioal point of view, I should not call it illogica.l, 

1 In olassical Latin, too, non is more bulky than the original ne. I am 
inclined to explain the comparative rarity in Elizabethan English of this 
kind of c~ative negation (as opposed to the resumptive nege.tion with 
neither etc. examples of which abound) from the use .t that time of the 
fun not. whlch had not yet dwindled down to -n" attached to the verb as 
in mortf recent period-. 
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seeing that the negative elements are not a.ttached to the same 
word. I should rather say that though logically one negative 
suffices, two or three are simply a redundancy, which may be 
superfluous from a stylistic point of view, just as any repetition in 
SI positive sentence (every and any, always and on all occasions), 
but is otherwise unobjectionable. No one objects from a logical 
point of view to combina.tions like these: "I shall never consent, 
not under a.ny circumstances, not on any condition, neither at 
home 'nor abroad"; it is true that here pauses, which in writing 
are marked by commas, separate the negatives, as if they belonged 
to so many different sE>ntences, while in " he never said nothing" 
and all the other cases quoted from va.rious lmnguages the negatives 
belong to one and the same sentence. But it is perfectly impossible 
to draw a line between what constitutes one, a.nd what constitutes 
two sentences: does a. sentence like "I cannot goe no further" 
(Shakespeare) become more logica.l by the mere addition of a. 
comma.: "I cannot goo, no further" 1 

.As a separate variety of double negation must be treated what 
might be called resumptive negation (Delbruck's erganzungsnega
tion). This is especially frequent when not is followed by a disjunc
tive combina.tion with neither • • . nor or a restrictive addition with 
not even: "he cannot sleep, neither at night nor in the daytime" 
or " he cannot sleep, not even after taking an opiate"; cp. al'3o the 
addition iIi " lone no man in good earnest, nor no further in sport 
neyther" (Sh.). Similarly in other languages, Lat. non ••• neque 
, •• neque, non. • . ne. • • guidem, Or. ou . . . oude . . . oude. 
etc. In such cases, with 'neither-nor' and 'not even,' all lan
gua.ges seem freely to admit double negt'tiv68, though even here 
preoiaians object to them.1 

Closely connected with resumptive negation is para.mctic 
negation: a negative is placed in a. clause dependent on a verb 
of negative import, e.g. 'deny, forbid, hinder, doubt,' 88 if the 
cla.use had been an independent sentence, or as if the corresponding 
positive verb had been used in the main sentence. Examples: 
First he deni'de you had in him no right (Sh.) I Wha.t hinders in 
your own instance tha.t you do not return to those ha.bits (Lamb). 
It is well known how in some languages this develops to a. fixed 
rule, e.g. in Latin with ne, quin, quominU8, in French with ne (which 
now, like ne in other positions, tends to disappear), Here, too, we 
ha.ve redundancy a.nd over-emphasis ra.ther tha.n irrationality or 
want of logic. 

1 A special case of resumptive negation is seen when not is softened down 
by an added hardLy, which in itself would have been /JUfficient to express 
ihe idea: Cl He wasn't changed at all hardly" (Kiphng). 
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History of Negatives. 
The generaJ. history of negative expressions in some of the 

best-known la.nguages presents a curious fluctuation. The negative 
adverb is often weakly stressed, beca.use some othel' word in the 
sentenoe has to receive a. strong stress of contrast. But when the 
nega.tive has become a. mere pr.oclitic sylla.ble or even a. single sound, 
it is felt to be too weak, and has to be strengthened by some addi
tional word, a.nd this in its turn may come to be felt as the nega.tive 
proper. which then may be subject to the same development s.s 
the original word. We have thus a. constant interplay of weakening 
a.nd strengthening, which with the further tendency to place the 
nega.tive in the beginning of the sentenoe where it is likely to be 
dropped (though prosiopesis) leads to curious results, whioh can 
here be sketched only in the briefest outlines by examples taken 
from a few languages. 

First, La.tin and its continua.tion Frenoh. The starting point, 
here ItI8 elsewhere, is ne, whioh I take to be (together with the 
variant me) a primitive interjooti<:ln of disgust consisting mainly 
in the fa.cia.l gesture of oontracting the muscles of the nose. The 
imt stage, then., is : 

(1) ne dico. This persists chiefly with a few verbs (nescio, 
nequeo. nolo) and with some pronouns and adverbs; otherwise 
ne is felt to be too weak and is strengthened by the addition of 
oenum 'one thing'; the result is non (ne-oenum): 

(2) non dioo. In oourse of time non loses its stress and becomes 
OFT. ?Un, la.ter ne-thus pra.ctically the same sound as the Proto
Arya.n adverb: 

(3) jeo ne di. This has survived in literary French till our 
own da.ys in So few combinations, je ne Bais, je ne peu:r, a.nd 
colloqui&lly in n'importe; but generally it hAs been found necessary 
to strengthen it: 

(4) je ne d~ fJIU. Next, in oolloquial French. the weak ne 
disa.ppears : 

(5) je dia pcu. 
In Soo.ndinavia.n, too, the origina.l ne was first strengthened by 

additions and finally ousted by these, ON. eigi, ekki, Dan. ej, ikke,. 
which at first hiW no nega.tive mea.ning. 

In German we had first n. alone before the verb, then ni, ne 
(or weakened n-, en-) before a.nd nicht after the verb, a.nd fina.lly 
nicht a.lone. 

In English the stages aro : 

(1) ic ne secgr.. 
(2) I ne Bt:JJB noI. 
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(3) I say not. 
(4) I do not say. 
(5) 1 don't say. In some frequent combinations, notably 

I don't Je7lOw, we witness the first beginning of & new weakening, 
for in the pronunciation [a.i d(n) nou] practically nothing is left of 
the original negative. 

The strengthening of negatives is effected either by means of 
some word meaning a small thing (not a bit, not a jot, not a scrap, 
etc., Fr. ne . . . mie, (Joutte, point, pas), or by means of an adverb 
meaning' ever' (OE. na from ne + a = Gothic ni aiw8, G. nie; 
E. never also sometimes loses its temporal meaning and means 
nothing but 'not '). Finally the strengthening addition may be 
a word meaning 'nothing' as Lat. non, E. not (a weaker form 
of nought) or G. nicht; in ME. I ne seye not there is a double 
negation. 

The dropping or leaving out of a weak negative adverb changes 
a poe.itive into a negative word. The most characteristic examples. 
of this are found in French, where pas, personne, jamais and other 
words are now negative--invariably so when there is no verb: 
pas de doute I Qui le sait 1 Personne I Jamais de la vie, and in 
vulgar and familiar speech also in sentences containing a verb, 
where literary language requires ne: Viens-tu pas? I je le vois 
jarn,a2·s. With regard to plus, ambiguity has in some cases been 
obviated by the popular pronunciation, [j an a ply] meaning' there 
is no more of it ' and [J an a plys] , there is more of it.' An isolated 
Plus de bruit is a negative, but Plus de bruit que de mal a positive 
expression, though the pronunciation is here the same. There is a 
curious consequence of this negative use of plus, namely that moins 
may occasionally appear as a kind of comparative of plus: Plus 
d'e-coles, pltte d'asiles, plus lie bienfaisance, encore mains de tMologie 
(l'vIerimee) . 

In other languages the transition from positive to negative is 
found sporadically, as in Sp. nada 'nothing' from Lat. (res) nata, 
nadie 'nobody,' and in the ON. words in -gi; in English we find 
but from ne • • . but, cp. diaJectal noUbut, and the curious more 
for' no mor?' in the South-Western part of England, e.g. "Not 
much of a scholar. More am I " (Phillpotts). 

Implied Negation. 
As in other provinces of grammar, we have here cases of dis

agreement between the notional meaning and the grammatical 
expression. A notional negation is often implied though the 
sentence contains no nega.tive proper. 
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A question is often equiva.lent to a nega.tive assertion: .Am 1 my 
brother's keeper 1 (See p. 323.) 

Combinations like Me tell a lie I == • I ca.nnot tell a lie' have 
been mentioned. p. 130. 

Conditiona.l expressions ma.y serve the same purpose, e.g. cc I 
am a rogue if I drunke to-da.y" (== I did not drink, Sh.) 1 I'm 
dashed if I know; also with the conditional clause standing -a.lone : 
If there isn't Ca.ptB.in Donnithome a-coming into the yard! (G. 
Eliot; here, of course, the direct and the indirect negations cancel 
each other, the result being positive: he is coming). 

Further may be mentioned: (you) see i/l don't I catch me going 
there 'I Mr. Copperfield was teaching me.-Much he knew of it 
himself I When the devil was ill, the devil a monk would be ; When 
the devil got well, tM devil a monk was he. Similar idiomatic 
and ironical expressions seem to be frequent in allla.nguages. 

A notional negative is also implied in the use of the preterit 
(subjunctive) in cla.uses of rejected condition (p. 265). 

NOTB.-The whole subject of this chapter has been treated with much 
fuller illustration from many languages and with discussion of some points 
here omitted (negative conjunction8, prefixes, the contraction of Mf into ·nt, 
ete.) in .. Negation in English and Other Languages," Det kgl. Danake 
Videnakabemes Selekabe Historiek.Fi!ologiake Meddelelser 1,5 (Copenhagen, 
1917). 



CHAPTER XXV 

CONCLUSION 

Conlliots. Terminology. The Soul of Grammu 

OonfIicW. 
IT is a. no.tural consequenoe of the oomplexity on the one hand of 
the phenomena of life whioh have to be expressed, and on the other 
hand of the linguistic mea.ns ava.ila,ble to express them, tha.t con
fliots of various kind &re bound to occur, in which the speaker has 
to make a ohoice and then, possibly after some hesitation, uses 
one form where someone else in the same situa.tion might have 
used another form. In some cases we witness & tug-of-war, as it 
were, between two tendenoies whioh may go on for a very long 
period, druing which grammarians indulge in disputes as to whioh 
form or expression is " correct "; in other oases one of the oonflict
ing tendencies prevails, and the question is settled practically by 
the speaking commuplty, sometimes under protest from the Lindley 
Mu.rra.ys or Academies of the time, who very often prefer logical 
oonsistency to ease and na~uraJness. Examples of gra.mm.a.ticaJ 
conflicts will be found here a.nd there in this volume: the most 
typical ones are perhaps those mentioned in Oh. XVII of ri~ 
between the notional idea. of sex and grammatical gender (leading, 
for instanoe, to Greek neanias, G. ein friulein • • • lie, Sp. el 
justioia). In Oh. XIV we saw the competition between singular 
and plural in the verb connected with, a. oollective. Some other 
conflicts of a similar character may be mentioned here. 

In the Gothonio 1a.nguages there is no distinotion of gender in 
the plural; but the want of an express indioation of the " na.tura.! 
neuter" in speaking of more than one thing leads to the employ
ment of what is properly a singular neuter ending in G. beiaes, 
verschiedenes (op. a.lso alles); Curme GO 149 mentions alZe8 areiu, 
and Spitzer somewhere writes alles are. (" Sie'sind weder germanen 
nooh gallier nooh auoh romanen, 80ndern &lies drei del' a.bsta.mmung 
naoh "). Here, then, gender h8rIJ been stronger than number .. 

Simi1a.rly the feeling for the neuter is often stronger tha.n the 
feeling for the proper case. In the dative there was originally no 
differenoe between masculine and neuter; but in English from an .. 
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ea.rly period we find for' it, to thi8, after what, and finally these 
nominative-accusatives were the only forms of the neuter pronouns 
that were used. In German we see the same tendency, though it 
has not prevailed as completely as in English: Goethe has zu 
was " was wohnte er bei is common, and zu (mit, van) etu'a8 is the 
only form used; thus also mit niehts, etc. (a survival of the old 
form is found in zu nichte machen, mU nichten); wegen waB is used 
colloquially instead of the ambiguous 10egen We8sen (Curme GO 198) 
But the tendency has not been. strong enough to a.llow mif daa, 
von weZckes, though met dem, von wekhem in a. neuter sense is not 
frequent (cp. dam;,t, ulOf'on), and the dative is required in. an adjective 
following the uninfiected pronoun: "der gedanke von et'Wa8 
unverzeiliehem. " 

G. wem, like E. whom, is common to masculine and feminine, 
but where a. distinctive form for the female sex is desirahle. a rare 
a.nd unrecognized form uler may be used: "V on Helios gezeugt ~ 
Van wer geboren 1 .. (Goethe) I "Da du so eine art bruder von ihr 
bist.-Von ihr 1 Von wer 1 .. (Wilbrandt, Curme GO 191). This, 
however, is only possible after a proposition, as wer as the first 
word of. the sentenoe would be taken as the nomina.tive; Raabe 
therefo'l"e finds a.nother way out: " Festgeregnet I Wem una 
welcher steigt nicht bei diesem worte eine gespen.stische einnerung 
in der seele auf 1 " (= what man and woman). 

On the other hand, case has proved stronge1" tban gender in 
the grndull1 extension of the genitival ending -8 to feminines in 
English and Danish, the chief reason being, of oourse, that the old 
form did not mark off the genitive distinctly enough from the other 
cases. In Germa.n the same tendency is sometimes found with 
proper names; Frenssen thus writes: "Lisbeths haIler kopf." 

A oonfliot between the ordinary rule whioh requires an oblique 
case after a preposition, and the feeling of a. subject-rela.tion which 
requires the .nominative, sometimes leads to the latter idea. gaining 
the upper hand, e.g. E ... Me thinkes no body should be sad but I " 
(Bh.) I "not a man depart, Sa'l.te 1 a.lone" (id.) I "Did anyone 
indeed exist, except I?" (Mrs. Bhelley) I G. "Wo ist ein gott 
ohne der her'f" (Luther) I "niemand kommt mif entgegen aU8ser 
ein unvet's6/zlim.te1''' (Lessing) I Dan. "ingen uden jeg ka.n vide 
det," etc. (of. OhE, p. 57 ff.). 

In a simila.r way we have in Sp. hasta yo 10 se ' up to I, i.e. even 
I know it' (op. Fr. jusqu'au roi le sait). It is really the same 
prinoiple tha.t is at the bottom of the G. nomina.tive ill waB fUr 
ein mensch and the corresponding Russian loo za Celoojelc; tinaJJy 
also in G. tin alter schelm oon lohnbeditmter. 

The wish to indicate the ~ond person singular is seen to have 
been strona:er than the desire to distinguish between the indioative 
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and the subjunctive by the fact that combma,tions like tl thou 
dost and if thou didst became frequent at a much ea.rlier perwd 
than the corresponding, uses of the indicative instea,d of the sub
junctlve in the third person. 

In Ch. XXI we have already seen the conflicts in indirect 
speech between the tendency to keep the tense of direct speech 
and the tendency to shift it into Accordance with the mam verb 
(" He told us that an unmarried man was (or, is) only half a man" 
I " he moved that the bill be read a second time "). In the sentence 
"he proposed that the meeting adjourn" we may say that mood 
has been stronger than tense, and the r,ame is true in French, where 
" il desirait qu'eIle Iui ecrive " is now the only form used in ordinary 
language instead of the earlier ecrwisse. Inversely tense is strr,nger 
than mood in colloquial French in a. case like" croyez-vous qu'il 
fera beau demain," where old-fashioned grammarians would prefer 
the present subjunctive fas.ge; Rousseau writes: "Je ne dis pas 
queles bons seront recompenses; mais jedis qu'iIs serontheureux " : 
although after a negative main verb the ordinary rule is that the 
verb is put into the subjunctive in the dependent dause. 

In the matter of word-order there are a great many similar 
conflicts, many of which fall under the head of style rather than 
of grammru:. Let me mention only one point of grammatical 
interest: on the one hand prepositions are placed before their 
objects, on the other hand interrogative and relative pronouns 
have to be put in the beginning of the sentence. Hence conflicts, 
which are often settled according to the more or less intimate 
connexion between the preposition and its object or between the 
preposition and some other word in the sentence: "What are 
you talking of 1 I What town is he living in 1 or, In what town is 
he living 1 I In what respect was he suspicious ¥ I Some things 
whioh I can't do without I Some things without which I can't 
make panoakes." I find an instructive example in Stevenson: 
" What do they care for but money 1 For what would they risk 
their rascal carCases but money 1" By the side of " this movement 
of which I have seen the bcginning" (here it would be less natural 
to say" which I have seen the begmning of") we have the literary 
" the beginning of which I have seen." 1 In French it is impos;,ible 
to relegate the preposition to the end of the sentence, hence it is 
necessary to say" l'homme a qui j'ai donne le prix " and" }'hommc 
au fils duquel j'ai donne le prix." .As a genitive in English cannot 
be separated from the word it belongs to, the object, which in 
ordinary sentences comes after the verb, has to be placed before 
the subject after whoge in " the man whose son I mE"t "; in French, 

1 Hesitation where to place the prepos~tion sometimes leads to redundancy, 
e.g. "Of what kinda should this codre coma of t" (Sh.). 
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on the other hand, there is no such induceme"t, and the object 
comes at its usual place, though separd,ted from .ir:mt. in " l'homme 
dont j'ai rencontre le fils." 

Terminology. 
Any branch of science that is not stationary, but progressive, 

must from time to time renew or revise its terminology. New terms 
must be found not only for newly discovered things like radium, 
ion, but also for new ideas resulting from new ways of considering 
old facts. Traditional terms often cramp the minds of investi· 
gatorl'l and may form a. hindrance to' fertile developments. It is 
true that a fixed terminology, in which the meaning of every single 
term is plain to every reader, is a great boon, but if the terminology 
is fixed only in so far as the same terms are used, while their meanings 
vary according to circumstances or the uSage of individual writers, 
it becomes necessary to settle what would be the best meaning to 
attach to these terms, or else to introduce new terms which are 
not liable to misunderstanding. 

In grammar terminological difficulties are aggravated by the 
facts that many terms go back to pre-scientific ages and that many 
again are used outside of grammar, often in meanings whieh have 
little or no resemblance to the technical meanings attached to 
them by grammarians, and finally by the fact that the same set 
of terms is used for languages ot different structure. It is, of 
course, an advantage to the learner that he has not to acquire 
a. new set of terms for each new language he takes up, but this 
is only of value if the grammatical facts covered by the same 
terms are really analogous, and not so dissimilar that the use 
of one and the same name may create confusion in the student's 
mind. 

The scorn of the oldest grammarians for a good terminology 
is shown by their term verbll,m 8ub~tanti1lilm for the verb which 
is the least substantial and farthest removed from any substantive, 
further by the use of positil'e as the first degree of comparison, thus 
not as usual opposed to negative, but to comparative, and by the 
use of impersonal of some functions of the third" person." It is 
a great disadvantage that many grammatical terms have other 
non-technicd,l meanings, which sometimes make it difficult to avoid 
such clashings as "this case [speaking of the nominative, for 
instance] is found in other cases as well" or " en d'autres cas on 
trouve anssi le nominatif," " a singular use of the singular." Wnen 
a grammarian sees the words" a verbal proposition" in a treatise 
on logic, he is at first inclined to think that it has something to do 
with a verb and may be opposed to So nominal f)3ntenc~ (nominal, 
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by the way. is also ambignotlt'), until he discovers that it means a 
mere definition of a word. Active, passive, voice, object, subject-l 
have had occasion in various chapters to PQilltout ho.w the everyday 
use of these words may mislea,d the lWWo,ry; the fact that subject 
m.ay mean 'subject-matter' has given rise to whole discussions 
about logieJJ, psychological, and gram.matical subject which might 
have been avoided if graPlmarians had chosen a less ambiguous 
tel'm. Neuter, besides its ordiI1ary uses outside the province of 
grammar, has two distmot meanings in grammar, of which one is 
unavoidn.ble (neuter gender), but the other can easily be dispensed 
with: neuter verb--explained as "neither active nor passive; 
intransitive" in spite of the fact that an intransitive verb is active 
in the only sense in which the word' active' should be used by a 
consistent lin~ist, Besides this, the }.'IW gives as an additional 
mooning "neuter passive, having the character both of a. neuter 
and a passive verb "--confusion worse confounded I 

A bad or mistaken name may lead to wrong rules which may 
have a detrimental influence on the free use of language, especially 
in writing. Thus the term prepo6ition, or rather the unfortunate 
knowledge of the Latin etymology of this word, is responsible for 
that absurd aversion to putting a preposition at the end of a sen
tence which many schoolmasters and newspaper editor~ profess 
in utter ignorance of the principles and history of their own lan
guage. These people do not consider the two possibilities which 
the Illost superficial knowledge of general linguistics would have 
brought to their notice, that the name may have been a misnomer 
from the very first, or else that the value of the word may have 
changed as h~s been the case with so many other words the etymo
logy of which is not, or is no longer, understood by the ordinary 
users of the language. A ladybird is not a bird, nor a butterfly 
a fiy, and no one is the worse for it; blackberries are not black 
till they are ripe; a barn may be llsed for other things than barley 
(OE. bel'e-cun ' barley-houso ') and a hishop has other occupations 
tha,n, to 'look at ' or ' overlook' (lir. epi-skopos), Why not, then, 
admit postpositionaJ prepositions,l just as one admits adverbs 
which do not stand by the sida of a verb' (As a matter of fact, 
very is always recognized as an adverb though it never qualifies 
a velb,) 

Terminologioal difficulties are sometimes aggravated by the 
fact that languages ohange in course of time, and that therefore 
terms which may be adequate for one period are no longor so for 
a subsequent period. It is true that the case following the preposi
tion to in OE. to donne was a da.tive, but that does not justify us 
in callil}g do in the moderll to do a 'cla,tiv3 infinitive,' as the NED 

1 Cp. also Lat. tenus, Gr. heneka. 
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does (though under the word dative it does not mentlon this 
use). It is even worse when the terms dative and genitive are 
a.ppJied to modern prepositionaJ grouPf5 like to God and of God; 
see Ch. XlII. 

It would evidently be utte.rly impracticable to throw the whole 
traditional nomenolature overhoard and create a. totally new one, 
for instance by an arbitra.ry system ana.1ogous to that of the old 
Indian gra.mm.a.rians, who coined words like lot present tense, Ut 
perfect, lut first future, Zrt second future, la subjunctive, lot impera
tive, lan imperfect, Un potentia.l, etc. (Benfey, Gesch. d. 8prachw. 
92: I omit the dia.critics). We mmt take most of the old terms 
as they a.re, and make the best use of them that we can, supple
menting them where it is necessary, and limiting the meanings 
of all terms, old and new, &8 precisely and unambiguously as pos
sible. But this is no easy task, and I have the areatest sympathy 
with Sweet, who wrote to me a.t the time when he brought out his 
NeIJI 1lngliih. Grammar: "I ha.ve ha.d most difficulty with the 
terminology. JJ 

In the preceding cha.pters (and earlier in my MEG) I have 
ventured to introduoe a. certain number of n'eW terms, bu:t I make 
bold to think tha.t they are neither very numerous nor very difficult. 
In both respects my procedure compares favourably both with the 
wholesale coining of new gra.mmatical terms and perversion of 
old ones in Noreen's great work, and with the nomenclature of 
certam recent psychologist.. It should also be counted to my 
credit that I am able to to88 to the wind numy of the terms used 
in former pmmaticaJ works; thus I have no ., 118e for" suoh terms 
as syna.lepha, c;rasia. syneresis, synizesia, ekthlipsis, synekphonesis. 
to mention only terms from one department of phonetic theory; 
in the ma.tter of "aspect" (Ch. XX) I am also more modera.te 
than most recent writers. . 

Among my innov&tiOIlS I should like to call apeciaJ atten.1iion 
to the tetr.n& connected with the theory of the "three ra.nks," 
where I think thAt the few Jlew terms allow one to explain a great 
many thinp ~ore precisely and at the same time more tersely 
t.ha.n hu been possible hitherto. Let, me give one example that 
has l'eceo.tIy come under my notice. In Tract XV of the. Society 
for Pure English, Mr. H. W. FowJer speaks of the position of adverbs. 
sa.ying: U The 'WQl'dtUlt1f!ll'b is hereto betaken as including adverbia.1 
phra:ses (e.g. for a time) and adver~al clauses (e.g. if f/ouible), 
adjectives used predi.oatively (e.g. alont), and adverbia.l con
junotions (e.g. then), as 'Well M simple adverbs suob. as lIotm and 
undoubletlly.'· These five lines might have been spared if the writer 
had made USII of my Jimple 'Word f'Ubjunct. 
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The Soul of Grammar.. 
My task is at an end. A good deal of this volume has neces

sarily been taken up with controversia.l matter, but it is my hope 
that the criticism contained in it will be found to be constructive 
rather than destructive. .And let me add for the benefit of those 
reviewexs who are fond of pointing out this or that little article 
in some recent periodical or this or that dootor's thesis which ha.s 
been overlooked, that I have very often silently criticized vi$wS 
which a.ppear to me to be wrong, without giving in each particulaJ.' 
CASe ohapter and verse for what I take exception to. My theme 
is so comprehensive tha.t the book would ha.ve swelled to un
warmntable dimensions had I treated at full length all the varying 
opinions of other scholars on the questions I deal with. Those 
who are interested in the great problems at issu~ mther than in 
gra.mma.tioal detail will perhaps think that I have quoted too much. 
l!ot too little, from the ever-inoreasing flood of books a.nd a.rliclea 
on these questions. 

My endeavour ha.s beep., without neglecting investigation into 
the details of the languages kn()wn to me, to gxve due prominenoe 
to the great prinoiples underlying the gra.mmars of all la.nguages, 
a.nd thus to m.a.ke my contribution to a gl'~aticaJ science based 
a.t the salne time on sound psychology, on sa.ne logic, and on solid 
facts of linguistic history. 

Psychology should assist us in understanding what is going 
on in the mind of speakers, and more partictiJarly how they are 
led to devia.te from previously e"ltisting rules in consequence of 
oonflicting tendencies, each of them dependent on some facts in the 
structure of the la.ngu~ge concerned. 

Logic as hitherto often applied to grammar has been & narrow 
strictly forinal kind of logio, generally called in to condemn certain 
developments :i.l\.. living speech. Instead. of tha.t, we should culti
vate a broader-minded logio whioh would recognize. for instanoe, 
that £rom the logioal point of view the indirect object ma.y be made 
the subject of a passive sentenoe just as muoh as the direct object, 
the question as to the permissibility of such sentenoes as ~. he 
was offered a. orown " being thus shifted from the jurisdiction of 
logic to that of aotual usage. Fr." je m'en souviens" was only 
illogica.l so long as the PriginaJ meaning of 8OUve:nir was still felt
but a.t that tjme people still said" il m'en souvient," and the 
new oonstruotion is the outward symptOm of the faot that the 
meaning of the verb has changed (cp. the change from. me dreams 
to 1 dteam): when souvenir has come to mean • ha.ve in one's 
memory' instead of ' come to one's memory,' the new oonstruction 
is the only one logicaUy possible. The paragraphs devoted in 
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Ch. XXIV to double negation also show us the applications of 
mistaken logfuaJ noti()ns to grlltmmar, and our conclusion is not 
that logio oonnot be a.pplied to grammatical questions, but that 
we should beware of caning in a superfioial logic to condemn what 
on a more penetrating consideration may appeat perfectly justifiable. 
On. the other hand, of course, logic is of the greatest v~ue for the 
bui1~g up of our grammatioal system and for the formulation of 
our grammatical rules or laws. 

The study of linguistie history b of the utmost importance 
to the gra.mmarian: it broadens his mind a.nd tends to eliminate 
that tendency to reprobation which is the bese~ting sin of the non
historic grammarian, for the history of la.nguages shows that changes 
ha.ve constantly taken pla.ce in the past, and tha.t wha.t was bad 
grammar in one period may become good grammar in the Dext. 
But lingui$tic history has hitherto perhaps been too much occupied 
with trying to find out the ultimate origin of each phenomenon, 
while disregarding many tliings nearer our own days which are still 
waiting for oareful investigation. 

Grammatiea.l phenomena oan and should be considered from 
various (often supplementary) points of view. Take the concord 
between a. substantive and its adjective (in gender, number and 
case) a.nd between a subject and its verb (in number a.nd person). 
The traditional gra.mmarian of the old type states the rules and looks 
upon deviations as blunders, which he thinks himself justified in 
bra.nding as illogical. The linguistic psychologist finds out the 
reasons why the rules are broken in this or that case; it may be 
tha.t if the verb comes long after its subject, there is no more mental 
energy left to remember what was the number of the subject, or that 
if the verb precedes the subject, the speaker has not yet made up 
his mind as to what the subject is to be, etc. The historian examines 
his texts over various centuries and finds a growing tendency 
to neglect the forms distinctive of .number, etc. And then the. 
linguistic phllosophElr may step in and sa.y that the demand fot 
grammatical concol'd in these cases is simply a. consequence of 
the imperfection of ls,l1guage, for the ideas of number, gender 
(sex), ca.se and person belong IogicaJIy only to primary words and 
not to secondary ones like adjective (adjunct) and verb. So far, 
then, from a language suffering any 108& when it graduaUy discards 
those endings in adjectives and verbs which indicated this agree
ment with the primal'Y, the tendency must, on the contrary, be 
considered a progressive one, and full stability ca.n be found in 
that langua.ge alone which has abandoned all these olumsy rezn.. 
nante of a bygone past. (But don't let me be tempted to say 
more of this tha.n I ha.vealrea.dy sa-id in the fourth book 
of Language.) 
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. My concern in this volume has been with what might be called 
the higher theory of grammar. But it is clear that if my views are 
accepted, even if they are accepted only partially, they must have 
practical oonsequenoes. First they must influence those grammars 
that are written for advanced students (the second volume of my 
own Modern English Grammar already bears witness to this influ
ence, as does August Western's Norsk Riksmaalgrammatik); and 
through such grammars the new views ma.y also in course of time 
penetrate to elementary grammars a.nd influence the whole teaching 
of grammar from the very earliest stage. But how that should be 
brought about, and how many of the new views !Iond terms may 
advantageously be adopted in primary schools~those are questions 
on which I should not like to pronounce before I have seen how 
this book is received by those scholars to whom it is a.ddressed. Let 
me only express the hope that elementary teaching of grammar in 
future may be a. more lrving thing than it has been up to now, with 
less half-understood or unintelligible precept, fewer "don't's," 
fewer definitions, and infinitely more observation of actual living 
facts. This is the only way in which grammar can be made a 
useful and interesting part of the school curriculum. 

In elementary schools the only grammar that can be taught is 
that of the pupils' own mother-tongue. But in higher schools and 
in the universities foreign la.nguages are taken up, a.nd they may 
be made to throw light on each other and on the mother-tongue. 
This involves comparative grammar, one part of which is the 
histor~cal grammar of one's own language. The great vivifying 
influence of oomparative and historical. grammar is universally 
recognized, but 1 may be allowed to point out here before I close that 
the wa.y in whioh the facts of gr&mmar are viewed in this volume 
may open out a. new method in comparative grammar, or a new 
kind of comparative graolmar. As this subject is always taught 
now, it starts from the sounds and forms, compares them in various 
related languagt*l or in various periods of the same language in 
order to establish those oorrespondencies which are known under 
the name of phonetic laws, and to supplement them by develop
ments through a.nalogy, ete. In the scheme given above in 
Cb.. lIT, this means starting from A (form), and proceeding to 
B (function} a.nd 0 (notion or inner meaning). Even Oomparative 
Synu.x goes in the sa.me direction, and is tied down by forms, as 
it is chiefly occupied in examining what has been the use made by 
different languages of the forms and form ca.tegories which Compara
tive Morphology has ascertained. But we can obtain new and 
fruitful points of view, and in fact arrive at a new kind of Compara.
tive Syntax by following the method of this volume, i.e. starting 
from C (notion or inner meaning) and e~amining how each of the 
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funda.m.entaJ ideas common to all mankind is expressed. in va.rious 
languages, thus proceeding through B (funotion) to .A (form). 
This compa.rison need not be restricted to languages belonging to 
the 8&lJl& family and representing various developments of one 
original comm.on tongue, but m.ay take into consideration languages 
of the most diverse type and ancestry. The specimens of this 
treatment which I have given here ma.y serve 80S a. preliminary 
sketch of a notional comparative gramma.r, which it is my hope 
that others with a. wider outlook than mine a.nd a greater knowledge 
of languages may take up a.nd develop further, so as to assist us 
in gaining a. dee~ insight into the innermost na.ture of human 
btnguage and of huma.n thought' than has been possible in thia 
volume. 
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IN' the chapter on Nexus (p. U7) I have mentioned .. phenomenon which 
may be desoribed a,s an e.ccu'980tive + a finite verb dependent on a verb 
inserted &iter the a.ccUllative. .All books on correct English look upon the 
use of whom in sentences hke "We fQed chUdren whom we think are hungry" 
as a grOIiS or heinous /!!tror, thE! reasoning being evidently this: the rela.tlve 
is the subjeot of are b.~gt'3J. A subject ehould ltand in the nominatIve. 
We think is an insertion that oannot change anything in the relation between 
the pronoun and are. Wh.o, not whom, i. ~ nominJl;ti.ve. Ergo: the 
sentence should be: .. We feed cbilC\.reJl. who we think are hungry." It is 
admitted that the 118& of whom is common, but the books mentioned give 
only .. oouple of examples from reputa.ble writeI'B besides some from less 
known writere and reO$lt neWltpape1'8. My first contention is tbat thie 
gives a false i.rnprell8lon of the extent to whioh whom is used in thlllle oom. 
binatioIlll. for as a matter of fact it ie muoh more frequent in good writers 
than most people !I1JSpect. I l'flprlnt the examples I have collected from 
my own reading. which i'e not very e;1ttenshre, and in which I have not paid 
more attention to true than to hundreds of other eyntactio ph4IDomena.. 

(Chauc&r f) Roe 3021 To spye and take whom that he fond Unto that 
roser putts an hond I Chauoer B 665 yet wol we ue s.vyse Whom that we 
wole that (eome 'M.SS omit that) ehaJ. ben our just18e I Caxton R 86 his fowle 
hound whom I neuer see doth good I $hakesp. John IV. 2. 165 Arthur. whom 
they eay is kill'd to Jllght J Al1a n. 1. 202 thy vassa.l1, whom I know la free 
for me to aske I Cymb. I. 4. 137 Wha.t lady ••• t Yours, whom in con· 
etanoie y&u ~rike stands 80 -.fe I Meae. 11. 1. 72 thJr wile 7 I Sir: whom 
I thaw heaUl'n is an honest woman I Cor. lV. 2. 'the nobility ••• whom 
we see haue 8lded in his beha.lfe r Temp. XII. 3. 92 Ferdinand {whom they 
suppose ~ droun'd) I Tim. IV. 3. 120 a bll4tard. whom the oraele Rath 
doubtfully pronoun~ thy throat ~ m (= who according to ~ or. 
shall out) I A.V. 1. Ss.m. 25. 11 Shall I ••• giue it vnto men, wlj.om I know 
not whence they be ? I John Speed (1626, quoted Lowes, Conv. -.od Revolt 
163) Phny ple.ces the perositea here whom liee saith be.e eo narrow-G\D'U.thed 
that they live only by the &melof roet meat I Welton Compl. A. 30 S. James 
and S. John, whom we know were fishers I Goldsm. Vio. 1766 2. 41 Thornhill. 
whom the hoat $S8Ured me W1I8 hated lib. 47 Mr. Thornhill. whom now I 
find wu even worse than he represented him. (both passages • "eouected • 
in ree&nt r$prints) I F'l-&%Iklin Aut. US I advise you to apply to all tho .. 
whom ron "know will give eomething; next, to those whom you are 
uncertatn whether they will give any thing or not •.. and, lastly, do not 
ner~ those who you are sure will 'give nothillg I Shelley Leit. 453 to any~ 
one, wholJl he knew had direet oo~un.ie&tion with me I Xea.ts 6. '12 I have 
met 'With women wh1>:m. I really think would like to be in.arried to a poen:I. f 
~ Y a5 181l.ppoee that the God. whPm you eay made me ••• I Darwhi 

1. 60 to 8118iet th9P whom he thGUght deserved 8118istance I Mulooh Ra.lft. 
2. 11 ODe whom an t:lle world knew was 80 wronged and eo l'JJlha,ppy I Xipling 
DW 86 the W~ whoxn we know is hewn twelve-ermed f Wella Sleeper 
1 HI the Slee~whom no one but the superstitious. OODUnon people had 
evet dreamt would wake again I id Ma.rr. 1. 246 oollege friends, whom b4! 
gathered from M$'jorie'a t&lk 'Were d~ to play s.la.rge. part J Churchill 
Comston 237 Janet ••. whom Ihe had been told WM the heiress of the 
sta~ I BeDaon Anmdel 150 I D3et a man whom I thought was a lunatic I 

8'9 
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Ingpen Shelley in Engl. 624 his kindness to his grandson, wl">om he hoped 
and believed would be grateful I Oppenheim People's M. 149 people ask 
me to dInner, people whom I feel ought to ha.te me I id. I,a.xw. 111 In ten 
minutes, the man whom you must believe, since the breaking up of your 
band, has been your secret enemy for all these months, WIll be here lib. 
276 I am going to watch the man whom your little frIend Miss Thorndyke 
believes is concerned in hel father's disappearance I BuTt Brand. Ir. 89 
with the lover whom Prosper had told her was dead I Rev. of Rev. Oct. '05. 381 
the ~lice had the right to lock anyone up whom they suspecteit contem
plated committing political crime I Tlmes 2. 9. '20 the leader, ",hom I learned 
afterwards was D. L. Moody I Newsp. '22 Writers whom we nlUst all ndmit 
are honest in their intentions have' trel\ted unpleasant subjectB I Report 
of Royal Comm. on Honoul'S, Dec. 1922 the person whonl the Prime Minister 
considers was the original suggestor of the name I Times Lit. Suppl. 1. 3. '23 
a German Princess, whom she hopes will help her to gain her independence. 

Compare also the following cases of predi('atlve :.OE. Matt. 16. 13 BWll'ne 
secgai5 men j1ret sy mannes sunu? I A.V. Whom do men say that I the son 
of man am ? (Wyclif has here: Whom seien men to be mannus sone ! but 
Luke 9. 18 and 20: Whom seien the puple that Yam? .•• But \\"ho seien 
3e that Yam?) I Walpole FoI'ti. 83 asking him whom he thought that he 
was I Famol Am. Gent. 476 And whom do you think it is? I Oppenheiro 
People's M. 122 Never mind whom you thought it might have been.-In 
the biblical quotations we have here possibly influence from the Latin 
accusative with infinitive. 

The frequency of whom in such sentences is all the more noteworthy 
because the tendency in English has gone for centuries in the opposite 
direction, towards using who instead of whom as an objl'ct. There must 
therefore be a ve~ strong feeling that the relative in .. children whonl we 
think are hungry' does not stand in the same position as in "children who 
are hungry," where no one would think of substItuting the form whom. 'l'he 
relative must accordingly be felt as somehow dependent on we tkink, from 
which it is not separated by any J.>ause whatever: a pause \vould be un· 
~t,ural. and, 118 a matter of fact, it IS quite impOSSIble to use the form whom, 
if we add M and make a pause hefore the inserted clause: .. children, who, 
as WI' think, are hungry," where we have a real insertion without any inOuence 
on the sentence which is broken up by tho intercalated passage.l In" children, 
whonl we think are hungry," on the other hand, we have a peculin.r com· 
pound relative clause, in which I should not say tha.t whom in itself is the 
object of think, but rather, as in other cases considered in Ch. IX, that the 
object of think is the whole nexus, whose primary is whom (whi('h is put in 
the accusative, because the nexus ia depel\clent) and whose &dnel> is the 
finite combination are I,ungry. The form whom is used be('ause in "who 
we think" the speech.instinct would be be~iIdered by the contiguity of 
two nominatives, as it were two subj~cts in the samo clause. 

There is a aooond test by which we can show tha.t the speech instinct 
does not talte the reJative as a real subject, namely the possibility of omitting 
the relative pronoun, which, as a general rule, can only be omitted in Englillh 
when it is not to be the 8\\bject. Zangwill writes (Grey Wig. 326): "Is it 
80 with everything they say is wrong? "-he would not have omitted the 
relative exce~t for the in$Grtion of they nt/, for" Is it so with everyt.hing 
is wrong t" 18 not English. I give a few other examples: Keata 4. 188 
I did not like to \vrite before him a letter he knew was to reach your hllnds I 
Thurston Antag. 227 count the people who come, and compare them vdth 
the number you hoped would come I London Adv. 32 They chose the !ingor
ing death they were sure awaited them rather than the immediate den.th 
shey were sure would: pounce upon them if they went up against the mast<>r I 
ib. 50 p1,1ZZled over something untoward he was sure had happened I Lloyd 

1 Who is the form used before a pause, marked in the folio by the paren. 
thesis, in Shakcsp. Qes. In. 2. 129 I should.do Brutus wrong, and C&S$ius 
wrong: Who (you all know l are honOUl'lIoble meD. 
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George Speeoh May 1921 In Central Eutopo there were blood feuds they 
all thought had been dead and buried for centuries I Times Lit. Suppl. 
22. 3. '23 11 piratical anthology in which he included eertain poe;:ns he knew 
were noi; Shakespeare's I Lawrenoe Ladyb. 193 she's just the type 1 always 
knew would attract him. 

The correctness of this analysis is confirmed by a oomparison with 
similar oonstruotions in Dan;sh and French (see my paper "In> to hoved6rter 
av grammattiske forbindelser," Copenh. Aoad. of Sciences, 1921, p. 20 ff.). 
In Da.nish the rela.tive dt!'/' can be used only as a subjeot, but 80rn both as 
subject and object: now der is never used iQ,Stead of aorn in .. den mand 
Bom jeg tror har taget pungen." In the same way hfJem der. the oombination 
required in the subject, cannot be used instead of hfJem in "jeg veed ikke 
hvem man tror har taget pungen." The relative is frequently omitted as 
object, not as subject, but may be omitted in "den mand jeg tror har taget 
pungen." The word-order in " dert mMlIl Bom jeg ikke tror har taget pungen " 
with ikke preposed also shows that we have not an ordinary parenthetical 
insertion. In :French we llave the somewha.t obsolete construction .. Mais 
quelle est cette femme que je vois qui arrive t "-the first relative is put 
in the oblique form beca.use the speaker dares not say qui on acoount of the 
immE'diately following lIubjeot, but after je. tJoia the relatlve pronoun is taken 
up aga.i;n and this time can be put in the nominative. It is easily seen that 
on account of the different word-order there is not the same inducement 
to shift the case of the Latin l,'e1ative in "Cicero qui quantum scripserit 
nemo nescit," while in .. Cicero, quem nemo nesoit multo. scripsisse" the 
sentence :is continued in a different form. 

In other words, two of the premises in the orthodox reasoning mentioned 
above oannot hold water before a aloser inspection: a subject; need not 
always be in the nominative, and the insertion of the words we think can 
and doel change the relation between the relative pronoun a.nd its verb. 
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a, see article; a few, a little, 202 324 
a, Sp., 129, 162, 238 
a. Fr., 187 
a.bla.tive, 126, IS{), 182, 250 
absolut~ abla.tive, acc., dat., gen., 

nom., 126 ff., 182 ; superlative, 247 
abstract, 63, 133 ft, 198; pluraJ, 

200,211 
accent, see stress, tone 
accidence, see morphology 
accusa.tive after there is, 155 f. ; 

object, 162; in English, 174ff.~ 
after prepositions, 175; meaning, 
179; in neuter, 239 

accusa.tive-wlth-infinitive. 117 f. ; 
with finite, 349 ff. 

action-noun, 136, 169 ff., 284 
active, 165 ft.; case, 166; adjec

tives 168; substantives, 169; 
participle, 283 

adjective, dlflerence from substan
tive, 72 ft.; as prima.ry. adjunct, 
subjunct, 99; Ilhifted adverbs, 
101; with object, 163; ~tive 
and passive, 168; concord. 207, 
345 

adjunct, 97 ft.; restrictive a.nd non
reetrictive, 108 ft. ; different from 
nexus, 114 ff. 

adnex.97 
adnominal (genitive). 180; cf. ad

junct 
a.cflverb, 87 ft.; primary, adjunct. 

subjunct, 100 t.; number, 211; 
person, 214; pronominal adverbs, 
S4; with adjuncts, 100 XI. ; nsme, 
342 

adverbial use 01 oases, 17fS; of 
subjuncts 

after, 89, 248; in Irish perfeot. 270 n. 
after-future. 263 
after-past. 262 
afterthought, 25 f., 121. 271, 834 
agens.150 
lIogent-D.O"\U!S, 141 D •• 189; tense. 283 
aktionsa.rt, 276, 286 ft. 
all. 202, 203 :a'1 237j 324 f.; nega.· 

tived,326 
allative. 182 
allu (wer aUu). 203 . 
alternatiYe questions, 303 

ama.lgsmation. 24, 93 l., 10! 
anakoJuthia., 28, 299 
and rej?eated. 27; idiomatic use, 

. 130,n.; meaning, 191 n. 
anImals. it, he. 8he, 235 
ani~te. 227, 284 if. 
ante, anteguam, 249 
ante-future, .263, 271 
ante-preterit, 262. 271, 2~3 
aorist, 275 ft. ; gnomio, 259 
aphesis, 278 
aposiopesis. 180. 142, 310 
approximatlOn, plural of, 191 
a.rticle, defimte, 85, 109; with 

intinitive, 152; indefimte, 85, 
113,152: generic, 203 

articulate sentences. 308 
as, 90; with predicative, 131: cue 

184 
aspect, 286 ft. 
aasumpUon, 115 
attre.ction, Hn; ()f negatives, 327, 

829, 330, 333 
attribute, 114, 135; see adjective, 

adjunct 
atitres, 193 

be, 131; at! copula, 150 ft.; va.lue, 
153 f.; is being, 280, 281 

before, 89. 248 
before-future, 263, 271 
before-past, 256, 262, 271, 276 
both,206 
by with converted subject. 164, 171 

can, 325; DJ) infinitive, 286 XI. 

cardinals, 211 
case, 1736.; number of C888., 

173 ft.; ~atioal and local, 
185; obJeot. 161 ff.; s.ctivus, 
energeticus, tr8llllitivus. 166, dis· 
tinotion between ]mima.te and 
inanimate, 238 f.; oonfiicte. 339 

categories, how many. W f. 
ca.usa..t.ives, 281 . 
certam., 113 
cba.nge a.nd stability. 287 
Christian names, 68 
clause, 103, 308; primary, adjunct. 

subjunot, 103 if. 
coalescence. 24, 93 f., 102 

-28 
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coextension of subject and predioate, 

153 
cognate object. 137 
collecti"e, 195 f.; verb plural, 237 
come, coming, future, 261, 279 
command, 302, SUI, 325; negatived, 

328 . 
common name, 64 ff.; number, 

197 f., 208; persou, 215; sex, 231 
comparatIve, 244 ff. l weakened, 248 ; 

double, 248; formal, 249; used 
of two, 250 

comparative gra.IXllIlar, 30 f., 346 
comparison, 245 ff.; latent, 248; of 

substantives, SO 
complement, 88 
composite things, sing. and plural, 

189 
compound words, formular and free, 

22 f.; loose in English, 62 n., 94, 
98, 102; number in first pa.rt, 
208; suppression in, 810 

conceptional neuter, 241 
conceSSIOn, 319 
conclUllive verbs, 273 
concord, 72 ff., 207 ff.; diffioulties, 

209, 215, 345 
concrete, 63, 133 
condensed relatives, 104 no 
<Il>nditionlll, 321; conjunction in 

dependent question, 297; sen
ten~. 265 f., 319; in form of 
questions, 305; imperative, 314 ; 
negative idea, 337 

condiUonnel, 267,293,318 
conflicts between ex~ressi.ons, 338 ff. 
confusion with negatIves, 328, 331 
conjunction, 87, 89 ff., 297; from 

imperative, 315 
conjunctive pronoun, 85 
connective, 85, 90 
connota.tion, 65 ff. 
QOn8ecuUo temporum, 292 ff. 
continuative relative, 113 
continuo .... tenses, 277 
contradictory, 322 ff. 
contmry, 322 ff. 
contrary-to-fact condition, 265, 319 
eonverted subject, -164 (162 n.) 
eooMination, 90, 97 
copula, 131 f., 150 £., 305 
cO'llld haw, 285 
countables, 188 If. 
countr,r,V,8Ae, 23~ 
C'QlJlulative n&gations, 3'.11 
cursive, 273 

dative, 162; in Eoglish, 1'2'4 ff. ; 
subject in passive, 163, 114; 
with inB.ni.tive, 118; ablOlute, 
128; in J(lroIlO'tlDlJo 239; 'dative 
infinitive, 34S 

de, 181 
declension, 95 n. 
definite article, 85, 109; tenses, 277 
definitions of parts oi speech, 58 ff. ; 

of infinitive, 143; of subject a.nd 
predicate, 145 ff. ; of object, 
157 ff. 

definitive genitive, 98 
denotation, 65 
dependent clauses, 105; lipeech, 290 ; 

questions, 297 
deprecation-nexus, 129 
deviZ, negation, 337 
dictionary and grammar, 31 ff. 
different than, 250 
diminutives, 239 
direct speech, 290 
disjunctive questions, 303 
distance with compara.tives, 250 f. 
distinctive fol."IIl.s, 296, 338 f. 
distributive numera.ls, 189, 197; aZZ, 

203.327 n. 
do, 26 
double nega.tion, 331 
dramatic present, 258 
dream, 160 
dllal, 205 ff. 
duration, 276, 278 
during, 128 
dynamios, 30 

each, 202; each other, 93, 161 
economy of speech, 208, 264 
elative, 247 
elements of sounds, 36; of words, 

41£. 
ellipsis, 95, 98, 103 f., 122, 126 n., 

127, 141 ff., 306 f.; cf. suppres
sion 

empty words, 33 
epistol~ tenses, 295 
epithet, 8U adjunct 
equality, 246 
er8terer, 260 
'8, 25; gel;litive and acousative, 181 
E~:ranto, 61, 208 n., 2\)4 n.. 321 n. 
esmve. 183. 280 
e8tar.289 
wery, 202, 324 ff.; negatived. 326 ff. 
e:c-,282-
exolama.tion, 301, 305; in indirect 

speech, 298 ; . negative, 323 
exclusive plure.1, 192 
existential sentences, 165 
expanded tenaes, 277 ff. 
exposition, 147 
expression, 301) 

fact-mood, 313 
family names, 67 
female, feminine, 55 f., 228. 230 ff. 
/tM, "/_. 202, 324: 
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f/,gtVI'a. etymologlca, 137 
finished and unfinished, 287 
finite verb, 87 
for, with subjectand infinitive, U8f. ; 

with predicative, 131 f. 
fol'Ul and meaning. 33 t, 40 ff., 

56f. 
iOl'Ulula, 18 ff. 
fOUl'th pe,.son, 2~ f. 
fra.ction, 191, 211 
free expressions, IS ft. 
frequentative, 210, 277, 287 
function, 46, 56 f. 
fur, with nominative, 132, 339 
future, 45 f., 50, 266, 260; tense, 

256; gnomic, 259; supposition, 
265; perfect, 268; indireot, 293 ; 
for imperative, 814 

futu'I"1.fm tn praJ8enU, in pl"ClJtmto, 
255, tll!aotum, 263 

gender, 55 f., 226 ff. ; ohanges, 228; 
sex, 228, 230; OODllX\on sex, 231 ; 
stronger than number and case, 
338f. 

general fa.ets, 32; grammar. 47 
generic person, 215 ff., 142, 143, 161 

(167), 204; number, 203; time, 
259,279ff. 

genitive, 45; adjunct, 98; defini. 
tive, 98; restrictive, 110; origin, 
166; subjective and objective, 
169 ff.; m.ea.ning, 180; use in 
Russian, 207, 238; in English, 
287 

genUB tJerbi, 164 
genmd, 140, 141 
geschwi8ter, 189, 195 
gnomic preterit (a.erist), 259; future, 

259f. 
go (going) fut .• 261, 279 
gra.mm.e.r and diotionary. 31 ff. ; 

division, 37 ff. 

habit. 279; (pres.), 259; (past),277 
hewe to fol'Ul perfeot, 270; have goe, 

270 
he, ambiguous, 220; and (or) she, 

233; used of animals, 235 
hearer and speaker, 17, 46, 57 
helwen, he. 235 
heische.futurwn, 814, 
here, 214. 258 
historic present, 257 f. . 
historical linguistios, 30 f., 124 D., 

345 
hietory of English gramttl.8orB, 176 f. 
hope with present, 265; Bhal~ hope, 

286 
huxnan and extra·human, 234 
human (being). 231 
hypothetioal, 321; of. unreafty 

I, plUt'al, 192,213; substitutes, 217 
Ido, 41, 61, 136, 208 n., 224 n., 232, 

294 n., 321 n. 
'I, mood, 27; dependent questions. 

297; wish, 310; of. conditional 
imperative, person, 214 ; tense, 

261 f.; meaning, 313 ff.; condi· 
tion, 814; preposition or con· 
junetion, 315; negative, 328 

imperfect, 275 ft. 
imperfective, 278,275.286,288 
impersonal, 212, 241; becomes per. 

sonal, 160 
implied negation, 336 f. 
impossibility, 325; negatived, 328 I 

expressed by preterit, 265 
impression, 309 
inanimate, 227, 234 
ina.:L'ticulate sentenoes, 308 
inceptive, 288 
inchoative, 288 
inclusive plurai, 192; time, 27.1 if. 
indel1n.ite article, 85, 118, 152 f., 154 ; 

person, 204; pronoun, 84; tho8e, 
155 

indicative, 31/$ ft. 
indirect speech, two kinds, 290 ff. ; 

person, 219 f. ; tense,292; mood, 
.21HS ff. I questions, 297 ft.; re
quests, 299; conflicts. 840 

inequaJity. 246; social, 193,218 
in1initive. 87, 318; primary, adjunct, 

subjunot, 100; nexus, 117 ft. ; 
depreoatioJ?-' 130; 4eve1opment, 
189 f.; WlthoUt prunary, 148; 
active and passive, 172; neuter, 
248; substitute for partioiple, 
284 n.; tense, 284 f. 

.mg, verbal 81.lbstantive, 140 f., 172 
ingressive, 288 
im.ler object, 137 
instrumentalobjec:t. 159; the, 2.3] ; 

predicative, 280 
interjeetiou, 90 
interrogative word·order. 26, 297 f. ; 

:pronoun, 198. 233, 805; con· 
J1l.llCtion, 297, 305; cf. question 

Wo with predicative, 131 
intonation, Bee tone 
intramdtive. 88, US 
irregula.r, 30 
isolability. 93 ft., 95 
is 10, %61 
't, 25 t., !41 I of things, 23'; of 

ohildren and a.nima.1s, 235; its, 
235 

iterative, 210, 277, 287 

junction, 97, 114 ff. 
juaaiv8, UO, 328; cf. oommand 

King L«r, a passap. 28 f. 
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latent (notiona.l) oomparison. 248 
late1', la.tte.r, 23 
Latin grammar taken lIB model, 47, 

176 t. Zu,. 246, 249 
1st tU, 214; in indirect speech, 299 
lifeless and living, 234 if. 
like, oonstruction. 160 
little, !Z little, 324 
livi~ gramme.r. 17 if.; ef. lifeless 
locahstic case.theory. 179, 186 
logioal categories, 47 ft., 52 ff.; sub· 

ject and predicate. 147 ff. 

male, 65 
man, 204, 231 
many, S5, 202, 324; negatived, 326 
masculine, 55; cf. gender 
mass·words. 198 ff., 240 
may, 325; may not, 328 f. 
meaning and form, 33 ff.; of oases, 

178, 183; of moods, 316; of 
aom.e. 324; of negation, 325 ff. 

mekrere, 248 
met&nalysis, 94 n., 128 
middle term, 322 f.; voice, 168, 225 
n:Untts, 249; different from hn~8tic 

negation, 325. 331 
mood, 313 ff.; notional, 319 ff.; in 

indirect speech. 295 f., 298 ; 
stronger than tense, 340 

more, 246; more than one, 191; 
f'lWl'E: and more, 252; negative, 
326,336 

morphology, 37 if.; in new sense, 
40 if. 

TMluetache, 189 
movement, for future, 261; ex· 

panded fo.rms, 279 
mluck, 8&. 324; negatived, 326, 337 
mUlt, 270, 292 f., 325 ; muet not, 328 f. 

na.mes. common and proper, 64 ft. 
national charp.eter and grammar, 

18'. 814 n.; cf. 206 
:N aJtwe, she, !lS5 
near future, 255, 261; put, 251 
necessity. U5; nega.tived, 328 
n~ea.. 8U; need hfwe, 286 
negati~, 322 if.; mea.ning. 325 ff. ; 

comparativetl. 247; in questions, 
~04. 323; ..nexal and. specia.l, 
329 f.; double 331 ff.; strength. 
fining and. we&k.ening, 335 f. ; 
impliled. sas f. 

n~.304,334 
neu:te~. J)lj; & .~bdi vision of m88(lu,· 

line, 227; disappea.rs, 229; fQr 
both 1I6Xes, 207, 234; depre. 
'3iatory, 239; maas-words, 240; 
conceptional or \UllIP6Oiiied., 241 ; 
predicative. 153. 242; represent. 

nexus, 243; stronger than num. 
ber or case.-~37, 338 f. 

neuter verb, 342 
nexalnegahlon, 329 
nexus, 97, 114 if.; kinds, 117 ff. ; 

object, 122 f.; subjunct, 126 it; 
of deprecation, 129 ff. 

nexus.question, 303 
nexus·substantive. 136 ft.; without 

primary, 143; active a.nd passl ve, 
169 ff.; plural, 200, 211; tense, 
284 

nice and warm, 97 
no, none, nothing, 324; nega.tived, 

327; no more, not more (less), 326 
noh,328 
nominal, 72; sentenoos, 120 f. ; 

style, 139 
nominative, origin.laa; a.nd oblique, 

182; with infinitive, 119; after 
preposition, 132, 339; predica. 
tive, 159, 183 f. 

non:conclusive, 273 
non·committal mood, 317 
non· restrictive adjuncts, 111 f. 
non.tempora! tenses, 265 
normal plural, 190 
not altogether, not at all, 327 
notional categories, 55 ff.; passive, 

165; oase, 185; person, 217 if. ; 
oomparison, 248; mood,.Bl9 ff. ; 
division of utterances, 302; ques· 
tion, 302 ff.; negation, 336 f. 

notwitMtandinq, 128 
noun, 72; of action, 136; cf. sub-

stantive 
novelty, 145, 147 f. 
now, meaning, 258 
number, 188. ff.; of verbal idea, 210 ; 

of adverbs, 211; of. dual,singular, 
plura.l 

numeraJ., 85; negll.tived, 326; oar. 
dinal,211 

object, of verbs and prepositions, 
88; de£i.ni tion, 157 ff.; instru
mental, 159; result, 159 f.; re
lation to subject, 160 £.; two 
objects, 161 if.; 122 f.; indirect, 
162; after adjective and adverb. 
163; genitive.lSl; nexus·object, 
122 f. ; cognate,lS7 ; ofinfinitive 
a.nd verbal substantives, HO, 
169 ff. 

oblique case, 173, 182 ff. ~ inani· 
mates, 239 

0/. 33; subjective and objeot~ve. 
171 ; the city 0/ ]lame, 98; 
kUnMeds 0/8oldier8, 113 

omission, Bee ellipsis, BUppreuiQa 
onmia.1. 203 
fin, Fr., 204, 215 f. 
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DIUI, 80, M, 204, 215, 237; not OM, 326 
one· member nexus, 141; sentence, 

306 
optative, 315, 320 
ordinaJs, 211 
ornamental adjunots, III ft. 

pale words, 33 
paradigms, 37, 4:4 
parataotic negation, 334 
parenthetioal adjuncts, 111 ft. 
parsing, wrong methods, 103 ft., 141, 

306, etc. 
participles, 87, 141 n.; rank, 100; 

tense, 272, .283 f.; not a mood, 
313; Latin with ace. and gen., 
163 

particles, 87 ft. 
partitive, llO n.; at1;icle, 114, 181 ; 

case, ISO f. 
parts of trpeech, 58 ft. 
pusiV'e, 164 ft. ; use, 167 ; adjectives, 

168; substantives, 169 ft.; tensee. 
2'7'2 ft. ; participlee, 272 ft., 288 f. ; 
lAtin. 161 n.; Scandinavian and 
RuMian, 225 

paNl tkflni, 270 f., 275 ft. 
past, 256, 257 f., 262; perfect, 262 ; 

historic, 270 
patterns, grammatic&l, 24 ft. 
p~,128 
perfect, 269 ft.; impera.tive. 262; 

infinitive, 284 f. 
perfective, 273, 275 
perjectoprCBllen.tia, 270 
permanent, 279 f. 
pertnansive, 269 
permission, 325; negatived, 328 
person, 212 ft.; plural of lilt and 

2nd, 192 f.; in indiJ:ect .peech, 
219 ; fourth person, 220; Iltronger 
than mood, 389 f. 

peraotl8.l, 234; proncua. 82, 86, 
212 ft. 

personification, 23. f. 
phil~hical grammar. 4/1 
phoneticlS and phonology. 35 f. 

~r;:;!t 282, 271 
pluhJ., 188 ft. ; ncmnal, 190; of 

approxU:wil"on, It" ; of majesty, 
193; of IIOCial iueqnatity, 193; 
raised to _-ODd power, 197; 
double. 191; of 'Wliia.l idea, 216 l 
unchanged. 52; of ~ namee, 
69; of abstracts, lOO; 211; of 
aecoMary words, aM ft; of ad· 
verb$,211 

'Plw, 249, 386 
plurilurs, 248 
PQsitive (ccmparison), m; (opposed 

to negative), 322, 8.24: 

possessive, restrictive. 110 f., 153; 
re:8ciTe, 222 f. S peouliar 1l8& in 
Danish,99 

possibility, 825; Mgatived, 82S; 
for future, 261 

post, P08tqw:m1., 249 
P08t (urbtm conditam), 124 
postpositive preposition, 163,340 
post;preterit. 262 . 
predicate, 145 ft., 306; psyohologioal 

and logical, 147 ff.; grsmmatioa.l, 
150; dlfillrent from predicative, 
150n. 

predioative, 88, 181, 150 n.; less 
special trum subject, 150 ft.; with 
inde.6.nite article, 152; resemblelil 
object, 159; case, 188 f. ; neuter, 
242 ; after particles (preposi
tions), 131 

predioative.substantive, 136 
preib:, 42 f. 
prepositIon, 82 f.; de.6.nition, 87 t. ; 

with nominative, 98, 132; place, 
163, 340, 342 

prepositional cases, 16.2, 186 ft. 
present, 256, 258 ft.; historic or 

dramatic, 257 f.; for future, 260 ; 
shifted in indireot speech, 292, 294 

preterit, 56, 256, 267 f.; gnomic, 2li9 
preterit·present, 270 
primary, 96 ft.; substantives, 98; 

adjectives, 99; pronouns, 99; 
infinitives, 100; adverbs, 100; 
groups, 102; clauses, 103 

principal, 97 n.; clauae or proposi-
tion, 105 

pro with adjective, 132 
pro.adjeotive, pro.adverb, 83 
produotive suffixes, 21 
pro~ve tenses, 277 
prohibition, 325, 328 
pro.in:Bnitive, 83 
pronominal adverbs, 84; with ad. 

junots, 100 no 
pronoun, 82 ft.; primary, adjunct, 

su\ljunct, 99 f. 
proper names, 64 ft.; plural, 69; 

with adjunot, 108; adjectives, 77 
prosiopeeis, 142,310 
pro-verb, 83 
pseudo-partitive, 111 
psychological subject and predioate, 

147f. 
pull-up sentences, 142, 310 

quali:flers, 96 ft., 108 ft. 
qualitative negation; 381 
qualit1.' 74 f. • 
qtl6!ltiBel'll, 85, 113 ; ID n&XUII, 115 t.; 

with ~-words, 198 
quantitative negation, 332 
quaternary. 96 
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que, 122 
question, 302 H.; two kinds, 303; 

raised to second power, 304; 
rhetorical, 304; word-order, 26; 
in indirect speech, 297 f.; nega
tion, 323 

questionable, 322 
quinary,96 
quotatIon-word, 96 n. 

rank:, 96 H.; shifted with nexus-
words, 137 

reality nouns, 133 
reciprocal. 161, 224 
redundancy, 25. 197, 264, 285, 334, 

340 
reflexive, 143, 149 n., 221 H.; verbs, 

224; become passive, 225 
regularity, 21 
rejected condition, 265 H., 318 f., 337 
relative pronouns, 85 ; clauses, 

103 H. ; restrictive and non
restrictive, 112 f.; continuative, 
ll3 

repetition, 210, 277 
ropresented speech, 290 H.; ques

tions.298 
requests, 302 l., 312 
restrictive adjuncts, 108 H.; incom

plete, 110 H. 
result, object, 159 f.; verb, 273, 

288f. 
resumptive negation, 334 

0' genitive or plural, 193 n. 
8ame, 110 
secondary, 96 H. ; number, 207; 

comparison, 252 
self, 219. 222 
semi-articulate sentence, 308 
sentence, 305 H.; built up gradually, 

26 f. 
sex, 55 f., 226 H., 230 H.; common, 

231 
shall, 50. 214, 219, 261 
8he, of animals, countries, inanimates, 

235 
shifted person, 219; tense, 292; 

mood, 295; rank:, 137 f. 
si, 161 
singulsr, 188; with numerals, 208; 

in verbs, 209 
80Uen, 261, 300 
8ome, meaning, 324 
speaker, 8U hearer 
special facts, 32; negation, 329 
specialization, 75 H., 108 H., 150 ff., 

158t. 
species, a whole, 203; cf. generic 
spoken and written language, 17 f., 

198 n., 307 
stability'. 287 

statics, 30 f. 
stop-short sentences, 142, 310 
stress. variations, 23; logical pre. 

dicate, 148; removes ambiguity, 
221; cf. 231 

subject, 145 ff., 306; psychological 
and logical, 147; grammatical, 
150 ff.; relative to object, 160 

Bubjective genitive, 120, 137, 169 ff. 
subjecJ;less sentences, 25, 149, 161, 

306 
subjunet, 97. 99, 100, 102, 105; 

resembles object, 159; term, 343 
subjunctive, 315 ff.; uncerta.inty, 

48; becomes future, 261; in 
wish and condition, 266; in 
indirect speech, 295 ff.; present 
unshifted, 294; conflicts, 340 

subjunctive.equivalents, 315 ff. 
subnex,97 
subordination, 96 ff.; subordinate 

clauses, 105 
substance, 74 f. 
substantive, 72 ff.; primary, ad· 

junot, subjunct, 98 f.; same form 
as verb, 52, 61 f. 

Bub·subjunct, 97 
Bucce~ve, 273 
suffix, 43; ·ter, 250 
suggestion, 309 
Buperjunct, aupernex, 97 n. 
superlative, 49, 244 f.; given up, 

245; absolute, 247 
Buppression, 309 ft. 
surprise, 305 
syncretism, 179 
syntax, 45 ff.; comparative, 346 f. 

tag. questions, 302, 323, 329 
teaching granlmsr, 62 
tempo of narrative, 276 
tense, 254 ff., 58; non-temporal, 

265; passive, 272; naml'S, 281 f.; 
indirect speech, 292 ff.; stronger 
than mood, 340 

terminative, 273 
terminology, 341 ff.. 55 f., 72, $5, 

87 ff., 96 f., 105 f., 147 ff., 255 f., 
281 f., 286 (cf. also 35. 40, 45, 
51 f., 62, 83, 86, 104 n., 108 f., 
111, 122, 126, 129, 131. 133 ff., 
186, 212, 224, 244, 283 i., 301, 
303,315) 

tertiary 96 ff.; comparison, 252 
tha~. 245 ff. ; case 90 n., 134 
that, pronoun and conjunction, 85, 

indirect speech, 299 
the. see srtic1e; with comparatlves, 

251 
thers, IS, 154 ff .• 209. 214 
they, common leX. 233 
thing, 74 f., 133ff., 234 
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thing·word (countable), 188, 198 f., 

240 
tlw8e, definite and indefinite, 155 
thou, concord, 27, 339 f.; supplanted 

by you, 193 
thought mood, 313 
thought·name, 133 
time, 254 if., 58; in nouns, 282 if. ; 

of. tense 
to, for dative, 33, 162; with predica. 

tive, 131, 288; with infinitive, 
lOO, 140; instead of infinitive, 
82,142 

tone, 27, 112, 294, 297, 303, 305, 
323,326 ' 

too, 248; too flWll'l,y cooTes, 126 
transitive, 88, 158; of. object 
transitory, 279 f. 
tripartitions, logical, 322, 324 if. 
turn, active and passive, 165 
two·member sentence, 306 
type, 19 if., 24 if. 

uncertainty, 265, 322 
uncountables, 188, 198 if., 240 
understood, S86 ellipsis, suppression 
unification of words, 93 f. 
units, words, 92 if.; higher unit., 

194; sentence, 307 
universal grammar, 46 if. 
un.re.a.lity, preterit, 265; infinitive, 

285 
utteranc~ classifioation, 301 if. ; 

relatively complete, 307 

verb, 86; rank, 100 ; oonoord, 207 f. ; 
plural idea, 210; oomparison, 
253; r~le in sentence, 311; same 
form as substantive, 62, 62 

verbal proposition, 134 n.; substan· 
tive, 120, 136 if.; becomes in· 
finitive, 140 

verbid,87 

verbless sentence, 120 if., 311 
verbum substantivum, 341 
very, 97, 342 
voca.tive, 184 
voice, active a.nd passive, 164:1t. 
volition, for future, 260 
vos, V0U8, to one person, 193 

wCihrend, 128 
was, were, 266 f. 
we, meaning, 192; for I, J93; die 

appearing, 216; paternal,217 
werilen, 260, 261 
will, 50, 214, 260 f. 
will-mood, 313 
what, 234 if., 243; = that which, 104 
whether, 297 
who -= he who, 104; oommon sex, 

233; whom, 849 if. 
wish, preterit, 265; aposiope.sis, 310 
with, nexus-object, 123 f.; nexus· 

substantive, 138; of! with his 
head, 80S n.; pecuJiar use, 192, 
209 n., 210 n. 

without, nexus·object, 124 
word, 92 ff., 102 
word.classes, 8ee parts of speech 
word·element, 41 f. 
word-formation, 38, 42 f. 
word-group, primary, adjunot, sub· 

junot, 10 1 ff. 
word-order, 26, 44, 147, 174, 251 f., 

297 f., 804 f., 826 f., 329; oon
tfiots, 340 

written, 8/l/l spoken 

x·questions, 303 

ye, you, 192, 193; substitutes for 
you, 217 f. 

yonder, 214 

zeitwort, 59, 254 
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